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Abstract

This volume is one of an extended series which brings together
the previously published papers, monographs, abstracts, and bibliog-
raphies by NBS authors dealing with the precision measurement of
specific physical quantities and the calibration of the related metrol-
ogy equipment. The contents have been selected as being useful
to the standards laboratories of the United States in tracing to
NBS standards the accuracies of measurement needed for research
work, factory production, or field evaluation.

Volume 1 deals with methodology in the generation, analysis,
and interpretation of precision measurement data. It contains 40
reprints assembled in 6 sections: 1) The Measurement Process
2) Design of Experiments in Calibration 3) Interlaboratory Tests
4) Functional Relationships 5) Statistical Treatment of Measure-
ment Data 6) Miscellaneous. Each section is introduced by an inter-
pretive foreword, and the whole is supplemented by abstracts and
selected references.

Key Words: Accuracy; analysis of measurement data;
design of experiments; functional relationships; inter-
laboratory tests; measurement process; precision; statis-
tical concepts in measurements; systematic error.

Library of Congress Catalog Card Number: 68-60042
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Foreword
In the 1950's the tremendous increase in industrial activity, particularly

in the missile and satellite fields, led to an unprecedented demand for preci-
sion measurement, which, in turn, brought about the establishment of hun-
dreds of new standards laboratories. To aid these laboratories in transmitting
the accuracies of the national standards to the shops of industry, NBS in
1959 gathered together and reprinted a number of technical papers by mem-
bers of its staff describing methods of precision measurement and the design
and calibration of standards and instruments. These reprints, representing
papers written over a period of several decades, were published as NBS
Handbook 77, Precision Measurement and Calibration, in three volumes:
Electricity and Electronics; Heat and Mechanics; Optics, Metrology, and
Radiation.

Some of the papers in Handbook 77 are still useful, but new theoretical
knowledge, improved materials, and increasingly complex experimental tech-
niques have so advanced the art and science of measurement that a new
compilation has become necessary. The present volume is part of a new
reprint collection, designated NBS Special Publication 300, which has been
planned to fill this need. Besides previously published papers by the NBS
staff, the collection includes selected abstracts by both NBS and non-NBS
authors. It is hoped that SP 300 will serve both as a textbook and as a refer-
ence source for the many scientists and engineers who fill responsible posi-
tions in standards laboratories.

A. V. ASTIN, Director
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Preface

The general plan for this compilation has been reviewed by the Information Committee
of the National Conference of Standards Laboratories. The plan calls for Special Publica-
tion 300 to be published in 12 volumes having the following titles and editors:

Statistical Concepts and Procedures, H. H. Ku
Frequency and Time, A. H. Morgan
Electricity-Low Frequency, F. L. Hermach and R. F. Dziuba
Electricity-Radio Frequency, A. J. Estin
Heat, D. C. Ginnings
Temperature, J. F. Swindells
Mechanics, R. L. Bloss
Dimensional Metrology-Length and Angle, H. K. Hammond, III
Radiometry and Photometry, H. K. Hammond, III
Colorimetry and Image Optics, H. K. Hammond, III
Spectrochemical Analysis, B. F. Scribner
Ionizing Radiation, E. H. Eisenhower

This division of subject matter has been chosen to assure knowledgeable selection of
context rather than to attain uniform size. It is believed, however, that the larger volumes,
of approximately 600 pages, will still be small enough for convenient handling in the
laboratory.

The compilation consists primarily of original papers by NBS authors which have been
reprinted by photoreproduction, with occasional updating of graphs or numerical data when
this has appeared desirable. In addition, some important publications by non-NBS authors
that are too long to be included, are represented by abstracts or references; the abstracts
are signed by the individuals who wrote them, unless written by the author.

Each volume has a subject index and author index, and within each volume, contents
are grouped by subtopics to facilitate browsing. Many entries follow the recent Bureau prac-
tice of assigning several key words or phrases to each document; these may be collated with
titles in the index. Pagination is continuous within the volume, the page numbers in the orig-
inal publications also being retained and combined with the volume page numbers, for ex-
ample 100-10. The index notation 1-133 refers to volume 1, page 133 of this volume. A con-
venient list of SI (Syst~me International) physical units and a conversion table are to be
found inside the back cover.

The publications listed herein for which a price is indicated are available from the
Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C. 20402
(foreign postage, one-fourth additional). Many documents in the various NBS nonperiodi-
cal series are also available from the NBS Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Techni-
cal Information, Springfield, Va. 22151. Reprints from the NBS Journal of Research or
from non-NBS journals may sometimes be obtained directly from an author.

Suggestions as to the selection of papers which should be included in future editions
will be welcome. Current developments in measurement technology at NBS are covered in
annual seminars held at either the Gaithersburg (Maryland) or the Boulder (Colorado)
laboratories. These developments are summarized, along with a running list of publications
by NBS authors, in the monthly NBS Technical News Bulletin.

H. L. MASON,
Office of Measurement Services
NBS Institute for Basic Standards.
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Editor's Note

This volume deals with methodology in the generation, analysis, and
interpretation of precision measurement data. Itja.. collQi ftpapxs
that have been found useful to the measurement fraternity, as represented
by participants in the annual NBS seminars on Precision and Accuracy in
Measurement and Calibration. The main criterion used in selection was ease
of communication; that is, whether the author's message gets across to the
general reader, so that he can develop the idea for gainful application in his
own specialized area.

The volume contains reprints of 40 papers on statistical concepts and
procedures classified in six sections. Four works too long to be included here
are represented by titles and abstracts in Section 7. The interpretive fore-
word appearing at the beginning of each of the first six sections comments
on the individual papers and thus characterizes the particular section. The
index has been prepared to facilitate browsing. Paper 6.8 provides a list of
selected references, annotated for the reader's convenience. Some of these
are referred to in the various forewords.

I wish to acknowledge my indebtedness to Churchill Eisenhart and to
members of the Statistical Engineering Laboratory for their suggestions in
selection of papers, and for their help in the preparation of this volume.

Thanks are also due to publishers of non-NBS papers for permission to
reprint in this volume papers by D. B. De Lury, William H. Kruskal, R. B.
Murphy, Milton Terry, and E. Bright Wilson, Jr.

HARRY H. Ku, Editor
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Foreword

Statistical control on the quality of manufactured items formally began
with Walter Shewhart some forty years ago, but statistical control on the
quality of precise measured values in a calibration laboratory did not become
a reality until just recently. The first published example of this realization
appears to be that given by Pontius and Cameron in their Monograph (1.1)
on mass measurement.

A prime mover in the transfer of this basic concept from production
processes to measurement processes has been Churchill Eisenhart, who has
spent much of his time the last two decades advocating this discipline both
within and without the Bureau. A definitive treatise based on his study
appears as the second paper, Realistic Evaluation (1.2).

The "postulate of measurement," which Eisenhart used in his paper
and which he attributed to N. Ernest Dorsey, originated from Dorsey's
treatise, The Velocity of Light. Excerpts from this work of Dorsey's, se-
lected and arranged by Eisenhart. are reprinted here under the title, On
Absolute Measurement (1.3).

In Systematic Errors in Physical Constants (1.4), Youden extended
Dorsey's observations on the effects of changing environmental conditions,
and introduced the use of weighing designs into physical experimentation.
These designs, labeled as Youden's ruggedness test designs in his papers in
section 3. are constructed for the efficient and systematic searching out of
systematic errors.

Youden's other paper (1.5) emphasized the use of statistical design
to get an indirect estimate of the error in comparing an instrument with
a reference standard. He pointed out that users of calibrated items often
have an optimistic notion of the quality of the measurements they make,
and suggested that some investigation should be made in order to ascertain
whether some of the demands made for better standards are justified.

The presentation of final results, and the uncertainties associated with
the realizations of the measurement method by which these results are ob-
tained, has always been a source of difficulty. The recommendations given
in the Expression of the Uncertainties of Final Results (1.6) and the
tabular guide to commonly used terms and expressions (1.7) are included
to serve aq references to experimenters who are faced with this problem.
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Realistic Uncertainties and the
Mass Measurement Process

An Illustrated Review
Paul E. Pontius and Joseph M. Cameron

Thi paper gives a revie,, ,t ;he concepts and operations involved in measuring the nia , if an object.
The imortance of viewing measurement as a production process is mphas;zd and metdids of eval-

uating prcess parameters are presented. The use ofone ofthe lahiratory'*. standard, a- an additional
unknown in routine calibration provides an accuracy check and, as time goes (in. the basis for precision
and accuracy statements.

Key Words: Mleasurement,. measurement process, uncertaint. nia-s measure ent. precision.
accuracv. statistical control.

Introduction

This paper is a condensed version of a lecture on It is a review of the mass measurement process
"Error of Measurement" presented by Paul E. from the initial basic concept to the statement of a
Pontius and Joseph M. Cameron at the Seminar on measured mass value, examining in more or less
Mass Measurement, held at the National Bureau of detail certain important elements which are apt to
Standards, Washington. D. C., November 30. De- be misunderstood, or perhaps misused. The im-
cember I and 2, 1964, and is essentially as presented portance of viewing measurement as a production
by Paul E. Pontius at the 20th Annual ISA Con- process is emphasized and methods of evaluating
ference held at Los Angeles, California. October process parameters are presented. The use of
4-7. 1965. one of the laboratory's standards as an additional

unknown in routine calibration provides an accuracy
check and, as time goes on. the basis for precision
and accuracy statements.

National Bureau of Standards Monograph 103
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Mass Measurement Requirements

One role of the Bureau is to provide an extension
of the mass measurement unit into the facilities of
those who must use mass values to do other useful
work . . ..

Fiqure 3

" ,The three pnotographs above started with a
group of standards whose cumulative total mass was

r , in excess of one million pounds, and ends with a
micropound standard, a range in excess of ten to

Figure I the twelfth power (1012).

These large weights, for example, are ***
for use by another part of the Bureau to calibrate
force measuring devices.

, Fi gure 4

The accuracy requirements for a measurement
are set partly by experience, partly by discussions

Figure 2 with others, and partly by analysis. For a par-
ticular purpose, the accuracy requirement must be

The calibration service provides values for single, established with care, as it provides a point of de-
selected groups, and ordered sets of standards, parture for the entire measurement process. Fre-
the values being with reference to the national quently we tend to lose perspective in regard to
standard lof mass. These values, together with a what we are measuring, or what the measurements
value for their uncertainty, allow each user to de- mean, particularly if we concentrate on routine
termine. in 'ombination with his measurement procedures or are remote to the actual measure-
process. the uncertainty of his measurements. ment.

3-2
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The aiming point for our measurement is to precision for a single measurement is shown in
establish the mass, or true value, of a particular the 3d column. If one tries to establish the com-
object for it is, in concept at least, unique and pliance with Class M adjustment tolerances by
invariant. If, for example, accuracy within .01 a single weighing against a known standard, the
percent is sufficient for our purpose, the target uncertainty of the process would be as shown in
center is the area within the next to the last circle, the 4th column. This uncertainty, compared with
Our measurements may group on either side of the quantity we are trying to detect, is such that in
dead center, or may be randomly scattered across the first 4 cases the measurement uncertainty is
the center of the target, but as long as the spread a large fraction of the tolerance so that only those
is essentially within the target circle, the process items well inside of tolerance have a good chance
is satisfactory for its intended use. Troubles arise of being passed. A measurement procedure more
when realistic requirements are divided by large sophisticated than a single comparison with a
arbitrary constants as specifications pass through known standard may be desirable.
various groups of people in a complex organization.
Measurements accurate to better than .01 percent
require attention to many details under more or less
ideal conditions, and may not be obtainable under
adverse conditions, consequently the entire meas-
urement effort may be lost if the end use involves
measurement processes of questionable precision.
In the case of calibration, for example, in order to
utilize the accuracy inherent in a good calibration, TYPICAL PROCESS PARAETERS CLASSAJ.TOL
the user must work just as hard in his measure-
ment process as the calibration facility did to de- NOMINAL UNCERTAINTY OF S.O.OF SINGLENEAS. CLASS CLASS
termine the value of the standard originally. VALUE CLASS M SINGLE PROCESS S S-I

(WITHIN TOL.) MEAS. UNCERTAINTY (mg) (mg)

*** log .050 .0074 .072 .18
5g .034 .004 .048 .18

The importance of incorporating the properties Ig .034 .004 .048 .10
of the measurement process in setting up .require- 500mg .010 .0001 .012 08
ments or specifications is illustrated by the problem 100mg .010 .00T .012 -5 .05
of adjustment tolerances for different classes of IOmg .010 .0001 .012 03
weights.

Figure 6

TYPICAL PROCESS PARAMETERS CISS ITOL. We would be in greater difficulties if we were to
NOMINAL UNCERTAINTY SOf SINGLE SINGLE MEAS. CLASSCLASS try to establish compliance with Class S adjustment
VALUE (SYS. ERROR) MEA UN PROCESS M tolerances in the same manner with reference to

Amg) n) Class M standards, which are known only to be

log .0087rg .0014m .051mg .074 within the Class M tolerance limits. In 4 of the 6
5g .0050 .004 .017 .054 examples, the process uncertainty is of the same
I g .0047 .004 .01 .054 order of magnitude as the quantity we are trying

500mg .0024 .0001 .005 .025 to check. These examples illustrate the necessity
100mg .0009 .000? .003 .025 for a careful evaluation before venturing a commit-

I0mg .0008 .000? .003 .Ol0 .014 ment on the performance of a particular measure-ment process.

3 times one standard deviation of
the measureirent process plus bound
to possible systematic errors.

Figure 5

The Class M and Class S adjustment tolerancelimits for selected weights are shown in the two

right hand columns. The uncertainty associated
with the stated value for standards of the same
nominal value is shown in the 2d column and the

4-3
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The Unit of Mass either relative to the whole scale, as for example,
9.995 grams, or relative to the closest nominal
value, in which case the point would be described
as 10 grams minus 5 milligrams. The minus 5
milligrams may be called a correction or error,
depending on one's viewpoint. The use of a nom-

VALUE inal value and a correction is often convenient in
computations, however, the word "correction",(EXACT BY DEFINITION)-------k
or "error", overly emphasizes the importance of

E AT O°C the nominal value. Interpretation of tolerance
(HYDROSTATIC WEIGHING).. - -_46.40052 ml limits on the value of the standard as the error

automatically disregards the primary benefits of
ETRIC COEF OF EXPANSION a good calibration. Only an ideal measurement
(BY MEASUREMENT ON PLATINUM-IRIDIUM method or process can produce true values of
ALLOY) -- multiples and subdivisions of the basic unit whichALLxY)u will exactly coincide with nominal values on the

a(25.863+.005628)XI6 true value scale. It should be emphasized that.
from a measurement standpoint, adjustment to
nearly coincide with a nominal value is necessary

Fi gure 7 only to assure an -on scale" condition when inter-
comparing equal nominal summations.

By practically universal agreement, the mass of
the International Prototype Kilogram is the basic
unit for mass measurement. It is a particular
object, defined to have an exact invariant mass of
one kilogram. that is to sa), the true value is one
kilogram. The volume and the coefficient of volu-
metric expansion are necessary to determine the
best estimate of the true value of other objects
compared with this standard.

TYPICAL PROCESS PARAHETERS CLASS ZOLTOL
NOMINAL UNCERTAINTY S.D.OF SINGLE SINGLE NEUS. CLASS CLASS
VALUE (SYS. ERROR) HERS. PROCESS S S-I

OF STD.VALU[ UNCERTAINTY* (mg) (mg)

log .008T mg .004mg .031 m9 .,,
5g .0050 .004 .0IT .054 J1
Ig .0047 .004 .017 .054 .10

500mg .0024 .0001 .005 .025 .08
100mg .0009 .0007 .003 .025 .05
I0mg .0008 .000T .003 .014 .05

*3 5.D. + SYS. ERROR

Figure 9

In our previous example, we elected to interpret
the adjustment tolerance limits associated with

8,W aW *4UW jWOUL our Class M set as the uncertainty of the value.
A43VIAA M4UM While this may be appropriate with respect to the

nominal value, such an interpretation raised serious
doubts as to our ability to test the Class S weight

Figure 8 set. If we had used the actual value and its un-
certainty as a basis for our tests, the doubt essen-

With the unit defined, we can logically construct tially disappears. With minor modification at the
a true value scale which has the property that some 10 g level, the uncertainty of the values established
point on the scale will correspond to the mass of for the Class S weights by our single measurement
any chosen object. We call the major subdivisions is clearly suitable for the task at hand. It must be
of this scale nominal values. Other customary emphasized that our apparent increase in measure-
units, such as the pound, are not ambiguous if they ment capability did not require any change in our
have an exact definition relative to the basic unit, process hardware. It has been achieved, for the
An intermediate point on the scale can be described most part, by a change in philosophy.

5-4



'2 - . than was available in the starting measurements.
All mass values on NBS Reports of Calibration are

* with reference to a minimum number of selected
Smass standards. For example, practically all sets

of metric weights are calibrated with reference to
S a pair of I kg or a pair of 200 g or a pair of 100 g

weights. The national reference standards group
• v' does not include weights of all denominations.

WERTAIY VAUE ,'ZW " /Sr *A* *

Figure 10

Our access to the true value scale as established
by the international standard is through prototype
kilogram number 20. The estimated true value of
number 20 is 1 kilogram minus 19 micrograms,
based on several measurements. We can construct
an accessible true value scale by setting off from Measurement Method
the value of kg 20 an amount equal to the correc-
tion. Practically, the stated value is assumed to be
exact, the uncertainty of the value introducing
only a slight systematic error in our reconstructed .
scale.

CONCEPT
PHYSICAL LAWS
INSTRUMENTS

STANDARDS
OPERATORS
PROCEDURES
ENVIRONMENT
COMPUTATION

Figure 12

k-taI mIU F *Y A practical measurement method is easy to vis-
ualize in the form of a broad outline of the elementsTWE VAIE"W ?1AL S E of the method such as, the concept of the quantity

Figure 11 to be measured, pertinent physical laws, various
instruments, standards, the operators, procedures

By comparing other objects with kilogram 20, to be used, the environment in which the measure-
either singly or in combination, we can assign ments are to be made, the computations which are
values relative to our accessible scale. A sufficient to be made, and a means of establishing some
number of well calibrated standards which can be parameters of performance. As we briefly review
intercompared, and which may occasionally be some of these elements, we will find that every
compared with our prototype standard, serve to mass measurement facility has many things in
maintain our scale with perhaps ,i greater precision common.

6-5
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F - ATTRACTIVE, FUCE

m,,rM2- MASS OF IUK$
r - DISTANCE BETWEEN C.C.'s
G - UNIVERSAL CONSTANT

Figure 13 Figure 15

Mass is an inertial property of an object, which, People operate the equipment, following pre-
within the framework in which our measurements scribed procedures. Operator skill increases with
apply, is considered to be proportional to the practice, and in time, operators in a given group
amount of material. Mass is generally thought of approach a uniform level of skill.
as being measured through some application of
Newton's law of gravitational attraction, however,
it is perhaps more precise to say that measurements ***
are made by comparing the forces attracting sus-
pended bodies toward the earth-that is the net
vertical forces including the effects of G, air
buoyancy, rotation of the earth, etc. Each comparison, or weighing, consists of a se-

quence of operations, more or less formalized.
*** Detailed procedures and weighing designs, ranging

from simple to complex, are available for a wide
variety of requirements. Modern computation
equipment ranging from desk calculator to elec-
tronic computer are now widely available so that
laborious long hand computations are no longer
necessary.

While perhaps not generally considered so,
analysis is a part of the measurement method.
Whether done by machine ...

Figure 14 ".' ' :.' '"

The environment in which the measurements are .....
made does not vary substantially between calibra-
tion facilities. Weighing rooms are almost uni- ., r

versally clean, with restricted access, and relatively .. ,Z+-....
free of vibration. With the possible exception of , , ,,,, ,
freedom from vibration, these desirable features are
easily obtained. Figure 16

7-6
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4 A MEASUREMENT PROCESS

_ _ PRODUCES:

7.30 1.A USEFUL
MEASURED VALUE

_.__ 2. AN ESTIMATE OF
UNCERTAINTY FOR
THAT VALUE

Figure 19

A measurement process involves the actual
physical operation of the specified equipment fol-
lowing the procedures as closely as possible. It

Figure 17 is subject to the many variations that can and do
occur during the operation. The end result is an

S. . or by hand, the analysis verifies that such estimated best value, which, in order to be useful.
parameters continue to be applicable, must be accompanied by the uncertainty with ref-

erence to known performance parameters.
Changes in any one or in a group of elements of

the method constitutes, in effect, a different par-
** * ticular method and a different process which will

in turn produce a different result and a different un-
certainty. Small changes can make the difference
between a useful value or a wasted effort.

INSTRUMENT .A

STANDARDS ... 2001,2002,1001 - 4"

PROCEDURES ... CLEAN & WEIGH
USING 52- I SERIES

OPERATOR .. P. CRONE
ENVIRONMENT ... ROOM I, SOUTH
COMPUTATION ... COMPUTER PROGRAM

ANALYSIS ... F- TEST, t-TEST .memoir

Figure 20
Figure 18

Because we must establish the mass of the object
A particular measurement method is like a in question by measuring the mass difference be-

specification for a particular measurement. The tween it and some known standard, the comparator
specific instrument, the standards to be used, the is a vital element in the process. The inherent
specific operations to be performed and the planned characteristic of the comparator is precision-not
sequence in which they are to be carried out, the accuracy. The fundamental question is whether
operator, the location, and the method of computa- the indicated difference is really a mass difference,
tion and analysis, collectively define a particular or an indication of some other variability. While
measurement method. Until the measurement has we may be able to identify large sources of vari-
actually been made and analyzed, the performance ability, in the limit, we cannot differentiate between
is only "on paper" and therefore ideal. instrument precision, variability from extraneous

sources, or variability of the standard.
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OBSERVATION EQUATIONS
I1- 12 a i

2
II -1i 0 of = + 1.0

02: - 0.5

Figure 21 Figure 23

We start by determining the indicated difference If we repeat the comparison at some other time.
between two objects that are nearly alike. we are quite likely to obtain a different result.

This raises a serious question-which of the two
, * *results is correct?

OBSERVATION EQUATIONS

I, -12 :a a1  (i=1.2 ..... n)

+ 1.0
= + 1.0 ." ,' OBSERVATION EQUATIONS

0o = + 1.0

or - 0.5

Figure 22

From our first comparison, it appears that the
round knob weight on the left is clearly heavier Figure 24

than the flat knob weight by one scale division. If
we stop here, we would simply state the value of We repeat the comparison again . . .
one object in terms of another, however, we have no
way of knowing the uncertainty to associate with
this value.

(The symbol i signifies that the
relationship is not a strict equality
because of the random errors of meas-
urement that are present on the right
side.)
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OBSERVATION EQUATIONS REASONABLY CONTINUOUS RESPONSE

1I1I - 12LL1 21 THIS o °

a,. +1.0 0 00000

. a -0.5 
NT
THIS

__ _ "I I
I I o o

% +0.5, TIME-s .o ° o ° ° °
I I

Figure 25 Figure 27

•.. and again. Now there are four different The operator, or manufacturer, must search for
value-, none of which alone can be considered cause and effect until repeated indications for the
the best measure of the difference. but considered same load, or. differences are reasonably con-
as a group the. can tell us something about the sistent. Effects which are periodic in nature, but
instrument. Continuing to record the indicated with a period significantly longer than the period
difference between two similar objects, and pref- of the instrument, can he minimized in the design
erably making the comparisons in the environment of the weighing method.
in which the instrument is to be used, a plot is made
against time of the differences which may look like
this.

.20

REASONABLY LINEAR IN THE
0 0 NEIGHBORHOOD OF THE LOAD

* . .t

Figure 26 z -10mg 10mg

The first plot indicates a severe rounding off, IOOg LA 0

which may he from several causes. Such a re- LOAD
sponse clearly lacks the appearance of randomness.
The second plot at least appears to be random.
The third plot. while perhaps appearing to be
random, obviously lacks the precision of the sec- Figure 28
ond plot. The range of the differences as plotted
gives us an idea of the smallest mass difference
that can be detected with assurance, and is ob- One additional requirement, generally beyond
viously related to the requirements our measure- the control of the operator, is that of linearity. An
ments must meet. Repeated independent meas- instrument, used as a comparator rather than a
urements of the same mass difference are essential direct reading device, requires linearity only in the
to the evaluation of the instrument, neighborhood of the actual load.

10-9



Weighing Method

OBSERVED DIFFERENCES SUBSTITUTION METHODSTO MASS DIFFERENCES ..

2. TRANSPOSITION
3."DIRECT READING"j

Figure 29

The problem of establishing the correspondence Figure 30
between observed differences and mass differ-
ences is a part of the weighing method. The first
two methods, substitution and transposition, are To illustrate the principle, the double substitu-
comparative methods. That is to say, the method tion method is performed as follows: We start with
requires observations relative to a suitable stand- a simulated equal arm balance, a tare weight-
ard along with the unknown. With these methods, the white cylinder near the base of the balance,
the measurement equipment need be continuous a sensitivity weight of known value immediately
only over the time interval required for making a in front of the dark weight near the center, and two
group of observations and linear only over the range nearly equal brass weights, one with a flat knob in
of the difference between the standard and the un- the center and one with a round knob on the left.
known. Most direct reading equipment is in a The scale indication is in arbitrary numbers and
sense a substitute standard, that is, at some point the tare weight is necessary to establish an "on
in time it is calibrated with reference to a stand- scale" condition.
ard. and from that point until recalibration. it is
generally assumed to have a long term constancy ** *
approaching that of the standard. Most mass
measurement equipment can be used either way.
The smallest uncertainties invariably will be asso-
ciated with the comparative mode of operation. (I)A-O,

Figure 31

The first observation is that produced with the
round knob weight on the pan.
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(1)A-0 1 A-0

(2)

Figure 32 Figure 34

The second observation is that produced with The fourth observation is a repetitioi of the
the flat knob weight, which might be a standard, first step including the sensitivity weight.
replacing, or substituted for, the round knob
weight.

A- -K/uJ(2j 4) 4Y

41) A-0, K (0i2M$+..WO . -n- K I ;o3-o

~Figure 35

Figure 33
Using the requirement for continuity, a relationThe third observation is that produced by re- can be established for A minus B from the average

peating the previous step and adding the sensitivity of the two sets of differences as shown. Using the
weight to the pan load, linearity requirement, the constant of proportional-

ity K, or the mass value of the indicating scale
,* *,, division can be determined from the second and

third observation. Finally, the difference A4 minus
B is expressed as a function of the observations,
in ratio form and the value of the sensitivity
weight.
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Measurement as a Process

OUTPUT ............. MEASUREMENT
(03- 021 PPROCESS AVG.....LIMITING MEAN

,,, /_4 -02 -00kA7 VARIABILITY ...... PRECISION
A- 3 0,/- Z . / BIAS ................. SYSTEMATIC ERROR

PROCESS LIITS..UNCERTAINTY OR
Figure 36 ACCURACY

All usual methods result in very similar relations
expressing the difference between two objects Figure 38
being compared. In all cases, .4 minus B is ex- A measurement process is essentially a produc-
pressed as a ratio between sets of observations tion process, the "'product- being numbers, that
multiplied by the value of the sensitivity weight. is, the measurements. A characteristic of a meas-
Obviously requirements for knowledge of the value urement process is that repeated measurements of
of m are minimized when the size of the ratio in- the same thing result in a series of non-identical
vIolving the observation is small. The constant of numbers. To specify a measurement process in-
proportionality. K. is really the ratio in front of volves ascertaining the limiting mean of the proc-
the bracket terms which we call the value of the ess: its variability due to random imperfections in
division. The strange equal sign is used to indi- the behavior of the system, that is. its precision:
cate that the relations shown are observational possible extent of systematic errors from known
equations and not mathematical identities. sources, or bias: and overall limits to the uncer-

tainty of independent measurements.

INSRUEN A)d l *e.Q LIMITING MEAN

STANDARDS... 2001, 1 2 ,I001  06 t o * ------
WPtOUC.EBRES... LEAN I VEIII 00

USIIC 52- I SERIES 4

OPERATOR ... P. CRONE
ENVIRONMENT ... ROOM I, SOUTH
COMPUTATION ... COMPUTER PROGRAN

ANALYSIS ... F- TEST, t-TEST Figure 39
The chart shows measurements on a 200 g weight.

plotted in the order in which they were taken.
Despite the presence of one or two stragglers, the

Figure 37 measurements tend to cluster around the central
line-the process average or limiting mean. Our
confidence that the process has settled down to a

With the measurement method agreed upon, let single limiting mean is strengthened as the length
us now discuss its performance-we put it into of the record is increased. We may have satisfied
production and see how it works out as a measure- ourselves regarding the mean but what about the
ment process. next measurement?
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WHERE WILL THE NEXT MEASUREMENT FALL? DAY I DAY 2 DAY 3 DAY 4 DAY 5
(DATA ON 200g STANDARD) •

E 22 -NOW- i

a.2o . .

." INDEPENDENT MEASURE- FAIRLY CERTAIN THAT 0.
- MENTS FROM A WIDE NEXT VALUE WILL FALL _

VARIETY OF WEIGHING IN THIS INTERVAL
CONDITIONS

Figure 41
Figure 40

If the measurements tend to cluster when taken
close together in time, like the results shown on the

It seems clear that we cannot give an exact chart. some systematic effect is present and cer-
answer but will have to content ourselves with a tainly the results are not independent. This may
statement that allows for the scatter of the results. be due to some as yet undetermined cause, and the
Our goal is to make a statement with respect to a group means may have the appearance of random-
new measurement that is independent of all those ness of the previous chart.
that have gone before. As indicated in the chart.
if we had a sufficiently long record of measurements
we could set limits within which we were fairly
certain that the next measurement would lie. Such
a statement should be based on a collection of
independent determinations, each one similar in OTROL LIMITS O IGROUP VAIALITY
character to the new observation, that is to say, so
that each observation of the collection and also the
new observation can be considered as random draw-
ings from the same probability distribution. These
conditions will be satisfied if the collection of points
is independent, that is free of patterns, trends and
so forth: and provided it is from a sufficiently broad o
set of environmental and operating conditions to A

allow all the random effects to which the process is
subject, to have a chance to exert their influence on
the variability. Suitable collections of data can be " - -
obtained by incorporating an appropriate measure- WtEXT 11A EMK.NE GRP
ment into daily routine weighing procedures, for
example, a daily measurement of the difference
between two laboratory weights, or in the regular
calibration of the same weight. Figure 42

*' *" The group means may tend to a limit and the
process may have all the properties of a good meas-
urement system, once the allowance is made for
the grouping. It is important that grouping be
properly handled in determining the precision of
the process. By modifying the process or changing
the schedule of measurements to give the effect
(f independent measurements, we can arrive at a
situation like the values on the 200 g standard.
The shaded band is meant to suggest a limit, not
an artistic slide.
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Figure 43
From a study of a sequence of such independent Figure 45

measurements, we can use control chart techniques
to set up limits within which the next value should Assuming that the limits on the chart are based on
lie. In the case where we have an extremely long large numbers of observations, we would find that
sequence. a bar, as illustrated in the chart, can be very nearly the intended percentage of all such
marked off on either side of the mean so that some very ne ntene erentage ol sc
suitable fraction, say 99 percent. of the observatios bars, centered on the observed values, would intact wdtciap the mean. Only in those cases, such
are within the interval represented by its length. as the points in the area outside of the control

limits, will the bar fail to overlap the mean. This
r **k is expected in only 1 percent of the cases. More

frequent occurrence is a clear indication of either
loss of control or that the limits were not properly

,,- set. Once we are satisfied that the process has a
limiting mean value and is stable enough to permit
prediction we turn our attention to evaluating its
precision.

Figure 44

We can reverse the process and say that the prob-
ability is 99 percent, that the true value, or limiting
mean, will not be more than the width of the bar
from any observation chosen at random. This
will be true of the next observation as well, provided
it is an independent measurement from the same
process. The probability statement attaches to the
sequence of such statements. For each individual
new observation the statement is either true or
false but in the long run 99 percent of such state-
ments will be true.
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Process Precision
Let us now take a look at the situation in weighing S A B

to see what is involved in the study of the precision + - a1 - S-A. 2.0 UNITS
of the process. + * U

OBSERVATION EQUATIONS + - O2 -S-BL3.O UNITS

11 - 12 LL +1  O1 3 "- A-BaI. I UNITS

+ 1.0 IF OBSERVATIONS WERE EXACT,

0pu - 0.5 A-B

03= 0.0 WOULD EQUAL 1.0

4 - +0.5 ,,Figure 48

A simple example, using only three of the observa-
tions of the previous series, with S as the standard,
A as the unknown, and B as the check standard.
might give rise to the values shown. If everything
were perfect, all equations representing the weigh-
ings would he satisfied exactly. Their lack of

Figure 46 agreement would give a measure of the variability.
A characteristic of a measurement process is

that it produces non-identical results. In our ***
previous charts we had measurements of a 200 g
weight, here are shown four measurements of the
difference in mass. Through the redundancy- MST WX,14i H/A Oi i o 6As-C ,
here 3 extra measurements-we get our grip on
precision. In weight calibration we do not rely 2/AD WEI8H/NG OBS2 - CAL =(i2
on repeated measurements of the same quantity
but achieve the same result in another way.

11 # II /1 II

n TH WE/0H/NG OBS-CALC/= o/

THIS NOTATION MEANS / 2
S IA B C
+ - S-0A 1  ,5 AVt 4 ES T/MA TE OF 0-; THE
+ - S-B-. 2  LONO -RUN SUANDARD DEVIATION'

4-' l S-t-*a3
- - 4 A-B-* 4  Figure 49

+ - Cie ETC.

In general, for such weighing, there will be a
discrepancy between the observed value and the

AND REPRESENTS ALL POSSIBLE best value calculated from the data, "best" meaning
COMBINATIONS OF FOUR OBJECTS in most cases the value obtained in the method of

least squares. If all is going well, none of these
deviations will be too large, and also certain combi-

Figure 47 nations of them, such as the sum of the squares,
When we intercompare four objects, for example, will bso be well behaved. For statistical analysis

four I-kg standards, we could use six observations, the standard deviation, S, is used as the measure
Weight S is compared with A for a,, S with B for for describing variability. The quantity. S. is a
a 2 and so on. If S were a standard and the rest function of the observational errors and will change
unknowns, we again have 3 more measurements with each set of data just as the values for the un-
than we need and these serve to tell us of the pre- known weights do. (The quantity, k, is the number
cision of the process. of unknowns in the system.)
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Process Mean

STANDARD DEVIATION ON A-I BALANCE AT 200g LOAD
,&.03 df:5

E3.0 d * PROCESS IN CONTROL CHECK

S0" 0 0 °2 ON A 2OOg STANDARD

,,2 .00 T, * - E~o tt • '

0 0- -2 2-L 0o 0 7~ .**00S *

.0 II

00

LIMIT VALUE FOR THE STANDARD DEVIATION
ACCEPTED VALUE

Figure 50
If the process is in a state of control these values Figure 52

of s will scatter about some value which is the true
or long run standard deviation of the process. Each value obtained for the check standard serves

not only a check on the process mean, but also can
be used for evaluating the process variability. The

•** same check standard, perhaps one of a group re-
served for this purpose, is used consecutively in a
given procedure until many independent values are
obtained.

SHOULD PRECISION ESTIATE BE BASED ON TODAY'S

. VALUE OF STANDARD DEVIATION ?

03- 0 0EIN "a a0oI

0.02 , . 00.

on %
01 o * I STANDARD* ".0 I0mg STNDR ...

WERE WEIGHINGS BRIiN THIS DAY?

Figure 51
The argument that the uncertainty should be

based on the internal agreement of today's values DIRT 7
on the grounds that each day is unique or that
weighing conditions are better on one day than on WEAR
another may well be true. However, it will be
expensive to make enough measurements on a given
day to be sure that the variability has indeed
changed from its long run average or to provide a
reliable enough value to represent today's results. Figure 53
If the process did not change, using today's value The importance of randomness cannot be over-
would be analogous to keeping the last value of a emphasized. As the collection of independent
sequence rather than using the mean represented measurements on the check standard grows, it
by the dotted line. It is a sign that weighing con- must be continually re-evaluated with reference to
ditions are not being reproduced, i.e., that the predicting the band within which the next point will
process is not in control,if the standard deviation lie. Slow drifts or sharp discontinuities are cause
does not stay within predicted limits. Let us now for concern until corrected, or satisfactorily ex-
look again at the check standard. plained.
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Figure 54 200g STANDARD CORRECTION

Figure 54

If values return to normal after cleaning, one can
rest easy, knowing the process is behaving properly. Figure 56
Indication of permanent changes are sometimes For a given set of observations the precision must
harder to explain, and even the most careful lab- be proper as shown on vertical scale and we must
oratories must occasionally repeat measurements have a check on a known weight to establish that
because of troubles with foreign material adhering to the limiting mean has not changed as shown on
or falling off the standard. If the new mean value horizontal scale. Until these conditions are ful-
persists over a sufficient number of measurements, filled, we cannot be sure exactly what it is that we
it is proper to assume the standard has changed are measuring. These are necessary conditions,
for some reason. and in perhaps most cases, also sufficient condi-

tions to proclaim that the measurement process is
* ' in a state of control, as indicated by points within

the central rectangle.

Process Control

% .o TODAY'S VALUE
'20 OF THE STANDARD - 0 ,

to o *D *o *°  MUST BE IN CONTROL 1 4 S.D. FROM VALUES I

.0 2 r ST A N D A R D 0 V R N EA R LYo DEVIATION i

0~ 00
01 O MUST BE HE

. 0 0 0 0 0 IN CONTROL .0 0
: : ;:0 90• • FRO)M DEVIATIONS '

. 0 -.0123 m

Figure 5: '.

A check on just the value of the standard or just
the precision is not enough. It turns out that the Figure 57
value for the precision and the value for the check
standard are generally independent, that is, when Because the check on the standard is spread over
s is small the deviation of the value determined for a considerable time interval, the variability will

the check standard from the accepted value is include the proper diversity of environmental and

equally often big and small. For control we need other factors and the sequence will, in the absence

both conditions. of seasonai or other systematic trouble, approximate
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a sequence of independent values. If the weighing
conditions are reproducible, then the daily standard THE MEASUREMENT
deviation, s, and the variability as computed from PROCESS REMAINS , AND
the values of the check standard will be in agree-
ment, i.e., the long run average of the variability IS, IN A SENSE, A CAPITAL
as estimated from the control chart on the standard
deviation should approach the corresponding value INVESTMENT.
from the control chart based on the variability of
the values of the check standard. Frequently, one
is not in as good a shape as that indicated on the THE MEASUREMENTS,
slide. When the measurements are spread out in LIKE PRODUCTS, PASS ON
time or space, an additional component of variation
enters so that the lower chart gives an overly opti- TO OTHER DESTINATIONS.
mistic view of the process. A realistic estimate of
process variability has to he based on that from the
upper chart which reflects the total variation to Figure 59
which the measurements are subject. One would
still use the within occasion variability for check- All who weigh, or make other measurements.
ing on control of the process, of course. should concentrate on the properties of the meas-

urement process-the degree to which the process
re-creates the same value for its standards and
exhibits the same level of variability. These are
the properties that remain. The weights that are
calibrated pass on to other destinations.

RANDOM SYS.
ERROR ERROR UNCERTAINTY
LIMIT LIMIT
3S E Eo+3S;EI

Figure 58

If in calibration we could measure the difference F. 'I+3S 8
between the standard and the unknown again and
again we could make an uncertainty statement S,SA AND S6 CAN BE NEARLY EQUAL. IF SO, THEN LAB A AND
similar to those just discussed for the case of LAB B CAN CALIBRATE THIER OWN SET FROM SELECTED
measurements of a fixed difference, but in fact, we STANDARD WEIGHTS
cannot routinely make enough measurements of
this type to permit reliable estimates of the un-
certainties. Figure 60

At every stage in the extension of a measurement
* * unit from an accepted standard to the ultimate user,

there are three items of interest-a standard item,
or items, with announced values and associated un-
certainty, an assembly of equipment and procedures

Process Parameters and Uncertainty necessary for making the necessary comparisons,
of Calibration and the items which must be measured to accom-

plish some useful task. The uncertainty of the
If we could be sure that our measurements of the values established for the user are of paramount im-

difference between the unknown and the standard portance. This uncertainty has two components-
came from a process in a state of statistical con- one associated with the value of the starting stand-
trol, that is to say a stable process with a known ard and one reflecting the contribution of the local
variability, then we could transfer the properties measurement process. The total uncertainty at
of the process to the individual measurement and any particular place becoipes the systematic error
be correct a stated percentage of the time. for those who must use the service provided.
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The internally based precision estimate is applicable
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Figure 61
Any report of calibration or report of test must

state a realistic uncertainty based on actual process
performance. All of the pertinent data must be
included so that the local processes can minimize Figure 63
the introduction of additional systematic errors. The routine calibration of one of the laboratory's
The random component of the uncertainty is a func- weights, used as check standard, tells us what the
tion of the measurement effort in the local process, process can do-it is not just a simulation of the
reflecting the actual performance of that particular calibration process-it is the real thing-without the
measurement process. need for any assumptions. It provides the basis for

the precision statement or gives us a check on any
*** 4internally based statement. We can say to our

clients: "If we calibrate your wvight a large number
of times the results would loc - like those on the
chart. We did it only once so that your value is
like one of these points. Which one, we cannot say
but we are fairly certain that it is within the in-
dicated uncertainty."

REPEATED CALIBRATION

OF SAME OBJECT CLEARLY
DEMONSTRATES THE PER-

FORMANCE OF A PARTICU-

LAR MEASUREMENT PROCESS

Figure 62

There is no substitute for the evidence provided
by the repeated calibration of the same object,
over an extended time period, in demonstrating
what the measurement process can do. These
measurements should be independent repetitions,
made under all the diversity of condition by which
the method is affected so as to represent the set of
conditions to which we wish our prediction to apply.
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Realistic Evaluation of the Precision and Accuracy
of Instrument Calibration Systems"

Churchill Eisenhart

(November 28, 1962)

Calibration of instruments and standards is a refined fori of measurement. Measure-
ment of some property of a thing is an operation that yields as an end result a number that
indicates how much of the property the thing has. MAeasurement is ordinarily a repeatable
operation, so that it is appropriate to regard measureient as a production process, the
.product" being the numbers, i.e., the measurenients, that it yields; and to apply to meas-
urement processes in the laboratory the concepts and techniques of statistical process control
that have proved so useful in the quality control of industrial production.

Viewed thus it becomes evideot that a particular measurement operation cannot be
regarded as constituting a measurement process unless statistical stability of the type
known as a state of statistical control has been attained. In order to determine whether
a particular measurement operation is, or is not, in a state of statistical control it is neces-
sary to be definite on what variations of procedure, apparatus, environmental conditions,observers, operators, etc., are allowable in "repeated applications" of what will he consid-

ered to be the same measurement process applied to the measurement of the same quantity
under the same conditions. To be realistic, the "allowable variations" must be of sufficient
scope to bracket the circumstances likely to be met in practice. Furthermore, any experi-
mental program that aims to determine the standard deviation of a measurement process
as an indication of its precision, must be based on appropriate random sampling of this
likely range of circumstances.

Ordinarily the accuracy of a measurement process may be characterized by giving (a)
the standard deviation of the process and (b) credible bounds to its likely overall system-
atic error. Determination of credible bounds to the combined effect of recognized poten-
tial sources of systematic error always involves some arbitrariness, not only in the placing
of reasonable bounds on the systematic error likely to be contributed by each particular
assignable cause, but also in the manner in which these individual contributions are coin-
bined. Consequently, the "inaccuracy" of end results of measurement cannot be ex-
pressed by "confidence limits" corresponding to a definite numerical "confidence level,"
except in those rare instances in which the possible overall systematic error of a final result
is g1gli iible itt comparison with its imprecision.

1. Introduction each other in accordance with a definite experimental
plan. In general, the purpose for which the answer

Calibration of instruments and standards is is needed determines the accuracy required and
basicallv a refined form of measurement. Measure- ordinarily also the method of ineasurentent employed.
tuent is the assigmuett of numbers to material Specification of the apparatus and auxiliary
things to represent the relations existin' among equipment to be used, the operations to be performed,
then with respect to particular l)roperties. One the sequence in which they are to be executed, and
alwas nias.res properties of things, not the things the conditions under whiclh the'- are respectively to

thenmselves. In practice, measurement of some be carried out-these instructions collectively serve

property of a thing ordinarily takes the form of a to define a method of measurement. A measure-
sequence of steps or operations that vields as an end tient process is the realization of a method of
result a number that indicates how much of this measurement in terms of particular apparatus and

properly the thing has, for someone to use for o equipment of the prescribed kinds, particular conti-
Sspecific purpose. The end result niay be the out- tions that at best onl, approximate the conditions
come of a single reading of an instrlnent. More prescri)ed, and particular persons as operators and
often it is some kind of average, e.g., the arithmetic observers.
Imean of a number of inde)endent deterntinations of It has long been recognized that, in undertaking
the same magnitude, or the final result of a least to apply a particular method of measurement, a
squares "reduction" of Ilearsureuients of a number degree of consistency among repeated measurements
of different quantities that bear known relations to of a single quantity needs to be attained before the

iethod of nieasurement concerned can be regarded

I'r,,nieat the I1* 5t1tan,,ar s Lahoratomy ontfi,remci, National treau ,of as meaningfully realized, i.e., before a measurement
sliwtir'ts, ,,ulr, Clot,,.. A.twi 9-10. 1962. process can be said to have been established that is
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a realization of tile method of measurement con- To characterize the accuracv of a measurement
cerned. Indeed, consistency or statistical stability process it is necessary, therefore, to indicate (a) its
of a very special kind is required: to qualify as -a systematic error or bias, (b) its precision (or inpre-
measurement process a measurement operation must cision)-and, strictly speaking, also, (c) the for|n of
have attained what is known in industrial quality tile distribution of the individual measurements
control language as a state of statistical control. about the process average. Such is the unavoidable
Until a measurement operation has been "debugged" situation if one is to concern one's self with indi-
to tile extent that it has attained a state of statistical vidual measurements yielded by any particular meas-
control it cannot be regarded in any logical sense as urement process. Fortunately, however, "final
measuring anything at all. And when it has attained results" are ordinarily some kidt of average or ad-
a state of statistical control there may still remain justed value derived from a set of independent
the question of whether it is faithful to the method measurements, and when four or more independent
of measurement of which it is intended to be a measurements are involved, such adjusted values
realization, tend to be normally distributed to a very good ap-

The systematic error, or bias, of a measurement proximation, so that tile accuracy of such inal results
process refers to its tendency to measure something can ordinarilv be characterized satisfactorily by in-
other than what was intended; and is determined by dicating (a) their imprecision as expressed bY their
tlme magnitude of the difference JU-r between the standard error, and (b) tile systematic error of the
process average or limiting mean ; associated with process by which tiey were obtained.
measurement of a particular quantity by the The error of any single measurement or a(justed
measurement process concerned and the true value value of a particular quantity is, by definition, the
7 of the magnitude of this quantity. On first difference between the measurement or adjusted
thought, the "true value" of the magnitude of a value concerned and the true value of the magnitude
particular quantity appears to be a simple straight- of this quantity. The error of any particular ineas-
forward concept. On careful analysis, however, it urement or adjusted value is, therefore, a fixed num-
becomes evident that the "true value" of the inagni- her; and this number will ordinarily be unknown and
tude of a quantity is intimately linked to the pur- unknowable, because the true value of the magnitude
poses for which knowledge of the magnitude of this of the quantity concerned is ordinarily unknown and
quantity is needed, and cannot, in the final analysis, unknowable. "Limits to the error of' a single meas-
be meaningfully and usefully defined in isolation urement or adjusted value may, however, be in-
from these needs. ferred from (a) the precision, and (b) bounds on the

The precision of a measurement process refers to, systematic error of the measurement process by
and is determined by the degree of mutual agree- which it was produced-but not without risk of bein'g
ment characteristic of independent measurements of incorrect, because, quite apart from the inexactness
a single quantity vielded by repeated applications with which bounds are commonly placed on a svs-
of the process utndler specified conditions; and its tematic error of a measurement process, such limits
accuracy refers to, and is determined by, the degree are applicable to the error of the single measurement
of agreement of such umeasurenents with tie true or adjusted value, not as a unique individual out-
value of the magnitude of the quantity concerned, come, but only as a typical case of the errors charac-
Ilm brief "accuracy" has to do with closeness to the teristic of suc.) measurements of the same quantity
truth; "precision,'' only with closeness together. that might have been, or'might be, vielded by the

Svstematic error, precision, and accuracy are in- same measurement process qider th'e same condi-
her'ent characteristics of a measurement process and tions. \
not of a particular measurement vielded by the Since the precision of a mneasurei lent process is de-
process. We may also speak of the systenmatic error, termined bv the characteristic "clo ness together"
precision, and accuracy of a particular method of of successive independent neasureme s of a single
measurement that has the capability of statistical magnitude generated by repeated applic &tion of tile
control But these terms are not defined for a mneas- process under specified conditions, and its bias or
uremnent operation that is not in a state of statistical systematic error is determined by the direction and
control. amount by which such measurements tend to'differ

The precision, or more correctly, the imprecision from the true value of the magnitude of the quantity
of a neasurement process is ordinarily summarized concerned, it is necessary to be (lear oil what varia-,
by the standard deviation of time process, which ex- tions of procedure, apparatus, environmental con-
presses the characteristic disagreement of repeated ditions, observers, etc., are allowable in "repeated
mI easurenents of a single quantity by the process applications" or what will be considered to be tie
concerned, and thus serves to indicate by how much same measurement process applied to the measure-
a particular measurement is likely to (liffer from other mnent of tile same quantity under the same conditions.
values that the same measurement process nmight If whatever measures of the precision and bias of a
have provided in this instance, or might yield on re- measurement process we may adopt are to provide g
measurement of the same quantity on another occa- a realistic indication of the accuracy of this process in
sion. Unfortunately, there does not exist any single practice, then the "allowable variations" must be of
comprehensive measure of the accuracy (or inaccu- sufficient scope to bracket the range of circumstances
racy) of a measurement process analogous to the comnnmonl met in practice. Furthermore, any ex-
stamidari deviation as a measure of its imprecision. perinlental program that ainis to determine the pre-
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cision, and thence the accuracy of a measurement some transform of it, with a previously calibrated
process, must be based on an appropriate random scale. Thus, length neasureinents are usually nide
sampling of this "range of circumstances," if the by directly comparing the length concerned with at
usual tools of statistical analysis are to be strictly calibrated bar or tape; and iiass measurements, by
applicable. directly comparing the weight of a given mass with

When adequate ran(lom sam;pling of the appro- the weight of a set of standard masses, by means of
priate "range of circumstances" is not feasible, or a balanee; but force measuremients are usually
even possible, then it is necessary (a) to compute, by carried out in terms of sone transform, such as by
extrapolation front available data, a more or less reading on a calibrated scale the extension that the
subjective estimate of the precision of the measure- force produces in a spring, or the deflection that it
,nent process concerned, to serve as a substitute for produces in a proving ring; and temperature measure-
a direct experimental measure of this characteristic, ments are usually performed in terms of some trans-

4 and (b) to assign more or less subjective bounds to form, sucht as by reading oii a calibrated scale the
the systematic error of the measurement process. expansion of a column of niercury, or the electrical
To the extent that such at least partially subjective resistance of a platinum wire.
computations are involved, the resulting evaluation
of the overall accuracy of a measurement process 2.2. Qualitative and Quantitative Aspects
"is based oii subject-matter knowledge and skill,
general information, and intuition-but not on sta- As Walter A. Sliewhart, father of statistical con-
tistical methodology" [Cochran et al. 1953, p. 6931. trol charts, has remarked:
Consequently. in such cases the statistically precise
concept of a family of ''confidence intervals" asso- o "It is important to realize ... that there are two aspects
ciated with a definite ''confidence level'' or ''confidence ot an operation of measuriniew ; one is quantitative and the

i a nte a i le nother qualitative. One consists of numbers or pointer read-
coefficient" is not applicable. ings such as the observed lengths in n m('asure~nlits of the

The foregoing points and certain other related length of a line, and the other consists of the physicl Inanipu-

matters are discussed in greater detail in the sue- lations of physical things bv someone in accord with instruc-
ceeding sec.tions, together with an indication of tions that we shall assunm to he describable in words con-

ceeingsecion, tgeterwit al inicaionofstitutijig a text.'' [Shewhart it939, p. 130o.j
procedures for the realistic evaluation of precision
and accuracy of established procedures for the More specifically, the qualitative factors involved
calibration of instruments and standards that mini- in the neasurement of a quantity are: the apparatus
nize as much as possible the subjective elements of and auxiliary equipment (e.g., reagents, batteries or
such an evaluation. To the extent that complete other source of electrical energy, etc.) employed;
elimination of the subjective element is not always the operators and obser'er., if any, involved; the
possible, time responsibility for an important and operations performed, together with the sequence in
sometimes tie most difficult part of the evaluation which, and the conditions under w47hich, they are
is shifted from the shoulders of the statistician to respectively carried out.
the shoulders of the subject matter "expert."

2.3. Correction and Adjustment of Observations
2. Measurement The numbers obtained as "readings" on a cali-

2.1. Nature and Object brated scale are ordinarily the end product of every-
day measurement in the trades and in the home.

Measurement is the assignment of numbers to In scientific work there are usually two important
material things to represent the relations existing additional quantitative aspects of measurement:
among them with respect to particular properties. (1) correction of the readings, or their transforms, to
The number assigned to some particular property compensate for known deviations frot ideal execu-
serves to represent the relative amount of this prop- tion of the prescribed operations, and for non-
erty associated with the object concerned, negligible effects of variations in uncontrolled vari-

Measurement always pertains to properties of ables; and (2) adjustment of "raw" or corrected
things, not to the things themselves. Thus we measurements of particular quantities to obtain
cannot measure a meter bar, but can and usually values of these quantities that conform to restric-
do, measure its length; and we could also measure iis tions upon, or interrelations among, the magnitudes
mass, its density, and perhaps, also its hardness. of these quantities imposed by the nature of the

The object of measurement is twofold: first, sym- problem.
bolic representation of properties of things as a Thus, it may not be practicable or economically
basis for conceptual analysis; and second, to effect feasible to take readings at exactly the prescribed
the representation in a form amenable to the power- temperatures; but quite practicable and feasible to
ful tools of mathematical analysis. The decisive bring and hold the temperature within narrow neigh-
feature is symbolic representation of properties, for borhoods of the prescribed values and to record the
which end numerals are not the only usable symbols. actual temperatures to which the respective readings

In practice the assignment of a numerical magni- correspond. In such cases, if the deviations from the
tude to a particular property of a thing is ordinarily prescribed teiiperatures are not negligible, "temper-
accomplished by comparison with a set of standards, ature corrections" based on appropriate theory are
or by comparison either of the quantity itself, or of usually applied to the respective readings to 'bring
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theni to thle values, that presuniably would have. been the excess or dleficit to thle rej laced Ineasuirement,
observed if the temnperat ure in e ach instiince bad (C- A). Alternatively, one mnight, prefer to dis-
been exactly as prescribed. tributte the necessary' total adljustmient- (-

lit practice, however, the ob~jective just stated is ± B ' +('A]equallY over the individual
rarel * , if ever, actuall * ac'hievedl. Any "'teimperature mieasuredl differences, to obtain the following set of
corrections'' applied couldl be expecte~d to bring the adj]ustedl values:
respective readlings "to the values that presumiably
would have been observedl if the temperature in1 each ~~J(t-) (-B-~lA-B B(' (-)
instance had been exaictly as prescribed"' if and, only*v
if these " temp leratutre correct ions" iade appropriate
allowances for all of the effects of tile deviations of (A-)-B-(-((-)
tile actual temiperatures fromi those prescribed.

''Tmpeatue corrections"5' ordinarily correct (only
folrei praticuar effects of thle (deviation's of thle actual Ad(j (B - )~ [2(B-( '>(A B) -(C';l))
temperatutres froni their prescribed values; not for all
of thme effects oin the readings traceable to dleviations 4&''P 1 l('A-( B-(-(j
of thle actual temperatures front those prescribedl. d(C 1 2(-A I-B)- 1-
Trhus Michielsoni utilized "femnperature correct ions'' in
his 1879 investigation of the speed of light; but his C'learly. the sum of these three adjusted values iiust
res;ults exhibit It dpnecontemperature after always; be zero, its required, regardless of thle values
''temiperat ure correction.'' 'Jnelieol ''tenmperature c'or- of lie original iridivid ual mneasured differences,
rections" applied corrected only for the effects of Furthermore. niost persons, I believe, would con-
thernial expansion tdue to variations in temperature sider this litter adjustment the better; iiiit under
antI not also for ('haniges in tile indlex of refraction of certiiin ctoniditionis with respec't to tile ''ltw of error''
the atir due to changeisvin the humiidit y of the air, goveriiig thle original measured differences, it is
which in ,June and Jul att Annapolis i's highly cor- indeed tile ''best.''
relitted wvith temiperature. C orrections apped in Note that no adjustiient probleii existedliat
pramctice are us.,ually of mnore limited ,:cope than the tile stage whenl only two of these differences had
names that they are given appear to indicate. been mneasured whichever they were, for tlien the

Adjustmnent of observations is fundamentally third could be obtained by subtractioii. As at
different front their "correction." When two oriore g-eneral principle, wvheni no inore observations are
related quantities are nieasured individually-, the taken than aire sufficient to provide one value of
resulting measured values usually fail to satisfy the each of thle unknown quanitities involved. then thle
constraints on their imagnitudes imiplied by the given results so obtained iire usable at least-tmey maiy
interrelat ioiis amnong the quantities concerned. In iiot be ''best.'' On the other hiand, whlen additional
such cases these ''raw'' mneasuredl values aire iiiutuallv observations tire taken, leading t~o "'over tleteriiiiiia-
(oiitradictorY. antI reqtuire adjusirnent in orde(r to b;e tion' mind consequent conitradiictioin of tile fuimda-
usaible for the putrpose intended. Thus, measured mnentall properties of, Or tile basic relaitionshiips alnong
values of t he t hree c vclic differences (A-B), (B-C(), the qtuantities concernied. then thle respective obser-
and (('-A) between the lengths of three nominally vations mnust be regarded is contradictinig one
eqtuivalent gage blocks tire mnutually contradictorv, anot her. Whien this happens thle observations
and strictl ,y speaking are not usable as values 'of themselves, or values derived from them, mnust be
these differences, unless they sumi to zero. replaced by adjusted values such that all contra,:ic-

'[lie primary goal of adjustmnent is to (derive fromt tion is remioved. ''This is at logical necessit3, since
suich inconsistent mneasurenijents, if possible, adjusted we cannot accept lor truth thait which is contradic-
values for the quantities concerned th~at do satisfy the tory or leads to contradictory results.'' [Ciauveniet,
constraints on their magnitudles imposed by tile 186S, p. 472.1
nature of thle quantities themselves and by thle
existing interrelaitions amiong themn. At second objec- 2.4. Scheduling the Taking of Measurements
tive is to select froiii all possible sets of adjusted
values tile set that is thle ''best '--or, at least, at set Having done whait one canl to reiiove ext raneous
that is ''good enough'' for the intended purpose--in sources of error, and to miake t lie basic mieasuremnts
sonic w e Il-definenI sense. Tl'hus, inl the iibove case of ats precise and as free front systematic error its pos-
the mleasuredl differences between thle lengths of sible, it is frequently j)055ibip not only to increase
three gage blocks, an adjustment could be effected thme precision of tile end results of major iiiterest but
by igmioring the iniasured value of one of thle dliffer- also to simultaneously dlecrease their senisitivity to
enices entirely, say, the difference (('-A), anit takinlg sources of possible systematic error, by carefuil
the negative of 'the suii of the other tiwo it its scheduling Of thle nmesuremients required. Aui
adljusted vauinstance is provided by the traditionaml procedlure for

valuecalibrating liquid-ini-glass therniomneters [Waidner
Adi('-)~-(A-)+(-('1.and Dickinson 1907, p. 702; INPL 1957, pp 29-:30;

This will certainly assure thait the sumn of aill thrfee Swindells 1959, pp. 11-121: Instead of attemipting to
values. (A -BI) -(B-C() +Ad~j(('-A), is z~ero, as hold thle temperature of thle comparison bathI con-
irequired, and is clearly equiva lent to ascribing all of stant, it very difficult objective to achieve, filie heiit
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input to the bath is so adjusted that its temiperature 2.6. Methods of Measurement and Measurf.ment
is slow lv inlcreasin it at ast eady rate, a n thlen read - Processes
ngics of. say, four- test thlerimometers and tWO Spcwyv

st antdard s aire taken in a ccorda ne withI thle schedul tle Spcfcu o fi iitp a sa tli i ayeup-
lletit to icc used , t ile o perilt ions to hbe perforinlei . t ile
seq uen ce in whlichl t hey- a t to 1)0 carried out. andu thle

.SIT,'7~ 7', 4S3 4 T3 7T condcit ions und~er whic-h the ' are respectively to 1)0
the eadngsbein spcedunifrml intimeso hatcarried out -these iastruction.N collectivelv serve to

te aritini en ofpae tnioredings tf ili o ha define at method I r neasurenveot. To the extent thnat
he ritinlticmea ofthetworeaing ofiiIy 010 corrections la'be required they are an integral part

herimometer will corresponld to tile temiperature o~f of measureiient. Tfle types of corrections thiit will
t'lie comlparison bath ii t tile mid~point of the period. ordinarily nleedl to be rnltte, and11 specific ptocedlures
-uch schiedulinig of measurement ticking operact~ins so for miaking the1m, shloulci 1e inlcludled aicngr "thle
hat the effects of the specific types of depairt ures operations to ibe p~erformied."' Likewise, the I'55011-

from perfect control of condlitions ind procedlure w~ill tal adjustments required should he noted, and
hatve all opp~ortunlity to blanlclce out is one of the ;ipecific proceudures for niatkint, thlem incorporated in
principal tlilis of tie iirt and science of statistical ttie splecificatiotn of a method of mteasureiment.

~Ie~gn 4 e reite ct. For additiotnal plysival A mieasirement process is the realizationt of a
Scienlce exiccple, see, for instaince, Youden [t951a it mIethod of imealsuremenlt in terms of particular
and 1954-19591. atpparatus and equipmnent of the prescribed kinds,

picrticuliar conditions tllat ait best only approximate
lie condi tionis prescribedl, 1111( particular p~ersonis as

2.5. Measurement as a Production Process operators atid observers [ASTM 1961. p. 175S;
M~urphy 1961, p. 2641. Of course. thtere will often

We noit , summatriz.e our dliscussioin of measurement be at question whiethter at particular mleasuremlent
up1 to t his point. uts follows: Measurenient of 501110 process is loyal to the method of measurement of
piroperty of it thting- in priictice idwilys tiikes the form witicht it is intended to be at realization; or whether
of ic sequtence of s teps or operations that yield ats tin two different mneasuremienlt processes can be (-oil-
e11( result at nlumber that serves to represent tite sidereci to be realizations of tite samlie method of
tunount or quanctity of somie particular property of it miealsuremlent.
hlng-a nlumlber t hat inldicates how miuch of t his Tfo begin with, written sp ecifications of loothails

p~roperty the thing, has, for someone to use for at of ilealuenient often cOlltii aibsoluteiv precise
specific purpose. Tite end result mily be tile out- instructions which. howvever, canniot he carried out
comle of at single reaicuing of a10 instrumnent, with or (repeatedly) with complete exatctitude in priactice;
without corrections for depacrtures from prescribed for examiple, "miov~e the twvo pacrallel cross hairs of thle
conditions.'tMore often it is somie kind of aiverilge miicromieter of the mnicrosc'ope un~til the grad~uationt
or adjusted value, e.g-.. tie. arithmetic mean of itihue of the standard is centered between them".' The
ncumber of independent determlinationls of the same11 iccuriicv with witich such instructions canl be carried
ilagnit uce, or te lifi nal result of, say, at leatst squares ot il pract ice will alwaycs dlependi upoii ''the cir-

reuuctioni' of ineett4iirenileits of it number of different cumst it i tes"; in the dase'cited, on tile skill of thle
quattntities t hut haive known reliations to the quallti ty operator, thle quuality of thle gnraduatioll line of tile
of initerest. standalrdi, tie quality of tile sc'rew of the micrometer

Meicsurement of somie property of at tiling is oreli- tile parallelism of the cross hairs, etc. To the exten~t
niiriiv it repeiatabile operation. This is certainly the that the written specification of at method of imeasure-
caIse for the types of measurement ordinarily met in nilent involves absolutely precise inlstructions that
tile calibration of standards 1111d instruments. It is cann~lot be carried out with complete exactitudie in
instructive, therefore, to regard measurement its a practice titere lire certaitn to 1)e discrepancies between
production process, thle "'product'' being the numbers, at methocd of nmeasuremnt and( its reialization by at
that is. tile umealsurements that it yields: an(1 to coml- particular mieaisuremfenlt pr1ocess.
picre and contrast mleasuremnlt processes in the In addition, the specification of a method of
liiioratory with mass production processes in indus- measurement often includes a nutmber of imprecise
try. For tlte mlomenlt it will suffice to note (a) that instructions, such as "raise tite temperature slowly,"
when successive amoun~ts of units of "raw material" "stir well before taking a reading, .....take sure thlat
are processed by a patrticulair mass production the tubing is clean," etc. Not only 'are such. in-
proces the out put is a series of nominally identical structions inherently vague, but also in ally ien
itemus of produt--of tile particular type produced instance they must be understood in terms of'the
liv tile mass prodluction operation, i.e.. by tite general level of refinement characteristic of the
method of production concerned; 11111 (b) that when context in which they occur. Thus, "make sure that
successive objects are measured by a particular thle tubing is clean"'is not an absolutely definite in-
imeasurement process, the individual 'items of "prod- struction; to some people this would mean simply
uct" producedr consist of the numbeIrs assignedl to that the tubing should be clean enough to drN
the respective obijects to represent the relative liquids through; in somne laboratory work it might be
amounts that thley possess of the property* deter- interpreted to mean mlechanically washedi sid
mniedl by the rnethdl of mieasuiremenit inlvolvedi scouredl so as to be free from dirt and other ordinary
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solidl irirtter (but riot cleansed also wvith rirerrier tile liqjuirl contains liii' following insrcti roin %%-til
solvents to remnove mr ore st ubborn cointam inanlts: regrd to t he barsic read inrgs front i c iih inearir-
to till adva need experimena lii phyvsicist it niia v Inlri ierrt s of F are de'uri ved: ('Oni t iv tisr opera tijon
not rinerelv Ili chalia lvwasher ianil chliical I unlt il a niurmbi er of coirsis t ent read ings (-trill hr ob-
cleansed, but also "out gassed" by being heated to tairied.'' Shi'whrirt thinl coniir its of) this ;i-
andl held ait it high temperature, near tihe softening follows:
point, for anl hour or so. All will agree, I be'lieve, .. ' ' ' trtxi it-seriiing th un' ipral on diii-s riot %ia% to)
that it wlould be exceedingly difficult to iiike such carrY 0111 suich and( such physical opi ratio ande 51( call i hi
instruct ions a bsol ut el d efiriito with it a on Venient ri'suint a niesurrarner of T. Inti ad, it sa rr in ff ct riot to
nuinber of words. To thle extent that the specifica- call the result a oxr'asurr'nerrt of T urnt it ore ha.si atairird a

ion f ani 411(1 f i eau rin rr i ielr Ies rrt r e criair degree of ronsiastecnr amronig ithe oisi-rvid val iris of
tio ofit ietodof easremntincude inr ' arid hcrre'amiongtIhosi' of T. AIt hoiri tis rr'(i iii-vrit l is

tions that aire not absolutely definite, there will be not alwavs explicitly staird ir sprceificat ions orf tie iopreraition
roomi for differences between rmeasuremrent processes of inrrasurrnierris as it was here. I ihinik it is alwa ' s iiilii'il.
thait are ineddto b elzto ftl very. samei Like wise, I thinrk it is alwaYvs assuierd that thlneo can In- too1

miethod of mreasuremrernt. 11tch consistr'ircY or unrmiynin h Isr-- aw
as, for examle, it a largi' rirrhr of rnuasiriinrlrts of illi.

Recognition of the difficultY of achrieviiig absolute soirface teiisioin of a lhiriid wcre foirnd ito hi idrirtical. Whiat
definiteness in tile specifivatioll of a mnethodl of is wantid hilt not cxPhecitlv (u'scrilird is a sp-cie k ililt atni
measiiurement does not irirplv thrat 'anv old set"' of dr'gri'r of colrsistliC v.

nst rct iiis ill srve o (lfi n a nit rnensue- .it shuld bci rioted t hat t i( advice to rs'p,'at tOnii
intutin il ev t ein ehod of iesr opevration of nir'asirrilig siurfae tenrsioni iiii t i i iibr i f

rient. Quite thle cointrary. To qjualifY as a speifi- conlsistenlt readinigs hiave( brun obiiaineud is irud(firniti- iii that it
cation of a iiethod of ireasureinent, at set of iirstruc- does riot indicair' hiow rinY readinigs sthatI he iakerui Isfone
tions must he sufficiently diefinite to insure statistical applying a tist for consisency. Irn what kiiid of test if

stabiity o repe teilrneasrenre t s colsistericy is to bei applie'd to -ti'( iii ti hrs or pointlite re ad -
of single irgs ... lOne of tihr. obijectis of thiis e Iapt i r is to -v .ith,)\

quantity., that is. (lerivedl mreasuremieiit processes far onoe carn go t oward imiproving this sititril ii hYiro% imu
niust lie capable of rieeting tile criteria of statistical aIr opiratiorrallY definite criterion t hat piu'tirnirnarv' of~ira
conrtrol [Shewhart 1 9:39, p. 1:3 ;t 1; urphiv 1961, p. 265; tions rirtsti ner biefore the.N. are to he corisilird conisistit

in the s'rsv, itoplitii ii h instrirct ion ciited alioxi-.ASTN1 1961, p. 175s]. To elucidlation of thle iiiean- "Before' doing this, howr'ver. we must give( attiention nuot
ing of. andl need for this, requirement we now turn, so rnirch to the eoriisieicY of the n ots,(r\vid \-alris alrciaulv

obitained hy- i repitit ions of t hr op(-rat ion of invas urrini.i as
xv do to t hr. reproduilnity, of the operation as dei. trniinil b.\

3. Properties of Measurement Processes Ilcnrbs tepotenrtially infinite' 5jft-qee tiis o pirat i iti.N
to alnfinui iher of r'pt litiornsOfti V4rlo.N
urne wourld care veryr rririch how eolisistuitt i( first ii prulinni-3.1. Requirement of Statistical Control niarY olserv-ations 'weri if not hirig coIrId hie v-alidlY iriferrui
front this as to w.hat fuit un ohsi'r\-ations wouilrd shoiwv. tice.,

Thle rneed for attaiiirg a degree of c-onsistency it sirruns to rae t hat the charaeteristics of tw leinnutwiicl as-
alnong re'peaited nreasuremrrents of a siiigle quantit Iy pests of an operation that is of greatest p~ractical lnirrust is

br'fre tre nr'tod f ilrriureiren conernll cn b its reproducibrilityj uicihini tlferunrc liis throunqtuoru the infin itbefre he ieto(Iof nvsurniet cncenedcanbe s,,ii'nce. The Ii iit to w hichi we nialx go in t his (Iii eion is
regarided as mreaniiigful has certainl 'y been recognized to attain a state of statistical con'rol. The at tempit to
for it long, long tirie. Thus Galileo. describing his. attain a certain kinid of coosir'cv within ll(th first in ob-
fanrolls ex periimienlt oil thle ac'cele'raition of gravi tv si'rvr'd -alor's is rriirehv a rnitrali of at taining re~produeihiilit x

Vitin li iun its t hrronrihotit the wvholi oif t, i Si '(1ii "~rn whIrichi bei allowed a hbill to roll dIifferen t distances ('xvattt~l PtI- 1.
lowi n i iii]i rei p1 arie wrote: (hwat149 p 3-3.

.. i las-ciav-a (corino dicol cneru, pi it dei to canale The point thrat Shrewlart irkesq forcefull'y. iaini
Ia pals. riotando, nil, riodo she sppir'ssri iirr), if 1,r1op ell, stresses repeatr'rly liater in the satie chapter. is thint
corisiInaa rreto scorrinto tiltto. rr'plicarrdo ii indecsirio at to tire first nr In ellsu ren i cIts of a given q utiitrtv genl-
nolt ii olte per assie inca rsi 1, in'- della qua iiiitA deil urnip. irrIl crated by a particular miieasurermtenlt Iploi'(ss 1)'roxidl
qulale lion 41 troys, ii- 1;cIirrZa i' anco (Ici'laitr't'eirria parter a roilbs frpeitn th bhaorffuhr
el iria hattiriS r poiso. Fatta v' s aliilit a pr 'cisarrirne air' ar oi.lai o'p'e ctiigtli rh ior ofe frrinioperazionvr. Ier O Ino scerder I a rrirdisirrra tralts solarrirn i per rmreaisuremnen ts of thre stufri e quilrt it v li ir al
Ia quiarna part e drlta Itirrrghrrzza dii r'sso, cansir. . Mieasuremnent process if anrd ointY if t i rsr' ar ini tsu r'r-
[G alilco 3 8, Thiird I ay: NO ei.id., p. 21 1.1I litts Iiiav be regarileil as a ireaidooi so l p firorm ,

Somlethiung more thift irere "'conisistency'' is re'- ''popula11tion'' or ''unix'erse' of all i'oiireivrrble
quir'r h owever, as Niewhiart points out eloqueiitlv ireasuretrents of t he given qtuanitity by tire iriersuri'-
in iris vir *y jirport ant chapter onl lire SpecificationIti c rirt process coiicernedh : fliat is. iii tire. lainguarge of'
of Ai'iiirirex arid Precision" 1f.liewhrt 119:39, ch. IVI. imlathemriatical statistics, if air only if tile n r rensure-
lie hr'giis by not inig tblit tIt(' descript ion given by Irients in hand Inna: be regrdedr ats 'obiservedh
R. A. .\illikmn [1 901, I.pp 195-1961 of at rrethiod for Vidues'' of at sequence of raridorr variabille., chr'ir-
deterrriniing the( surface tension 'I' of at liqjuirl fromt ti'rizedl by a probability distribut ion identified wvitht
mreasurenrts of thle force of tension F' of a1 fillr of the rneasureneiit process conicernied, rund relnitedl

_____________through tire v'alues of one or- miore' of its parameters
I stu ,-itefnI to mvmx' un., I'vo. Fino for the' flotoinz liti-rai transltiin. to the nmagnitude of tire quantitY rieaisured.

... l . &qI ;vis sit)o' inrh.. lill 'I,crndi tiimuch il eiiixntrOI. It should hle notedi especially that nothing is said(
iflv t letit :,r ir -nit I in.l~il the tunu. it troik is trt-irsrni it iii rabout tire maithIemratical foriri of thre probability
lireii IN ihnife natilnmny .inivtrina' atl tinn, or I, liu'tu'e if distribution of these randomn virriables. The in,-
ol~ny fir It. t.,irlh i'irt ot li.thi- i-vliif ihr 55151' eitinh- port ant ting is thIa t t here be one. W. Eidlwairrds
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Denting has put this clearly and forcefully in these SimpsJ)on' did riot prove that taking of the Aritli-
word-s: inetit' Mean was thre best thring to to but iirer'%

'In applying statistical theory, the main conisiderationi that it is good. However, in accomiplishing thIis goal
is riot w hat thle shape of thep uiverse is, but wheitther there is bie tlid somnething miiuch mi ore imoport ant: Ie took the
arty universe at all. No universe cart be assurtied, nor . .. bold step of regardinrg erroirs of iteasuremnt, not as
statistical thaeory . ,. applied unless. the obtservatiotns show Ur .LeurltdIantdsuaeal oiah.statistical control. .'i this state the samples when cumulated uriu neae mtntdsuareaset nteover a suitable interval oif time give a distribution of a par- inatical analysis, isut its distributed in accordance
ticirlar shape, antI this shape is reproduced houir after hour. With a probaility distribution that wvas an intrinsic
(lay' after da ' , so long as the process remtajins itt statistical propertyv of the mreaisuremrent process itself. He
contro l i .e., exhiits the properttie's otf rartdotnin.ss. Itn a thus opened the wav to t nitatheinatietil theorY o
stat' ttt cottrol, nt observations mna vIte regarded as a sarmplteI ' ro
froti th It.'it v-rs, of what r'vtr shape' it isA big entoug t Ilt leasurer ient based ott the mratheima ittical thteorv of
sartipit'. or cnotigh sitta II satmple's, eniables thlit statisticia to probsabili ty; and, in pitIicular, to lbhe formirultion
ina k. ilaittgftrt arid uisefuil prt'dlictitots abot ftu tre sanples. and d evelopm ent of thle Met hod of Leais t Sq uares in
'his .is as, intct, as statistical theory ca to. dt . cassetiilly its presenit dzav formi by Gjauss (1 N09,..Vr.- oftt'n tire experimeniter. instead of rushting in 12)ad 1' (1 2.
to apply [statistical tttetttodsl should tic mo~re' contcernted 181 n apace(81)
abotut attaining statistical control arid asking hitmse'lf whether ''Student'' (William Sealy Gosset . I X76-19:37),
alty pre'dictionts at all (the tttlY puirpose' of his '-xperittt'ttu pioneer statistical consultant and ''fatier'' of thle
ttv statistical tht'or% or ottierwist". cart he' miade." (Detttirng ''theory of small samples,'' was ('ertainlv amnt rg the

I 151. o* 5t2-St3. Ifirst to stress the iniportimnce of randominess in
Shiewhrt was well aware of the fact that front a nleasurement, and experitenti, Lon. Thus, hie began

set of a mieasuremenits in handI it is not possible to his revolutionary 1908 paper on 'The probable error
decide with absolute t'ertaint % whether they do or of a nmean" with these remarks:
dto not tonistitute at rantdomn sample fromr some "Att%- experimnitiay he regarded as formrintg ati intdi-
definrite stattistical ''population'' characterized by a vidtral of a 'popurlationa' (tf esperirients which tmight hs-
probabilitY- distribution. He. therefore, proposed perfornmed under the salie cotnditionts. A strie's of experi-

(Shiwhttt 199, p. 16-14! tht i an~ pariculr oents is a sample drawtn fromt this poputlation.istae one 9 shoul ''46e1i7l that for the prtuas [Now any series of expe'rimnttts is only of value in sit far
instnceoneshold decde o ac fo tie peset a asit'nable's us to formi a judgment as' to the statistical

if''" the nieasuremoents in hand (and their immediate cotnstanits of the populationt to which the e'xpe'rime'nts be'-
successors) were a simtple ranidomt saniple from a long." [Studentt 1908, p. 1.]
definite statistical population- -ie., in the language None of these -writers, nor any of their contem-
of miathiemtatical statistics, were "observetd values oaeshwvrp vid"a prtonly efpoares howevert providedll "ani e opertioall clef
or :tdind~tietclydtsrbtdrno at ite ('riterion that preimntary observations' rmust
aIble, only if the measurements in hand itet the mteet" before we take it upon ourselves "to act for
reqvnrrelients of the siall-saniples version of Crite- the present as if'' they, and their immediate successors
nion f of his previous boo0k [Shewhart 19:31, pp. 309- were randoin samples from a "population" or "uni-

31,1] ad o cetai aditinaltess o radomess verse" of all conceivable mteasureints of the giventhat he described explicitly'N for the first timte in his uantitv by the omeasurenment process concerned.
conrtribttion to the U'tiversitv' of Pennsylvania Bi- rvio'ofs.hacitrnisSe arsmjr
cenrteinnial C'onference in Septemiber 1940' [Shewbart, contribution.
19411. lit other words, Shewhart proposedl that one Experience sitows that in the case of imeaisureinent
should coinsidler rt mreasuremrent process to be-i.e., processes the ideal of strict statistical conitrol that
shiould "decide to act for the present as if" the Shewbart prescribes is usually very difficult to

procss ere in a stae o (smple stti~ino attain, just as in tire case of industrial production
conttrol, only if the mteasuremnents in handl show no processes. Indeed, many measurement processes
evidence of lack of statistical control whent analyzed slimply do not and, it wo'uld seem, canniot be inade
for rrtttdoilioess in the order in which they wvere taken to cofr toti da fpouigscesv
liv thet control ('hart techniques for averages and iteas ri et hs a of sngeqan i that cansibe
standard deviations thart hie had found so valuable considered to be ''observed v'alues"' of independent
in industrial process control and by* certain addi- idlenticallv distributed random variables.' 'Te na-
tional tests for randoitness based on "runs above ture of the "trouble" was stated succinctly by
andi below average" anti "runs up and down."' Student in 1917 when, speaking of physical and

chemical determninat ions, he wrote:
"After considt rahie experience I have not encotlintered

2 This very esilt-it phraseolovy Isd'ue to john W. Tutkey [VWa. p. 4211. any determination which is not influenced by the date on
,Titontaws ttttttoo in his now tAmout letter Isimpson 17551l to the P'resident of which it is made; from this it follows that a numtbsr of deter-

the Royal ", iety of ion'on-on the Adivantige ottakiflothe Nean ofnNumber of th ae nid nte at rof 0l,servition , in practical Astronomry." was the first to consider reeae nwinatinrts othsaething mdontesr day aelikely
meaalrt'meflts of a sinle 'ittity Iv a griven measurement troress as Ob~servedi

vassof iniets'ntent randotm variables having the same probabltity distibh-
tio. fismeiisioistinemsini~wl: 4Itothiat the matter trotit a fundamental viewpotint . t''r

1
h't we should

"Fenn the whoteotwhteh it appetrs.titat thietahinvotthe Mteanofanumtser sty. not that Sh,',hart's idrear of strict statiotical control ik unattainalIe in the
ofohwvrv~iiansLon,ratlyilmtnisghes the chances forait thesmatiererrors.iind cuts eeotsutch measurement tronsos. btt rather that the dreos ofat'prointattinn
ottalmo't 4tt pnsoihillty ofan great ones: which last considecration, alone. emr to tti teal van hec mad,' a5,close as one eltoost's. tfone is willine t toa itt, prim'.
sufFicient to recommend the use of the method, not only to astronome'rs. itt In othr words. itowt clo' on,' chooses to hrin't a measurement irocss to the iHeal
to all ot h,rq crvernei in making of experiments ofany kind (to which the shove oftstrict stttstical control k. inany given i nstantep. basically un economic matt.r.
reasoning i~s eq~ually api~tcable). Andl the more oljservatln% or experimrents takint into accotttt. of course. not oniy the immediate' tprowvsl for which tho
there are made, the tess will the conclusion he Ible to err. t'rvidlc, they admit nteouret,,nts art' intenled Indtt also thn, ,tther uses to whilt ty may Io' tut.
,if teint retea ti nder the same' ircutmstanrs." (Compacresbnn15, ' 'S t~ iehr t.2 ' '4
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to ii.. ino. clotes-I t'c,tlier t han if tI li ripet itions had I cen rliev is sought , repeated mieasuremients of thle sanle
r d i i~-l t da.% -. " '' Stud iit 1917, P). 415.] q ua n t itv 1 iv at parIt ict I Itr Ica I c ilsrnet Iprocess does

fin other words, pro(luiction of nmeasurements seeltis not yield inifornily tile -,litle niumbher.' Wet explain
to hle like thle product ion of paint ;anti jUSL as- in the theSe tisi'orilaices byv saving that tile indlividulal
case of paint, if one( must cover a large surface all of measurements are affected by error.', wich we
which is visile simiultaneously, one will do well to interpret to Ile the mniifestations of variations in
use paint aill fromt lte saine hatch, so in the case of thle execution of thle process of mieasuremoent resulting
me~asuremients, if it scientist or mietrologist 'wishes front ''tile imiperfectioins of irituieni s, and of
to imipress, his clients' hie will ''arranige to dio repet i- organs of sense,'' anid front tile difficult 'y of acihievingf
tion analy, %ses ats nealy ats possible at tile sain e tin ie. ' (or even stpecifying with1 a cotnveienitui i in iher of
[St udenit 1927, p. 15-5.] words)t tile ideal of perfect control of coindit ions and

Fortunatelv, just as one Inav blenid painit frorii procedure.
several hatches to obtaini a miore uniforni color, ari This "c'ussedniess of bueiet'hrim'gs, us face
one whlich is, presinlalv, closer to tile "process to face withI a fundanmental (luestion: Ini what sense
avertigl\' so also Inaxv a scientist or mnetrologist ciirin we sa-that tire mieasuremenits yieled lYit
"if lie' k~ ihes to lii iiiish hiis real error, ... separate part icular m*Iieasuremnt process serve to let ern ile
his ieasrireiienti s) , v as widle anr interval of time as a Iunique m~agnitude, whien experience shows t hat

possible'' [SNtudent, loc. cit.] and thenr take anl appropri- repelated measurement of a single quantity biv this
ate average of themi as his determinat ion. ('onsequ- pr~ocess yieldIs a sequence of nonidentical nuimbilers.
ently , if we are to perinit such averaging ats all allow- What is the value thus tdeterminedl?
ahile step in a fuilly specifiedI measurement process (see The answer takes tire formn of a postulate abiout
sec. 2,6above). thlin we are oiliged to recognize bioth mieasuremeint processes that has been exp~ressed bx
wit hili-il1 *av a ind I letwee i-il ax- components of variationi, N. Erniest Dorsex- , as. follows:
an d accept such i a com iplex mneasu rem ien t process ats I Th.( iii-an of a fatiile of li,-a irt- inet,-t-of a iiix-tr
beinrg ilk at stilte of statistical control o ;e-rall , or as inv,'ur inii s for a r%.vii (iianilt 'i t arr i,.d o ithr thle
we shall say, inii a fsate of ('OAIPLEN xtati~st;cal saii apiparatuis, proc-dlur- aol s-er-- piii1i- a de-fi-
colitro/l, when tilie conlipoiients of with li-dax- andh iiitt value as ti, noiiiiiiio f ki~aurliit .s jidifitiitoIV

iricr.as-il. Othirwis,, thltv cot io ht propevrl lIx. Calledhiet ween-da 'v variat ion are both in a state of stat is- nhi-siiu-nelus of! a givi-i (uuait it%-. Iii thu. theory of errors.
tical control in S;liewliart's strict sense, which we this limiting nical is fr..qtieriktlv call,.d th turw vril- -tie, at-
shall terin SLIPLE sl.,'a control. In miore l thought it hetars no riec-sary relationi tot ile true quatesituni,
complex situations, one iliax- lie obliged to recogniize to thu, t iil value of tii,- (u~ anii il thIat the obuserver desires
mnore than two "lay-ers" of variation, and, somne- t atr.Ti a fe ofsdteuwr.Ltucall it the limitiniz nu-alt." fDorsev 1944, 1). 4, 1)icrsev and
times. moitre thtan a single comiponenit of variation Eisenshart 1953, p. 103.]
within a given "lax-er'' In tit%- lectures at tile -National Bureau of Stand-

Adopting tis miore general conepit of statistical artis, ar'id elsewhere, I have terrine(i this-or rather
control. R. B. Nlrirph x- of tile Bell Telephone Lahiora- a slightly replirase(I version of it-die Po-studate of
tories in his essay "Oii the Mfeaning of Precision andi Xesieei .ialeiaia issfri spo
Acctlracv [NI urphiv 19611. published in advance of vided~ by thle trong Law of Large Numbers, a
the issuance biv thre American Society for Testing th oeni ii h-ahmtclter flrbblt
and~ Mafterials of its Tentat ive RecoiiniendJed discoveredl dturing the piresenit (CliIurv. -See, for
Practice with respect to the "''se of thle Termis eape elr[97 p 4-4,3iGee
Precision and( Accuiracy as Applied to Measturemrent t1962, pp. 241-249], or Parzen 11960, p). 420].
of a Property' of a Mlaterial" [ASTMI 19611, remiarks: Needless to say, bv at 'faiiiilv of mieasuiremnents"

"Followinlg through with this line of thought horrowed Dorsey mneans, not a succ'ession of "raw" readings.
from quality, control, we shall add a requirement that an hut rather a succession of ruhjusteh or- corrected
effort to follow a test method ought not to he knouwn as a -i f orcinmeasuremenlt process iunle'ss it is caipahle of statistical conitrol. values which. by virtue of adhjrstiiit'tt orcin
Capabiility of control melanis that either the mneasuremnents Canl rightfully be considered to le determiniationis of
are the product of anl identifiahle statistical universe or an a single mnagnitudle.
oirderly array of such universes or, if riot, the physical causes
prveitilig su~ch idlentification mnayN themselves hie identified a. Mathematical Formulation
aild, if desired. isolatetd and suppressed. lncapahiliti- of
control implies that the results of ni.asurement are not to he The foregoing canl lie expressed tmathienmatically
trtusted as indications of the physical propertY' at hand-ill as follows: onl somie partitular occasioni. sa thre itli.
short, we art' not in any verifi able sense measuring any-
thing . . . . Without this limitation on the notion of we Ilax- take a niumiber of suiccessive mieasurements
measurement process, one is unable to go on to gi ve meaning of a single quantity by ) a iiiven mieasuremniit process
to those itatistieal nmeasu~res which are basic to anv dhiscussion under certain specified circtumistanc(es. Le t
of precision anid acctlracy.' IMiirphy 1961, pp. 264-265.]

3.2. Postulate of Measurement and the Concept of Xa X2 X.0l, .. ()

a L~imiting Mean ITh uialifiction 'whutn high aituroer is snugtis essential. tiir If using iun
ordinary iwo-pan chemical haianee - ni,'asur and reci the iosts iosini
netaiiieole-t only to the nearest reiin. then we woultiie ala~ol ofut ziteasure.

A conspicujous chiaracteristic of ineastirernent i ens to be thesa.me--*xept in thtte luiveiii eaoetu Wit i l.l or very n.'arl.
Ist anOdd multiple of - R and) such e'iu~iv. tass tori1 ho. resoived easily

disagreemenlt of repeatedi imeasuiremnts of the saine by" addinga ij jr rono to one- pan. Fuil muetniiu, touurtt tt-nof cli-orly
cantbe token as incontestable e'vidence. (if ighcutn i (.n hut cr it ituilihequanltity. Rxperience shows that. when high acca- reg~r etlm es-iuenuv of ltriltedi acuracy.
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dei rote t ilt, sequelice of ineasu iremeits so geerca ted. co01d :11 of its voleiIts. Thle Postili ate iinis to
Cl 1101)t unliv lit least, thIis setule col I tOOill 1l v)'(Oil- satisf ts lieed bY te oilng hitii that if Ile were to
tjilIlle il~illiiteliV. Likewi4e. (oil (ifirOUOtlt oltcasilsl I'olitililiO takinig iiiore atid still more1 iiioastiieiiietits O)i
Nve Ilit start a nlew~ sequlie. uisiig tile Sallie this (fnilitjtvx -hY the samiiiiiethiod minder like -ir--
liiaslirellielit procedlure nhaplilvl it to iicastii'e- i'liiiistailites' adi iliilli tlill. aidi were to calctulate
mnt oif thle samle qutantity hller the samie fixed Itheir ('uiiliuilltjve itithilletic Ilillis lit successi1ve
.set of i'iri'iiistayii'cs Each'l suchi fresh "St art'' stages of this uiidertakirigI, thlin lie wouilid finid that
wold or r05)oil to a1 i erel it valute of t . If, for it (lesice Ssi v teni is of tius sequillil'O 0f ci IUlli lt iv
e1xililiple. tilie ieirsutreiiilt p1'lu''ss cOliceli0( is sta- litiuileti a'iiieiiris Wouild settle downl to a niarrower

t iilil 1 st able int the sorise oif bei rig lin aMitdo 11( ever Ini'iroler ili orhooi of some defiri ite
stl t 4 'e/ cali it. a defi 1)elI lv Shlewh art [1 9391, th Ire 110111 her wihiichi lie com d t ii l acce pt is t1o, vaidtno of
tite 'Stronig Law of Large Numbers w~ill lie applica- tie Iign~lit ide thait his first few Ille:1ii1iillitllts were'
We 1 l W 1111 , i lv expee t tilie sequjll ce of cuillitila tive stivi rig to expreoss.
alitilliii i mans. oil tile "thl occasion., !iliiiuel.%

c. Importance of Limiting Mean

£ . f ~,-rit, (t =1, 2. ( .2) The coliceipt of a 1;1i, lwal. associated with thle
A' arirrrier tat orititrtesthe iilelisUr'ellilit of a giver, (IlzlillttX itv i paltiClllr

toto/, 8ll 1111bV that'l tolttlt' In elisr i zirt proc'ess th a t is ill ii' tf.fo of 4qt1.4 viii
limitim ireicai assoc'iatedi w'itih tire (fluititv ilizs- cvntrvn' is imlportallt because by Illeatis of statisticall
Iriei l)i'v this lleasitrenirt process under the( cir- iietiiods balsed on il' h riathiemiatical theory of prob-
ct'liiwres, l'oicerleli. but ilidepelidetit oIf thle -occa- libilitv we can miake quanititative itiferentiial statte-

sThli ' trv at is f iienLarit ofutbe vlpe Tof '2.''- s r , with knowni chanices of error, about the iitgiii-
The~~~~~~~ ~~~~ SrogI twoI arlN nirsiislitu I - tide of this hlmiting- iearr from it set of Irlealsilre-

nh tee that11 tie( so(el1('e 2) for it par'ticul a r valu in mIl rits of the giverli luit ity hv tir(, e si lel et.
oif '0- w illI iii verge tIll A uSts il 1111 11)1 er if obisa- i''~tnoerlel T i lnigriit ude of thie hr niti rig
tiolis it oi tlis oc'casiiill lliiii to ilrtiliitv b. ut sil11 riiealn associated with tile niieasureiiierit of at giveni
ph1% st alk-;itlit illioli itlie. fitliili I' of s mrf self ie 's qhliitvl apitiriri esurIilitl'OC5Iiit~

II *l irrenrld m g toI a Ile'lil 1 01'e I f if!er' lit starts, lie carefulk lvtistingti ished fi'ou nttle tr'ue. maqait rdvi
1.2. . . . ). thie tt,lif o vf Ito /oll I- iq 11co fi A' Of till' Ifm it i vinasri rod, ablorit wvi hI' i wve rlil le

%Ill be ,1' *.r(-fPtt*'Pl1. Ill other wvords, if tile rlilas- temipted to miake siilar inferenitial statetivts.
11r1i4,1i14,1r11 pn'('5 with1 

wi i1,110 15 i colritr Iei st is- Ir isofa r as we riarke statistical ill fereruces from it aset
tit'; ti v mid ~it ions, for vrihidit v of tile S trollg Law of II easur'erits. we maiike them, withi respect to it

tfI.iiI ll es e illrrtiC01U shliot p ropertY of thie rieasur orenett process in vol ved tiiler
I 'or 11iii ito beIt worki rig Withi a ''good''"~fI ('riep---0110 tilie ci rcl , 11stirles 10 ncen'laie. Tile step from iiqultri)t i-
flor which (2 would ('oliverge to ju if tire niumber (if tat ive iniferenitial statietoits abouit the liilitilig 1110111
if seriotuEIls were ('lilt ii ici ii i(lefiniit elv-bu it'bad'' ii, sscnt eli with ile itiva sutrel iint Of it givenllt lit t v

OCcIlis o(i1;5cll occiltur, tillou gh ' rrely. ~Thurs thle Pos- lby a pa rt icuilar r ii('1a irollit pro0ess, t'o If lidlit it at ivwe
!ilateI of NrI lisuremrer t expresses sorirt'tiii rig bet tel' ,jitiei ()ts abori thtie t rueI itiagriiitude of tilie qjuatitt
thani 1111 '1- ire-irverirge' property-it expresses l contcrtild. miaiy hle balsed onl sublject mlat ter ktiowl-
''iii -11lost -alH-cises ' property. TFurtherti ore, this edge 111)11 skill, gelierii I ilforr iit ioi i alt i in t nition -
limitinig lileani g, the value of w.hich each il)(lividual lintL not oil stiitisticlil rruetiioilologv. (( 'orupaire
ueastirerierit x is tryin g to express, canl he regarded t',ochrlrn, mosteilor, 1(11( rulkev [195:3, pp. 692-6931.)

Ihot ond' to d tile mteal or ''ceniter of gravity'' of the
inifiniite loliceptual poplilatioli of all ireastiremients 3.3. Definition of the Error of a Measurement, and
x that might coniceivably ble gerrerateel by tile mneas- of the Systematic Error, Precision, and Accuracy
ureruent piroess lonicerried under the specified cir- of a Measurement Process
culostalties, but also as the -value of the quanltity
clricerllei i, lleteritied iv this nmeastrrelilt a. Error of a Single Measurement or Adjusted Value
process. 'rAmifte otuaeTe error of ailt y llelurerilt Of It par1t iClifllr

b. Am ofthe ostuatequairtt is, by definlition, tire iffereittce betweeni tie
'i'll, slet ifll, of tile Postuliat e of .., * ,aiulellilollt, is rrieisnrerirt concerr ell w id thle Ic nc rai u of thle

Hliiolali I ltleptltile of tilie existencle of at limiit rtp- mlliglitude of this qlitity, tatkelr piositive or iieglt-
pilolil'il'l by, till artitimetic' 111011 of at finiite irurtber tive aiccordlingly rts thle ieat~emleit is greitter or-
14 of ilit'tlelluelitS geirerittel liv lily mteiisuremteitt less thrti tire true vatlue. lIn other words, if x deniotes
irovess 115 i a o. It sa %.s niothinig atbout how tile it sinigle rteasurelirt of a (juantity. or iti adjusted
''best' est illilite of tis lirilitilig mreani is to be oh- vidte derived froml it specific set, of inidividnIi lteirslire-
tiiieli fromi it finiite 111111 er of such observationis. Itits, li( r' is tilie true value of the rirgitude of
The Post lillte is tilt liiiswer to thle needi of tile pritc- tilie (fualititv conicernied, thelt, by defiirtit li,
t icll iniliii for it julst ifillt ioli of his desi re to colisider
t lie sequte' of niinti ai niumbers thait lieobtiiis tilie frrvr Of Xra It ; I ieas elt of r .r-r.

whi'i hll Iikitps to mleasuire ii (liraiiltitv ''lix tile
sami m1 Iletho lii uirider like cirl'lill stimes'' ris pcl't)Jni it tg Th'e er'ror of atliy partitcular miisti Ir mii i or ad(-
to 11 siligle irgnittode, inl spire of thle evitlent (his- j listed v'iue, x, is, therefore, a fixed iniiber. TI'le
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iliinericall iign it ode anid sign of t Itis n tinbet' will anrd at fixe xc~(orrect ioni coul d bea 111d for ii inst of tilie
ordlinarily be unknown and un knownable, because thet sagclorresponiinIi g to t Itis dist a ce. Futit riore, thle
true value of th Ie iltagnit ode of thet quantity ('ott- effect of (5) could(, and iii pract ice proliably would,
('erned is o'd inn ril , iv unknown antd uin knowable. be redlucedl by de lteriing th Itempteii irat ure' of tile
LI nlits to tilie error of at sinigle in cash ret i nt or tape) ait, variouis polintts allong its len gthI a lipilyin it
tiljutst ed valute inIvy, h owever, be iniferred fron t (at) temiiperatur o rr lO't(ectitin lv cltI itrisol 0 of thi hI' t1 i

hie p~recision&, an ti ( b) botuntd,, ott thle syste mati' with Iit statInard, thle error -arisini g fron t (1) could( be
error, of t he m easurtenment process byv whtichI it was cliiitt ed en t i cly , anrd 'orrec tion~s (letcr1iniell ats at
produiced - bitt not withlotit risk of bi hg iincorrec t, biasis for' elimrinat in g, 01' at least , red ucinrg tile (effect
because, quite apairt frot thle iniexac(ttness wvitli which of (2).
hounids lire 'oinilotlY placed oil the systeiiti(' As iii thei foregoing examiple there are usually
err'or of at ieasuitt'iict process, such liiiiits te ('ert ain obivious sources of s 'vstetinat i( error. Ul
applicaible to tile error of a sinigle titlsuttelintit oi- fortutiat el.N, tilre are generally additional sources
ladjutsted vl tie, not ats at tntilie indiv idl11 outc('0me1, of svsteciiat il error, the (letCc tion , d iagniosis, and
btit oly its at typical calse' of tilie er'ior's ('filrltc t eiist i eradt'Iicat ion of whIic ca (tll for' ii ich pat iecl(e andit
of iitelisirctitctts of the sitine qtatit ,y thant miighit atctoieri oil thle part of thle observer. TPle work
finve beent, or'i I liglit be, ,v iclded by tilit sa ii ('ii csi e- iti vol ved iii thiri detection, (liltgriosis, arid ciadi('a-
inerit Prcs uindier tile silliec (ondiit ions. t ion often far exceeds thaiit of taking tile final

b. ystmatc Erorof Mesurmen Prcesieisiretiielts, andi~ is sotinet ities discouraging tc;
b. SsteaticErrr ofa Masurmen roesstile exp~erien(edl ob~server its well as5 to the hbegirnner.

W~hien tile liniti i i Ii l ii 2associated with ii l lsttt'- Fort unat clv thIeire tire various statistical tools thI at
illetit of tilie ritagtit ude of at qUatitN tY it arht ii'ular are helpful iii t his connectioti, Wll Olinstead 119,52]
11t)casuirettient process (toes not agr'ee wvithI tile true lits fouuid t hat of these thle two titost, effective and~
el/e r of tile tttagrit uie ('02'ened, tile inlasureilielit universally useful are the averaige (t) and range (R?)
process is said to have at systeimtic error, oh'rjs of charts of' industrial quality control. (For (details
malgniitude 1A -T. oil thle conisti'uctioni and 'isi' of ±- and I/-charts,

The systemiati(' error of it initsurclient prto'cess see, for exaniple, thle ASTNIl Manual onl QualitA-
will ordlinalrily halve both con'01statnt and variable Control of Materials ]AST.N 1951, lpp. 61-63 ti
('Oil 1) inhts. C ontsiderci, for ('xli iiiple, iIi easut'eie('t t *. 83]; oi' Aiei'in Standii ards Z1I.2-i 95S andI
of lie distance be(tweenl two points by iticatis of it Z1.3-1 95, [ASA I 95sh, ASA I 958c].
gri'ad 011tell ti('ta11li ape 11 loli iian I S92, 1). 9] . Possi hlk
caluse's of s vstetiiltii' error t hat intitnedinte(lv collie to c. Concept of True Value
iniri ar'e: Inl tile f'oregoi hg we ha tve de(filled the error of I)

(1) -Mistakes in liutiberitig thle s('alC divisions of ileasuI'(ticlit x, to be thle dliffere'tc'e .r-r bet weeni thle
the talpe; in elsurenil ct and1( thle true raoe r of thle iiiagriituid e

(2) irregulatr spatig of* tile divisionis of tile tape; o i lai t 'i(ehel;ai i b.'ewi ro'
(3)sli o tae;or bi ,s, of at ineiisuretiient p~roc'ess ats thle diff'erenice
(4) sttet ci of tipe; -'T between thle liniting inian A assoc'iatedl withi tile

(4)istre rat ore tIhtfo hc tapewa Iieasureiierit of at particulair qfuantity by thle tnits-

calibrat edI. il giueo hsqattY hsinei
Forii aniy xinqir dlistance, thet effects of' (1) a1nd( (2) raises thle quiest ion: Just how is the' "'true vatlue" of
will tC(it l ii cn tt 1(nd( tilie effects of (3) andt (4) will thle [magniitud o1I(f at partic'ulair proper(t'y of sonic thinrg
it idll tih ed1 e ach 'il'I ('ott 1 it ac(0nstaniit ('0thliponliit defi ned'? I ii thle finial atialYsis, thle ''true value'' of
chI aract erist ic of thle (listanc l'co(0ncei'ned. Sonte of tile il titIc of' at qutillti ty is d efintied by agreetliet
tiese effects will hecof one sign, sonic of thle ot her, antid altiong experts onl an ejem 1)(1itii l to ' ri lie ilicasure-
tbiir itigebraic st il will de(t ern ile te ceonstqant erltor mnen t of its illagititude - it is tilie limiiit in~g t i lii of a

oif this intcsuretlient process with r'espiect to tilie conceptual exemplar proes.N thait is ati idleal realiza-
particular dlistance ('onicernedl. Furthermnore, thle tiori of te ie ageell-uion exenilir mtet hod. Anid tie
''constant error'' of t his itietsureinerit process will refinetnerit to whichl one should go inI spc'ifyiing thle
be dlifferent (at least, conceptually) for different exeimplar pirocess will dlependl on thle purpose's for
(listanices iticaslrell. which at deteriniat ion of tile miagniitutde of the qolin-

lit thle case of repieatedI iticasuretitert of it siiigle titN, conicerried is niceded-not, just thle iiniiiediate
(distarnce, tilie effect of (5), and ait least piortionis of pu'rpose for which ineasureitents tire to lie taken hut
tI'( e'ffects of (3) tand (4), iiav be l'fepetedI to v'lrv also thle oilier uses to whtich thiese illeasuretlietits, 01' at
froit otre 'o('cllsion"' to thle tnext (e.g., fronii (liy to firnal tadjusted value derived terefroi, many possiblyN
(ilv), thlus 'orntribuitirng iariable con'ponents to the be, pO
xysteeiatic error of tile pirocess. ( 'oniner, for example, thle ''true value'' of i lie

A large fract ion of thle vatriable ('ontribut ions of length of at particlatr gage bilock. lii our minds we
(3) aunl (4) ('olillI, andil ii prlicti('e 1t0 doub~ht would, envisage thle gage block is at r'ectangulair parallel-
beI rettloved ItY st retc'hirng t(lie titpe b'y it spirinig balanice epiped, and( its length is, of course, tile distaince be-
or othe Ili iaris so t hat it is alwtivs tirnder till saute tweeri its two ''end'' faces. But it is practically
tension. Thie stretc'h c'orresponinlg to a particular certain that thle particular gage bilock in quest ion i.s
dIistanci~e would thlen be nearly tile sane lit ill] tilnes, niot an exal't rectangular p~arallelepipedl; arid t hat
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its two end faces are not Jplanies, nor even ahb- thle fact t hat it ';-,iore expensive or mnore ilne
solutelv smnoothI surfaces. Shall we dlefine the "t rue conisumiing, or even imtpossihle to carry out. aid(ltl,
length'' of this gage block to lbe thle distance b~etweeni that "'as a preferred p~rocedlure is aiwavs subject to
thle "tops'' of te highest ''mountains'' at each endl, modification or obsolescence, we are foirced to
i.e., the distance between tilie two "'outermost points'' conclude that( neither the (Icctr(Ici nol tlhe bl'io ,f any
lot each end! If so, is this distance to lie measured procedure can et'er be knouwn in a /oial *"n.

diagonally, if necessary, or pailel to tilie "'lengthI- IDeining, 1950, pp. 15 -17.]
wvise axis'' of the gage -l)Iock? If thle latter, then we It should be evident frolnthIe foregoing thl Ile
have thle problemt of how t Iiis ' 'engthl-wise axis'' is ''true Value'' of thle inagiu e of sotine ;woi I ftf
to be (defined, especially in tile. case of at thini gage attfiling or svsteiii canniot he defined With tonmtplete
block whose lenyth correspond~s to what wvould absolute exactitudelt.
ordinarily be considered to he its thickness. Or As Cassius J. KeYser has remnarked, 'AI-;olttte
shall we be, perhaps, imore so[phist icat ed, and eii- certaittv is a privilege of utteduicated ittinils--andt
visage a ''meain plane'' at each end, which in general fanatics. It is, for scientific folk, ail untattainiable
will not be parallel to eatch other, and define the ideal." [Keyser 1922, p. 120.1 Thle degree of refine-
length of this gage block to he the distance between nient to which one will, or ought, to go in a p~articular
two particular poinits ott these platies. ItI we choose instance will depend onl the uses for which knowledge
l ie ''outermost poinits'' we again have t lie problenm of of the magnitude of the property contcernied is nteedled.

tile direction in which thle (distance is to 1ie measured. The ''true value'' of the length of a piece of cloth in
Alternatively, we inight deflite the length of this everydaY comnmerce is certaint.%- a fuzz%, concept.
gage block to be the dlistantce between two strictly ''vCertainily we are not goting to specify that thle
parallel and coniceptually perfect Op~t ical lttS ''Just cloth sha be ineasured while suspended horizonl-
touching'' thle gage block at eatch etid. It so, thten tally under a tension of j- pounds., at anl antiient
is the ''true dlistatnce'' hetweeni these flats defined in temiperature of y degrees andl a relative hiumiidity of
ternis of wavelengths of light via tile techniques ol z pu'ricat'' [Simion 1946, p). 6541. Ott the other baund,
optical interferotitetry the ''true length'' of thle gage P, mtoderate degree of refinettient is necessary iii

block approprit.te to thle purposes for which the gag" defining the ''true length'' and ''true width'' of tile
Iblock is to be used, namely, to calibrate gages all 'iro recessed area itt a wtndlow sash to which a pane of
dletermnine thle lenigths of other objects b)y mieeiuniral glass is to be fitted. Considerably greater refineitent
comparisons? Furthiermuore, it is clear, that thle is needed iii thle definatiotn of thle' ''trite value'' of thle
ititrinsic (lifficultv of'definitig thle "tIrue valie'' of the length of a gage block, of the naos of a ittass standard
length of a puirtictiltir gage block is miot elimiinated if', or of the frequency of a fmeqtietic statitartl-ani itn
instead, Wve utntdertake to dlefitne tilie ''trute value'' of the last Itietitiotied case there is -'ot today, I utnder-
thle d'ifference in lenyth of two p~articular gage blocks, stand, complete agreemenut attiong exleerts otl thle
one of wh-lichi is a sta~ndard, tilie (iccopthd ceue of whose itiatter.
lentgthI is, say, in iticroiiclies exrctly, by inidtstit Indeed, ats is evidlent frtittlefrgii.tle'trt
national or internat ional agreemtent . value'' of thle miagittide of a p~articutlair qiuattity is

Simiilar d-ifficulties arise, of course, in the dlefitnit ion inrtimiately- linked to the lpurplo5s for which at valu e
of tilie ''true value'' of tile ntaxs of it inass standard, of tile nagtitude of this quanitity is nieeded , atnd its
one of which has beeni resolved by international ''trite value'' canntot, iii the finial'analYsis, lie definied
agreettient . fnt dlefining thle "'trite value'' of thle muass meaningfully atid usefutlly itt isolation front t hese
of it particular mtet allic nass staundard, shall the nituss needs. Therefore, as this' fact becoities ilore wdl
of t his part icutlar stantdard be enivisaiged ats the mnass recogunizedh itt science will etnginteerinig, I hope thtt
oh its nmetallic subistanuce alotie, relative to thle the traditional terin ''true value'' will be discarded
Ititertiational Prototype Kilogramt, or ats thle itiass of in ineasurenient thieoi' and( practice, atid replaced
its itetallic substance P~luts thle itiass of tile air- atid by- soflC itiore appropriate tertit such its "'target
Watter vapor adsorbed upoii its suriface undier standl- vatlue'' 8 thlat conveys thle idea of beinig the vatlue
ard cotnditionis? Th'le difference amiounts to about that lne would like to obtain for thle purpose in
45 )Ag in the (case of at platiituni-iridliuti standard hand, without anly implication that it is some sort
kilogramt, and b~ecomtes critical in thle ciuse of 500 of pertmanetnt constatit p~reexistitng atid tritnsceniding
tog standards. The mass, of at iass stanmdard is, any use that we imay have for it. I have retained
therefore, specified in measurement scietnce to be thle the traditional expressioni "true value" i the sequel
tnas of thle metallic substance of thle standard pluis because of its greater familiarity, but shall always
the mnass of the average volutie of air adsorbed upon mnean by it thle relevant "target value."
its surface under stand~ardl conditiotns. Defitnit ion of O W admit the existence of systemiatic error-of a difference loitween the

the ''true value'' of the nuvss of a iass stanudard, and quantItly meiasured (the measured quantity) and the quantity of interest (the

aJortiori, of thle diuflerence in mass of two inass ask our suibiejnmatter knowledge, Intuition, anti general information about the
relation t-w-n the measured quantity and the target quarntity." [Cochran.

stanidards is, therefore, a very cotmplex tmat ter. etad. 19,4. I tett r-r u en trevie.aihtt ter toit

W. Edwards D~efiling uses the expressioti ''pre- I," ")mh~pue upeound.frtl trntu aueatog thr xoit
ferred procedure'' for Whatt we have terned ain Wo' moaid also alli the referene- levei a'target vatule'. In away thisis a

''eveniplar iethiod," and very satgely remtarks thatt nir-arement t1rwrem rather than %mothing we ought totfind N-aue likMt.
"a preferred procedure is (istinguislied bly thle fact it i t er.Ufruaeyordsrscnifuneornto fwa

that it supposedly gives or would give results nearest former; my use of the term 'target Value' i.s not meant to impely that I thinkiit
to ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ lgtmt wttoeneldfo atclren;adas t equate what we would like io see with what is iihere." IMurihy
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d. Concepts of the Precision and Accuracy of a Measurement Oin thle other hand, as Shiewbart has remarked:
Process "Careful writers in the( theory of ercrors, of course-. hit%,-

By- thle precielion of a mneasuremlent process we always insisted that accuraev involves in somne way or other
meanthedegee f muualagremet chraceritic the difference hetweeni what is ohserved and wlnit is true-,

ofa tndeedentreree nt of anta sge inglhae rsi w hereas precision involves the concept of reproduicibiility of
quniy wha isosrved. Thus Laws, writing onl electrical asire-

yielded lby repeated applications of thle process under metnts, says: I'Evir xeietrmstfrn1 s0;
specified 'condit ions; and by- its accuracy tile degree estimate of the accurace'y, or approach to tile absolute truth
of agreement of such measurements with thre true Obtained by- the utse of his instrumenits andI lro'i'ssi-s of

valu oftheinagiit~leof te qantty cncene~. measiuremeant. He must renlieniber that a high precision,
vale o tie mgniudeofthequatit' vconernd.or agreemenat of the resulIts among themselves, is 11o indicat ion

In other wordls, the accuracy of a mneasuremient pro('- that the quantity uinder measurement has been accurately'
ess refers to, anid is dtieermnined by thle degree of determnined.' As another example we may take the following
conformiit% to the truth that is characteristic of inde- cmet from a recent and authoritative treat is.- onl chiiinjcal

pendnt ieasirelent of sigle uanity rodced nalsis: I'The analy t should formi the habit of estimlating
pendnt easremnts f asinle uantty rodced thI'e probable accuracy of his work. It is a comn oi mistake

(or prct(ible) by the repeated applications of thme to confuse accuracy 'and pre-cision. Accuracy is a mteasuire-
process under specified conditions; whereas its preci- Of the degree of corre-ctness. Precision i~s it ui-easure-(of
sion refers solely to, andl is deterined solely by thre reproducibility in the hands of at given operator.' " [Sliewhart
degree of confoirmity to each other characteristic of 1939, pp. 124-125.1
such measurements, irrespective of whether thtey More recently, Ltundell, Hoffnian, and their associates
tend to he close or far front the trtuth. Thtus, accu- at thre National Bureau of StandardIs ltave re-
racy has to dot with clos-eness,, to the truth; precision, emphasized the importance of the dlistinction b~etweent
Only with elos-enest tolret he, "precision" and "a(ctirac'y'':

This distinction betwveeni the mecanings of the "In discussions of chemiical analysis, the terms precision
ternis ''act-uracy'' atit ''precision"' as appliedl to and uccuracy are often used interchangeably and then-fore
measurement processes and measuring instruments incoi'.rectly, for precision is a aicasure of r-prodiicibilit%,

wher(-as accuracy is a iieasure of correctne(ss. Thle analystis consistent with thle etymological roots of these is vial neetdiibt, o i -tlsms esfficiently,
word.,. ''Etvtnologicallv the termn 'accturate' has accurate for the purpose in iniiid, and lIe( cannot achieve-
a Lat ini origini meaning 'to take pains with' and refers accuracy without precisioni, especiallv sinice his reported
ho the (tare bestowed tiponi a humian effort to make result is often based oil one determination andi rarely on more

to - than three determi inat ions. The recipient of the anialysissuheffort what it ought t be, and 'accuracy tin is i ntere-sted in accuracy alone, aiid only iii accuracy- suffi-
eoimi~idictionar 'y parlance implies freedom from cijent for his purposes." [Hillebraind et'al., 19,53, p. :i.)

iiihikes o,- exac't comiformtitY to truth. 'Precise,' on hti eeya prac
thke other hand, hafs its origin in a termn meaning It is mnost unifortuntate tat i evrcsi' peratnse
'ctri ff. brtie(f, conicise'; anid 'precision' is supposed we ofteii speak of ''accuracy n rei-n" eas
to itui %- thle propertY of determninate limitations accuracy requires precision, but precixion dtoes niot
oir binmg exactly and si arplY (definied.' [Sliewhart necessarily imnply- acc uacu.
I 939, p). 124.1 Thus one cait properly speak of a "It is, in factr, interi-stiig to coimpare- the invuasuiruinint
tnatinaiii state, or local law as being ''precise,'' but situoat ion wit h that of at marksman aimnin a tt a target.- We

not s beng "ccurte"-o wht trth crt i would cl iii rcs akmnii iigi euneo

rounuds, ie were- ale to place llt his shots iii a rather siiial Iconuform? Oin thre other htand, if one spoke of a c ircle oii thu target. Any, othier riflenian unable to group his
partictlar translation as being ''accurate'' tis shots iii such at smanll cirel- would tnatuirally be riegarded a
would ittiply a high dlegree of fidelity to the original le-ss priecise. Most pe-ople would accept this cluaracteriza-
''attained bvthe exercise of care." Whereas, to tion whether ieit her riflemnt hits the bull's-ey' e or not.-

by - Surelv all would agree that if our in it hits, or nearly-
speak of it as beitng ''precise,'' would imply mierely hits thle hul-yeoial)casos hi' hudh alda
that it is tinamnbiguotus, without indicatitig whether accurate itarksman. Unhappily, lie miay% hei' very- precise
it is or is tiot correct .' riarksman, hut if his rifle is out of adjutstimint, p~erhiaps theii

In siteof he dstict.diferene btwen te smoall circle of shots is centered at a point sorn distanice frontiIn siteof iledistnctdiferece btwen li th bull's-eye. Iii that catse we might re-gard li ias an int-et iiiological mneanings of tire teritis ''acctmracN. accuirat, in .arksiiin. P'erhuaps we should say that lie is a
arid ''precision,'' thre%, are treated as svmionyins in poteint iallev accurate' marksman tiring with 'ia fauiltY rifle.
imiaiiv standardi dictiotaries; aiid Mlerrituit-Webister but spleaking categorically, wi- should liave- to say that thu(-
[19421, after drawing thre helpful distinctions quotedi ri-suilts were inacturate.' (Murphy 19611, p). 26i5.1

itt the foregoing footnote, promiptl 'v topples tile It follows fronit what has been saidl thtus fur that
structture so careftilly btiilt by addintg -'scrtipulous 'if thre precisionis of two processes aire thre samne hut
exteh ness'' as ar Alteriiatii-e mealning of ''precise.'' thle bialses are different, tile process of s11itahler bials
('onsqtienitl *v it is tint stirprising thilt ''There are itmx- ble said to hiaveu higher accuracy~ while if t he
probably few words as loosely used bty scicittists biatses are both negligible, the process of higher pre-
as precis;onl andl accuracy--I is rint 'unusual to cision mnay be said to have higher iaccutrac'y. '' U-
find tili-ill used interchlangeably in sc'ienitiftc writ- forttinaltclv, 'iiotlier eases stictsittipille eotulilrisoti
ings.'' Sehrock 1950, 1). 101 nitt1Y le imupossible.'' [ASTNI 196 1, p. 1760.]

It is sJfaetil- tieiitiit l lt ~ ii m,twei n 'correct," -"aeima. a'' n;!~
''oartV - "'iRREi TF t the coe-t eot,'ntcss terra. implies -ctreely trc'r t hitt

fr in ,,o,, t f,, auilt ,r etrcir. 1 1 tifiv, Itby siz,' itisciiaihyl ,cnlveniolI or ii nowi-
oai dari . . .. ACC t T P.: iniliS. Inore ~issi cs-i. fility io fact IIIil e okor tcih .e itlanc-il by the exerela' ot ear,-; .. XACtc'ni,11r--ist ei, trict ness Fraiik A. Laws. Eletrical Nlealaircroct,i. I. 1w Ceit i r -iit e o

or r1111" tintl'e- 'recee,nt - which milt ,r,-ei(-s nor falhls short ,,th ft, act,- staindhrd N Y.. 1.)
'r truth; .1 PREC'ISE stress- ratih-r shectinesxs oft tiai n 'ir ,ii-iimmtta- 0 0. F. F. LDinll and .t . 1. ttottonan . Oatllhios oft Mthod, ot C't,mmies
tion [-' M,-rriaini-Webt~er 1942 p. 2421j. Atuysil. 20 J ioin, Wiley andi~ Sons. New York. N.Y.. 1938).
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To fully appreciate the preceding statement-and from the truth by more than two units, exactly
especially tihe difficultv of comparing accuracies one-half of the measurements yielded by process d
it) sonle cases-let us consider figures 1 and 2, in will deviate from the truth by this much or more.)
which the origins of the scales correspond to the Similar remarks clearly apply to processes c and e
true value of r of the quantity measured, so that corresponding to curve c in the upper half and curve
the curves shown mua be regarded as depicting the e in the lower half of figure 1, but in this instance the
distributions of errors. of the measurements yielded superiority of process c relative to process e with
by a selection of different neasurement processes. respect to accuracy is even nmore marked. (In
Consider first the three synunetrical distributions particular, we may note that whereas it is practically
in the top half of figure 1. All three of these dis- certain that no neasurement yielded by process c
trihutions are centered on zero, so that these ineas- will deviate from the truth by as much as one unit,
urement processes have no bias. It is evident it is practically certain that every measurement
that the process of highest precision, c, is also the *ielded by process e will deviate from the truth by
process of highest accuracy; and that the process of [iore than one unit.)
least precision, a, is also the process of least accuracy. Figure 2, which is essentially the same as one given
Since curve b in the upper half of figure 1 and curve by General Simon [1946, fig. l], portrays three ineas-
d in the lower half have identical size and shape, uremnent processes A, B, and C, differing fron each
the corresponding processes have the same precisitn; other with respect to both precision and bias.
but process b is without bias, whereas )ro(+('-:; d Comparison of these three processes with respect to
has a positive bias of two units, so that process b accuracy is not quite so simple. First, it is evident
is clearly the more accurate. (In particular we may that, although process A has greater precision than
note that whereas it is practically certain that process B, process B is the more accurate of the two.
process b will not yield a imeasurenment deviating (In particular, it is practically certain that none of

the measurements yielded by process B will deviate
2.0 , , , , IF from the truth by more than 4 units, whereas 50

percent of the measurements from process A will1.s i- deviate from the truth by four units or more.)
1.6 Next, is process B more (or f'ess) accurate than process

C which is unbiased, but has a very low precision?
1.4 - . a2.5 Process B has a positive bias of two units, but has

2. - . sufficiently greater precision than process C to also
.I, have greater accuracy than process C. (While

.72 .21 approximately 50 percent of the measurements
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|"1,.1 Hl, 1. I.ixtribuiions of errors of some biased and unbiased Fi(;uRE 2. Three measurement processes differing from each
measurement processes of various precisions. other with respect to both precision and accuracy.
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yielded by process C will deviate front ti' truth bV istic of a meaSurement process. After ill we want
11 ore thanl two Units (ill either direction), find ex- our measurements to viel us a determination that

actly 50 percent of the measurements yielded by we can use as a substitute for the unknown value of a
process B will deviate from the truth by: two units particular magnitude whose value we need for some
or more (in the positiv, direction only), it cannot purpose-we don't want a determination of the
be ignored that about 10 percent of tile measure- value of some other magnitude whose relation to the
ments yiehled by process C will deviate front the one we need is indefinitely known.
truth by four units or more whereas it is practically In view of the difficulty of comparing with respect
certain that no measurement yielded by process B to accuracy measurement processes that differ both
will deviate from the truth by as much as four units.) in bias and precision, some writers have elected to
Similarly, it may he argued that process A, in spite take the easy way out 1 defining "accuracy'' to be
of its f)ias, has greater accuracy than l)rocess C equivalent to absence of bias, saying that of two
"since the range in measurements of C more than measurement processes having different biases, the
covers the corresponding ranges of A or B." [Sinion process of smaller bias is the more "accurate"
1946, p. 654.1 While this conclusion that of the regardless of the relation of their respective precisions.
three. measurement processes depicted in figures 2, (Set-, for example, Beers [1953, p. 4], Ostle [1954, 1). 41,
process C has the least arcuracy, may not be entirely and Schenck 11961, p. 4. p. 141.) While the adoption
acceptable to some persons, it is consistent with of this concept of "accuracy" certainly makes the
Gauss' dictuni, in a hlter to F. V. Bessel, to the discussion of "accuracy" and "precision"' simpler for
effect that maximizing the probability of a zero error the authors concerned, this practice is coltrary to
is less important than minimizing the "average' the principle of "conservation of linguistic resources,"
injurious effects of errors in general. [C. F. Gauss, as R. B. Murphy puts it, adding: "It seemis to ne
1839, pp. 146-147.] that the terms 'bias' and 'systematic error' are

Before leaving figure 2, we itust not fail to join adequate to (over the situation with which they are
General Simon in remarking that "the average of a concerned. If, nevertheless, we add the term
large number of measurements front [process] C will 'accuracy' to apply again in this restricted sense,
be more accurate than a similar average from either we are left wordless-at the inoiient at least-when
A or B" [Sinion 1946, p. 6541. This point is actually it comnes to the idea of over-all error. Front the
illustrated in our figure 1 : t lie three curves in the top point of view of the need fort a term it is hard to
half of figure 1 portray the distributions of errors of defend tile view that accuracy should concern itself
.single imeasirements (curve a) of averag.es of 12 solely with bias. land] there is overwhelming
measurements (curve b) and arerages of 144 measure- evidence that we needi a term at least for the concept
ments (curve c) froni process C; and curves d and e of over-all error." [Nlurply 1961, pp. 265-266.1
in the lower half show the (listributions of errors of
indiridual measuremnents (curve d), and of average. 3.4. Mathematical Specification of the Precision of
of 12 ,measurements (curve e) from process B, a Measurement Process
respectively. It is evident that arerages of 12 a. Simple Statistical Control
measurements front process C (curve b in upper
portion of fig. 1) have not only greater accuracy than Let us now consider the imathematical definition
indi'idual measurements front process B (curve d in of the precision of a measurement process under a
lower portion of thte figure), but also greater accuracy fixed set of circumstances. By definition, tile pre-
than averages of 12 measurenments from process B cision of a measurement process has to (1o with the
(curve e in lower portion). "closeness together" that is typical of successive

On the other hand, it is obvious that, if our choice measurements of a single quantity generated by
is between individual measurements from process C applications of the process under these fixed conidi-
(curve a) and arerages of 12 measurements from tions. Otherwise expressed, it has to do with the
process B (curve e), the latter will clearly provide typical "closeness together" of the two individual
greater accuracy. In brief, a procedure with a small nieasuremnents constituting an arbitrary pair. If the
bias and a high precision cart be more accurate than an expression "typical 'closeness together' " is to be
unbiased procedure of low precision. It is important meaningful, the measurements generated by repeated
to realize this, for in'practical life it is often far better application of the process to the neasurement of a
to always be quite close to the true value than to single quantity must be homogeneous ill some sense.
deviate all over time place in individual cases but Therefore, for the imoment, let us assume that time
strictly correct "onl the average," like the (luck measurement process is in a state of simple statistical
hunter who put one swarm of shot ahead of the (luck, control, so that the successive etiasureumets in each
anti one swarm behind, lost his quarry, but had the of the sequences (1), (i= 1, 2, 3, . . .), generated bv
dubious satisfaction of knowing that in theory lie tite process nay all be regarded its "observed" values
had hit it "on the average." This we must remember: of independent identically distributed random variables.
in practical life we rarely nmake a very large number Just as we may regard each individual measure-
of measurements of a given type-we can't wait to inent xj, in a particular sequence (1) its striving to
be right on the average-our measurements must express the valhe of the limtiting mean J,, so also we
stand up in individual cases as often as possible. may regard each individual difference x-.rx, jik,

Despite the foregoing, freedom from bias, that is, as striving to express tle characteristic spread
freedom from "large" bias, is a desirable character- between an arbitrary pair of measurements, x' and
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xsay. For this purpose th e signs of thtese dIiffer- II enlce, if at iti (Il cliieli en t proctess IS ill it statf (of
ecUes aire clearly irrelevant. Therefore, by analo gy simpllle stat istical cont rol anid th I strtong La oIW(i
withI our u Ise of a sequence of cumuila t ive aniri ttic Large N umbi ers is atpplicabl Ie to at siquenci Of Sq UIa rT I
means, (2), to achieve aIt mat hemuaticali formtiulat ion iii isu ret ien is (4), then ite seq uence d ~,,Iefinetd
of thle concept of a hut i ng iii can assocliated Iwith Iili (3), will, in view of 7 ), tenditl ililost Sti clv to it
tieastureitien t of at given qi iitit ity by at paticulai jillit, e ii tit A2 - 20-2. Thus we see- tht a', tterilit
ntiasitreunent process, let uts adopt the sequlence Of the rarince of' thle iteitsureiieitt prves is thet meani
cuntula ~aive arithimet ic it ci is of the squae.,? of the vatlIue of onle-I tl f Of the sq ualret d ifferen ce bet ween
n ( - 1)12 distinct dififereitces at uontg tIhe first it two iirli tnrvr ineasuretmen iits xr' anud x"', I that is,
mteasuremnits of at pintttcular sequencet~ (1), for
examitple, theseee CCrt 2= J(X'...X') 2  

(s

= - 2 >2(tjX,~. 2  and providles tin indication of the imprecision of the
Thtei-1)j- t~~lprocess. Thel( square root of thle variance, a, 1s

(n=2,3 .:. ), (3) tertined the stantdard deiaVtion, of the p~rocess.
It is natural, thterefore, on tite basis of a single

ats thle basis of aitit matetmatical forintulat ion of the sequence of nt mieasuremlenits of a single qjuanitity,
concept of the precision of at inetisuieiiient lprocess. to taike

The niecessaty and sufficient contdit ion for almtost
sure convergence of thle sequece (3) to a finite limlit, 21- 1 " 2(~
say A2, iE Ohat, the ;t rong, Law of Large Numf bers be 8, d) 2> (r-XX1 ) 2 '
itppl icable to tilte sequenc'e. 2 ~ -1 j=I k=JI-1-T

X111, 42, X' (4)
of he quaes f tte orrspodin tems as tlte sample estinliate Of thle underlying varianice

coi,sistiiio h qae o h osodng qrs 2 ; and the square root, s, ats the sit*peetmt
of thle Original sequence (1). (Botiniedness; of the of 0.10

Xsin at([litioii to stiatisticail control is, for examttple, 0Froin (9), since 7=-x tends (almost surely) to A
sufficientt to ensure that the sequence (4) will also it is evident that 0,2 is also the mnean value' of the
obey the Strong Law of Large Numtbers.) If the squared deviations of indlividual mneasuremnits froin
Strong, Ltiw of Largre Numbers is applicable to tile the limniting mecan ju of the process, that is 0-1
sequence of squares (4), and if the mneasurement Xj),s httesadr eito rna e

proessisin t sat ofsinpl sttisicl cntrlregarded, in the language of mechanics, as' titethent tlte cuimulative arithmetic mneans of the squares radius of gyration of the distribution of all possibleof lie measurements, that is, the sequence mteasurentents x about IA, the litmiting nmean of the

(zX),1 > .r",/1 (n =1, 2, ., (5) Remark: Mathematically the foregoing discussion1 (can be carried out equally wvell in terms of the

will almiost surely tend to at limit, sary S, the ian-absolute (unsignted) values of tlte differences instead
util Inani- of iii termis of their squares. Such an approach is,tleof which will depend Otthe quantity measured, tuatheiaticallv speaking, somnewhat, more generalthe meiasutremtent process in11volved, but not on the inta t eursfrisvtldt teeytittt

'Occasion"~ (identified by the subscript Ili"') By ithtirqrefois adt*vmrlyhtte
virtue of an algebraic idniythat is well known StogLw of Large Nuiibers be applicable to the

to sudets f mtheatial iequlitesnamly, sequence Ix~l,, . , .I 1,1 . . .of absolute raluesto sudets f tathitttica inquaitis, anily, of thle xij rather than to the sequence (4) of their
21 n squares. Frot the practical viewpoint, however,

n 2 ~(> a ~ 2 2(ag-aj,)2 , (n > 2) (6) this greater generality is entirely illusory, and the2- ~ ~ mathematics of absolute values of variables is
always miore cumbersome titan the Imiatheinatics of

antI of the fact that the right-hand side of (6) is their squares. For example, the arithmetic mnean
always positive except when the a's are all equal of the absolute values of the n(n-1)/2 distinct
it is easily seen, on dividing both sides of (6) by differences amiong n mneasuremients, i.e.,
Pt, that S will always exceed tt', tlte square of the
(ailmiost sure) limit of the sequence (2), so that we 2 R-tR
mnay write S=,u±q2 , with a2>0. Furthermore, !d Is -> > Xkz (10)
applying the algebraic identity (6) in reverse to ______ -1 k=j+

the rightt-hand side of (3) yields the following rela- 10 From the aizebrac, identiiy (6), it is evtdent that the practice In some circles
tionship between tlte correspondling terms of se-n
quiences (3), (5), and (1): of dividing 2](x--7) by N. Instead of n-i, amounts to including each of the

n (fdie squred differences (i-r&)2. je' k. twice In the suimmation. together with
_d% 2i. 2). n idenically zero termls (xj-x*)

2
.ji-k. each included once. and then dividing by11~~~ ~ 5 5 i. the total number of terms (real and phantom) involved. Viewed in thisG light it would seem that division by nl-1is more reasonable. In that the inclusion

of Identically zero terms In the formulation of a measure of variation is a bit un-
( 7) reasonabsle.
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is not expressible as a multiple of the sui of the on the same method or intended to measure the sane physical
absolute deviations of the measurements from their property, the process that has the smaller value of the index

of precision is said to have higher precision. Thus, although
titean, Zjx,-, -, and for large values of n tie the more usual indexes of precision are really direct measures
evaluation of (10) presents computational difficulties. of imlprecisioni, this inversion of reference has teen firmly
The approach in terms of the absolute values of established by custom. The value of the selected index of
the differences also has the disadvantage from tih precision of a process is referred to simply as its precision or

its stated precision." [ASTM 1961, p. 1759.]
practical viewpoint that, as we shall see in a 1itoinent,
component.,: of imprecision are additive in ternis of As we have remarked previously, in practical work
squared quantities such as a, , so that in this sense the end result of measuring some quantity or cali-
the rariance a' is a more appropriate measure of th brating an instrument for a standard rarely consists
dispersion of the x's about their limiting iteian A of a single measurement of the quantity of interest.
than is 0a itself. More often it is some kind of average or adjusted

Ordinarily, the magnitude of a2 (and, hence, of a), value, for example, the arithmetic mean of a number
unlike that of u, depends only on the measurement of independent measurements of the quantitv of
process concerned and the circumstances under interest. Let us, therefore, consider the statistical
which it is applied, and not also on the magnitude properties of a sequence of arithmetic means of
of the quantity measured-otherwise we could not successive nonoverlapping groups of n measurements
speak of a measurement process having a variance, each from a sequence (I) of indiidual measurements
or a standard deviation. yielded by a measurement process on a particular

Since the precision. of the process obviously occasion. In other words, let us consider the

decreases as the value of a (or, of a2 ) increases, and sequence

vice versa, it is necessary to take some inverse fune- X1 i,,.., . (11)
tion of a as a measure of the precision of process.
To conform with traditional usage it is necessary of distinct arithmetic means of n measurements each
to regard the precision of a measurement process as
intersely proportional to its standard deviation a 1 nn
which is, therefore, a measure of the imprecision of , x,, (m -- , 2 ... .), (12)
the process. Thus, Gauss, writing in 1809, remarked nj=(m-i)+l

that s is constant h= a 2 coudh properly be on- derived from a sequence (1) of individual mieasure-
sidered to be a measure of the precision of tihe inents of a single quantity produced, or at least
observations because if, for example h'=2h, that is, conceptually producible, by the measurement process
if a'=ja, then "a double error can be committed concerned on, say, the ith occasion. If the "under-
in the former system with the same facility as a lying measurement process" giving rise to the mdi-
single error in the latter, in which case, according vidual measurements x,, is in a state of sinple
to the common way of speaking, a double degree of statistical control, then the "extended measurement
precision is attributed to the latter observations." " Pr°CesSyagelin rise t teaveiragescot. wllso be

The actof he attr is hoeve, tat:in a state OF simple statistical control. Cotise-
"... different fields have particularly favorite ways quently, the mathematical analysis of section 3.2,

of expressing precision. Most of these measures are multiples but with the averages xi,, in place of the individual
of the standard deviation; it is not always clear which multi- measurements x1 , will carry through without other
pie is m eant . ....

-Some consider it unfortunate that precision should be change. Let Ai denote the limiting mean thus
stated as a multiple of standard deviation, since precision associated with the "extended nieasurement process"
should increase as standard deviation decreases. Indeed, giving rise to the averages as its "individual"
it would be more exact to say that standard deviation is a measurenents. Since the cumulative arithmetic
measure of imprecision. However, sensitivity, as we have
previously indicated, suffers from this logical inversion mean of the first m terms of the sequence (11) is
without hurt. Perhaps we can best avoid this by saying the sanme as the cumulative arithmetic mean of the
that standard deviation is an index of precision. The habit first mn terms of the sequence (1) of individual
of saving 'The precision is . . .' is deeply rooted, and
there would be understandable impatience with the notion measurements, it is clear that the limiting mean
that standard deviation should be numerically inverted Az associated with the sequence of averages (11) is
before being quoted in a statement of precision." [Murphy the same as the limiting mean associated with the
1961, pp. 266-267.1 original sequence (1) of individual measurements,

In consequence the ASTM has, at least tentatively, that is,
taken the following position: Mt=Mt=M. (13)

"The numerical value of any commonly used indexof
precision will be smaller the more closely bunched are the Sim
individual measurements of a process. As more causes are ilarly, the mathematical analysis at the
added to the system, the greater the numerical value of beginning of the present section, but with the in-
the index of precision will ordinarily become. If the same dividual measurements x,, in (3) thru (9), replaced
index of precision is used on two different processes based by the averages ;Z,, carries through essentially as

before. Let al denote the variance thus associated
1-""eterumn Constans A tamuam rnCnsurapraec1sionis obqervationum con-

stderari poterit. . . Quodsi i g.tur e. * A'-2A. seque failie in systemate priori with the extended measurement process giving
errorduplexcommaitlpOterit aesimpi( i postertorl, inquoCasuobservationi rise to the sequence of averages (11). As in tile
ibus tosterlortbus rcundum vulitrern ,oquentdi morem prsectsio duplex tri-
bultur." (Gauss18M. Art. 17; 1871.,p.23; Englishtrnsistion. 1857.pi.2SP-26, . case of the variance tm of individual ineasurements,
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so also mray o,; be interpreted as tire overall mnean measurements. Unfortunatel *, as Studlent's ((iln-

value of thle squared deviation of "individual'" nent quoted on page 167 above clearly implies,
averages t front the limiting muean It of thle ''ex- such comrplete homogeneity of mreasurement is rarely

tende proess, tha isif ever miet in practice. .More often the situation is

tende p10 eSS,' tiirt.as describedi by Sir George Biddell Airy, British
(7-A)2Astronomier Royal 18:35-1 881, in (to myv knowledge)

(14) the first elemuentarv book onl the( theory of errors find
Bv vrtueof he agebric dentttcombination of observat ions in tile English langu-1age
By vrtu oftirealgbrac i~entty[Airy 1861, p. 92]:

1 "When sucessive series of observationis are made, day
-,A2 X-JA [' ,after day, of the siro rneasirable (iniantity, which is either

ZrZ 'ariable or adlmits of tbeinrg reduced by calcuilat ion to
,in invariable qu Ian tity . .. ;and whenii every knrown inrstru-

n~~~~ metal correetiion hi's been apid...;tl twl oeie~ (.r~-~i)(X~-M)J befound that thte result obtainerd on one dayv differs fronrit tie
=1j-1 k=j-r result obtained on another (lay- by a larger quantity' thian

coid hve eenanticiparted. The idathen presents itself.
lhat possibly there lra.'u been on sonme one day, or on every

it isreliil "ell hattay, S01114- cause, Speild to the driy, which has produced a
it isrerrlilvSeenthatC'ontdnl Error in tile measures o~f that day.'

2 Sir George, however, crautions against. juming to
'i (16) conclusions on thle basis of only a few obiservations:

"The existence of a daily constant error . .. oughrt not
to be lightly asisumned. When observations rire made on(Thie metan valtue of af suri is rilways the sunr of the only two or .three days, arid the number of observations onl

irrean vrdlues of its individural ternrs, so that tire each day is not extremiely great, the mere fact, of accordance
overall mnern value of thre first summation inside thle on each day and discordance from day to day, is not sufficient
brackets in tire last line of (15) is simrply na.. Ftur- to prove a constant error. [And w~e should interject here

that under such circumstances apparent over-all accordancetherinore, in tire case o~f independent identically is not sufficient to prove the absence of daily constant errors
distributed mcasturerments, tire overaill mnean valu'e eithrer.) The existence of an accordance *analogois to a
of the terra involving tire dolote sturrmratiorn is 0.) 'rourrid of tlick' in ordinary changes is sufficiently p~robable..

I More extensive experi(' however, may give greater confi-
Sinte., fromn (16), a=aj-i n, it is seen that thle dene to the assumption of constant errors. .frst, it oughit,

precision of tire atrithmretic rrlean of it indrrependent in general to be established that there is possibility of error,
measremrenrts is proportional to -V- Hence tire constant on one day but varying from day to day.
arithrmietic irrean of 4 intdependent measuremrents ir18,p.91
has double the precision of at single rneastrrenrrent'; The miost useftul statistical tools for tis purpose
thle mean or .9 ind~ependertt measuremnrrtts, thrice tile are the control-chart techniques of tire indtrstrial
precision of at single mieasuirerment; and 144./ irtde- quality control engineer. If in such a situation, at
pendient rreasuiremrenrts will he required if their series of mreasurements obtained by mieasuremnent of
rarithimetic tirear is to harve a 12-fold increase in a single quantity a niumber of tlmes nit each of sev-
precrsion over it single ireastireient. (But to ask eral dlifferent (lays or ''occasions'' by a particular
for at 12-fold increaise iii precision is to ask for it very Irreasurernent process is plotted in ire forin of a
considerrable imnprovemrent indeedi, its (-tirl be seen control chart for individuals [ASTi't 1951, pp. 76-78,
front it cormparrison of curves a anti c in tile top hralf and pp. 101, 105], tire individual mreasrrements so
of fig. I.) plotted will be seen to consist of "sections" identi-

To serve its it remiinder of tire distinction between fiable with the subsequences (1) corresponding to the
the standaird dleviation of anl individural rmeasurement respective "occasions,'' (i= 1, 2, :3, . . ..) , with the
and tire standard devirationi of a irrean f, it is cus- mieasuremnents withrin sections pair-wise closer to-
tornary tou refer to or as thle "standard deviation" of gether on the average thain two rmeasurrenments one
a single mrerasuremient .r, and( to o.F as the "standard of which comnes front one section and tile othter from
error" of the (arithmrietic) nilean 7. another. Suich a series of ineasureients is clearly

"out of control." If now parallel 7- aind R-charts
b. Witlrin-Occasicn.s Control are constructed fronti tihese data, based on a series of

sainples of equal size fromn within the respective "oc-
In the foregoing it has been assumned that the casions" or "sections" only, i.e., excluding means

individual mieasurremnents comprising the sequences and ranges 1? of any samples that "straddle" two
(1) correspondhing1 to the respective "occasionrs," occasions, and the ponson thle restilting 7-chiart.
6= 1, 2, . . .), could all be regarded as "observed are clearly "out of coto," their we may infer the
values" of independent identically distributed ran- existence of day-by-daty cornonents of error, eon-
(loin variables, that is, tihat tile mreasurenirmt process stant, perhaps, ott one day, but varying front day
concerned was in a state of simrple statistical control. to day.
When such is the case then any stibset of n measure- If points on the H-chart constructed as described
ments is strictly comrparabie to any othier subset of are "out of control" also, then tile mieasurement
n measurements, anti any two such subsets can be operation concerned is in at completely unrstable con-
combinetd andi regardled validly as at sintgle set, of 2n dition and cannot be describetd validly' as a "measiure-
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inent process" at all. On the other hand, if the the measuremient process concerned is in a state of
7-chart is "out of control," but the R-chart is "in complex or m ultistage statistical control and regard the
control," then we nay regard the measurement limiting neals uAf for the respective "occasions,"
process as being in a sttate of withrin-occasions control. (i= 1, 2, . . .) as being in a state of simple statistical
("It is usually not safe to conclude that a state of control with a limiting imnean A and variance a,,
control exists unless the plotted points for at least termied the between-occasions component of variance.
25 successive subgroups fall within the 3-sigma con- If in such a situation we were to form cumulative
trol limits. In addition, if not more than 1 out of arithmetic mnius such as (3) of tlie squares of i111
35 successive points, or not more than 2 out of 100, distinct differences between airbitrary pairs of nmeas-
fall outside the 3-signa control limits, a state of urements from within each of the respective "'oca-
control may ordinarily be assumed to exist." [ASA sions," then such c.umulative arithmetic 11leans of
1958c, p. 18.]) In such a situation we postulate the squares of dtifferences would almost surely tend to
existence of (at least, conceptually) different limiting 2a' in the limit as the number of pairs included tends
means , for the respective "occasions" (i= 1, 2, .), to infinity, where a. is thle 'within-occasions vari-
anti a common within-occasions variance r . ance" Mentioned above in connect ion with "wit hin-

An unbiased estimate of the uwithin-occasions stand- occasions control." If, on the other hand wv were
ard deriation a,. can be obtained, if desired, from the to form similar cumulative aritlimnetic means of the
average range R" used in constructing the R-chart, squares of differences between arbitrary pairs con-
by means of the formula sisting in each instance of one inmasurvment from

each of two different sections, then such a cuiula-
unbiased estimate of o,.= i/d., (17) tive arithnetic mean of square(d differences would

tend almost certainlh to 2(ao+ q2) as time nuimbr
where d2 is the factor given in the d, column of table of "occasions' sampled tends to infinity, where a is
B2 of [ASTM 1951, p. 115] corresponding to the the above mentioned "between-occasions variance,"
sample or subgroup size it usd in i.e., the variance of the limiting means j for the
sl-chart. respective "occasions" about their limiting mean ;A.

Alternatively, if desired, an unbiased estimate of If in utilizing measiirements from a mneasureiment
can be obtained directly from the measurements process that is in such a state of complex statistical

rnvolved by d teans of the formeula control, one forms an average 7., that is the arith-
tmetic mean of a total of N=kn measurements, (oin-

k n posed of n neasurements from each of k different
(xaj-- )2  "occasions," then the variance of 7, will be

unbiased estimate of a2 = s,8 i A_.___ (18)W k( -1) 
22 1 2 +a,2

where xhj denotes the jth measurenient and 7, the
arithmetic mean of the n measurements of the hth From (19) it is clear that, if a' is at all sizable coin-
subgroup, respectively, and k is the nuniber of sub- pared to a2, then, for fixed N=kn, 7v will have
groups involved in constructing the R-chart. greater precision as a determination of u when based

on a large number k of different occasions, with only
c. Complex or Multistage Control a small number n of mneasuremients from each occa-

sion. Finally, setting k=l, we see that the mcan
When a mieasurenient process is not in a state of 7'i, of n measurements all taken on the sanme occasion

simple statistical control that satisfies the criteria of considered as a determination of the overall limiting
within-occasions control, that is, when the 7-chart mean ji has an overall variance ab =a -+-(a/n) but
(and control chart for individuals) are clearly "out considered as a determination of y,, the limiting mean
of control," but the 25 or more subgroup ranges for the ith occasion, its variance is only cr'/n. In
plotted on the R-chart exhibit control, then it is usu-
ally of importance to ascertain whether the meas- other words, the "standard error" of a mean such
uremient process concerned is possibly in a state of as x, is not unique, but depends on the purpose for
complex or multistage statistical control. For this which it is to he used.
purpose four or more measurenments front each of at An unbiased estimate of the overall standard
least 25 different occasions will be needed. Taking deviation a;, of the arithmnietic umean of n measure-
one sample of n successive measurements, (4<n< ments taken on a single "occasion" may be ob-
10), from the available imeasuremnents corresponding tained by the procedure of formula (17) above, if
to each of, say, k(>!25) different "occasions," eval-
uate the ari-thmetic means 7, of these samples, desired, using the average range T employed in con-
(i= 1, 2 ..... k), and treating these averages as IN- structing the R-chart corresponding to the groups of
DIVIDUAL measurements construct a control chart averages xt,.
for these "individuals" and parallel 7- and R-charts Alternatively, an unbiased estimate of the overall
as described in [ASTM 1951, Example 22, p. 101]. variance a can be obtained directlY from the imeans
If the points plotted on these three control charts 7, used in constructing time 7-chart, by using the
exhibit control, then we "act for the present as if" formula
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k = as soon ats one attempts to specifyv exactly what one
2 __(2) means. by "acc(uracy" in a partic-ular situation, tile

k k-it concept becomes illusive; and in attempting to re-
solve thle mnatter one comies face to face, sooner or
later, with the question: "Accurate" for whatwhere 7, is the arithmetic mnean of the n ucesv purpose?

observations fromt thle ith "'occasion,'' (i= 1, 2, . ., k) Gauss, in his second development (1821-1823) of
and ix is tile arithmetic mnean of these kc means, the Method of Least Squares clearly recognized the

The foregoing concept of a state of complex or difficulty of characterizing sharply thle "accuracy"
inaltittige Ntati.%tical control canl be extendled readily of any particular procedure:
to itiore complex truly* "multistage" situations in- " Quippe quatestio haec per rei nattirarn aliquid vagi
volv ing three or more "levels'' of rantloin variation. imlpticat, quod limitibus circurrscribi niid per principiuta

Finally, it is evident front the foregoing that when aliquatenus arbitrariumt neq ui't . . .neque demonstrationi-
at Mieasurenient process is in a state of complex or bus mathemnaticis decidenda. sed libero tanitumi arhitrio
multistage statistical control, then the difference he_ rittenda." 11[Gauss 1823, Part 1, Art. 6.]
tween two individual nieasuremients (or the arith- Gauss himself proposed [loc. cit.] that the mean
meptic mneans of if measurements) corresponding to square error of a procedure--that is, ir'+(iA-r)",
two different "occasions" will include the difference wherea, s its standlarddletation; and I-r, its bias--hbe

Sbetween the limtiting mneans corresponding to used to characterize its accuracy. While mean square
the two particular occasions involved. In so far as error is a useful criterion for comiparing thle relative
such a coinparison is regarded as a unique individual accuracies of measurement processes differing widely
case, the difference pigi is a fixed constant and in both precision and bias, it clearly does not "tell
hience a systemiatic error affecting this comparison, thle whole story." For example, if one were to
Onl the othler hand, if the difference between these adopt the principle that measuremnent processes
two individlual measurements (or these two arith- having the samne inean squar'e error were equally
inetic mneans) is regarded only as a typical instance "accurate," then one would be obliged to consider
of the outcomes that tnight be yielded by the samne the measurement processes corresponding to the
measurement process on other pairs of occasions, then three curves shown in figure :3 as being of eqjuah
thle diff erence A, - Ar may be regarded ats a rando ________

component having a zero mnean and variance 2o. 21 an, grateful to my colleague Franz Alt for the following literal transllation,
It goes without saying, of course, that if a control- ofthese phrases: iite.ivte~r ~aeott atr ot~

chtart analysis of the ty pe described above is under- pliwietanoresby tei %cryal ure of OnWha matbtr, .t'rir

taketn for the purpose of' ascertainting whether the ... nor can it a, eleeriitat by mathematical (it-won~tratj,,ns. b~ut must a- I,41 to

process is in at state of complex control, hut the points mere arb~itrary judgment.

plotted on the 7-chart are clearly ''out of control,"
thentitle mieasuremntrt process concerned caninot be
regardled as statistically stable front occasion to occa--
sion, atnd should be used only for comnparatice ineasure- 4

nit id hnocsos Eveni whenr such at mieasure-
inetit process is usedl solely for comparative nieas-4
ur(*iient within ''occasions,'' it needls to be shown .2 .
that compttrative mieasuremienlts or fixed difference., .

atre in at state of (siiiple or comtplex) statistical con- &e'~

rol, if this measurement process is to be generally oa1/
valid in tttt%- absolute sense. Thus in thle caSe Of thle A -3 -2 -10 123
tllerimoineter calibration procedlure niteitioned in sec- -.
tion 2.4 above, one nleedls to examine thle results of .9

# eetdmaueet cainatrocsoothe difference between two standard thermometers -6 -
s, itni S2 of proven stability in ordier to dleterinte 7 7

whethIer the process is or is not in a state of simple .7*'

or complex statistical 'ont rol. .6 -. 6

3.5. Difficulty of Characterizing the Accuracy of a *a.4

Measurement Process

I li fort uinate yl, thei re does itot exist a itY.Sinigle (.0111- Z2 .2
prehetisive itteasure of the accuracy (or 10 accuracy)
oif it invasiretiemit process (analogous to the standard
deviat ion its at ilicasure of its inipreision) that is a - 0
really% satisfatctory%. This difficultyv steuins froiii the 8 -3 -2 -1 0 12 3 -1 0 1 2 3 C
fact thIat ''accuracy*.'' like ''true value,'' scents to Ite FitcraE 3. Three diatribuztions differing trith respect to both
a rvasoitablv definite concept onl first thought, hut precisiont and accuracy but with the same miean square error.
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accuracy, whereas for many purposes one would "Generally the index of accuracy will consist of two or
regard process C (portrayed to the right) as tile more different numbers. Since the concept of accuracy
"most accurate," inl spite of the fact that the chances embraces not only the concept of precision but also the idea

of more or less consistent deviation from the reference level
of scoring a "bull's eye" or "near miss" are greater (systematic error or bias), it is preferable to describe accuracy
in the case of process A shown in the upper left. by separate values indicating precision and bias."

Alternatively, if one were to say that two measure- The fact of the matter is that two numbers ordinarily
ment processes were equally accurate when exactly suffice only because the "end results" of measurement
the same proportion P of the measurements of each and calibration programs are usually averages or
lay within ±6 units from the true value, then for adjusted values based on a number of independent
P=0.5 one would be obliged to say that the measure- 'primary measurements," and such averages and
ment processes corresponding to curves e and d adjusted values tend to be normally distributed to
in the lower half of figure 1 were equally accurate, a very good approximation when four or more "pri-
and that the measurement process corresponding to mary measurements" are involved. This is illus-
curve a in tile upper half of the same figure was trated by figure 5, which shows the distributions of
slightly more accurate than either e or d. Or, individual measurements of two unbiased measure-
taking P=0.95, one would be obliged to say that mnent processes with identical standard deviations
the measurement processes corresponding to the but having uniJorm and normal "laws of error,
three curves shown in figure 4 were equally accurate. respectively, together with the corresponding distri-
From these, and other cases easily constructed, it is butions bf arithmetic means of 4 independent
readily seen that it is unsatisfactory to regard two measurements from these respective processes-
measurement processes as being eqlally accurate if these latter two distributions are depicted by a single
the same specified fraction P of tile measurements curve because the differences between tile two
produced by each lie within tile same distance from distributions concerned are far less than can be
the true value, resolved on a chart drawn to this scale. Since both

Thus one is led by the force of necessity to the of the processes concerned arp unbiased, "accuracy"
inescapable conclusion that ordinarily (at least) thus becomes only a matter of "precision"-or does
two numbers are needed to adequately characterize it?-both curves for n=1 have the same standard
the accuracy of a measurement process. And this deviation, do they reflect equal 'accuracy"? Would
has been recognized by tile American So(iety for not the answer depend on the advantages to be
Testing and Materials in their recent recommiend- gained from small errors balanced against the serious-
tions [AST.1 1961, pp. 1759-1760]: ness of large errors, in relation to the purpose for

which a single measurement from one or the other
- is needed? But "the problem" disappears nicely

if averages of 4 measurements are to be used.

2.4 I I I I
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2,2 -2 n=4
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4, .-r FIoca 5. Uniform and normal distributions of individual
F osacm 4. Three measurement processes differing in bias and measurements having the same mean and standard deviation,

precision but haring 9.5 percent of their individual measure- and the corresponding distribution(s) of arithmetic means
ment within - 4.9 units from the true value T. of four independent measurements,
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4. Evaluation of the Precision, and of Cred- cations" of what will be considered to be the same
ible Bounds to the Systematic Error of a measurement process applied to the measurement of
Measurement Process the same quantity under the same conditions. If

whatever measure of tire precision and bounds to
As we have just sen, two numbers are ordinarily the bias of the measurement process we may adopt

n are to provide a realistic indication of the accuracyneeded to characterize the accuracy of a measure- of this process in practice, then the "allowable varia-
ment process, the one indicating its precision, anti tions" must be of sufficient scope to bracket tire
the other its bias. In practice, however, the bias of
a measurement process is unknown and unknowable Scientists and engineers conironl append "probable
because the 'true values" of quantities measured are errors" or "standard errors" to the results of their
almost always unknown and unknowable. The experiments and tests. These measures of imreci-
principle exr~eption is when one is measuring a sion are supposed to indicate the extent of the
difference that is by hypothesis identically zero. reproducibility of these experiments or tests under
If the bias of a measureennt process could be, and "essentially the same conditions," but there are
were known exactly, then one would of course great (loul)ts whether the "probable errors" and
subtract it off as a "correction' and thus dispose of "standard errors" generally presented actually have
it entirely. Since ordinarily we canniot expect to this meaning. Tile fault in most cases is not with
know the exact nraiunitude of the bias of a measure- the statistical formulas and procedures used to coi-
ment process, we are forced in practice to settle
for credible bounds to its likely magnitude-much pute such probable errors or standard errors fromaslilial the measurements in hand, but rather with theasdid Steyning and the thief in chapter VI of Kipling's limited scope of the "conditions" sampled in taking
stolr, ('aptainis ('ouraqeous: "Stevning tuk him for tile measurements.
the reason that the thief tuk the hot stove--bekaze
for there was nothinz else that season". Conse- a. Concept of a "Repetition" of a Measurement
quently, neither the bias nor the accuracy of any
measurenment process, or method of mneasurement, As a very minimum, a "repetition" of a measure-
can ever be known in a logical sense. The precision ment by tlhe same measurement process should "leave
of a measurement process, howeve.r, can be measured the door open" to, and in no way inhibit changes of
and known. ('omnpare Demiing 11950, p. 17].) the sort that would occur if, on termination of a

given series of measurements, the data sheets were
4.1. Evaluation of the Precision of a Measurement stolen aid the experimenter were to repeat the

Process series as closely as possible with the same apparatus
and auxiliary equipment following the same instruc-

In the foregoing we have stressed that a measure- tions. In contrast, a "repetition" by the same
ment operation to qualify as a meea.,rement proces.? method of measurement should permit and in no way
must have attained a state of statistical control: and inhibit ihe natural occuirrence of such changes as
that until a neasurement operation has been will occur if the experimenter were to mail to a
"'debugged" to the extent that it has attaineid a friend complete details of the apparatus, auxiliary
state of statistical control, it cannot be regarded in equipment, and experimental procedure emlploed-

nrry longical sense as measuring anything at till. It i.e., the written text specification that defines the
is also clear, from our discussion of the control-chart "method of measurement" concerned-arnd tile
techniques for determining whether in arnv given friend, using apparatus and auxiliary equipment of
instance one is entitled to "vt for the preseit as if' the saine kiln(, and following the procedural instuc-
a state of staitistical control hars been attainred. tlilt tions received to tile best of his ability, were then,
a fairly lirge ariount of experience with a particular after a little practice, to attempt a repetition of the
measurement process is needed before one can measurement of the same quantity. Such are the
resolve tile question in the affirmative. Once a extremes, but there is a "gray region" between in
measurement process hris attained a state of stia- which there is not to be found a sharp line of de-
tistical control, and so long irs it remintins if, this marcation between tire "areas" corresponding to
state, then an estimate of tie .tandard deriaion of "repetition" by the same measurement prepce. and
the process can be obtained from the data emnployed and to "repetition" by tire same method of measure-
in establishing control, as we have indicated above, merit.

Since tire precision of a measurement process Let us consider "repetitions" by the saire mea.-
refers to, and is determine([ bv tire characteristic uremeod proce .s more fully. Such repetitions will
"closeness together" of successive independent ineas- undoubtedlly be carried out iii the same place, i.e.,
urementsof a single tuagnitude generated by repeated in tire same laboratorv, because if it is to be the
application of the process under specified conditions, same measurement process, the very same apparatus
it is clearly) necessarv in determining whether a must be used. But a "repetition" cannot be carried
measurement operation is or is not in a state of out at the same time. H ow great a lapse of time
statistical control, and in evaluating its precision to should be allowed, nay required, between "repeti-
be reasonably definite on what variat ions of procedure, tions"? This is a crucial question. Student
apparatus, environmental conditions, observers, gives an answer in a passage from which we quoted
operators, etc., are allowable in "repeated rappli- above [Student 1917, p. 4151:
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P.rhaps I may he pe rmitted to restate il v opinion as to anl thence the accuracy of a measurement process.
the best way of judging the accuracy of physical or chernical must be based on an appropriate random saniplinttdeterminations. C , '

"After consid' -able experience I have not encountered of this "range of circumstances,' if the usual tools
any" determni ation which is not infltuncd bv the date on of statistical analysis are to be strictly applicable.
which it is made; fron this it follows that a numNber of Or as Student put it. "tile experiments must be
determinations of the same thing made on the same day are capablc of being considered to be a random sample
likely to lie more closely together than if the repetitions had of the poptlation to which the conclusions are to b)

been made on different days.
"'It also follows that if the probable error is calculated applied. Neglect of this rule has led to the estimate

from a number of observations made close together in point of the value of statistics which is expressed in the
of time, tuch of the secular error will Ie left out and for crescendo 'lies, daned lies, statistics'.' [Student
general use the probable error will be too small.

"Where then the materials are sufficiently stable it is 1926, p. 711.]
well to run a number of determinations on the same material When adequate random sampling of the appro-
through any series of routine determinations which have to be priate "range of circumstances" is not feasible, or
made, spreading them over the whole period." even possible, then it is necessary to compute, by

Another important question is: Are "repetitions" extrapolation from available data, a more or less
by the same measurement process, to be limited to stbjective estimate of the "precision" of the end
repetitions by the same observers and operators, resdts of a measurement operation, to serve as a
using the same attxiliary equipment (bottles of substitute for a direct experimental measure of their
reagents, etc.); or enlarged to include repetitions "reproducibility." Youden [1962d] calls this "ap-
with nominally equivalent auxiliary equipment, by proach the 'paper way' of obtaining an estimate of
various but equivalently trained observers and the [precision]." Its validity, if any, "is based on
operators? I believe that everyone will agree that subject-matter knowledge an~l skill, general informa-
substitution, and certainly replacement. of botles tion. and intuition-but not on statistical method-
of reagents. of batteries as sources of electrical ology" [Cochran et al. 1953, p. 693].
cvergy, etc., by "noninallv equivalent materials"
must be allowed. And any calibration laboratory b. Some Examples of Realistic "Repetitions"

having a large amount of '"business" will certainly, As Student remarked [1917. p. 415], "The best way
in the long run at any rate, have to face up to allow- of judging the accuracy of physical or chemical
ing changes, even replaceement of observers and determination . . . [when] the materials are suffi-
operators-and, ultimately, even of apparatiis. ciently stable . . . is . . . to run a number of

A very crucial question. not always faced squarely, determinations on the same material thru any series
is: in complete "repetitions" by the same measure- of routine determinations which have to be made.
inent process. are such "repetitions" to be limited to spreading them over the whole period." To this
those intervals of time over which the apparatus is end, as well as to provide an overall check on pro-
used "as is" and "undisturbed," or extended to cedure, on the stability of reference standards, and
include the additional variations that almost always to guard against mistakes, it is common practice in
manifest themselves when the apparatus is (LIs- many calibration procedures, to utilize two or more
assembled, cleaned, reassembled, and readjusted? reference standards as part of the regular calibration

iiless such disasseniblly, cleaning, reassembly, and procedure.
readjustment of apparatus is permitted among the The calibration procedure for !iquid-in-gla.s theri-
allowable variations affecting a "repetition" by the ometers, referred to in section 2.4 above, is a case in
same i.easuremnent process, then there is very little point. A measurement of the difference between the
hope of achieving satisfactory agreement between two standards S, and S 2 is obtained as by-product
two or more measurement processes in the same of the calibration of the four test thermometers
laboratory that differ only in their identification with T,, T2, T3, and T, in terms of the (corrected) readings
different 'pieces of apparatus of the same kind. In of the two standards. It is such remeasurements of
practice it is found that statistical control can be the difference between a pair of standard thermom-
attained and maintained under such a broad concept eters from "occasion" to "occasion" that constitutes
of "repetition" only through the use of reference realistic "repetitions" of the calibration procedure.
standards of proven stability. Furthermore, by The data yielded by these "repetitions" are of
thus more squarely facing the issue of the scope of exactly the type needed (a) to ascertain whether or
variations allowable with respect to "repetitions" not the process is in a state of statistical control; and
by the same measurement process, we shall go a if so, (b) to determine its overall standard deviation.
long way toward narrowing the gap between a Similarly, in the calibration of laboratory &tandard.,
"repetitibn" by the same measurement process and of mass at the National Bureau of .Standards,
by the same method of measurement. "known standard weights are calibrated side-b-side

As we have said before, if whatever measures of with [thel unknown weights" [Alnier et al., 1962,
the precision an(d bias of a measurement process we p. 33]. Indeed, weights whose values are otherwise
iiiay adopt are to provide a realistic indication of the determined "are not said to have been 'calibrated'.
accuracy of this process in practice, then the "allow- That term is reserved for measurements based on at
able variations" must be of sufficient scope to bracket least two mass standards." [oc. cit., p. 43.] In the
the range of circumstances comnmonly met in prac- specimen work sheets exhibited by Aliner et al., the
Ii, e. Furthermore, an' experimental program that auxiliary standards involved are those from the
aimrs to ietermine the precision and systematic error, Bureau's 'NH series" of reference standards known
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hr tlie diesigriat ions N 11-50, _NI120, anid _N1110, tire ordinarily determinate inI origin only, their
respect iv-Iv. 1t is tile ieasuire n en ts obtained in i nd ivniuial .-allties ordi naiil v being unknown both
rin~tte calibirat ions of thle dlifferenices between thle ,with respect to sign and mnagnitud(e, it is not possible

vausof t jiese standards and their alccept ed v-aluies to evaluiati their algebraic suni and therebY arrive
liat niot oldy providle vahuable checks oni d a.%-to-haY at a value for thle overall sYstemiatic error of the

p~roceduire, but also serve as tile basis for deteriin- micasureient process concerned. Inl consequence, it
tiin of thle overall stand ard d evi at ion of this cali bra- is niecessa rv to arrive ait bounds for eu cli of tile

tim: p)rocess. inivutnnal ; mIjoients of syvsteniatic error that nulav
.t thlird exampijle is lpiovid(' bN t Vn nie mthiodl b e exp)~ete to vijeld non negligible con tribuit ion s,

followed nit thle Nat ionial Bureau of Staniiards for and then frorn these hounds arrive at credible bounds
test ini leaa;i-u,,e, watthour rnefer&, which has to their combiined effect onl thle nieasuremnent process
been idescribned iii soiiie detail by Spinks anid Zapf concerned. Both of these steps are fraught withI
119 541. Four reference wvattliour m'leters aire in volvedl. difficulties.
Onev of thIese. tertied '-tile Staniardl Watthiuur Determination of reasonable bounds to tile
Met er,"' is ocatent iii the device port rayed iii figure isystemuat ic error likely to lie contributed by- a

Iof thle paper 1) ' S-pin ks anl( Zapf. Thne ot her three particular origin or assignable cause necessarilv
ar locaed il min teiper( atnre--omit rolledI cabiinet. flovr's a ieeten t of j udgm en t, and tile limits (-at):

.t tes" o it%%athur ietr snt o ileBurau iotbe4-t ill eactitude. By, assigning rdcios
involves riot olld' at comiparison of this ivatitl'our Wide limits,, onle could be p~ract icall 'y certain that
imeter with tile S-tandaril NVat thour iNleter, but also thle actual error ulue to a particular cause would never
cniiparisotis inf each of tile Comiparison St 4aridard lie outside of these limits. But such limits; are niot
WVat tliouir Meters wvith tile Stanard Wattliour likely to lbe very helpful. The narrower thle rangeA
Met iler. It is from iithle Iata v ieli ed by thlese inter- be tween the assige iis h greater the icasi-

coi nparlsotis; of tilie Standlard Wa t hour Mleter anud ness one feels that the assigtied limits will tiot
lie ( otnjatisiiu S-twatoaril Watthour Mleters thait include whatever s' steoatic error is contributed

tlii' st and ar tidecvi ationi of thinis test prtoced Iure is b),y tile cause in qunest ion. But a decision has to
evaluated. ,pinks and Zalpf's secti~ ion "n'Precision1 be Made: arid oti the basis of theiory, other relateid
amild Aecu racy At ta1iniable- is Inotanlble for its ex- lucasturemen is, a careful St mdy of tile situnation iii
cept ion'Ilucdt as well as, for its, conipleteness hiand, especiallY its sensitivity' to small changes iii
withi respect to relevant details. tile factor concerned, anid so fort h, ''the experi-

S oiji adldit ional examples of realistic '"repetitionis'' .une prsm h ilfe je t aIgta
iti discuissed hy Yotideui [I 9t2cJ. lie feels, or believes, or is of thlt opirnion,"' thlit thle

4.2. Treatment of Inaccuracy Due to Systematic sYstemiatic error dtue to the part icular source iii
question does riot exceed such, and such liioits.

Errors of Assignable Origins but of Unknown "meaning thereby, since lie makes no claimi to
Magnitudes omniscience, that lie has found -to reason for
Aks we reniarked in sectioti 3.31) above. the sy' s- believing'' that it exceeds these limits. In other

tetiiatic error of at mueasuretnernt proce-ss will ordinarily words, ' nothitg has conic to light i tite course
have both constant andt( variable coniponieuts. For of thle work to itndicate" that the systetnat ic error
co0liveinience of exposition,. it is custoniary' to regardl conicertned lies outside the stated range. [Dorse\
thle itidividlujl conmponenits of the overall systematic 1944, pp. 9-10; Dorsey atid Eisenhart, 1953. pp.
error of a measurement or calibration Process as 105-107.]
elemental or constituent '3Ystentatic errors'' arid to This being dlone to each of the recognized pote! tial
tefer to tin siniply* as 'systematic errors,'' for sources of systemiatic error, the problem remains
Short . Included amiong suchl "svstemniatic errors'' ]ow to determine credible boutids to their combined
iiffectitig a particular mieastirement or calibration effect. Before considering this problem in, (detail,
prcs are: .. .all those errors which cannot be it will be helpful to digress for ii mnomnent, to consider
regarded ats fort uitous, its partaking of thle tiature aii inistructive example relating toa thet combined
of chance. They, are chiaracteristic of tile system effect of constant errors in all everyday situation.
involved in tile work; they miay arise from errors tin

hieorv or iii stantidards. foini iniperfections in) thlea.AIntuivExml
apparattus or in the observer. fromi false assuitptionis, AnIsuteExme
etc. To themtile statistical theory' of error dloes not ('onisider the hypothetical situation of anl ii-
ap~ply." (Dorser 1944, p. 6; IDorseY arid Eisenhart i-idual who is complaring his checkbook bdlince with
19-53, p. 104.1 his batik statemnit. To this end he tneeds to know

Thne overall systemuatic error of a imeasuremient, tile total value of his chiecks outstanding. Loathing
p~rocess ordhinaril'v consists of elemnenital "systematic addition, or perhaps, siiiply to save tinie, lie adds
errors" duie to both assignable anid unassignable up onily the dollars, neglecting tile cenits, arid thits
caiisi.- Those of unknown (riot thought of, riot arrives at a total of, say, $312, for 20 checks out-

'vet identifie4., or as *vet uiidiscoverod) origrin are standinig. Adding a correction of .50 cents per chieck,
always to be feared; allowances can lie nmade only or $10 iii all, lie takes $322 as his estimate. Within
for those of recognized origin. what limiits shotild lie consider *he error of this

Since tilie "'known"' s -v-teiiiatic ('crors4 affecting aI estimnate to lie?
nnPS1easreieint proess ascribable to specific origins The round-off error canirot exceed =50 cents per
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cheek, so thlit biarrinug mist akles illn additio, lie eln i might "alIlow-a it maxiiiiun errorI of -t 50 (-Puits per
be absolutely certain that tile total error of his cecek, 1)t11 consider it reaisoniable to regaird their signs
estimate does not exceed ± $10. But thlese are its being eluily 1likely~ to lie ius or mrinuils. In this
extremiel ,y pessimust ic limlits: t heY corresp~ondi to way one wou 1(1 he l1e(l to -one( tide "w~ithi prot alit ii v
every (eck bseiniig inl error byv thle ii naxiiiniii possible 0.9n)" that tilt total error lies bet ween ±- S4.0 tO; 01,
anlioun t an all1 nI in tile snit ie dlirect ion . (Act ut ally' "Nv ith probabil ity t.)9,- bet ween -- $6.00, als showni
thle Iaxiniuni possible positive error is 49) (cents per inl the voluiii hleaded "b~inomial- inl ta ble 1, for
check, or +$9.80 inl all.) it 20.

To Ile coniservaltive, but not so pessimlist ic, one

TABLE 1. Limits of error of a sum of no items indicated by various mnethods of evaluationo

Binomil* Uniformn Triangular Normal, 2,-05 Normal. 3, -A
a Absolute ___-___ ___-___ ___-___ ______

OM 0.+ 0.99* 0.95 : 0.99 A 0.9 6 * 0.99 :1 0.95 * 0.99* 09* 09

1 0.530 0.50s 0.050 0-41 0.5 0.39 0.45 0.40 0.64 0.33 0.43
1 11,00 1.00 1.OD 0.78 0.00D 0.56 0.71 0.69 0.91 0.46 0.61
3 1.50 1.50 1.50 0.97 1.19 0.09 0.89 0.85 1.12 0.57 0.74
4 2.00 2.00 2.00 1.12 1.41 0.00 1.03 0.96 1.29 0.61 0.6Ob eut r o oo
5 2.30 2.50 2.50 1.25 1.60 0.89 1.15 1.10 1.4" 0.73 0.96Th ~ut81Dtmoo
6 3.00 zo00 3.00 1. 39 1.76 0.99 1.29 1.20 1 56 0.60 1,06 toi due to the discrete-
7 3.30o 2.50 3.50 1.49 1.91 1.06 1.39 1.30 1.70 0.86 1.14 Beng of the distributionl.

8 .0 30 .0 1.00 20 1.11 1.49 1.39 1.92 0.92 1.21
9 4.00 2.50 3.50 1.,69 2.18 1.30 1.58 1.47 1.93 0.09 1.20

10 5.00 3.00 4.00 1.78 2.31 1.27 1.66 1.55 2.04 1.03 1.36
13 7.050 3.50 4.5 219 2.99 1.55 2.04 1.90 2.9o 27 1.820 10.00 4.00 6.00O 2.53 3.33 1.79 2.35 2.19 2.0OR I .4 1.902
25 12.50 4.00 6.00 2.63 3.72 2.00 2.63 2.45 3.22 1.63 2.15
30 is.00 5,00 7.00 3,10 4.'07 2. 19 2.86 2.66 3.'53 1.79 2.36
40 2D.00 6.00 6.00 3.56 4.70 2.23 3.33 3.10 4.07 2.07 2.72
so 25.00 7.00 9.00 4.00 5.39 2.63 3.72 3.46 4.5 M 2131 &.00
s0 30.00 & 00 10.00 4.38 5.76 3.10 4.07 3.68D 4.0 19 W 2&3S

.AlternaitivelY, onie mighit consider it to ble more '"safe'' for- hili to "act for tile present ats if'" his
'rlealistic' to regard( thle ind(iv idlual er-rors as i l1(10- 1))1line an ill bl1)11k stiltecimen t were ill agrcei i t.

js ipelietv and h ull i foli l'. dhist ributed( bet ween - 50 (See Eisenh1 art [1 947a, p). 21lx1 for iscusiioil of a1
cen ts ii~ +11--50 cenots, conlclid i ng ''WithI probambili tYx~ similar examiple relaltinlg to Comipultationl with
0.95'' that tile total error (does not exceedl ±$2.53; loga~rithmlls.)
(or 'With prolnibilit * 0.9o '' is no~t grlie thll b obnto fM wne o ytmtcErr
± $3.:t3--iis shiown iii tile coluiiis under the hieadinig b obnto fAlwne o ytmtcEr
''uiliforii' iii tiable 1. It is clear that a considerable The foregoing exauiple suggests thlit a siilairI ~ ~~~~~redluctioll ill tile estimailte of the total error is achieved prlo-edueb s( o riiga rdbelnist

10Y his pproch. tile likelv overall effect of svsteillatlc errors, due to ii
;tr-ictl , speaking, tilt foregoing aiialvses via tile numbier 'of different origins.' A number of addhtionald

tbeor ,vof probability, are both inapplicale to tllC difficult ies confront us, iioweyi'r, ill t his caise. To
problem at hlandl each round-off error is it fixed beginl withI, in view of tile iniexac'tness withl whichl
numliibr iet ween ± 50 cenit s, anid( thI eir suin iis a fixed b oulndi s c-an ordlinarily be placed onl eachi of thle iiidi -
liii ii her liet weell ± $10. If it were t rue tha)1t iounrd - vidua com 01 ponen ts 'of syst eniatic error, it is niot

off errors ill sulchl cases were' un ifori l11ly(dist ili ted possible to say with aibsolute ('elti ntY' thlit their
between t Sf)O eents,' thein, if one miade it habit of cill ed. effect lies, between tile suni1 of tile positive
t'v ii lilt ing Iifilits of elro'erd~~((11ilg to tius psrocedure11, bounds anid tile suill of thle n~ega~t iv b'Iolus.
one could expect tile lilllt§ of error so calculated to S;econld, evenl if it were possible to Scale tile sit ua-
inlde tile t rue total errorii 95 per(cnt, or 99 per- t io. so thlit the bioundls for eiachi of thle 'omp1Ionenits
('cut of tile iiistanlces inl which this p~rocedure was of sYst eniaitic error was thle saille, say, ±.1, t here
llseIii thle loiigrin . RoiiiiI-off errior-s i such cases are( would still remin l thle problein iof t ra Isi t ioi ll to alli
almuost certainly lnot uniforimly (listri blt ei bet ween appropriate probabilitY clcuilus. Most persons5
± 50 cenlts. (Man ' itemis a1'e priced thleseI (lays at Would, I bselieve, regalrd tile ''biiloiliiill apiproachl
$2.9S e. and~ this will (distort, the dlistribuItion of tile (corresponing to equal15 probabilityv of Illiilili
('ellts-iortioii of onle's bills but added sales taxes no error iii cit her dlirect ionl), has too pessiistic; tilt([ tile
doubt halve a ''silloothIiiig' effect.) ,app~roachl via a uniforill(list riliut ionl of error, as a bit

Nevertheless, I believe that you will agree tilat if, coinservative, oil thle grounds thlat onle iiitUitiVelV
illill t Ie -lviothet iill case under lisciiss;iol, thle feels thlat the iindividu~al errors aire somlewhalt m~ore
checkbook balance, with all allowance of $-i22 for likely to lie uear the centers thoan near the endls of
chleeks oultstand~ing, failed to agree withI tile bank tiheir respsective ranges. Thlerefore, 0110 iight at-
statemnit to withuin $2.53 ((or $3.33), our "'friend'' tempilt to siiilate t his ''feeling'' by 1ivssiumiing tiue
would do well to chieck into tile lilatter niore thor- ''law of error'' to be aii isosceles triangle ceiitered at
oughly. Arid[, alternatively, if his checkbook balaince zero andi enods at ±,I; or, more daringly, by assililliiig
so adjusted, arid thle bailk stateiient , agreedI to the ''law of error'" to ble lopproximlatelY il'orilafl with
withlin $2.53 (or $3.33), it would be reasornabsly A correspondinlg to 2 "'a'' or- even 3 "'a.''
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Vni fort fin at tel ,' what ever ''prolaialitt Itinits'' tiav 'as maintainied ait the National Bureau of Stand-
be plaved uponl the cotmbin ed effec ts of several intde1- aids IMcN isl an Ci I(amteron 1 960, p). 1021, of-
petnden t syst emia tic errors liv t v these piroced utes arie ' (orre'sp)ond to tile sp~eed of l ighit c 2.997925 X 101"
qulite senlSitiVe to) the ttSS1ttiptiott Itade ait this stage, cut11/sec. exauctly,'' say%-; and1( (b) thlat thle iiidict t(d
,,, is vv i let t fri uii t aule I. TIiefore, iii vot e %i to hotlinkI to tile sNyst etitat ic error' of thle process fire

u ses olue oif these iilious for the ''comintion m of exclusive of whlttever errors tttiv he p~resenit frot
1tTOrs' shiouild itdictrie ' plilv wltich of thlese (of. this (or- these) source(s). Given' such. irtforttiat iou,

alit alterntive itethodl Iiilihas used. Whenl (a1) tile experts ('lift itiake such ad~ditionial allowatnces, its iiaY
itlinuber of ss et tivnii erri tis to be coibitted islarge, he needed, inr f~natdttitetts ell t ific work; and com1-
(bi thle res pec livv i cit ii es are atpptox iliat ely eq ual itt paitti ve tinets uret etts withlin scien ce and inrdulst tv
Size, antd (c) olue feels ''fttirl ,v sur'e" thatt the itidi- witin tile Utiited States will not appear to be less
vidittl elot's do tnot fall outs~ide of thteir' respective aiccutrate thian theyv veryv likely tile for tile pur'poses
rautges. rhlt uIntv petsoutd feelitig is thait tile ''uti- for wvhich theY aire to be used.

f itiet l4-tod is piollui% it wee hit cotiseivat ve
bitl 'stife'' thle Irititgititit itietlod is at lilt 'too

tiiril vol ich too during,"; btrtile tioriial itet 110( It is at pleaisure to acktnowledlge tile techniical assist -
wit 11, "a' . 2. jitobril 'tiot too darinig." Whe offnce of Jariace A. Speckinati iii several phases of thle
l b nI id )c hld btut il is stiall, titeti it w~ill piobalY p~r'epar'ation of this paper.
In' satfe to use the ''utifot'it' titetliod with "A"' taketn
viiil to tilie average of tile indiv'idutal raniges. 5. Bibliography
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Engineering Laboratory of the National Bureau of Standards since 1946. He
became a member of the faculty of the University of Wisconsin in 1937. During
World War II he was engaged in mathematical research on aerial gunnery and
rockets. Dr. Eisenhart is the author o more than 50 technical papers and is one
of the editors and authors of the book Selected Techniques of Statistical Analysis.

Y an absolute measurement of a physical e's; that is, it is an even chance that a given mem-

quantity, such as the velocity of light, is ber of such an extended family departs from the
meant the determination of the value of that limiting mean by as much as eq.

quantity in terms of the significant fundamental The quantity e5, the quartile error, commonly
units of length, mass, time, etc., and of those con- called the probable error of a single observation,
stant parameters that characterize the accepted will in this study be called the technical probable
system of theoretical equations that connect the error of a single member of such a family. (p. 4.)
several pertinent quantities. (p. 9.)

It should be noticed that the technical probable
Theory of Errors error either of a single measurement or of the mean

The mean of a family of measurements--of a of a group of n measurements indicatcs merci,.
number of measurements of a given quantity car- the closeness with which that measurement or mean
ried out by the same apparatus, procedure, and probably approaches the limiting mean. It tells
observer-approaches a definite value as the num- nothing whateve, about the actual quaesitum, and
ber of measurements is indefinitely increased so it is of very minor interest to the experimental
Otherwise, they could not properly be called meas- physicist engaged in absolute measurements.
urements of a given quantity. In the theory of To him its main interest is threefold: (a) It
errors, this limiting mean is frequently called the tells him when it has become profitless to take

"true" value, although it bears no necessary rela- additional routine observations; but in most cases
tion to the true quaesitum, to the actual value of other and more important considerations set an-
the quantity that the observer desires to measure. other limit. (b) It may enable him to state posi-
This has often confused the unwary. Let us call it tively that a systematic error affects one or both of
the limiting mean. two rival families of measurements. (c) It, as ap-

Let e denote the amount by which a given mem- plied to a relatively small number of observations,
her of the family departs from the limiting mean, enables him to state positively that systematic errors

and let e, denote that value which in the indefi- smaller than a certain amount cannot with cer-
nitely extended family is surpassed by half of the tainty be detected experimentally with the appa-

ratus and procedures employed in obtaining those
Excerpts from introductory "Remarks" of N. Ernest measurements.

Dorsey's "The Velocity of Light" (Transactions of the The last is, for him, by far the most valuable
American Philosophical Society, Vol. 34, pp. 1-110,
1944), selected and arranged by Churchill Eisenhart. property of the technical probable error. But in

t Physicist (retired), National Bureau of Standards. practice he seldom thinks of it in that ccnnection.
Associate editor. International Critical Tables, 1922-1929.

Chief, Statistical Engineering Laboratory, National By what seems to be a kind of intuition, he recog.
Bureau ol Standards. nizes rough numerical relations between the mini-
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nuum detectable error and the mean deviation of average may not deseive greater confidence as an

tile several deteriminations from their mean. Anti estimate of thc quaesiturn than do the individual

he studies those deviations without thinking about values.
the technical probable error. Actually, the rela- For example, consider a series of sets of deter-
tious he uses are practically those that may be de- minations, each svt being affected by a systematic

rived in the following manner from the technical error peculiar to it; that error being constant

probable error. throughout any given set, but varying from set to
The argument runs as follows: If the means of set. Superposed on that error are fluctuating errors

two groups of measurements do not differ by at of various kinds. These last are minimized, set by
least the sum of their technical probable errors, set, by averaging the determinations composing a
then the existing difference is not sufficient to set. This averaging is entirely proper. But it leaves
justify the assumption that they do not belong to one with a series of values that differ, one from
the same statistical family. Consequently, if the another, on account of the presence of systematic
only basic difference between the groups were the" errors peculiar to each. In general, the averaging
presence in one of a systematic error that was ab- of such a series of values will be quite invalid; in
sent from the other, then the presence of that error general, the average will not deserve more con-
could not be certainly established from the differ- fidence than do the individual values. The only
ence, unless it amounted to at least the sum of the cases in which it will be justifiable when the values
two technical probable errors. Conversely, it can- differ by more than can be accounted for by the
not be proved that the measurements are not irregularities inherent in each of the several sets,
affected by such an error. (pp. 5 and 6.) are three: those in which it is definitely known-or

perhaps is very highly probable-that the variation
... tht term "systematic error" is used to cover in the systematic error from one value to another

all those errors which cannot be regarded as for- either is (a) strictly fortuitous, in which case the
tuitous, as partaking of tht- nature of chance. They fluctuating part of the error is minimized by the

are characteristics of the system involved in the averaging, or (b) arises from the error fluctuating
work; they may arise from errors in theory or in between equal and fixed positive and negative
standards, from imperfections in the apparatus or values, the number of positive values being es-
in the observer, from false assumptions, etc. To sentially equal to the number of negative ones, or
them, the statistical theory of errors does not (c) arises from the error varying progressively from
apply. They are frequently called "constant errors," a positive value to a negative one as certain un-
and very often they are constant throughout a controlled conditions change, and those conditions
given set of determinations, but such constancy are known to vary in such a way that each negative
need not obtain. For example, if the value found error will in the long run be matched by an equal
by a certain measurement depends upon the bu- positive one.
midity of the air, which the experimenter fails to Only when one knows a great deal about the
record, thinking that it is of no consequence, then systematic error can one be sure that any of these
the measures will be affected by a systematic error conditions are satisfied. And when he knows that
which will, in general, vary throughout the day much, he can often arrange to eliminate, or to
and especially from day to day. (p. 6.) evaluate, the error; and he should do so.

The cases that most frequently give trouble are
Averaging those in which the data give evidence of the pres-

Any set of numbers may be weighted as desired, ence of a systematic error, but the experimenter
and summed and averaged, and the result can be does not know its source, and those in which an-
carried out to as many digits as one may wish. other studying the data finds evidence of a Sys-
The procedures are simple, exact, and not open tematic error that was overlooked by the experi-
to any question or criticism. They are purely menter. In such cases one may not know how the
arithmetical, error varies with the conditions. If it makes all the

But if the numbers represent*physical quantities, values too great, then the smaller ones will be better
then questions arise concerning both the validity than the average. Or the reverse may be true. Or
of averaging and the number of digits that have a the error may be present in some and absent from
physical significance. others; then averaging will not improve things.

1) It is sometimes forgotten that the averaging Under such conditions it is quite improper to
of a set of values, even of the same kind, may be present the average as being superior to the in-
a physically invalid procedure. That is, that the dividual values.
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One is never justified in merely guessing that notes the value that is believed to lie as near the
averaging will minimize or eliminate the effect of quaesitum as any that can be derived from a con-
a systematic error. He must know it, must know sideration of all the determinations that have been
that under the actually existing conditions the made, and of all other available pertinent informa-
error is so minimized or eliminated. tion. Whenever not otherwise indicated by the

In the absence of such knowledge, the proper context or a modifier, it is in this boader sense
brief summation of the work would seem to con- that the term is to be understood.
sist in a giving of the extreme values with a state- Every report of measurements of a physical
ment that at least some of the values seem to be quantity should state clearly the particular defini-
affected by a systematic error of unknown origin. tive value to which those measurements lead. It
To this might well be added the experimenter's may also give the broader definitive value based on
opinion, and if he wishes, the arithmetical average, everything that is known. But the two should not
with a clear statement of its questionable value, be confused, as unfortunately they often are. (p. 9.)
To give merely the average tends to mislead the
reader, to blind him to the presence of systematic Dubiety
errors. The reader must always be on guard, as it The determination of the range is of an im-
is not very uncommon for a writer to average his portance that is secondary only to that of its center.
results quite invalidly, either because he has not No absolute measurement has been completed until
awaked to the fact that averaging may be invalid values have been established for both of those
or because he has failed to recognize the evidence quantities. The determination of the range neces-
for the existence of systematic error. sarily involves an element of judgment, and the

2) The number of digits that are of physical limits cannot be set with precision. Nevertheless,
significance in the sum and in the average must be it is possible to assign a lower limit; and although
carefully considered. (pp. 6 and 7.) no fixed upper limit can be assigned, it is possible

to say that if suitable care and diligence had been
Quaesitum employed, it is not likely that the range exceeds a

The quaesitum of the investigation is the actual certain specified value.
valuefthe quantity. oThe investigaatin ielcd In order to distinguish this range from the nu-

value of the quantity. The particular value yielded merous kinds of "errors" that abound, its half will
by a given apparatus, procedure, and observer is i
of no interest in itself, but only in connection with fn if th v be dtedbyy" ad the

sucha sudyas illenale ne o sy wth ome found. If that value be denoted by V, and theF such a study as will enable one to say with some dubiety by D, then the quaesitum will likely lie

certainty that the value so found does not depart within the range (V - D) to (V + D). By this, one

from the quaesitum by more than a certain stated men tha ng (V - oe to (V in the one

amount. No investigation can establish a unique of the work to indicate that igt , .n th cou-

value for the quaesitum, but merely a range of side that range.

values centered upon a unique value. The quae- The dubiety is made up of three distinct addi-

situm may lie anywhere within that range, but the tive terms to which it is convenient to give descrip-

wiser and more careful the experimenter's search tive names. They are as follows:

for systematic errors, and the more completely he MensuraL dubiety arises from the uncertainties

has eliminated them, the less likely is it to lie near in the several primary measurements and in the

the limits of the range. The wider the range, the elimination of known systematic errors. It is coin-
less becomes the physical significance of the par mon practice tQ take the arithmetical sum of the

ticular value on which the range is centered. (p. 9.) effects of these individual uncertainties as an upper
limit for the mensural dubiety.

Definitive Value Discordance dubiety arises from the fact that the

The term "definitive value" is used in two dis- discordance in the individual determinations limits
tinct, though related, senses. (a) In a narrower, the smallness of a systematic error that can be ex-
particular sense, it denotes the value that is be- perimentally detected. The result cannot be less
lieved to lie as near the quaesitum as any that can dubious than the size of the largest systematic error
be legitimately derived from the observations taken that can escape detection. This term of the dubiety
in the course of the work being reported. It is the is generally the most important by far, and the
ultimate or definitive value to which that work least understood and least appreciated by those
itself leads. It is often called the "final" value of who are not experimentalists.
the work. (b) In a broader, general sense, it de- Deficiency dubiety arises from the determinations
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being too few; in particular, finite in number. It is keenly desire to know how far the two are likely to

equal to the technical probaible error of the result. differ-how dubious the definitive value may be.
This term, much honored by those not skilled in And it is the plain duty of the experimenter not
experimentation, is always smaller than the dis- merely to show that his definitive value may be
cordance dubiety and frequently is negligible in that of the quaesitum, but to prove that it is un-
comparison therewith. likely to depart from the quaesitum by more than a

Of these three terms, the second alone needs to certain stated amount. In order to obtain the in-
be especially considered here. In searching for sys- formation needed to meet that demand, the careful
tematic errors, the logical procedure is to make a experienced investigator will proceed somewhat as
series of measurements, then to change something follows. (p. 10.)
and to make another series, and to compare the
means of the two groups. This will be repeated as Procedure
often as may seem necessary. None of the series
can be long, for an extended delay offers oppor- Before one undertakes an absolute measurement
tunity for unanticipated changes to occur. If the in physics, he will make a careful theoretical study
two means being compared do not differ by more of the problem, including, among other things,
than the sum of their technical probable errors, methods of attack, sources of errors and how they
their difference is of no physical significance-it can be avoided or eliminated, and types of com-
proves nothing. Hence, the presence of a systematic putation. On the basis of that study, the apparatus
error that does not exceed the sum of the technical will be constructed and set up. Only then does the
probable errors of the two groups of observations investigation itself begin.
used in the search cannot be established without Working standards of the absolute units required
great difficulty, if at all. That sets a minimum limit must be carefully compared with primary stand-
for the discordance dubiety. (pp. 9 and 10.) ards. This will ordinarily be done at some stand-

ardizing laboratory, which will certify those work-
Obviously, no one should claim a discordance ing standards as being correct under certain speci-

dubiety that is smaller than the smallest systematic fled conditions to within, say, a in 10'. That value
error that he might certainly have detected by the is accepted by the experimenter and sets the top
tests he made. But there may be reasons that seem limit to the known accuracy attainable in the work.
to him sound for believing that the actual dubiety If, for example, the absolute measurement at-
is smaller than that. In such case he may, and tempted were simply a length, and the working
generally should, state his belief and the reasons standard were certified as correct to 3 in 10s, then
therefor; but the statement should never be of such the absolute measurement (which determines
a kind as to lead the reader to confuse the writer's merely the ratio of the measured length to that of
ebtim:ate with the minimum discordance dubiety as the working standard) could under no condition
just defined. (p. 10.) give the value of the quaesitum to a known ac-

curacy that exceeds 3 in 10'. No matter how small
But on comparing a series of determinations the technical probable error of the measurements

made by different persons with significantly differ- might be, the dubiety of the result cannot be less
ent apparatus and procedures, it may be found that than 3 in 101. Indeed, the dubiety of the value
the several members of the series agree more closely found for the quaesitum will in general be dis-
than their individual dubieties would lead one to tinctly greater than that, on account of errors in-
expect. Then if the differences in apparatus and herent in the absolute measurement itself.
procedure are sufficiently fundamental, one might The experimenter will measure each of the in-
be justified in thinking it very improbable that the volved quantities in terms of the appropriate work-
quaesitum lies far outside the range of the means ing standard, taking pains to observe as well as may
of the several members of the series. And from the be the conditions laid down by the standardizing
whole he might infer a smaller range of possible laboratory, and to determine carefully whatever is
values than that demanded by the dubieties of the necessary to correct for the actual deviations from
several determinations. (p. 10.) those conditions. He will do this repeatedly, and he

will also measure them under deliberately different
No one is really interested in how near the conditions, so as to obtain a check on the accuracy

quaesitum the definitive value may possibly lie, for with which he can correct for departures from the
he knows that by chance the two may coincide even specified conditions.
though the work be very poorly done. But one does Having found that the apparatus seems to be
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working properly, he will change, one by one, and in that connection? Quantitative "chance" has
by known amoants, each of the adjustments, and significance only in relation to a family of events,
will note how each change affects his observations, and its value for a given event depends upon the
If possible, tic will carry each maladjustment to a characteristics of the family as well as upon that
point where it produces an easily measurable of the event itself. But as regards the uneliminated
change in his observations; and if maladjustments systematic errors, his observations define no family.
in both directions (positive and negative) are pos- He has nothing from which to compute a chance.
sible, he will similarly study each. Thus he will All he can validly do is to express an opinion; and
find how important the several adjustments are, that opinion can validly relate only to certain
the accuracy with which they must be made, and theoretical considerations and to the magnitude of
perhaps how to detect each maladjustment ex- the errors that might have escaped his attention,
perimentally and to correct for the error that it not to any chance that his result might be in error
produces. by a given amount.

Readjusting the apparatus, he will proceed to In every report, such an opinion of the limits
change, one by one, every condition he can think within which the quaesitum is believed to lie, based
of that seems by any chance likely to affect his solely on the work being reported, should be given.
result, and some that do not, in every case pushing But in addition to that, previous measurements of
the change well beyond any that seems at all likely the same quantity, when available, will usually be
to occur accidentally. compared with those being reported, for one or

There still remains the possibility of systematic more of the following purposes: supporting the
errors arising from unsuspected causes, from secular author's value; setting other limits for the rang-
variation in laboratory conditions (temperature, within which the author thinks the quaesitum lies,
humidity, light, vibration, etc.), possibly from solar, deriving a general definitive value. But even in
lunar, or atmospheric effects, etc. So the observer these cases only the same kind of opinion can be ex-
will take long series of observations, extending over pressed, the number of absolute determinations that
weeks, months, or years, noting carefully every- have been made of any given physical quantity
thing that seems either pertinent in itself or of being far too small to define a statistical family.
assistance in fixing the attendant conditions. These (pp. 10 and 11.)
will be worked up, day by day, carefully compa:ed
with one another, and probably plotted in such a The experimenter's opinion must rest on evi-
way as to show clearly any change that might dence, if it is to have at.y weight. And the only
appear. From time to time changes will appear, evidence available comes from theory, the series of
and will be studied. observations made in the course of the work, and

Thus the experimenter presently will feel justi- the diligence with which errors were sought. These,
fled in saying that he feels, or believes, or is of the and in particular the discordance of the observa-
opinion, that his own work indicates that the tions and the diligence of the search, are what
quaesitum does not depart from his own definitive must be depended upon. Dependence on theory
value by more than so-and-so, meaning thereby, is weak, for the actual conditions never accord
since he makes no claim to omniscience, that he exactly with those assumed in the theoretical work.
has found no reason for believing that the de- He knows that it is impossible to avoid sys-
parture exceeds that amount. tematic errors, that even when he has done his

That is exactly what he means. He does not best, his result is still haunted by the ghosts of such
mean as some have suggested, that he is of the errors. His whole problem has been to seek such
opinion that the chances are only one in a hundred, errors out, and to eliminate them when found;
or in a thousand, or in some other number n, that and he believes that in his long search any existing
the quaesitum's departure from his definitive value combination of them that would have produced an
exceeds that amount. He, differing from those effect greater than the limit he sets would have
others, feels that it would be foolish for him to been found. But he would be the first to admit that
make such a statement, that it could be nothing he may be wrong, that his result might be affected
more than a gambler's guess. For how can one say, by a much larger error arising in such a way that,
without stultifying himself, that the chance is one in in spite of the many changes made in the course of
n that the error produced in his result by an en- the work, it remained essentially unchanged; but
tirely unknown, and possibly non-existent, cause he thinks that contingency is highly unlikely. How-
exceeds so-and-so, n being a definite specified ever, he is not entitled to that opinion unless he has
number? And what can the word "chance" mean carried out the indicated search, for in no other
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way can a foundation be found on which to base In brief, the report should give the reader a
an opinion, perfectly candid account of the work, with such

In the absence of such a search, the worker can descriptions and explanations as may be necessary
do no more than hope that all is going well. The to convey the worker's own understanding and
fact that he sees no reason for suspecting the pres- interpretation of it. Anything short of that is unfair
ence of an unknown systematic error is of no ira- to the writer as well as to the reader. Every in.
portance at all, no matter who the observer is. dication that significant information has been
The really troublesome errors are exactly those that omitted reduces the reader's confidence in the
are not suspected. The suspected ones can usually work.
be to some extent eliminated. (p. 12.) It is the unquestioned privilege .of the worker to

say where the boundary lies between preliminary
Report or trial determinations, made primarily for study-

The work should be fully reported, so that the ing and adjusting the apparatus and procedures,
reader may know what was done, may have the and those that were expected to be correct. But he
means for forming an independent judgment of should give good reasons for placing that boundary
the work and for checking possible errors and where he does; and those preliminary determina-
omissions, and may have the worker's experience tions should be reported to the extent already in-
to build upon in case he himself should undertake dicated.
a similar piece of work. The last is certainly a very Furthermore, it is scarcely fair, to anyone con-
important function of such a report, and should cerned, to describe a series of determinations as
never be ignored. "preliminary," thus implying, in accordance with

The report should, of course, give a clear in- common usage, that they are open to question, that
dication of the care with which search was made they are merely preparatory for something better,
for sources of error, and of the thought that was and then, later on, to include that same series in
given to it. Otherwise, one has no choice but to the list of good, acceptable determinations. To do
conclude either that no search was made, or that so, both confuses the reader and suggests to him
the author attached no special importance to it. that the use of the adjective "preliminary" may
In either case, the work is of little if any, objective have been merely a face-saving device intended to
value; its acceptance can rest only on authority, justify the ignoring of that series in case it should
on subjective grounds. be found to disagree uncomfortably with later

Data should be reported as fully as may be. But ones. (pp. 12 and 13.)
in every series of observations some are erratic
especially at the start. How should they be treated?
Those that occur in the body of the work should Miscellaneous
certainly be reported as fully as if they were not To say that an observer's results are influenced
erratic, and if the cause of the trouble is known, by his preconceived opinion does not in the least
that should be explained, imply that those results were not obtained and

Those that occur peculiarly at the beginning of published in entire good faith. It is merely a recog-
the series, arising mainly from maladjustment and nition of the fact that it seems more profitable to
inexperience, furnish very valuable information re- seek for error when a result seems to be erroneous,
garding details of adjustment and manipulation than when it seems to be approximately correct.
that had escaped the foresight of the worker, and Thus reasons are found for discarding or modifying
that might, therefore, readily escape the attention results that do violence to the preconceived opinion,
of the reader and of subsequent workers. In cer- while those that accord with it go untested. An
tain cases they give valuable information about observer who thinks that he knows approximately
unsuspected sources of error. For such reasons, what he should find labors under a severe handicap.
they should never be completely omitted. They His result is almost certain to err in such a direc-
need not always be given in full, but they should tion as to approach the expected value.
be given to such an extent and in such detail as The size of this unconsciously introduced error
will show the reader what they"were like and how is, obviously, severely limited by the experimenter's
they were related to the pertinent conditions, and data, by the spread of his values. The smaller the
should be accompanied by such explanatory text spread, the smaller, in general, will be this error.
as will show him how they were regarded by the The size will be much affected also by the cir-
worker, and how he contrived to remove the dis. cumstances of the work, and by the strength of the
turbing conditions, bias. If the work is strictly exploratory, its primary
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purpose being to find whether the procedure fol- mental data, but merely the authors' inferences
lowed is at all workable, then only a low accuracy from such data. Inferences are always subject to
will be expected, and there will be no serious at- question; they may be criticized, reexamined, and
tempt to explain departures from the expected, revised at any time. (p. 3.)
even though the departures be great. Consequently,
this error of bias may be entirely absent from such . . . it is every author's duty to publish amply
results. But if the worker is striving for accuracy, sufficient primary data and information to enable
then departures from the expected will appear to a reader to form a just and independent estimate
him serious; and the stronger the bias, the more of the confidence that may be placed in the in-
serious will they seem. He will seek to explain them; ferences that the author has drawn therefrom. If
and that seeking will terid, in the manner already he does not, he is false to both his reader and him-
stated, to introduce an error. An error arising in self, and his inferences should carry little weight,
this way will seldom be negligible, but in no case no matter how great his reputation may be; ....
should one expect it to be great, the work being Indeed, values reported without such satisfac-
done in good faith. (p. 2.) torily supporting evidence have no objective value

whatever, no matter how accurate they may hap-
. . . published definitive values, with their ac- pen to be. They rest solely on the authority of the

companying limits of uncertainty, are not experi- reporter, who is never infallible. (p. 3.)
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SYSTEMATIC ERRORS
rhc author is a consultant to the National Bureau
of Standards on the statistical and mathemati-
cat design of experiments in physics, chemistry, in PH Y SIC A L
and engineering. Dr. Youden joined NBS in 1948.

By W. J. Youden

HYSICISTS today make very little use of statis- both parties have been the losers for giving up so easily.

tical techniques. There was good reason for the Statisticians were not aware that many of the physical
minor role so long accorded the statistical eval- measurements either approximate, almost exactly, cer-

uation of the errors in physical constants. When two tain ideal statistical models or else suggest the inven-
laboratories make independent determinations, each tion of statistical models that would extend statistical
may attach to its "best" value a ±- sign followed by theory. The physicist, in turn, relying on his experi-
an estimate s of the error. This estimate of the error mental skill, continued to track down the sources of
is often based upon a series of observations made under his errors by traditional methods and overlooked cer-
carefully controlled conditions. Experimenters soon dis- tain advantageous ways of combining his observations.
covered that if laboratories A and B reported values This paper discusses three main topics. First some
CA and Cf for the same constant, the difference .1 be- remarks will be made regarding the statistical confi-
tween CA and Ca was almost always a large multiple dence limits that apply to two or three independent
of the estimated error sa (or S,). Obviously these cal- determinations of a constant. The major section deals
culated errors had no more to do with the real errors with what appears to be a plausible explanation for the
than the neatness of the laboratory or the promptness unexpectedly large differences between the values ob-
with which the investigator answered his mail. tained in different laboratories. The last portion pre-

Statisticians in turn sensed that all the observations sents some statistical aids for tracking down the causes
made in one laboratory, with one piece of equipment, for disagreement among laboratories.
were afflicted with some fairly constant and unknown
increment that was a resultant of biases associated with
the method of measurement, with the particular as- Independent Determinations of a Constant
sembly of apparatus, and perhaps with some more or UPPOSE laboratories A and B report the values C.
less persistent characteristics of the environment. The and Cb for the same constant. Precision estimates
statistician saw no way either to detect or to assess s, and sb may or may not be given. Perhaps the investi-
these "constant" errors. Consequently, statisticians con- gators have searched their souls and ventured to indi-
centrated on other activities where random errors were cate the likely maximum errors in the values reported.
all that really mattered. The comparison of the yields These estimated errors generally do not determine the
obtained from two or more varieties of wheat involves opinions of other laboratories regarding these two re-
only comparisons. Similarly the chemist, seeking to find suIts. Depending on the laboratory visited, you may
for an industrial process a set of operating conditions encounter one of four possible opinions:
that will give maximum yield, or maximum profit, can
compare runs and not worry much that all the results 1. The laboratory favors C. and discounts Cb
may be half a percent high. That may be discovered 2. The laboratory favors C, and discounts C.
later, when the annual inventory is taken. 3. The laboratory believes C. and Cb are of about

equal nerit
Both physicists and statisticians apparently agreed to 4. The laboratory is a sceptic and believes both C. and

part company. There remained the custom of calculat- C. unreliable.
ing and reporting the precision of the measurements,
partly to establish that very precise habits of work If the laboratories are approximately split between
were maintained, and partly in the hope that more the first two opinions and one of the determinations is
weight would be given to a determination if a very close to correct, then the obvious statistical conclusion
small precision error was attached to the result. All can be drawn that about half of the laboratories will
recognized that a small precision error was necessary eventually be disappointed. Perhaps all will be dis-
but gave no guarantee that the reported average was appointed if neither determination is near the correct
close to the truth, value.

For decades there has been but little contact between If most of the laboratories are of the fourth opinion,
experimental physics and statistics, and I think that clearly there is no statistical problem. But if a majority
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these two constitute our sole information. We have
only to concede that if a goodly number of qualified
laboratories undertook to make determinations, that
about half the determinations would be smaller and the
remainder larger than the correct value. Symmetry isC O N ST A T S all that is required. So it is a coin-tossing problem with
two coins where heads refer to plus deviations and tails
to minus deviations. A quarter of the time we get two
heads (both results high), a quarter of the time two
tails (both results low), and half the time a head and
a tail, or deviations of unlike sign which means that
the results bracket the correct value.

I hasten to admit it is conceivable, through some de-
fect ii theury, that all the results are afflicted with a

of the laboratories feel that both results are worthy comp( nent error of the same sign and this will spoil
and that there is little to choose between the two our coin-tossing game. But this is speculation and
determinations, then some statistical remarks may be tantamount to saying that it is useless ever to venture
made. We are going to suppose that the method of an opinion about the confidence to be placed in the
measurement is a new one and consequently there is determinations. It does seem appropriate to be aware
no other information available than that contained in of the probabilities that I have given even if one
the two results already in hand. That there will be cautiously states the assumptions upon which the prob-
some difference between the two results is to be ex- abiliLies are calculated.
pected. Examination of the difference between the two Now a probability of one half is not a very comfort-
results tells us little because we have no way of know- ing figure and it is a natural thing to wonder how we
ing whether this difference is smaller or larger than might extend our thinking to limits outside the two
usual. Statistical tables show that if the average differ- reported values in order to attain a greater confidence
ence between duplicates is ten units, then individual that the correct value lies within these limits. Let
differences of from one to thirty units are not uncom- Ca - Cb = A, where Ca > Cb, and suppose we consider
mon. So a single difference may be very misleading. limits of the following kind:

Suppose a third laboratory is about to make a report.
If we assume that the three results are independent of Upper limit = Ca + kA, Lower limit = Cb - ka.
the order in which they were obtained, some simple It now becomes necessary to examine how sensitive our
logic suggests that there is a one-third chance that the confidence is to the kind of distribution that would fit
last result reported will be intermediate in magnitude a collection of such determinations. Suppose we assume
between the first two results reported. Denote the first the traditional normal distribution. Then for k
smallest, middle, and largest results by s, m. and *.
These three letters can be arranged in six orders: smi, equal to one, the probability is about 0.8; that is, add-
sirn, msl, mis, Ism, and Ims. For two of these six ing the difference between two results to the larger one,

sequences the middle result m is the last in the se- and subtracting it from the smaller, gives limits that
quence. Consequently, without ever knowing the first four times out of five should bracket the correct value.
two results, it is a fair gamble to bet one to two that V instead of the normal distribution, we imagine that a
the third result will lie between the first two results, determination is equally likely to fall anywhere within

Notice, too. that this logic holds quite apart from some finite, but unknown, interval centered on the un-
any knowledge as to how closely the first two agree. known correct value, the probability drops from 0.80
Of course, if by chance the first two values are identical to 0.75. And there is a vast difference between the bell-
or nearly so, one might argue that it would be less shaped norrnial distribution and the "rectangular" dis-
likely to get a third result between them than if the tribution of equal probability for all values over a
first f-.'o did not agree closely. But just what other finite range.
standaras can one produce to say, in any particular Table 1 shows, for the normal distribution, how the
case, what woulo be close agreement, or what would probability of bracketing the correct value between
constitute poor agreement, if these two results consti-
tute all the information available? Ca + k.1 and C b - kA increases with k. Remember that

A closely similar question, given two equally es- A is the difference between two determinations that are

teemed results, is: What is the chance that the two accorded equal weight.
values C. and C5 bracket the correct value? The an-
swer is one h ilf. After all, the correct result does not Table 1. Probability, P, that C,.+kA and Cb-kA bracket the

go gallivanting around the way a third independent correct value. Normal distribution assumed. Equal

result might and contributes no error. It is quite re- weight accorded C. and Cb; A

markable that this conclusion rests on a very modest k 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

assumption about the underlying distribution, of which P 0.5000 0.795 0.874 0.910 0.930 0.942 0.951 0.958
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Sad to say, it takes an over-all spread between the and volume of a chamber, and similar quantities will
upper and lower limits of 13 times the difference be- all be assigned values that depart in some degree from
tween the two determinations to attain the traditional the actual values that existed while the measurements
95-percent confidence limits. You may reply: "Non- were made. These deviations from the actual values
sense. Things are not that bad." But you should be influence the outcome-and each may either add or
prepared to justify your comment. After all, in the subtract some small increment to the measurements.
light of the peripatetic wanderings of the "accepted" The experimenter has surely tried to keep these various
value of some of our constants, how can you, from just increments somewhat the same in size and usually he
two determinations, form a better judgment about the would say it was a toss up as to the sign of each
correct value? increment.

The real explanation of the wide limits required in As an example, a recent determination of g presents
Table I is the small amount of information we have two sets of 32 measurements--one set made with one
on A. One pair may give a A considerably smaller or rule, the other set with a second rule.2 Fig. 1, taken
considerably larger than the average A if inany such from this paper, shows the distribution of the measure-
pairs were available. The way to improve matters is to ments for each set. No elaborate statistical test is re-
get additional, truly independent determinations. quired to make convincing the reality of the difference

The gain in assurance that comes from a third inde- between the means of the two sets. Doubtless there
pendent determination at first seems disproportionately were other components or conditions that had similar
large. The narrowing of the confidence limits comes not increments.
so much from being able to average three rather than Imagine ten such increments of about equal mag-
two, but from having a firmer grip on the extent of nitude but unpredictable in sign. Now the experimenter
agreement that may be expected among independent is surely at the mercy of the laws of chance. There are
determinations. The chance that the three results six different algebraic sums (each either plas or minus)
bracket the correct value rises from one half to three depending on how fate has grouped the signs of these
quarters. That is, the chance that both a tail and a increments.
head will be obtained when three coins are tossed is
six out of eight. If the difference between the largest Division of
and smallest of the three values is added to the largest the signs Algebraic sum Frequency
value and subtracted from the smallest value, we ob- 5 and 5 0 2521
tain confidence limits that have slightly better than a 4 and 6 -4 2 420 . 912
twenty to one chance of bracketing the correct value. 3 and 7 4- 4 240J

Of course the same assumptions discussed above for 2 and 8 - 6 901
two determinations are made he!. too. Even if there l and 9 4- 8 20 112
are grave reservations about these assumptions, one can 0 and 10 :L 10 2J

say that the chances are no better than those indicated. 1024
A bound has been set to our optimism.

In spitv of the difficulties that arise in estimating the The foregoing tabulation shows that about once out
error in a constant most scientists agree that the effort of nine times the increments gang up on the helpless
should be made. Professor Bridgeman in his talk at the experimenter and introduce a composite systematic
1960 Gordon Conference on "Information Processing error at least six times as large as the small "uncer-
for Critical Tables of Scientific Data",1 emphasized tainty" he has achieved in his values for the compo-
that critical tables should endeavor to present the nents in his apparatus. There is a chance in three of a
"best" value and to make some estimate of the "prob- net sum of four or more increments. If the experiment
able" error of the value selected, is repeated in another laboratory, the same situation

holds and half the time the two composite net sums
will be of opposite sign. We now see how the difference

Composite Character of Systematic Errors between the results from the two laboratories may beS OMETIMES successive measurements may be made an order of magnitude greater than the standard of ac-
in a time interval so short that it is reasonable curacy set for the individual components.

t0 regard the measurements as being made with no The individual increments are taken as equal in size
changes in environment, apparatus, or any other condi- to simplify the presentation. If the increments vary
tion that might affect the measurement. Given adequate from small to large, the effect is very nearly the same
precision a reasonable number of measurements serve if their average magnitude equals the "standard" incre-
to establish an average that very closely characterizes ment used above. While there is a certain amount of
the measuring system during this interval. This average cancellation because there may be both plus and minus
will differ more or less from the correct value. This increments, it is the net sum that matters. There is no
departure from the correct value is plainly the algebraic averaging out here. So the distribution of these "sums"
sum of several small effects. For example, the diameter depends on the average size and the number of con-
of a diaphram, the resistance of a coil, the temperature tributing increments. Experimenters properly enough
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Fig. 1. Measurement of gravity constant

direct their best efforts to the detection and reduction The important thing here is, that within one labora-
of the larger increments because this is the rprcision measure of error is the proper meas-
tive way to reduce thae n bsize of the increments ure to use in evaluating differential effects of such

substitutions of components of the apparatus, or in
evaluating effects of changing environmental conditions.

Detection of Increments of Systematic Errors Dorsey, in a lengthy paper published in 1944,3 gives on
W E have seen that an aggregate of systematic pages 10 and 11 some pointed remarks on the necessity

errors, all of them individually relatively small, of examining the effect of changing the adjustments of

can nevertheless sum up in such a fashion as to pro- the apparatus quote one sentence.

duce a substantial net displacement from the correct Readjusting the apparatus, he (the experimenter) will
result. The detection of s thenoma tic errors, and by proceed to change, one by one, every condition he can
that I mean errors comparable to the precision error, think of that seems by any chance likely to affect his

requires a considerable number of repeat measure- result, and some that do not, in every case pushing the

ments. Fig. shows 32 repeat measurements of the change well beyond any that seems at all likely to

gravitation constant g with each of two different rules occur accidentally.

The repeat measurements with a rule cluster around a Excerpts from Dorsey's 1l0-page article are given in a
central value for that rule and offer convincing evi- paper by Dorsey and Eisenhart.4

dence that there is a real difference between the av- The single sentence quoted above is particularly in-
erages for these two rules. The shape of the scatter of teresting because Dorsey saw the direction in which

the measurements around their average is what would progress was to be made. In the nearly twenty years
be expected on the basis of the normal distribution of since Dorsey prepared his remarks we have made con-

errors. Suppose the difference A between the averages siderable progress in the direction he indicated. We see
for the two rules is equal to s, the standard deviation that not only should the adjustments be changed, but
of the repeat measurements. Then, reference to tables whenever possible there should be at least duplicate
for the normal distribution shows that it is necessary components for certain vital parts of the apparatus.
to make at least eight repeat measurements on each The use of two rules, as exhibited in Fig. 1, shows how
rule before we can conclude, with 95% confidence much the results are at the mercy of a single rule.
limits, that the rules differ at all in their mean values. Clearly the only thing to do is to take the average for
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the two rules, and there are only two rules. The predic- because he deemed it most unlikely that aiiy problems
tion as to what might happen with more rules throws appropriate for such designs really existed. It is inter-
us right back to the discussion in the first part of this esting that other statisticians,0 -' 0 in a purely theoretical
paper. Incidentally, Dorsey's recommendation that sub- way, embellished the idea advanced by Yates. None
stantial changes be introduced in the conditions indi- saw the possibilities that exist for application in very
cates that he found it difficult to detect the effects of precise physical measurements. And we lack, even now,
small changes. an adequate exploration of the programs that might

The previously-quoted sentence contains the phrase, serve the needs of those who determine physical con-
"one by one". Change the adjustments "one by one" is stants.
the way we all learned to experiment. The interpreta- Once it is recognized that the effect of a very small
tion is easy then because, for example, if we merely change in a variable does not depend on the other
substitute one rule for another, any effect is obviously variables, pl'ovided that these other variables also are
to be credited to the substitution of one rule for the held within very close limits, the way is open to change
other. In the intervening years since Dorsey wrote more than one variable at a time. I illustrate this prin-
there has been a good deal of activity in the devising ciple first for the case of three variables x, y, and z,
of more efficient programs for evaluating the effect of which may be assigned other nearby values x', y', and
just such changes in adjustments or substitutions of z'. Let us designate the standard initial condition by
components in the apparatus. x, y, and z and let these serve as the coordinates of the

If there are a number of possible adjustments and origin in the three-dimensional graph shown in Fig. 2.
components to investigate, the total number of meas-
urements may become very large because a consider-
able number of repeat measurements must be made forZ'
each assembly and each adjustment. There are really
two parts to this problem. If, for example, the experi-
menter winnows his choices down to seven alternatives
(including both adjustments and substitutions for com-
ponents) does that mean that he need try all 2T , or 128, Y

possible combinations? Experimenters have already an-
swered this question. They designate sonme standard
initial assembly and set of adjustments and then pro-
ceed to change, one by one, the seven items under
consideration. Some measurements are made under the l

initial state; an item is changed, and another set of
measurements made. Whatever was changed is put
back to the initial state and a second item changed. ' y' x
There will be eight such sets and a goodly number of
measurements are required in each set. Fig. 2. Diagram for three variables

Today, as a result of some purely theoretical in-
quiries into what statisticians term weighing designs, The customary way to explore this situatiun is to
we know that seven variables could have been equally change one variable at a time. The three choices are to
well evaluated with one fourth the usual number of move to x' on the x axis, to y' on the y axis, and to z'
measurements. Or, and the prospect is enticing, we on the z axis. These are poor choices by comparison
could have detected, and perhaps corrected, systematic with the choices x'y', x'z', and y'z'-marked with circles
effects only half as large as those just detectable under in the diagram.
the "one by one" approach. I say that these were the- The usual procedure for detecting the effect of
oretical statistical inquiries because statisticians were changing x to x' makes use of the data obtained at the
mainly concerned with biological and chemical prob- two points x,y, and x'yz. The more efficient method for
lems that involved major changes in the variables. In detecting the effect of changing x to x' makes use of
such investigations there are mutual interactions of the dtedt ined t aof ca in to x ,kes useof
variables that pose quite different problems. Here the the data obtained at all four points, x,y,z; x,yazn; x'y'z
changes in the variables are minute. The differential and x'yz'. Two of these sets involve x and two involve
effect of substituting one rule for another almost iden- x' so the data are grouped accordingly.
tical rule (as in Fig. 1) would be virtually unaltered X'y'Z
even if some other set of initial conditions had been I x'yS'
chosen.

Statisticians were unaware of the extremely impor- The two sets with x include y and z and y' and z'.
tant problems posed in the evaluation of physical con- So the average value for x incorporates the effects asso-
stants. Yates was the first statistician to suggest and ciated with y, y', z and a'. This is also visibly true for
name "weighing designs" in an incidental paragraph in the two sets with x'. Therefore, the effect of changing
a paper 8 in 1935. In fact, Yates belittled the designs x to x' will be given by comparing the average of all
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the data taken at x with the average of all the data the changes. It will still be necessary to work with
taken at x'. Inspection discloses that the four sets may eight different combinations. Similarly, in a paper by
be partitioned into appropriate pairs to detect the effect Plackett and Burman 10 schemes for 12, 16, and more
of changing y to y', or z to z'. variables are given. Variables may be ignored here, too,

but the number of combinations is not reduced.
Xyz Xy'z' XYZ xyz' The minimum number of combinations required is
xyz' xyZ x'z xyz' one more than the number of variables, if just two

alternatives are used for each variable. The substitution
The basic idea here is so important that I illustrate of a component is sometimes a tedious affair so there

it again for the case of just two variables. Recall the is sure to be interest in programs involving a minimum
32 measurements made with rule 1 (r) and the addi- number of combinations. I have tried my hand at this
tional 32 measurements made with rule 2 (R). Group gaendofrtepgamswniTbl3fr
them in opposing groups as next shown. game and offer the program shown in Table 3 for

studying five variables with six combinations. Each

rrrr RRRR effect is measured using the results of four of the six
rrrr RRRR combinations, divided two against two.
rrrr RRRR
rrrr RRRR Table 2. Program for seven variables with eight sets.
rrrr RRRR
rrrr RRRR 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
rrrr RRRR
rrrr RRRR t T T T T

U U U U u U U U

If half of the measurements in each group were made V V v V v V v Vw w W W W W w w
with another variable at s and the remainder at S, the X X x X X x X x
measurements may be segregated into four sets. y y y y y y y y

z Z Z z Z z z Z
Se I Set 2 Set 3 Set 4

rs rs rS rS RS RS Rs Rs
rs rs rS rS RS RS Rs Rs Table 3. Five variables in six sets.
rs rs rS rS RS RS Rs Rs 1 2 3 4 5 6 v- V= (1+5)/2- (2+6)/2
rs rs rS rS RS RS Rs Rs v V v V v V w-W= (1+2)/2- (5+6)/2
rs rs rS rS RS RS Rs Rs w w W W W W x-X=(1+4)/2-(2+3)/2
rs rs rS rS RS RS Rs Rs x X X x X x y- Y= (3+6)/2- (4+5)/2
rs rs rS rS RS RS Rs Rs y Y y Y Y y z-Z= (5+6)/2- (3+4)/2
rs rs rS rS RS RS Rs Rs z z Z Z z z av= (1+2+3+4)/4

Rule r is present in sets 1 and 2 and rule R in sets 3 Table 4. Program for three variables, two with
and 4. The other variable is put at s in sets 1 and 4 and three choices, one with two choices.
at S in sets 2 and 3. We may now play both ends
against the middle pairs of sets and evaluate the effects
of s and S. The data are used twice over. If the set size x I X x x X
is reduced from 16 to 8, 7 variables may be studied y y Y
with these same 64 measurements. z Z y

That is, all the data taken are used to evaluate the Six sets
effect of changing each variable. Either fewer repeat Z z
measurements are required at each combination, or 1 2 3 4 5 6 Y
more variables may be investigated with the same num- X x x x X X
ber of measurements. Indeed, the more variables that y y y y y a Z
are investigated in this manner, the more efficient this Z Z Z -
method becomes. Seven variables lend themselves to an
especially elegant sequence of seven partitions of eight Above coefficients are weighing
sets into contrasting sets of four sets against four sets. factors to estimate x-x
This example, shown in Table 2, I am glad to report, is
the one first mentioned by Yates twenty-five years ago. There will be times when more than two choices are
You may note that four uf the initial conditions are possible and of interest for some of the variables. I re-
changed each time. gret to say that the enumeration of efficient designs for

It would be a pleasure indeed if I could include here such mixtures of two and three choices has hardly
a small catalog of programs extensive enough to meet begun. Let me illustrate with a simple case of three
the situations likely to occur in practice. I can point choices for each of two variables and two choices for a
out that the program shown in Table 2 can be used for third variable. There are 2 X 3 X 3 possible combina-
fewer than seven variables by ignoring one or more of tions, and a minimum of six sets are necessary to sepa-
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rate the individual effects of these variables. The prob- the two rules and now our estimate of the limits of
lem is to pick that subset of six from the eighteen error can allow for this difference. We must use more
available sets that will lead to the most efficient evalua- than one rule, or we will not have the data to estimate
tion of the effects of the variables. I suspect that the this source of error.
program shown in Table 4 is as good as any, just on I return to the summation of the systematic errors
the basis of the appealing symmetry. associated with the individual components. The use of

In the squares are indicated certain factors and these two or more choices creates the possibility that the
are the factors to be used in evaluating the effect of choices differ in the signs of their systematic errors.
changing x to x. Notice that the estimation of the The final value reported will be an average of the re-
effect of a change in the variable involves a weighted suits obtained with the several sets--each set a unique
average of the six set results. The best average for the combination of components and conditions. The in-
constant gives equal weight to all six sets. Similar sets dividual summations of the separate sets now enter
of constants apply for evaluating x - X, y - Y, etc. into an average with all the advantages that come from

The essential point regarding these illustrative pro- taking an average. Furthermore, the sprcad of the re-
grams is that certain combinations lend themselves to suits for the several sets will surely give a more rei-
an efficient use of the data, that is, to a more sensitive listic idea of the uncertainty in the final result than
scrutiny of the possible sources of error. The one-at-a- that obtained from hopeful guesses.
time technique is one of the least efficient programs. There is another matter that cannot be glossed over.
The small individual contributions to error that are Suppose the measurements are made according to some
associated with uncertainties in values assigned to com- carefully thought out program similar to the suggested
ponent quantities are not easy to detect. A planned set weighing designs. Admittedly this limits the freedom of
of combinations will rank the various sources of error the investigator. The experimenter likes to be free to
in order of magnitude and reveal where the program is follow some inspired hunch. He often wants to try
weakest. Statistical techniques will not remove errors some alteration in the apparatus, or in the conditions,
but they can help in isolating the important sources on the chance that his spontaneo,, idea has merit. This
of error. might be regarded as the art rathcr than the science of

experimentation. The investigator should consider how
Enduring Values often such ideas pay off and also the large number of

measurements required to detect small effects, when
HERE is more in this discussion than the matter tempted by such ideas.

-of efficiency. The several variables, chosen by the I personally hold that allowance should be made for
experimenter because they may influence the result, are "shots in the dark". If the planned program is allotted,
actually put to the test. At present the investigator has say, around three quarters of the measurement time,
two ways to arrive at an opinion or guess as to the there would still be opportunity for imaginative excur-
error introduced by any one of the quantities which sions. Even if these isolated shots lack the power that
he would like to know exactly when he introduces it they would have if incorporated in the planned pro-
into his computations. He may, on his judgment, hazarda guss s tothemaxium ncerainy ineac of gram, they add a lot of zest to experimentation.
a guess as to the maximum uncertainty in each of We all know that a serious effort to determine athe relevant quantities. Alternatively, he may accept physical constant is not undertaken lightly. The dom-
the estimates of others-e.g., the estimate of the man inating thought in the mind of the investigator is to
who measured the length of the rules used in the arrive at an enduring value. What is an enduring value?
determination of g. Thermometers, weights, resistances, I suggest that it is a result coupled with a stated zone
purities, standard cells-the list is endless-they may of uncertainty that includes the value that future work-
all be obtained with some sort of statement from the ers will converge upon.
calibrating source. It is easy to push responsibility off
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Uncertainties in Calibration*
W. J. YOUDENt

Summary-This paper presents some methods for making corn- Also an appropriate alternation of repeated weights will
parisons between standards and items undergoing calibration. These cancel out drifts that may arise from environmental
methods may be used in a variety of measurements. The purpose is shifts. Success in devising a bias-free comparison makes
to accumulate data that provide objective estimates of the precision

and that are also useful in detecting sources of systematic errors, the observed difference between the standard and test
This purpose is achieved in using some standard statistical designs item subject to random errors only. The task then is to
in the scheduling of the work program. determine the error in the comparison procedure as used

The problems of stating the uncertainty and of combining the un- over a sequence of test items from the same class.
certainties in a chain of calibrations are discussed. Although the discussion is intended for laboratories

INTRODUCTION providing calibration services, some of it is directly ap-

SLABoRATORY' that provides a calibration plicable to the work of national laboratories that are the

service soon seeks the answers to three questions. source of the standards used by calibrating laboratories.

These questions all concern the Uncertainty in In some instances, as for example the kilogram, where
" an object is arbitrarily assigned a nominal value, the

the value assigned to an item that has been calibrated. andards abrary ned onr nl c arison

The first question is usually directed to the magnitude of
errors. Mlany standards require "absolute" deternmina-

the uncertainty. Another question deals with the kind of erors.-Manyestar reie eab soue tetions-problees that challenge every resource of the
data needed to support any claim made regarding the experimental scientist.' 2 Even here, once a value has
uncertainty. Finally the laboratory seeks some way of been established, and an uncertainty assigned, the
stating the uncertainty which will convey useful infor-

standard laboratory accepts this value for comparison
mation to those who will make use of the calibration actvisA this ain, the comparison

service.activities. At this stage again, the comparison error
service. eoe ate fi eet

One of the important points to be clear about is that becomes a matter of interest.

any statement of the uncertainty applies to a class of DETERMINATION OF THE UNCERTAINTY ASSOCIATED
closely similar items that are calibrated by a specified WITH A SPECIFIED COMPARISON PROCEDURE

procedure with a particular assembly of apparatus. No There are many ways of obtaining an estimate of the
one can say, for an\y individual itemn, whether the ran-onerroithe ca ra inidualtem, whlareth the error in the difference, or in the ratio, of the two magni-
dona error in the calibration is smaller or larger than the tudes associated with the comparison of two items. The
average error for the class of items. It is possible to direct repetition of measurements is the simple approach
evaluate the average error (or some other measure) for that involves the least computation. Simple repetition is
the calibration procedure as used on a group of similar vulnerable to "memory" on the part of the operator.
items. If a systematic error has to be provided for, this Also there is often a failure to provide the opportunity
error will also be carried over to all the items in the class. for errors to manifest themselves. For example, the

[his paper is primarily directed to those laboratories differences in EMF between two Weston cells may be
that undertake calibrations that involve comparisons of determined with a potentiometer. Even if the potenti-
the test items with a "standard." The standard is an deter i a ofetomte null pontd

item that has a certificate from a national or other recog- new null point found, this does not conustitute a real

nized laboratory. The certificate states the correction to epetitint u n, th is so t connette ard

be aplid t thenomnalvalu oftheitem Th stnd-repetition. Surely the cells should be disconnected and
he applied to the nominal value of the item. 'he stand- the connections remade, and the adjustment for the
ard item should be as nearly as possible the same miag- standard cell offset and reset. In fact all the operations
nitude as the test items. The game is simply one of con- should be repeated anew. Generally there is a tempta-
paring each test item in turn with the standard item tion to slur over such tedious and time-consuming opera-
using a suitable assembly of apparatus. This shows very tions, perhaps to omit them entirely. Quite plainly if

clearly that the calibration is a comparison procedure. some of these operations do contribute to the error of a

Very often, by one or another ingeniotus technique, coin- comparison, no mere repeating of the null point can
parisons cal be made virtually bias-free. For example, if possibly disclose the presence of such contributions tothe standard weight is balanced against a dummy the error of a comparison. Yet such contributions do
weight on the other pan of the balance, and then the test matter because they are present in the steps involved in
item substituted for the standard weight, the effect of using the apparatus.
inequality of balance arms is automatically eliminated.

IA. G. McNish and J. M. Cameron, "Propagation of error in
Received August 15, 1962. Presented at the 1962 International chain of standards," IRE TRANS. ON INSTRUMENTATION, vol. 1-9,

Conference on Precision Electromagnetic Measurements as Paper pp. 101-104; September, 1960.
No. 3.1. ' W. J. Youden, "Comparative tests in a single laboratory,"

t National Bureatr of Standards, Washingtoi, 1). C. ASTM Bull., pp. 48-52; May, 1950.
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Generally it is much better to devise some indirect S2 and Ti. The three available comparisons are
way of measuring the error of a comparison. Preferably S, T, d,
the indirect way should make it impossible or quite
difficult for the operator to have any idea what his error Ti - T2 = d 2
is as he makes his reading. Again it is emphatically bet- T2 - St = d3
ter to base the estimate of the error on data accumulated (S + T, + T2) - (SI + T, + T2) = d, + d2 + d3 = A -- 0.
in small sets over a number of test items and over a
considerable period of time-possibly months. An esti- The three observed quantities, di, d2 and ds, will all be
mate of error based on many readings on one test item different because no two items are alike. The operator,
and over a short time interval may fail to provide a therefore, is under no compulsion to get "checks" on
representative sample of the conditions that do prevail repeat readings. Once the three differences are in hand,
over long periods and with many items. Some gage the tabulation just listed shows that the three differ-
blocks may be more perfectly faced than others. The ences, with properly chosen signs, should sum to zero if
bore of a capillary will vary from item to item and vari- the measurements were without error. The sum will
ous other characteristics may make some items better differ from zero because there are errors in the three
performers than others. Ascertaining the errors individ- measurements. The conclusion is, in consequence, that
ually for each test item is quite impossible because of the A, the amount by which the sum of the d's differs from
vast amount of work this would require. zero, is a measure of the error of the comparisons.

The endless variety of combinations of apparatus Given a collection of A's from a sequence of trios,
used for making comparisons between items means that it is easy to calculate the experimental error of these
the situation largely determines the type of indirect comparisons. Let k trios be measured and let the re-
approach to the measurement of the error appropriate suiting A's be Al, A2 , -. , 4k. The estimate of the
for the comparison. For this reason only some tech- standard deviation for an observation di is given by
niques of fairly general application will be discussed. sa= V-(ZA 2/3k). The number of degrees of freedom for
The examples will serve to illustrate the indirect ap- this estimate, s,, is k.
proach. Many comparisons may be best studied using an Consider the first choice-one standard and two test
arrangement of the measurements specially devised for items. Let us see how to calculate an estimate of th
each individual problem. difference between T, and S. We have the direct com-

One recurrent type of situation is characterized by the parison which gives T, -S = -d. There is also the
direct pairings of the items. The difference, or ratio, of indirect, and independent estimate obtained by adding d2
the compared items is the quantity actually measured, and d 3. When the last two comparisons are added, T,
Typical of this situation is the connecting of two Weston drops out of the sum. So another estimate for T1 - S is
cells in opposition and the measurement of the net volt- d 2 +d3. This additional information should not be ig-
age provided by the two cells when so connected. The nored. What is the proper weight to give to each esti-
"pairing" of the cells is a physical, not a paper, trans- mate? Double weight is given to the direct estimate,
action. Similarly the difference between two gage blocks -di, and single weight to (dl+ds) because it is the sum
may be measured when the blocks are adjacent to each of two measurements.
other. -2d, + dt+da

The basis for an indirect estimate is, in this case, The weighted estimate for T, - S, =
the three pairings that can be made among three items. 3
The usual trio would be made up of a standard and two 2d 3 - di - d2
test items. Even more desirable is a trio made up of The weighted estimate for T 2 - S =

two standards and one test item. In the latter case, two 3

important advantages accrue. First, the value for the 2d 2 - d, - d,
test item is tied to the average of two standards with The weighted estimate for T, - T2 =
the reduction of the error ascribable to uncertainty in 3

the value for the standard. Second, evidence gradually The standard deviation for the above estimates is given
accumulates on the experimental difference between the by -/2/3 sd.
two standards. This quantity, when compared with the One of the happy consequences of these improved
difference expected on the basis of the entries entered on estimates is that the new estimates are consistent.
the certificates for the standards provides a useful check Notice that the sum (T,- ,S)+ (ST- T,)+(T,- T.)
on the national laboratory that issued the certificates, equals zero as it should. The other important source of
This information would be valuable to the national information is A. Once a sequence of A's is available, a
laboratory as a measure of its own performance to be set very important channel of information has been opened.
against whatever claims were made on their certificates. In theory each A should be equally likely to be plus or

Suppose then that the three items are S, 7T, and TI. minus. The opportunity exists to incorporate in these
No change in the argument is needed if the items are S1, differences some interesting feature of the apparatus
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used for the comparison. Thus, if the symbols represent lated from the A's by the previously given formula
standard cells, then each cell may have been directly Sd= (f,2A2/3k). The number of degrees of freedom
connected once to the left terminal of the potentiometer should be twenty or more but )reliminary estimates of
an(l once to the right terminal, If the symbols represent the standard deviation may be made with a few degrees
meter bars, the arrangement would be made as follows: of freedom.

Position in the comparison chamber The device just illustrated may be generalized to
cope with comparisons involving quintets or more. Five

Right Left items make available ten pairings as follow:
end end

- 7* Left Right Left Right

'1 - 7'2 A 13 A C

113 - d3 B C C E
C D and E B

(Si + 1+ TO) (Si + Ti,+ TO2 =di +d, +d:, =.A D /£ B D
D : 1D A

Now A includes the difference between the right and left E D A

ends of the comparison chamber. Should there be an The pairs ma be grouped in two sets each of which pro-
undetected or uncorrectcd persistent temnlperature differ- vides one estimate of a left vs right effect. Five degrees
ence between the two ends of the chalber, the bars of freedom are available per ten pairings for the estima-
would be longer when placed in the warmer end. This tion of the stanlard deviation.
would tend to make the A's for a succession of triad All of the above discussion may be recast if the corn-
comparisons, predominantly of one sign. Thus the A's parison measi ''. lent gives the ratio of the values for
may be utilized to detect the presence of a systematic the two item . f .I/B =x, B/C=y and C/A =z, the
error which ought not to be present in comparison pro- product xyz of the three ratios would be exactly unity
cedures. if the measurements were made without error. The

Even if there is an undue predominance of A's with amount by which the product xyz differs from unity is a
the same sign, the data are still informative about the measure of the errors in the measurements. The argu-
error of the comparison procedure. The average A gives ment follows the same line as before. The weighted esti-
an estimate of three times the effect associated with mates are
position in the chamber. Fortunately the arrangement
of the items has cancelled out this effect on the compari- A/B = '/xl/yz, BiC = /y 2 ,/xz and CIA = x.Yz 2/xy.
son because each test bar was once in each end of the Another way to accumulate evidence of the errors in
chamber. That is to say, the estimates of the differences calibrations may be illustrated by the calibration of
between the bars have not been biased. The A's that platinum resistance thermometers. If the calibrating
would have been observed if there were no bias may be laboratory possess the facilities to set up the silver, gold
obtained by subtracting from each A the average of the or other calibrating mediums, the appropriate equation
A's. The corrected A's may be designated by A"s. These may be fitted to the data. An arbitrary bath tempera-
A's should now split about evenly between plus and ture may then be set up and its temperature measured
minus. The standard deviation for the comparison with a thermometer calibrated by a national laboratory
process, i.e., for any single measured difference di be- and also measured by the test thermometer just cali-
tween two bars, is brated. The difference, A, between these two readings is

/ - a measure of the performance of the calibrating labora-
Sd tory. Again a predominance of one sign among the A's

3(k -1) indicates a bias relative to the national laboratory. The
with (k-1) degrees of freedom. The number of triads A's should be accumulated over a number of test ther-
available is given the symbol k. The question of whether mometers.
the average A differs enough from zero to constitute If the standard thermometer itself is used to establish
important evidence for a bias may be judged by the the temperatures used to calibrate the test thermometer
quantity the above procedure is useless for the detection of bias

but still useful as a measure of the random errors. Every
care must be taken, for example, that the resistances

lk(k-1) are accurately measured by checking the equipment
If the average A exceeds a stated multiple (two or against known resistances of similar magnitude.

somewhat more depending on the number of A's avail- Another avenue of approach to the error of compari-
able) of this last expression, the evidence suggests a sons is illustrated by angle blocks. Here matters can
bias. If the evidence for a bias is not substantial, the usually be arranged so that closure should result, i.e.,
standard deviation for a single measurement is calcu- the angles measured should sum up to 3600. Enough has
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been said to suggest that the general principle of in- magnitude.3 No matter how many other bars are com-
direct estimates of the errors of comparison may take pared with standard A, this unchanging error is carried
on many forms in actual practice. The important point over into c ery calibration. This error (Co- C,) is not
to note is that the error estimated in this manner is more now a random quantity. It is fixed by two quantities.
likely to approach the real error than an estimate based The true difference between A and the international
on many repetitions of a simple comparison, standard I is Cc and we hope that this difference is con-

stant. The other quantity Co is the experimentally de-
How SHOULD THE UNCERTAINTY BE STATED? termined estimate of C, and this will not be changed

The discussion thus far has dealt with two questions until the national standard A is again taken to France.
simultaneously: the estimate of the error and the evi- Both C and C, are constants and the difference between
dence to support the estimate. Oddly enough it seems them must therefore be a constant. To pretend that this
an even more difficult task to come to widespread agree- difference varies in successive uses of the standard for
ment on how to record the errors, calibration is sheer nonsense. True, out of two score

Return to the first problem considered. A calibrating national standards each with a similar error (Co-C),
laboratory possesses a standard unit with a certificate there will be some where (Co-C,) is nearly zero, and
issued by a national laboratory. The laboratory also perhaps two countries whose (Co-C) exceeds 2s. Any
possesses the necessary equipment for making compari- one country takes a substantial risk if it assumes that
sons. Furthermore a sufficient number of test items have it possesses a correction that is very close to the true
undergone comparison with the standard so that a good correction. In the absence of any guide, the safe thing is
estimate is available of the error of the comparison pro- to guard against the worst that may reasonably happen
cedure. We assume a negligible systematic error. Let s to the estimate of the correction for meter bar A.
be the estimate of the standard deviation for the com- There is a redeeming feature about this situation. In
parison. What should the calibrating laboratory put on practice, a series of intermediate standards such as I,
any certificate it issues to its customers? Is it enough to .4, B, C, is interposed between l and some item D sent
put some generally accepted multiple of s as an indica- in for calibration. We may argue that, for each step, we
tion of the maximum error likely to have been made in can envisage an unknown error (Co-C).
the comparison? Not quite it seems, because the certifi- Thus,
cate issued by the national laboratory also has on it a comparison A-I is in error by (CO-C)A,
statement about the uncertainty in the value entered comparison B -A is in error by (Co-C )a,
on its certificate. comparison B is in error by (Co-C,)c,

Weight and length standards offer as simple a case comparison C-B is in error by (CO-Cc)cD
as possible. The uncertainty entered on the certificate comparison D-C is in error by (Co-C,)D.
issued by the standard laboratory involves a sequence Now each of these errors is a constant but the signs
of comparisons. The first comparison is that of its own of the errors are as likely to be plus as minus. To the ex-
reference standard A with an object I that, by defini- tent that the signs are not all the same, there will be
tion, is one kilogram or one meter. Succeeding steps compensation and reduction in the over-all sum of these
relate the reference standard .4 to subordina, "r work- errors. With four errors, there is a one-in-eight chance
ing standards, that all the errors have the same sign. Even if these er-

Let us suppose that a national prototype meter bar A rors all have the same sign, there is only a very remote
is compared with the international standard, I. (Actu- chance that every one of them is large.'
ally the standard for length is now based on the wave- We wish to establish for item D a maximum error
length of light, but for some purposes comparisons be- that has some specified small chance of being exceeded.
tween bars are still made.) The object is to determine a The four errors were obtained by drawing one random
correction C to be applied to the nominal value of the error from each of four populations with standard devia-
national standard. The work of comparison will also tions st, SA, si and sc. The error in D is therefore found
provide an estimate s for the standard appropriate for by the usual quadrature formula
the correction based on the repeated readings. Let Cc
be the true value for the correction and Co be the ob- sn = -/S

t + SA' + SR' + Sc'.
served correction. If the comparison has been achieved
without introducing a bias, the expectation is that Co The uncertainty which the national laboratory records
does not differ from C, by more than a small multiple of on the certificate for D will be some multiple of SD.
s. The multiple for s is a personal choice and is usually The calibrating laboratory that gets item D and its
in the range from two to three, certificate has a different problem. Suppose this labora-

At this point it is well to pause and consider meter tory could make its comparisons without any error. The
bar A. The observed correction Co is almost certainly
not equal to the true correction C,. The difference Co-C, is practically a constant for the best meter bars. Elec-

trical meters, bridges, resistances, etc., may undergo some slow drift
(C0 -C) is not known but is a physical, unchanging with time or continued use.
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laboratory would then copy onto the certificates that it of meter bars appears appropriate and the two errors
issues the uncertainty given on the certificate for D. In are merged by quadrature. If the calibrated item is to
fact, this laboratory, when it calibrates items El, E2, be put to work making measurements routinely, the
Es, • • • , does have a comparison error si. One possibil- quadrature combination seems inappropriate. Here the
ity is to combine So and sm by quadrature obtaining systematic error may be added to the maximum likely
VS_/ -+-s2 as the combined standard deviation. This random error in order to give an upper bound to the pos-
distribution will be centered on Co and is shown as the sible error in the measurements.
dotted curve in Fig. 1. Unfortunately the actual situa- Most of the standards possessed by a national labora-
tion is different. The random errors are in fact distrib- tory are known to have a systematic as well as a random
uted with standard deviations si around the unknown component of error. It is a fair hazard that in most
true value C, for the standard D. The solid curve in Fig. cases the systematic component is the dominant com-
1 shows this situation where Co-C, is, in the illustra- ponent. In that event, the uncertainty entered on the
tion, 1.6 sD. The vertical dashed line has been drawn at certificates issued by the standards laboratory may be
2 V/so2+sx2 to the right of Co. This leads to the expecta- only slightly larger than the systematic error. Regard-
tion that 2.5 per cent of the errors will be in the area less of the relative contribution of the two components,
to the right of the vertical line. The actual distribution the calibrating laboratory must view the stated uncer-
for the chosen value of Co-C, puts 15 per cent of the tainty as a systematic error. To gamble and attempt to
area to the right of the dashed line. Of course if the view even a part of the uncertainty as a random com-
calibrating laboratory has a standard deviation, three ponent may be quite misleading. If the standard in the
or four times as large as (Co- Ct) is ever likely to be, possession of a laboratory happened to have one of the
then the effect of the off-center positioning becomes larger random errors, then it may result that practically
negligible, all of the certificates it issues will have an error in excess

of the claimed error. Of course some other calibrating
laboratory that happened to have a standard that in
fact had a very small error will issue certificates that are
all well within the claimed error. Over the whole country
things will average out. But the customers of the un-
lucky calibrating laboratory will all be unlucky as a
group.

The foregoing shows that if any one calibrating labo-
ratory combines errors on the presumption of a random
component in the uncertainty on its certificate, it forces
upon all of its customers the effect of one random error.

Fig. I-Comparison of distribution centered on true value (solid line) The laboratory has probably no intention of doing this.
with distribution centered on experimental value (dotted line). The laboratory does intend to make a statement that

actually protects nearly all of its customers, and even
The important conclusion from the above remarks is the exceptions should be borderline.

that the actual error in the value on a certificate may be
a random error from the viewpoint of the national labo- DISCUSSION

ratory but it is a systematic error for the calibrating lab- Consider the chain of comparisons starting with a
oratory. The calibrating laboratory can use only the national standard and continuing on down to some piece
value ascribed to its standard by the national labora- of equipment that will be used routinely. It appears
tory. The value is used over and over. A lucky calibrat- usual to form an estimate of the error by studying each
ing laboratory will get a standard with a small random link in the chain. It does seem likely that in the later
error and, in consequence, a small systematic error is links of the chain, the equipment and the environment
introduced in its comparisons. Other laboratories not so used for the comparisons will be definitely inferior to the
fortunate will have a much larger error. But who is facilities available for the initial comparisons. Thus, at
lucky and who is unlucky is not known so the safe some stage, the comparison uncertainty may be large
thing to do is for all calibrating laboratories to act as in comparison with preceding uncertainties. It is easy
though they had the maximum possible systematic error to demand incredibly small uncertainties but evidence
that might arise from the uncertainty in the value en- should be presented that these small uncertainties are
tered on the certificate that applies to their standard, really needed.

How shall such a 'ystematic error be merged with the The author is of the opinion that the ultimate users
random error associated with the calibrations it under- of calibrated items often have an optimistic notion of
takes? The answer depends on the use that will be made the quality of the measurements the)' make. It is most
of these calibrated items. If they go to lower echelons to unlikely that adequate studies have been made of the
serve as "standards" the argument used for the sequence errors in the measurements made by ultimate users. It
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was pointed out earlier that readings repeated in rapid pared. There is little doubt that even more startling
sequence with little or no disturbance of the equipment contrasts between real and apparent errors would ap-
cannot be expected to reveal the real errors. For exam- pear when the environment itself has to be carefully
pie, a gage block may be used to "set" a very sensitive controlled to minimize errors. Some investigations
gaging device. The user compares two items and is im- should be made in order to ascertain whether some of the
pressed b\ the sensitivity of the device. A demand is demands made for better standards are really justified.
then made for better standards.

What is called for is a little ingenuity to devise means CONc'LUSION"
that will disclose the real magnitude of the errors in the At every stage in the hierarchy of calibrating labora-
measurements. Closely similar test blocks should be tories, there is a laboratory that has on a bench three
periodically resubmitted for measurement. Near equal- objects of interest:
ity of the test blocks is needed to make identification 1) A standard item from the echelon above with a
difficult. The schedule of tests should be prepared in certificate,
some artful or random sequence. 2) An assembly of equipment appropriate for com-

The following example 2 illustrates the point that
operators calibrating clinical thermometers could "re- A im and3) A collection of items awaiting calibration for the
peat" their readings extremely well even when the echelon below.
repeat reading followed the reading of 23 other ther-
mometers. The average difference between repeat read- One safe procedure for all calibrating laboratories would
ings was 0.0102°-one twentieth of a scale division. The be to quote the uncertainty in its standard, to state the
average of 24 readings should have an error of about uncertainty in its comparison process, and to tell its
0.01/v'2 4 or 0.002. The holder and the 24 thermometers customers that the simple sum of these two components
were set aside for a few days and then reread. Again the is the only safe measure of the possible error in the
superb agreement between closely repeated readings was value assigned to the item just calibrated.
observed. Unfortunately the average of the readings It should not be overlooked that the uncertainty
shifted by more than 0.020, i.e., an order of magnitude stated on the certificate accompaning the standard
greater than the expected error. This phenomenon was sometimes includes a "stability" allowance. On the
demonstrated over and over again with different op- basis of broad experience a reasonable estimate of the
erators and different sets of thermometers. Operators drift effects can be made. When the uncertainty as-
shifted relative to one another as much as 0.040 when signed to the standard includes such an allowance, this
their averages on the same thermometers were com- information should also be given.
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ON INSTRUMENTATION
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ent forms of expression are recom-
mended, which will depend on the rela-
tive magnitudes of the imprecision and
likely bias, and their relative impor-

Expression of the Uncertainties tance in relation to the intended use of
the reported value, as well as to other
possible uses to which it may be putof Final Results(4).

Four distinct cases need to be recog-
nized: (i) both systematic error and im-

Clear statements of the uncertainties of reported precision negligible, in relation to the
requirements of the intended and likely

values are needed for their critical evaluation, uses of the result; (ii) systematic error
not negligible, imprecision negligible;

Churchill Eisenhart (iii) neither systematic error nor im-
precision negligible; and (iv) systematic
error negligible, imprecision not negli-
gible.

Specific recommendations with re-
Measurement of some property of a ess is the magnitude and direction of spect to each of these cases are made

thing in practice always takes the form its tendency to measure something below. General guidelines upon which
of a sequence of steps or operations other than what was intended; its preci- these specific recommendations are
that yield as an end result a number sion refers to the typical closeness to- based are discussed in the following
that serves to represent the amount or gether of successive independent mea- paragraphs.
quantity of some particular property of surements of a single magnitude gen-
a thing-a number that indicates how erated by repeated applications of the
much of this property the thing has, process under specified conditions; and Perils of Shorthand Expressions
for someone to use for a specific pur- its accuracy is determined by the
pose. The end result may be the out- closeness to the true value characteris- Final results and their respective un-
come of a single reading of an instru- tic of such measurements. certainties should be reported in sen-
ment, with or without corrections for Precision and accuracy are inherent tence form whenever possible. The
departures from prescribed conditions, characteristics of the measurement proc- shorthand form "a ± b" should be
More often it is some kind of average, ess employed and not of the particular avoided in abstracts and summaries; and
for example, the arithmetic mean of a end result obtained. From experience never used without explicit explana-
number of independent determinations with a particular measurement process tion of its connotation. If no explana-
of the same magnitude, or the final and knowledge of its sensitivity to un- tion is given, many persons will take
result of a least squares "reduction" of controlled factors, one can often place ±b to signify bounds to the inaccuracy
measurements of a number of different reasonable bounds on its likely system- of a. Others may assume that b is the
magnitudes that bear known relations atic error (bias). It is also necessary to "standard error," or the "probable er-
with one another in accordance with a know how well the particular value in ror," of a, and hence the uncertainty
definite experimental plan. In general, hand is likely to agree with other of a is at least ±3b, or t4b, respectively.
the purpose for which the answer is values that the same measurement proc- Still others may take b to be an indica-
needed determines the precision or ac- ess might have provided in this in- tion merely of the imprecision of the in-
curacy required and ordinarily also the stance, or might yield on remeasure- dividual measurements, that is, to be the
method of measurement employed. ment of the same magnitude on another "standard deviation," or the "average

Although the accuracy required of a occasion. Such information is provided deviation," or the "probable error" of
reported value depends primarily on by the estimated standard error a single observation. Each of these in-
the intended use, or uses, of the value, (2) of the reported value, which mea- terpretations reflects a practice of which
one should not ignore the requirements sures (or is an index of) the charac- instances can be found in current
of other uses t3 which it is likely to teristic disagreement of repeated deter- scientific literature. As a step in the
be put. A reported value whose accu- minations of the same quantity by the direction of reducing this current con-
racy is entirely unknown is worthless, same method, and thus serves to indi- fusion, it is recommended that the use

Strictly speaking, the actual error of cate the precision (strictly, the impreci- of "a !- b" in presenting results be
a reported value, that is the magnitude sion) of the reported value (3). limited to that sanctioned for the case
and sign of its deviation from the truth of tabular results in the fourth recom-
(1), is usually unknowable. Limits to mendation of the section below headed
this error, however, can usually be in- Four Distnet Forms of "Systematic error not negligible, im-
ferred-with some risk of being incor- Expression Needed precision negligible."
rect-from the precision of the mea-

The author is a senior research fellow andsurement process by which the reported The uncertainty of a reported value former chief of the Statistical Engineering Labora.
value was obtained, and from rea- is indicated by stating credible limits tory at the National Bureau of Standards. Wash-

lenton, D.C. 20234. The recor.mendations pre-sontable limits to the possible bias of to its likely inaccuracy. No single aeted in this paper have evolved at the Bureauthe measurement process. The bias, or form of expression for these limits is over a period of many years and are made
public here for general information, and to educe

systematic error, of a measurement proc- universally satisfactory. In fact, differ- comments and suggestions.
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Imprecision and Systematic Error possible systematic error from this Systematic Error Not Negligible,

Require Separate Treatment source should be included ordinarily Imprecision Negligible
in evaluating overall bounds to the sys-

Since imprecision and systematic tematic error of the measurement proc- When the imprecision of a result is
error are distinctly different components ess. Since the error concerned, what- negligible, but the inherent systematic
of inaccuracy, and are subject to dif- ever it is, affects all results obtained error of the measurement process con-
ferent treatments and interpretations in by the method of measurement in- cerned is not negligible, then the fol-
usage, two numerics respectively ex- volved, to include an allowance for this lowing rules are recommended:
pressing the imprecision and bounds error would be to make everybody's 1) Qualification of a reported result
to the systematic error of the reported results appear unduly inaccurate rela- should be limited to a single quasi-
result should be used whenever both tive to each other. In such instances absolute type of statement that places
of these errors are factors requiring one should state: (i) that measurements bounds on its inaccuracy.
consideration. Such instances are dis- obtained by the process concerned are 2) These bounds should be stated to
cussed in the section below for the case expressed in terms of the volt (or the no more than two significant figures.
of "Neither systematic error nor im- kilogram, or other unit) "as maintained 3) The reported result itself should
precision negligible." at the National Bureau of Standards." be given (that is. rounded) to the last

In quoting a reported value and its or (ii) that the indicated bounds to the place affected by the stated bounds
associated uncertainty from the litera- systematic error of the process are ex- (unless it is desired to indicate and
ture. the interpretation of the uncer- clusive of the uncertainty of the stated preserve such relative accuracy or pre-
tainty quoted should be stated if given value adopted for some particular con- cision of a higher order that it may
by the author If the interpretation is stant or quantity. An example of the possess for certain particular uses).
not known, a remark to this effect latter form of statement is: 4) Accuracy statements should be
is in order. This practice may induce ... neglecting the uncertainty of the value given in sentence form in all cases,
authors to use more explicit formula- 6.6256 X 10-' joule seconds adopted for except when a number of results of
tions of their statements of uncertainty. Planck's constant, different accuracies are presented, for

example, in tabular arrangement. If it
is necessary or desirable to indicate

Standard Deviation and Standard Error Systematic Error and Imprecision the respective accuracies of a number
Both Negligible of results, the results should be given

The terms standard deviation and in the form a L b (or a ,, if neces-
standard error should be reserved to In this case the reported result sary) with a ppropriate explanatory
denote the canonical values for the shouldremark (as a footnote to the table
measurement process. based on consid- number of significant figures consist-

erable recent experience with the mea- ent with the accuracy requirements of or incorporated in the accompanying

surement process or processes involved, the situation, together with an explicit text) to the effect that the ±b. or *1,
When there is insufficient recent ex- statement of its accuracy. An example signify bounds to the systematic errors

perience, an estimate of the standard is: to which the a's may be subject.

error (standard deviation) must of ne- t5) The fact that the imprecision iserrr (tanarddevatin) ustof e-. .. the wavelengths of the principal visible negligible should be stated explicitly.
cessity be computed by recognized sta- lines of mercury-198 have been measured nie should be stated e uliit

tistical procedures from the same mea- relative to the 6057.802106 A (angstrom
surements as the reported value itself. units) line of krypton-98, and their values absolute type of statement employed

To avoid possible misunderstanding, in in vacuum are in a given instance will depend ordi-
5792.2685 A narily on personal taste, experience,such cases, the term "computed (or 5771.1984 A current and past practice in the fieldestim ated) standard error" ("com puted 5462.2706 A4 aci ty on e ed a d so f rh

standard deviation") should be used. A 4359.5625 A .-sf activity concerned, and so forth.

formula for calculating this computed 4047.7146 A Some examples of good practice are:

standard error is given in the section correct to eight significant figures. •..is (are) not in error by more than !
below for the case of "Neither system- It needs to be emphasized that if no part in (xi.
atic error nor imprecision negligible." statement of accuracy or precision ac- . . . is (are) accurate within ± (x units)

companies a reported number, then, in [or -t (x) percentl.
accordance with the usual conventions . . . is (are) believed accurate within

Uncertainties of Accepted Values of governing rounding, this number will

Fundamental Constants or ordinarily be interpreted as being ac- Positive wording, as in the first two

Primary Standards curate within ±/2 unit in the last signif- of these quasi-absolute statements, is
icant figure given: that is, it will be appropriate only when the stated

If the uncertainty in the accepted understood that its inaccuracy before bounds to the possible inaccuracy of
value of a national primary standard or rounding was less than - 5 units in the the reported value are themselves relia-
of some fundamental constant of na- next place. The statement "correct to bly established. However, when the in-
ture (for example. in the volt as main- eight significant figures" is included cx- dicated bounds are somewhat conjec-
tained at the National Bureau of Stan- plicitly in the foregoing example, rather tural, it is desirable to signify this
dards, or in the acceleration of gravity than left to be understood in order to fact (and put the reader on guard) by
g on the Potsdam basis) is an important forestall any concern that an explicit inclusion of some modifying expres-
source of systematic error affecting the statement of lesser accuracy was in- sion such as "believed." "considered."
measurement process, no allowance for advertently omitted. "estimated to be," "thought to be," and
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so forth, as exemplified by the third of that it may possess for certain particu- greater than the intrinsic variation of
the foregoing e':amples. lar uses), such a measure, then an appropriate

The term uncertainty may sometimes 4) The qualification ot a reported upper bound should be given, for ex-
be used effectively to achieve a concise- result with respect to its imprecision ample, as in the first two of the above
ness of expression otherwise difficult or and systematic error should be given examples, or by changing "a standard
impossible to attain. Thus, one might in sentence form, except when results error . . ." in the third and fourth
make a statement such as: of different precision or with different examples to "an upper bound to the

The uncertainties in the above values bounds to their systematic errors are standard error ..."

are not more than ± 0.5°C in the range presented in tabular arrangement. If When there is insufficient recent
O°C to Il00"C. and then increase to ±t it is necessary or desirable to indicate experience with the measurement proc-
2°C at 14500C, their respective imprecisions ot bounds esses involved, an estimate of the

or to their respective systematic errors, standard error must of necessity be
such information may be given in a computed by recognized statistical pro-

The unc, .ainty in this value does not parallel column or columns, with ap- cedures from the same measurements
exceed ...excluding (or, including) the
uncertainty of ... in the value ... adopted propriate identification. as the reported value itself. It is
for the (reference standard involved). Here, and in the next section, the essential that such computations be

A statement giving numerical limits term standard error is to be under- carried out according to an agreed-
of uncertainty as in the above should stood as signifying the standard devia- upon standard procedure, and the results
be followed by a brief discussion tell- tion of the reported value itself, not as thereof presented in sufficient detail to

ing how the limits were derived, signifying the standard deviation of the enable the reader to form his own judg-
Finally, the following forms of quasi- single determination (unless, of course, ment, and make his own allowances

absolute statements are considered poor the reported value is simply the result for their inherent uncertainties. To

practice, and are to be avoided: of a single determination), avoid possible misunderstanding, in such
The above recommendations should cases, first, the term computed standard

The accuracy of . . .is 5 percent. not be construed to exclude the pres- error should be used; second, the esti-
The accuracy of ... is ± 2 percent. entation of a quasi-abolute type of state- mate of the standard error employed

These are presumably intended to ment placing bounds on the inaccuracy, should be that obtained from
mean that the result concerned is not that is, on the overall uncertainty, of a estimate of standard error =
inaccurate, that is. not in error, by reported value, provided that separate (sum of squared residuals\t
more than 5 percent or 2 percent. re- statements of its imprecision and its SUM . )
spectively, but they explicitly state the possible systematic error are included where n is the (effective) number of
opposite, also. To be in good taste, the bounds completely independent determinations

indicating the overall uncertainty of which a is the arithmetic mean (or
should not he numerically less than the other appropriate least-squares adjusted

Neither Systematic Error Nor corresponding bounds placed on the value) and v is the number of degrees

Imprecision Negligible systematic error outwardly increased by of freedom involved in the sum of
at least three times the standard error, squared residuals (that is, the number

When neither the imprecision nor the The fourth of the following examples of residuals minus the number of fitted
systematic error of a result are negligi- of good practice is an instance at constants or other independent con-
ble, then the following rules are rec- putit: straints on the residuals): and third, the
ommended: The standard errors of these values do number of degrees of freedom should

1) A reported result should be quali- not exceed 0.000004 inch. and their svs- be explicitly stated. If the reported
fled by a quasi-absolute type of state- tematic errors are not in excess of 0.00002 value a is the arithmetic mean. then:
ment that places bounds on its sys- inch.

tematic error, and a separate statement The standard errors of these values are estimate of standard erro, - (=/n)

of its standard error or its probable less than (.r units), and their systematic er- where
e, rors are thought to be less than _ (y

error, or of an upper bound theret units). No additional uncertainty is as- e (X, - a)'/(n - t)
whenever a reliable determination of signed for the conversion to the chemical
such value or bound is available. Other. scale since the adonted conversion factor
wise a computed value of the standard is taken as 1.000275 exactly, and n is the number of completely in-
error, or. probable error, so designated, ...with a standard error of (x units), dependent determinations of which a is

should be given together with a state- and a systematic error of not more than the arithmetic mean. For example:
oe ( units)

ment of the number of degrees of . . with an oserall uncertainty of - 3 ... which is the arithmetic mean of (n)
freedom on which it is based. percent based on a standard error of 0.5 independent determinations and has a stan-

2) The bounds to its systematic error percent and an allowance of _t 1.5 percent dard error of ...

and the measure of its imprecision for systematic error ... with an overall uncertainty of
- 5.2 km/sec based on a standard error

should be stated to no more than two When a reliably established vaiaie for of 1.5 km/sec and estimated bounds of
significant figures. the relevant standard error is available, -_ 0.7 km/sec on the systematic error.

3) The reported result itself should and the dispersion of the present mea- (The figure 5.2 is equal to 0.7 plus 3
be stated at most to the last place af- surements is in keering with this ex- times 1.5.)
fected by the finer of the two qualify- perience. then this canonical value of or, if based on a computed standard
ing statements (unless it is desired to the standard error should be used (5). error,
indicate and preserve such relative ac- If such experience indicates that the The computed probable error (or. stan-
curacy or precision of a higher order standard error is subject to fluctuations dard error) of these values is (x units),
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based on (P) degrees of freedom, and the entation of a quasi-absolute type of prepare critically evaluated standard
systematic error is estimated to be less than statement placing bounds on its possible reference data have revealed that far
-t- (y units).
.. . with .n overall uncertainty of ±t 7 inaccuracy, provided that a separate too great a fraction of the data in the

km/sec derived from bounds of ± 0.7 statement of its imprecision is included scientific literature "cannot be criti-
km/sec on the systematic error and a com- also. To be in good taste, such bounds cally evaluated because the minimum
puted standard error of 1.5 kin/sec based t inaccuracy
on 9 degrees of freedom. [The number to should be numeri- of essential information is not present"
7 is approximately equal to 0.7 + (4.3 x cally equal to at least three times the (6).
1.5), where 4.3 is the value of Student's f stated standard error. The fourth of
for 9 degrees of freedom exceeded in ab- Referenees and Notessolute value with 0.002 probability. As the following examples of good practice
solueo, vu (e w- 3.090.2 is an instance at point. 1. The true value defined conceptually by an

exemplar measurement process, or the target
value intended in a practical measurement

When th,. reported value is the result The standard errors of these values are process.
of a complex measurement process less than (x units). 2. The standard error is the standard deviation
and is obtained as a function of sev- of tl. probability distribution of estimates

. . . with a standard error of (x units). (that is. reported values) of the quantity thateral quantities whose standard errors . . . with a computed standard error of is being measured. See M. G. Kendall and
W. R. Buckland, A Dirtionary of Statisticalhave been computed, these several (x units) based on (,) degrees of freedom. Terms (mater, New yari 1957).

quantities and their standard errors . . . with an overall uncertainty of -+ 4.5 3. For a comprehensive discussion on precision
should usually be reported, together km/sec derived from a standard error of and accuracy, and a selected bibliography of

80 references, tee C. Eisenhart. "Realistic
with a description of the method of 1.5 km/sec. (The figure 4.5 is equal to Evaluation of the Precision and Accuracy of
computation by which the standard 3 x 1.5.) Instrument Calibration Systems," i. Res. Nat.

Bur. Sid. 67C. No. 2. 161-187 (1963). (Re-
errors were combined to provide an or, if based on a computed standard prints are available upon request.)4. The essential elements of the present recoin-
overall estimate of imprecision for the error, mendations first appeared in a 1955 National
reported value. Bureau of Standards task group report pre.

with an overall uncertainty of " 6.5 pared principally by Malcolm W. Jensen. hi (Office of Weights and Measures). Leroy W.km/sec derived from a computed standard Tilton (Optics and Metrology Division). and
error of 1.5 km/sec (based on 9 degrees Churchill Eisenhart (Applied Mathematics Di.Systematic Error Negligible, of freedom). (The number 6.5 is equal to vision), which was based for the most part on

Imprecision Not Negligible 4.3 x 1.5, where 4.3 is the value of Stu- detailed recommendations developed some
years rarlier by Dr. Tilton for the internaldent's t for 9 degrees of freedom ex- guidance of the Optics and Metrology Di-

ceeded in absolute value with 0.002 prob- vision. In September 1961, new introductory
When the systematic error of a result ability. As r - o, I,~ (v) - 3.01 .) material was added to the recommendationsis negligible but its imprecision is not, of the 1955 task group; a few minor changeseoloig bu were made in the illustrative examples. and

the following rules are recommended: The remarks with regard to a com- the resulting revised version was circulated
1) Qualification of a reported value puted standard error in the preceding as a working paper of the Subcommittee on

should be limited to a statement of its section apply with equal force to the Accuracy Statements of the NBS Testing and
Calibration Committee. This 1961 version was

standard error or of an upper bound last two examples above. incorporated without essential change as
chapter 23. "Expression of the Uncertainties

thereto, whenever a reliable determina- of Final Results." of NBS Handbook 91,
tion of such value or bound is al.ail- Experimental Statistics (U.S. Government

Printing Office. Washington. 1963). reprinted
able. Otherwise a computed value of Conclusion with corrections is 1966. (This handbook
the standard error, so designated, brought together in a single volume the ma-

terial on experimental statistics prepared at
should be given together with a state- The foregoing recommendations call the Na',nat Bssteasu of Staodaeds to the

U.S. Army Ordnance Engineering Design
ment of the nlumber of degrees of for fuller and sarper detail than is fHandbook, and printed in 1962 for limited
freedom on which it is based, general in common practice. They distribution as U.S. Army Ordnance Corps

Pamphlets ORDP 20-110 through 20-114. Sub-2) The standard error or upper should be regarded as minimum stan- sequently when these five p.-'. lets became

bound thereto, should be stated to not dards of good practice. Of course, many parts of the AMC Engineering ')esien Hand-
book, they were designated Army Materiel

morc than two significant figures. instances require fuller treatment than Command Pamphlets AMCP 706-10 through
4) The reported result itself should that recommended here. 706-114.)

Th ret e d rIn the present version, the content ofbe state1 at most to the last place af- Thus, in the case of determinations chapter 23 has been rearranged and, in
order to be mose appropriate to calibration

fected by the stated value or bound of the "fundamental physical con- sers, more esenIicit consideration has been
to its imprecision (unless it is desired stants" and other basic properties of given to the case where the value of the

standard deviation a of the measurement
to indicate and preserve such relative process involved has been well established
precision of a higher order that it may give a detailed account of the various by recent past experience. A. terse summary

of the principal recommendations of thepossess for certain particular uses), components of imprecision and sys- present paper in the form of a text figure
4) Ttse qualification of a reported tematic error, and list their respective (Fig. I) Is contained in H. H. Ku, "Expres-

siens of Imprecision, Systematic Error, and
result with respect to its imprecision individual magnitudes in tabular form, Uncertainty Associated with a Reporned
should be given in sentence form, ex- so that (i) the state ol the art will be Value," to be published in Measurements and

Data. The earlier versions were addressed
cent when results of different precision more clearly revealed. (ii) each individ- primarily to the case of isolated experiments
are presented in tabular arrangement ual user of the final result may decide or tests. where the relevant value of o is

usually unknown in advance, and the statistical
and it is necessary or desirable to indi- for himself which of the indicated com- uncertainty of the final results must thereforehe xpressed entirely in terms of quantities
cutc their respective imprecisions in ponents of imprecision or systematic derived from the data o the experiment
which event such information may be error are. or are not, relevant to his itself5. The control chart is an invaluable tool in

tsen ;n ap parallel column or columns, use of the final result, and (iii)-most providing justification for the use of a ca-

t;!h appropriate identification. important-the final result itself or its nonical value of the standard error. See, for
example, ASTM Manual on Quality Control,t the fact that the systematic er- uncertainty can be modified appropri- at Materials (American Society for Testing

negltgble shosuld be stated ex- ately in the light of later advances. This and Materials, Philadephia. 1951).
6. L. M. Branscomb. "The misinformation ex-is, and has long been, the practice fol- plosion; Is the literature worth reviewing?."

'r, *',,sc recrommendalions should lowd in the best reports of funda- a talk presented to the Philosophical Society
of Washington. 17 November 1961, and to.,tesmd to excltde the pres- mental studies, but current efforts to be published in Sclentlfic Research.
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EXPRESSIONS OF IMPRECISION,

SYSTEMATIC ERROR,

AND

UNCERTAINTY ASSOCIATED

WITH A REPORTED VALUE
HARRY H. KU, National Bureau of Standards

Reprinted with corrections, November 1968.

T he work of a calibration laboratory ing statements are useful on certain occa-
may be thought of as a sequence of sions, but fail whenever the demand is

operations that result in the collection, stor- exacting. The general practice of obliterat-
age, and transmittal of information. In mak- ing all the identifiable components of un-
ing a statement of uncertainty of the result certainty, by combining them into an over-
of calibration, the calibration laboratory all uncertainty, just for the sake of simplicity,
transmits information to its clients on the is another case in point. After all, if the
particular item calibrated, calibration laboratory reports all the per-

It is logical, then, to require the trans- tinent information in separate components,
mitted information to be meaningful and the user can always combine them or use
unambiguous, and to contain all the rele- them individually, as he sees fit. On the
vant information in the possession of the other hand, if the user is given only one
laboratory. The information content of the number, he can never disentangle this num-
statement of uncertainty determines, to a ber into its various components. Since the
large extent, the worth of the calibrated information buried under these oversimpli-
value, fled statements is available, and may well

A common deficiency in many statements be useful to sophisticated customers, such

of uncertainty is that they do not convey practices result in substantial waste of ef-

all the information a calibration laboratory fort and resources.
has to offer, information acquired through In calibrating an item by repeating the
much ingenuity and hard work. This defi- same calibration procedure, the calibration
ciency usually originates in two ways: laboratory gains increments of information

1. Loss of information through oversim- about its calibration system. These incre-
1loso inforind tments of information are quantified and ac-

plification, and cumulated for the benefit of the calibration

2. loss of information through the inability laboratory. If the precision of the calibra-
of the laboratory to take into account in- tion process remains unchanged, the sta-
formation accumulated from its past ex- tistical measure of dispersion (s) - i.e.,
perience. the standard deviations computed from these

With the increasingly stringent demands sets of data - can be pooled together,Wih i ed ireaisioand accuracy of call- weighted by their respective degrees offor improved precision aboraof al freedom. When many such increments of
bration work, calibration laboratories as a information are combined, an accepted or
whole just cannot afford such luxury. canonical value of standard deviation (a)

Traceability to the national standards, is established. This established (canonical)
accuracy ratios, and class tolerance require- value of standard deviation characterizes
ments are simplified concepts that aim to the precision of the calibration process, and
achieve different degrees of accuracy re- is treasured information in any calibration
quirements. These concepts and the result- laboratory.
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Hence, the canonical value of standard tainty deserves all the attention required
deviation is the quantification of informa- to make the statement both realistic and
tion accumulated from past experiences of useful. To this end, Tables 1, 2 and 3 give
the calibration laboratory, and is an essen- terms and expressions compiled as a ready
tial element of the statement of uncertainty, reference for those who are searching for
The standard deviation (s) computed from some appropriate format or wording, tocary-
the current calibration is used to check the ry out the thoughts expressed. They sum-
precision of current work, and to add to the marize the recommended practices on
pool of information on the process, but cer- expression of uncertainties as given in
tainly does not represent all the informa- Chapter 23 of NBS Handbook 91. A re-
tion available in the possession of an es- vised version of this chapter with the title
tablished calibration laboratory. Only by "Expression of Uncertainties of Final Re-
passing its accumulated information to the suits" by Churchill Eisenhart may be found
users is the calibration laboratory perform- in Science, 160, June 14, 1968. Figure I
ing a complete service, gives a condensed summary of this mater-

ial. Tables 1, 2 and 3 give details on the

STATEMENT OF UNCERTAINTY following:

Hence, in the preparation of a statement
of uncertainty, it is helpful to bear in mind
that: IMPRECISION
1. The derivation of a statement of un- Standard deviation

certainty has as its foundation the work Standard error

done in the laboratory, and is based on Probable error

information accumulated from past experi- Mean deviation

ence, and Ma eito
Arithmetic mean

2. In general, information is lost through Weighted mean
oversimplification, and demands for im- Fitted equation
proved precision and accuracy cannot be
met with simplified statements of uncer-
tainty. SYSTEMATIC ERROR

Unless a statement of uncertainty is well Uncertainty in constants

formulated and supported, it is difficult to Uncertainty in calibrated values

say what is meant by the statement, a dif- Bias in computation

ficulty frequently encountered. Since the
evaluation of uncertainty is part and par- N I T
cel of the high standard of work of a cali- UNCERTAINTY

bration laboratory, the statement of uncer- Bounds to inaccuracy
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TABLE 1 - IMPRECISION STATEMENTS

Value
reported Index or Measure of Error Remarks

Precision of a mea- (a). Standard deviation (a) of o'(or s with the associated degrees of freedom') is of
surement (colibro- a single determination (ob- main interest as an index of precision of the inva-
Sion) process servotion) surement process. If the average of n such measure-

ments is also reported, see (b) below.

Arithmetic mean (b). Standard error (a/Vn) of the -n is of main interest; the number n is also essential
(inJ of n numbers reported value information; aassumed known.'

(c). 2 sigma limits Commonly used bounds of imprecisions; usually used
(d). 3 sigma limits when a, known, or when n large.

(e). Confidence interval (indicate Data points assumed to be normally distributed; report
one- or two-sided) confidence coefficient (level) 100 (1 - a)%. 2

(f). Half-width of confidence inter- Some as (e) above; for symmetrical two-sided intervals;
val (or confidence limits) an index to bounds of imprecision. 2

(g). Probable error of the reported Probable error = .6745 Vn for normally distributed
value data points when a known. Use of o-l'\/n preferred.

Incorrect if a not known.

(h). Mean deviation, or average Limiting mean of mean deviation =-V2./; El a" for
deviation, of a measurement from normally distributed data points when a known.
the mean calculated from the Use of a usually preferred.
sample

(i). Any of the above expressed State what is being expressed in percent, eg., (a/-V/n)
in percent, or ppm of in- (I0/.n ),-Tn being a fairly constant value.

m means each com- (I). (b), (c), (d) and (f) above If the measurements are of equal precision and a un-
puted from n meo- known, use
surements 2 1 m

S = I s-, as estimate of 
2 . The no. of de-1P -F i=1

grees of freedom associated with sp is m(n-I).

(k). Sample coefficient of variation Appropriate when the m means cover a wide range
v = L) and where the v's computed for the m sets are aboutXn the same magnitude. Give range of v's for the m

or relative percent sets. The means must be positive and bounded away
(v x 100) from zero.

Weighted mean (I). Standard error (ac= ) of the If w,= l/a', and w, = 1/ox2 , then 2 1
w,t, +w2,± weighted mean w, +--w
wX + w, Not recommended when the a's are not known and

are estimated by s computed from small number of
measurements.

An equation (theo- (m). Standard deviationcomputerd Report n, the number of data points, and k, the num-
retical or empirical) from the deviations (residuals) of ber of constants fitted,
fitted to data points data points from the fitted curve n
by the method of 2 , (y -9j)2/ (n-k),

least squares i =1

where 9i is the value on the fitted curve for the
particular xi. Value of s usually given in computer
print-out.

Constants (coeffi- (n). Standard errors of the coeffi- Standard errors usually given in computer print-out.
cients) in the eqjo- cients based on the standard de- Report n and k as above. 3.
tion fitted to the viation computed under (m)
data points by the
method of least
squares
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TABLE 1 - IMPRECISION STATEMENTS - (Continued)

Value
reported Index or Measure of Error Remarks

A predicted point on (a). Standard error (s ) of the pre- For the straight line case, the computer print-out gives
the curve for a dicted point
particular xo the vorionce-covarionce matrix ( ,

s2 
= s,, - 2s,2 Xo + s22X

0

2. 
3

Report n and k.

A predicted observ- (p). Standard error of the predict- For the straight line case, sy' = s"' +s' where s;'
ed value for a par- ed value of y and s

2 are that given in (a) and (m) respectively.'
ticular Xo Report n and k

Value of function of (q). Standard error calculated by Appropriate when errors of measurements are small
the orith metic the use of propagation of error compared to the values of variables measured. Use
means of several formulas standard error of the means of the variables in the
measured variables formulas. ' Report number of measurements from

which these standard errors are computed.

Percentage or pro- (r). Confidence limits of the true Procedures for obtaining exact and approximate confi-
portion (r/ n), r and proportion P dence limits are discussed in Chapter 7, NBS Hand-
n being counts book 91. State one-sided or two-sided.

TABLE 2- SYSTEMATIC ERROR 5 (BIAS) STATEMENTS

Value
reported Index or Measure of Error Remarks

Numerical value re- Reasonable bounds ascribed to Detailed discussions of systematic errors ore always
suiting from a mea- the value originating from: h~lpful.
surement process (i). systematic error reliably es- Positive wording is appropriate:

tablished "...-is not in error by more than .
- . - is accurate withinl: .. ."

(ii). systematic error estimated Use modifier such as "believed", "estimated", "consider-
from experience or by judgment ed", to signify the conjectural nature of the statement.

(iii). combination of a number of State explicitly the method of combination such as
elemental systematic errors "the simple sum of the bounds" or "the square root of

the sum of squares".

(iv). uncertainty in some funda- Give reference to the value of constant used.
mental constant

(v). uncertainty in calibrated Ascertain the meaning of the systematic and random
values components of the uncertainty from the calibration

laboratory so that decisions on the uses of these com-
pco.ents can be made from the correct interpretations.

(vi). bias in the method of cam- Correct if feasible, or give the magnitude; an example
putotion is ratio of the averages versus average of the ratios.
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TABLE 3 - UNCERTAINTY STATEMENTS

Value
reported Index or Measure of error Remarks

Numerical value re- Bounds to inaccuracy: Explicit expression of correctness to the lost significant
suiting from a mea- (1). Systematic error and impre- figure, interpreted as being accurate within t/2 units
surement process cision both negligible in the last significant figure given.

(2). Imprecision negligible. Bounds Sentence form preferred such as given under remark
on inaccuracy given to no more for (i) and (ii). Footnote needed if bounds are given
than two significant figures. in tabular form.

(3). Systematic error negligible. State explicitly the index used and give essential in-
Index of precision (b), (g), (h), (i), formation associated with the index. Qualify index cal-
(k), or (n) stated to no more than culoted by the word 'computed". Avoid using expressions
two significant figures of the form a t b unless the meaning of b is explained

fully immediately following or in footnote.

(3). Systematic error negligible. Same as under (3).
Bounds to imprecision (c), (d), (e),
or (f) stated to no more than two
significant figures.

(4). Neither systematic error nor (2) and (3) above separately stated.
imprecision negligible. Two nu-
merics indicating bounds to sys-
tematic error and index of im-
precision respectively

(4'). Bounds to systematic error (2) and (3') above where the two components either
and imprecision combined, indi- have been previously described, or explained im-
cating the likely inaccuracy of the mediately following (or in footnote).
value

(5). Quoted from literature State reference and give author's interpretation of the
uncertainty; add remark if meaning unknown or
ambiguous.

I If or is not known, use the computed standard deviation s based on k measurements as an estimate of a, where

1 )z -= "k) . The number (k-)) is the degrees of freedom associated with s.k-I i--1 i tk
=1

2 For interpretation see Chapter 1, NBS Handbook 91, Experimental Statistics, by M. G. Natrello, 1963.

3 For details see Chapter 5 (straight line), and Chapter 6 (multivariate and polynomial), NBS Handbook 91.

4 For details see "Notes on the use of propagation of error formulas', by Harry H. Ku, NBS Journal of Research, Vol.
70C, No. 4, October-December, 1966.

See "Realistic Evaluation of the Precision and Accuracy of Instrument Calibration Systems' by Churchill Eisenhart,
NBS Journal of research, Vol. 67C, No. 2, April-June, 1963, and 'Systematic Errors in Physical Constants" by W. J.
Youden, Physics Today 14, 1961.
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FIGURE 1 - SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS ON
EXPRESSIONS OF THE UNCERTAINTIES OF FINAL RESULTS

SYSTEMATIC ERROR AND (b) The bounds to its systematic error
IMPRECISION BOTH NEGLIGIBLE and the measure of its imprecision should
(CASE 1) be stated to no more than two significant

In this case, the reported result should figures;
be given correct to the number of signifi- (c) The reported result itself should be
cant figures consistent with the accuracy stated, at most, to the last place affected
requirements of the situation, together with by the finer of the two qualifying state-
an explicit statement of its accuracy or ments, unless it is desired to indicate and
correctness. preserve such relative accuracy or preci-
SYSTEMATIC ERROR NOT sion of a higher order that the result may
NEGLIGIBLE, IMPRECISION possess for certain particular uses;
NEGLIGIBLE (CASE 2) (d) The qualification of a reported result,

(a) Qualification of a reported result with respect to its imprecision and syste-
should be limited to a single quasi-absolute matic error, should be given in sentence
type of statement that places bounds on its form, except when results of different preci-
inaccuracy; sion or with different bounds to their sys-

(b) These bounds should be stated to no tematic errors are presented in tabular ar-
more than two significant figures; rangement. If it is necessary or desirable

(c) The reported result itself should be to indicate their respective imprecisions or
given (i.e., rounded) to the last place af- bounds {o their respective systematic errors,
fected by the stated bounds, unless it is such information may be given in a parallel
desired to indicate and preserve such rela- column or columns, with appropriate iden-
tive accuracy or precision of a higher order tification.
that the result may possess for certain par-
ticular uses; SYSTEMATIC ERROR NEGLIGIBLE,

(d) Accuracy statements should be given IMPRECISION NOT NEGLIGIBLE
in sentence form in all cases, except when (CASE 4)
a number of results of different accuracies (a) Qualification of a reportedvalue should
are presented, e.g., in tabular arrangement. be limited to a statement of its standard
If it is necessary or desirable to indicate error or of an upper bound thereto, when-
the respective accuracies of a number of ever a reliable determination of such value
results, the results should be given in the or bound is available. Otherwise, a com-

form a _t b (or a+ b, if necessary) With an puted value of the standard error so desig-
-- nated should be given, together with a state-

appropriate explanatory remark (as ment of the number of degrees of freedom
note to the table, or incorporated ir-te ,on which it is based;
accompanying test) to the effect that the (b) The standard error, or upper bound
t b, or + b signify bounds to the errors thereto, should be stated to not more than
Sb c two significant figures;

which the a's may be subject. (c) The reported result itself should be
(e) The fact that the imprecision is negli- stated, at most, to the last place affected

gible should be stated explicity. by the stated value or bound to its impre-
cision, unless it is desired to indicate and

NEITHER SYSTEMATIC ERROR NOR preserve such relative precision of a higher
IMPRECISION NEGLIGIBLE (CASE 3) order that the result may possess for cer-

(a) A reported result should be qualified tain particular uses;
by: (1) a quasi-absolute type of statement (d) The qualification of a reported result
that places bounds on its systematic error; with respect to its imprecision should be
and, (2) a separate statement of its stan- given in sentence form, except when results
dard error or its probable error or of an of different precision are presented in tabu-
upper bound thereto, whenever a reliable lar arrangement and it is necessary or de-
determination of such value or bound is sirable to indicate their respective impre-
available - otherwise, a computed value of cisions, in which event such information may
the standard error or probable error so be given in a parallel column or columns,
designated should be given, together with with appropriate identification.
a statement of a number of degrees of free- (e) The fact that the systematic error is
dom on which it is based; negligible should be stated explicitly.
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Foreword

Statistical design deals with the scheduling and the orderly arrange-
ment of the sequence of observations in an experiment. Since each experi-
ment is an individual undertaking, so is its design. Some basic cosidera-
tions, however, are applicable to almost all experiments. These principles
are summarized in Chapter 11 of Handbook 91, reprinted here as the first
paper (2.1) in this section.

In Physical Measurements and Experiment Design (2.6), Youden high-
lighted the shift of emphasis from the classical designs for agricultural
experimentation to that for physical experimentation. He argues that the
designs should take advantage of the special features that are character-
istic of the class of prQblems in physical sciences, and gives several ex-
amples illustrating his point.

His other three papers (2.2, 2.3, 2.5) are coauthored with scientists in
various areas of the Bureau, and illustrate the need for tailoring the design
to the particular experiment. A variety of other examples are also given in
Statistical Design (Selected Reference D2), which is a collection of his
bimonthly articles from Industrial and Engineering Chemistry.

In calibration work, it is not uncommon for different laboratories to
use the same method of comparison for the same type of standards, and
hence to use the same type of design. Design for the comparison of groups
of standard cells are given in NBS Technical Note 430 (abstracted in 7.2).
Current designs used in the comparison of mass standards are illustrated
in Technical Note 288 (abstracted in 7.1). It is expected that more of this
"standard type" of calibration designs for physical quantities that are
routinely measured in Standards Laboratories will be published in the form
of Technical Notes. One such publication in preparation is that for the
series of mass standards.
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EXPERIMENTAL STATISTICS*

CHAPTER 1

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

IN PLANNING EXPERIMENTS

Mary G. Natrella

11-1 THE NATURE OF EXPERIMENTATION

An experiment has been defined, in the most (1) possible effects due to background vari-
general sense, as "a considered course of action ables do not affect information obtained about
aimed at answering one or more carefully the factors of primary interest; and,
framed questions." Observational programs in
the natural sciences and sample surveys in the (2) some information about the effects of the
social sciences are clearly included in this gen- background variables can be obtained. See
eral definition. In ordnance engineering, how- Paragraph 11-3.
ever, we are concerned with a more restricted
kind of experiment in which the experimenter In addition, there may be variables of which
does something to at least some of the things the experimenter is unaware which have an
under study and then observes the effect of his effect on the outcome of the experiment. The
action. effects of these variables may be given an oppor-

tunity to "balance out" by the introduction of
randomization into the experimental pattern.

The things under study which are being delib- See Paragraph 11-4.

erately varied in a controlled fashion may be
called the factors. These factors may be quan- Many books have been written on the general
titative factors such as temperature which can principles of experimentation, and the book by
be varied along a continuous scale (at least for Wilson (" is especially recommended. There
practical purposes the scale may be called con- are certain characteristics an experiment ob-
tinuous) or they may be qualitative factors viously must have in order to accomplish any-
(such as different machines, different operators, thing at all. We might call these requisites of a
different composition of charge, etc.). The use good experiment, and we give as a partial listing
of the proper experimental pattern aids in the of requisites:
evaluation of the factors. See Paragraph 11-2.

(1) There must be a clearly defined objective.

In addition to the factors, which are varied in (2) As far as possible, the effects of the
a controlled fashion, the experimenter may be factors should not be obscured by other vari-
aware of certain background variables which ables.
might affect the outcome of the experiment.
For one reason or another, these background (3) As far as possible, the results should not
variables will not be or cannot be included as be influenced by conscious or unconscious bias
factors in the experiment, but it is often possible in the experiment or on the part of the experi-
to plan the experiment so that: menter.

lBS Handbook 91, 1966. 81 - 1-I
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ORDP 20-112 PLANNING AND ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTS

(4) The experiment should provide some To aid in achieving these requisites, statistical
measure of precision. * design of experiments can provide some tools for

sound experimentation, which are listed in Table
(5) The experiment must have suffitient pre- 11-1.

cision to accomplish its purpose. The tools given include: experimental pattern,

planned grouping, randomization, and replica-
This requisite can be relaxed in some situations, i.e., tion. Their functions in experimentation are

when there is a well-known history of the measurement shown in Table 11-1, and are amplified in Para-
process, and consequently good a priori estimates of
precision. graphs 11-2 through 11-5.

TABLE 11-1. SOME REQUISITES AND TOOLS FOR SOUND EXPERIMENTATION

Requisites Tools

1. The experiment should have carefully de- 1. The definition of objectives requires all of
fined objectives, the specialized subject-matter knowledge of

the experimenter, and results in such things
as:
(a) Choice of factors, including their range;
(b) Choice of experimental materials, pro-

cedure, and equipment;
(c) Knowledge of what the results are

applicable to.

2. As far as possible, effects of factors should 2. The use of an appropriate EXPERIMEN-
not be obscured by other variables. TAL PATTERN** (see Par. 11-2) helps to

free the comparisons of interest from the
effects of uncontrolled variables, and sim-
plifies the analysis of the results.

3. As far as possible, the experiment should be 3. Some variables may be taken into account
free from bias (conscious or unconscious). by PLANNED GROUPING (see Par.

11-3). For variables not so taken care of,
use RANDOMIZATION (Par. 11-4). The
use of REPLICATION aids RANDOM-
IZATION to do a better job.

4. Experiment should provide a measure of 4. REPLICATION (Par. 11-5) provides the
precision (experimental error).* measure of precision; RANDOMIZATION

assures validity of the measure of precision.

5. Precision of experiment should be sufficient 5. Greater precision may be achieved by:
to meet objectives set forth in requisite 1. Refinements of technique

EXPERIMENTAL PATTERN (including
PLANNED GROUPING)
REPLICATION.

Except where there is a well-known history of the Capitalized words are discussed in the following
measurement process. paragraphs.
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GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS IN PLANNING ORDP 20-112

11-2 EXPERIMENTAL PATTERN

The term experimental pattern is a broad one clear estimation of the effects of the factors.
by which we mean the planned schedule of
taking the measurements. A particular pat- A common experimental pattern is the so-
tern may or may not include the succeeding called factorial design experiment, wherein we
three tools (planned grouping, randomization, control several factors and investigate their
and replication). Each of these three tools can effects at each of two or more levels. If two
improve the experimental pattern in particular levels of each factor are involved, the experi-
situations. The proper pattern for the experi- mental plan consists of taking an observation at
ment will aid in control of bias and in measure- each of the 2n possible combinations. The fac-
ment of precision, will simplify the requisite torial design, with examples, is discussed in
calculations of the analysis, and will permit greater detail in Chapter 12.

11-3 PLANNED GROUPING

An important class of experimental patterns geneous area (block) may not be large enough to
is characterized by planned grouping. This accommodate all the treatments of interest.
class is often called block designs. The use of
planned grouping (blocking) arose in compara- If we are interested in the wearing qualities of
tive experiments in agricultural research, in automobile tires, the natural block is a block of
recognition of the fact that plots that were close four, the four wheels of an automobile. Each
together in a field were usually more alike than automobile may travel over different terrain or
plots that were far apart. In industrial and have different drivers. However, the four tires
engineering research, the tool of planned group- on any given automobile will undergo much the
ing can be used to take advantage of naturally same conditions, particularly if they are rotated
homogeneous groupings in materials, machines, frequently.
time, etc., and so to take account of "back-
ground variables" which are not directly "fac- In testing different types of plastic soles for

tors" in the experiment, shoes, the natural block consists of two units,
the two feet of an individual.

Suppose we are required to compare the effect The block may consist of observations taken
of five different treatments of a plastic material, at nearly the same time or place. If a machine
Plastic properties vary considerably within a can test four items at one time, then each run
given sheet. To get a good comparision of the may be regarded as a block of four units, each
five treatment effects, we should divide the item being a unit.
plastic sheet into more or less homogeneous
areas, and subdivide each area into five parts. Statisticians have developed a variety of es-
The five treatments could then be allocated to pecia!iy advantageous configurations of block
the five parts of a given area. Each set of five designs, named and classified by their structure
parts may be termed a block In this case, had into randomized blocks, Latin squares, incom-
we had four or six treatments, we could as well plete blocks, lattices, etc., with a number of sub-
have had blocks of four or six units. This is categories of each. Some of these block designs
not always the case - the naturally homo- are discussed in detail in Chapter 13.
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ORDP 20-112 PLANNING AND ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTS

11-4 RANDOMIZATION

Randomization is necessary to accomplish of as insurance, and, like insurance, may some-
Requisites 3 and 4 in Table 11-1. In order to times be too expensive. If a variable is thought
eliminate bias from the experiment (Requisite unlikely to have an effect, and if it is very diffi-
3), experimental variables which are not spe- cult to randomize with respect to the variable,
cifically controlled as factors, or "blocked out" we may choose not to randomize.
by planned grouping, should be randomized -
e.g., the allocations of specimens to treatments In general, we should try to think of all vari-
or methods should be made by some mechanical ables that could possibly affect the results, select
method of randomization. as factors as many variables as can reasonably

Randomization also assures valid estimates of be studied, and use planned grouping where

experimental error (Requisite 4), and makes pos- possible. Ideally, then, we randomize with

sible the application of statistical tests of sig- respect to everything else- but it must be
sibl th aplicaionof tatiticl tstsrecognized that the ideal cannot always be

nificance and the construction of confidence realized in practice.
intervals.

There are many famous examples of experi- The word randomization has been used rather
ments where failure to randomize at a crucial than randomness to emphasize the fact that
stage led to completely misleading results. As experimental material rarely, if ever, has a ran-
always, however, the coin has another side; the dom distribution in itself, that we are never
beneficial effects of randomization are obtained really safe in assuming'that it has, and that con-
in the long run, and not in a single isolated sequently randomness has to be assured by for-
experiment. Randomization may be thought mal or mechanical randomization.

11-5 REPLICATION

In order to evaluate the effects of factors, a ure of precision must be obtained from the ex-
measure of precision (experimental error) must periment itself, replication provides the meas-
be available. In some kinds cf experiments, ure. In addition to providing the measure of
notably in biological or agricultural research, precision, replication provides an opportunity
this measure must be obtained from the experi- for the effects of uncontrolled factors to balance
ment itself, since no other source would provide orth e
an appropriate measure. In some industrial out, and thus aids randomization as a bias-

and engineering experimentation, however, decreasing tool. (In successive replications,
records may be available on a relatively stable the randomization features must be independ-
measurement process, and this data may pro- ent.) Replication will also help to spot gross
vide an appropriate measure. Where the meas- errors in the measurements.
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GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS IN PLANNING ORDP 20-112

11-6 THE LANGUAGE OF EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

In discussing applications of statistical de- language for a single book, we must use these

sign of experiments in the field of physical terms, and we must ask the engineer or scientist

sciences and engineering, we are extremely to stretch his imagination to make the terms fit

handicapped by the classical language of experi- his experimental situation.
mental design. The early developments and

applications were in the field of agriculture, Experimental area can be thought of as the

where the terms used in describing the designs scope of the planned experiment. For us, a
had real physical meaning. The experimental block can be a group of resulLs from a particular
area was an area - a piece of ground. A block operator, or from a particular machine, or on a

was a smaller piece of ground, small enough to particular day - any planned natural grouping

be fairly uniform in soil and topography, and which should serve to make results from one

thus was expected to give results within a block block more alike than results from different

that would be more alike than those from differ- blocks. For us, a treatment is the factor being

ent blocks. A plot was an even smaller piece of investigated (material, environmental condi-
ground, the basic unit of the design. As a unit, tion, etc.) in a single factor experiment. In
the plot was planted, fertilized, and harvested, factorial experiments (where several variables

and it could be split just by drawing a line. A are being investigated at the same time) we

treatment was actually a treatment (e.g., an speak of a treatment combination and we mean

application of fertilizer) and a treatment combi- the prescribed levels of the factors to be applied
nation was a combination of treatments. A to an experimental unit. For us, a yield is a

yield was a yield, a quantity harvested and measured result and, happily enough, in chem-
weighed or measured. istry it will sometimes be a yield.

Unfortunately for our purposes, these are the Many good books on experimental design are

terms commonly used. Since there is no par- available. See the following list of References

ticular future in inventing a new descriptive and Recommended TextbouKs.
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The problem posed in the introduction can now The mathematical model underlying the statist ival
be resolved in many ways. If the 36 quantities are analysis is based on the following considerations.
divided into two gups of 18 each, 324 pairs will Let M be a reference temperature in the range of
be formed. At the other extreme is the division temperatures of the bath (luring the experiment.
into 1 and 35, which results in only 35 pairs. At the time of measurement of the jth pair of ther-
3. Application to Thermometer Calibration mometers, the temperature of the bath will be

M'+pj, where p, is defined by this condition.
The authors asked the Thermometry Section of Next, suppose that the ith thermometer belongs

ihe National Bureau of Standards to itercompare to the jth pair, and let xrj denote the observed tem-
eight thermometers, using the two-group arrange- perature for this thermometer when the jth pair is
ment. The usual practice of the section is to read read. Then the difference between the observed
the thermometers in sequence in a bath with slowly temperature zi and the true bath temperature Af+p,
rising temperature and then to read them in reverse will consist of two parts: a systematic error ti, pc-
order. This device effectively compensates for culiar to the ith thermometer, and a random reading
changes in the bath temperature, provided that the error efj, i. e.,
temperature changes at a constant rate. The
etfectiweness of the two-group arrangement, however, xj- (Af M pj) =t,+eij
does not depend on a constant rate of change in or
temperature.

The thermometers were partly immersed in a bath X, =M~t, pj+eij.
of distilled water, aatd were read through a telescope
mounted a short distance away. The temperature v
of the bath was at approximately 400 C at the start By imposing the restrictions -2 t --2pj=O, Mis
of the readings, but rose gradually throughout the uniquely defined.
experiment. There were short. pauses of irregular The constants M, t, and p, and the error eij are
length between pairs of readings. unknown but can be estimated from the data. It

The eight thermometers were divided into 2 is assumed that the errors associated with different
groups of 4 each, containing thermometers 1, 2, 3, readings are independent and' come from the same
and 4 and 5, 6, 7, and 8, respectively. The read- population of errors. This population is assumed to
ings are given in table 1 in the order in which they have mean zero and standard deviation r, which
were obtained.' may or may not be known.

The computations can be simplified by subtract- The following calculations will show how to esti-
ing some convenient number from each observation, mate the constants and the standard deviation.'
Accordingly, all subsequent calculations are based Estimates of the t's are of especial interest, since
on the observations in table 1 after subtracting 40 they may be used to calibrate a new thermometer in
from each of them. terms of a standard. Estimates are denoted by

'The thermometers were randomized within the pairs and the pairr within
the runs. 2 Derivations of formulas are given in the appendix.

TABLE 1. Temperature readings in c.rder of time

Run

I2 3 4

Ther- r Thr- Reading Pair Ther- RThr- Reading

mometer Reading Pair mometer Par ometer R- P mometer

1- 40.0 3 40. 18 ~ - 2 40.23 13 4.2640.00 8 40.18 .- 6 40.22 1 3 40.28

2__ 5 400 6 -------- 7 40.07 0 --- 8 40.24 14--- 4 7 :0.15

I 40.13 2 40.19 4 40.15 40.20

8 40.:15 7- { 1 40. 10 1 7 40. 12 4-----2 .27
40 76 40. 18 35 40.20-3 40.20 2 4

40.13 8 5 40.17 1 5 40.23 164
4 40.05 4 4 1 1 40. 16 8 40 3
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I A
carets. For example, t is the estimate of It. t,= (vD,- S2)lvm

To analyze the coded 'data it. is convenient to
compute an auxiliary quantity, D, for each thermom- if i is in group 2. For example, for the first thermom-
eter. Thus D,, the D for the ith thermometer, is eter
computed as follows. For each pair that contains
the ith thermometer the difference between the A

readin for the ith thermometer and the reading for t = (8D,-S)/32= (--1.92+.07)/32= -. 05781.
the o1lher thermometer of the pair is computed.
The sum of these differences is D. For example, If a is unknown from past experience, it may be

calculated from the data. This calculation is made
D= (0- (-.01)1 (.10-.18)± (.16-.23) quite simply by working with the differences between

+(.21-.31)=-.24. the readings within a pair. Let the difference
without regard to sign for the jth pair be designated

Let the group that contains m thermometers be by dj. Then a is estimated from the formula
called group 1, and the group that contains n ther-
mometers be called group 2. Let the sum of the M V A

D's for the thermometers in group I be denoted by 2(mn-m--n+l)AR=Yf--,Di.
St, and in group 2 by S2. Then the D's may be used -i ,-
to estimate the correction for the ith thermometer
by the following formulas:4 The computations may be systematized by use of

table 2, in which the estimates of the t's and tDi

t, = (vD - S,) /vn are found.

if i is in group 1, and

4 It sometimes happens that the temperatures or other quantities are not 'When just the differences are observed, it is convenient to do tie analysis in
observed directly, but istead the differences between the quantitieg in the pairs terms of the standard deviation of the differences, which may conveniently be
ame recorded. Although in this eae M and the p's cannot be estimated, the denoted by a. This formula and others below apply in this case, too, provided
i's still are estimable by these formulas. Is replaced by ed1.

Table 2. Calculation of the thermometer effects

Group 2 (n) Calculations
thermometer

A A

5 6 8 a0 9 80 321 D
2 16 .10 0 .21 .147

.23 . 18 -. 01 .31 .71 -. 24 -1.92 -1.65 -. o5781 .0138

- 2 .2 30 .23 .19 17 .69
E .22 .07 .15 .71 .18 1.44 1.51 .0!719 .00849

E .o5 .20 .15

1 .17 .13 .13 .15 .2 4 -. 16 -1.28 -1.21 -. 03781 .oo605

E .75 .72 .79 .66 .33 .59 .89 .71 5.4 43'

a .03 .13 -. 26 .17 .07 .07

so .24 1.04 -2.08 1.36 .56'56

A 2 .1.7 .97 -2.15 1.29 .28
o-3*.28 ___

00874
.00531 .03031 -. 06719 .04031 o .00,874

t ooo16 .00394, .01747 oo65 28V
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The coded readings are entered in the upper If a2 is not known, then its estimate is used.
left-hand part of the table, where every cell corre- As an example, consider thermometers 1 and 2.
sponds to somelpair. For example, the first pair is The appropriate formula is the first one above, so
put into the cell in row 1 and column 7, with the that
reading for thermometer 1 recorded in the upper o =.0114.
right-hand corner and for thermometer 7 in the
lower left-hand corner. By so recording the read- Just as it has been possible to intercompare the
ings, each row and column is divided into subrows t asoths een ossi oiecoparthe
and subcolumns. thermometers even though in some cases a particular

The remaining rows and columns are for calcula- pair of thermometers were never at the same tem-
tions, which it is believed are self-evident. In perature, so also it is possible to determine the rela-

A A tive temperatures of the bath when each of the 7nn
general, row 8D is replaced by vD and 32t by (vm) t. pairs of thermometers were read even though the
Likewise, column 8D is replaced by t'D and 32 t by temperatures were read with different thermometers

A ith unknown corrections. It may sometimes be
( tn) t. Several checks are available: (1) the sum of important to ascertain the character of the drift or
the entries in row 2; must equal the sum of the taking place in the experimental system.enre olm ,ad 2 h um fte~changes tkn lc nteeprmna ytm
entries in column M, and (2) the sums of the other In the example given, matters were arranged so thatcorresponding rows and columns, except the last, there was an approximately linear drift upward inmust be of different sign but of the same absolute the bath temperature. Table 4 reflects this condi-
value. In the table these quantities appear along tion, the values being computed as is indicated
the diagonal. below.

The standard deviation is estimated from the
formula given above. The differences d may easily TABEE 4. Average temperatures of the pairs referred to 40* C

be calculated from table 1, and . t4D from
Uncor- Cor- Uncor- Cor-

table 2. The differences and calculations on them P:air rected rected Pair reeted rected

are given in table 3. average average average average

TABLE 3. Calculation of the standard deviation 
0

C C C C
I.-.----------- -0.005 0.058 9 ............ 0.225 0.186
S- :2............. .105 02 10 ------------. 195 .194

3On-16 116 f.------- .- 160 .174
Pair ) di d Palr j) di d.. 4.............. .90 .094 2 ............ 195 .221

5 - 8............. . 180 .140 13 .... 270 .235

0 . 0 1 0 . 0 00 .-- - - - - - - - - - - - 1 3 0 . 1 4 0 1 4 . . . ......... 1 7 5 . 2 2 8-------------- 0 O.OO~ 9 -------------- 0.01 0.0001l7 . . . . . . .140 .I54 is ............ .295 ,259
2-------.---- 05 025 10 ------------- .09 .0091 .---- .----------.0 .166 ..... 26 29
3 ------------ 02 .0004 -- 60.. ------------- -08 .0064------ 5 0 ----------- 260
4 ------- --. 08 .0064 12 ............. . 07 .6049
5 .......... 00 .0000 13 ------------ 02 .0004
6 ............. .12 .0144 14 ............. . 05 .0025
7 .............. 08 .0064 5 .............. 03 ,ooo The averages after correction for thermometers
.............. 04 .06 16 .............. 10o .o010 exhibit the upward trend much more clearly than do
16 8. the crude, uncorrected averages.

J!d,-.0631, iZt D-. .37+.02M2-.0926, The uncorrected averages for the jth pair is
1",-.0651-.0628-.0023. a-.o14. simply the arithmetic average of the two readings in

the pair. The corrected average is the uncorrected
average adjusted for the systematic errors of the

Two thermometers can be compared by finding thermometers that occur in the jth pair. In symbols
the difference between their estimated effects. To i ^
judge the significance of such a difference, it is de- it is O+PJ.
sirable to know the standard deviation of the differ- The ostimate of M is
ence. If i and i' both are in group 1, then the
square of the standard deviation of the difference is 2mnf='2 - Az-(rn-n)-,,

+

which, in the case at hand, reduces to
if both are in group 2, then

I.(: 16x4112

and if i is in group 1 but i' is in group 2, then the grand mean of the readings. Thus M=5.43/32
=.16969. These formulas should be used with the

o ,. =2(v-1)a'/mn; understanding that xi 1=O if the ith thermometer
",-I" does not occur in the jth pair.
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f
Thus far all values have been given in coded form for estimating the treatment (thermometer) effects

and the adjusted thermometer readings in terms of are
systematic deviations from the reference temperature A _
M. It may be of interest to estimate readings for nil-- . (1)
all thermometers at temperature M. These decoded f i an
estimated readings, calculated by the formula for i in 03 and AA A A mA

M+40+ti, are as follows: t t.tD, (2)
U-I

for i in G2 .
Thermom- Temper- Themom- Temper. Summing over the treatments in G1, eq (1),becomes

eter a-m eter atum

°x t. t. = D,. (3)
1 40. i 40.18 U-1 %-=+I U-i
2 40.2 6 40.20

40.2 7 40 10 Then imposing the restriction
I4 sa 4013 8 4021

tti '(4)
The estimate of pj is obtained by a simple adjust- U-(

ment of the observations in the jth pair. If i and i' it is clear that
are the thermometers in the jth pair, then A 1

A A A A U-1 U-I

Similarly, using eq (2), summing over the treatments
For example, for j=2, i=5, i'=3, and in 02, and applying eq (4), obtain

A~ A2P2=. 08+.13-2(.16969)-.00531-.0396Y, (n-{m) t t . . (6)
u-M+l U-M+

so that P2=-.08719. From eq (1) and (6) it follows for i in G that
It now is possible to exhibit the decomposition of A

z,2 into its parts. Thus n(n+m)t,-(n+m)D,+ Z D.

A A A A
zsa=M+tS+p2+eu or since ± Du=0,

u-i

.08-.16969+.00531+(-.08719)+(-.00781). A v -(vn ti=vD,- .ZD.. (7)

It is interesting to note that the estimated error in U--

this particular reading is of about the same magni- Similarly, for i in G2,

tude as A. A
vmt,=vDT- D.. (8)

The fundamental importance of the arrangement

is that it makes it possible to intercompare the 4.2 Derivation of Variance
thermometers and to limit the error arising from
fluctuations in the bath temperature to those tem- For random variables z and y let V(x) and Cov(z,y)
perature changes that take place in the very short denote, respectively, the variance of z and the
interval required to read two thermometers. Tem- covariance of z and y. Then for i and i' in G1,
perature changes from one p air to another do not
contribute to the error of measurement. This V(D,)=2mo2, Cov(D,,D,,)=O. (9)
technique is applicable in all cases where either the
apparatus or the environment may drift or undergo From eq (7) and (9),
unpredictable changes. A A

4. Appendix n( _ tv)= -D,,),
A A

4.1. Derivation of Estimates V(t- t,)=4a1/n. (10)

Let the goup that contains m objects be denoted Similarly, for i and i' both in 02,
by G1, and the group that contains n objects be A A,

denoted by 0. Then the reduced normal equations V(ti-,)=4'/m. (11)
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For i in G and i' in 02 it is convenient to use the 4.3 Derivation of Estimate of a
formula

The differences d, form a basis for the space,
A A which consists of the error space and the space ofthe ts. Therefore, the sum of squares due to the

where C,. is the element in the rth row and sth d's can be partitioned into two orthogonal parts,
column of the inverse of the coefficient matrix of one due to error and one due to treatments. Since
the reduced normal equations. From eq (7) and (8), the sum of squares due to treatments is (U.lD)/2,

C,,=2(v-1)vn, C,,.=2(v-1)/vm, C, . twice the sum of squares due to error is

Hence eq (12) becomes 2(mn-m-n+l)12= - D
A AV(t,- t,,)=2(v-1)o2/mn. (13) WASHINGTON, September 25, 1954.
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A description is given of the mechanical design and operation of an automatic gamma-ray point-
source calibrator.

The use of statistical design in experiments for evaluating performance factors, s-tch as inter-
changeability of stations and run differences using the same data obtained in comparisons of the
sources, is described in detail.

Key Words: Statistical experiment design, testing equipment, routine testing, radioactivity
standardization measurements, gamma-ray point sources

1. Design and Performance of an Automatic P

Gamma-Ray Point-Source Calibrator PONT SOURCf

Recently, in response to a need for standards for
workers in the field of gamma-ray spectrometry, a
gamma-ray "kit" for point-source radioactivity stand-
ards has been developed [Hutchinson, 19601. These
sources are prepared from solutions which are standard-
ized either by coincidence counting or, as in the case ff 41--e o.ooecm TAK
of cesium-barium-13 7, by measurements using the NBS L
calibrated 4n-y-ionization chamber.

The sources are prepared by depositing either 0.05
or 0.1 ml of the calibrated radioactive solution onto

mounts consisting of a 0.006-centimeter-thick poly- FictaiE 1. Source mount.
ester tape which is supported by an aluminum annulus
(3.8 cm I.D., and 5.4 cm O.D.), as shown in figure 1.
As it is desirable for all of these sources to be nominally The changer is a round turn-table of 1/4-in.-thick
the same strength and the same size, the solution is aluminum alloy having a diameter of 24 in., with source
dispensed with an ultramicroburet INBS Circ. 594, positions spaced at 18* intervals on the circumference
Mann and Seliger. 1958]. After drying, the sources of a circle 20 in. in diameter (fig. 2). These positions
are covered with another layer of the same kind of have 1-in.-diameter holes in which rigid plastic sample
polyester tape. The sources are then intercompared carriers rest. The gamma-ray point sources are held
with several accurately standardized sources, for the firmly in place on top of the carriers by the pressure of
purpose of individual calibration, phosphor-bronze springs. There are 20 indexing holes

For several years these calibrations were performed equally spaced around the table as shown in figure 2,
manually: that is, the sources were placed, one at a the center of each one radially in line with the center of
time, in a jig which was held in a fixed position relative a sample carrier and the center of the table, and 3/8-in.
to a scintillation counter, and the count rates were in from the edge of the table. These holes, in con-
intercompared. As part of the program to increase junction with a solenoid-plunger pin, are used for
the accuracy of the standards, it was decided to design positioning the sources above the detector.
and construct an automatic sample changer with the A shaft which is affixed to the underside center of
goal of attaining source intercomparisons with a pre- the table, rests on a steel ball bearing which lies in a
cision of the order of 0.1 percent. conical depression inside a supporting cylinder.
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FIGURE 3. Diagram of motor-control circuit.

i 4 ~but as this is not far enough to allow switch (S) to
open, the motor continues to rotate the table. When
the next source "arrives" into the counting position,
the solenoid plunger falls into the indexing hole, thus
stopping table rotation and opening the motor circuit.
The purpose of the friction clutch is to allow the motor

FIGURE 2. Sample changer. to slow down gradually after the table has stopped.
The time for the sample changing is about 5.0 sec,
while the printout takes 20 sec. Thus all changing

The table is rotated by a 1/100-HP motor and two operations (including the stopping of motor) stop at
gears, one of which is fixed on the motor shaft, and least 10 sec before the next measurement starts.
coupled to the other gear which is mounted on a con- Originally, in order to obtain reproducible source-
centric spring-loaded friction clutch on the table shaft, to-detector distance, the table was supported under-

The motor is turned on and off by a miniature switch neath the plunger pin by a roller bearing, and it was
(SI), which is actuated by the plunger of a solenoid, assumed that the combination of the spring-loaded
in the following manner: plunger pin and the slightly loose fit of the table shaft

At the conclusion of a measurement, while the data would ensure this. However, after several series of
are being printed out onto a paper tape, a relay, K, measurements, it became apparent that sources on
(fig. 3) in the recording system is held closed. Capaci- some positions of the table were yielding consistently
tor CI, which had been charged up during the measure- erroneous values. The final design eliminated the
ment period now discharges through the coil or relay effects of any defects in the table which would con-
K2, thereby closing it for about 1.5 sec, thus energizing tribute to errors as a function of vertical displacement.
the solenoid. The solenoid-operated plunger is lifted A lucite block with ramps at each end was affixed to
from the indexing hole in the table for this brief period, the top of the lead shield, and its dimensions are such
and mechanically closes the miniature switch (SI), that when a source and carrier come into position, they
thereby starting the motor, and the table starts to "ride" up the ramp approximately 1.5 mm, so that the
rotate. As it takes about 5 see for the table to rotate carrier is actually free of the table insofar as vertical
18", relay K2 opens before the next source position is positioning is concerned (fig. 4). The plastic sample
reached, the solenoid is de-energized and the plunger carriers are 0.425-in. thick with a tolerance of ±0.002
falls back and rests on the surface of the turn table, in. Thus, the source-to-detector distance is inde-
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pendent of variations in the table thickness, and any analyzer (which is also part of the stabilizer system)
deviations of flatness of the table. The only function whose window is set on the photopeak is fed into a
of the table is to bring the sources into position above commercial automatic scaler-timer-printer system.
the detector, the vertical positioning being determined At the end of each source measurement, and after
by the phosphor-bronze spring holding the source the data are printed, the scaler and timer are auto-
firmly against its carrier and the latter against the matically reset, and started for the next measurement.
ramp. To get some idea of the reproducibility re-

quired in positioning, it should be pointed out that
the source is approximately 6 in. from the detector; 3. Background Considerations
thus, a change in vertical position of 0.006-in. produces

a change of 0.2 percent in the count rate I The activity of these sources is of the order of 5 X 104

cnd disintegrations per second, and they are measured
n___d at a distance of about 6 in. from the 3X3-in. detector.

No correction is made for the cosmic-ray background.
which is of the order of 0.1 percent (or less), as varia-
tions in the background affect the ratios of nearly
equal sources negligibly.

2. Description of Auxiliary Instrumentation In the case of the 662-keV gamma-ray of barium-
137 m. there is, for example. a relatively large back-

The gamma-ray detector consists of a 3-in. by 3-in. ground contribution (- 4%) to the photopeak count
thallium-activated sodium iodide crystal, coupled to a rate arising from the detection of unscattered gamma
3-in. electron-multiplier phototube. The associated rays from the other 19 sources. If, then, there
electronics consist of an amplifier, and gain-stabiliza- were 19 identical sources, and the twentieth were.
tion circuit [DeWaard, 1955], which compensates say, 1 percent high or low. then, the relative activity
for shift in gain in either the phototube, amplifier, or of this odd one would be in error by 0.04 percent. if.
high voltage supply (this latter being part of the stabi- as the case is, no background corrections are made.
lizer). The detector is situated in a lead pig, with
walls l'/2-in. thick (fig. 5). The aperture at the top of
the shield was made small to lessen detection of 4. Performance
unscattered gamma radiation from sources adjacent to
the source being measured but large enough so that In order to assess the stability and reproducibility
when the table rotates, the detector never "loses direct of the system, two experiments were performed.
sight" of a source. Thus, the photopeak is always A cesium-137 source was put onto one of the sample
"present" for continuous operation of the gain- carriers, and over 100 five-minute consecutive read-
stabilizing circuit. The output from a single-channel ings were taken (with no table rotation), each one con-

sisting of some 200,000 counts. The distribution of
the results fitted the expected distribution quite well.

The second investigation involved the placement of
20 sources on the table and determining (a) the relative
gamma-ray emission rates of these 20 sources, as well
as the bias, if any, of the 20 positions of the table.
The statistical design and analyses of these experi-
mental results are given in considerable detail. The
interest centers not so much in this particular ap-
paratus as in this type of equipment. There is in-

EO creasing use of automatic equipment in the routine

comparison of specimens.
OEECTM

,,-LEAD "5. Statistical Analysis

PHOOTUSE Industrial control laboratories and laboratories doing

clinical tests are turning increasingly to mechanization
of the routine operations involved in the test procedure.
Sometimes these operations require the addition of
reagents, mixing, and the transfer of material. The
last step consists in bringing the prepared material

EMThGUC
PREAPLOER }before a testing point where a suitable device eval-

uates the color, pH, or other property of the specimen.
Generally this last stage consists of a device with a
number of stations which successively present their

FH;URE 5. Lead pi, showing ramp (ind detector assembly. specimens to the test point.
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For many tests the equivalence of the various sta- Thus station I is occupied in turn by specimens A.
tions is clearly sa,:sfactory. provided only that the B. and D and specimen A occupies stations I. 7. and 5
mechanical clearances are adequate. Should the in turn. Inspection shows certain relations have
position of the specimen, as determined by the station, been achieved. The three stations that are occupied
be at all critical it will be necessary to demonstrate by A also encounter the six other members of the corn-
that the stations are in fact interchangeable. That is, plete set B. D, C. G. E, F. of the other specimens.
the particular station occupied by a specimen should Thus A can always be compared with any other speci-
not contribute materially to the error in the evaluation men occupying the same station.
of the specimen. Satisfactory interchangeability is Similarly station 1 which encounters the specimens
desirable-the alternative being to determine suitable A. B. and D can, by means of these specimens, be
corrective factors for the individual stations. directly compared with all the other six stations.

There are three ways to explore experimentally the Specimen A permits station 1 to be compared with
per ormance of the individual stations. 5 and 7: specimen B compared station 1 with 2 and 6;

One procedure is to transfer the same specimen to and specimen D compared station I with 3 and 4.
every station in turn and record the reading for each Suppose we wish to evaluate station I in terms of
station. This procedure will run into difficulty if the the average performance of all seven stations. Let
specimen has to be evaluated immediately, e.g., a Ala, Bib, etc., represent the observation made on the
color might fade. If the time spent at each station is specimen, A, B, C, etc., in the designated stations and
fairly long. the problem of keeping the evaluating runs. Consider the three observations on specimen A.
apparatus fice from drift has also to be considered. These observations permit the comparison of station

A second procedure requires the availability of as I with the average of stations 5 and 7. It is more cont-
many identical specimens as there are stations, or venient to multiply by 2 and write:
of specimens which are accurately related to each
other.

The above two procedures are classical and straight- 2A.-Arb-As= Al. 7 .,.
forward. The third procedure has the interesting
feature that the stations can be evaluated while evaluat- Similarly 2 Bib - B2a - B61 = Al. 2.6.
ing the regular sequence of specimens encountered in
the work (of the laboratory. The major requirement is
that the specimens be stable. In brief, each specimen and 2Dic- D31b- 1a= A1, :1. 4.
is evaluated at a limited number of stations, as few as
three or even two stations. Each station will have Each equation is free of any specimen contribution.
been occupied by two or three or more different speci- What about run effects? The run effects, if present.
mens. The values recorded will reflect the net result are designated by the letters a, b, and c. Observe
of the specimen plus the station characteristic. In that the sum of these three equations involves the
order to obtain both the specimen values and the subscripts a. b. and c each twice with a negative sign
station corrections, there must be at least as many and twice with a positive sign. That is the run effects.
observations as the total of specimens and stations, if any. neatly cancel out, provided that conditions in
Each observation can be expressed as a function of the e
unknown values for the specimen and station and the ac r ar constan Wema thereorerope

set of equations can be solved. Usually additional d:f ancs b scriptssa nd te.f

observations are made and a least-squares solution ifferences between stations, i.e..

obtained. The surplus equations afford an estimate of 611!- 121-I31-[41-[5J-[61-[71 = YA
the experimental error in the observations. This
makes it possible to test whether or not the observed where the station numbers are given in the brackets.
differences between the stations exceed experimental We the ato numbersqaren the brackets.
errors and to attach an appropriate error to the values We may add to !his iquation the equation

calculated for the specimens.
If a special symmetry is used in the assignment of 1l-[1]=0

specimens to stations, then improved precision and
ease in solving the equations resulhs. There are cer- which simply says that station I is equal to station I
tain advantageous numbers of stations to place on a (with no error of measurement).
wheel because of the combinatorial properties of
numbers. A simple case of a wheel with seven sta. 7 111- {I11+121+.+. 171 =A.
tions and seven specimens. A through G, will illustrate
the principle involved: Dividing by 7

Station Number
(11-mean of all stations = XA/7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Run No. a A B C D E F G or
Run No. b B C D E F G A
Run No. c D E F G A B C II = mean of all stations + A/7.
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Customarily the "'mean of all stations" is a number particular schedule in assigning specimens to stations
which is the average of all 21 observations. This gives and no need 14) make any adjustments. if there art-
equal weight to every station, every specimen and each important differences among the stations there is a
run. The A's are obtained directly from the obser- choice of getting a better wheel or following a suitable
vations so that it is a simple matter to calculate a schemne of specimen placement that will permit adjust-
value for each station. These values are completely ment for station differences.
,'omparable because the specimen and run effects have Clearly. if there are as many specimens as stations.
been neatly removed making use of the special prop- making two runs leads to a unique solution for the
erties associated with the above triads of letters. differences, but without providing an estimate of the

An exactly parallel procedure leads to estimates experimental error. In most instances it will be de-
for each of the seven specimens, estimates that are sired to hold the number of runs to three or four be-
corrected for any station differences. The simple cause the specimens have to be moved to new stations
.am of the seven observations for each run contains after each run. Several possible schemes using 3 or
the contributions of all specimens and all stations so 4 runs are listed in table 1. An extensive collection
these sums may be compared directly to detect dif- of designs is available in a Bulletin [Bose, Clatworthy.
ferences between runs. and Shrikhande, 1954].

If this procedure shows the stations to be satisfac- The example with seven stations just discussed is
torily equivalent there will be no need to follow any particularly simple in that any given specimen is

TABLE t. Examples of designs useful Jor ntercomparing positions in apparatus

8 Stations 9 Stations

R5. p. t85 SRI2. p. 143

A B C D E F G H A B C D E F G HI

B C D E F GHA E C DB I HF GA

DE F G HA B C F A E I G D B C H

10 Stations 13 Stations

T6. p. 231 C5. p. 250
A B C D E F G H I J A B C D E F G H I J K L M
B H J A F C E t D G C D E F G H I J K L MA B
E C D G H A I J B F t J K L MA B C D E F G H

15 Stations 16 Stations

T28. p. 237 LS 14, p. 245
A B C D E F G H I J K L MNO A B C D E F G H I J K L MN OP
J 0 K G F N E L D H A MI B C OP MN K L I J F G H C D A B C
OG I L MD K GJ E N A B H F L I J K B C D A O P IN F G H E

19 Stations

51.1, p. 218
A B C D E F G H t J K L MN O P Q R S

C N I A K L F J Q S B MG P H E R O D

B Q L E R N A I G F H K P O D J S C M

12 Stations 14 Stations

RIS. p. 188 R24. p. 192
A B C DE F GH I K L A B C DE F GH I J K L MN

B C D E F G H I J X L A L M N H I J K E F G A B C D

E F GHI J K L A B CD J K L MNHI C D E F G A B

GH I J K L A B C DE F I J K L MN HB C DE F G A

Page numbers and design identification refer to: Bose. t. C.. Clatworthy. W. H.. and Shrikhande. S. S.. Talples of Partially Balanced
DIsigns with Two Associate Classes. North Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station Technical Bulletin No. 107 11954.
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paired just mice with all the other specimens. By observe that stations 2 and 5 permit dhc e.oiparison
"paired "' is meant "*meets on the same station." of H with B. C: E and F. Similarly statilns 7 arid 9
This it not true for all the other designs listed in table are used to compare I with B. D: E and (G. Finally
1. The arithmetical procedure for computing the esti- stations 3 and 10 provide the comparison for J with C.
mates for specimens and stations for these designs D: F and G. We nay voinbine titse three sets of
is given in the above mentioned Bulletin. Above coiparisons and obtain the result that tt. I. and
each design in table I is given the identification num- J as a group may be contra ted with B. C. D. E. F. and
ber and page reference where the design is listed ii, ( as a group.
the Bulletin. It was shown above that stations 1,4, and 6 provided

Certain of the designs show a simple cyclic displace- the station-free comparison of A with B, C. D, E. F,
ment of the specimens for the successive runs. The and G as a group. We also have just obtained the
order of the columns (stations) in the designs may be station-free contrast of B, C. D, E, F, and G as a group
randomized and the rows run in any order without with the group H, i, and J.
changing the properties of the design. Therefore A can be compared with H. 1, and J

The apparatus described in this paper uses a wheel using the group, B. C, D, E, F, G, as an intermediary.
with 20 stations. We might use the design for 19 Evidently A may be compared with all other specimens
stations and leave one station on the wheel unfilled, using only comparisons made within stations.
An alternative was chosen by using a design for 10
stations and using this design twice. In effect this We have. therefore, the following comparisons:
means two separate and independent sets of data and
it was necessary to achieve some way to tie together
all 20 stations, which was accomplished by interlacing 2A- B - E
the stations. First a pair from one design, then a pair
from the second design and so on. This spread the 2A-D-G
two designs evenly over the whole wheel. The as
sumption was made that the 10 stations assigned to ont 2A- C-F
design would have very closely the same average as the
10 statitns assigned to the other design. When and
each station is rated as a ratio to the average for the
set to which it belongs, the 20 ratios would fairly B+C-2H
reflect the differences among all the stations.

A wheel with 25 stations could be filled with designs E + F -2H
for 10 and 15 stations. By combining designs a wheel
of any given number of stations may be accommodated. G +E -21

The general availability of computers will probably
nmean that the matrix of equations will be solved with B+D-21
their help. The particular merit of these designs is
that the solution can be obtained by inspection: thus C +D-2J
consider the design for 10 stations given below:

F+G-2J

Station Numbtr Note that by multiplying the first three omniparisons

1 26by 6 and then summing them with the last six com-
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I) parisons, we have as a result

A II (: D F G H 1i .1 36A-4(B+C + D+ E +F+ G+ H +1 +J).

B If .1 A F ( E I D G Adding and subtracting 4A gives

E (: I) G H A I .1 B V 40A -4 (total of all sources).

The as,.ignment oif the specimens to stations makes Dividing by 40 gives A-(average of all 10 sources) in
it possible to interciontpare the specimens without terms of the differences. These operations are shown,
introducing the dift'rences hetween stations should for both sources and stations using actual counts.
these be preient. (Consider specimen A which in tables 3 and 4.
appears in stations I t. and 6 along with specimens Imagine for a moment a perfect wheel, all stations
B. E: 1). G: F. C. I)irect comparisons (of A with these identical, also identical specimens, and identical
six sprcirnens itwo at a lime) is therefore possible runs. The 30 observations would then be identical
staying within a station. Three other specimens, except for experimental error. In an actual experi-
H. 1. and .1 never share a station with specimen A. ment each observation may be regarded as undergoing
The object is to ffeit comparisons oil A with H. 1. three displacements. The specimen, the station,
and .1 without introducing statiin differences. We and the run all combine to effect a net displacement.
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The preceding paragraph indicates how to obtain the Five revolutions of the wheel were made wJithout dis-
displacement contributed by specimen A. Using turbing the sources. The five revolutions with short
these predicted quantities. i.e., the least square esti- stops makes for a more equitable sampling of the back-
mates, a matching set of predicted expected values ground and machine performance during the time
can be obtained for comparison with the actual required for a run.
observations. In fact, the sum of the squares of the At the conclusion of the first iun, the sources
30 discrepancies between observed and predicted were transferred to new assigned stations and another
values is a measure of the experimental error, live revolutions made. The sources were again shifted

The sum of the squares of thei deviations must be for the third run. The station assignments are such
divided by (30-1--9-9-2) or 9 to obtain the mean square as t) make possible the intercomparison of any station
error. The deductions from 30 refer to the mean, with the other nine stations in its group without intro-
the nine independent specimen constants, the nine ducing differences between the sources. Counts were
independent station constants and two independent recorded for each 5 min period. The five counts were
run constants. The standard deviation of a single summed and diminished by one million and the re-
observation is obtained by taking the square root of mainders entered in table 2. These coded values
the mean square error. are all that is needed because the calculations involve

In the present experiment a wheel with 20 stations differences between the entries in table 2. Naturally
was being used to intercompare sources used as radio- the raw data reflect the combined effects of sources
activity standards. There is no suitable standard de- and positions. Thus the simple average of the three
sign for 20 stations with a limited number of inter- A counts involves any effects associated with station
changes for the sources. Consequently the design for 9, 5, and 13. Similarly the average of the three counts
10 items with three interchanges was used twice. The recorded for station 6 depends on the values for
20 stations were interlaced by assigning stations 1. 2, sources P, K, and F. The merit of the design rests
5, 6, 9, 10, 13, 14, 17, 18 to one design and the remain- in the ease with which the effects associated with
ing 10 stations to the other design. This assumes thaf individual station and sources can be disentangled.
the averages for the two sets of 10 stations will each Tables 3 and 4 show specimen computations for
be representative of the wheel as a whole. This source A and station No. 6 in the first group of 10.
assumption can be verified when the data become The adjustment for a source is made up of quantities
available. All 20 stations can be put on a comparable obtained by taking differences between sources within
footing by expressing each station as a percent of the the same station. Station effects are therefore not
average for the group of 10 to which it belongs: this present. Similarly, stations are evaluated by taking
assumes that the averages of the two groups of 10 differences between stations using the same source,
stations are the same. and source effects are thereby eliminated. As a

datum, or reference point, the average of all 30 counts
TABLE 2. Counts minus one million bor each of the three stations is used. The computed adjustments are added or

occupied by each sourre subtracted from this grand average. This gives,
- on the one hand, adjusted estimates for sources as

......., I ,- i. I though there were no differences between wheel sta-
.... ..r tions: and equally adjusted values for stations as

4 . 1 r " "C' ln.., S1"
.
111 G4.nI though 10 identical sources had been available to

H c333 0 4 ompare the stations.
, 4. ',Awl' II 40375 . : 42384

1I 11711 1 37296 1. 49049
4, $7 47720 K 14.55i0 398229 -2 07 -5700 K 39822 TAMLE 3. Calculation of odjustments to observed values for source.
II W 46$71 I F 4"156 R 41525 using source A a an example
I . 41112 P 40623 4 .19076
4 F 19051 F $2361 Q .36443
47 t 168.56 4. 49553 H 38637

i R 415.15 0 443 P 1311
T,,-l -p'1 I 4060 $1315 41%097

T92A Q1 K -81244-$57:30-t404 2418
C,1271 I 1) . T W523 2A 1. 0O'745102-49M2 -42711 - 17211

T Ing %2 1837 .3817 's 2A. " P - 752 - 4432- 4621A - 23-' T 14111 ) 4814il7 I 4811I0 T.,I = 17148',

I 4.)41 T A91 I17 I. 37974
( . 48773 I 17635 1) -1022.5

12 D) 37316 I 42288 H 37857
IS (. 3573 I W176 N .18121 M uhIdpy ".t. 1 by "02.576
16 H 474.1 4. 37998 VI 15 49 - " 8

4 I 35491 I 38815 I 422&. I 1s -2' 4258.42 11 71646- 1482

20 .17916 It 40011 I .34W 7 Q I . 2 - 36M6 44LI - 77274 ' 938

T,,l.l ep4 2 .17694) .387155 377.432 II E - Q 241 42.361 36443 - 78102- 702
6 P. - 1, 37720 -45A1- 79(44- 26.%
8 0 P 2R - 4643 41311 - 070= 4679

, *8uil -mm., dm ,,hed by -n mJl., 2 1. V 2H$ 505 -42.484- 4 75 - 12288

T,.,.Ilo ,I,, 6,.bI. I, "Aw14.

Twenty sources, identified by letters, were assigned lb,,id by 40- Adjustment 4454h, d grand average 4 .30

to the 20 stations as shown in table 2. Once the .,, '$2

sources were assigned to the stations for the first ,.e .,,4,14,
run, the wheel was started and 5 min counts made at I he I .-'- I., f -- o, In es, 4 ...6 , o.I
each station giving a (-ount somewhat over 200.000. .n, ........ , .he .... , ...
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TAULz 4. Caculation of adjustments to observed values for stations TAKLS 6. "Ideal" values calculated using best estimates for

using station No. 6 as an example stations and sources

S sre Statoatio Ron number o Rn number
No. No.

P 2161 - -13 75440-40623-41311" -6494 III I II I
K 26]- 1 2]-1 [ 9M% .I-4 -496 0
F 216] - 14 -I [ 0j - 79644- 39051- 40606- 87

- 7 42222 35355 43216 3 37527 38902 36496
TowI - -2901 2 50207 40738 42469 4 36013 37817 35460

5 42501 36079 48521 7 36968 38282 37906
6 38673 43842 39609 8 43344 39077 38101
9 39M0 35976 44171 11 38750 38571 39314

Multiply total by six -- 1740 10 37175 402 41038 12 37310 42199 37954
13 41814 39702 40414 is 36910 36887 37234

S18+ 10 -212] -41535 41525-80750- 2310 14 39482 41893 36481 16 37691 36693 36775
E 13 + 14]-22 - 41432 + 42361- B4768- -975 17 36574 50622 37902 19 iM 39042 42449
0 18] + 1]-2 5]-4438+42911-85422- 3927 18 41661 46345 412 20 37338 40691 35641
A [ 13-2t 5+-40622+39876-74592- 5906

9 14]-1] -,730+36443-73712-- 1539
0+ I - 17 -36471+35323-77274 -5480

Total below double line -13257
Divide by 40 Adjustment = -331
Add gand average of 30 counts - 41258
Adjusted val. fo..r sio No. - 4M927 The "ideal" values are obtained by combining the

calculated adjustment for the station, the source
and the run and adding the result to the grand average.
The "ideal" value for the count obtained for source
K in station 1 in run 1 is obtained by taking from table

TAsL. 5. Adjustments to station and source values and comparison 5 the station adjustment (- 1608): the source adjust-
with unadjusted values ment (+ 2869): the run adjustment (- 297). The run

adjustment is the difference between the grand average
Station Station Adjusted lUnad. Sorce Soree Adjusted Uns (table 5) and the run 1 average (table 2). The net
nober adjustnment vac value number., adjustment valbe va10e adjustment, (2869-1608-297) or 964 when added to

Experime.nt Ithe grand average, 41258, gives the "ideal" value
- ___ of 42222 for this observation. The discrepancies

I -1606 3965 40264 A -141 39907d 3m between the actual counts and these "ideal" values
+461 41719 4471 B -4341 36917 3M60 computed from the best estimates are a measure of

5 - 1774 39484 43033 E +499 4175 4f es
6 -331 40927 40707 F -o1570 39M 39793 the errors involved.
9 - 208 41050 3M836 K +2869 44127 43411
10 +555 41813 39501 L +8785 SO43 49850 Table 7 lists the differences between the observed
13 +355 41613 40644 0 + 3314 44572 44020
14 +91 41349 392 P -1957 393O1 39M counts and the "ideal" values computed using the
17 +733 4191 41765 Q -5120 13 3 best estimates for sources, stations and runs. These
18 + 1727 42985 430 R -1027 40231 41145

Ae.. ....... ....... 41258 41258 ........................ 4125 4125 best estimates impose 21 constraints on the dataleaving nine degrees of freedom available for the esti-
op .n.rno Imation of error. The two error variances should be

3 -1 3 3 3M 3 compared with the error variances listed in table 8
4 -104 343 * D 557 386 38509 which were obtained by the computer using unrounded
7 +342 .8189 37719 G 860 387 37234
8 +322 3927S 40174 H +3161 W201 M numerical values. The average count is about

II -024 371 38878 I _ 0 35141 3m 1040000. Assuming the Poisson distribution the
12 -940 .3707 IM54 1 -116 W7 37121
Is +77 38324 36677 M * JI82 .17373 error variance should equal the mean count. Both
16 1163 36884 37053 N -576 7471 3.176 estimates of error slightly exceed theory but are well
19 .293 3 0 31111 T -867 37390 37513
20 -814 388 378 C 442 42470 4264 within the limits that can be expected for estimates

A-eroges 311047 3M087 38047 38047
based on just nine degrees of freedom. Evidently

T he nadjosed .to. . tb.re dof der ,bv..,d -.,,. l,.l 21 b the the plan of work and equipment gave data which were
• ,.,-. close to the theoretical Poisson error.
• The onod.n d robue ,o ihe uvrag of lv tme.. ober-ed -elo n tor 2 b .thes. stv
"Taken (rum t.b4 The mean squares shown in table 8 provide the
'Taken from o.. 3 means for judging whether the data provide convincing

evidence of differences among the wheel stations.
The ratio of the mean square for adjusted positions

No adjustments are required for the run totals to the error mean square is the familiar statistic*F.
because the effects of all 10 sources and all 10 sta- 'Lie ;atio is 2.24 for experiment I and 1.44 for experi-
tions are present in every run. Unavoidably every one ment 2. Both ratios are less than the 90 percent value
of the 30 counts is subject to the counting error and (2.44) tables for nine degrees of freedom for both
any unequalized drifts in background or counting numerator and denominator. The fact that both mean
electronics. The adjusted values shown in table 5 squares do exceed the error mean square does suggest
are the best estimates of source and station charac- there may be small differences among the stations too
teristics. We can use these adjusted values, together small to be conclusively detected in these experiments.
with the run averages, to compute an ideal table. In If these possible station differences are ignored, there
table 6 every actual count is replaced by an "ideal" would result some small increase in the error variance
value. associated with the source averages.
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TaBLE 7. Differences between observed counts and calculated values TABLE 10. Percent by which stations differ from average station
sh ow n in table 6 .....

Stlatin and perenl SlaI,,- and ler. el

Exupert-.% I Expeinwyvi2- ----- -
-- *I II,154 II0 - 1.15.1 .1 11.1114 12 F 1.1141

Ra2aee onnnl - .1144 1.1 - .1;$4 4 .1061 I 15 - .1117
Rn .uber Run number .1711 4 -- ,101 7 - 14 I 6 II!

No. N, .13 1 -. I711 - 1 . 07 1II! in-.l ' _ II III __5 -.11 II .w ii -_e 11[_Il

-336 32 305 3 -890 917 -28
2 -447 363 8&S 4 742 -36 -357-20 783 -sI 7 . 4 -202 Further study of the mean squares in table 8 reveals
6 953 -738 -23 8 ,0 - 27 a much larger mean square for sources in experiment I

9 1320 246 1075 1I -23 936 -911
S 704 -217 -487 12 -6 -89 9.5 than in experiment 11. Source L, which is 0.844 per-

13 382 -921 S8 I5 I177 -289 -887
431 -46 38 16 28 - Im 127. cent above the average of all sources is largely respon-

17 -282 1019 -758 19 -411 227 I 186 sible. No other source differs as much as half a
is 126,1 -93, -3 20 -S-_ -_12 9 percent from the average source. The three largest

San of deviations in experiment I are 0.844, 0.492, andqamd 10 139 049 10 951 000 0.417. In experiment II the three largest deviations
differencs are 0.426, 0.279, and 0.113. Apparently experiment I

Divide rby9 1 126 61 1 216 778 happened to get the sources that deviated most from
-Wcne the average, whereas experiment II got sources that.

on the whole, gave somewhat lower counts than those
forming experiment I. This state of affairs is plainly

TAB. 8. Mean squares from analysis of variance revealed in figure 7. This is not to imply great varia-
tion among the sources. All but one of the 20 sources

Mea.n square fell in the range of 1 035 000 to I 045 00 for their
vauian.t ... .g of - counts. The unadjusted counts are very similar to

oue. freedo Expeimenl I Experiment 2 the adjusted counts because there was so little dif-
- ference among the stations. In no case is the dif-

Ran. 2 768 160 3 353 392 ference between observed and adjusted count as much
U adi. mation. 9 9 2 7 9 5 4 290 006
Adj.l. .mo 9 2 526 719 I 754 738 as 1000.
Unadj. oures 9 46 227 069 10 549 753
Adj..I. noarce. 9 39 475 83 8 014 Q4 There remains a remark about the mean squares

o26 SW 1 216 778 found for runs. If the total exposure time remainedthe same for each run and the counting apparatus
maintained performance, then the mean square for

TABLE 9. Analysis of variance ignoring stations runs should approximate the mean square for error.

Mean square
Iten Degree, freedom

Experient I Experiment It z
___ ___ ___ _ 

_ ___ ___ ~ 0.15 -
Run 2 768 160 3 352 392 L 0.10S. r"e. 9 46 227 069 10 549 753 0.0

Er-I 826 640 1 485 758 0-AA

z0.05 -

z-0.o5L

in fact if it be assumed that the sources were as- ' -. 1
signed at random to the stations, the analysis of - 5 0 Is 20
variance would appear as shown in table 9. The STATION
small increase in the error variance results from not
correcting for the very small differences between FIGURE 6. Difference of each wheel station from wheel average,stations. expressed in percent.

Another way to make clear the minor contribution

to error made by stations is to look at the amount by
whit , the adjusted count for a station differs from the
average count for all stations. The "adjusted"
colunts are adjusted to allow for the fact that different an am a a 0 0 EXPERIMENT Z
sources were usually in different stations. The dif-
ferences are shown as percentages in table 10 and at. 0 EXPERIMENT -R
plotted in figure 6. The differences are of the order .
of ope tenth of a percent which is quite reasonable I0o8s00o ko40*00 p4.o510 ' '0o

for the counts available. The graph gives just a hint ADJUSTED COUNTS

of a region of high values and a region of low values. FIGURE 7. Adjusted counts for sources.
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The somewhat larger mean square for runs in experi- on five of the 20 stations, so as to increase the source-
ment II is without significance. The mean square to-detector distance. Two shims were placed on five
would have to exceed the error mean bquare by a other stations, three shims on still another five stations
factor larger than four to suggest a real difference and the remaining five stations were left without shims.
between runs. The stations were picked at random in allocating the

The use of these "incomplete block" designs is shims. The shims stayed on the stations throughout
not without a certain price. The original application the experiment.
of these designs was in agricultural field trials. If a Twenty sources were placed on the wheel and the
large number of varieties of wheat are under com- same procedure used as before. In this case three
parison it is clear that a block of 20 plots requires revolutions of the wheel constituted a run. The
a large area of ground. Some of the plots will be at average count per source (and station) per run (sources
considerable distances from each other and may en- remaining in their stations) was 318391. The average
counter substantial differences in the soil. Experience total count per source (and station) for three runs
showed that comparisons between widely separated was three times 318391. or 955173.
plots are subject to greater errors than comparisons
between nearby plots. The basic idea back of the TABLE It. Comparison of sources using biased wheel
incomplete block scheme was to 'Lake advantage of Each source and station expressed as a ratio to th. average so mre and station.

the very substantial reduction in experimental error s,,i. A Se-io, B
that came from using small blocks. The reduction .......
in error far outweighed the additional mathematics. 2 4 5 6 7- -

The indirect comparisons are not as effective as direct -.... .
comparisons, and therefore result in a lower efficiency. S,,-N., I- i..ed s,,,,i. ,o, Biased ii,,i. Dif.
The efficiency of the design used in this work is ap- No. Df . -I

proximately 70 percent. This may be translated into k:.P'l I,' ,P% 1 ,',t 1o, ,,
the following terms. The standard error for the ..... .........- 0.3

average of three counts with the block design is about L 1.0016 0.9998 1.0030 -. 32 2 0.9827 0.9
-

10 .17that which would be associated with the average of 0 1.0005 1.0002 0.94 .38 5 1.0061 1.o07 -. 06
P 0.9997 1.0012 .9966 .26 6 1.0087 1.0055 .32

two counts without this design. A 1.0029 1.0073 1.0065 .00 9 0.9M 0.9818 -. 23
B 0.9989 1.0000 0.9967 .13 10 1,0064 1.0064 -2.0

In agriculture the sizable reductions in error which E 1.0015 0.9996 1.0020 -. 24 13 0.9920 0.9905 23
F 0.9980 .9972 0.9992 -20 14 L0064 3.0070 .06resulted from using small blocks outweighed the loss Q 310005 .9964 .9981 .03 17 1.0210 1.01 .20

in efficiency. The present experiment affords an R 1.0014 1.0014 10011 .03 18 0.9797 0.9%21 -. 24

interesting example where the reduction in error M 0.9987 0.999010W5 -0.15 3 .0182 1.0173 0.09
N .9986 .9995 0.9987 .08 4 0.9923 0.9927 -. 04achieved by eliminating position contributions is T 1.0029 3.0059 LOW .3 7 .9006 93 2 - .6

relatively slight. On the basis of the error variances U 0.9966 0.9970 PA6 .04 6 1.0184 303#3 .19
C .9964 .9977 .99&3 -. 06 11 09952 0942 .10

given in tables 8 and 9 the variance is increased from D 1.0011 1.0016 .9978 .38 12 .19 9924 .051.17 to 1.66 million when the position effect is left in. G 0.99 1000- .9"3 _ .14 IS 1.0173 ,o ,4 39
H1 .96 0.9956 9%65 -. 09 16 1.0055 1.0076 -23Dividing 1. 17 by two and 1.66 by three gives 0.586X 106 I 1.0043 o.0020 .0 35 -. 15 19 0.985 968 -33

J 1000 0.9957 0.998 - .28 20 .994 .992 .20
and 0.552X l0 , respectively, as the variance for the _-...

source averages. All this effort would appear to
have been to no avail. The above experiment was repeated and the rela-

One important consequence did come from the use tive values of sources and stations computed. Table 11
of the design. The design made it possible to evalu- lists the results of these computations. The entries in
ate the station effects using the same data that were section A of the table show each source as a ratio to
collected to calibrate the sources. Evidence was the average source and in section B show each station
obtained that the wheel stations are very closely as a ratio to the average station. The difference be-
identical. Actually there is no need to take account tween the stations with no shims and those with three
of wheel stations unless considerably greater counts shims is nearly 4 percent. In spite of these biases
are taken. In that event the contribution arising from introduced into the wheel the adjusted values of the
station differences will be relatively more important. sources (col. 3 and 4) agree with the ratios obtained
It should be pointed out that if the stations had dif- in another trial using the wheel without shims (col. 2).
fered by about as much as the source, the precision No adjustments were made for the ratios in column 2.
gained by correcting for station effects would have the wheel stations being assumed to be without bias.
been impressive. Obviously if stations differed as In fact very slight biases do exist as shown in the
much as sources, discrimination between the sources preceding study.
becomes impossible. In this event the adjustment The average magnitude of the twenty differences
for source effects would save the day provided a between the paired estimates for the sources is 0.172
design was used that makes such an adjustment percent and for the stations is 0.169 percent. Each
possible. estimate is based on about 950 000 counts. As stated

An exacting test was made of the effectiveness of earlier, the price of using the experimental design
the numerical adjustments by purposely introducing that makes possible the adjustment for the effect of
substantial biases into the wheel stations. Single stations, is a certain loss in efficiency. In this case
cardboard shims were placed under the sources (fig. 4) the efficiency is about 70 percent so that the effective
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cottnt is 950 000 × 0.70 or 665 000. The square root analysis were made using differences rather than
,f' 665 (MX) is 816. iheref'ore the exp'ected standard ratios, because of the near identities of both sources
deviation of an estimate of a source is 816/665 W) or .. ld stations, The analysis using logarithms did not
0.123 percent. The expected average difference be- alter any of the conclusions. Fortunately the counts
tween two measurements each with standard deviation were large and varied over a very small range. Over
0.123 is obtained by multiplying by 2/Vr or 1.128. this range the logarithms are acceptably proportional
The theoretical average difference, 0.123 X 1.128=0. 14 to the counts so that the effect of using logarithms was
is only slightly less than the experimental average just that of changing units.
difference. 6. References

The good concordance between experiments I and 11
confirms the error as calculated from the statistical Bose. R. C.. Clatworthy, W. H.. and Shrikhande. S. S. (19.54). Tables
analysis on the separate experiments. These errors of partially balanced designs with two associate (lasses, North
were 0.15 and 0.14 percent. respectively. The evalta- Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station Technical Bulletin
tion of the sources is confirmed by the two experiments No. 107.
and the evaluation of the experimental error is also DeWaard. H. (1955. Stabilizing scintillation spectrometers wilth

counting-rate.difference feedback. Nucleonics 13, July. p. 36.
confirmed by the paired comparisons. Hutchinson,. J. M. H. H. (1960). Calibration of five gamma-emitting

Because sources are compared by taking ratios of nuclides for emission rate. NBS Tech. Nole 71.
counts, the whole statistical analysis was repeated Mann, W. B.. and Seliger. H. H. 1958). Preparation. maintenance

using the logarithms of the observed counts. The and application of standards of radioactivity. NBS Circ. 594.

analysis of variance and the adjustments in the first (Paper 70C2-219)
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Reprinted from Scir'cr, October 22, 1954, Vol. 120, No. 3121, pages 627-631.

Instrumental Drift*
W. J. Youden

National Bureau of Standards, Wasbington 25, D.C.

T HE developments in instrumentation and measurements on the same object and has plotted the
control devices in recent years are manifest values as ordinates against the serial numbers of the
in most laboratories. These advances have measurements. A line drawn parallel to the x-axis
brought better measurements and have eased with y equal to the average of all the readings will

the labor of obtaining and recording them. Further- provide a visual test to detect trends in the sequence
more, improved instrumentation often has made it of readings. The experimenter would like to have the
fea ible to take more measurements. There is another measurements indiscriminately scattered about the line
consequence, one that many experimenters will con- and confined between two bracketing parallel lines as
sider an advantage, to be credited to better instru- close as possible to the average line. If there is a pro-
ments. Better measurements, and more of them, have nounced trend, the visual test will reveal it. On the
made it possible to interpret most data without re- other hand, the experimenter may not be sure. Here,
course to statistical techniques. then, is the opportunity to use an objective statistical

Experimenters habitually try to select instruments criterion to bolster his own judgment.
and to control measurement procedures in order to Table 1 lists measurements YI, Y2, . . . , y. in the
get reproducible measurements that are good enough order in which they were obtained. Two quantities,
for their immediate purposes. These purposes gen- 2 and D 2, may be computed from the observationE
erally fall into two classes: either the experimenter in Table 1. The ratio of D 2 to S

2 should fall within
wants to keep the uncertainty in the result below some predictable limits about the integer 2 if the results
specified value, or else he wants to be able to distin- are free from trends. The quantity S2 is the sum of
guish between objects if these differ by some minimum the squares of the deviations of the plotted points
amount in the measured property. If the worker suc- from the horizontal line through the average. The
ceeds in these respects, the interpretation of the data formula
is simplified, because the uncertainties in the measure-
ments can be, and usually are, ignored. S'= (y - )' - ' )

Apparently it is easier for many people to obtain
elaborate and expensive control devices than it is to where y is the average value, is a convenient way to
delve into the subject of the statistical design of ex- obtain this sum of squares. Incidentally, the estimate
periments. Or they may be unaware that statistical of the standard deviation for these measurements is

design can bring the same kind of improvement in IS
2/ (" -1).

the data that comes from providing a uniform en- The quantity D 2 is the sum of the squares of the dif-
vironment and will do this with little or no expense. ferences between successive measurements: D2 = 1d

2.
The ideal measurement procedure should give results It will be noted that the interval between two succes-
that the experimenter can accept without worrying sive measurements gives only slight opportunity for
about their reliability. The experimenter is then free the trend to operate. The d's are nearly what they
for the task of studying the relationships tnat are in- would be if there were no trend at all. In contrast, the
volved in his scientific problem. In most cases the deviations between the individual y's and Y are sus-
measurements are subject to random and other un- ceptible to the trend, and P2 will be larger than it
known sources of error that may either obscure rela- would otherwise be. The value of the ratio D2/S2 will

tionships or even give the appearance of relationships then fall below 2.0.
when in fact there are none. It remains to set up some criterions for the allow-

A good place to introduce statistics is in the pre- able ratio of D2/S 2
. In any set of observations, the

liminary trials an experimenter makes to assure him-
self that his apparatus and instruments are in a satis- Table 1. Successive differences between measurement,.
factory operating condition. Consider the question of Order of Successive
whether or not the instrument is subject to drift. measurement Measurementdierenee
Drift is usually explored by making a series of re-
peated measurements on the same object. Another 1 Y. d=y,- y
question then plagues the worker. How can these re- 2 Y da = y. - y.
peated measurements be made independent of one an- 3 YX
other? How can the operator "forget" previous read-
ings so that subsequent readings will not be influenced
by earlier onesY These matters will be considered - ds, = -

later.
Suppose the experimenter has made a series of
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errors of measurement may, by chance, fall into sus- Five objects, A, B, C, D, and E, may be available,
picious configurations even when there is no trend. and each could be measured four times in a sequence
This is more likely to happen if the series is a short of 20 measurements. The problem is to set up a sched-
one so the limits for the ratio D 2

/S
2 will depend on ule that will still make it possible to detect the trend.

the number P of measurements. Obviously nothing will be gained if four measurements
Bennett (1, 2) has adapted some tables, published are made on A, then four measurements on B, and

by Hart (3), that list limits of D
2 /S 2

, each of which so on. The memory difficuty i., still present, and the
will be exceeded on the average in 1 out of 20 sequences values obtained for eac- object are inseparably com-
(or 1 in 100) for sequences that are not afflicted by bined with the drift, if any, in the instrument.
any trend whatsoever. Thus, if a particular sequence An alternative arrangement that begins to get into
does transgress these boundaries, it is usual to con- the problem is one that divides the sequence into four
sider this as evidence of a trend rather than as a very parts, each part containing all five objects. Thus,
improbable occurrence. Table 2 shows some specimen BAEDC I BEDAC I EDCBA I CAEDB
values of the limits taken from Bennett's table.

Sufficiently low values of the ratio D 2/S 2 are evi- The order of the objects within each part should be
dence of a trend. Overly large values of D2/S 2 also random. Now the average for the five objects in a
indicate that the data depart from the expected ran- particular block should be the same as the average in
dom scatter. One way that the ratio may be inflated any other block except insofar as a trend happens to
is by changing the zero setting or making other ad- be present. In a coarse way, these averages, when
justments between successive readings. In general plotted opposite 3, 8, 13, and 18, begin to reveal any
these adjustments will lead to a succession of large instrument trend. The actual trend in any block that
differences between successive readings and therefore would be revealed by five ordinates is replaced by the
will inflate D

2
. average of these ordinates and centered in the middle

The following 20 determinations of the percentage of the block.
of nickel were made on 20 successive segments of a rod A modification of the afore-mentioned procedure
of alloy by a spectrochemical procedure: 42.4, 40.8, will delineate the presumably rather smooth curve
41.0, 41.8, 40.3, 40.8, 40.8, 39.6, 41.5, 41.5, 40.2, 40.4, that corresponds to the true trend line during the
41.0, 42.2, 39.4, 41.0, 41.4, 40.6, 42.4, 40.8. It was im- measurements. The curve can be approximated by
portant to know whether there was a trend along the drawing short horizontal lines in a stepwise fashion
rod. The computation for D 2/S2 gave 31.32/12.99, or along the curve. Each short horizontal line replaces
2.41. The quotient is well within the listed limits for the slant and slightly curved line in its vicinity. This
the ratio with n equal to 20, and there is no convincing horizontal line is located at a height equal to the
evidence for a trend. The scatter of the data about the average ordinate of the curve in the narrow band coy-
average line is shown in Fig. 1. ered by the curved short line. If there were some way

One obvious way to avoid the effect of remembering to determine the position of these short horizontal
previous readings, referred to earlier, is to change the lines, the curve, or trend line, would stand revealed.
object being measured. At first thought, this would It is better to have as many short lines as possible and
appear to make it impossible to detect any trend or to have them as short as possible. Ten short lines, each

drift in the measuring equipment. Certainly each read- covering two measurements, afford a better approxi-
ing will now depend on which object is measured and, mation to the trend curve than four lines, each cover-
if there is a drift, where the measurement is in the ing five measurements.
series. Such entanglement of effects can, however, be A difficulty then arises in the fact that the pair of
readily resolved if the objects are measured in an ap- objects used in any part will not be the same as the
propriate sequence. The devising of these sequences pair used in some other part of the curve. This would
is one of the activities in the field of statistical design. appear to make the averages for each pair useless for

comparison, because the objects are different. If the
43.0 -pairs are formed in an appropriate manner, ther- is a

0 0 simple procedure for comparing the parts, despite the0 fact that different objects occur in the different parts.
10 0 Five objects can be used to form 10 different pairs,0 o0 each object appearing in four of the pairs.

41. . - - ----- -  ----- Part a b c d e f g i
o 0 Object ABIDEIBCEAICDIEBIACIBDICEIDA

0I4.0 0 These pairs break the trend curve into 10 parts. The
. order of the pairs is immaterial. The purpose is to

0 determine the average values of the ordinates for each
39.0 -of the 10 parts, just as if all the measurements had. I I I - been made on one object.

B IC IS 20
5 , WX r First use is made of the fact that the objects in any

Fig. 1. Pereentage of nickel in succesive segments of an part, say A and B in part a, appear in six other parts.
alloy rod. Thus, by using object A, the differences between part
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Table 2. Limits for the ratio Dv/S'. a and parts d, g, and j can be estimated; by using
object B, the differences between part a and parts c, f,

No. in 1 in 20 1 in ion and h can be estimated. This leaves parts b, e, and i to
series it Lower Ube considered. Notice that, by using object C, parts e

Upper Lower Upper and g can be compared with parts e and i; by using

5 0.82 3.18 0.54 3.46 object D, parts h and j can be compared with parts
10 1.06 2.94 0.75 3.25 b and e; and finally E gives parts b and i in terms of
15 1.21 2.79 0.92 3.08 parts d and f. The lower-case letters are used to rep-
20 1.30 2.70 1.04 2.96 resent the average ordinates of the parts. These differ-

ences are shown in Table 3.
When a result loeated in a part, say d, is subtracted

Table 3. Determination of average value of ordinate a. from a result in another part, say a, using the same
object (A), the value of A, whatever it may be, drops

Using Difference between ordinates out. The first six differences tabulated are multiplied
object by 3 to bring the sum to the form shown in Table 3.

A 3 (.a - d) = All letters other than a have the coefficient - 2. The
A 3(,a-dg) =z ordinate for part a, multiplied by 18, has twice theA4 3(a-g) =x
.4 3(a-j) =x sum of the ordinates for all other parts subtracted
B 3(a-c) =x, from it, and 1 is the result. The difference is un-
B 3(a- =z, changed if twice ordinate a, or 2a, is added and sub-
B 3(a-h) =z. tracted. Division by 20 then gives the ordinate for a
C (c + g) - (e + i) =x, when added to the average ordinate over all parts.
D (h+j) - (b+e) =z, A constructed example illustrates how well the
E (d + f) - (b + i) = z, scheme works. Suppose an instrument drifts as shown

Sum 18a-2(b+e+d+.. .+j) =xzi in Fig. 2. The curve shows the drift expressed in units
Equivalently 20a - 2(a + b -c +... + j) = of the terminal figure recqrded. The instrument starts
And a - (average ordinate over all parts) =zxi/20 out and drifts so that after a time the readings are

too high by about 17 units in the last place; then tle
trend reverses and drops until at the end readings ar,

Table 4. Comparison of actual and calculated instru- too low by about 15 units.
ment drift. Imagine that five objects, A, B, C, D, and E, are

Calcu- available and that these, when measured, should give
Read- Ob- lated the values 75, 85, 65, 55, and 45, respectively. By read-
ing InstrU and served Part ation Calated ing from the drift curve and by assigning the values
hum- deit ad read- Pa ron datd for the objects, one obtains a sequence of 20 readings,brdit its from drift*

value ing mean as shown in the fourth column of Table 4.

drift The only information that is assumed available for

1 0 A 75 75 the statistical analysis is the column of observed read-

2 4 B 85 89 a - 2.9 2.1 ings together with the identities of the objects. It is
assumed that the objects themselves do not change in

3 7 D 55 62 b 3.7 8.7 value during the observations. The calculation of the4 10 E 45 55
5 13 B 85 98 avernge drift corresponding to part a, using the data5 13 B 85 98

6 15 C 65 80 c 8.5 13.5 of Table 4 and the equations of Table 3, is shown in
Table 5.7 17 E 45 628 17 A 75 92 d 12.0 17.0 Table 5. Calculation of average drift corresponding to

9 16 C 65 81 e part a.

10 15 D 55 70 • 10.7 15.7 Using Difference between ordinates
11 13 E 45 58 1 object
12 10 B 85 95 t  6.0 11.0 3(75-92)=- 51
13 7 A 75 82 g A 3(75- 82) =- 21
14 4 C 65 69 g 0.5 5.5 A 3(75-60) = 45
15 0 B 85 85 B 3(89-98) =-27
16 - 3 D 55 52 h - 6.2 - 1.2 B 3(89-95)=-18

17 - 7 C 65 58 ) B 3(89-85) = 12

18 -10 N 45 35 i -14.1 - 9.1 C (8f+69)-(81+58)= 10
D (52+42)-(62+70)=-38

20 -15 A 75 80 j 18.2 -13.2 R (62 + 58) - (55 + 35)= 30
20_ -15_______ 0_____ 18.2_ -13.2_ Sum 18a-2(b +c+d+...+j)=-58
It is possible to determine this calculated drift only when Equivalently 20a -2 (a + b + c +... + j) =-58

the mean value of drift In known or determinable. In this And a - (average ordinate over all parts) = - 58/20
example, the value 5.0 Is used for the average of all ordinates Therefore calculated deviation from mean drift =- 2.9
from the curve of Wig. 2.
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Table 6. Determination of average value of ordinate b.

Using Differences between ordinates

object In symbols Using data of Table 4

D 3(b-e) =x 3(62-70) =-24
D 3(b-h) =Z2  3(62-52) = 30
D 3(b-j) =Z3 3(62-42) = 60
E 3(b-d) =x, 3(55-62) =-21
E 3(b-f) =r5  3(55-58)=- 9
E 3(b-i) =x. 3(55-35)= 60
A (d+j)-(a+g)=x, (92+60)-(75+82)- 5
B (f+h)-(a+c) =x (95+85) -(89+98)=- 7

C (e+i)-(c+g) =x9  (81+58)-(80+69) =-10
Sum 18b-2(a+c+d+...+j) =Xx = 74
Equivalently 20b - 2(a + b + c+... + j) = = 74
And b - (average ordinate over all parts) = Exi/20 = 74/20

Calculated deviation from mean drift = 3.7

To calculate the ordinate for b, we must set up an- ing and this assists in the attainment of objectivity in
other series of differences similar to the series used the readings. This objectivity is particularly desirable
for the calculation of a (Table 3). These new differ- in the matter of estimating the precision of the read-
ences are given in Table 6. ings. Precision is usually estimated from immediately

In setting up the series, note that the objects ap- successive readings on the same object, and it is diffi-
pearing in part b are objects D and E. Therefore the -cult to avoid forming an optimistic appraisal of the
first 3 differences (x,, x2 . x3 ) are obtained by taking precision. The present scheme also makes possible an
the value of object D in part b and subtracting from estimate of the precision. The numerical details are
it the respective values of object D in the other three available (4-7).
parts in which it appears. The next three differences So far all the emphasis has been placed on the per-
(x., x,, xs) are obtained using the values of E in simi- formance of the instrument. The instrument will be
lar fashion. The difference x7 is obtained by taking the used to measure objects, and it is reasonable to inquire
sum of the values of A in the two parts where A ap- whether the 20 observed readings in Table 4 can also
pears with D and E and subtracting the sum of the be used to estimate the values of the five objects.
two values of A that appear with B and C. The pairs were formed in all possible ways from the

Similar sets of differences must be set up for all 10 five objects. Consequently, any given object has been
parts in order to calculate the ordinates. In each in- matched with the four others in some four of the 10
stance the sum of all nine equations will be of the parts. And, most important, in any part made up of
form shown in the sets given for a and b and, there- two readings it can be assumed that the instru;mient
fore, will provide a check that the proper differences drift error is approximately the same for each read-
have been set up. As a further check, when all 10 ing. In taking the difference between the readings for
value of deviation from mean drift have been calcu- two objects in a part, the instrument drift, whatever
lated, their sum should equal 0. in may be at that time, virtually drops out. The dif-

The numerical procedure outlined in the preceding ference obtained is just about what it would be if there
paragraphs, leads to the estimates shown in the last were no drift at all.
column of Table 4. These, unavoidably, apply to both
observations in the pair to which they are attached. 20

Inspection reveals that the calculated drift is in excel-
lent agreement with the averages of the two drifts
recorded for each pair in the second column. Further- 10
more, by the pattern of deviations from mean drift 0 2
(Fig. 2), the drift of the instrument stands revealed
through the overlay of the different objects measured. a

The drift curve was plotted on the assumption that 0 0

the 20 observations were taken at equal intervals of -to
time. This restriction may be relaxed, provided that
the two observations forming any pair are taken in 10

close succession and provided that the times are re- -20

corded. The x-axis becomes a time scale and the aver- -20 1 J

age ordinate for each part is located at the average s 10 Is 20

time for the two observations. REAo5 NUMER

One of the merits of using different objects is the 'ig. 2. Instrument drift in units of the terminal figure
fact that the observer cannot anticipate the next read- r.corded.
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Table 7. Comparison of correct and calculated values absolute values are required, a standard object is in-
for the objects measured, dispensable. If the absolute value of one object is

known, all other objects can then be determined.

Object Correct Calculated Calue Many choices are available in the construction of
Ooe alued value the sequence used. The parts or blocks may be of anyvalue value less 5.0 size. For example, seven objects can be arranged in

A 75.0 79.4 74.4 seven triads, or 10 objects in 10 triads.
B 85.0 90.4 85.4 ABD [ BCE ( CDF [ DEG E EFA J FGB I GACC 65.0 70.6 65.6 AE I HII IBHC I GEI I IDB I EFH I CID I IGF I DAG I FCA

D 55.0 59.0 54.0
E 45.0 50.6 45.6 The first of these sequences is an example of a class

of designs called balanced incomplete blocks. The sec-
ond sequence is a partially balanced incomplete block

The arithmetic for evaluating the objects is less in- design. Various discussions of these designs are avail-
volved than that used for the drift. To calculate a able (4, 5, 7).
average for A, form the following differences: There is a final important comment to make. Corn-
Using part a, A- B =- 14 parisons of objects can be made even with a drifting
Using part g, A - C= 13 instrument. Even when the instrument has been operat-
Using part 4, A- D= 30 ing satisfactorily, the experimenter perforce usuallyUsing part d, A4-E= 30
Sum, 4A - (B + C + D + H) = 47; has had to assume that this state was maintained while

Equivalently, 5,4 - (A + B + c + D + E) = 47; making the critical measurements. Statistical design
And A - average of all= 9.4; makes it possible to show that the instrument did stay
Average of all 20 readings = 70.0; A = 70.0 + 9.4 = 79.4. in adjustment and, if not, to introduce appropriate

Table 7 shows the calculated averages for the oh- adjustments.

jects alongside the correct values. There is evidently References and Not"
a marked discrepancy between the correct and calcu- * Based on a talk given at the Gordon Research Conference
lated values. The fourth column shows the calculated on Instrumentation in 1954.
values all dimninised by 5.0, and now the two sets C. A. Bennett, Ind. Eng. Chem. 43, 2063 (1951).

2. - and N. L. Franklin, Statistical Analysis in Chem-
show good agreement. The correction, 5.0, cannot be istry and the Chemical Industry (Wiley, New York, 1954).p. 677.
evaluated in any actual case. It is, in fact, the average P. . a Ann. Math. Statistice 13, 445 (1942.
value of the drift introduced by the instrument. There 4. R. C. Bose and T. Shimamoto, J. Am. Statistical Assoc.
is no way, short of the good fortune in having one of 47, 151 (1952).
the objects a known standard, to separate out the aver- 5. W. G. Cochran and G. X. Cox, Experimental Designs

(Wiley, New York, 1950).
age drift from the average of all the objects. 6. W. S. Connor and W. J. Youden, J. Research Natl. Bur.

In much experimental work the difference between Standards 83, R. P. 2532 (1954).
7. 0. .Kenipthorne, The Design and Analysis of Experiments

test items is all that is important to establish. Where (Wiley, New York, 1952).
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Comparison of Four National Radium Standards
Part 1. Experimental Procedures and Results

T. I. Davenport, W. B. Mann, C. C. McCraven, and C. C. Smith

Part 2. Statistical Procedures and Survey

W. S. Connor and W. I. Youden

Part 1

The two United States primary radium standards nave been compared with the British
primary radium standard and the Canadian national radium standard (1) by an ionization
method, using the NBS standard electroscope, (2) calorimetrically, using the Peltier-cooling
radiation balance, (3) by means of a Geiger-Mutller counter, and (4) using a scintillation
counter. Where there is little or no difference in gamma-my source self-absorption, the four
methods should, and in fact do, give good agreement. In the case of the Canadian national
radium standard the difference in the results obtained is an indication of a difference in
source self-absorption.

1. Ilntroduction In 1934, after 23 years had elapsed, some concern
was felt lest the Paris primary standard, together

During January and February 1954 the British with a number of secondary radium standards,
primary radium standard and the Canadian national might explode on account of the accumulation of
radium standard were at the National Bureau of helium and chlorine and possible devitrification of the
Standards for the purpose of comparing these containing tubes. Honigschmid was at that time
standards with the two United States primary carrying out, in Munich, a further determination of
radium standards at the Bureau. The intercom- the atomic weight of radium, and accordingly the
parisons were conducted over a period of 12 days International Radium Standards Commission asked
and were made as exhaustive as possible, using the him to prepare new standards, using the same salt as
NBS electroscope, a Peltier. radiation balance, and for the atomic-weight determination.
Geiger-MIller and scintillation counters. For his atomic-weight determination, which was

carried out in the early part of 1934, H6nigschmid
2. Historical Background used approximately 4 g of radium chloride, containing

3 g of radium element, that had been placed at his
In August 1911 Mme. Pierre Curie prepared, in disposal by the Union Mini~re du Haut Katanga.

Paris, a primary radium standard consisting of This salt was purified by H6nigschmid to a point
21.99 mg of the pure anhydrous radium chloride that where spectroscopic analysis by Gerlach showed a
had been used .to determine the atomic weight of maximum of 0.002 to 0.003 percent of barium atoms.
radium as 226.0. This 21.99 mg of radium chloride A value was obtained for the atomic weight of radium
was sealed into a glass tube 32 mm long, having an equal to 226.05, which is currently accepted.
internal diameter of 1.45 mm and a wall thickness H6nigschmid then used some 817 mg of this highly
of 0.27 mm. purified anhydrous radium chloride to prepare 20

At the same time Professor Otto H6nigschmid, in new standards of radium. Exactly who asked him
Vienna, made three radium-standard preparations to do this is not now quite clear. According to Mlle.
from very pure radium chloride consisting of 10.11, Chami6 [lI,' the International Radium Standards
31.17, and 40.43 mg of radium chloride sealed in Commission, at the suggestion of Stefan Meyer,
glass tubes about 32 mm long, having internal "entrusted Mr. 0. Honigschmid with the prepara-
diameters of 3.0 mm and wall thicknesses of 0.27 tion of 20 standards, using the salt he had purified
mm, each tube having a platinum wire sealed in one and used in measuring the atomic weight of radium."
end. This wire was presumably to prevent the According to H6nigschmid himself, however, in a
accumulation of static charge within the tubes, paper [2] presented after his death by Stefan Meyer,
The purity of the radium chloride was defined by a the 20 standards were prepared "at the wish of the
radium atomic-we ht determination, resulting in a Belgian radium company." These two versions are,
value of 225.97. 7 f these the 31.17-mgpreparation however, not irreconcilible if one assumes that the
was chosen as a secondary standard. Mme. Curie's suggestion of the Belgian company was made known
21.99-mg primary standard and Professor Hbnig- to the International Radium Standards Commission,
schmid's secondary standard are generally and re- which then gave it its official sanction.
spectively referred to as the 1911 Paris and Vienna
radium standards. I Figures in bracket radiate the 11tema feemo, On p 2
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The 20 new H6nigschmid standards were sealed schmid preparations, and it is tightly packed (fig. 1).
into glass tubes on June 2, 1934, the glass tubing It was sealed in June 1930 by the Union Mini~re du
being similar to that used to seal the 1911 Vienna Haut Katan a, its contents, and that of six other
standard and having an internal diameter of 3.0 mm sources in te custody of the National Research
and a wall thickness of 0.27 mm. A platinum wire Council, having been taken from two tubes of radium
was sealed into the end of each standard. chloride that had been prepared by the Union

One of the new Honigschmid standards that was Mini&e in June 1924. Its weight was derived by
42 mm long and contained 22.23 mg of radium chlo- gamma-ray comparison in 1933, in Paris and Vienna,
ride was selected as the new international standard, with "the 1911 standards, and it is designated by the
and its value was carefully compared with the 1911 number XIII. It is understood that no corrections
Paris standard by gamma-ray measurements over a for possible differences in self-absorption were made
period of 4 years [1]. The H6nigschmid reference in these gamma-ray comparisons. Its length is 10.5
number for this standard is 54:30. H6nigschmid mm, its internal diameter 1.5 mm, and its salt content
states [2] that the error of a single weighing was not corresponds, according to the gamma-ray comparison
more than 0.02 mg. The gamma-ray comparison with the 1911 radium standards, to 24.23I mg of
with the 1911 Paris standard showed a discrepancy, radium element, as of June 1934. Information on
however, of 0.2 percent, corresponding to a weight all four national standards is summarized in table 1.
of 22.27 mg as of June 2, 1934.

The first United States radium standard was
brought to America in 1913 by Mme. Curie. This
source contained 20.28 mg of radium chloride and T.ttLE 1. Description of four natinal raditm standards
was designated by the International Radium Stand-
ards Commission number IV (Vienna No. 6). . B C ,

1l 19:16 two af the twenty H6nigschmid prepar5- ITS. British Canadian ".
primary primary national primary

tions were acquired as the Ufited States primary radium radium radium radium
radium standards. They are each designated by two standard stanad standard standard

numbers, namely. 5437. XIV and 5440, XV. ' The
a na s Reference numbers ... 5417, XIV 5432 Xll 44). XVarabic numerals are those given by ngshicontent as

and the ronian numerals are those assigned by the given by:
1Hd nigschmid's .38.23 mg 15AA5 mg - I -- 24.5 meg

International Radium Standards Commission and weighings.
imply that the standards have undergone gamma-ray 2. CPairis and wVi
comparison with the 1911 Paris and Vienna stand- enna1911 stand-ards, as of June

ards. The lengths of these two United States MA ............. 313 24.231mg 20s. mg
Length of glass tube. - 36mn , 3s.h mm 10.5 mm 37mmstandards are 36 and 37 mm. and they contained Internal diameter of

50.22 and 26.86 mg, respectively, of radium chloride tube............ . 3mm 1mm .5mm : im

as weighed by H6nigschmid on June 2, 1934. These Tube wait thicknes.. 0.27mm 0.27mi 0.25mm 0.27mm

weights correspond to 38.23 and 20.45 mg of radium Forconvenience,.4, B. C, and Dare used here and elsra here in this taper to

element. The weights derived from a comparison identify these radium standards.

with the Paris and Vienna 1911 standards corre-
sponded, however, to only 38.13 and 20.38 Ing, re-
spectively, of radium element, as of June 1934.

The British primary radium standard is designated
by one number only, namely, 5432. It is solely a
standard by weight and was not compared with the
1911 Paris and Vienna standards. It is, however,
one of the original H6nigschmid preparations sealed
on June 2, 1934. Its length is 38.8 mm, and its saltcontent corresponds to 15.60 Ing of radium element,
as of that date. This standard replaced the first
British radium standard, which had been in the
custodv of the National Physical Laboratory since
1913. This earlier standard was designated by the
International Radium standards Commission num-
ber III (Vienna No. :1). I

The United States and British primary radium ,-A
standards, as can be seen from figure 1, -have low . I
ratios of volume of salt to volume of tube. It is "'
therefore to be expected that with the standards in
a horizontal position and the grains of radium chlo-
rifle distributed evenly along the tube their gamma-
ray source self-absorption would be very nearly the
same.

The Canadian national radium standard is however FIcuRE 1. Four national radium standardq.
shorter and of smaller diameter than the H6nig- A. Amercan; B. British; C, Canadian; and D, Armerican.
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In view of the uncertainties that exist and the chamber, so that measurements are made perpen-
differences between the Honigschmid weights and dicular to the axes of symmetry of the preparations.
their weights as derived by comparison with the The four standards were measured relative to each
1911 Paris and Vienna standards [3], it has recently other by comparison of each of the six possible corn-
been suggested that new radium standards be pre- binations of pairs. Independent measurements were
pared from about 1 g remaining of Honigschmid's made on each pair by each of three different observers
original "atomic-weight" material. Another possi- at source distances of 66.5 cm and 74.1 cm from the
bility lay in a recheck of the present standards. chamber. The entire series of measurements was
With this end in view, United States primary radium repeated twice.
standard 5440, XV was taken to the United Kingdom The following procedure was adopted for compar-
in the summer of 1952 and to Canada in the autumn ing each pair of standards:
of the same year. At the National Physical Labora- 1. The trough was placed at the distance selected
tory, in Teddington, and at the National Research and parallel to the chamber face.
Council Liboratories, in Ottawa, it was compared, 2. A standard was held horizontally anti tapped
by gamma radiation, with the British primary lightly until the salt was distributed uniformly along
radium standard, 5432 [4] and the Canadian national the length of the capsule, as in figure 2.
radium standard, XIII [5]. The results obtained by 3. The standard was placed in the trough and cen-
these laboratories are discussed later in connection tered.
with the data given in table 3. 4. Three observations of the discharge time were

The question also arises as to what is desired in a made and recorded.
radium standard. In order to derive the mass of 5. The trough was rotated 180 degrees, and three
any radium preparation in terns of the standard by more observations were made.
gamma-rav measurements it is necessary to know 6. Procedures 1 to 5 were repeated with the second
oth the absorption of the containers of the prepara- standard of the pair.

tion and standard and also the self-absorption of 7. Procedures 1 to 6 were repeated for both mem-
the radium salts themselves. In NBS certificates the bers of the pair at the second distance from the
results are stated in terms of milligrams of radium electroscope.
when contained in a Thiiringen glass tube having a
wall thickness of 0.27 mm. together with an empirical
absorption correction for the container in question.
Only calorimetric measurements can give the ratios ".
of the true radliurn contents, irrespective of-absorp- M

tion but in this case it is necessary to know the date
of selling of the preparation in order that correction o
may be made for the growth of polonium. A small
fraction of the gamma-ray energy is absorbed and
measured by the calorimeter, but any difference in
absorption between two sourres will represent only
at small corrction to the alr-eady small contribution
of gamma-ray energy emission (about 7%) to the
total energy emission.
3. Measurements With the NBS Standard

Electroscope

The NBS standard electroscope [61 and measuring
syst m were used, without modification, for this
comparison of four national radium standards. The
ionization chember consists of a 10-cm cube free-air . A 0 0
volume, with walls made of I cm of lead and a FicuaE 2. Four rtattonat raazum standards, with the grains
'2-cm alumninuin inner lining. A gold leaf is sus- of salt in the three Hldnigsehmid standards distributed along
pended near th, center of the chamber. A 10- the length of the tubes.
c uiartz fiber at the free end of the leaf provides a A. Arnrimti. f. Br4tish; C. caiadL',. wd D, Amerimn.

ne line for projection. The fib,r image is magnified 4. Comparison by Geiger-Miller Counter
approximately 100 times and projected onto a
metric scale. The discharge of the electroscope is The Geiger Miller counter used for this compari-
measured by timing the transit of the image between son was a neon-halogen-filled tube. The tube itself
two fixed points on the scale 6 cm apart. was surrounded by a sheath of lead 1% inch thick so

The source indexing system consists of a V-shaped that the soft gamma rays, the spectrum of which
trough of ,-in. Lucite on an aluminum stand. might be varied by source absorption to a greater
The stand can be moved along a line perpendicular extent than that of the higher-energy gamma rays,
to the face of the ionization chamber or rotated would not be counted. The resolving time of the
about its own vertical axis. Preparations are counter was determined by the two-source method
rentered in the trough opposite the center of the to be 211 sec ±5 percent. The correction for re-
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solving time applied to the data ranged from 1.1 to differed essentially from the first one, however, in
2.7 percent. that its larger cups were made from gold instead of

The source holder of the NBS standard electro- copper.
scope was used to positicn each standard in turn in 7. Radiations Measured
these measurements, and the standards were tapped
so that, in the case of the more loosely packed The radiation from radium in equilibrium with all
tH6nigschmid standards, the grains would be dis- its products consists of five energetic alpha-particle
tributed uniformly along the tube. groups, including that of polonium; three mairv

In order to eliminate any possible effects due to groups of beta particles, the most energetic being
drift a series of measurements was carried out on each that from the transition of radium 'E to radium F
pair of international standards. Thus, in the com- with a maximum energy of 1.17 Mev; and a com-
parison of A and B, measurements were carried out plexity of gamma rays, the most energetic being
with A and B arranged in "packages" in the following from the excited levels of radium C'.
order: A, B, B, A; B, A, A, B; A, B, B, A; and Three of the methods described here and used to
finally, B, A, A, B. Similar package measurements compare the radium contents of the four national
were made on each of the other five pairings of the radium standards were essentially gamma-ray com-
four international standards. parisons. With the thicknesses of lead used, or the

A total of about 80,000 counts was taken on each discriminator setting, the chief contribution to the
of the 16 members 6f the 4 packages comprising a gamma-ray effect would be from the energetic
pair comparison. Thus in the comparison of A and radium C' gamma rays (above 0.6 Mev in the case of
B a total of some 640,000 counts were made with A the electroscope and Geiger-Maller counter and
in position and 640,000 with B. above 1 Mev in the case of the scintillation counter).

In contrast, the radiation balance measures pri-
5. Comparison by Scintillation Counter marily the energy emitted in corpuscular form.
The scintillation counter consisted of a thallium- Some 93 percent of the energy produced by radium

activated sodium-iodide crystal mounted on the face and its daughters down to radium D is associated
of a photomultiplier tube. The resolving time of the with particulate emission, the remaining 7 percent
counter and amplifier was 5 sec ± 10 percent, and of the energy produced being associated with the
the corrections applied to the data varied from 0.3 gamma radiation. The wall thickness of the gold
to 0.8 percent. The discriminator was set to accept cups was such as to absorb completely the most
pulses corresponding to gamma-ray energies greater energetic beta particles from radium E. Some 12
than I Mev. Thus, as for the NBS standard elec- percent of the energy associated with the gamma
troscope and the Geiger-Muller counter, the effect of rays is also absorbed. Of the 7 percent of the total
source self-absorption of the lower-energy gamma energy produced that is associated with the gamma-
rays should not be apparent. The sodium-iodide ray emission, another 1 percent (for the Canadian
cry'stal and photomultiplier were mounted adjacent standard) or 1.5 percent (for the H~nigschmid stand-
to the Gei er Miller counter so that counts on each ards), corresponding, respectively, to 0.07 and 0.1
source couhl proceed concurrently with both counting percent of the total energy produced, will be absorbed
systems. Exactly the same pairing and packaging in the sources themselves. The difference of 0.5
order of sources as was used for the Geiger-M6iUer percent between the source self-absorption of the
counter comparison was, ipso facto, also used in the Canadian and H6nigschmid standards corresponds
scintillation-counter measurements. The counts. for therefore to a difference of only 0.035 percent of the
each source in position were of the order of 400,000 total energy produced, which is negligible. Any
compared with 80,000 in the case of the Geiger- smaller differences in gamma-ray source self-ab-
MOIller counter. sorption of the three H6nigschmid standards are also

6. Measurements With'the Padiation therefore negligible so far as the measurements in
Balance the radiation balance are concerned. The alpha-particle and beta-particle absorption is complete;

A modification of the radio-balance originally a correction must be made, however, for the growth
designed by Callendar [7] for the measurement pri of radium E and polonium, which will not be i.-
marily of radiant energy has recently been described equilibrium with the radium.
[81, which is quitable for the measurement of the
energy emission from radioactive materials. This 8. Results
moditication of the radio-balance has been renamed
the radiation balance, its most important feature The results obtained with the radiation balance,ing the ability to balance the energy emission from measuring the sources singly and in ee combin-

a radioactive source either against Peltier cooling or tion of pairs, are summarized in table 2. In this
the energy emission from another radioactive source, table the order of measurement is represented byor both. reading from left to right and, down the table.None of the radiation balances constructed pre- From the results in table 2 the following best esti-
viouslv was large enough to accommodate the large mates for the energy absorbed (in microwatts) from
fllnigschmid standards, and, accordingly, a new one sources A, B, C, and D have been deduced:
was constructed for this purpose. This balance is A B C D
described in detail separately in this issue [9]. It 6293.4 2569. 8 4131.0 3360. 7
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TABLE 2. Energy absorption, in microwatts for the radiation balance. In each case the char-
acteristic quantity is as of February 1954, and the

Energy Energy Energy Energy mass of radium element is as of June 1934. It i. notSource ab. Source sb- Iouc ab- Source absorbed nesarfo elm tissofJe194 Itsntsorbed sorbed sorbed necessary for this check to correct for the 20-year
A-B - decay of radium as this is the same constant for each

B - 2571.? A-B. 3727.1 D-B.., 788.6 C-B 1561.2 standard.
C --. 4127.1 C-D., 776.0
D- 3371.6 A-1). 293..6 The results of this internal precision check are.4.9 292 PA-C 2164.2 Ishown in table 4, in which the figures quoted are the

characteristic quantity, divisions, or counts per
second or microwatts, divided by the mass of radiumIn table 3 are shown the complete results for the element present and normalized to make the "best

six pairs of standards, using the NBS standard average" equal to 100.00 in each case. This best
electroscope, Geiger-MUller counter, scintillation average is obtained by dividing the sum of all the
counter, and radittion balance. In the last line of three radioactive effects by te sum of all three
the table are shown the weight ratios for the same masses.
six pairs. The weight of the Canadian standard TABLE 4. Radioactive effect per milligram of radium element
(C) is, however, only a derived weight, and for this
reason, any ratio involving this derived weight is (Normalized to make tbe best average equal to 156.50)
shown in quotation marks. The ratios A/B, AID,
and BID are, however, the ratios of H~nigschmid's A 1 B Standardown eiging. MthodA 'a D, Bst deviation

Method ~ ~ O A B D es the indl-own weighings. average vidma

results
TABLE 3. Adjusted results for the ratios of the four interna-

tional standards NBSstandard electroscope.. 99.9 156.31 99. 88 100.0 0 023

Metbo .1/ I AC I Afl BC B/l I eiger-MW7'rcunte- 5.3 95 99351 105656 .40
1._ stand" Scintillation counter. 100.22 56.42 69.47 156.56 .6

5elect seped.... 2. 441 1. 570 1.870 0. 6429 0.7 9 1 Radiation balance. . 1.03 156. 10 99.86s 100.00 13

Oelger-M iller ;counter ..... 2.4(1 1.582 1.885 .6430 .7659 1.151 The values of the best average ouht,
Scintillation shud in turn
.aiount Ce 2. 449 1 523 89 370 ." 7624 1. 221 eable one to form an estimate of the precision of

R"ban12 1 973 6220 .7 122. H6nigschmid's weight determinations, in which,
Weigbing ... 2.451 1. 578' 1.99 8 6 4" .7628 .19'tWeighin _.... ___2. --5 .... ___according to H6nigschmid himself [21, the error of

a single weighing was not more than 0.02 mg. A
For comparison with these values the ratios ob- statistical survey of the results was carried out with

tained by Perry [4], using the NPL standard ioniza- the cooperation of W. S. Connor and W. J. Youden,
tion chamber with gold-leaf electroscope, an ioniza- and resulted in the best estimates of the mass of
tion chamber with a Lindemann electrometer, and a radium element in A, B, and D given- in table 5.
Geiger-Miller counter for BID were, respectively, The methods adopted to arrive at these best esti-
0.7669. 0.7657, and 0.7669. The result obtained for mates, and also the best estimates given in table 3
the gamma-ray ratio CID by Michel [5], using the for the ratios of pairs of standards, are described by
NRC precision ion chamber and Lindemann elec- Connor and Youden in part 2 of this paper.
trometer was 1.192. Michel, from geometrical TABLE 5. Best estimates, in milligrams, of the masses of the
coiisiderations, then calculated the source absorp- Hosigschmid radium standards, as of June 2, 1934

tion of each standard and corrected the gamma-ray
ratio to give a weight, or content, ratio of C/D equal to Standard A B D
1.185. The direct gamma-ray ratios obtained both --
by Perry and Michel are in excellent agreement with H6nigschmid's mass ---- 3& 23 15. 60 20. 45
thie results shown iii table 3. Mass derived from NBS

A check on the internal consistency of the results standard electroscope--- 39 227 15. 611 20. 446
shown in table 3 can be provided by assuming that Mass derived from Geiger-

Mtliler counter ------- 3& 235 15. 598 20. 443A, B, and D are so much alike that there are negli- Mass deri,,ed from scintil-
gible differences in source absorption for high-energy lation counter -------- 3& 235 15. 595 20. 444
gamma rays, and none at all in tile case of the calo- Mass derived from the
rimieter, where 93 percent of the energy absorbed is radiation balance - 3. . 235 15. 608 20. 435
particulate, so that any change due to absorption -

of the 7 percent of gamma rays and secondary 9. Mass of Radium Element in the Canadian
electrons would he even more negligible. A check National Standard
can then be run on the results for A, B, and D by
dividing the quantity characteristic of each in each By comparing the calorimetric ratios given in
determination by the H6nigschmid weight of each table 3 with the "weight" ratios, it is clear that the
standard. This'characteristic quantity is scale divi- derived weight of the Canadian national radium
sions per second for the NBS standard electroscope, standard (C) is low by about 3 percent. However,
counts per second for the counters, and microwatts this does not allow for the difference in sealing date,
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which involves a compensating polonium-growth from the comparison of the two United States stand-
correction of about 1.8 percent. By comparison of ards with the 1911 Paris and Vienna standards are,
the "weight" ratios with the NBS standard electro- therefore, too low; unless it were assumed that all of
scope ratios, it is also confirmed that no source H6nigschmid's mass determinations were low in the
self-absorption correction could have been made in same ratio. However, this is to be discounted be-
deriving the certified weight of radium in the cause the Berlin standard was, by comparison with
Canadian standard. However, from the data avail- the 1911 standards, found to have a greater weight
able it is possible to derive a value for this mass of than that determined by H6nigschmid 11].
radium. Relative to the H6nigschmid weights, the Cans-

The experimentally determined ratios of the energy dian national radium standard is found to have a
absorbed in the radiation-balance cups per unit mass of radium element equal to 24.36 rg, which
mass of radium element for A, B, and D are 164.62, indicates that no correction for difference in source
164.73, and 164.34 ,w/mg, respectively. Taking self-absorption was made in its comparison with the
the best average value of 164.58 ,w/mg of radium 1911 Paris and Vienna standards. The difference
element, the mass of the radium in the Canadian between this value and that obtained by comparison
national radium standard is found to be equal to with the 1911 Paris and Vienna standards (24.23
25.10 mg. P- of June 1934, uncorrected for the growth ing as of June 1934) would indicate a self-absorption
of polonum or of radium E. correction of 0.53 percent. The absorption correc-

Using the Curie-Yovanovitch equation, as cor- tion determined by Michel [4] was 0.94 percent; the
rected for new values of the decay constants by difference between these two values could be a
Jordan 18, 101, the energy increments due to growth measure of the loss of radium D and polonium-210
of polonium-210 in A. B, and D, on the one hand, in the transfer of June 1930.
and in C, on the other, are found to be equal, re-
spectively, to 12.2 and 16.2 cal g-1 hr - ' inclusive, of Most grateful acknowledgments are made to the
nuclear recoil energy, the separation and sealing following: The Director of the National Physical
dates being, respectively, May 25, 1934, and June Laboratory and the President of the National Re-
2, 1934, for the Hdnigschmid standards, and June search Council, for the loan of the British primary
1924 and June 19' 0 for the Canadian national radium standard and the Canadian national stand-
standard. The growth of radium E will contribute, ard; to W. E. Perry and W. S. Michel, respectively,
in proportion, another 0.8 and 1.0 cal g-1 hr-1. Sub- for their helpful cooper ;tion and for the transporta-
tracting the contributions of polonium-210 and tion to Washington, D. C., of these standards; to
nuclear recoils and of radium E from the energy W. J. Youden, for many helpful and most valuable
absorbed from A, B, and D in the radiation-baiance discussions on the planning of the experiments, and
cups gives a total energy absorption for all three to him and W. S. Connor, Jr., for discussion of the
sources equal to 11103.0 instead of 12223.9 ;&w (as final results; to H. H. Seliger for providing the
of February 1954). Geiger-Miller and scintillation counter equipment

In the case of the Canadian national standard, an and for advice on its operation; and to L. F. Paolella
energy production of 17.2 cal g' hr -1 by polonium- for valuable assistance in carrying out the readings
210 and radium E corresponds to 20.0 Aw/mg of on the NBS standard electroscope and the Geiger-
radium element, which. by a second approximation, Miller and scintillation counters.
is found to be equivalent to 489.7 pw/24.48. mg of 11. References
radium element (the mass of radium as of June [1l C. Chami6, Sur la nouvel dtalon international de ra&ium9
1924). The corrected energy absorption from the J. phys. radium [81 1, 319 (1940).
Canadian national radium standard is therefore [21 0. H6nigschmid, Geschichte und Herstellung der
3641.3 instead of 4131.0 Mw, as of February 1954. primAren Radium-Standards, Anz. Akad. Wiss. Wien

Sradium content of the Canadian national 131 82, 30 (1945).
The3 Stefan Meyer, Uber die Radium-Standard-PrAparate,
radium standard, as of June 1934, is then obtained Anz. Akad. Wiss. Wien 82, 25 (1945).
by multiplying the total weight of the H6ni esclmid 141 W. E. Perry, A gamma-ray comparison of British and
standards (76.28 mg as of June 1934) by t~e ratio United States national radium standards, Proc. Phys.of the corrected energy ahsorptions o eb rar 15 Soc. (in press).
of.T gv the orrectedeneresut hab tionsere eruar [51 W. S. Michel, The intercomparison at the National
1954. This gives the result that there were 24%36 Research Laboratories of a primary radium standard
mg of radium element in the Canadian national of the National Bureau of Standards and the Canadian
standard, as of June 1934. This value will, if any- national radium standard National Research Council

of Canada Report No. Pk-192 (June 23, 1953).
thing, be on the low side, however, as some radium [61 L. F. Curtiss, A projection electroscope for standardizing
D on the walls of the original two tubes may have radium preparations, Rev. Sci. Instr. 16, 363 (1928).
been lost on transfer when the Canadian standard 171 H. L. Callendar, The radio-balance. A thermoelectric
was resealed in June 1930. In this event, the balance for the absolute measurement of radiation.

w a n rwith applications to radium and its emanation, Proc.
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Part 2. Statistical Procedures and Survey
W. S. Connor and W. J. Youden

The statistical analysis of the observations on the four national radium standards is
discussed. The readings made with the electroscope, Geiger-Miller counter, and scintillation
counter were adjusted by one formula, and the readings made with the radiation balance by
a different formula. In each case the adjusted values of the standards satisfy a consistency
criterion. Finally, the adjusted values were improved by making use of the proportional
relationship between the masses and the radioactive effects 6f the standards.

1. Introduction vantageous to express the results of paired measure-
ments as ratios to eliminate this error.

Four national radium standards were recently com- There were four standards, A, B, C, and D. There-
pared at the National Bureau of Standards, as fore, the following six ratios could be determined
described in part 1 of this paper. The unusual experimentally:
opportunity associated with the presence of four
standards in one laboratory directed attention a/b a/c a/d b/c bid c/d.
to certain statistical aspects of the intercompari-
son. The experimental procedures and results are These provide opportunities to test the consistency
described in part 1. Part 2 discusses the statistical of the data. For example, the products
anahsis.

When two standards are compared, careful meas-
urements provide an estimate for the value of one a/bXb/cXc/a
standard in terms of the other. A standard error
may be calculated for this estimate. A third standard a/b Xb/dXd/a
makes possible the additional experimental evalua-
tion of each of the first two standards in terms of the a/cXc/dXd/a
third.

Suppose that three standards A, B, and ' are b/cXcidXdb
available. The experimental ratios a/b, b/c, c/a may
each be determined by using exactly the procedure should all be equal to unity. The discrepancies
that would have been employed if just two standards between these products and 1.0000 reveal the errors
had been available. None ot the measurements made of the measurements. It is proper to make use of
on A in estimating a/b are used in the estimation of the information that the products should be exactly
c/a. Additional data for A are taken to determine equal to one. The measured ratios may be adjusted
c/a. There is aconsiderable advantage in this method by a least-squares technique to obtain new ratios
because the precision of the comparison is improved A 5A
by alternating the readings on the two standards A/B, A/6, etc., which do in fact multiply out to
under comparison. This alternation reduces the unity for all combinations that should give unity.
effects of drift in the instruments and changes in the This includes not only three factor combinations
environment. As soon as the ratios a/b, b/c, c/a have such as
been determined there is a simple test for the con- A/BXf/^ A A

sistency of the three ratios. The product of the three A/BXA/CXCIA
ratios should be unity. The discrepancy between
this product and unity provides a measure of the but also four factor products
errors in these ratios.. A/ A A .

A similar consistency criterion was applied to the A/BXB/CXC/IDXDIA.
six ratios determined by the electroscope, Geiger-
MNiller counter, and scintillation counter. Because a The adjustmcnt formula used on the data shown
different statistical treatment was required for the in table I is of the form
measurements made with the radiation balance,
those measurements are discussed separately. A __

The last section describes how the masses of the A O cX( bA '
standards were used further to improve the estimates
of the standardls. where the lower case letters indicate the measured
2. Comparison of the Standards by Means ratios.' The adjusted values (see table 3 in part 1)

of Electroscope, Geiger-Miuller Counter, ThLsadjustmentformula is related to the adjustment formula for the differenceand Sintilatio Couter en the estimtes of two treatment effects In a blancd incomplete block
and Scintillation Counter (BIB) design, g R. L. Anderson and T. A. Bancroft, Statistical theory in re-

march, P. 252 (Mc~raw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, N. Y., 1952). Since theUsing these methods, environmental conditions twomeasurementsinapaitr. as and borcand d. are subject to a common multi-
pliative error the logarithms of the two measurements in the pair are subject to

common to paired measurements introduce a common a common additive error. Hence, the BIB design formula applies for the differ-
isce between the logarithms of the adjusted values, as log A-log A, and by

multiplicative error in the measurements. It is a- taking antlogarithms, theabove formula is obtained.
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have the property that The quantities a, b, (a-b), etc., are measured

A A A b quantities. The value for (A-B) given by.the albove
formula will agree exactly with the result obtained

B C B " by subtracting the adjusted estimate B from the

adjusted estimate A. This was not true for the re-
Theobserved values do not meet this consistency corded values. The total amount of energy measured
requirement. The reconciliation among the results for the standards is left unaltered by the adjustment.effected by the above least-squares technique intro- Slight shifts take place in a, b, c, d, (a-b), etc., to
duces each standard symmetrically in the computa-
tion pattern and does not single out any one standard achieve consistency among the results. The dis-
as a superstandard. After the relative values have crepancies between the measured quantities and the
been established, one standard may be given an corresponding adjusted values afford a measure of the
agreed value, whereupon all other standards are precision of the measurements. The calculation is
determined without changing the relative values, shown in table 2. It should be noted that no quan-

tity was measured twice. The replication is von-
TABLE 1. Eperimental results for the ratios of four standards cealed. There are, of course, only four standards;

, that is, four quantities to be determined from the
Method aib al, /d b/c bid ld ten observations. This leaves six contrasts, i. e.,

ielroo ...... .six degrees of freedom, available for estimating the
2.44381.717004407standard deviation.

Oe -rMlner counter. 2. 4746 1.5785 1.8784 .4489 . M stn 1.d120
Scintillaotion ---------- 2. 4847 1. 5710 1 t,89W0 . 6391/ 718 1.1963 I

TABLE 2. Calculation of standard deviation, in microwatts,

The above least-squares adjustment has long been for radiation balance

used for other comparisons. Recently, it has been
found that certain subsets of pairs selected from all Standard Ob-rve Adjustl iffer (Differ-
possible pairs lead to convenient least-squares esti- ence ence) '
mates.2  Given that a reasonably small number of

pairs will suffice to interrelate all the standards, A 625 2 6293 4

there would appear to be some chance of success for B -- - - 2571.0 2569.8 1.2 1.44
an international program of comparison. Once a C -------- 4127. 1 4131.0 3. 9 15.21
properly selected subset of pairings was obtained, D ........ 3371.6 3360 7 10.9 118 81

the various national standards could be tied together AB .. 3727. 1 3723. 6 3.5 12 25
w A-C... 2164.2 2162. 4 1.8 3.24

with values that would give consistent comparisons A- D.... 2935.6 2932.7 2.9 E 41
among the standards. C-B.. -.. 1561.2 1561.2 0.0 0.00

C- D ---- 776.0 770.3 5.7 32.49

3. Radiation-Balance Measurements b-B.--- 78&.6 790.9 2.3 5.29

The radiation balance used in this work was suit- Standard deviation=V - 6-=6 6Ow.
able for measuring either a proportion of the energy
emitted by one standard or the same proportion of -

the difference in energies emitted from two standards.
This difference is determined by one measurement.
The schedule of measurements included separate 4. Masses of the Radium Standards
measurement on the four standards as well as the
six possible differences between them. The pre- Standards A, B, and D were made from the same
cision of measurement of a difference was the same supply of radium salt. The weighings were made in
as the precision of measurement of a single standard. the same day by 1t6nigschmid and arc considered to

Typical formulas for the least-squares estimates 3 have a maximum error of 0.02 mg. The various
for the 10 quantities follow: properties of the three Hbnigschmid standards

measured by the several methods used in this inter-
_=l+ '[(a-b)+b]+i[(a-c)+ci+M[(a-d)+dI comparison are believed to be directly proportional

to the masses of the standards. All the methods
A A give relative values for the standards. In addition,

(A-B) = 1(a- b) + (a-c) + (c- b)l the radiation balance measures the difference between

+1[(a-- +(d-b)]4 la-b. any two standards directly. Standard D was
arbitrarily given the value of unity and the values forSW. J. Youden and W. Sq. Connr, Makng one measurement do the work n( a l c n a n

two, Chem. Eng. Proopr. 49, 549 (1953); and W. J. Youden and W. S. Connor, A and B expressed relative to it. Table 3 contains
New experlments designs for paired observatlons, J. Research NBS U. some of the adjusted ratios from .table 3 of part 1,
(185m) 5P72M3.

1 Forsdlicusslooofthemethodrfleast quares" eR L. AndersonandT. A. including the ratios derived from H6nigschmid's
Ban tft; Statlstlcl theory in researchi p. 155 (MeOraw-Htlll Book Co., Inc., weighings.
New York, N. Y.. 1932).
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TABLE 3. Value of standard, when D equals 1.000 In general, any particular plotted point will not be
. .. . -located exactly on the fitted line. The plotted

Method i A B D points are subject to errors of observation. The
"best" estimates of the coordinates for the point are
taken to be the coordinates of the point on the line

Scintillation counter._ 1. 889 0. 7624 1.000 nearest to the plotted point. These coordinates,
Geiger-Miullercounter- 1. 885 .7659 1.000 mi and r', are
NBS standard elec-a

troscope-----..... 1.870 7661 1.000
Radiation balance- -.- I . 873 .7647 1. 000 m,+br, m+ br,
Weighing.-------------1. 869 .7628 1. 000 m,- -j.b2 - and r,=b 2 b

For each method of measurement a plot may be This procedure for fitting lines was followed for
made of the values of the standards against' the each of the lines relatfng the measured radioactive
corresponding masses. The resulting points should lie property to the mass. For the electroscope, Geiger-
along a straight line that passes through the origin. Miller counter, scintillation counter, and radiation
Let m denote the mass and r the radioactive effect *balance, k was taken as 2, 4, 5, and 1, respectively.
given by any one method of measurement in the These values correspond to the errors given by
relative units of table 3. If the error in r is k times table 4 of part 1, except for the scintillation counter,
as large as the error in m (as measured by the for which 5 was used instead of 6.
standard deviations), the slope b may be computed To obtain estimates for the masses, each value of
from the quadratic m" was multiplied by Hnigschmid's value for D,

i. e., 20.45 mg. These estimates are recorded in
k2 ;,-Zr . table 5 of part 1. In every case the result agreed

b+ n b- -,with the assigned mass within the claimed weighing
error. It is particularly interesting to observe that

where in, and r, (i=A, B, D) are the masses and the the estimates obtained from the line, using the
corresponding radioactive effects for standards A, B, radiation balance results, confirm the assigned masses.
and D from table 3V This method of determining For this line the errors in m and r were taken to be
b has the property that the sum of the squares of the same, and therefore any displacement of the
the perpendicular distances of the points (kmi,r,) point to-bring it on the line required equal changes
from the line r= b(km) is minimized, in the experimental values for mass and energy.

4 For a discutsi, of this method, see W. Edwards Deming, Statistical adjust-
nent of dat,. Exercise 6,184 (John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York. N. Y_ Nov. WASHINGTON, May 27, 1954.
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PHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS AND EXPERIMENT DESIGN

W. J. YOUDEN

National Bureau of Standard Washington, D. C.

ABSTRACT

Each field of experimental inquiry poses problems that are charac-
teristic of the field. Research programs are, in general, planned to take
advantage of the special features that broad classes of problems present.
One broad class of problems deals with the determination of physical
constants and the calibration of instruments. This paper discusses the
statistical aspects of physical measurements and suggests some experi-
mental programs that may be useful to those concerned with the deter-
mination of physical constants and with calibration procedures.
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INTRODUCTION

The remarkable success of experimental design in agricultural field
trials was aided by the spectacular diminishment of the experimental error
that came about through grouping the plots with different treatments into
compact blocks. Replication and randomization insured the calidity of the
estimate of error and made possible the unambiguous interpretation of the
data. Agricultural experiments prompted statisticians to devise various
way of grouping the experimental plots into blocks. The extension of
statistical design into chemical research stimulated the further deve-
lopment of new designs. It appears that every major field of research
has problems which invite the invention of new designs or the adaptation
of old designs. This paper examines the special opportunities for expe-
riment design in measurements of physical properties.

EXPERIMENTATION IN THE LABORATORY

Agricultural field trials were characterized by a number features
such as

a) Large experimental errors

b) Extensive replication

c) Ease of randumization

d) Considerable freedom in the number of plots per block .

e) Frequently a large number of experimental items

f) All the data obtained at once at the end of the experimen-
tal period

g) Interactions between factors

h) Interest centered on comparisons, not absolute values.

In contrast to the above, experimentation in the laboratory brings
a controlled environment, much smaller errors, often very little repli-
cation. The land blocks of the agricultural experimenter usually became
identified with instruments, or days. or operators. The plots may become
the "heads" or different positions on a test machine. One run with the
machine may constitute a block, and thus the size of the block is deter-
mined by the structure of the machine. Usually the number of items under
comparison is smaller than in field trials and sometimes randomization
is an expensive or difficult condition to meet. More important, the data
are obtained sequentially so that the experimenter may examine the re-
sults of the last run before beginning the next test. This sequential
process of gathering the data generally makes the experimenter unwilling
to commit himself to a large rigid program of work.
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THE MEASUREMENT OF PHYSICAL QUANTITIES

Physical measurements are continually being made to improve the
accuracy of important physical constants. Periodically there are repeat
determinations of the gravitation constant, g. the velocity of light, the
astronomical unit of distance (distance from the earth to the sun), and ma-
ny other fundamental constants of nature. Usually the results of these in-
vestigations lead physicists to regard statistics as unable to make a
worthwhile contribution to their problems. Whatever the physical cons-
tant the story is the same. A careful study is made in a given laboratory
using the utmost care to construct an assembly of equipment for making
the measurements. A considerable number of repeat measurements are
made and from these data an average and a standard deviation is obtained.
When the results from different laboratories are compared, the differences
among them are invariably very much greater than would be expected on
the basis of the estimates of the standard deviations.

Physicists correctly concluded that these standard deviations mea-
sured only the local precisions and threw no light whatever on the pre-
sence of systematic errors associated with particular assemblies of
apparatus. The investigators were concerned with absolute values and
statistical designs were used for comparisons. The efforts of investiga-
tors were therefore concentrated upon greater care in the calibration of
equipment and upon ingenious arrangements to compensate automatically
for some of the possible sources of errors,

The very notion of a physical constant carries with it the implica-
tion that the value of the constant should be independent of the particular
assembly of equipment used to determine the constant. Of course, there
are many components of the equipment whose properties such as diame-
ters of orifices, lengths and resistances, together with operating condi-
tions such as temperatures, pressures and voltages which have an in-
fluence on the observed result. The essence of the matter is, that if
these various properties and operating conditions are known and entered
into the proper formulas, the outcome should be the value desired. It
is traditional in careful work to vary the operating conditions one at a
time and to collect evidence that, when due allowance is made for the
change, the determinations made before and after the change show ac-
ceptable agreement. Less often actual substitution of a component of the
apparatus will be made. One resistance coil may be replaced by another.
It will not matter that there is a difference between the two resistances.
What does matter is that the resistance of each coil be known so that
determinations using first one coil and then the other coil will show
acceptable agreement.

The experimental problem just discussed in connection with the
determination of fundamental physical constants also arises in the eva-
luation of the properties of substances. Density, viscosity, boiling points,
conductivity ; the list of properties is very long. A great amount of
effort goes into the revision of old values and into the determination of
properties for the unending production of new substances. The preparation
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of reference samples with stated properties and the calibration of ins-
truments both involve the use of apparatus and procedures. The cor-
rection to be applied at a particular scale point on an electrical instrument
is a quantity that the calibrating laboratory undertakes to establish. The
calibration laboratory must satisfy itself that the correction reported is
only to a small degree influenced by the particular equipment and technique
used in the calibration process.

STATISTICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS

If a laboratory does have the means to put together different as-
semblies of equipment and to vary some of the operating conditions,
the collection of results obtained correspond to what the agricultural
experimenter terms a "uniformity trial". Sometimes all the plots in a
large area are given the same treatment. The observations from these
plots should agree except for the experimental errors. In the same way,
if the substitution of components has been without effect and any deliberate
changes in the operating conditions properly allowed for, the experimental
results should show only the variation of random errors. Ideally there
should be no greater variation among such results than in a series of
repeat measurements where no changes in apparatus or operating con-
ditions are introduced. The precision error is therefore the appropriate
criterion for judging whether or not deliberately introduced changes do
have an effect.

There are always enough repeat measurements to furnish a good
estimate of the standard deviation. The skill of the experimenter insures
that any "effects" that are associated with substitutions of components or
other changes are of the order of magnitude of the precision standard
deviation. If the investigator is to have a reasonable chance of detecting
an effect equal to sigma, he will need to make around 15 repeat measu-
rements before after making the change. Such checking of a number of
aspects of the equipment and procedure soon multiplies the number of
measurements especially under the traditional procedure of changing just
one item at a time. Actually it is not enough to reduce such individual
effects due to substitutions to about the magnitude of a. The signs of
these effects may be either positive or negative. The observed result is
the net sum of such effects and this is undoubtedly one of the main rea-
sons for the disagreement between reports from different laboratories.
Consequently there is an acute need for more efficient experimental de-
signs than the "change one factor at a time" procedure.

There is one important encouraging element in these experimental
programs. The possible effects that are under study can be taken as
purely additive. In other words, there is no reason to fear the presence
of interactions between the factors. The simplification in experiment
design that results is so marked that it is necessary to indicate the ar-
gument for the absence of interactions. Condider two similar rods cali-
brated for length, either of which may be used in the apparatus for ma-
king the measurement. If no other factor is changed, a series of mea-
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surements with each rod may reveal a small effect associated with the
substitution. Probably the calibrations of the rods are slightly in error.
Now suppose the two series of measurements are repeated with the ap-
paratus at a slightly higher temperature than was maintained during the
first trials with the rods. The higher temperature causes the rods to
expand in length and the experimenter allows for this expansion in his
calculations. The difference in results with the two rods, as revealed
in the first trials, will be very small, possibly near the limit of detec-
tion. Certainly the temperature change has a substantial effect on the
lengths of the rods but the change tn the dtfference between results with the
two rods will be completely undetectable. The whole difference between
results with the two rods is difficult enough to establish. Consequently
we may take the difference in results with the two rods to be independent
of the temperature.

Experimenters supply ample evidence of the fact that interactions
can be ignored. Work starts with some initial assembly of equipment
and specified conditions. Subsequently changes are made, one by one,
to ascertain whether or not the measurement is acceptably immune to
such changes. The experimenter has no misgivings at all that he will
overlook some effect solely because of the particular assembly and con-
ditions that happen to constitute the reference set. If the effects did
depend on the choice of the reference set, the research would be vastly
more complicated, the very concept of a physical constant would lose
sharpness, and tables of critical constants would have to specify the
experimental details.

REQUIREMENTS FOR EXPERIMENT DESIGNS FOR
PHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS

The discussion thus far has covered in some detail the special
characteristics of experimentation directed to the evaluation of physical
constants. Statisticians can propose experimental designs that combine
high efficiency in the detection of very small effects together with a
satisfactory estimate of the physical constant. It is the latter requirement
of an unbiased estimate of the mean that has special importance.

Long ago Yates [I ] pointed out that a 1/16 fraction of a 27 factorial
provided mutually orthogonal estimates of the seven main effects. The
fact that these estimates were confounded with interactions of the factors
led Yates to warn his readers that it would rarely be wise to assume
the absence of interactions. The point has been made above that, in phy-
sical measurements, the interactions, if present at all, are of negligible
magnitude in comparison with the main effects. Table 1 shows this design
where zero and one denote the alternative choices for each of the seven
factors A. B, C, D, E, F and G.
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Table 1. Seven factors with two choices designated by zero and one.

Combi- Factor Observed
nation A B C D E F G result

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 s

2 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 t

3 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 u

4 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 v

5 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 w

6 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 x

7 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 y

8 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 z

The above eight combinations of choices provide for high efficiency
in that differences between the two choices for each factor are evaluated
by contrasting four of the results against the remaining four. Futhermore ,
the average of all aight results introduces each choice just four times
into the average and gives equal weight to all the alternatives.

The importance of giving equal weight is easily recognized by the
experimenter in simple situations but apparently overlooked in more com-
plicated settings. The experimenter may have investigated the effect of
substituting one calibrated rod, R., for another rod, R1 , no other factor
being explored. Sufficient repetitions with each rod discloses an unmista-
kable small difference between the averages for each rod. At this point
the investigator, lacking any reason to favor one rod over the other,
has no hesitation in giving equal weight to the two sets of results and
takes as his beast value the mean of the two sets.

Suppose the above work has been conducted at temperature T.. The
two series of measurements may be identified by the labels RoTo and
RT 0 . Let the investigator now undertake a third series of measurements
using rod R, at another temperature T1 . Denote this series by R.T 1 .
Clearly the temperature effect (if any remains after proper allowance)
is estimated by taking the differences between the averages for R.T ° and
R1T 1 . Suppose that after due allowance has been made in the computation,
the small difference between the results at the two temperatures in also
greater than would be expected considering the precision of the work.
The investigator should give equal weight to the results at the two tem-
peratures just as he would to the results with each rod. If the mean is
taken of the three averages associated with RoTo, RITo and R 0T1 , clearly
twice as much weight is given rod R. as rod R, and twice as much weight
to the results at temperature T. as to the result at temperature T1 .
Indeed, in this awkward combination of choices, equal weight can only
be achieved by discarding the average for R.T and taking the mean of
the remaining pair of averages.
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Few experimenters are aware that if they were willing to run just
one more series of measurements they could not only double the data
back of each comparison but also include a third factor on the same
terms. Peraps, in addition to the rod and temperature changes, the
work might be extended to examining the effect of changing the voltage
from V. to another voltage, V1 . The combinations

Ro T. V.

R. TX V

R, To V

R 1  T1  V.

visibly permit the evaluation of the effect of changing rods by contrasting
the last two with the first two. In each pair both temperatures and both
voltages have been used so contributions from these factors cancel out.
Similar considerations apply to the evaluation of the temperature and
voltage effects. Finally the mean of the four series gives equal weight
to all alternatives. Unless this is done, another worker using the iden-
tical choices in some other combinations cannot expect to converge upon
the value reported by the first worker.

The design just given for three factors is particulary neat. Suppose
instead of three there are four factors. The statistician will immediately
recall the Yates design with seven factors and propose that three of the
seven factors be treated as dummy factors. There is, however, the di-
sadvantage of requiring eight series of measurements ; three more than
necessary to provide for the unique evaluation of the effects of changing
four factors. This enlargement of the experimental program should be
avoided, if possible, because the alteration of the equipment may involve
considerable time and effort. A change in the apparatus may require much
care, as in levelling or making sure there are no leaks in a vacuum
system. The restriction of all the factors to just two choices will also
be an undesirable limitation. As matters stand, statisticians do riot have
a collection of designs to meet these requirements.

EXAMPLE WITH THREE EXPERIMENTAL FACTORS

Imagine that an investigator can easily provide three choices, 0,
I and 2, for each of two factors, and two choices. 0 and 1, for a third
factor. The zero choice for each factor is taken as a reference set. An
experimenter will usually investigate each factor in turn by conducting
the six trials shown in Table 2.

First factor A is explored holding all other factors constant. Then
factor B is tried at two new levels and finally the second choice for C is
investigated. The effect of changing a factor is looked for by comparing
the appropriate average with the average obtained for the reference set
AoB.C.. Note that the difference between the two averages will have V2
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times the error associated with a single average. The ability to detect
small effects will increase with the number of measurements on which
each average is based. If there are as many as 15 measurements for
each average, the investigator can be reasonably sure of detecting an
effect that is as large as the standard deviation of a single measurement.
A large number of degrees of freedom (14 x 6 = 84) are available for
estimating this standard deviation.

Table 2. Conventional three factor program.

Trial Factor Observed
No. A B C average

1 0 0 0 u

2 1 0 0 v

3 2 0 0 w

4 0 1 0 x

5 0 2 0 y

6 0 0 1 z

There are two comments to be made regarding the program outlined
in Table 2. First a different selection of the six combinations would give
the same chance of detecting an effect using ten in place of 15 repeat
measurements for each combination. This holds for the three choice
factors. There is an additional gain for the C factor. Or, alternatively,
if the 15 measurements are retained, still smaller effects will become
detectable. The second comment concerns the "best value" or concensus
for the final result. Obviously if the mean of the six averages is taken
the initial conditions of the reference will be very heavily weighted. In
order to give every choice an equal voice in the final result a weighted
mean of the six averages must be secured. The proper weighted mean,
to give all choices equal representation, is to take one sixth of

-Su +2v +2w +2x +2y +3z.

The above weights introduce the different choices for the factors
into the weighted mean in the manner shown in Table 3.

The tabulation in Table 3 shows that when the six averages, u,
v, w, x, / and z, are weighted as shown, the final result gives equal
weight to the three choices for the A factor, the three choices for the
9 factor and the two choices for the C factor. Unfortunately much of the
advantage of the repeat measurements is lost. This particular weighted
mean has a precision error V 1.r39 times as large as the average for a
single combination '. A different program would give results in which the
weighting factor for each average is unity. The unweighted mean of the
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six averages has a precision error of V 16 as large as the average for a
single combination. This better selection of combinations gives nearly a
three fold improvement. Of course the experimenter can simply average
his six "change one thing at a time" results and obtain a precise estimate
of a biased result and this does happen.

Table 3. Weighting factors to obtain unbiased estimate
for program in Table 2.

A B C

Weight 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1

-5u -5 0 0 -5 0 0 -5 0

2v 0 2 0 2 0 0 2 0

2w 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 0

2x 2 0 0 0 2 0 2 0

2y 2 0 0 0 0 2 2 0

3z 3 0 0 3 0 0 0 3

Total 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3

The selection of six combinations that is more sensitive to detecting
effects is shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Statistical design for three factor program.

Trial Factor Observed
No. A B C average

1 0 0 0 u

2 0 1 1 v

3 1 0 1 w

4 1 2 0 x

5 2 1 0 y

6 2 2 1 z

Inspection shows that an unweighted mean gives equal weight to all the
factor choices. The two diagrams in Figure I show the conventional
"change one thing at a time" selection in Panel 1 and the statistical design
in Panel 2. If there is hesitancy on the part of the experimenter in
changing two factors at once, the hesitancy may be partially overcome
by observing how much better the design in Panel 2 samples the expe-
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PANEL I PANEL 2

Figure 1 - The circles show selections of six combinations from the 18 combi-
nations provided by three choices for both 4 and P and two choices for C. Panel 1
shows the conventional selection ; Panel 2 an alternative selection.

rimental region. Those who question whether the effect of changing from
A.to A1 is virtually independent of the choices for B and C should study
Panel 1 carefully and answer the question as to what sort of information
the conventional program would give if the effect of changing A did depend

on the choices for B and C.

There remains the task of estimating the effects of the various
choices using the statistical design. The estimate of the effects of the
various choices for A, B, and C involves a weighted mean of the six
observed results. The sums of the results, weighted as indicated in
Table 5, should .e divided by three in every case. The variance of the
comparisons, for the three choice factors, is two thirds that of the
"change one factor at a time" procedure, and for the two choice factors

the variance is reduced to one third.

Table 5. Estimating effects for design given in Table 4

Observed Weighting factors for comparisons
result A.-A 1  A,-A 2  B.-BI B°-B 2  C 0 -C 1

u 2 1 2 1 1
v 1 2 -2 -1 -1
w -2 -1 1 2 -1
x -l 1 -1 -2 1
y -1 -2 -1 1 1
z 1 -1 1 -I -1
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SOME EXAMPLES OF EXPERIMENT DESIGNS

In this section six proposed designs are listed that may find im-
mediate use. Under ordinary circumstances not more than ten different
combinations will be studied. The number of choices for a factor will
generally be two or three and rarely four. The total number of designs
needed is consequently rather small. In any particular case there exists a
large number of selections of subsets from the complete factorial. It is
not always easy to determine whether the best possible choice among
these subsests has been made. The selections listed here may not be
the best but they do represent a marked improvement over the usual
programs. The addition of one or two extra combinations will, in some
cases, provide a much better design with a marked improvement in
efficiency.

In the following tabulation the factor choices are denoted by 0, 1.
or 2. The usual convention for indicating the number of factors and
choices is used. Thus 24 3 indicates that there are four factors each
with two choices and one factor with three choices. Two designs are
listed for 243, one of them with an extra combination.

2" in 5 combinations 25 in 6 combinations

A B C D A B C D E

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0

1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0

1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1

1 0 0 1 1

233 in 6 combinations 2' 3 in 7 combinations

A B C D A B C D E

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0

0 1 0 2 0 1 0 1 1

1 0 1 2 1 0 1 0 1

0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1

1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 2

1 0 0 1 2
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2'3 in 8 combinations 2432 in 9 combinations

A B C D E A B C D E F

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0

1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 2 0

0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1

1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1

0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 2 1

0 1 0 1 2 1 0 1 0 0 2

1 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 1 1 2

0 1 0 0 2 2

DISCUSSION OF PHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS

It would not be altogether surprising should two laboratories de-
termine a physical constant by two entirely different methods based on
different principles, if the results obtained showed a disagreement con-
siderably beyond that anticipated from the internal precision within each
laboratory. Either or both of the methods may have a systematic error
through some defect in theory. It is more surprising to find substantial
disagreement when two laboratories use the same procedure and use
equipment that differs only in minor ways, for example, dimlensions.
The only plausible explanation appears to lie in the uncertainties in the
calibration of various component parts of the apparatus and in the ins-
truments used to record the relevant operating conditions. Inevitably the
investigator has to depend on other workers to provide these indispensable
calibrations and to accept, along with the calibration, some statement
regarding the accuracy of the calibration. If only one of each of the
component parts is available and only one specimen of each necessary
instrument at hand, the investigator has no check on the claimed ac-
curacies. Even if a choice does exist, the detection of discrepancies
requires a considerable number of measurements with each choice. The
individual discrepancies must be kept small because the final result re-
ports the net sum of the systematic errors associated with the various
components.

If only single choices are available, the experimenter can do no
more than estimate the error in the final result from the information
available to him regarding the uncertainties in the individual components.
If there are two or more choices, the consistency of the results with
the two choices furnishes a check on the claimed accuracies. Further-
more, the most troublesome components will be established on the basis
of experimental evidence. If the state of the art stands in the way of any
immediate improvement of a particular troublesome component, at least
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the opportunity exists to procure several choices for such a component

and obtain the benefit of an average.

The most important return to the experimenter from the use of a
number of different combinations lies in the more realistic estimate of
the error in the final result. The 2432 design allows six components to
be studied, four with two choices and two with three choices. There are
altogether 144 possible experimental combinations given these choices.
If no choices had been available, the investigator would base his report
on some one of these 144. With each of these 144 combinations there is
associated a net systematic error which is the algebraic sum of the
systematic errors in the six choices actually employed. There is an 0.5
chance that two laboratories will differ even in the signs of these sums.
And, of course, sums of n errors have a wider dispersion than the in-
dividual errors. If the experimenter elects to try nine of the 144 possible
combinations, he has an opportunity to see for himself the discrepancy
that could happen when he compares his result with the result from
another laboratory. In another laboratory, perforce, different choices
for all the components will be used. A realistic estimate of the uncer-
tainty in the final value can be obtained from the dispersion exhibited
by the nine results associated with the nine combinations. (It is assumed
here that no one component has an uncertainty that dominates all others).

This design makes it possible to detect considerably smaller dif-
ferences between components for the same number of measurements.
Most important, this particular selection of nine from the 144 possible
combinations will provide a final average of high efficiency that gives
equal weight to all the choices available for the six components. The
net errors associated with the nine results also undergo an averaging
out in the mean so that the systematic error in the final result should
be substantially reduced. Certainly this program is no less novel to the
statistician than to the experimenter because the appropriate estimate of
error is, in fact, based on the mean squares associated with the main
effects of the several factors.

LITERATURE CITED

(1] YATES F. - "Complex experiments". Jour. Royal Statistical Society,
Supplement. 2 : 181-233, 1935. (See page 210).

DISCUSSION

J. NEYMAN : As Dr. Youden has indicated, there are still a great many
domains of scientific research in which the statistical principles of experi-
mentation are not yet generally accepted.

Astronomy, meteorology and, partly, medicine are good examples.
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In these circumstances, a publication of a collection of examples of
studies in which unreasonable results were obtained because of the neglect
of some detail might be useful.

M. W. J. YOUDEN : In reply to Professor Deming.
Dr. Youden admitted that the progress of science sometimes reveals

that a "constant" is not a constant.

Example : some atomic weights depended on the geographical source
of the element. The old "constant" was replaced by the atomic weights of the
elements.

In reply to Professor Mahal.
Agreed that laboratory "effects" were important and mentioned that

national laboratories now cooperated by intercomparing the same objects first
in one country and then in another country.

Mr. FINNEY : I want to mention the Plackett-Burman designs for estirnating main
effects when all interactions are zero. By contrast, Dr. Youden wants to
estimate the general mean, when interactions are zero and the main effects
are not of intrinsic interest.

The design in Table 4 is of course a simple 1/3 replicate of 32 x 2,
or one block of Yates's confounding schem. On page 11, the designs proposed
are not all perfectly balanced over levels, so that the simple mean would be
biased relative to permutations of symbols for levels. Is Dr. Youden aiming
simply at minimum bias for a limited number of assemblies, or is he pre-
pared to demand unequal weighting of means ?

M. BOSE : Designs for determining main effects and means in the case when
there are no interactions, and when different factors are at different levels
are being worked out at the Research Triangle Institute, North Carolina,
U.S.A.

Reprinted from: Colloques Internationax du Contre
National do l& Recherche Scientifiqte No. 110,

Is Plan d.'Zxperienoe, 1961, pp. 115-129.
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Foreword

In conducting an interlaboratory test, we usually have one of three
purposes in mind:

A. troubleshooting, or audit of the comparability of measurements,
B. evaluation of a test method, or
C. extension of a measurement process from a primary laboratory to

other standards laboratories.
According to the purpose to be emphasized in a particular round of tests,
the approaches to the problem are necessarily different.

Youden's several papers on graphical analysis (3.1, 3.2) and his rank-
ing scores procedures (3.3, 3.4, 3.6) are designed to locate and identify
sources of trouble through graphical representation which is easily inter-
pretable. In addition, he suggested that a test procedure must be checked
out for "ruggedness" to disclose factors that may change from laboratory
to laboratory. Indeed the procedure described in paper (3.4) has come to
be called "Youden's ruggedness test." Youden's main emphasis is on trou-
bleshooting through experimental design. The applications of his method
are extremely effective once the procedures and methods of measurement
are well defined.

Mandel and Lashof (3.7) approached the problem from a somewhat
different point of view. Given an established test method, they aim to
interpret the results through a "linear" model. The analysis segregates the
total variability into three components: one due to replication, one due to
scale (e.g., calibration of instruments), and one due to variability between
laboratories. The emphasis is on the evaluation of a test method and on
the quantitative estimation of the effect of these components.

But why should there be any between-laboratory differences? Why
can't we eliminate this source of variability altogether? This question must
be answered before we can use the Cameron-Pontius philosophy for mass
measurement (1.1, 7.1) to demonstrate that accuracy levels attained at
NBS can be realized by other primary laboratories throughout the nation.
This goal is still far away. Current studies deal with mass and volt calibra-
tion and the results are encouraging. As time goes on, procedures will be
developed for assuring that a measurement process is not only independent
of time and conditions at a single laboratory, but also independent of loca-
tion. The design and analysis of interlaboratory test procedures will play
an important role in providing standards of constancy and compatibility.
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(Reprinted trom INDUSTRIAL QUALITY CONTROL, Vol. XV, No. 11, May 1959)

Graphical Diagnosis
of Interlaboratory

Test Results
W. J. YOUDEN

National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C.

Introduction process. Considerable saving in manufacturing costs

Interlaboratory or round robin programs to evaluate can be affected by reducing the margin between the

the performance of test procedures will always be with quality level set for production and that called for in the

us. New materials require new tests. New, and hope- specification. The savings attainable with improved test

fully better, test procedures are developed for old prod- procedures are a strong inducement for the improve-

ucts. Test procedures are used to ascertain whether a ment of test procedures. Interlaboratory test programs

product meets the specification set down for the prod- of varying degrees of thoroughness are frequently used

uct. A double problem confronts the producer. There is to establish the performance of existing procedures.

bound to be a certain amount of variation in his prod- Missed Opportunities in Interlaboratory
uct. And there is bound to be variation in the test re- Test Programs
suits made on a given sample of the product. The im-
pact of the errors of measurement assoiated with the Strangely enough modern statistical tests such as the
test procedure is obvious because half the tests made on analysis of multifactor studies and the isolation of com-
a product that just meets specification will rate the ponents of variance have not made the contribution ex-
product below specification. pected of them. Part of this no doubt comes about be-

cause these more sophisticated statistical techniques are
Test Procedures and Production Costs not too well understood by some of those in the labora-

It is customary to manufacture purposely a product tories that run the tests. It is all very well for someone
that exceeds specification in order to allow for testing with statistical skill to set up an intricate interlaboratory
errors. The larger these testing errors, the greater the test program and analyse the data but this still leaves
excess quality that must be built into the product to in- the problem of interpreting the statistical jargon to those
sure the acceptance of nearly all lots that are in fact directly concerned. Even when this interpretation is
equal to or better than the specification. The manu- undertaken the report is apt to read somewhat along
facturer already has to contend with variation in the these lines. "Duplicates run by the same operator in the
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same laboratory show excellent agreement. Agreement
between different operators in the same laboratories is
not quite so good, and very poor between results from 00
different laboratories. Results on different days do not 450 04
agree as well as those obtained on the same day." This
is a brief summary of the interpretation that is made "
after the statistical analysis shows that practically all 0
the F-tests are significant. Unhappily almost all con- r
cerned were already aware of the state of affairs just
described and want to know what can be done to im- 400
prove matters. It is just here that statisticians have not
risen to the opportunities presented by interlaboratory
test programs.

When all is said and done, what we want is rather
simple. We want to know whether the test procedure as
set forth is capable of yielding acceptable agreement
among results from different laboratories. If the results 350
are not acceptable, we would like some specific indica-
tion of what is wrong with the procedure. If the pro- [ 0 [ [
cedure appears to be reasonably good but there are 300 350 400 450
some disturbing discrepancies, we would like to know Figure )-Tensile Strength
which laboratories are having trouble and if possible
why they are having trouble. And most important we biases. There is evidence of this state of affairs in Fig.
should be able to get this information back to the labo- 1. The more pronounced this tendency to individual
ratories concerned in such a form that the diagnosis is bias the greater the departure from the expected circular
believed. For only so will these laboratories take any distribution of points about the intersection of the
action to correct the difficulties, median lines.

Graphical Representation of Results Figure 2 shows 15 points plotted from phthalic
anhydride determinations on two paint samples. The

The graphical procedure is based upon a very simple points tend to scatter more or less closely along a line
interlaboratory program. Samples of two different ma- approximately bisecting the upper right and lower left
terials, A and B, are sent to a number of laboratories quadrants. There is reason to expect the line to make a
which are asked to make one test on each material. The 45 degree angle with the axes when the same scale is
two materials should be similar and be reasonably close used for both axes and the two materials are sufficiently
in the magnitude of the property evaluated. This will similar so that the dispersion of the results is about the
avoid complications that may arise from differential be- same for each material.
havior of the two test materials. A second pair of sam- A test procedure that yields results like those in Fig.
ples are circulated at a later time if there are only a few 2 is probably in need of more careful description. In its
participating laboratories. The pairs of results that are present form the procedure apparently is open to indi-
reported by the laboratories are used to prepare a graph. vidual modifications that do have an effect upon the

The graph is prepared by drawing the customary x- results. The procedure rather than the laboratories
axis at the bottom of the paper and laying off on this should be considered as a possible source of the diffi-
axis a scale that covers the range of results for material culty even though the difficulty is exhibited by a large
A. At the left the y-axis is provided with a scale in the scatter among the results from the different laboratories.
same units that includes the range of results reported When the points lie closely along the 45 degree line the
for material B. The pair of results reported by a labo- conclusion may be drawn that many of the laboratories
ratory are then used to plot a point. There will be as
many points as there are reporting laboratories. After
the points are plotted a horizontal median line is drawn 7
parallel to the x-axis so that there are as many points
above the line as there are below it. A second median
line is drawn parallel to the y-axis and so placed that
there are as many points on the left as there are on the
right of this line. Figure 1 shows the seven-day tensile
strengths reported by 25 laboratories on two cement
samples. Two of the laboratories are so patently sapa- 6 0
rated from the other 23 that they are not used in deter- •
mining the position of the median lines.

Diagnosis of the Configuration of Points r

The two median lines divide the graph paper into four
quadrants. In the ideal situation where only random
errors of precision operate the points are expected to be 5
equally numerous in all quadrants. This follows because
plus and minus errors should be equally likely. In any
existing test procedure that has come to my attention
the points tend to concentrate in the upper right and
lower left quadrants. This means that laboratories tend
to get high results on both materials or low results on 6 7 8
both materials. Here is evidence of individual laboratory Figure 2-P-cef Phthalk Ashdride
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are following rather carefully their own versions of the fairly close to one or the other axis. In the latter case,
test procedure. the result is fairly good on one material and very bad

on the other. Examples of such points are found in Fig-
Checking on Sample Variation ures 2 and 3. Often the explanation is simple-a mis-

There is no possibility of the distribution of points in take in typing, or calculation, or some simple blunder

Fig. 2 arising from lack of uniformity among the sam- that sometimes can be corrected by going back to the

ples distributed from each material. If the stock is records. If the same laboratory shows up in such a

heterogeneous, some samples will be high, some low, manner on succeeding pairs of materials, this implies

and this will be true for both materials. The pairs of carelessness on the part of the laboratory. The labora-

samples distributed to the laboratories will be of four tory can do good work but often does not. Occasionally

kinds: a laboratory has difficulty with one material and not

high in A, high in B with the other but this is not likely to occur with sim-

high in A, low in B ilar materials.
low in A, high in B Points in the upper right or lower left quadrants that

low in A, low in B are far removed from the intersection of the median

The four possible combinations have the same proba- lines and that are not near either axis reflect a tendency

bility of occurrence and would result in the test results to get either high results on both materials or low re-

being nearly equally divided among the four quadrants. sults on both materials. There are examples in all the

Concentration of the points in two quadrants rules out figures. The more consistent a laboratory is in its work

questions of sampling heterogeneity. the more likely its point will lie in the proximity of the

On the other hand if there is a roughly circular dis- 45 degree line. A point far out along this line suggests

tribution of points but with a disappointingly wide- the possibility that the laboratory concerned has intro-

spread scatter, the diagram does not reveal whether this duced some modification into the test procedure. A labo-

arises from sampling difficulties or poor precision of the ratory finding itself in this situation should check care-

test results. If sampling is considered a possible source fully the prescribed procedure for performing the test
of difficulty the following modification in the assignment and endeavor to locate the cause of the large bias.
of samples should be tried. If there are 2N laboratiins, All of the above interpretation can be made while
prepare N double-size e ftr e latori e, keeping anonymous the identity of the plotted points.
fully mix and dividee amp les into two When circulating a report of the interlaboratory test it
usual size samplesi might be helpful to circle in red the point belonging to

the laboratory in the copy going to that laboratory.

Double size Samples That would save the laboratory from consulting its files
sample Laboratory A B to locate itself and would display prominently just

I I IA lB where the laboratory stood in reference to the whole
2 IA' 1B' group. This vivid picturing of a laboratory's position

should stimulate the laboratory to some self examina-
2A 2B tion that could hardly avoid having beneficial results.

2N-1 NA NB Estimating the Precision of the Test Procedure

N 12N NA' NB' The above discussion does not exhaust the informs-

The samples are assigned to laboratories as shown tion to be gleaned from this graphical representation.

above. It should be possible to mix and divide each Assuming that the two materials are similar in type and

double-size sample into two closely matching regular nearly equal in magnitude for the property the disper-

samples. These samples are assigned to a pair of lab- sion among the results reported for A should be about

oratories. If there are sampling difficulties the plotted the same as the dispersion of the B results. In that

points should tend to occur in doublets. Two labora- event the 45 degree line through the intersection of the

tories getting the two carefully mixed halves should medians makes possible an estimate of the precision of

check each other and have their points close together. the data. Often an interlaboratory test undertakes to dif-

This involves a little extra work in getting out the ferentiate among the laboratories in respect to precision.

samples and no extra work for the participating lab- Not only does this require large numbers of measure-

oratories. If the points corresponding to the two halves ments from each laboratory but differences in precision

of a double-size sample are separated as much, on the usually turn out to be unimportant in comparison with

average, as points from different double samples, the bias errors and careless errors. No violence at this stage

dispersion cannot be ascribed to sampling. In addition seems to be done by assuming about the same precision

to noting the spacial distribution the projections of the for all the laboratories.

points on the axes may also be used to see whether just The perpendicular distance from each point to the 45

one of the materials was heterogeneous, degree line can be used to form an estimate of the pre-
cision. The estimate of the standard deviation of a single

Interpvetion of Out-of-Lins Reulfts result is obtained by multiplying the average length of
the perpendiculars by X/x/ 2 or 1.2533. These perpendic-

So far the large aspects of the diagram have been ulars need not be measured on the graph paper. In-
examined. The individual points can now be consid- stead, write d wn for each laboratory the difference
ered and in particular those points most distant from (A-B) keeping track of the signs. Call these differ-
the intersection of the median lines. Almost always one encesd d2, • d. . Calculate i, the algebraic average
or more points are so far out of the picture that it is " Ct
better not to compress the scale in order to show them. difference. Subtract d from each difference and obtain

Such points should be ignored in locating the median a set of corrected differences d1', d2 ', ... d'. The aver-

lines. (See FIg. 1.) The more distant points tend to fall age of the absolute values of these differences when

into one or the other of two categories. Either the point multiplied by N/n/2 or 0.886 gives an estimate of the

is far out and remote from both axes or far out and standard deviation.
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TABLE I-Data aid Calculations on Percent Insoluble Residue
in Cement Reported by 29 Laboratories 0.4

Labor- PeermtA tleeMUe A -1 (A-15) - 0ON
story A B J ______

1 0.31 0.22 0.09 -0.005
2 0.06 0.12 .-0.04 -0.135

S0.24 0.14 0.10 o. 0.3
4 0.14 0.07 0.07 -0.025
5 0.52 0,37

6 0.38 0.19 0.19 0.095
7 022 0.14 0.08 -0.015
S 0.46 0.23 0.2

9 0.26 0.05 0.21 0.115 0.
10 0.28 0.14 0.14 0.045

11 0.10 0.18 -0.08 -0.175
12 0.20 0.09 0.11 0.015 41
13 0.26 0.10 0.16 0.065 0.1
14 0.28 0.14 0.14 0.045
1s 0.25 0.13 0.12 0.025

16 0.25 0.11 0.14 0.045
17 0.26 0.17 0.09 -0.005
18 0.26 0.18 0.08 -0.015 0
19 0.12 0.05 0.07 -0.025 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
20 0.29 0.14 0.15 0.055

21 0.22 0.11 0.11 0.015 Figure 3-Percent of Insoluble Residue
22 0.13 0.10 0.03 -0.065
25 0.56 0.4224 0.30 0.30 0.00 -0.095 sible for these points almost certainly have somehow got25 0.24 0.06 0.18 0.085 substantial systematic errors incorporated in their tech-

26 0.25 02
27 0.24 0.09 0.15 0.05 niques. Multiplying the standard deviation obtained
28 0.28 0.23 0.05 -0.045 above by 2.45 gives the radius of the circle that should29 0.14 0.10 0.04 -01055

- 0 - include 95 percent of the laboratories if individual con-
Average 0229 0.134 0095 0.053 stant errors could be eliminated. This circle is drawn

in Fig. 3. Seven further laboratories are outside the
The data on percent insoluble residues reported by 29 circle including the two who got the benefit of the

laboratories are given in Table I and plotted in Fig. 3. doubt and were retained in the computation. This ex-
There are three points far out along the 45 degree line amination has directed attention to at least six of the
and one far out on the y-axis. These laboratories were laboratories that might well go over their method of
excluded from the calculations shown in Table I. The last making this determination of insoluble residue.
column shows the differences between the two results If the number of laboratories in the program is rather
diminished by the difference between the two sample small, the way to accumulate more points is to send the
averages. The average, 0.053, shown at the bottom of laboratories additional pairs of samples from different
this column is the average of the absolute values, i.e., materials. A chart is prepared for each pair of mate-
ignoring the signs. Multiplying 0.053 by 0.886 gives 0.047 rials and the median lines drawn in. The charts are
is the estimate for the standard deviation of a single now superimposed so that the points of intersection of
rtsult. Probably this is inflated by leaving in the two the median lines coincide and, of course, the median
laboratories turning in the very low results for sam- lines also. All points are then transferred to one sheet
ple A. of paper with one pair of median lines. As there are

This estimate of the standard deviation for precision only a few laboratories each can be assigned an identi-
leads to the construction of circles (centered on the in- fying symbol.
tersection of the median lines) within which any given Figure 4 shows the reports made by eight labora-
percentage of the points can be expected to fall should tories determining CaO in cement. The laboratories are
the laboratories be able to eliminate all bias or constant
errors. The multiples of the standard deviation that
include various percents of the points are given in
Table II.

Thus a circle whose radius is about 2.5 to 3.0 times 0
the standard deviation gives a fair idea of the smallest
circle that could be expected to contain nearly all points
after the elimination of the constant errors that are
causing the points to congregate in the upper left and
lower right quadrants. Generally a fair number of points V
will lie outside such a circle. The laboratories respon-

0

TABLE II-Probability Table for Circular Normal Distribution D

Percent .6 the Ptin Multiple b of the
WItb Cirele Stadard Deviation 4

10 0.459
20 0.6618
25 0.759
30 0.845
40 1.011
s0 1.177
60 1.350
70 1.552
75 1.65
so 1.794 13
go 2.14695 2.448
SO 3.03

Note: Percent = 1001 - nxp(-b2/2)i Figure 4-CaO in Cement (interval equals one percent)13 6-4



identified by symbols. The hollow symbols show the (2) The graphical procedure greatly facilitates presen-

results for the first pair of samples. The corresponding tation of the results in a convincing manner
solid symbols show the work of these same laboratories
on a second pair of samples. Few as these data are they (3) No statistical background is required to follow the

serve to indicate the things that we want to know about reasoning and no computations are required to dem-

the test procedure and about the laboratories. Clearly onstrate the general presence of constant errors

this procedure is one that is vulnerable to individual and the gross deviations of individual laboratories

bias. Two of the eight laboratories appear in the same (4) A minimum of computation is imposed upon the in-
region for both pairs. The circle laboratory is very con- dividual collating the results
sistent-and gets the highest results. The square lab-
oratory gets very low results and is not very precise as (5) The use of a circle of 2.5 or 3.0 o radius shows the

shown by the fact that the two squares are separated individual laboratories whether or not their method

by a much greater distance than any of the other seven of carrying out the test has in some way become

pairs. Using this chart some possibly helpful sugges- saddled with a substantial constant error

tions could be passed along. (6) Most important the direction for improvement is

Discussion 
clearly indicated
a. A long, narrow ellipse directs attention to a more

The two materials used in this double-sample pro- careful description of the procedure or even to the

gram were specified to be similar in type and in the need for modification
magnitude of the property measured. Sometimes the
measurement errors are proportional to the magnitude b. Wild points far out near either axis indicate er-

under measurement and this will show up in a greater ratic work

scatter of the points along one of the axes. Particular c. Wild points far out along the 45 degree line are
types of samples may give trouble in just some of the strong evidence of substantial deviations from the

laboratories. The thorough study of a test method must specified procedure
include consideration of these possible complications.
Naturally a more comprehensive interlahoratory test d. General prevalence of constant errors is indicat-

program will be required to explore these aspects of ed by a substantial proportion of the points lying

the test procedure. A thorough study in one laboratory outside the 2.5 a circle

usually reveals these complications. Experience has already indicated that a certain
Summary of Advantages of Graphical Diagnosis few laboratories are found too frequently in the

most distant positions from the intersection of the

The double-sample, graphic analysis scheme described median. Improved performance from these few lab-

in this article offers a number of advantages, oratories may go far to restore confidence in a test

(1) An unusually light burden is imposed on each lab- procedure. There is no substitute for careful work
oratory in the laboratory.
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The Sample, The Procedure, and The Laboratory
W. J. Youden
National Bureau of Sfandards, Washingfon 25, D. C.

[X THIS paper the viewpoint is Here is a major reason why busy simpliviiy uf the calculations en-
taken that an analytical proce- analytical chemists turn to statisti- seres a meaningful result.

dure has an inherent accuracy and cal techniques for help in resolving An illustrative example will clear
precision. True enough, there must the complex of circumstances that the ground of erroneous operations
he an analyst in a laboratory to put surround analytical determinations. on the data. Thl'e example is taken
the procedure to work and this im- from some long ago microanalytical
plies to some analysts that an in- deternmtions of carbon reported
separable association exists between Wrong Operations on Data by Power (1. Analyst H reported
procedure and operator. A sample Often a study makes available a six determinations on pure ephed-
is also indispensable, yet there is no collection of analytical results oh- rine hydrochloride as follows:
hesitation in sometimes attributing tained under a variety of circum- 5.09,59 17, 5927,59.13, 59.10, 59.14
the variation in analytical results to stances. One wrong operation is to Av. 59.15
a lack of homogeneity in the mate- take the grand average of all the If the deviations are obtained by
rial furnishing the samples. At data and obtain the individual devi- subtracting fron these results the
other times, often when a reason- itions from this average. It mat- theoretical per cent of carbon,
itle volume of a liquid is sampled, ters not whether the simple arith- 59.5.5. the deviations are

th, aliquots used as samples can be inetic average of these deviations -046, -0.38. -0.28, -0.42, -0.45, -0.41
considered identical in composition iof course ignoring signs) is re- Av. -0.40
and any differences among the re- ported, or some more sophisticated We are immediately struck by the
stilts cannot be charged to the quantity, such as the standard devi- unvarying minus sign and the rela-

tamples. a'ion, i5 computed. The quantity tive constancv of these large nega-
The r. , of the analyst, or labors- so reported is almost surely useless, tive deviations. By accident, in

tory. may be revealed when two or if not downright misleading. Nor this example, because all the devia-
more laboratories undertake deter- will matters be helped if the analyst tions have the same sign, the aver-
imitations on samples drawn froni happens to have available the theo- age of these deviations (-0.40) is
the same stock of uniform material. retical or assumed true composition informative. It is, in fact, an esti-
Ii extreme cases the repeat deter- of the material and is able to meas- mate of the bias or systematic error
ininations made by a laboratoiy ure his deviations from the true in the result.,, and if the sign is re-
cluster closely about the laboratory value. In fact, this usually makes tained, we have the direction of the
av'erage without any intermingling matters worse. I am fully aware bias. ''he average deviation is not
of the results from one laboratory that these computations are very always so kind as to furnish an esti-
with the results from another lab- generally made, but they are made mate of the bias. When the signs of
oratory. Figure I illustrates this in the mistaken belief that the the deviati,,is are not all the same.
point. The open circles represent
the results from one laboratory and
the solid circles the results reported
by a second laboratory. Separation
of the results from different labora-
tori-s is practically always present Average True Average
to some extent-that is, the separa-
tion between results from different
laboratories is greater than would
be anticipated, considering the
agreement among the results oh- 00 000 0 0 0
tained within a single laboratory.
The reduction, or, if possible, the 59.1 59.4 % C. 59.7
elimination of these interlaboratory
difterences is an everyday problem. Figure 1
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approach to the improvement of
MICROCARBON DETERMI NATION analytical procedures.

Statisticians have unwittingly
contributed to the confusion when

Aveage they remark that the divisor for the
sum of the squared deviations must
be one less than the number of
measurements, because the devia-

S* *• tions are measured from the average
rather than the true value. The

I Istatistician and the chemist refer to

59.50 59.55 59.60 59.65 59.70 59.75 quite different things when they
speak of the true value. The chem-
ist has in mind the actual correct
composition. The statistician

Inclusion of extreme values may displace average unduly means the value that the average of
the results would approach with an

the average of the absolute devia- error comes along, the net result is indefinite increase in tile number of
tions no longer measures the bias- to give a sign opposite to that shown determinations made under the
or anything else. Probability state- by the majority. The best evalua- same conditions. In other words . -

ments cannot be made about the tion of the random errors exhibited the statistician's true value includs.w
above deviations because they all by the above six results is obtained the systematic error, if 8n.'-
have the same sign. One could state by using the deviations of the indi-
that no matter how many determi- vidual determinations from the True Composition Unknown
nations had been made, they would average of all the results. The de- If the true composition is not
all have given negative deviations viations, -0.06, 0.02, 0.12, -0.02, known, the estimation of the mag-
from the true composition. -0.05, and -0.01, must sum to zero nitude of a systematic error in the

Power listed four of his own de- and should show a reasonably equal results is not so easy but in some
terminations that he considered ac- partition between plus and minus situations not impossible. If the
ceptable. His results were 59.51, signs. systematic error in the determina-
59.75. 59.61, and 59.60, with an The estimate of the standsrd de- tions is the same over a considerable
average of 59.62. Apparently viations associated with the labora- range of sample weight (or volume),
Power avoided whatever circum- tory in which analyst 11 made his the systematic error may be esti-
stances led analyst H to his low re- determinations is given by s = mated by plotting the actual meas-
suits. The ten deviations that "/V(dev) 2/(n-1) or 0.065. The ured quantity against the sample
would be obtained by taking differ- estimate of the bias. -0.40, is about
ences from the average of all ten re- six times as large as s. A random
suits tell nothing useful. The devi- deviation (either plus or minus) of
ations reflect a confused mixture of this magnitude is extremely un-
random errors and systematic likely. Hence all the signs of the
errors. Even the average used deviations are the same. As the
clearly depends upon the relative ratio of the bias to the standard
numbers of determinations provided deviations gets smaller, there is
by the two analysts. If the theo- more likelihood of a mixture of
retical composition is used, the de- signs. Table I shows for various
viations visibly consist of two values of this ratio the expected
gr ups with no intermingling. Sta- division of the signs of the devia-
tistical statements for such hetero- tions from the true value.
geneous deviations are meaningless. This particular example was
It is more informative to state for chosen to bring out clearly the two
each analyst the departure of his concepts of a systematic component
average from the theoretical com- of error and a random component of
position, for each to give an esti- error. It may be, that in as clear
mate of his precision using the devi- cut a situation as this one, few
ations from his own average. would go astray. But it must be

When the magnitude of the sys- remembered that there is a con-
tematic error is comparable to the tinuum extending from very large
random errors associated with pre- obvious biases down to very small
cision, a predominance of the devia- biases. The values computed from
tions from the true value will have the data should correspond to mean-
the same sign. When a random ingful chemical quantities. The
error of opposite sign and some- separation of bias from random
what larger than the systematic errors is indispensable to an efficient
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weight. The measured quantity The evaluation of analytical data
may be the weight of a dried pre- is greatly simplified if it is assumed Table I. Division of Plus and Minus
cipitate or the milliliters used in the that the participating laboratories Sipns of Deviations fron True Value
titration. Clearly if one sample have the same precision. The basis Depends on Ratio of Systematic Error• to Statistical Deviation
weight is twice the weight of an- for this assumption is that appara-
other sample. there should be twice tus, equipment, and analyst train- Systematic Error Division of signs
as much precipitate or twice as ing are highly standardized and of Standard Deviation of Deviations, %
many milliliters of reagent used. If high quality. Weighings, titrations, 2.0 97.7 2.3
there is a systematic error that is instrument readings, and the like 1.5 93.3 6.7
independent of the sample weight, are likely to he made with about the 1.2 88.5 11.5
all the results should be high (or same reproducibility. Usually if 1.0 84.1 15.9
lowl by the same amount. A there are differences in apparatus or 0.8 78.8 21.2
straight line fitted to the points will technique, these concern matters 0.6 72.6 27.4

not go through the origin, as it ought that do not contribute appreciably 0.4 65.5 34.5
0.2 57.9 42.1

to. but will intercept the y-axis. to the precision. Weighing errors, 0.0 50.0 50.0
The intercept is an estimate of the for example, are usually a minor
systenatic error. This device fails consideration, so that little conse-
if the systematic error is propor- quence comes from one laboratory
tional to the amount taken for using a balance with twice the sensi- If a chemist faithfully follows his
analysis. tivity of the balance used in the own routine, his own analyses check

While it may be difficult to esti- other laboratory. Thoughtful con- each other extremely well. The
mate the magnitude and sign of the sideration of the steps in an analyti- same will be true for a chemist in
sv.ternatic error, the demonstration cal procedure soon leads to the con- another laboratory. His internal
that systern-tic errors are present clusion that differences between checks are no doubt just as good as
is all too easy. If two laboratories laboratories in regard to equipment, those obtained in the first labora-
report a number of analyses on the reagents, or in procedures are more tory (same precision) but the re-
same material, any difference that likely to lead to systematic errors suits, as a group, may reflect the
can he established between the lab- than to changes in precision, established practice of the labora-
oratory averages is evidence that The most obvious source of a tory. Similarly reagents in the two
one or the other or both sets of re- systematic error is a deliberate or laboratories may be from different
suits are afflicted with a systematic unwitting departure from the pre- sources, or lots, or of different ages.
error. It was shown above that any scribed manner of carrying out the All determinations run with a given
attempt to describe such joint col- procedure. Chemists are individ- set of reagents may show excellent
lections of data by a single statisti- uals; they have their favorite pre- internal agreement but average out
(al unit is bound to be misleading. cautions, short cuts, and prejudices. at a value removed from the aver-

W. J. Youden, a statistical consultant at the National He joined NBS in 1948 as a statistical consultant. His
Bureau of Standards for the past 12 years, is an unusual major interests are the design and interpretation of ex-
combination of analytical chemist, chemical engineer, and periments and the application of statistical techniques in'
statistician. analytical chemistry.
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at an early age. He received his B.S. in chemical engi- olina State College (1951, 1954, 1955) and as a professor
neering from the University of Rochester (1921), and his at the University of Chicago (1959). He has also given
Ph.D. in analytical chemistry from Columbia University continuation lectures on the design of experiments for the
(1924). His thesis concerned a new method for the Philadelphia and New York Sections of the ACS (1951
gravimetric determination of zirconium. In 1937 he held and 1954, respectively) and has been on seven speaking
a Rockefeller Fellowship at the University of London. tours for the ACS and one for the Canadian Institute of

He joined the staff at the Boyce Thompson Institute for Chemistry. He has served as a statistical consultant on
Plant Research in 1924. During the following 24 years, several government boards, committees, and councils.
he did research on such topics as tobacco virus, isoelec- He has been a member of the ACS for 40 years. He is
tric points, soil sampling, sugar analysis, seed treatment, also a member of Sigma Xi, Phi Beta Kappa, and Phi
pH methods, agricultural field trials, and greenhouse fu- Lambda Upsilon and is active on several ASTM commit-
migation. As a result of some of those studies he became tees. For his work on Youden squares, chain blocks,
involved in statistical approaches and in particular to the linked blocks, and partially replicated Latin squares, he
design of experiments, has been honored by statisticians who have made him a

He put his statistical skills to work in a completely dif- Fellow of the American Statistical Association, a member
ferent area during World War II when he served as an oper- of the International Statistics Institute, and a titular mem-
ations analyst in the area of bombing accuracy with the ber of the Commission of Technology and Expression of
Army Air Forces overseas (1942 to 1945). He also was Results of the Analytical Section of the International Union
an operations analyst for the Rand Corporation in 1947. of Pure and Applied Chemistry.
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age of determinations made with are calculated. Then we should not of data will inevitably give esti-
another set of reagents. Pieces of be surprised if the ratio of the larg- mates of the standard deviation
equipment may. differ in their zero est estimate to the smallest estimate that show considerable variation.
settings and introduce different of the standard deviation is as innnh This variation in the individual
biases without in any way altering as 5.4. Even if the estimates are estimates of the standard deviation
the precision of the readings. Geo- based upon ten repeat determia- is natural, however -surprising it
graphical location sometimes in- tions, the ratio may reach 2.8 purely may seem. Once Lifficient repeti-
volves fairly persistent humidity from the chance distribution of tile tions have been accumulated, say 30
differences between laboratories and deviations. If ten, instead of six, or more pairs of duplicates on
this may be a reason for the differ- laboratories participate, the ratios samples not too widely spread in
ence between laboratory results. are 6.7 and 3.1. The nature of content of the element, an estimate

Finally there is an abundance of measurement is such that, even of the standard deviation can be
evidence that different laboratories under the ideal conditions of as- obtained that should be used in
have different systematic errors for sumed normality and absence of place of any estimate based on some
a given procedure. Little convinc- gross errors, any measure of j)reci- small set of data. Of course, some-
ing evidence exists of differences in sion is subject to large sampling thing can go wrong and sometimes
precision. Of course each labora- variation. Unless there is clear evi- does. There are statistical criteria
tory likes to believe that it does dence to the contrary, the best pro- for suspecting out of line results. If
particularly precise work. Some- cedure is to combine, in the proper the difference between a pair of
times this belief is bolstered by a way, the several estimates of preci- iuplicates is exceptionally large,
too enthusiastic culling of results sion and award this value to all this is taken as evidence of a mis-
and running of extra repetitions participating. hap. In that event additional de-
until a "satisfactory" agreement is The combination of the" estimates terminations are in order.
obtained. Leaving aside any spuri- is easily effected by adding together Once it is accepted that differ-
ous apparent differences in precision tlhe suims of the squared deviations efices in precision between labora-
generated in this manner, it seems available from the several sets of tories can be forgotten because, if
fair to conclude that laboratories results and dividing by the suil of present, they are probably minor
with equivalent equipment and per- the divisors previously employed, differences anyway, the way is open
sonnel achieve about the same pre- The deviations for each set must be for a revealing examination of the
cision. measured from the average of the data. In any event the evidence is

In any event, it takes a lot of de- laboratory (or group) from which conclusive that differences in the
terminations to make a convincing the data originate. The-six results systematic errors are the major
case for differences in precision. by analyst H and the four results by source of disagreement among labo-
Suppose two laboratories eacl make Powvl give the following poole d ratories. Certainly, if this were not
ten determinations and an estimate estimate of the standard deviation: the case, the whole edifice of stand-
is made of the standard deviation ard samples would be without value.
for each laboratory. One (If the es- Obviously the use of a standard
timates of the standard deviations sample to check out a procedure cannste ofileastandard eiator +in no wise alter the precision of the
mlust lbe at least twice the other
estimate to provide reasonable The remarks about apparent and analytical work. A standard
grounds for the suspicion that there not real differences in precision also sample may direct the attention of
is a real difference in the quality of apl)ly to different sets of data accu- the analyst to the need to go over

tie work. Suppose that one labora- lulated within one laboratory. his procedure. Rarely will the
tory does regularly turn out work Suppose that there are two sets of measures taken make any difference
that measurements, each made ip of in the agreement of check determi-hat as a standard deviationth three repetitions. Perhaps these nations. If poor agreement between
alf.as large as thlat associated with sets were made on different days. duplicates were the real trouble,

tile regular work of another labora- If the range, or spread, for one set is the analyst could use improved
tory. If each laboratory submits tw\ice that of the Ither, one cannot agreement between duplicates as a
20 repeat runs, there is only about a conclude on this evidence Alone that criterion of satisfactory results and
four Ilut of five chance that this ac- one set of measurements is Ilore dispense with standard samples.
tul difference will be reflected con- precis(, than the other or that nIlre This is only saying what every
vincingly enough in the data to war- confidence may be placed in tile analyst knows: Good agreement
rant tile conclusion that tile lahora- av'rage of the set with the smaller between duplicates is a necessary
toris differ in precision. range. Assuming that, aq far as tile but not a sufficient condition for a

A more vivid illustration of th analyst knows, there was no change good procedure.
difficulties in the way of discrin- in the circumstances, there is no
nating among laboratories is reason to expect a sudden real
afforded by tile following comments. liange in precision. The analyst Systematic Errcs
We assume that six laboratories all should take tile view that a given Just as a given analytical proce-
have identical precision. The labo- procedure. in competent hands, has dure may have a certain precision
ratories report fiv, determinations an inherent precision which can be associated with it as a property of
alli 'I' and ti standard h-viations ascertained. Individual small sets the over-all ensemble of operations
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involved, so may the procedure it- procedure modifications and the composition. Any discrepancy be-
self be thought of as having a equipment and reagents associated tween the true composition and the
built-in systematic error. It ii a with eaclf laboratory do result in a consensus of the laboratories must
common remark that this, or that, corresponding gamut of laboratory be considered a defect in the proce-
method tends to give high (or low) systematic errors that modify the dure.
results. Obviously gravimetric pro- basic systematic error of the prom - The essential point is that when
cedures are vulnerable to low re- (lure. Considerable advantage fol- this way of looking at the system-
suits if the precipitates are too lows from accepting this picture of atic error is "simplified" by concen-
soluble. Very often, in analytical the structure of the systematic trating attention directly on the
procedures, a blank is specified and error. In the first place the true difference between each labora-
clearly this is intended to correct for chemical composition may not be tory's own average and the known
a systematic error that would other- known. All that can be done then composition, useful information is
wise be present. The chemist's goal is to take as a working reference lost. Suppose that the systematic
is to devise procedures that are in- point the consensus of the partici- error for the procedure is positive
herently without any built-in sys- pating laboratories. Individual and that one laboratory departs
tematic error or bias. It is usually laboratory systematic errors can, from the consensus by a nearly
considered sufficient to reduce the in fact, be measured only from this equal negative systematic error.
systematic error to the point where infe su red ony f ro This particular laboratory then hasit s mal rlatve to he preison consensus reference point. A par- a practically perfect check with the
it is small relative to the precision ticular laboratory that is far out of true composition and therefore
error. line may be presumed to have de- tu opsto n hrfr

The systematic error of a proce- line m be resu ed toede swears by the procedure. There are
dure is a property of the procedure parted from the accepted procedure some omitted words here. The lab-
when performed as specified. De- in aunique way. In the absence of oratory swears by the procedure as
partures from the specified proce- any other guide, the consensus of a carried out by that laboratory.
dure may substantially modify the reasonable number of laboratories That does not advance matters at
original bias. Sometimes a labora- may be taken to characterize the all unless we know, or can find out,
tory with the best intention of cor- analytical procedure. After all, the in what respects this laboratory de-
recting a suspected bias may over- laboratories are expected to follow parted from the specified procedure.
shoot and even change the sign of the procedure. At a later date, an This may be a significant deliberate
the systematic error. In any event opportunity may arise to try the departure and ascertainable or it
there is no question but that the procedure on materials of known may be a chance departure depend-

ent upon the reagents, apparatus,
etc., that were used by this labora-
tory. In all fairness, each labora-
tory should be judged by its close-
ness to the consensus, if we have
any confidence that the participat-

ring laboratories conscientiously
* tried to follow the procedure in

o 0.every detail. The discrepancy be-.
t tween the consensus and the true

,-4 •value ought to be charged to the
-•procedure.

rThe consequence of this point of
Iview is that laboratories close to the

A Wconsensus deserve pats on their
"i backs. A laboratory whose result

departs from the consensus should0 ] mbe called to account even when it
-- happens to check the true composi-

tion. If the laboratory deliberately
departed from the procedure it
should share this knowledge, and

2also simultaneously admit that it
did not adhere to the agreement to

l test the procedure as given. If
Equals every laboratory departs capri-Interval E 1% ciously from the procedure as speci-

fied, then the whole business of in-

Persistence of systematic errors is shown in two series of analyses run terlaboratory testing might as well
by the same 8 laboratories. Each laboratory is shown by a different be forgotten because no single ver-
symbol. The solid symbols refer to the first series and the open symbols sion of the procedure can be tried
the second series
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out. If the laboratory has no rea- on the per cent of element present majority of the points. The ex-
sonable explanation to offer for the and possibly be changed if interfer- planation for such a departure from
good check it got, when tile con- ing substances are present. Only theory is immediate. If a labora-
sensus of all was clearly not a one determination is necessary on tory does have a systematic error,
check, there seems no more reason each material by each of a number this error, by definition, appears in
to congratulate this laboratory than of laboratories. If duplicates are both the result for.X and the result
a laboratory that had an equally run, the averages will be used. Let for Y. While the random errors
large deviation from the consensus the materials be designated X and may be of opposite sign, the devia-
but in the opposite direction. After Y. The laboratories are numbered tions will be converted to the same
all, if chance is operating in the 1 to n, and the results symbolized sign if a large enough systematic
events that introduce laboratory as xi, yi; X2 , y2; . .; X-, y.. A error is added to, or subtracted
systematic errors, maybe the pair of coordinate axes should be from, each random erro, The re-
chances of a plus or negative sys- drawn on a piece of graph paper. A suits reported by the laboratories
tematic error are not too different, scale of values is laid off on the show only the net remaining after
So one laboratory, judged by the x-axis covering the rangu from the random and systematic errors have
true composition, looks very good, lowest value reported for X to the been combined. The signs give the
another very bad when perhaps largest result. Using exactly the show away and the surplus of points
both laboratories have substantial same unit, the scale of values on the in the ++ and -- quadrants is
defects in their reagents or appa- y-axis must cover the range from graphic testimony of the presence of
ratus. the lowest value for Y to the highest systematic errors.

When all, or nearly all, the re- result. Usually the scale is so en- Analysts like to dream of a world
suits from a particular laboratory larged that the smallest division on in which only random errors exist,
deviate in the same direction from the graph paper corresponds to one and small ones at that. Consider
the known composition, the evi- unit in the last place of the values the contrary world where perfect
dence of a iystematic error in the reported. precision exists but each laboratory
results is unmistakable. The ad- The pair of values furnished by a has persistent individual systematic
vantage of remembering the possi- laboratory determines the location errors. This would mean that if a
ble, and likely, composite character of a point on the graph paper. laboratory's result for X is higher
of the systematic error, lies in the There will be as many points as by 0.10% than the consensus for
steps that may be taken to achieve there are participating laboratories, material X, then on material Y it
better results. The procedure may A horizontal line is located through will be exactly 0.10% higher than
require modification. Certain lab- the average (consensus) of the the consensus for Y-exactly the
oratories may need to mend their values reported for Y and a vertical same amount higher on both mate-
ways. The desired end is one where line drawn through the average of rials because of perfect precision
all the laboratories cluster closely the values reported for X. These (sampling errors assumed not pres-
about their consensus combined two lines divide the graph paper ent). In this contrary world all the
with close agreement of the con- into four quadrants. The pair of points would lie precisely on a 450
sensus with the known composi- deviations from the averages, asso- line passing through the point where
tion. In fact, it can hardly be ciated with a laboratory, must be the horizontal and vertical lines in-
maintained that an agreed upon either ++, +-, -+, or tersect. Perfect location of all
procedure exists unless the labora- and these correspond to the four points on such a line has not been
tories can achieve good agreement quadrants just formed. If plus and observed, but some distressingly
among themselves around some minus d viations from the average near approximations have been en-
value. Once this stage has been of each material are equally likely, countered.
reached, it will improve the chances then the four combinations, ++, Most interlaboratory studies
of successfully locating the cause , -, and -- , are equally yield plots that are intermediate~in
and remedy for a discrepancy be- probable so that, in theory, equal character between the two extreme
tween consensus and true value. numbers of points should fall in the of equal numbers of points in the

four quadrants. This distribution four quadrants and all the points in
Separation of Systematic and of the points would not be changed the ++ and -- quadrants. The
Random Errors even if the laboratories did have points scatter in an approximate

Very few data suffice to demon- different precision, because the ellipse whose long axis is the 45*
strate the presence of individual signs, and not tile magnitudes, of line through the point correspond-
systematic errors for laboratories the deviations determine the quad- ing to the averages for X and Y.

and to provide an estimate of their rant getting the point. The larger the systematic errors,
common precision (2-4). Two Examination of scores of such relative to the precision error, the
fairly .imilar materials, not very charts has shown in almost every more elongated and thinner the
different in percentage of the ele- chart an unequal division of points ellipse will be. When the points do
ment to be determined, will be re- among the quadrants. Two of the straggle more or less closely along
quired. These conditions are stipu- quadrants, the upper right corre- the 450 line, the evidence for an
lated because the precision as well sponding to +--, and the lower left, unsatisfactory procedure is conclu-
as the systematic error may depend corresponding to - -, contain a sive. Possibly the procedure is in-
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adequately described and is so vul- ing the precision of the procedure Number of Laboratories Required
nerable to individual interpretation as revealed by the combined results
that, as a group, the laboratories are from the participating laboratories. The small amount of work called
having trouble. On the other hand, Designate the lengths of the perpen- for from each laboratory should
if a ,bstantial majority of the diculars by Pi, P2, • •., p.. Then make it easier to enlarge the num-
point,- are clustered in a fairly an estimate of the common standard ber of participating laboratories
broad ellipse with only a few deviation is given by over the usual handful. Much can
points far out along the 45' line be said in favor of a large number
(either in the ++ or -- quad- = V/i'(n-i) of participating laboratories. In-
rants , there is a strong suspicion Some readers may be interested to formation regarding the prevalence
that the more remote laboratories show that this formula is equivalent of systematic errors can be obtained
have their own unique way of mak- to only by having enough laboratories
ing to reveal them and to estimate

ng exe ofte nationced .yd! nfairly, by their consensus, the sys-An excuse often advanced b~y a .4
laboratory with an out of line re- tematic error of the procedure.
suIt is the claim that it got a non- Here each d is the difference be- There is another easy way to en-
representative sample. This claim tween the result reported for X by large the number of points. An
is considerably weakened when the a laboratory and the result reported additional pair of different mate-
laboratory's point is far out and for Y by the same laboratory. The rials, still rather similar to the first
near the line, because now the lab- algebraic average of these differ- pair, are sent to the same labora-
oratory has to claim nonrepresenta- ences gives d. tories. The results are used to pre-
tire sample for both materials, and, Each laboratory provides a per- pare a second graph. The second
furthermore, departing in the same pendicular. Measure the distance graph is placed on the top of the
way. An even stronger objection along the 45' line from the foot of first graph, so that the horizontal
can be put forward against this the perpendicular to the point cor- and vertical lines are coincident and
claim. If the materials sampled are responding to the averages for the all the points transferred to one
not uniform, then, in taking the two materials. This distance, di- graph. This merely gives a com-
samples of X, half of the samples vided by the V2, gives the best mon consensus point. As the true
will be high and half low. This is estimate of the systematic error of the absolute values are not in-
also true for material Y. The two the laboratory measured relative to volved. If the true compositions
samples sent, quite blind, to a lab- the consensus of all the laboratories.
oratory may be high in both (++) ; If the true compositions of the are Known, the common graph is
high in X, low in Y (+-) ; low in materials are known, they may be prepared by plotting the true point
X, high in Y (-+); or low in both used to plot a point. The distance on each graph and superimposing
(--. All combinations are along the 450 line to the true point parallel. Laboratory numbers
equally likely, so that if the lack of divided by v/2- gives an estimate of should be attached to the points.
uniformity of the stocks is sufficient the systematic error of the proce- If a laboratory has both its points
to dominate over the systematic dure as used by the participating far out along the 450 line, the con-
errors, then the points should be laboratories, clusion is obvious to all concerned.
equally distributed among the The whole process should be re-
quadrants. The argument is now petdwt mt-ashaigvr
turned in reverse and a lack of 0different per cent values of the ele-equal distribution among the quad- 7- ment to be determined. A separate
rants considered evidence that - 0 estimate of the precision is proper
sample variation is not the problem. and should be made. Indeed the

There is a possible ambiguity. systematic error of the procedure
Either very poor precision or non- may change and possibly that of
uniform material may lead to an individual laboratories. The range
equal distribution among the quad- of per cent and types of materials
rants. The allocation of samples that require study depend on the
may be modified to resolve this am- analytical chemistry involved.
higuity if desired, but the event has 3-
not been observed, so means to dis- -
tinguish between these causes will 2- Discussion
not e given. - , , , , I ,

Earlier mention was made that in The economy of effort achieved
the event of perfect precision the by the elimination of duplicates and
points would lie exactly on the 450 The extensive range of systematic er- other ramifications such as anlie a d m err ipae te ros noted in results by a large num- ea oae sh d l f o eaos
line. Random errors displace the ber of laboratories all analyzing thi elaborate schedule of operators,
points from the line. The perpen- same sample of phthalic anhydride days, etc., is considerable. More
diculars from each plotted point to indicates the possibility of a faulty important, the rather spurious yard-
the 45' line are a means of estimat- procedure stick of parallel duplicates by the
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same operator is discarded. Par- precision is based upon the con-
allel duplicates are favored indeed. cordance of these several estimates
Whatever the attendant circum- of the difference between the two
stances, these duplicates have tompounds. The most that can be
everything in their favor as far as said in support of this scheme is
showing agreement is concerned, that, unlike duplicates on one ma-
Just what use can be made of such terial, the lAboratories do not know

a yardstick? Nearly every prac- the difference between the two ma-
tical comparison involves deter- terials. There is no protection

minations carried out under less against a laboratory that runs two
uniform conditions than a pair of or more determinations on each ma-
parallel duplicates. Even the single terial and reports the averages of

analyses on the two materials are these under the label that they are

likely to be run together, so that single determinations. Eventually,
there is the same criticism to be di- if over a number of times, a given

rected against using these to esti- laboratory always has a point

mate precision. The two mate- unusually close to the 45O line, it

rials would be better run at least on might reasonably be asked to dis-

different days. Figure 2 shows a close how it consistently achieves
plot of potassium determinations by a precision so much better than

14 laboratories on two samples of other laboratories.
fertilizer. The two samples were Very careful efforts on analytical
run a month apart, so that the esti- work are associated with atomic

mate of precision is realistic. The weight determinations and with the
clear evidence of individual sys- work on standard samples or refer-

tematic errors in m'.terials run a ence materials. The approach here

month apart shows the persistence is chemical rather than statistical.
of systematic errors. Using every iota of available chemi-

The estimate of precision pro- cal information elaborate precau-

posed here is usually optimistic. A tions are taken to eliminate, or cor-
laboratory runs two materials, no rect for, every possible source of

doubt under parallel conditions. systematic error. Comparatively
The two results provide an estimate little dependence is placed upon re-

of the difference between the two peat determinations. Here the
materials. When the difference is chemist supplies his own testimony
taken between the two results, any to support the position taken in this
common effects drop out, so that paper. Systematic errors are the
the difference is in large measure real headache. If enough care is
freed of any consequences of the taken, or alternative procedures are
particular set of circumstances employed, the systematic error can

existing when this pair of determi- be greatly reduced. By such means
nations was made. Every labora- atomic weights and standard
tory provides an estimate of the samples gain acceptance. In the

difference and the estimate of the ordinary work of analytical chem-
istry, most of these precautions are
not feasible. Nevertheless the goal
of general agreement among lab-
oratories, using a procedure with a

92 very small bias, is the task of the
at analytical laboratories. To achieve

/ their goal, the laboratories must get
O / • the right kind of data and interpret

0 them properly.

qa, ti-~e ie
/ L1.1fratur Ck"~

j, -/ (1) Power, F. W., ANAL. CHEM. 11, 660
(1939).y• (2) Youden, W. J., Ind. Eng. Chem. 50,

8.21 -____ 08.3 A (August); 91 A (October); 77 A
98 10o J02 104 106 (December, 1958).

Percent KO In March Sample (3) Youden, W. J, Ind. Quality Control
15, No 11,24 (1959).

(4) Youden, W. J., Technometrics 1, 409
Figure 2 (1959).
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Among Standardizing Laboratories

Paper 5.1. Measurement Agreement Comparisons

W. J. Youden °

The best source of information on the measurement errors in comparisons is found in the
records of the comparisons regularly carried out by a laboratory. This requires that some of the
comparisons must be repeated, either directly or indirectly. An item, A, may be compared with a
standard, S, and the comparison repeated. Generally it is better to plan the work so that the operator
is not directly aware of how well his results check. If two items, A and B, are each compared with
S, and then A and B compared directly, the additional measurement provides a check on the measure-
ment process. Thus in addition to the direct comparison of A with S there is the indirect comparison
obtained by adding (A-B) to (B-S). The sum of these two comparisons would check the direct result
exactly if the measurements could be made without error. The discrepancy between(A-S)and (A-B)f(B-S)
must arise from measurement error. Information collected over a sequence of such triads soon
provides a sound basis for evaluating measurement error. This example and similar ones will be
discussed in some detail in the paper.

1. Introduction

A calibrating laboratory must have in its pos- the comparison error with the uncertainty in the
session appropriate standards with values certified value assigned to the standard. This problem,
by a competent authority. The calibrating labora- incidentally, is only important when the com-
tory must also possess adequate facilities for parison error is nearly as small as the uncertainty
comparing its standards with items brought to it in the standard. This discussion is concerned
for calibration. The first thing the calibrating with methods for ascertaining the accuracy of the
laboratory must attend to is to determine the comparisons, and also with getting the most
accuracy of these comparisons. There are other information out of the measurements actually
problems such as the appropriate way to combine made.

2. Determination of the Accuracy of a Comparison Procedure

2.1. Two Independent Systems be demonstrated. This difference may be ofnegligible importance but once shown to exist,
for Comparisons this difference is a compo,,.at in the absolute

It is not generally possible to attain absolute error. Even when the calibrating laboratory shows
accuracy. Even if the calibrating laboratory has this difference to be extremely small, there is the
two similar certified standards and two completely troublesome thought that the source certifying the
independent assemblies for making comparisons, two standards may have had some unknown error
it is practically certain that, if enough items are which was carried over into both certifica-
calibrated with each of the two independent sys. tions.
tems, a difference between the two systems can Such a series of duplicate tests with two inde-

pendent systems on a succession of items furnishes
*Consultant, Applied Mathematics Division, National Bureau the data for determining the accuracy of the

of Standards, Washington, D.C. comparison procedure.
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Table 1. Data from two independent repetition is that there are alternatives that are
calibration systems slightly more efficient in estimating A. the differ-

ence between the standard and the item to be
Item No. A B C ._ calibrated. More important, these alternatives

reduce the number of times the standard is used
System I a1  b 1 .In and thus cut down on any wear or other conse-Systm l I bI ¢ n I quence s that follow from repeated use of a standard.

System 2 a 2 2 2  C2  n Quite commonly meter bar calibrations included
not only comparisons of the standard with eachbar

Difference D D 0 D but all possible comparisons among the bars inthe
S 1group. Recently (21 the use of selected subsets of

Examination of data tabulated as above should the' pairings have been found satisfactory. On the
reveal whether the D's tend to be predominantly other hand studies with standard cells tend to
of one sign. The signs of the D's should, if the repetitive comparisons of a standard with the
systems are equivalent, alternate in a random other cells and to make little if any use of inter-
manner. The variance of the comparison process comparisons among the cells. It seems likely that
is estimated by calculating use would be found for schemes that replace most,

2 2 if not all, of the repeat measurements by inter-
82 = comparisons among a group of items only some of

which are ever directly matched against the stand-
ard. This technique assumes that the test items

The square root of 82 gives the standard deviation. are similar to and of comparable quality to the
This standard deviation (a measure of the preci- standard and also that the environmental control
sion) applies to any difference, A, found between a for the test items is equivalent to that maintained
standard and a test item. It is this difference that for the standard.
applied to the certified value of the standard gives The principle of such schemes is shown by the
the value entered in table 1. example of comparing two items, A and B, with a

If the algebraic average for D is unacceptably standard S. We will suppose that the comparisons
large, this implies some persistent difference in (S-A) and (-B) are each repeated three times as is
the two systems. The obvious thing to do is to often done. Each set of three results provides an
interchange the two standards with the two sets of estimate of the variance with two degrees of
comparison equipment. A further series of results freedom so the work provides a total of four
will establish whether the discrepancy between the degrees of freedom. A series of such sets of data
two systems arises from an inconsistency of the will build up the number of degrees of freedom to
two standards or some lack of equivalence in give a better estimate of the variance. Note that
the two sets of comparison equipment. Should the the average of the three measurements of the dif-
latter be the case, a suitable swapping back and ference between standard and test item has one
forth of components of the systems will track third the variance of a single measurement.
down the source of inaccuracy in the comparison A suggested scheme compares S with A, S with 8,
procedure [I].i and A with B. Each comparison is repeated once.

Observe that even if S and B were not directly
2.2 One System With One Standard compared, an estimate of (S-B) is available by

adding to (S-A) the result for (A-B). This information
The usual technique for ascertaining the error on (S-B) can be averaged with the direct comparison

in a comparison procedure is to repeat some of of S and B. More weight is given the direct com-
the measurements. This technique has the virtue parison. In this case the theory of least squares
of simplicity but it may not be the best way of gives the direct comparison twice the weight of
obtaining data to determine the error in the the indirect comparison. Denote (S-A) by a, (S-B) by
comparison procedure. Direct repetition is vulner- b and (A-B) by c. The weighted average for (S-B) is
able to repeating the same misreading of a scale, given by (2b+a c)/3. Similarlythe weighted average
It is also vulnerable to "memory" or operator for (S-A) is given by (2a+6-c)/3. The variance for
efforts to secure good checks. Few can resist the the average difference between standard and item
temptation, if a pair of results differs rather more when each of the three comparisons has been
than usual, to do one of two things--(a) To reject measured twice is again one third of the variance
the pair of results and repeat the readings, or of a single measurement. Three degrees of free-
(b) To take a third reading and pair it with the dom for error come from the three pairs and a
closer of the first two readings. Many operators fourth degree of freedom from the fact that
are unaware that if the average absolute difference (S-A) + (A-B) + (B - S) should be zero in the absence
between duplicate readings is R then about 11 per. of error of measurement. Consequently (aec-b)Z/3
cent of the individual differences legitimately ex- should be added to the sum of the squared differ-
ceed ZR. If differences are rejected solel because ences of the duplicate readings. The square rootof
they slightly exceed twice the average difference, one fourth of this total gives s. If (a c-b)2

1/3 tends
the 'average' difference gradually becomes to be generally larger than the squared differ-
smaller. More stringent rejection will further ences from duplicates, there is evidence of a
reduce the average of the survivors. The logical certain amount of "forced" agreement between the
end of this process is apparent .reduction of the duplicates. The scheme cuts the use of the standard
error to zero but at the price of rejecting all of by one third, retains the same variance for com-
the measurements. Another shortcoming of direct parisons, and provides a check on the technique

of measurement.
'Figures In brackets Indicate the literature references at A scheme for three items (fig. 1, Scheme II)

the sad of this paper, avoids the repetition of any measurement and cuts
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the use of the standard in half. All possible six interestingly enough, provides equal information
pairs of S, A, B. and C are compared. The average on all four test items in spite of the corner position
for (S-A) is computed by combining five of the for the standard.
measured differences as follows Schemes II, III, and VI are the first three of a

series formed in a particular way. Beginning with
1/4 [2(S-A)+(S-B)+(S-C)+(B-A)+(C-A)]. Scheme III the comparison between standard and

item has a smaller variance (about 7%) than
From symmetry, averages for all six compari- straight duplicates would provide. The feedback
sons are easily obtained. The six discrepancies through the comparison links brings about this
between these calculated averages andthe matching improvement in efficiency.
direct measurements reveal the measurement Schemes VII, VIII, and IX show some additional
error. These discrepancies tend to be smaller patterns that may be extended to larger numbers
than the differences between duplicates. The six of items. The tenth pattern illustrates a scheme
discrepancies are squared. One third the sum of making use of two standards. Clearly a wide
the six squares gives the variance of a single variety of schemes can be devised. This permits
comparison. The variance of the average difference the laboratory to select schemes appropriate for
between standard and item is half that of a single its particular program.
comparison- -just what the duplicate readings would Two illustrative numerical examples are
give. included. Formulas are not given for each scheme

When there are four test items Scheme III, shown because they may be obtained from a statis-
instead of duplicating the comparisons (S-A), (S-B). tician or a least square fit made to the data. A
(S-C) , (S-D), calls for comparisons (A-B), (B-C), (C-D), short cut for determining the weighting coefficients
and(D-A). Now the calculated average for (S-A) has for the observed quantities is based upon an analogy
a variance of 7/15 of a single comparison which with an electric circuit. The lines in the diagrams
is a small improvement over the 1/2 that simple may be considered as one ohm resistances. If a
duplication would give. potential is maintained between any two points the

Scheme IV (fig. 1) reduces the use of the restilting equilibrium currents in the network give
standard over Scheme III and provides for more the relative weighing coefficients for the observa-
information on some test items than on others. tions used to estimate the measurement compari-
There are times when this discrimination among son between the quantities represented by the two
items is convenient. Scheme V reduces both the points to which the potential has been applied.
use of the standard and the number of measure- Thus, in Scheme VII, if a potential of 3 v is applied
ments and hence reduces the degrees of freedom between the standard and the midpoint of any side
available for the variance estimate. In a continuing the current flow in the various resistances are
program this reduction in the amount of duplication exactly those shown in the first three lines of the
may be acceptable if duplication is used largely illustrative example. A more detaileddiscussionis
to maintain a check on operations. Scheme V, under preparation.

3. Interlaboratory Comparisons

It is common practice to send a "package" of "score" for each laboratory is obtained by adding
several similar items on a circuit of several up the M ranks assigned to each laboratory. If a
laboratories. The data should be examined to see laboratory tends to get high values, its score will
if there is evidence that a particular laboratory be low, but not lower than M. Low values lead to a
tends to report coi.sistentlyhigher (or lower) values high score with a maximum possible score of ML.
than the other participating laboratories. If only random errors are responsible for the as-

One method of statistical analysis consists in signed ranks, the expected score is midway be-
taking the data for one of the items and assigning tween N and ML or L(M i)/2. Scores that depart
the rank of one to the laboratory with the highest sufficiently from the expected score constitute
value, the rank two to the laboratory with the next evidence of the presence of systematic errors. The
highest value, and soon. Ifthere are L laboratories, attached table 2 shows scores which, if attained,
the laboratory with the lowest value receives the constitute evidence of a systematic error. Adetailed
rank L. This ranking procedure is carried out for account of this new technique is available in
each of the M items included in the package. A Materials Research & Standards. [31
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Table 2

Let L laboratories test each of M materials. Assign ranks
i to L for each material. Sum the ranks to get the score for
each laboratory. The mean score is M(L+l)/2. The entries are
lower and upper limits that are included in the approximate
5 percent critical region.

Approximate 5 percent two-tail limits for ranking scores

No. of Number of materials

Labs. 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1. 15

3 4 5 7 8 10 12 13 15 17 19 20 22
12 15 17 20 22 24 27 29 31 33 36 38

4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
16 19 22 25 28 31 34 37 40 43 46 49

5 7 9 11 13 16 18 21 23 26 28 31
19 23 27 31 35 38 42 45 49 52 56 59

3 5 7 10 12 15 18 21 23 26 29 32 356 18 23 28 32 37 41 45 49 54 58 62 66 70

3 5 8 11 14 17 20 23 26 29 32 36 39
21 27 32 37 42 47 52 57 62 67 72 76 81

3 6 9 12 15 18 22 25 29 32 )6 39 43
24 30 36 42 48 54 59 65 70 76 81 87 92

3 6 9 13 16 20 24 27 31 35 39 43 4'17
27 34 41 47 53 60 66 73 79 85 91 97 103

4 7 10 14 17 21 26 30 34 .8 43 47 5110 29 37 45 52 60 67 73 80 87 94 100 107 114

4 7 11 15 19 23 27 32 36 41 46 51 55
11 32 41 49 57 65 73 81 88 96 103 110 117 125

4 7 11 15 20 24 29 34 39 44 49 54 5912 35 45 54 63 71 80 88 96 104 112 120 128 136

4 8 12 16 21 26 31 36 42 47 52 58 63
38 48 58 68 77 86 95 104 112 121 130 138 147

4 8 12 17 22 27 33 38 44 50 56 61 6714 41 52 63 73 83 93 102 112 121 130 139 149 158

4 8 13 16 23 29 35 41 47 53 59 65 71
15 44 56 67 78 89 99 109 119 129 139 149 159 169
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4. Summary

Calibration requires measuring the difference advantages are (i) reduced use and wear on the
between a standard and a test item. Systematic standard; (ii) a more valid estimate of the pre-
errors can, with care, be practically eliminated cision; (iii) a slight improvement in the informa-
from comparisons. Repeat measurements are gen- tion obtained from a givennumber of measurements; 1
erally used to estimate the precision of the com- and (iv) a flexible program adaptable to various
parisons. Repeat measurements may not be as programs.
independent as they should be. This paper lists A brief description of a new ranking procedure
various schemes that replace repeat determina- useful in interlaboratory tests is given together
tions by comparisons among the test items. The with a table.
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VI VII VIII IX X
Figure 1. Calibration schemes. Circles identify the standard, solid dots

represent test items, and connecting lines show the comparisons that are
measured.

:4lustrative examples:
Scheme I with data obtained in transposition of 10 gram weights.

Measured: S-A=-.OII; S-B=.O68; A-C=-.023; B-C=1.I05 (ag.)
Calculate-

4 :-Aa [3(S-A)+(S-B)-(A-C)+(B-C)] = -.01175 ; S-B - .o6875
A-C--.02375; B-C = -. 10425
S-C - i[(S-A)+(A-C)+(S-B)+(B-C)] - -.0355

Variance = Z (diff. between measured and cal.)2 = .00000225
s - .0015

Scheme VII using data taken with meter bars. See reference 2.
Nine pairings taken from a ten bar study using all 45 pairings.
Bar identifications: S=27; A=4; B=21; C=39; D=153R; E=752; F=814B

Pair Measured Multi i coefficients Divide Cal. Obs. -

observed value a b c d e f g h i by value cal.

S-A a- 4 .33 3 1 1 -1 1 0 0 1 -1 5 4.272 .053
S-B b= -5.11 1 3 1 1 -1 -1 1 0 0 5 -5.090 -. 020
S-C c=177.13 1 1 3 0 0 1 -1 -1 1 5 177.168 -. 038
A-D d= 19.50 -2 2 0 7 3 -1 1 -1 1 10 19.469 .031
B-D e= 28.

8
0 2 -2 0 3 7 1 -1 1 -1 10 28.831 -.031

B-E f=184.94 0 -2 2 -1 1 7 3 -1 1 10 184.929 .011
C-E g- 2.66  0 2 -2 1 -1 3 7 1 -1 10 2.671 -. ol1
C-F h- -6.96 2 0 -2 -1 1 -1 1 7 3 10 -6.933 -. 027
A-F 1-165.99 -2 0 2 1 -1 1 -1 3 7 10 165.963 .027
S-D (23.70)* 4 4 2 5 5 -1 1 1 -1 10 23.741 ---
S-9 (179.80)* 2 4 4 1 -1 5 5 -1 1 10 179.839 ---
S-F (170.34)* 4 2 4 -1 1 1 -1 5 5 10 170.235 ---

Z(Obs. -cal.) = 0.008830) Stand. Dev. = ,-O.0o7= 0.054
*Measured by Page. Not used in these calculations to estimate S-D, S-E, and S-F.
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The Collaborative Test*

By W. J. YOUDEN (National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C.)

This paper discusses (a) the plan- parallel analyses made under as nearly
ning of collaborative tests, (b) a identical conditions as possible.
technique to establish that a pro- Increasing the number of materials and
cedure is ready for a collaborative the number of analyses on each material
test, and (c) the interpretation of adds considerably to the burden of work
the results of a collaborative test. imposed on each collaborator. Often this

has the unfortunate consequence of reducing
Introduction the number of laboratories willing to par-

The collaborative, or interlaboratory, test ticipate as collaborators. Therefore it is
i ian indispensable scrutiny of an analytical important to hold to a minimum the work
procedure to insure (a) that the description imposed on each collaborator. One only has
of the procedure is clear and complete and to consider two extreme situations to see
(b) that the procedure does give results the importance of having an adequate num-
that are in accord with any accuracy claims ber of collaborators. If you want to learn
made for the procedure. A collaborative about a procedure, which would you rather
test should be a kind of final inspection. If have: Ten repeat analyses from one labora-
the procedure has been properly studied tory or a single analysis from each of ten
before submitting it to a collaborative test, laboratories? True, the information given
then the collaborative test has as its proper by these alternatives is quite different, but
role the task of verifying any claims made the really useful information is given by the
for the procedure. single results from the ten laboratories.

The best way to reduce the workload per
Planning a Collaborative Test laboratory is to reduce the number of repeat

There are three matters to settle in plan- analyses made on each material (1). In
ning a collaborative test. These are the spite of the long tradition to require at
number of collaborators, the number of least duplicate determinations on each mate-
materi:ls sent to each collaborator, and the rial, a strong case can be made for requiring
number of measurements made by each col- just single determination per material, unless
lahorator on each material. Inevitably cer- repetitions are actually needed. There are
tain compromises have to be made. A large several reasons behind this suggestion. First,
number of collaborators is desirable because the agreement of parallel determinations
this will give confidence that analysts will should be about as good in one laboratory
not misinterpret the instructions and that as in another. After all, the equipment is
the procedure has been tried under a wide specified and there is the presumption of
range of environments. Increasing the num- qualified analysts. Certainly the laboratory
ber of materials provides evidence that the environment will vary from laboratory to
procedure is satisfactory over a wide range laboratory and the procedure may not be
of nmounts present and types of material. immune to these changes in environment.
lHepeat analyses on each material would But within any one laboratory, parallel

l)rovide infornmtion on the agreement of determinations will be exposed to the same
environment and the agreement between the

* Presented at the liefereem' Meeting, Seventy- duplicates normally will not be impaired by
sixth Annual Meeting of t- Assovi: tion of ffi- reason of any local environmental peculiar-
eial Agricultural Chemists, Oct. 16, 1962, at
Washington, D.C. ity. For this reason it is not surprising that
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the precision, as revealed by repeat runs, is You will observe that whatever local or

indistinguishably the same for all participat- systematic error a laboratory has drops out

ing laboratories, of the differences, dl, d2 ... d. ., d. These

A second reason for not requiring repeat differences should all be the same except for
determinations is that rarely are enough data precision errors. So it is the variation among

available to detect a two-fold difference in these differences that provides an estimate

precision (standard deviation) between two of the precision. The above formula is
laboratories. Triplicate determinations on equivalent to deducting the mean difference,
each of seven materials will give a four out d, from each of the n differences and calling
of five chance of catching a two-fold differ- the remainders d'. Thus d, - d = d,'.
ence in precision. It would take the equiv- These remainders are squared and divided
alent of five repeat determinations on each by 2(n - 1), and the square root is taken.
of ten materials to have the same probabil-

ity of detecting that one laboratory has a s = yV2(d')1/2(n - 1)

standard deviation 1.5 times that of another An estimate of the precision by this ap-
laboratory. Clearly this is a lot of extra proach is more realistic in that it is pro-
work for each laboratory. On the other tected against any selection of the data
hand, the initiating laboratory should have by replacement of repeat determinations
ample records to establish the precision of that show larger than usual disagreement
the procedure. The precision, in any event, and the estimate is a consensus taken over
is usually of minor importance as compared all the participating laboratories.
with the larger error inevitably associated We arrive, then, at the suggestion that

with the comparison of results from different the collaborative test include as many labo-
laboratories. ratories as possible, using as many mate-

One might also mention that many labo- rials as circumstances suggest, and that only
ratories will not report a pair of duplicates single determinations be required. Some
that happen to show rather poor agreement. have raised the question that certain labo-
The temptation to run a third determina- ratories might run duplicates but report

tion, or even another pair, is strong. The the averages as single determinations. A
consequences of any such censoring of the laboratory that does this is ill advised. First,
data is to produce an estimate of the preci- the averages of two would give this labora-

sion that is biased in the direction of making tory an apparent standard deviation of only
the precision appear to be better than it 0.707 that of laboratories running single
really is. Finally the precision can be esti- determinations. But the data will not visibly

mated even if only single determinations reveal this if only because of the difficulty
are made, and such an estimate is immune of showing small differences in precision.
from any replacements of the results first Rather less pleasing to such a laboratory is
obtained. It is merely necessary that two that this average reveals only the more

materials, A and B, similar in composition clearly any systematic error the laboratory
and contei.t, be included in the work. Let has in comparison with the consensus of all
the results from n laboratories be as follows: the laboratories. And it is on just this point

that attention is going to be focused with

Marial Laboratory Number A. the idea of asking such laboratories for ex-

1 2 3 .... n planations.
A at a, a, .... a, a The Responsibility of the Initiating
B b, b2 b .... b, Laboratory

Difference By no means an unusual occurrence is a

(A - B) d, d, ds .... d, collaborative test whose results obviously

Zd2 nag fall short of expectations based on data ob-
Compute s 2(n - 1) tained by the initiating laboratory. Thestandard deviation explanation is usually found in the fact that
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the initiating laboratory has a set of opera- pointing because it is all but impossible to
tions and equipment that is never varied, track down the responsible conditions, since
In fact, care is taken not to vary the routine all the laboratories quite sincerely report
in any particular. Naturally no light is shed that they followed the procedure.
on what may happen when the procedure What is needed is a scheme of attack that
on trial is used by a number of laboratories will conserve labor yet be sensitive enough
each of which establishes its own particular to pick up fairly small effects if they should
routine. Such things as the source and age occur when some condition has been slightly
of reagents and the concentrations of these altered. Negligible effects will be found for
reagents, the rate of heating, thermometer most changes. There is a program for mak-
errors, humidity, and many other factors ing slight modifications in the procedure that
may be involved. One laboratory makes ap has a very high efficiency in identifying those
a supply of nominally IM acid and in fact changes that do produce effects. The basic
achieves a concentration of 0.95. Another idea is not to study one alteration at a time
laboratory's solution may be 1.03M. Each but to introduce several changes at once,
laboratory gets good checks, of course, be- in such a manner that the effects of indi-
cause it always uses the same solution, just vidhal changes can be ascertained. Let A,
as the initiating laboratory did. B, (, 1), E, F, and G denote the nominal

The only protection against such sources values for seven different factors that might
of trouble which are disconcerting and diffi- influence the result if their nominal values
cult to discover is for the initiating labora- arp slightly changed. Let their alternative
tory deliberately to introduce minor reason- values be denoted by the corresponding
able variations in the procedure and observe lower case letters a, b, c, d, e, f, and g.
what happens. These departures should be Now the conditions for running a determina-
of the magnitude that a chemist might well tion will be completely specified by writing
expect to find among laboratories. At first down these seven letters, each letter being
this appears to throw much extra work on either a capital or lower case. There are 2"
the initiating laboratory, but if the program or 128 different combinations that might be
is carefully laid out, a surprisingly small written out. Fortunately it is possible to
amount of work suffice,. choose a subset of eight of these combina-

We will suppose that as many as seven tions that have an elegant balance between
factors are selected for scrutiny. Perhaps capital and lower case letters.
the volume of solution is fixed at 100 and The particular set of combinations is
110 ml; the time of waiting at some stage shown in Table 1. The table specifies the
is tried at 30 and at 40 minutes. Different values for the seven factors to be used
lots of reagent, slightly different concentra- while running eight determinations. The re-
tions, different times to bring solutions to suilts for the analyses are designated by the
boiling may also be tried. Now, if the pro- letters s through z. Let us see how to extri-
cedure is -rugged" and therefore immune to cate the separate effects of the factor
modest (and inevitable) departures from changes, even though four factors are always
some habitual routine, the results obtained altered from the initial combination of all
should not be altered by these minor de- capitals. To find whether changing factor
partures. If the results are altered, we A to a had an effect, we compare the aver-
should by all means know about it and warn age (s 4- t + u ± v)/4 with the average
the prospective user not to depart by. more (u, ± x + y + z)/4. The table shows that
than some state([ amount from the specified determinations 1, 2, 3, and 4 were run with
condition, l'resumablY most of these minor the factor at level A and determinations
departures will show negligible effects, but 5, 6, 7, and 8 with the factor at level a. Ob-
if just one sensitive condition is spotted, we serve that this partition gives two Lroups
may save the very considerable effort that (of four determinations :tnd that each group
wiould hav, bee-n expended in a disappoint- contains the other six factors twice it the
ing collaborative test-particularly disap- capital level and twice at the lower case
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Table 1. Eight combinations of seven factors used to test the ruggedness
of an analytical procedure

Combination or Determination Number

Factor Value
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Aora A A A A a a % a
Borb B B b b B B b b
Corc C c C c C c C c
Dord D D d d d d D D
Eore E e E e e E e E
F orf F f f F F f f F
G org G g g G g G G g

Observed result s t u v w x y z

level. The effects of these factors, if pres- tals minus the averages for corresponding
ent, consequently cancel out, leaving only lower-case letters. Denote these seven differ-
the effect of changing A to a. ences by Da, Db, . . . , Dg. To estimate the

Inspection of Table 1 shows that whenever standard deviation, square the differences
the eight determinations are split into two and take the square root of 2/7 the sum of
groups of four on the basis of one of the their squares. This estimate of the ana-
letters, all the other factors cancel out within lytical error is realistic in that the sort of
each group. Every one of the factors is variation in operating conditions that will be
evaluated by all eight determinations. The encountered among several laboratories has
effect of altering G to g, for example, is been purposely created within the initiating
examined by cumparing the aN._age (s + v laboratory. If the standard deviation so
+ x + y)/4 with the average of (t + u + found is unsatisfactorily large, it is a fore-
w + z)/4. Suppose only six factors are gone conclusion that the collaborative test

explored. In that event, associate with g will also give disappointing results. The col-
some meaningless operation such as solemnly laborative test should never be undertaken
picking up the beaker, looking at it intently, until a procedure has been subjected to the
and setting it down again. Omit this mean- abuse described above and satisfactory re-
ingless operation for the determinations that sults obtained in spite of the abuse.
involve G. (Be sure to look at the average The schedule shown in Table 1 can be
difference between the G's and g's, because modified in various ways. An interesting

if they are large an explanation should be variant is to replace the capitals with lower-
sought!) case letters and vice versa. This creates

Collect the seven differences for A - a, eight new combinations. If all sixteen com-

B -- b, . . . , G - g, and list them in order binations are tried, smaller effects will be
of size. If one or two factors are having detected as well as possible mutual inter-
an effect, their differences will be substan- ferences of the factors. At this point a
tially larger than the group of differences statistician will likely be of considerable

associated with the other factors. Indeed, assistance. There will be some who may see

this ranking is a direct guide to the proce- in this scheme a means of studying a pro-

dure's sensitivity to modest alterations in cedure in its formative stage. Generally this
the factors. Obviously a useful procedure is inadvisable, because substantial changes
should not be affected by changes that will in the factors seldom act. independently
almost certainly be encountered between and a more complex schedule of factor val-
laboratories. If there is no outstanding dif- ues is appropriate. There are also schedules
ference, the most realistic measure of the for eleven and fifteen factors which may be
analytical error is given by the seven differ- foiund useful (2-5).
ences obtained from the averages for capi- If only those procedures that survive this
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planned introduction of minor modifications informative to prepare a graph plotting the
in the procedure were submitted to a col- standard deviation as ordinate against the
laborative test, then the latter would really amount present as abscissa. Some irregu-
take on the role of confirming that a good larity is to be expected, particularly if fewer
procedure has in fact been devised. Much than ten laboratories participate. A smooth
disappointment would be avoided and curve should be drawn in with no attempt
sources of difficulty would be tracked down to follow the individual ups and downs.
by this planned work within one laboratory. Values of the standard deviation read from
It should not be necessary to involve several this curve are very likely closer to the mark
laboratories in order to discover serious than the individual points. If the curve is
shortcomings in a procedure. Fewer col- approximately a straight line going near
laborative tests would be needed and par- the origin, then the error is proportional to
ticipation would be encouraged because the the amount present. Very often, in such an
chance of a successful outcome would be event, the error is expressed as per cent of
very high. the amount present and labeled the "Coeffi-

eient of Variation."
The Interpretation of the Data If the standard deviation when plotted

After the cooperating laboratories have against the amount present gives a series
made their reports, the results may be tabu- of points that show no trend, then the best
lated as shown in Table 2. Generally one fit is a horizontal line Y = s*. That is, the
would hope for a table with about forty or standard deviation is the same over the
more entries, and every effort should be range of amount present used in the work.
made to avoid missing entries. The best value to use for s* is not the aver-

It is useful to consider Table 2 as a whole age of the standard deviations found for the
and try to place the table in one of four "M" columns. The squares of the standard
categories. The hoped-for category is that deviations should be summed and divided
the standard deviation as calculated for each by M, and the square root taken to get the
column in the above table is acceptably best estimate of the standard deviation that
small. will be appropriate for all the materials.

If x1, x, ... x, , are the results tabulated This estimate of the standard deviation has

in a column for any one material, the esti- NI (n - 1) degrees of freedom. There should
mate for the standard deviation for that be at least 20 degrees of freedom to provide
column is given by a reasonably good estimate of the standard

deviation.
= .,/Zz - n)(- 1), If the standard deviation as calculated for

where i is the mean for the column. all, or most, of the columns is unacceptably
The standard deviation may, of course, vary large, the table of data may usually be

with the amount present and it would be classed in one of three categories. In order

Table 2. Tabulation of results

Material Number

Laboratory No. A B C D - - M

2 ....... -

4 - - - - - - -
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to determine the category, a convenient de- score. Scores as low as or lower, or as
vice is to prepare another table that better large as or larger than these limiting scores
reveals certain features of the data, as fol- are an indicaLion of trouble. They mean
lows: Scan the entries in the first column that a laboratory with such an extreme score
of Table 2 and assign the rank of 1 to the has a definite tendency to get persistently
highest result, the rank of 2 to the next high or low results.
highest result and so on, until the rank of n Now it is possible for the standard devia-
is given to the lowest result in that column. tion to be unacceptably large and yet for no
Enter these ranks opposite the appropriate laboratory to turn up with an extremely
laboratories in the first column of the new low or high score. This would happen if the
table. If two laboratories are tied for fourth precision of the method is very poor. It
place, assign to each the rank of 4.5. If may also happen if a laboratory tends to
three are tied for second place, assign all get high or low results for materials with
three the rank of 3. This keeps the sum of low percentages and opposite results with
the ranks, n(n + 1)/2, the same for each materials of high percentages. If this hap-
column. Repeat this process for each col- pens with several laboratories, scores tend
umn, and then sum the ranks assigned to to cluster near the average score. Whatever
the first laboratory and enter it as a labo- the explanation, the evidence points to some
ratory score at the right of the row. Sum defect in the procedure.
the ranks in each row. When the scores Another category arises when one or per-
achieved by all the laboratories are added, haps two laboratories have quite extremt
the total should be Mn(n + 1)/2, and this scores. This laboratory (or both, if there are
provides a convenient check on the work. two) is the one chiefly responsible for the

Should a laboratory turn in the highest large standard deviations found for the indi-
result for each of the "M" materials, its score vidual columns. If the results from this
would be M, the lowest possible. The high- laboratory are set aside, the standard devia-
est possible score is nM and the average tion calculated by using the remaining labo-
score is M (n + 1)/2. The scores obtained ratories may be acceptable. The basis for
by the n laboratories afford certain clues as setting aside these results is that the limiting
to the reason why an unsatisfactory standard scores have been so chosen that only one
deviation was obtained from the reported collaborative test in twenty can be expected
results. The interpretation depends on the to include an extreme score by chance. An
fact that for each combination of n labora- extreme score is, in consequence, a strong
tories and M materials, it is possible to hint that the laboratory concerned has a
compute a lower and an upper limiting pronounced bias, probably as a result of

Table 3. Water-insoluble nitrogen results

Results, % Ranked Results

Coll. Con.
No. Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample Score

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5

7 4.59 1.46 5.64 2.19 27.32 9 5.5 6 4 3 27.5
8 4.94 1.52 5.68 2.28 26.44 1 1 3 2 10 17
9 4.80 1.40 5.62 2.12 26.89 3.5 8.5 7.5 6.5 8 34
10 4.73 1.46 5.65 2.09 27.17 5 5.5 5 8 4 27.5
11 4.72 1.51 5.62 2.12 27.00 6.5 2.5 7.5 6.5 6 29
12 4.80 1.51 5.80 3.29 27.48 3.5 2.5 1 1 1 91
13 4.45 1.40 5.45 2.07 27.02 10 8.5 10 9 5 42.5
15 4.72 1.50 5.58 2.27 26.76 6.5 4 9 3 9 31.5
16 4.63 1.32 5.69 2.04 26.92 8 10 2 10 7 37
17 4.88 1.42 5.67 2.16 27.39 2 7 4 5 2 20

D esigutes unusually low morr.
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Let n laboratories test each of M materials. Assign ranks I to n for each mate-
rial. Sum the ranks to get the score for each laboratory. The mean score is
M(n + 1)/2. The entries are lower and upper limits that are included in the
approximate 5% critical region.

Table 4. Approximate 5% two-tail limits for ranking scores

Number of Materials
No. of
Labs.

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

4 5 7 8 10 12 13 15 17 19 20 22
12 15 17 20 22 24 27 29 31 33 36 38

4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
16 19 22 25 28 31 34 37 40 43 46 49

5 7 9 11 13 16 18 21 23 26 28 31
19 23 27 31 35 38 42 45 49 52 56 59

3 5 7 10 12 15 18 21 23 26 29 32 35
18 23 28 32 37 41 45 49 54 58 62 66 70

3 5 8 11 14 17 20 23 26 29 32 36 39
21 27 32 37 42 47 52 57 62 67 72 76 81

3 6 9 12 15 18 22 25 29 32 36 39 43
8 24 30 36 42 48 54 59 65 70 76 81 87 92

3 6 9 13 16 20 24 27 31 35 39 43 47
27 34 41 47 54 60 66 73 79 85 91 97 103

4 7 10 14 17 21 26 30 34 38 43 47 51
10 29 37 45 52 60 67 73 80 87 94 100 107 114

4 7 11 15 19 23 27 32 36 41 46 51 55
11 32 41 49 57 65 73 81 88 96 103 110 117 125

4 7 11 15 20 24 29 34 39 44 49 54 59
12 35 45 54 63 71 80 88 96 104 112 120 128 136

4 8 12 16 21 26 31 36 42 47 52 58 63
13 38 48 58 68 77 86 95 104 112 121 130 138 147

4 8 12 17 22 27 33 38 44 50 56 61 67
14 41 52 63 73 83 93 102 112 121 130 139 149 158

4 8 13 18 23 29 35 41 47 53 59 65 71
15 44 56 67 78 89 99 109 119 129 139 149 159 169

S eviation, unintentional or otherwise, higher (or lower) than the results of the
e procedure. other participants.

point it appears proper to query In a very real sense a collaborative test
]a ratory with an extreme score to reveals not only the performance of tile pro-

rta if the laboratory can offer any cedure mider test but also the performance
ana n for its results being consistently of the laboratories doing the testing. The
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intent of this ranking device is to prevent a 45. Collaborator 12 runs persistently high
procedure from being unjustly rated poor and has a score of 9, which is in the critical
when one or two laboratories are in fact region. The evidence indicates that Collabo-
responsible for the large scatter of the re- rator 12 has some individual manner of mak-
sults. ing the determination. Critical scores for as

Finally, the last category of unsatisfactory many as 15 collaborators and 15 samples are
collaborative tests contains clearly unsatis- listed in Table 4 (5).
factory procedures. Sometimes the table of
ranks shows little or no change in the as- Discussion and Summary
signed ranks as the eye moves from column This paper has considered several inipor-
to column in the table. In other words, a tant aspects of collaborative test programs.
laboratory tends to hold its same rank for The question of the distribution of the
all materials. Usually there will be at least analytical effort is of prime importance. A
one very high and one very low score. What broad basis for judgment requires enough
this tells is that each laboratory is doing laboratories and materials to be representa-
the same thing very carefully every time. tive of the users and the materials likely to
Some minor departure from a specified fac- be submitted for analysis. In order to pre-
tor value, or even an arbitrarily chosen value vent unduly burdensome programs 'L is rec-
for a factor because none was specified, is ommended that duplicates 1w eliminated

seriously influencing the analytical results. and reliance placerl on the initiating labo-
Obviously each laboratory is carefully fol- ratory for information as to the precision of
lowing whatever routine it adopted. Now it the procedure.
is ridiculous to say that all the laboratories Another very important question concerns
are inadequate. It makes better sense to the need to make sure that the procedure
conclude that here is a procedure so very is really ready for a collaborative test and
vulnerable that it should never have been that it will almost surely pass this final in-
submitted to a collaborative test. spection. To that end an efficient and sys-

Illustrative Example of Ranking Technique tematic way of disclosing possible weak-

Table 3 shows a portion of a rather ex- nesses in the procedure has been present, 4

tensive collaborative test on nitrogen in in detail. The initiating laboratory should

fertilizers (6). The data for the water in- present evidence of the performance of the

soluble nitrogen are shown in the left half procedure when minor and seemingly incon-

of Table 3 for ten of the participating labo- sequential changes are made.

ratories. The right half of the table shows Finally a method has been described for

the ranks assigned to the collaborators; the evaluating unsatisfactory collaborative test

rank of one is given to the highest result results which should be valuable as a guide

and the rank of ten to the lowest result on to determining the probable cause of the

each sample. It happens that the data are, unsatisfactory results.

in fact, averages of duplicates but this does
not disturb the ranking technique. The re- RlFERENcEs

sult for Sample 4 by Collaborator 12 looks (1) Youden, W. J., This Journal, 45, 169 (1962).
peculiar but even if the 3 is a misprint for (2) Plackett, R. L., and Burman, J. P., Bio-

2 the ranking would not be altered. mfetrika, 33, 305 (1946).
The last column of the table shows the (3) Yates, F., Royal Statistical Socicty, Sup,-

plement, 2, 181 (1935).
scores obtained for each collaborator by (4) Youden, W. J., Materials Research and
adding up the 5 ranks obtained with the 5 Standards, 1, 862 (1961).
samples. The critical 5% probability scores (5) Youden, W. J., ibid., 2, in press (1962).
for 10 laboratories and 5 samples are 10 and (6) Davis, H. A., This Journal, 42, 494 (1959).

Reprinted from the Jouriad of the Association of Official Agricultural Chemists, Vol. 46,

February 1963.
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Experimental Design and ASTM Committees
By W. J. YOUDEN

s T ERE ARE numerous This paper considers the subject of experimental design from the view-

textbooks available that present a point of ASTM committee members concerned with devising and evaluating

systematic account of the various types test procedures. Simple designs are described that make for an efficient
of experimental design and the analysis approach to the identification of defects in a test procedure. Suggestions
of variance appropriate for each type of are made regarding the supporting evidence that should be offered by an
design. Why then should anyone under- initiating laboratory before conducting an interlaboratory test. A pre-
take to write on experimental design for liminary type of interlaboratory test is advanced as a means of checking on
ASTM committees? The answer ap- the claims made in behalf of a test procedure.
pears to lie in the fact that statistical
texts organize the material on experi- research problem. A round robin re- As an example, suppose that the
mental design from the viewpoint of veals the agreement or lack of agree- samples have to be placed in an environ-
statistics. There is a need for exposi- ment among the test results obtained ment of specified humidity and tem-
tions that emphasize the objectives by different laboratories. Agreement perature for a certain period of time.
and problems that confront ASTM corn- among the laboratories does not estab- The initiating laboratory may subject
mittee members. This paper discusses lish that the test procedure provides a a dozen samples to this conditioning and
certain problems that arise in the prog- satisfactory measure of the performance obtain excellent checks. A dozen sam-
ress of a test procedure from its incep- of the material. Agreement among ples sent one each to twelve laboratories
tion to the status of a standard pro- laboratories is a necessary even though yield twelve results with considerable
cedure. It offers an approach to those not a sufficient criterion of a good test scatter. The explanation is simple.
recurring statistical problems of general procedure. This paper takes up the Let the required temperature be 80 C,
concern regardless of the particular question of attaining agreement among the relative humidity 60 per cent, and
material involved. laboratories. the time I hr. Suppose the initiating

A test is made on a sample or speci- laboratory for its test sets 78 C, 55 per
The Inception of a Test Procedure men. The initiating laboratory should, cent humidity and takes them out after

A new test procedure, or a modi- based on its expert familiarity with the 56 min. Of course, the twelve results
fication of an old procedure, begins material, undertake to specify what still check each other nicely--and this
in a laboratory. The research involved sort of a sample, or samples, composite proves nothing at all except that the
in devising a test procedure calls for ex- or otherwise will be needed. Good sampling is adequate. Twelve labora-
pert knowledge of the material to which tests are simply wasted when used on tories will set up various temperatures
the procedure will he applied. The test poor samples. A quick and simple test and humidities, all nominallyasspecified,
procedure must serve a useful purpose. may suffice for a heterogeneous material and be variously inexact about the time,
Usually it evaluates some property of represented by one or two samples. and this may explain the scatter of the
the material that must be known We will suppose that the laboratory results.
within certain limits. Satisfactory esti- has a procedure that appears to Ibe The initiating laboratory has the
mates of the properties of material are satisfactory. What supporting evi- responsibility to vary the test conditions
required for the safe and economical use dence does the committee have a right from the nominal specified values to find
of materials and for the setting of fair to expect from the initiating laboratory? out what happens. The initiating re-
values in the exchange of materials. It is useless to exhibit an array of corre- search often makes use of better equip-
The initiating laboratory should be able sponding results obtained on aliquots of ment and controls than are available
to supply certain information before a sample or by one operator doing his routinely. The initiating laboratory
requesting that a group of laboratories very best to "hold everything constant." should be able to set 80 C, or 78 C, or
participate in a round-robin evaluation. What is needed is positive evidence that some other nearby value and hold it
There are defects in a test procedure that the results check acceptably when there. Likewise with the other condi-
are best ascertained by work within one deliberate variations are made in the tions. If the laboratory finds it neces-
laboratory, and only confusion results test conditions. These variations sary to set and hold the relevant condi-
if the detection of these defects is at- should be of the size likely to be en- tions within very narrow limits in order
tempted using the less sensitive compari- countered when several laboratories are to achieve good checks this may
sons associated with interlaboratory presumably following the procedure. seriously limit the usefulness of the pro-
tests.

Many test procedures are used to
predict the performance in use of the W. J. YOUDEN's academic degrees are in chemical engineering and chem-
material undergoing test. The labora- istry. He began to use statistical procedures in 1925 when he was appointed
tory or agency proposing a test must chemist at the Boyce Thompson Institute for Plant Research, Inc. He held
bear in mind that the test will be used this post for 24 years except for the war period when he served as operations
for prediction purposes. Devising an analyst with the Air Force. Since 1948 he has been a statistical consultant
adequate test procedure is often a major in the Applied Mathematics Division of the National Bureau of Standards,

Washington, D. C. Mr. Youden is the author of more than 100 papers, has
NOTE-DISCUSSION OF THIS PAPER written a book (Statialicu Methods for Chemists), contributed statistical
IS INVITED, either for publication or for chapters to several other books, and for six years wrote a column "Stats-
the attention of the author or authors. Ad-
dren all communientions to ABTM Head tial Design" for Industrial and Engineering Chemistry.
quarter. 1916 Race St., Philadelphia 3, Pa.
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TABLE I.-EIGHT COMBINATIONS OF TEST CONDITIONS AND DUPLICATE The fact is that a good test proceaure
TEST RESULTS ON 2-IN. CUBES OF CEMENT. must not be too sensitive to inadvertent

Combination of Test Conditions small departures from the specified test
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 conditions. Presumably, there will be

Cement. . ..................... A A A A a a a a small consequences of such departures,
...................... consequences not much larger than theHours in mold . ....... ........ C(7C c C

Age at test .................... D D d d d d D D experimental error and therefore difficult
Initial loading .... ....... 9 e B e R E to detect. The use of the averages, in-
Loading rate..... ..... F f f F F f f F
Operator ... ............. G 9 9 G 9 a G 9 stead of the difference between single
Duplicate test results, lb ... 1 8200 8680 9100 8620 9620 9540 9160 9320 tests, gives the investigator a better

8100 8220 9240 8980 9480 9600 9100 9360 chance to pick up the effects of depar-
Average .................. .... 8150 8450 9170 8800 9550 9570 9130 9340 tures from the specified conditions.
Difference ..................... 100 460 140 360 140 60 60 40 Furthermore, it is altogether reasonable

to use as a means of estimating the
cedure. Therefore, the initiating lab- The thought here is that, by varying one "error" of the test procedure the varia-
oratory should present evidence to condition at a time, the effect of chang- tion among the four results t, x, y, and
demonstrate that the test procedure ing a condition will be directly revealed. z. Not only is it reasonable but more
results will not be altered by departures This is true, but there is a more efficient realistic, because surely the performance
from specified values of the test condi- way to conduct the investigation. The of the test procedure is given by results
tions that are likely to be encountered four trials listed below are more efficient of setting up the conditions several
when using routine equipment. To use in detecting possible effects of changing times and not from several specimens
a round-robin test and hope that all will a condition, all exposed to exactly the same condi-
be well is a misuse of the time of other tioning, whatever it happened to be.
laboratories. Furthermore, the identi- Indeed, two or more specimens should
fication of the particular conditions to Observed
which the test results are sensitive is Trial Condition Result be included in each of the four trials and

the error within trials (pooled for all
impossible using the round-robin data No. 1 ........ A B C i trials) compared with that found between
because naturally all the laboratories re- No. 5 ........ a b C X trials. The committee can, as a mini-
port that they followed the specified No. 6 ........ a B cy mum, expect to be furnished the be-
conditions. No. 7 ........ A b c z tween-trial figure for the error, because

Simple Design for Within-Laboratory the results from different laboratories
Study Notice that two conditions have been will not be any better than this error and

The committee should be furnished changed each time from the initial set of more than likely will be worse.

with actual evidence that the test pro- conditions A, B, and C. The effect of Illustrative Study of a Test Procedure
cedure tolerates departures from speci- changing condition A to a is given by
fled conditions to the extent that may be taking the difference between the aver- Twenty-five years ago Yates (3)1

expected in practice. Simple and sensi- ages of two results, proposed such "weighing designs" but
considered them of merely academictive experimental designs are available t~z interest because the agricultural in-

for the use of a laboratory undertaking Average result with A .... 2. viesta s the wasfiliua it

to supply this sort of evidence. Clearly, vestigations that he was familiar with
the elecion f te coditins t begenerally involved large effects on thethe selection of the conditions to be r-Fy crop yields. The following example

explored will depend on the material and Average result with a ....... u actul ds aed ong exde

on the test procedure. This experi- 2 using actual data is based on the design
he proposed for seven experimental fac-

mental design is so economical and The two trials with condition A in- tors or conditions (s). This investiga-
efficient that the laboratory can include volve B, b, C, and c. This is also tion concerned the study of seven condi-.
conditions which it might ordinarily true for the two trials at condition a. tions that might influence the compresn.
feel could safely be assumed not to be a Thus, the effects associated with B, b, sive strength of 2-in. cubes of portland-
source of trouble. The larger the num- C, and c are present in both averages, cement mortar. The conditions were:
ber of conditions explored the more con- although in the combinations BC and bc choice of cements, choice of sand, choice
vincing will be the evidence submitted for A, and bC and Bc for a. The effect of hours in mold, choice of age at test,
to the committee, of changing from B to b is taken to be choice of initial loading versus no initial

The principle of the experimental de- independent of the value set for condi- loading, choice of fast or slow loading
sign will be developed in a simple ex- tion C. The justification rests on the rate, and choice of operators. These
ample involving a test of just three con- expectation that the changes, A to a, seven conditions were assigned values
ditions. Let the specified values for the B to b, and C to c, have been made quite and identifying letters as follows:
conditions be A, B, and C and the alter- small, and therefore the changes are not
native values, slightly different from the expected to have an appreciable effect
specified values, be a, b, and c. The on the test result if the test procedure Cement ..................... A or a
standard experimental procedure would is acceptable for routine work where such Sand ................... .. B or b
be to conduct four trials as follows: small changes in the conditions are likely Hours in mold (16 or 24) ...... C or c

to be encountered. If the effect on the Age at test (65 or 72 hr) ...... D or d
Observed test result of changing any capital condi- Initial loading (yes or no) ..... or e

Trial Condition Result io toisoeercecunrptis Loading rate (fast or slow). .... F or ftion to it lower-case counterpart is Operator (Joe or Jack) ....... G or g
No. I ........ A B C 9 substantial, the test procedure is in
No. 2 ........ a B C U trouble anyway. If we were trying to
No. 3 ........ A b C v establish how a test result changes when Eight combinations of test conditions
No. 4 ........ A B e te some test condition, say temperature, are shown in Table I together with the

is varied over a very large range, then breaking strengths of the duplicate speci-

the interdependence with other condi- mens tested for each of the eight com-
rflThe boldface numbers ap en thes tions would be very important and the binations. This table shows that com-refer to the list of references appenddt thin

paper. proposed design would not be suitable. binations 2 through 8 all differ from the
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standard combination 1 in that four TABLE 1I. -COMPARISON OF RESULTS OBTAINED WITH CHANGED TEST
conditions are changed simultaneously. CONDITIONS. BREAKING STRENGTHS. LB.

The changes are made in such a way Condition Ave for Average for Difference Between
that the four capital-A combinatione Changed Capitaletters Lower-Cae Letters Averages

contain two capital and two lower-case Cement ................. 8642 939 756
Sand ...... L. 8..0 9110 180letters for each of the other six letters. Hours in mold ...... .. 9000 9040 40

The four lower-case-a combinations also Age at test ........... 8768 9272 504

contain two capital and two lower-cage Initial loading ........ 9058 8982 76
Loading rate.... 8960 9080 120

combinations of the other six letters. Operator .............. 8912 9128 216
Thus, the effects of these other letters
are balanced off against one another
when the average of the four combina-
tions containing A is compared with at least two sizable differences among the s - V% /16 V399,200/16 = 158 lb
the average of the four combinations comparisons. A satisfactory procedure
containing a. This state of affairs should give only insignificant differ- The estimated standard deviation of a
holds no matter which letter is selected ences when modest and reasonable varia- difference between two averages, when
to determine the division into two tions are permitted in the test condi- each average is based on n results, is
grouPs. tions. sv/2/n. The averages listed in Table

For example, to compare the strengths The problem confronting the investi- II are based on eight specimens because
of the specimens tested after 65 hr with gator is the evaluation of the differences duplicate cubes were averaged to get
the specimens tested after 72 hr tab- listed in the last column of Table If. the result for each combination. The
ulate the four results for D and the four The differences between the duplicate standard deviation for the last five
results for d. specimens (Table 1) do provide a basis differences listed in the last column of

for judgment for all the conditions Table II is 158N/28, or 79 lb. The

D (65 hr) d (72 hr) except cement and sand. The reason multiple, 1, of this standard deviation
for these two exceptions is that the that is taken to give a difference not

8 150 9 170 duplicate test specimens always came likely to be exceeded by chance de-
8450 8800 from the same batch. Comparisons pends on the level of probability9 130 9 550 between hours in the mold, ages at test, selected by the investigator and also

- initial and no initial loading, between on the number of degrees of freedom
Total ........ 35 070 37090 loading rates, and between operators available for estimating the standard
Average ......... 8768 9272 use specimens from the same batch. deviation. At the I per cent level,
Difference ................ 504 On the other hand, cements (or sands) with 8 degrees of freedom for the esti-

cannot be compared without making mate, the value for t is 3.36. Conse-
It is not surprising to find that speci- different batches. Consequently, the quently, differences of the order of 3.36
mens tested after 72 hr are stronger reproducibility of the batches is in- X 79, or about 265 lb, suggest that
than specimens tested after 65 hr. volved, and this may make the com- changing the condition did have an

The inclusion of variables that would parison of sands and cements subject effect. Changing the mold time, opera-
be expected to have little or no effect to a larger error than the duplicate tors, the initial loading, and the load-
will provide direct assurance that differ- specimen error. ing rate all produced smaller differ-
ences on the order of 500 are meaningful. The examination of an experimental ences. With more specimens and firmer
Thus, the hours in the mold were either situation to identify the possible sources averages these differences might be
16 or 24. of error applicable to any particular established as something other than

comparison is an often overlooked step fortuitous. The age at test is clearly

C (16 hr) c (24 hr) in the examination of experimental re- important at least for this early age.
_ suits. If the effect of changing sands is Assuming a linear increase in strength

8 150 8 450 to be justly evaluated, then a number of over the interval between the two ages
9 170 8 800 repeat batches with each sand should be of test (65 and 72 hr), then the 504-lb
95.50 9 570 made. The difference found between increase in 7 hr suggests that I hr would
9 130 9 340 batches made with different sands can make a difference of about 70 lb in

Total .......... 36 000 36 160 only be judged by the difference found strength. Clearly the specific time
Average ......... 9000 9040 between batches made using the same must be adhered to.
Difference ............. 40 sand. fn the case at hand the change in There are other factors that might

strength due to changing the sand is have been studied for their effect on the
In spite of the use of different cements, small, indicating that both the change strength of cubes. For instance, dur-
sands, and testing ages all of which in sand and the difference between ing the time "hours in mold" the speci-
influence the strength, the two aver- batches had small effects. The large mens in molds are stored in a moist
ages representing different times in the effect of changing the cement can there- cabinet maintained at 73.4 : 3 F and
mold show excellent agreement. The fore be judged to arise mainly from the not less than 90 per cent humidity.
above results and those for the other change in cement itself rather than the Also the mixing must be done in a tem-
five factors are shown in Table II. nonreproducibility of batches. perature between 68 and 81.5 F and a

This example is a severe test of this The eight pairs of duplicate specimens humidity of not less than 50 per cent.
method of studying a test procedure. provide an estimate, s, of the standard The temperature of the mixing slab,
The 10 per cent change in age is greatly deviation of a result on a single test dry materials, mold,' and mixing bowl
in excess of any expected departure from specimen. This estimate is based on are also supposed to be between the
the test conditions. Indeed, two only 8 degrees of freedom. Triplicate
cements might gain strength at differ- specimens would provide 16 degrees of latter limits, and the temperature of

ent rates. This complication would freedom and, in general, 16 or more de- the mixing water is specified the same

usually not be present if only one cement grees of freedom are advisable. The as that of the moist cabinet. After the
were used. The two cements and the differences, 100, 460, . . ., 40 are specimens are removed from the molds,
excesively different ages were used to squared and divided by 2 X 8 = 16, they are stored under water, also main-
make sure that the example would have that is, twice the number of pairs. tained at 73.4 ± 3 F. It is specified that
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the water in the storage tank should be the agreement shown by duplicate speci-
kept "clean by frequent changing." mens from the same batch. Of cou ie, "Reproducibility is
Some people feel that too frequent in studying within one laboratory the desirable, but it should not be
changing leeches the specimens and effect of changing certain conditons, such forgotten that it may be achieved
changes the strength. as operator or loading rate, there is a real just as easily by insensitivity as

advantage in making comparisons be- bs as eas inesitvya
Additional Experimental Designs tween specimens from the same batch. by an incrse i precision.

Designs to study fewer than seven This was true in the above example. Example: "All men are two
conditions are easily constructed from If the effects are negligible when judged meters tall give or take a meter."
the schedule shown in Table I. If in terms of duplicates from the same
only five conditions are to be studied, batch, they will certainly not matter
simply note the identifying labels for F when the error of different batches
and f, and G and g, but make no condi- is also involved, as it is in compari-
tion changes for these symbols. The sons between laboratories, the cement test forced the preparation
reason for retaining the symbols-is that There have been many attempts to of four batches, and these were used for
the separation of the eight results into define precision and accuracy and the the eight combinations. (iven a batch
two groups should still be made for each newer terms, repeatability and repro- for each of the eight combinations the
of these letters. The two averages for ducibility. The case history just dis- eight batches would give more informa-
F andf ought to agree, within the experi- cussed shows how the appropriate tion on variation arising from batch-
mental error, because no change in error term depends upon the actual to-batch differences. (The ce.ment con-
condition was connected with the group- situation. ft is an oversimplification to trast normally would be used for some
ing. The averages for G and g should talk about within laboratory error and test condition.) The laboratory spon-
also agree. This provides a desirable between-laboratory error. Men have soring the test procedure implics that
check on the experimental error as had little success in framing definitions the test results are not unduly altered
revealed by the duplicate (or more) re- acceptable to a majority within a com- by small, unavoidable departures from
suIts obtained for each of the eight com- mittee and even less success in framing the specified test conditions. The lab-
binations. Incidentally, interchanging definitions acceptable to a majority of oratory should explore such reasonable
the capital and lower-case letters in ASTM committees. Perhaps we should and inevitable departures. If the spon-
Table I gives a quite different selection worry less about defining these terms soring laboratory believes that it has a
of eight combinations that pose.ses all and concentrate more on devising some satisfactory test procedure, it should be
the propertiesof the set shown in'Table I. set of operations that will readily reveal willing to list the eight averages (they
The conditions retain their assigned the vicissitudes to which a test procedure may be single results) for the eight com-
letters. Should this second set also be will be exposed. In addition, there is binations and claim no better perform-

tried, a second set of differences which needed a plain statement of the varia- ance than the standard deviation calcu-
estimate the effects associated with the tion exhibited by the test results- lated from these eight results associated
changed conditions becomes available, say, the standard deviation--when test with the eight combinations.
This would provide additional confirma- conditions are purposely varied. At best If this standard deviation is unaccept-
tion of any effects indicated by the first such an estimate of the performance of ably large, then the comparisons listed
eight combinations. the test procedure is likely to be some- in Table I I should indicate the conditions

Any number up to eleven conditions, what optimistic, because the initiating chiefly responsible. Improved means

A through K, can be studied by forming laboratory may have neglected to vary for setting this condition at its standard
twelve combinations using the schedule certa'" conditions or varied some of value must be devised, or at the very
shown in Table 111. This schedule of them , too small amounts. It does least, the procedure must containa warn-
combinations is from a paper by Plackett seem as though it might be relatively ing that special, not routine, care is
and Burman (2) that also lists schedules easy to devise an acceptable routine for necessary on this condition. All this
for larger numbers of combinations, getting data on a proposed test pro- seems to he a minimum amount of in-

cedure that bears some rlation to the formation that should accompany a test
Error of a Test Procedure real world of testing. No difficulty procedure under consideration for inter-

The sponsor of a test procedure should stands in the way of selecting a statistical laboratory test. The sponsoring lab-
make every possible effort to simulate, technique that will provide a concise rep- oratory may have all the fun it wants
in his own laboratory, the sources of resentation of the variation among within its own walls by using nested
error, that is, the changes in condi- the results. It should be easier for com- factorials, components of variance,
tions that will be encountered in differ- mittes to agree on the operations, both or anything else that the workers be-
ent laboratories. In the cement ex- laboratory and statistical, than to agree lieve will help in the fashioning of a test
ample, different laboratories unavoid- on the meanings of the words, both old procedure. At some time the chosen
ably use different batches, and it is, and new, that have served as abstract procedure should undergo the sort of
therefore, the reproducibility of the labels. mutilation that results from the de-
batch that is involved and not merely The two sands and the two cements in partures from the specified procedure

that occur in other laboratories. The
extent of these departures must be

TABLE III.-SCHEDULE FOR TWELVE COMBINATIONS OF ANY based upon expert knowledge of the
NUMBER UP TO ELEVEN CONDITIONS. available equipment and how it is used

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 o 10 11 12 in routine practice. If the procedure

A A a A A a A a a passes this test, it is ready to undergo

B b B B b B b b B an interlaboratory test. The inter-
c C C c C C C C C C laboratory test should be a coif~i tson
D D D d d d D d d 0 d D of the claims made for the procedure.
P E 1 P 1 1 P 1 P p The disappointing results so often ob-
(1 g q a s a a a a (J 0 tained in round robins are disappointing
H h ho gmA A H H /0 f.
I i I i I I i i i only in terms of false hopes that were
J I i J i J J J i i i J based on unrealistic claims made for the
K k X k K K K k k k K k procedure by the sponsoring laboratory.
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The Interlaboratory Test Tensile St..th " in the plus-plus and minus-minus
A vast amount of testing time has 4quadrants If there are one or two

been wasted upon over-elaborate inter- 4* points definitely apart from the cluster
laboratory test programs on procedures *and near the 45-deg line, the conclusion
whose shortcomings would have ieen *may be drawn that these outlying lab-
revealed by a modest round robin. 4 oratories have failed in some important
This section will present briefly a com- respect to achieve the specified test
pact program that will quickly assay the conditions. The points are. sometimes
claims made for the test procedure. spread along the 45-deg line in a long
Should the procedure survive this phase, 3narrow oval indicating that nearly all
aSo t p ere searuhingndnecssri isy moe, * ,I the laboratories were departing from themor searching and necessarily moreI .I
elaborate interlaboratory program may 3o0 35o 400 450 prescribed conditions. This may come

be undertaken if considered necessary about because the prescribed conditions
by the committee. 3zo-Fineness have not been clearly set forth in the

The proposed interlaboratory test o procedure, particularly in the matter of
requires two samples of about the same of how closely the standard conditions
nature and value of the property to be must be achieved. The procedure may
tested. These are sent to a dozen or 3150 be so vulnerable to even the smallest
more cooperating laboratories with the " departures for some of the conditions as
request for one test on each seaitlc ac- isto make it impractical for routine use.

cording to the test procedure. It is The second pair of samples is used for
recommended that a second pair of a second graph. Comparison of the two
samples quite different in value of the graphs will reveal whether the perform-
property from the first pair also be l ane of the procedure changes markedly
circulated. Even then each participat- 37- 300 3850 3900 3950 with the value of the property. If the

same laboratory occupies the same ex-
ing laboratory is asked for only four test Fig. 1. - Each graph shows two materials treme position along the 45-deg line on
results, tested by several laboratories. both graphs, this confirms the departure

T ry holdmest feasi eto (Top) Itesultsfortensiontests(psi). (Bottom) from the specified procedure. A lab-
laboratory should make it feasible to tesults of tests for fineness of cement (so em oratory with points well removed from

increase, the number of participating per g). The pair of results reported by
laboratories and improve the basis for laboratory are used to plot a point. The z the clusters but not near the 45-deg line

axis is used for the result reported on one is presumably not even maintaining con-
judging the performance obtained by material, the Y axis for the result reported for

different laboratories, the other material. In each case one or two trol of some important conditions. Ex-
laboratories are clearly apart from the main amitles of these two sample graphs areThe elimination of duplicates, the clusater of points.

restricted number of materials, and the shown in Fig. I. The reader may make
avoidance of the usual falderal of opera- his own interpretation based on the two

tors, days, etc., introduces an immense preceding paragraphs. Detailed ae-
simplification. The committee would values for X and Y as coordinates, counts of this technique of presenting the

be very pleased if the reports from ai Draw through this point horizontal and results of interlaboratory tests have been
dozen or more laboratories showed vertical lines dividing the area into four published (4-7) and applied to a wide
excellent agreement with perhaps one quadrants. If chance errors alone variety of tests.

or two exceptions. Automatically the were present in the results, the combina- Evaluating the Quality of the Test
results have sampled equipment, days, tions plus-plus, plus-minus, minus-plus,
operators, etc. If the results show and minus-minus of random errors would Procedure

acceptable agreement, that is good. all have the same chance of occurring, The scatter of the points plotted in the

If the agreement among the results is not and the points would be distributed in a two sample diagrams directs attention
acceptable the method is unsatisfactory circular pattern around the center with to a responsibility all too often shirked
and the claims of the sponsoring approximately equal numbers of points by those entrusted with the evaluation

laboratory have not been confirmed, in each quadrant. The radius of this of test procedures. The diagrams in

In other words, the initiating laboratory circular pattern is related to the over-all Fig. I and other diagrams in the cited
hasnotullyexplored the possiblesources standard deviation of the test results, papers have one or more points clearly

of variation in the place where such sometimes designated as the "reproduci- apart from the main cluster. What dis-

effects are most easy to uncover, namely, bility" of the test. position is to be made of the results that

in its own laboratory. Usually, however, the points do not are responsible for these outlying points?

Much can be learned from a graph form a circle, but a majority of them, If the between-laboratory error is

prepared using the pairs of results re- and not infrequently nearly all of them, calculated using the data from all the

ported for two closely similar samples. fall in the upper right and lower left laboratories the error is considerably

Call these samples X and Y. Lay off quadrants, and more or less close to a inflated by the retention of the results

x and y axes on a graph using a scale line through the centr making a 45-deg associated with these points. One

so that the lowest and highest values angle with the X axis. The excess of answer to the above question is to use

can be plotted for each sample. The the plus-plus and minus-minus combina- all the data to establish the performance

same unit of scale must be used for both tions reflects the presence of some de- of the method on the ground, that,
axes. Now take the pair of results parture from the prescriled conditions among the laboratories not participating,
reported by laboratory A for samples X for performing the test that carries the there may be a few more like the one or

and Y, and using these two results as same effect over into both results. If two responsible for the outlying points

coordinates plot a point marked A this effect is large enough when super- appearing in the diagram. This would

on the graphl paper. Do this for each imposed upon the small random errors of appear to put the emphasis on the per-
duplicates, the two results will both be formance of the laboratories rather than

laboratory until a pattern of points high (or both low) with respect to the on the inherent quality of the procedure

appears on the paper, one point for each grand averages for the two samples. when properly used. The other answer
laboratory. The points may form a broad oval will require directing the attention of all

Plot another point using the average cluster with only a small excess of points concerned to those laboratories whose
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pronounced individuality sets them eliminating results. Confidence limits tests made to illustrate the application
apart from the overwhelming majority, for points in the main cluster can be set of this statistical design.
These laboratories would have the alter- with some assurance that they apply to
natives of justifying their values, or dis- laboratories of the same competence as REFrgENc;s

covering the causes of their troubles and those in the main cluster.
removing them, or of being quietly I t is interesting that in other activities, (1) J. It. Crandall and R. L. Blaine,
omitted from the group used to evaluate such as passing a college examination, a "Statistical Evaluation of Interlabora-

the procedure. No amount of discus- standard is set that a large majority of tory Cement Tests," Proceedings, Am.

sion about accuracy, however prolonged, the students can meet successfully. No Soc. Testing Mats., Vol. 59, p. 1129( 1959).
and no statistical techniques, however one is disturbed that some fail for (2) It. L. Plackett and J. P. Burman,
complicated, can be substituted for a lack of application or equipment. In a 'The Design of Optimum Multifac-
straightforward facing up to the prob- very real sense the situation is closely torial Experiments," Biometrika, Vol.
lem of these outlying laboratories. parallel to the performance of the lab- 33, p. 305 (1946).

The problem of outlying results con- oratories with a test procedure. Assign (3) F. Yates, "Complex Experiments,"
fronts all those concerned with the im- a large standard deviation and all the Royal Statistical Society, Supplement,
provement of test procedures and all laboratories get in. But an examina- Vol. 2, p. 181 (1935).

who use these procedures. The statis- tion that everybody can pass does not (4) W. J. Youden, "Statistical Aspects of

tician can assist the engineers after they do justice to the course nor does it reveal the Cement Testing Program," Pro-
ceedings, Am. Soc. Testing Mats., Vol.

have settled in their minds what it is its actual merit. The committees must 59, p. 1120 (1959).
they want. If the decision is made to come to grips with this problem-no one (5) W. J. Youden, "Statistical Design,"
retain all the data, except clearly else will. Industrial and Engineering Chemistry,
bizarre results, the setting of confidence Vol. 50, Aug., 1958, p. 63A; Oct.,
limits may be relatively meaningless. .4cknouedgments: 1958, p. 91A; Dec., 1958, p. 77A.
To ask the statistician to make some The author is greatly indebted to (6) W. J. Youden, "Evaluation of Chem-ical Analyses on Two Rocks," Techno-
prediction about a new laboratory is to Howard T. Arni of the Inorganic Build- metric , Vol 1, p. 4 (1959).
invite the reply "Is it a good laboratory ing Materials Section of the National (7) W. J. Youden, "Graphical Diagnosis
where we have always been. If the Bureau of Standards who made nu- of Interlaboratory Test Results,"

decision is made to set aside some of the merous helpful suggestions. The data in Industrial Quality Control, Vol. XV, p.24,NMay, 3959.
results, should it appear necessary, then Table I were obtained through the co- (8) W. J. Youden, "Statistical Design,"
the statistician can be of considerable operation of Mr. D. N. Evans of the Industrial and Engineering Chemistry,
assistance in respect to the rules for same section who arranged to have the Vol. 51, p. 79A, Oct.. 1959.
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Ranking Laboratories by Round-Robin Tests
by W. J. YOUDEN

ROUVND ROBINS are under- This paper presents a method for scoring laboratories participating in
taken for a variety of motives: (1) to round-robin tests. For each material the laboratory with the highest
azcumulate data that may be used to numerical result is given the rank of one, the laboratory with the next
determine the precision and accuracy of highest result is given the rank of two, and so on until the lowest result is
a new or modified test procedure, i2 to given the lowest rank (L). A laboratory is scored by summing its ranks for
recheck an established procedure to as- all the materials. The paper includes a new statistical table that gives
certain whether there has been a ,lct.ri- lower and upper limits for scores that correspond to 5 per cent probability.
oration in the accuracy arising from Because systematic errors produce extreme scores, the table should be
departures from the prescribed routine, useful in singling out laboratories with pronounced systematic errors.
(3) to test the applicability of an estab-
lished procedure to new materials, al otrigngating laboratory, some of the These differences, if almost all of one
(4) to maintain a periodic cheek on the laboratories are probably unintention- sign, indicate that one laboratory is
performance of a group of laboratories. ally deviating from the routine followed biased relative to the other. Each

The questions to be answered by a in the originating laboratory. This con- difference (taking account of sign) may
round robin depend on the information clusion may be further checked by list- be plotted against the corresponding
already in hand. The procedure may be ing the difference between the results average of the two results. One should
a new test worked out in one laboratory. for the two materials as reported by look for some pattern, such as differ-
Usually this laboratory has data that each laboratory. If the seven differ- ences that tend to increase in size
should provide a fair estimate of the ences show much better agreement with increases in the magnitude of the
agreement that can be obtained between among themselves than do the seven average. If the procedlure passes this
measurements made under the same values reported for the first material, check on the claims of the originating
conditions. This laboratory has the some, or all, of the laboratories prob- laboratory, a more comprehensive pro-
exacting task of preparing an adequate ably have individual interpretations of gram may be undertaken.
description of the apparatus, environ- the procedure. Usually such individual Sometimes the purpose of a round
ment, and technique for making the interpretations have the same effect on robin is to determine whether it is neces-
measurements. Failure to include rel- the results for both the materials. sary to maintain a stock of standard or
evant items can be quite disastrous, Since systematic effects drop out when reference samples so that laboratories
particularly if the items are fixed and the differences are taken, the differences may check their equipment and tech-
unchanging in the originating labora- will show better agreement than the nique. The results with reference sam-
tory. There is the risk of wasting actual values. This examination of the pies form the basis for adjustments to
much effort if a full-scale round robin data may show that it is necessary to the equipment or for making arbitrary
reveals a diversity among the results rewrite the instructions before collecting corrections to routine test results.
that can only be explained by short- a large mass of data.i Procedures that require this prop are
comings and ambiguities in the instruc- The originating laboratory also should usually troublesome and expensive.
tions for performing the test. The establish the range of materials for
originating laboratory can and should which the procedure gives satisfactory Interpretation of Data
check the homogeneity of the samples so results. Once it has been shown that Comprehensive round robins involv-
that any unsatisfactory results cannot the procedure is stated properly, a more ing a considerable number of laboratories
be ascribed to sample difficulties, limited number of laboratories, even as often yield collections of data that pose

The only positive way to check the few as two, may test perhaps a dozen problems in evaluation. If trouble
adequacy of the instructions is to ask or more materials for which the property turns up with carefully selected labora-
other laboratories to try the procedure. under test varies widely. Now the re- tories, the procedure or the adequacy of
Single results on two rather similar suits obtained by one laboratory should its description is already suspect. If the
materials by seven or more laboratories be subtracted from the corresponding procedure still shows promise after these
should catch any major shortcomings in results obtained by the other laboratory, preliminaries, it remains to be shown
the instructions. If the between-lab-
oratory error is several times as large
as the precision established by the

W. J. YOUDEN is a chemical engineer by training. After 20 years of
NOTE-DISCUSSION OF Tills PAPER laboratory research at the Boyce Thompson Institute for Plant Research,
18 INVITED, either for publication or for Inc., he joined the staff of the National Bureau of Standards. His special
the attention of the author or authors. Ad- interest lies in the design of experiments. His latest book, Experimenta-
dress all cotnrnunication to ASTM Head
quarters. 1916 Rate St., Philadelphia 3. 'a. ion and Measurement, is the second in a series published by the National

Science Teachers Assn. Mr. Youden has been active on several ASTM
, W. J. Youden,, Experimntad Design committees. His experiences with these committees has made him aware

and ASTM (Comittees." Materials Re- of the need for the statistical technique described in this paper.
searct & Standards, Vol. i. No. II. Nov..
1961, pp. 862-867.
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that goodi results can be obtained with a the highest result, the rank of nine or 35, just midway between the mini-
random selection of laboratories. to tihe laboratory with the lowest mum and maximum. If only random

A round robin that takes in a cross- result. If a tie exists, say two Inborn- errors were involved, the rank a lnborn-
section (if typical laoratories goes be- tories are tied for fifth place, assig the tory got on each material would be sim-
yond an evaluation of the p~rocedure. rank of 5.5 to the tied laboratories. ply a matter of chance. To get an idea
The data that will he collected reflect If three are tied for fourth place, assign of the scores that turn up, shuffle nine
the merits of the prt-Aeure anti also re- the middle rank of five to all three. cards (ace through nine of diamonds) to
flect the performance of the partici- This maintains the total of the ranks at get them in random order, and then
pating laboratories. floor results may 45 for each material. The average write the numbers opposite the letters
be caused by deficiencies in the pro- rank is 45/9 or 5. A to I that identify the nine laboratories.
cedure or failures to follow the procedure When the laboratories have ranks Repeat this process until seven ranks
faithfully. Judgment of the procedure assigned for all seven materials, a score have been entered against each letter.
will be made on the data remaining, is given each laboratory by adding up Sum the ranks and observe the scores.
after deleting absurd results. It will its ranks. A score of seven is the mini- The outcome of such a simulated round
be shown that one deviant laboratory mum possible (highest every time), robin is shown in Table 1.
can easily account for a considerable and a score of 63 is the maximum possi- This game was tried 1000 times
fraction of the sum of the squared ble (meaning that the laboratory re- with the aid of a computer. Exami-
deviations used in evaluating the error. ported the lowest result on every mate- nation of all 9000 scores shows that

Rejcton f esutsrial). The average score is 7 X 5, there were 22 scores of 16 or less and

There has long been needed someTAL I.RNO ARNGM TS FNNEC D.guide or aid to the judgment in those TBEI-RNO RAGMNSO IECRS
difficult situations that accompany the Trial No.
rejection of results submitted by a lab- Laboratory 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Score
oratory. What is needed is some under- A ........... 4 2 6 5 9 I 4 31
standable criterion that is convincing B ........... 6 8 1 3 1 9 6 34
even to the laboratory concerned. For C ........... 3 6 4 7 8 7 5 40

D ..... ..... 1 4 8 2 4 3 7 29
example, suppose a round robin involves E ........... 7 9 9 6 6 6 1 44
nine laboratories testing seven materials. F ........... 9 5 3 1 3 4 3 28

Altelbrtremesrthsae G ........... 2 1 5 8 5 8 2 31
Altelbrtremesrthsme H .......... 5 3 7 9 7 2 8 4 1

property on all the materials. Imagine I ......... 8 7 2 4 2 5 9 d7
that one of the laboratories turns in the Average .i
highest (or lowest) result for every one Sum of squares of differences from average wcore ....... 264

of the seven materials. This event
cannot be ascribed to chance. If the
ame and all diamonds up to and including TABLE II.-SCORES FROM 20 SIMULATED ROUND ROBINS WITH 9

the nine spot are removed from a deckLAO TRIS ND7M EIL.

of cards and shuffled, the laboratory 29 28 32 49 36 40 38 44 38 21 39 24 35 29 39 26 38 34 43 29
37 40 39 41 30 37 26 35 33 30 40 54 22 38 31 26 32 35 35 44

concerned may e challenged to pick the 37 31 34 45 55 37 29 35 29 30 28 36 39 40 40 30 37 32 29 45
ace when the nine cards are spread 35 32 37 27 28 42 51 32 36 37 38 33 26 41 33 34 31 36 42 37

fac dwn Al te aboauryhastodo 29 37 36 25 33 31 38 27 43 38 43 35 31 24 36 39 23 29 48 2S
faeon l h aoaoyhst o 42 54 37 31 35 31 31 46 29 41 23 34 32 32 36 44 43 41 26 38

i sklcee. in this effort seven times in 23 31 26 27 36 33 34 38 37 34 38 36 44 41 20 39 47 41 25 34
succession, the cards being reshuffled 45 27 43 36 28 20 28 29 32 45 34 23 48 26 27 28 33 29 26 28

eac tie. t i nt ncesaryto 38 35 31 34 34 44 40 29 38 39 32 40 38 44 47 49 31 38 41 35

mention the odds against achieving this
performance. Even if the laboratory TABLE III.-APPROXIMATE 5 PER CENT PROBABILITY LIMITS FOR RANKING
representative succeeded two or three SCORES.
times in succession, many would suspect Number of Number of Materials
that the cards were marked on their Laboratories
backs. That is, everyone would soon Participating 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1I 12 13 14 15
conclude that there was something to e 3 ....... 4 5 7 8 10 12 13 15 17 19 20 22
explained. And that is just the point. .. 12 15 17 20 22 24 27 29 31 33 36 38
The laboratory should explain why it 4 ..... 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 is 20 22 24 26

.. 16 19 22 25 28 31 34 37 40 43 46 49
gets such extreme results. Short con- 5 ....... 5 7 9 11 13 16 Is 21 23 26 28 31

sieaincnbegvntesggsin 6. ' 9 23 27 31 35 38 42 45 49 52 56 59
sieaincnb ie h ugsin 6.. 5 7 10 12 15 18 21 23 26 29 32 35

that these extreme results may be cor- IS 23 28 32 37 41 45 49 b4 58 82 66 70
rect and the other eight laboratories 7 ... 3 5 8 11 14 17 20 23 26 29 32 36 39

21 27 32 37 42 47 52 57 62 67 72 76 81
share a common error. Conceivably 8.. 3 6 9 12 is 18 22 25 29 32 36 39 43
that may happen but why go against 24 30 36 42 48 &4 59 65 70 76 81 87 92

th maoiy.tses nyraoal ... 3 6 9 13 16 20 24 27 31 35 39 43 47
th aoiy tsesol esnbe27 34 41 47 54 00 66 73 79 8.5 91 97 103

to put the burden of proof on the single 10o.... 4 7 t0 14 17 21 26 30 34 38 43 47 51
lbrtr rahrta onteohr29 37 45 52 60 67 73 80 87 94 100 107 114

itoatr rahrta nteohr I.... 4 7 11 15 19 23 27 3,2 36 41 46 51 55
eight. 32 41 49 57 65 73 81 88 96 103 110 117 125

A general criterion for rejection of 12 ... 4 7 11 15 20 24 29 34 39 44 49 54 59
reut ol oss fasgigte35 45 54 63 71 go 88 96 104 112 120 128 136

reut oh oss fasgigte 13 ... 4 8 12 16 21 26 31 36 42 47 52 58 63
ranks one to nine to the nine results re- 38 48 58 68 77 86 95 104 112 121 130 138 147
ported by the nine laboratories on te 14.. 4 9 12 17 22 27 .33 .38 44 so 56 61 67

te41 52 63 73 83 93 102 112 121 130 139 149 158first of seven materials. If multiple 15. 4 8 13 IS 23 29 35 41 47 53 59 65 71
tests have been made on the same 44 56 67 78 89 99 109 119 129 139 149 159 169

material, the average of the results is No~lm.-Let L laboratories test each of M materia~l' Assign ranks I to L for each material.
used to represent the laboratory. The Sum the ranks to get the swore for each laboratory. The mean swore is M(L + 0)/2. The

entriee are lower and uzpper limits that are included in the approximate 5 per cnt criticalrank of one goes to the laboratory with region.
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21 scores of 54 or more for a total of Examples of Scoring Laboratories group of materials are those with low
43 outlying scores. Exact enumeration The Plant Food lnstitut . sends a values of the property; the right-hand
gave 42.65 as the expected number of monthly sample to a large number of group includes the materials with high
such scores. This is just about J of laboratories. Theranks for nine lahora- values for the property. The tabulated
I per cent of the 9000 scores. There tories for seven successive months are limits of 16 and 54 are sharply exceeded
are nine scores per round robin, so the shown in Table IV. The choice of nine in both groups. Laboratory 6 comes
chance of any given round robin having and seven was made to permit direct very close to a clean sweep for rank 9
one of these extreme scores is about comparison with the machine scores every time. Laboratory 4 is almost a]-
nine times this J of I per cent; or stiown in Table It. The scores appear ways runner-up to laboratory 6. Lab-
about 5 per cent. Although doubling very similar to those shown in Table It. oratories I and 2 competed for ranks I
up would reduce the chance of finding Perhaps systematic errors do not persist and 2 in the first group but are in good
a round robin with an extreme score, over several months so there is no positions in the second group. There
no such doubling up was found at this unusually low or high score. Even so, is a pronounced tendency for a lab-
probability level, laboratory 7 was obtaining low ranks oratory to maintain its position relative

Table 11 lists ,e scores for 20 of the except for the first month, and labora- to the other laboratories. If this state
1000 simulated round robins. They tories 25 and 29 are generally credited of affairs cannot be remedied by individ-
1ere picked b taking every fiftiet, with high ranks. ual corrective action, the situation may

p call for the use of reference samples to
starting with number 50, of the 1000 Table V also shows the ranks for an- bring the laboratories into better agree-
computer-simulated round robins, other nine laboratories testingseven ma- ment.
Note the three extreme scores (54, 54, terials. Actually these laboratories The ranks for 15 laboratories all mak-
arid 55) in three of the round robins, al- tested 14 materials, but these were split ing determinations of the per cent of
though only one was expected. Since into twogroupsofseven. Theleft-hand indigestible residues on the same seven
there are only 45 of these 1000 round
robins with an extreme score, it was un-
usual to get three round robins with TABLE IV.-TOTAL NITROGEN DETERMINATION BY 9 LABORATORIES ON 7
extreme scores out of 20 selected in this SUCCESSIVE MONTHLY FERTILIZER SAMPLES.
manner. However, for all other sets of Laboratory May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Score-

nine scores, the scores stay well Within
the range from 16 to 54. The scores No. 7 .... 8 3 2 3 4 3 1 24No. 8 ... 9 6 1 4 2 5 1.5 3 27
cluster fairly closely around the average No. I I.. 6 4 9 6 7 6 4 42
score of 35. No. 14.. 1.5 7.5 7 5 5 1,5 2 29 5

No. 16... 3 l 6 2 1 7 9 29
Table IlI lists the corresponding 5 per No. 25... 1. 5 9 8 6 8 5 45.5

No. 28... 7 2 4 9 2 5 5 7 36 5
cent probability limits for various combi- No. 29. 5 5 3 7 8 9 8 45
nations of number of laboratories and No. 30... 4 7.5 5 1 9 4 6 36.5

number of materials.- All of the results Average.... ,5 0
were obtained by direct enumeration of Critical limits for cores are 16 and 54 (Table 11).
the actual probabilities of getting the in-
dicated lower limit or less and the in-
dicated upper limit or more. Because TABLE V.-RANKING RESULTS OBTAINED BY 9 LABORATORIES TESTING 14
the scores go by units, it is not possible MATERIALS.'
to have them correspond to the exact 5 Laboratory Ranking Score' Ranking Score'
per cent probability level. The tab- No. 1... 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 10 1 3 3 3 5 7 7 4 28.5

ulated scores in some instances corre- No. 2... 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 I1 2 2 4 3 5 5 5 3 245
spond to a probability somewhat more No. 3... 3 6 3 3 5 7 4 31 3 6 1 6 6 3 7 32

No. 4... 5 5 7 8 8 4 8 45 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 56than5percentandinothercasestoa No. 5... 9 3.5 4 4 7 3 3 335 4 1 5 1 I I 2 15
smaller than 5 per cent limit. The No. 6_ 8 8 9 9 9 9 9 61 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
probability refers to the chance of ob- No. 7... 6 9 6 7 4 8 7 47 5 7 7 7 2 4 638

No. 8... 7 7 8 6 3 5,5 5 415 7 4 6 5 4 6 5 37
taining a round robin with the indicated No. 9.. 4 3.5 5 5 6 5.5 6 35 6 5 2 2 3 2 1 21
extreme score.

average.. .35 average..35
Combinations for large numbers of The materials have been grouped on the bsais of the magnitude of the property.

both laboratories and materials are Critical limits for score are 16 and 54 (Table IlI).

not given. The arithmetic became
heavy in this region, at least with a desk
calculator. More important, there is TABLE VI.-RANKING OF 15 COLLABORATIVE RESULTS FOR THE AMOUNT

OF INDIGESTIBLE RESIDUES IN 7 PROTEIN MATERIALS."the question as to how" often one is justi-

fied in requesting such a large program. Materials Analysed
If there does seem to be a need to have Laboratory SG MS PB BM DT MO MH Score'
many laboratories and many materials, No. 1.. 8 4 II 5 12 1 5 I 13.5 51 5

No. 2.. 15 15 1 4 15 15 1 66thedatamaybedividedonsome No. 3.. 7 9 15 6 5 10 2 54
reasonable basis. Thus many labora- No. 4. 14 13 14 15 13 14 9 92

No. 6.. 11 5 8 8 5 3 5 8 3 47tories might be split into two or more No. 7.. 6 25 6 5 13 5 9 5 11 10 59

groups, say, geographically, or even No. 8.. 3 5.5 13 1 7 13 12 54 5
randomly. Materials could be split into No. 9.. 11.5 10 I1 5 13 5 14 12 5 77.5

No. 10. 45 7 4.5 8.5 5 5 13.5 48
groups on the basis of the magnitude No. IIL. 2 2 5 8 5 2 3 6 5 .1 35 5
of the property or some other distinctive No. 12. 4 5 115 3 10 1 5 2 Is 47.5

No. 13. 1 1 2 6 9.5 3 7 29 5
characteristic. No. 14. 9 5.5 4 5 II 8 4 6 48

No. 15 II 5 14 10 8.5 II 6.5 4 65.5
'More extensive tables and further de- No. 16 11 5 it 5 6 5 6 12 9 8 64.5

tails about this method are contained in the Average ..... 56
forthcoming paper "A Rank Tesl for Ot-
irs." by W. A Thompmon, Jr., and T. A. Taken from Table I, Journal, Assn. of Official Agricultural Chemists, Vol. 42, p. 232, 1959.
Willke, to he puhlLhed. Critical limits for cores are 23 and 89 (Table Ill.
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protein materials are shown in Table VI. TABLE VII.-RANKS AND SCORES OF LABORATORIES REPORTING PERCENT-
AGE OF TOTAL ALKALOIDS AS NICOTINE. •The scores that are beyond the 5 per

cent point are 23 and less, and 89 and Collaborator's Choice of Method Tentative Recommended Method
more. sample Sample

The lowest of 15 results reported by Laboratory A B C D E Scoret A B C D E Score'
the 15 laboratories is given the rank No. I .... 6................ 5 5 7 10 2.5 30.5
15. If a laboratory obtained the lowest No. 2 .... I 1 2 2 3 4, 2 3 1 6 5 17
result on every one of seven materials, No. 3 . 9 9 7 7 8 40 7 8 4 7 10 36

No. 4.... 7.6 8 9 6 7 37.5 8 6.5 5. 8 4 32its score would be 105. The score for No. 5........................ 3 1.5 4.5 3.5 1 145
laboratory 4 is 92. The individual No. 6 .... 6 2 4.5 1 1.5 15 4 6.5 9 1 7.5 28
ranksare14,13,14,15,13,14,and9. No.9.. 4 4 4.5 4 5 21.5 10 10 10 9 9 48

No. 0 ... 2 3 1 3 1.5 10.5
Evidently this laboratory has a tendency No. 11 .... 5 6 6 8 5 30 1 1.5 2 2 2.5 9
to get lower results than most of the No. 12 .... 7.5 6 8 9 9 39.5 ...... ... ... ... ...

No. 13a .... ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 9 8 3.5 7.5 37
other laboratories. Except for the last No. 13b ..................... 5 4 3 5 6 23
material, this laboratory maintains a No. 15 .... 3 6 3 5 5 22
consistent position in the ranking scale. Average .... 2-0 Average.... 27.5

Evidently this laboratory follows some • See Journal, Ann. of Official Agricultural Chemiats, Vol. 4k. p 306, 1959.
individual practice in a careful manner. b Critical scores are 9 and 41.' Critical scores are 10 and 45.
The scores given in Table III should

convince laboratory 4 that its string of interpretation given the instructions TABLE VIII.-PROBABILITY LIMITS
FOR THE RATIO OF THE CALCU-low values cannot be ascribed to chance. and check possible sources of error. LATED SUM OF SQUARES FOR SCORES

It may be more appropriate to ask TO THE EXPECTED SUM OF SQUARES,
laboratory 4 to review its technique Discussion ML(L - 1)(L + 1)/12.
rather than to report adversely on the Number of Limiting Ratio for
procedure. There are fields ol work where judges Laboratoriesundertake to rank materials in order of Participating 5% 1% 0. 1%

The ranks listed in Table VII are merit. Often the judges do not agree 3 ......... 3.00 4.60 6.91
interesting because in the left-hand among themselves in such subjeot;ve 4 ......... 2.60 3.78 5.42
group the collaborators used the method tests. A statistical measure of tht con- 5 ........ .237 3.32 4.62

of hei ow prfeenc inmaknghe6 .......... 2.21 3.02 4.10of their own preference in making the cordance of the judges has long been in 7 ........ 2.10 2.80 3.74
determinations. Not all the labora- the statistical literature. Fortunately 8 ........ 2.01 2.64 3.479 ......... 1.94 2.51 3.27
tories participated in both programs, quantitative measurements usually do 90 ....... .88 2.41 3.10
but the same samples were used for manage to get the materials in the cor- 11 ....... 1.83 2.32 2.96

12 ....... 1.79 2.25 2.84both programs. One might have antici- rect order no matter which laboratory 13 ....... 1.75 2.18 2.74
pated that some laboratories would tests the materials. It is not this rank- 14 ....... 1.72 2.13 2.66
maintain their positions relative to the ing that has been the object of interest 15 ....... 1.69 2.08 2.58

16 ....... 1.67 2.04 2.51others when the laboratories were in- in this paper. Rather the materials 17 ........ 1.64 2.00 2.45
vited to use any method they preferred. may be regarded as ranking the labora- 18 ........ 62 1.97 2.40
Laboratory 2 does reach the critical score tories. If only random errors are opera- 20 .... 1.69 1.93 2.31
of 9, and laboratories 4 and 12 approach tive, the order of the laboratories should Norx.-The above entrie were taken from
the other limit of 41. It is more sur- not persist from mt.ierial to material a table of x/lf. Exact values for the ratio
prising to find that the laboratories show and there should be no concordance for certain selected values of L and M are

given in Friedman's paper'. Friedman'sdefinite individuality when all were whateve, values are almost always slight'- ,naller
presumibly following the same tenta- The goal in the development of a test than those given above.
tive -,rocedure. The tentative prc- procedure is to attain an absence of con-
cedure may be charged with an inflated cordance. The ranking scheme is a the number of laboratories.' The maxi-
error that is actually caused by labora- simple arithmetical device to measure mum sum of squares is obtained from
tories that are highly individualistic progress toward that goal. If the ranks the scores IM, 2M, 3M ... , LM which
in the way they conduct the test. The depend only on chance, the expected sum indicate perfect corcordance. Thissum
lessons to be drawn from a round of squares associated with the scores of squares is equal to M2(L' - L)/12.
robin might be immensely helpful to when L laboratories are ranked M times Dividing this quantity by the ex-
these collaborator laboratories. The is ML(L-1)(L+)/12. Denote this pected sum of squares, 8', gives M as
author bas encountered round-robin sum by S'. Systematic errors spread the the maximum value the ratio SIS' can
data in which the scores were nearly scores over i wider range and give a take.
the worst possible: M, 2M, 3M, ... , larger sum ot squares than S'. Denote A ratio in the neighborhood of

M. The conclusion here is that the the sum of the squared deviations of the unity is desirable. Ratios less than
lescription of the procedure does not observed individual scores from the unity are purely chance occurrences.

specify properly some of the test condi- mean score, (L + I)M/2, by S. The Because the distribution of the scores is
tions and equipment that influence the ratio 8/8' shoidd be distributed approxi- closely approximated by the normal
test result. mately as x2/f, where f is one less than distribution the tabulated values for

Exceptionally low or high scores sup-
pot the supposition that the laboratory TABLE IX.-RATIO OF OBSERVED SUM OF SQUARES S TO EXPECTED SUM OF
concerned is doing something uniquely SQUARES 8'.

,iferent from the rest. It hardly seems Sum of Squares
)w to the procodure under scrutiny to Laboratories, Materials, Calculated, Expected, Ratio, 5 Per Cent
.slvw ~h uniquely different results to Table L M8 S8 S/S Limit
,, tO rskulated error for the pro- No. I ........ 9 7 264 420 0.63 1.88
seuw Fgtwe morro shomld prompt No. IV 9 7 515 420 1.22 1.88

No V 9 7 2181 420 5.20 1.88
.0- aewe u4vr- 'mwwwl tnrievWw the No. V 9 7 1995.5 420 4.20 1.88

No VI is 7 3030 1960 1.54 1.67
-=Ca r..,m A ,eme'e of No VI 14 7 1959.5 1592.5 1.23 1.69

.Oft . . 1. - tel No VII 9 5 1204 300 4.01 1 88
R.a,,Gl . 4 .' vaa - 14o VII 10 5 1264 412 5 3.04 I.83
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xlfmay be used to obtain the approxi- test. Or perhaps the instructions are Finally, the ranking criterion is intui-mate upper 5 per cent limit fr values of not specific enough. Whatever the tively meaningful quite apart from anythe ratio. Values in excess of the tab- reason, most of the laboratories are knowledge of advanced statistical tech-ulated limits in Table VII I indicate that involved. The remedy here is to give niques.systematic errors are producing some the test procedure a thorough going over Systematic errors that are largelyundesired concordance among the rank- by a good laboratory. The effect of responsible for the disagreements thatings. intentional deviations from stated con- arise among laboratories probably can-The ratio has been calculated for the ditions for conducting the test should be not be completely eliminated. Thusscores given in the examples in the studied to discover if this accounts for the ranking scores obtained for roundtables. Thus the random ranks a the scatter of the result.' Usually any robins will tend to cover a wider rangesigned by the playing cards shown in deviation is maintained over long pe- than theory predicts. So, too, the ratioTable I gave scores whose ratio is less riods, and this would account for a lab- 8/8' will tend to reach large values.than one. The machine-generated oratory obtaining about the same rank Both the scores and the ratio 8/8' pro-scores for the 20 round robins tabulated on all the materials. vide a convenient measure for gagingin Table II gave the following ratios: improvement. The ratio reflects theFirst ten: 0.91, 1.29, 0.47, 1.38, 1.26, Summary general performance of all of the labora-1.06, 1.15, 0.85, 0.41, 0.98. This method of ranking laboratories tories, whereas the limiti.g scores focushas advantages besides those of sim- attention on the laboratories with theSecond ten: 0.78. 1.57, 1.31, 1.03, plicity and ease of calculation. There is extreme scores.0.84, 1.30, 0.98, 0.39, 1.47, 0.91. All of no need to be concerned now that the Table III provides an objective cri-these ratios fall below the upper 5 per precision may vary from one laboratory terion for singling out laboratories thatcent limit of 1.94 for nine laboratories, to another. Poor precision will tend have the most pronounced systematicThe nitrogen results in Table IV and to invite low or high individual ranks but errors. Table VIII provides a quickthe data in Table VI gave acceptable in equal proportionssothereiscompensa- evaluation of the data as a whole.ratios (Table IX). Notice that labora- tion. Differences in precision are for- Once laboratories become convincedtory 4, singled out by the limits given tunately rather small, or the usual anal- that they are deviating from the pro-in Table III as having a systematic ysis of variance that uses the actual cedure, the resulting search for theerror, contributed about one third of S. values would run into statistical difli- source of the deviation should produceThe sum of squares is reduced from 3030 culties. Perhaps the most important (1) a general improvement in the qual-to 1959.5 when this laboratory is advantage of the ranking procedure is ity of testing, (2) a better estimate ofdropped. With laboratory 4 included, that the variance of the scores is known the inherent quality of the test procedure,the probability level for the ratio 1.54 a priori. The variance is given by and (3) perhaps fewer procedures thatis under 10 per cent. M (L - 1) (L + 1)/12. Indeed, the appear to require the prop of expensiveThe data in Tables V and VII yielded complete theoretical distribution of the reference materials.large values for all the ratios. Even ranks can be obtained if desired. Whenthe smallest of these is close to the tab- laboratory averages, obtained from the Acknotledgmen w:ulated value, 3.10, for a probability level numerical values, are used to consider The author is indebted to William A.of 0.1 per cent. These large ratios the possible rejection of a laboratory, the Thompson, Jr., for devising a reiterativecannot be ascribed to one or two labora- suspect laboratory average is part of the scheme of computation for Table III.tories but are associated with a generally data and may give such a large estimate Mary C. Croarkin and Thomas A.unsatisfactory state of affairs. Perhaps for the laboratory variance component Willke checked and extended a smallthe test procedure is very sensitive to that the rejection level is rather generous, preliminary table obtained by the authorquite minor departures from the speci- With ranks, the rejection levels can be by programming the computations on afled techniques for performing the set in advance of seeing any data. computer.
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The Interlaboratory Evaluation of Testing Methods
By JOHN MANDEL and T. W. LASHOF

Trained manpower and laboratory facilities can be used more and D 990, 1958 Book of ASTM Standards, Parts 9 and 10).
effectively if improvements can be made in interlaboratory evalu- Committee -l on Quality Control of Materials has the as-
ation of testing methods. There are probably hundreds of these aignment to develop a general recommended practice for inter-
cooperative programs going on all the time under the aegis of the laboratory testing for use by all the committees. It is accordingly
Society's 80 main technical committees. Too often the report of quite interested in the present paper, as indicated by the following
an interlaboratory program indicates the results are not useful statement by one who reviewed the paper for the committee: *
because some variable was not adequately controlled ?r because "This paper gives a very complete treatment of the problem
there was some flaw in planning the program. which almost every ASTM committee is constantly trying to solve

Planning intertaboratory test programs has occupied the atten- .. .(it is) a more comprehensive approach to the problem of design-
tion of most if not all of the technical committees; in fact, two- ing and interpreting interlaboratory studies than has appeared in
D-l I on Rubber and D-13 on Textiles-have prepared recom- the literature up to now. Their (the authors') ideas are complex
mended practices which have been published by ASTM (D 1421 because the problem they are trying to solve is complex."-o.

The variois sources of variability in test methods are examined, and a new usual sense, is likely to result in the
general scheme to account for them is proposed. The assumption is greatest number and severity of system-
made that systematic differences exist between sets of measurements made atic differences, the practice of con-
by the same observer at different times or on different instruments or by ducting interlaboratory round-robin
different observers in the same or different laboratories and that these programs for the study of test methods
systematic differences are linear functions of the magnitude of the measure- appears entirely justified.
ments. Hence, the proposed scheme is called "the linear model." The
linear model leads to a simple design for round-robin tests but requires A New Approach: The Linear Model
a new method of statistical analysis, geared to the practical objectives of a
round robin. The design, analysis, and interpretation of a round robin We will assume that an interlabora-

in accordance with the linear model are presented, and the procedure is ilus- tory study of a particular test method

trated in terms of the data obtained in an interlaboratory study of the has been run in accordance with the

Bekk smoothness tester for paper. It is believed that this approach will schematic diagram shown in Table 1;

overcome the "frustrations" that are often associated with the interpre- specifically, to each of a laboratories,

tation of round-robin test data. b materials have been sent for test and
each laboratory has run each material

3n times. Let us suppose that the b
IN vTs paper a new ap- obtained under conditions controlled materials cover most of the useful

proach is presented for the analysis within the set but such that systematic range of the test method under study
of interlaboratory studies of test differences may exist from one set to for the type of material examined.
methods. The various sources of vari- another. For example, different op- The n determinations made by the ith
ability in test methods are first re- erators within the same laboratory may laboratory on the jth material consti-
examined and a new general scheme to also show systematic differences. The tute what will be denoted henceforth
account for them is proposed. This same may be true for sets of measure- as the "i,j cell" (see Table I). Our
scheme leads to a simple design for ments obtained even by the same op- reasons for using this scheme will be-
round-robin tests but requires a new erator at different times. Since the come apparent as we develop the linear
method of statistical analysis, geared to use of different laboratories, in the model.
the practical objectives of a round robin.
The theoretical details are dealt with
in a companion paper (l).i In the pres-
ent article, the emphasis is on the ap- JOHNM
plication of the new concepts to ASTM ANDEL, Statistician with the Division of Organic
committee studies of test methods. The and Fibrous Materials, National Bureau of Standards, since
procedure is illustrated in terms of the 1947, has been engaged in research in statistical methodology,
data obtained in an interlaboratory with special reference to applications in physical and chemical
study of the Bekk smoothness tester experimentation, and the development of test methods.
for paper.

For much of the discussion in this
paper, the consideration of different
laloratories is not an absolute require-
ment. The word "laboratory" is used
here to denote a set of measurements

NOTE-DISCUSSION OF Tl18 PAPER THEODORE W. LASHOF, Physicist in charge, Paper
IS INVITED, either for publi,-ation or for Physical Laboratory, National Bureau of Standards since
the attention of the authors. Address all 1954. Chairman of the Sampling and Conditioning Sub-
communications to ASTM Headquarters.
tl161Race St.. Philadelphia3, Pa. committee of ASTM Committee D-6 on Paper and Paper

' The boldface numbera in parentheses Products and Vice-Chairman of the Precision Committee of
refer to the list of references appended to this
paper. thtr Technical Association of the Pulp and Paper Industry.
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TABLE I.-INTERLABORA
STUDY INVOLVING a LABORA E ,
b MATERIALS. AND a REPLIC NO.

,@ Ioi.. N&3 . ., .. _

....... ../ .....

SAVCAA@* ALL t..O*ATAA, AVIAAN ALL LA.AATIAC

ig. 1-Dta from an ideal laboratory. Fig. 2.-Coastant systematic differences

between laboratories. "Observed" ma-" terLal averages are shown only for the ith
---.--- --- generalization of the usual model of laboratory.

.. ": 7 -'. : constant differences between labora-
tories. It is of course conceivable while sample B weighs slightly more

Av . . . . that the response lines of some of the than 5 g, thus requiring the use of two
*) ,laboratories will show curvature, re- different standard weights in weighing

Into quiring 'a second degree equation or the two samples. It is clear that the• • ,order to present the newb
w higher to represent them. In practice, relationship between the true weights

condipts, we assume that the materials however, this situation will arise only of samples A and B is known only to
hav been arranged in Table I in in- if a laboratory is discrepant by an order the extent in which two standard
creying order of the magnitude of the of magnitude, indicating drastic de- weights are correctly calibrated with
mepurements for each material av- partures from the prescribed procedure. respect to each other. The precision
envow over all laboratories. Now When the data corresponding to such of this relationship cannot be improved
colp ider a graph in which the average a laboratory are omitted, the remaining by repeated weighings of A and B
reiplt obtained by each laboratory for data conform to the linear model, separately. Thus, consideration of more
nI# given material is plotted against But even if such a laboratory is in- than a single sample (material) leads

a result of all iaborato advertently retained, the method of to a second type of within-laboratory
that material. Figure 1 shows analysis proposed in this paper provides variability, dependent on the correct

,:ph for one laboratory. In for the detection and elimination of relationship of the various scales,case, the laboratory in question such discrepant data. weights, or other items involved in
exactly with the average of all Up to this point we have considered measuring quantities of different mag-

I tories. Such an ideal occurrence only the systematic differences between nitudes. This "scale-type" error can
is h unlikel laboratories. Actually the observed also arise from the presence of inter-

It is often umed that the differ- material averages for a laboratory do fering substances, as in chemical anal-
ences in results obtained by different not fall exactly on the line for that ysis, or interfering properties, as in
laboratories are systematic in the laboratory. This is because of within- a physical method. For indeed, apart
sense that a constant systematic dif- laboratory variability. We will dis- from a possible effect on the replication
ference is observed between two dif- Itinguish two types of within-laboratory error, the presence of an interfering
ferent laboratories. If this were the variability. The first type relates to property may tend to either raise or
case, the plot of the various laboratories the fluctuations in results obtained on lower the measured value, just as an
against the average of all laboratories identical specimens, or if this be im- improperly calibrated weight does. If
would consist of a family of parallel possible, on specimens for which the different laboratories respond differ-
straight lines (Fig. 2). The fact is, property under study has, as closely ently to such interfering factors, their
however, that there exist many test as can be achieved, the same value, apparent effect, in an interlaboratory
methods for which the lines in question If this type of fluctuation, which we will study of the type here considered, will
are not parallel but show changes in call "replication error," w, was the only be an additional scatter of the experi-
slope as well as vertical shifts with type of within-laboratory variability, mental points about the straight lines
respect to each other (Fig. 3). Figures the observed averages for each labors- corresponding to the various labora-
4 (a) and (b), like Fig. 2, show interest- tory, Fig. 5, could be made to fit the tories. This additional scatter or scale-
ing special cases of the general situation straight line as precisely as desired type error, which we will refer to here
shown in Fig. 3. The linear model is solely by increasing the number of as ),-variability,2 cannot be reduced by
based on the assumption that whereas replications, merely increasing the number of rep-
the response lines of the various labors- The second type of within-laboratory lications.
tories are not necessarily identical or variability, the effect of which cannot The linear model, which we have
even parallel, they nevertheless are be reduced by merely increasing the developed here, is illustrated in Fig. 5.
straight lines, differing in slope or in number of replications, is less obvious. This figure shows a much exaggerated
intercept or both. In orde.r to illustrate its nature, let us view of the linear systematic differences

Thus, the linear model constitutes a consid r the process of weighing on an between laboratories and the within-

In reference (i) the interfering factors analytical balance. Suppose that the laboratory variability of one of the
themselves are called "1-factors." The weights of two samples, A and B, are laboratories. A more complete dis-
I-variability is then due both to ""T to be determined, and suppose that cussion of the asumptions underlying
errors and to the differential response of t e
laboratories to the -tactors. sample A weighs a little over I g this model is given in reference (1).
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(a) (b)
Fig. 4-Special cases of the general case shown in Fig. 3.

- .," than 10 and preferably 20 or 30, As-
surance should be obtained that each

Fig. 3.-Linear systematic differences participating laboratory is properly
betwen laboratories, equipped to follow all the details ofprocedure, and willing to assign the work

to competent personnel.
The Design of an Interlaboratory The final questit-. to be answered

Round Robin before the preparation of specimcns is

The linear model developed in the pre- begun is how many tests are to be run
ceding section is based on the inter- by each laboratory for each material.
laboratory study schematically shown It is suggested that if the standard

in Table I. This is the design which we (or usual) test procedure calls for r
propose. We must now fill in the de- replications, the round robin should
tails of the design. call for an integral multiple of this

First it is necessary to describe number. Thus, n = mr where m is
precisely the test method to be studied. an integer, preferably not less than 4.
It is surprising how vague even some The number of replications should be Fig. 5.-The linear model of an inter-
widely used test methods are as regards as large as practicable consistent with laboratory study. The observed values,

including within laboratory error, are
essential details of procedure. These economic considerations of time and shown for the ith laboratory.
details should be completed through material and statistical considerations
committee discussion, a survey of the as to the homogeneity of each material.
literature, and experimental work within In making the assignments of the
one laboratory. The draft of the de- specimens of each material to the L r -o/
tailed procedure should be circulated participating laboratories, they should -
among all participating laboratories be completely randomized. Of co-rse,
possibly with trial specimens, for wherever feasible, the total portion of
comment and clarification, material used should be either selected M,

The next question is how many for maximum homogeneity or, if pos-
and what materials are to be included sible, subjected to a thorough mixing
in the round robin? This depends on prior to the assignment of specimens to &
how wide a range of materials, both as the various laboratories. Any attempt *o M2

to type of material and magnitude of to assign the specimens in such a way
the property being tested, is to be coy- as to minimize within-laboratory va- L .oa o, At2,
ered by the test method. Also it de- riability at the expense of between- Z
pends on whether the instrument is a laboratory variability or t-eersa will a

single-scale instrument or a multiple- only complicate the analysis. Expe-

scale instrument. .x'perience shows rience has shown that the most satisfac- Moteroi Averoqe% for all Loboaooie

that it is desirable to use no less than tory method of assignment of speci- Fig. 6.-Linear model, showing the four
five materials per scale, the five ma- mens is indeed the completely random components of variability for two labora-
terials covering the useful range of the one. tories. C = average of all materials and

scale. If the study includes materials All specimens should be properly all l aborator 1 , pa = ltparameter of laboratry 1, MC = -f
of widely different types, more ma- coded in such a way thatonly the person location parameter of laboratory 2, A =

terials will be needed, because in such or persons conducting the round robin slope of line for laboratory 1, A = slopecanidetiy te secmen. o 0efror laboratory 2, PP' - I dept-
cases, the random error will be sub- can identify the specimens. Ideally, of linefrarato, t epar-

shoul be horoghly tore of experimental point obtained bystantially increased through the effect the specimens should be thoroughly laboratory 2 from its response Une. ,
of A-variability. mixed so that they will be tested in comprises a component due to replication

How many laboratories should be random order. While this may be error and a component due to A-variability.
included? Here, a limiting factor is feasible in some cases, it may result,
the amount of work involved in pre- in many cases, in an excessive manip- in a random order. For example, if 12
paring the samples for distribution to ulation of the equipment. It is sug- specimens of each of 10 materials are
the participating laboratories and the gested, that in such cases the n speci- tested by each laboratory, one might
increase in sampling variability due mens assigned to a given laboratory, divide the 12 specimens into 4 groups
to the larger amount of material re- for each material, be divided into groups of 3 each. Each laboratory would then
quired. Subject to these limitations, such that the specimens within each run the 40 groups in random order,
the number of laboratories should be group will be tested consecutively, each group consisting of 3 replicates run
as large as practicable, say, not less the groups themselves being tested consecutively.
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Analyis of the Data Analysis of the data is considered in deviation of the transformed replication
The purpose of the analysis is the six steps: error, which we will denote by q, be-

segregation of the total error into Step I.-Before proceeding to the comes uniform for all cells.
components in accordance with the evaluation of the components of vari- The formulas for the scale transfor-
sources discussed above. Thus, we ability, it is necessary to examine the mation as well as for all subsequent
will obtain: (1) A component due to relation between replication error and steps of the analyas are contained in
replication error; (2) a component due the magnitude of the measurement, the Appendix, in order to preserve
to -variability; and (3) a component Table II, which relates to the Bekk continuity of presentation in the body
d,'e to between-laboratory variability, smoothness data used as illustration in of the paper.

In accordance with the previous this paper, shows the necessity of this From this point on, it will be assumed
discussion, the third source is expressed preliminary step. There are 14 labora- that if step 1 has indicated the need
in terms of differences between the tories and !4 materials, making a total for a transformation of scale, such a

for the various lab- of 196 cells. For each cell, the average transformation has been carried out on"responSe-lines r th e is de- ofigue) and the a viao all cell averages, and that all subse-
oratories. Since a straight line is de- (top figure) and the standard deviation quent calculations, up to and including
termined by two parameters, the corn- (bottom figure) of 8 replicate measure- step 5, are performed on these trans-
ponent due to between-laboratory vari- ments are given. It is quite evident formed cell averages.
ability will comprise two terms, cor- that the standard deviation increases If no transformation is required, all
responding to the variability of the with the average. Whenever this o- subsequent calculations ae carried
response lines both in location and in urs, the data e. transformed into a out on the original cell averages.
slope. Figure 6 shows the four com-
ponents of variability for two labora- different scale (generally of a logarith- Table III(a) is a schematic represen-
tories in graphical form. Each line is mac type) before proceeding t( *he sub- tation of the cell averages expressed in
characterized by its location parameter, sequent steps in the analysis of he data. the transformed scale, and of their row
p,, chosen as the ordinate of the cen- In this paper, we will denot, values ex- and column averages pi and x,. The
troid and by its slope, pi. The de- pressed in the orginal scale .y the sym- over-all average of all z,, is denoted X.
parture of an experimental point from bol y and values expr .- d in trans- The table also shows how the various
the corresponding response line is com- formed scale by s. -a result of the parameters discussed so far and in the
posed of two component parts-the rep- transformation t . eplication error . following steps are related by means
lication error and A. variability, is also transfo.ied, and the standard of the equations underlying the linear

TABLE Il.-BEKK SMOOTHNESS. SHO": , AVERAGES AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS IN EACH CELL.
(The column averses of them quantities - asi shown. Top figure of each pair is average, bottom is standard deviation.')

Labo- Materials
ratories No. 2 No. 101 No. 3 No. 4 I No. 9 No. 12 No. 13 No. 5 No. 1I No. 7 No. 8 No. 6 No. 11 No. 14

No. I....{ . 2. 1 . 4 158 41 98 45 71 86.75 1104 154.2 143.7 164.8 191.4

1.14 0.556 1.55 1.59 2 37 2 46 9 25 5 70 5.99 20.1 8.83 24.7 17.3 17.8

No. 2 ... 600 6.375 13.06 14.90 15 20 18 14 4151 44 56 88 68 102,7 154.2 1001 170.6 198.20.807 1.26 2.19 1. 34 115 1.9 4.28 533 13,7 25.2 14.8 34.8 14.8 16.1

No. 5.250 5350 11.9 13.70 1343 15.10 37.90 43 .5 78.65 114.9 137.3 151,2 178.1 173.5N ... .0.754 1 39 6.23 1.33 1.53 4.31 7.46 4.74 11.2 23.2 7.49 25.3 13.2 23.7

No. 4 4.463 5.550 10.33 11.41 12 21 15.73 32.85 33.14 64.81 76.30 106.9 122.5 124.6 124.2
N 0.933 0 256 1.50 0.786 0.673 1.25 5.68 2.73 10 3 5.13 8.90 19.0 10.6 20.1

No. 5_. -4.013 5.875 11.73 13 41 12.70 16.16 463 41.68 91.28 I10 4 167 0 91r. 1 207.0 201.0
N 0.681 0.167 1.94 1.04 1.61 1.54 851 2.30 18.5 17.0 14.7 34.7 25.1 28.0

No. 6... 4025 4728 9.225 9.75 IOA3 13.09 26.45 29.51 57.74 54.88 82.75 9.13 101.8 102.4
0.517 0.092 1.60 0.883 0,957 0.645 5 19 1.27 2.59 8.53 7.32 16.8 15.0 16.8

No 7 4.363 4.674 10.53 11.55 13.79 14.59 32.93 41.19 78.44 99.41 129.9 179.3 173.7 173.6
0.709 0.301 1.75 1.31 1.48 1.70 4.61 4.26 10.2 17.0 8.75 29.7 11.4 24.3

No. 8.. . 4125 5.250 9.625 11.63 14,25 15.38 0. 50 37.50 81.88 99.75 150.9 161.0 166.4 182 5
0.641 0.463 1.85 1.41 1.91 1.19 4.41 4.44 10.8 15.7 16.2 2C6 14.3 27.9

No. 9 . 4.500 5.875 11.25 12.63 13.00 1W38 35.3 40.38 80.63 112.4 156.3 165.6 186.3 205.6
0.• 5 0.354 1. q4 0.744 1.51 1.41 7.13 4.14 8.63 17.9 12.6 15.4 13.8 19.6

No10. 3- 750 4.375 9.750 11.2.5 11.25 13.75 31.00 31.88 13 90.13 126.0 139.8 154.8 162.3
0.707 0.518 1.39 0.707 1.58 1.28 7.75 4.67 5.77 19.7 14.9 23.4 12.9 17.0

No. 4.450 6.163 13.01 13.75 15 09 17.01 34.98 44.08 90.11 105.3 148.1 187.0 199.7 210.9
0.737 0.457 1.88 0 750 1.93 1.81 8.04 4.52 9.88 18.8 13.5 10.4 20.2 37.9

No. 12.. . 4.425 5.588 12.75 13.35 14.66 17.06 43.00 47.49 91.99 115.1 172. 201.5 213.6 217.7
• 0.623 0.954 1.66 1.50 2.67 2.10 5.22 7.41 14,6 36.9 23.8 31.5 11.0 284

No. 13. 3 3 54 9.925 11,70 11.25 14.74 35.5 37.2 3 78.96 91.88 131.8 150.1 171 2 188.2
0.434 0 250 1.51 1.80 1.43 0.955 4.61 3.17 9.74 1.8 16.6 25.0 20.2 20.3

No.14.. . 3.550 4.288 9.250 11.56 12.50 15.10 37.91 37.65 75.80 95.85 129.2 149.4 172.8
0 460 0.203 1.26 1.32 111 1.31 8.38 3.51 9.18 18.1 9.61 15.2

Aver.a... 4,490 5.399 11.04 12.51 13.16 15.70 36.35 39.68 79.35 97.81 139.0 158.2 170.3 178.9
0.691 0.516 1.95 1.179 1.565 1.707 6.466 4.156 10.08 17.50 12.64 23.61 15.3 2236

The Bekk smoothness data in this paper are taken from an interlaborstory study of sir-leak smoothness testers conducted by a TAPPI joint
Graphic Arts and Paper Testing task group.
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TABLE III().-NOTATION FOR TABLE IV.-BEKK SMOOTHNESS, TABLE V(a).-ANALYSIS OF VARI-
TRANSFORMED DATA. SHOWING ESTIMATES OF THE PA- ANCE.

s u - cell average. pi - row average. Zj RAMETERS OF THE STRAIGHT LINES
- column average, and s - grand average. Degrees
The bsc equation for the linear model is cI CORRESPONDING TO THE VARIOUS Sours of of Sum of Mem

I + 0jzx - i) + Itj, where the slope Ot LABORATORIES. Variation Free. Squares Squares
Is further broken down according to 0, -L Ta

it) + &I; and the error term qj a- I- ,_ _ _ M _
aLaboratories .'a - I &L ML

-- Interaction I
No. I 0942 1601 104Q (Laborator

.e . No2 ....... 0.962 1602 207 XMateris) !(-I). S'. v,
No. 3,. 0 986 1568 952 1

iN&2 ft3./...5 aswVe No. 4 ........ 0.912 1485 308
N1 No. 5 ......... 1 057 158 941

No. 6 ...... 0.883 1406 M5
f.2 No. 7 ..... 1,028 1541 [S.'2 TABLE V(b).-BEI(K SMOOTHNESS-

No. 8 1...... 1 028 1546 587 ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE.
NSS No. 9 ........ 1.028 1570 534

No. 10 ........ 1.020 1489 364
No. 11 ........ 1 .016 1595 826 Degrees

-J "i No. 12 ........ 1.055 1612 205 Sources of of Sums of Mean
No. 13 ....... 1.036 1525 2.35 Varia ion Free- Squares Squares
No. 14 ........ 1.048 1519 68. dom
Average..... 1.000 1546 596 607616___ 46740Laboratories 13 607 616 46740

Materials... 13 59861632 4604 741
A=slsg N | - v - slope, s o 

ordinate of centroid. V(.I) Interaction., 169 260 919 1544
-variance (fit) of points to straight line. __________________

TABLE 111(b)-BEKK SMOOTHNESS, SHOWING CELL. ROW, AND COLUMN AVERAGFS AFTER THE DATA HAVE BEEN
TRANSFORMED TO EQUALIZE THE WITHIN-CELL VARIANCES.

(The standard error of any value in the table is 19.7.)

Materiss
Laboratories Average

No.2 No.10 No. 3 No. 4 No. 9 No. 12 No.13 No. 5 No. 1 No. 7 No. 8 No. 6 No. 1 No. 14

No. 1 ...... 1064 1159 1160 1269 1623 1660 1938 2043 2188 2157 2217 2282 1601
No. 2. 748'8 4 1116 1173 1182 1259 1618 1649 1948 2012 2188 2204 2232 2297 1602
No. 3.. 720 728 1077 1137 1128 1179 1579 1639 1896 2060 2138 2180 2251 2239 1568
No. 4. 650 744 1014 1057 1087 1197 1517 1520 1812 1882 2029 2088 2096 2094 1485
No. 5. 603 769 1069 1127 1104 1208 1609 1620 190 2002 2223 2316 2316 231 1588
No. 6... 60 675 965 995 1018 1117 1422 1470 1762 1739 1918 1983 2008 2010 1406
No. 7 ..... 640 670 1022 1063 1140 1164 1518 1615 1894 1997 2114 2256 2240 2240 1541
No. 8 .. 615 720 983 1066 1154 1187 1562 1574 1913 1999 2179 2 2221 2261 1546
No. 9 :653 769 1051 1101 1114 1187 1552 1606 1906 2051 2191 2219 2270 2313 1570
No. 10 4 641 989 1051 1051 1138 1491 1503 1814 1955 2100 2146 2190 2210 1489
No.11 648 790 1114 1138 1179 1231 1544 1644 1955 2022 2171 222 2298 1324 1595
No. 12. 6 6 747 1106 1126 1166 1232 1634 1677 1964 2061 2237 2304 2330 2338 1612
No. 13.9. 676 997 1068 1051 1168 1551 1571 1897 1963 2120 2179 2234 2270 1525
No. 14. 50 632 966 1063 1097 1179 1579 1575 1880 1982 2113 2174 2238 2243 1519
Average. 647 728 1039 1095 1116 1194 1557 1594 1896 1983 2136 2192 2224 2244 1546

model. Table III(b) is the correspond- scale) constitute the independent vari- its abnormal behavior. If it is decided
ing table for the Bekk smoothness able. All formulas are given in the to omit the data for such a laboratory,
data. Appendix. Table IV shows the esti- the values of 0. and V(ij) must be re-

Step S.-The second step in the mated values of ;,, 0. and V(, for each calculated for all other laboratories.
analysis of the data consists in locating laboratory calculated from the data The values of A for the remaining lab.-
the straight line corresponding to each of Table III(b). Note that the arerage oratories are. of course, unaffected by
laboratory in the linear model. Mathe- of the calculated 9 values is, as it should the omission, but the over-el average z
matically, a straight line is defined by be, equal to unity. The average of the must be recomputed (see Table 111(a)).
two parameters. Statistically, how- p values should be x, the grand average When the estimates of V(7)) for the
ever, a third quantity is of interest, of all values. The average of the cal- individual laboratories are considered
namely, the variance characterizing culated V( 7 ) values is an unbiased to be in satisfactory agreement, they
the discrepancies of the experimental estimate of V(7) which is needed in the are averaged to give an over-all estimate
points from the line representing them. next two steps, of V(17). This parameter estimates the
Thus, for each line three quantities are Step .- At this point of the analysis, scatter of the experimental points cor-
of interest: the ordinate of the center the values of V(,) for the various lab- responding to any given laboratory
of gravity of the line, A; the slope 0; oratories should be carefully examined, about the line for that laboratory. Part
and the variance V(i,), where v) is the If any one of these values is excessively of the variability expressed by V(v)) is

departure of an experimental point large in comparison with the others, it due to the replication error e, while the
from the corresponding line. These is advisable to calculate the individual remainder is precisely the X-variability
values are computed by the usual least estimates of i,, that is, the "residuals" discussed in an earlier section. The
squares formulas for linear regression: from the regression line for the labora- partition of V(,7) into these two parts
the z values for the ith laboratory con- tory in question, in order to detect the is shown in the Appendix.
stitute the dependent variable and the possible presence of a completely dis- Step 4.-The fourth step in the anal-
averages of all laboratories for the crepant individual point. A plot may ysis of the data consists in a segrega-
various samples (in the transformed sometimes be useful in detecting the tion of between-laboratory variability

cause of an abnormally large estimate into two parts: the variability of the

I For most purposes this procedure, which of V(7). In some cases, the laboratory location parameter, u, and the variabil-
is really an approximation, will be entirely in question may have to be omitted ity of the slope 1. First, an ordinary

dafactory. The reader who is interested
in a more rigorous analysis will find the per- from the computations and a search analysis of variance is made, as mdi-
timnnt formulas in reference (1). instituted for the physical reasons of cated in Table V(a) and illustrated for
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the Bekk smoothness data in Table V(b). TABLE VI.-BEKK SMOOTHNESS. SHOWING RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF THE
The two variances V(p) and VG() are VARIOUS SOURCES OF VARIABILITY.
derived from the mean-squares by z-&ale .touree of Variability yrirale
formulas given in the Appendix. . . . .. . . . ..

The slopes and centroids of the lab- Total Within Between LaboratoryLaboratoryVBetweenLaboratory Average. Standard
oratory lines may be correlated. Corn- Average Van- Laboratory See Devi-
plete correlation occurs when all of z V(W ;(X) (z -) -V(A) Y Stion

the lines pass through a single point as VIz V(, -- (z) I - Vcw- V -,Z) -

in Fig. 4. In general, the correlation 2224+. 10 O1l 0.3110.02 0,5 010 170 3 39.
is not complete and V(3) is composed 1896 ... 8 0281 0 38 i 0 03 0.56 0.03 79.4 164
of two parts, the first accounting for 1557 6 636 0 47 i 003 [ 0.50 0.00 36.4 6 8

1116 ... 5 814 0.53 0.04 0.36 0 07 1316 2.3the correlation betweengand j, and the 647.. 6 1691050 .o I 0 18 028 449 0.8

second for that portion of the variability --- 05 .3102 49 8

of $ that is unrelated to p. This second
part is denoted V(6). The appendix quired to improve precision, if neces- all of the laboratories are essentially
gives the appropriate formulas for sary, and (c) the need for standard in agreement and only refinement of the
the partition of V(W) into these two samples. For these purposes, the fol- procedure to reduce V(X) can improve
parts. lowing procedure is recommended, the precision of the method.

Step 5.-In this step the various 1. Compare V(.\) and V(e): the If V(X) is so large that the method is
sources of variability are considered relation between these two quantities not sufficiently precise to be useful, the
simultaneously and the relative contri- will reveal how much can be expected possible cause of a large V() should be.
bution of each source to the total vari- from mere replication of measurements, investigated. Perhaps types of ma-
ance is evaluated. In the case of non- If V(,) is large with respect to V(t), terials were included in the round robin
parallel response lines for the various replication is generally a waste of time. for which the method was not designed.
laboratories, the laborator'-to-labora- Even if VW,) is smaller than V(e), Perhaps the method as written fails to
tory component will differ with the replication is useful only to the point call for the control of important inter-
value of the measurement (see Figs. of making V(e)/n small with respect fering conditions or fails to correct for
3 and 4). Therefore, the breakdown to V(W). Thus. in the case of the significant interfering properties.
of variability must be evaluated sepa- Bekk smoothness data (Table VI) the If the between-laboratory variability
rately for each region in the range replication error exceeding V(X) by a is not negligible, examine its two terms
over which the method is studied. In factor of ten, approximately, an effec- separately. If the term in V(S) may
practice, it will suffice to select a few tive increase in precision will result be neglected, the lines will form a
values, perhaps six in number, such from ten replications. But a number simple pattern: they will either con-
that they are approximately evenly of replications considerably larger than verge to a point (or a small region) or
spaced over the entire range of z-values. ten would be wasteful since the limiting be, for all practical purposes, parallel.

The components of interest are: factor, at that point, is V(,) which is In either case, the calibration of the
the replication error. ; the A-variabil- unaffected by replication, method at a single point other than the
ity; and the between-laboratory vari- 2. Study the table of values of 0 point of convergence will suffice to oh-
ability characterized by A and 0. and A for the various laboratories. tain the maximum possible agreement
Actually, since 0 is partly related to Occasionally, a single laboratory (or among the laboratories. On the other
A, the between-laboratory variability a small group of laboratories) is dis- hand, if the term in V(a) becomes
is expressible in terms of . and 6, the crepant in one or both these parameters, appreciable anywhere in the table, the
latter being that part of 0 that is inde- while all others are in close agreement. lines for the different laboratories will
pendent of p. Therefore, a table is An investigation of the causes of such tend to criss-cross at random and the
prepared showing, for the few selected discrepancies is then indicated, and the method will require calibration at two
values of z, the relative contributions of analysis of variance carried out by points. (This is the situation for the
e, X, u, and 6 to the total variance of z. omitting the discrepant laboratory (or Bekk smoothness data of Table VI.)
The first six columns of Table VI il- laboratories) may be more meaningful There is one exception: if the term in
lustrate this step in the analysis of the than that based on its inclusion. V(p) is negligible but not the term in
Bekk smoothness data. Formulas for In Table IV, two of the laboratories V(S), the lines just happen to converge
this step are given in the Appendix. show much smaller values for both j9 at the entroid, and calibration will be

Step 6.-Finally, in case a transfor- and 1 than the other laboratories, required at a single point as far away
mation of scale was required, the total These two were foreign laboratories from the centroid as is practical.
variance V(z), or rather its square root, where the standard relative humidity In general, the term in V(u) will not
the standard deviation of z, is converted is appreciably higher than in the Ameri- be negligible throughout the table.
back into the original scale, giving 9, can laboratories. However, even this If the variation in this term is small,
It is also useful, in this case, to convert appreciable difference in procedure does the place of the required calibration
the values of z chosen for the calcula- not require the omission of these lab- point or points in the range of the
tions in Table VI, into corresponding oratories wlhen the analysis is made measured quantity is immaterial, except
y values, that is, into the original scale, using the linear model, that when two points are required
The last two columns in Table VI il- 3. Compare the total between-labo- they should be located as far apart as
lustrate this step for the Bekk smooth- ratory variability for various values practical. If the variation in the V(p)
ness data. of z with the within-laboratory vari- term is appreciable (as for the Bekk

ability (Table VI) keeping in mind that smoothness data shown in Table VI),
Interpretation of the Analysis the effect of V(e) will depend on the the lines will partially or completely

number of replications which is called converge and the calibration point or
In interpreting the 'results of the for by the standard method. If the points should be located to avoid the

analysis, the points of major interest are total between-laboratory variability is area of convergence.
(a) the relative importance of the vari- small compared with the within-labora- In summary, if between-laboratory
ous sources of error, (b) the steps re- tory variability throughout the table, variability is greater than within-lab-
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Lobo,aoy NO 2,oeo, cn pton "nMot1-*1 A,"g"e 11€ o11 L010,rt",41 Fig. S-Petoslans, by orcinol, showing comparison for two laboratories. The slope of
the line in distnctly different from unity in either scale. Therefore, these two laborato-Fig. -Bekk smoothness data, showing will show nonparalleliam in a graph of the type shown n Fig. 3. (These data are

nonpraleliam of the laboratory lines, from an .hterlaboratory study of orcinol, anime acetate and bromination methods forThe scL en both coordinate axes i; t:o % 1 ivta o
logarithmic, but the vacric. deviation of the determination of pentosans inpulps. This study was under the direction of a joint

logaithicbut he ertcal evitio ofACS-ASTM-TAPPI-ICCA task group. )
each point from the 45 deg line has been
doubled in order to dearly show the dif- make duplicate or replicate measure- data has often been carried out sepa-
ferences between the laboratories. The
broken lines correspond to devations ments on the sample it received, the rately for each material, in accordance
of plus or minus 30 per cent from the differences found between laboratories with the usual "between-within" type
average (45 dog line). A few of the lab- might be found to be entirely accounted of analysis of variance (3, 5).' How-
oratories dose to the 45 deg line have for by the inability of each laboratory ever, in cases in which the standard
been omitted for clarity. The material
averages are shown for one laboratory for to duplicate its own results. While deviation of the within-laboratory error
which the fit of the points to the line is the simple study fails to distinguish is a known function of the magnitude

typical. between the variability within and of the measurement, an appropriate

oratory variability and greater than between laboratories, the second type transformation of the data prior to
can be tolerated for practical application is generally interpreted in terms of a analysis will ensure a homogeneous
of the method, the method must have model that allows for random variability error term and permit a two-way

better standardization. This can be between laboratories beyond the within- analysis of variance. In particular, the
done by using one or two standard laboratory fluctuation. This is the simple logarithmic transformation is

samples to calibrate the method at model which, with some ramifications, often used (6, pp. 116, 137); it is based
appropriately chosen values of the is very frequently used in interlabora- on the assumption of a constant coeffi-

measured quantity. tory studies of test methods. cient of variation (error proportional
A typical ramification is to have to magnitude) for within-laboratory test

Complrison with Other Models several analysts in each laboratory. error. The study which we report in
In the previous sections we have de- Also each analyst may repeat the test this paper, Bekk smoothness, is an ex-

veloped the linear model for the meas- on each of several days. The result is ample of a proportional type of error.
an hierarchical or nested design (2, p. In many cases a straight-line relation-uring process and discussed the design, 884f) which provides information on ship with nonzero intercept, rather

analysis, and interpretation of an inter- the relative importance of the various than a simple proportionality, is found
this model. The question naturally possible sources of within-laboratory (see Eq 1) and, hence, the transforma-

arises as to how this model compares variability. Very often each analyst is tion given in Eq 2 is required.
withsthe todeos thderlyiel themore also asked to make determinations by If an interlaboratory test has beenconventional statistical designs and each of two or more methods. This run in accordance with a two-way classi-
analyses gives a two-way or cross design which fication with replications within cells,

The simplest interlaboratory study may or may not be nested each way. such as shown in Table I, it is usually

is one in which a random sample of a Obviously three- or more-way crosses interpreted on the basis of a model
particular material is sent to each of could be (and undoubtedly have been) allowing for constant laboratory differ-
two or more laboratories and they are used. ences ("biases") and, in the case of a
asked to report the value of some Interlaboratory studies sometimes use significant interaction term, for an
property of the material. If the lab- two or three materials. Even in the additional random "variable bias" (6,
oratories turn in values that are in case where each laboratory makes only p. 124). According to such a model,

satisfactory agreement with each other, one determination per material, the use the response lines of all laboratories are
the methods used by the laboratories of more than one material per laboratory necessarily parallel to each other, exceptare considered to be satisfactory and provides information on laboratory for random scatter, and a plot of the

everyone is happy. If the values do "biases." The analysis of data of this results of one laboratory versus those
not agree within the hoped-for limits, type is usually made in accordance of another is a straight line of 45

this simple study is unable to furnish with conventional two-way analysis of deg slope. This follows from the as-
even the slightest hint as to the cause or variance procedures (2, p. 888f; 3), sumption that the "variable bias" is a

causes of the unsatisfactory results, but an ingenious graphical method has random effect. It appears, therefore,
Had each laboratory been asked to recently been developed (4). Both of merely as additional scatter about the

d e b bthese methods require that the within- 45-deg line.
Tentative Recommended Practice for laboratory test error be the same There is, however, considerable evi-

(nterlaboratory Testing of Textile Materiasn for all laboratories and materials. If dence for the existence of nonconstant,
ard9- Part 10. this is not the can, the analysis of the nonrandom differences between labors-
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tories. The Bekk smoothness data of interaction term. The practice of elim- (2) M. D. Finkner, "The Reliability of
Table II are shown graphically in Fig. 7. inating outliers on the basis of control- Collaborative Testing for A.O.A.C.
The nonparallelism of the lines is quite chart procedures has often led to the dis- Methods," Journal Assn. Official

evident. The Bekk smoothness test carding of a substantial proportion of Agricultural Chemists, Vol. 40,

is a physical test. However, the same the participating laboratories. It is No. 3; Aug., 1957, pp. 882-892.

type of results has been obtained with probably for these reasons that inter- (3) W. G. Cochran and G. M. Cox,Expetme'ntal Designs, Joh n Wiley
chemical tests. Figure 8 shows the laboratory studies have been considered & Sons, Inc., New York, N. Y.,
relationship between the results ob- to be so "frustrating" (7). Chapter 14 (1957).
tained by two laboratories in the de- The model presented in this paper (4) W. J. Youden, "Statistical Design,"
termination of pentosans in a series of allows for nonconstant, nonrandom industrial and Engineering Chem-
pulp samples using a colorimetric differences between laboratories, by istry, "Presentation for Action,"
method. Despite the fact that each allowing their response lines to have Vol. 50, No. 8, Aug., 1958, pp. 83A,
laboratory prepared a calibration curve slopes different from 45 deg, in addition 84A; "Product Specifications and
of the intensity of the color in terms of to nonzero intercepts. It safeguards Test Procedures," Vol. 50, No. 10,
samples of known composition, the against the effect of outliers in two Oct., 1958, pp. 91A, 92A; "Circum-

relation between the results of the two ways: by a preliminary analysis of the stances Alter Cases," Vol. 50, No.

laboratories is definitely not the ex- relation between within-cell variability 12, Dec., 1958, pp. 77A, 78A;

pected straight line of slope one and and cell average, and by a separate "What is a Mesurement?," Vol.
passing through the origin. Nor does calculation, for each individual labora 51, No. 2, Feb., 1959, pp. 81A, 82A.
a constant bias for each laboratory tory, of the scatter of its points about (5) D. S. McArthur, et al., "Evaluation

of Test Procedures," Analytical
explain their relationship. It is seen its response line. It is believed that Chemistry, Vol. 26, No. 6, June
that while a straight line is an adequate this model provides an adequate basis 1954, pp. 1012-1018.
representation of this relation, this line for the general description of the pre- (6) Owen L. Davies, Design and
has a slope distinctly different from cision of measuring processes and a Analysis of Industrial Experiments,
unity, in addition to a nonzero intercept, satisfactory procedure for analyzing and Hafner Publishing Co., New York,

The conventional model for two-way interpreting interlaoratory studies. N. Y. (1954).
classification data has a further dis- (7) C. A. Hochwalt, "Standards and
advantage when applied to interlabora- REFERENCES the New Science of Materials,"
tory data. It is extremely sensitive to (1) John Mandel, "The Measuring "Tomorrow's Standards-Equa-
"outlying" data. Even a single outlier Process," Technomnetrics, Aug., 1959 tions of State," ASTM BULLETIN,
may result in a considerably enlarged (in press). No. 230, May, 1958, p. 29(TP107)

APPENDIX

COMPUTATIONS

The computations are set forth in steps z - K log (A + By) - C .... (2)
which are numbered identically as in the where K and C are arbitrary constants,
body of the paper. the values of which are chosen on the 20

Step 1. Scale Transformation basis of convenience. Theoretically, the o

Compute, for each cell of Table I, its transformation should be applied to each n

aveagean it stndrd evitin. e- of the n observations in each cell. inaverage and its standard deviation. De- most cases, however, it is sufficient tonote the average of the ijth cell by ytj apytetasomtint h ela- 1

and its standard deviation by s. T apply the trsfomation to the cell av--for each material (that is, column) com- erages. Table III(a) shows shematically
the transformed averages zj for each

pute the average y9 of the cell averages cell, and Table III(b) shows the trans-yjj and the average I. of the standard formed averages for the Bekk smoothness o 1oo 50
deviations sts. The results are shown n datae. Since, for these data, we found A yj.Aq!aOe Sekk S,'oo'l '-. .C

Table II for the Bekk smoothness data.
Prepare a graph plotting the standard -0,Eq 2 becomes, in this cae, Fig. 9.-Bekk smoothnes data, showing
deviation 11 versus the average fj, as in a - K log if - (C - K log B) approximate linear relationship between
Fig. 9, and fit a simple curve to the standard deviation and magnitude of the
points thus obtained. For the data of It was convenient to make K - 1000 and smoothness value. The straight line is:
Fig. 9, a straight line through the origin C - KlogB - 0. Thus, the trandorma- l = 0.128,yj. Thus A = 0 andB =
is a good fit. In general, a straight line, tion, here, is simply a - 1000 log y. 0.128.

not necessarily passing through the origin, As a result of the transformation, the
will be sufficient, as only an approximate, error we has been transformed into a dif-
order-of-magnitude relationship is re- ferent error, denoted by a, the variance If the slope B is not appreciably differ-

quired. Determine the intercept A and of which is constant for all cells in Table ent from zero, no transformation of scale

the slope B of this straight line, in ac- III. Its value is given by the following is required and all subsequent steps are

cordance with the equation: expression :. carried out on the original cell averages.In this came, y - z and w - e.

ji - A + BY, + (random fluctuation) (1) V(.) - .... (3) Stop2. Determinationofj j, 0 ,andV 4 0

For the Bekk smoothness data, this First compute the row and column
equation is given by A - 0 and B - For the Bekk smoothness data we find averages in Table 111(a) as follows:
0.128. / I000x0128' 3

If the slope B is appreciably different V(0) - 23 3097 1

from zero, use the transformation k 2 .

Since each cell contained 8 replicates,
ofThe numerical factor 2.3 is due to the us the standard error of a cell average as Z, 1 a 1 '.

oflogarthmo to the bre 10 and equals lot / 19.7. a - " i, and b£..f -' ... (5)
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Then compute the quantities below in Step 3. Determination of Variances V(S) - 0.002881 - 0.000716 =
the indicated order: Table V(a) is constructed in the usual 0.002165

X - .- b .... (6) manner, using the transformed cell av- Step 4. Breakdown of Total Variance
erages. Note that SN - aX where X The total variance of z, for any value

- is given by Eq 6, and that of z, is given by the equation:

"' -.. SL- ( Z ,- S.- (E ,) - aX V()- V() + V(X) + [ + a(z- :) '

Pi - E xizij - bp ...... (8) ... (12) V(W + (a - 2)'V(3). (17)

From this equation we derive, by divid-The variances V(p) and V(p) may now ing by V(z), the breakdown of the total
= P...........(9) be obtained from the previously obtained variance into its fractional parts:

............ (9) value of V() and from Table V(o).

ML - V(11 - (-.) + (-,)+

a1 - I~ b 2)*V .1Z (

The last formula constitutes a slight V() A[M - V() ] (4 ( + - tV(6()

departure from the ordinary calculations MM -V(') ... (14) V(Z)

in linear regression: the correction factor This information is tabulated in Table
a/(a - 1) is due to the fact that the If either of these equations yields a VI for the Bekk data, for values of z
errors of z j and xj are slightly correlated, negative value, the corresponding a- corresponding to some selected values of

The results of these computations for ance is taken to be zero.
the Bekk smoothness data are shown The quantity V(S) is obtained from the y coverng the range of interest.

in Table IV. following equation: Step S. Conversion to Original Scale

Determination of V(p) and V(X) V(s) - VWS) - aV(p) ..... (15) The total variance of z is converted
back to the y-.scale by means of the

To obtain V(v), average all values of where V(s) is given by Eq 14 and . by equation:
Vt () (see Table IV). V(\) is given by the equation: [2.30(A + ] (
the following equation: 2 + YW

V() V() - (/n) IV(,).a = L ' - ... (16) It is generally desirable to add two
where V(e) is given by Eq 3. Should the SLS more columns to the table showing the
estimate of V(,,) be less than that of For the Bekk smoothness data, these breakdown of V(z): a column of the
(/n) V(e), then V( must be considered computations yield: selected values for which the breakdown
to equal zero. For the Bekk smoothness was made and a column of y,, obtained
data, we obtain V(,) = 596 - (3097/8) V() - 3296 V(O) = 0.002881 by taking the square root of Eq 19 (see

209. a = 0. 0004661 Table VI).

ASTM BULLETIN
Authorized Reprint from the Copyrighted ASTM BULLETIN No. 239, July, 1959Published by the American Society for Testing Materials, Philadelphia 3, Pa.
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Sensitivity-A Criterion for the Comparison of
Methods of Test

J. Mandel and R. D. Stiehler

In the evaluation of many methods of test, the two usual criteria-precision and accu-
racy-are insufficient. Accuracy is only applicable where comparisons with a standard call
be made. Precision, when interpreted as degree of reproducibility, is not necessarily a
measure of merit, because a method may be highly reproducible merely because it Is too
crude to detect small variations.

To obtain a quantitative measure of merit of test methods, a new concept-sensi-
tivity-is introduced. If M is a measure of some property Q, and oM its standard deviation,
the sensitivity of Mi, denoted km. is defined by the relation Om==(df/d(,f)/o. It fol-
lows from this definition that the sensitivity of a test method may or may not be constant
for all values of the property Q. A statistical test of significance is deriv d for the ratio of
sensitivities of alternative methods of test. Unlike the standard deviation and the co-
efficient of variation, sensitivity is a measure of merit that is invariant with respect to any
functional transformation of the measurement, and is therefore independent of the scale in
which the measurement is expressed.

1. Introductibn centage erior." Roth and Stiehler [4], in comparing
the precisions of strain and stress measurements,

In the physical sciences, there frequently is a convert the standard deviation of strain into stress
choice between several methods for the determina- units and then consider the ratio of this converted
tion of a particular characteristic. In such cases standard deviation to that of stress; alternatively,
means are necessary to compare the relative merits they consider the ratio of the variance "between
of the various methods. The customary procedure batches" to that "within batches" as a criterion
for evaluating a test method, particularly in analyt- for the sensitivity of either method. The latter
ical chemistry, is to determine accuracy by com- criterion is also applied by Buist and Davies [5] and
paring the values found on knbwn samples with the by Newton, Scott, and Whorlow [6], who refer to it
theoretical values, and to express precision by the as the discriminating power. Reichel [7] introduces
reproducibility of the experimental values as meas- the concept of "technische Gfite" to characterize the
ured by the standard deviation. Alternative m eth- merit of methods of chemical analysis.
ods can then be compared on the basis of both In this paper, a general mathematical definition
precision and accuracy. In the evaluation of many is proposed for the sensitivity concept, which is an
methods of test, particularly those for polymeric intrinsic measure of merit, of particular value for the
materials, these criteria are insufficient. This paper comparison of two or more alternative test methods.
presents a single criterion by which the relative
merit of nethods of test can be evaluated. The 2. Sensitivity in the Case of Proportionality
main advantage of the new criterion-referred to as
sensitivity -is that it takes into account, not only In most analytical methods in chemistry the
the reproducibility of the testing procedure, but desired material is not determined directlybut is
also its ability to detect small variations in the calculated from measurements of a proportional
characteristic iti be measured, quantity of some related material. For example,

The need for such a criterion has been felt by in the determination of zinc, the amount of this
various workers. Newton [1] discusses the fallacy metal is calculated from the quantity of zinc oxide,
of comparing alternative test methods on the sole zinc sulfate, or other zinc compound actually
basis of their respective standard deviations of error, measured. In comparing the relative merits of the
According to Throdahl [2], Mooney consideis a use of these alternative compounds, a pertinent
coefficient of discrimination, defined as the ratio of consideration, besides the magnitude of experimental
the difference between the average values obtained error, is the ratio of the equivalent weight of the
from two sets of samples to the standard deviation zinc compound to that of zinc. It is recognized
within samples. Dillon [3] compares two plastom- that a larger ratio is preferable, provided that the
eters on the basis of their selectivities, the concept experimental error is not increased in the same
of selectivity being defined by him as the "percentage proportion. A correct evaluation of alternative
difference between two observations on different methods, involving zinc compounds of different
mixtures divided by the average maximum per- equivalent weight, can he obtained from the following

Fligures In brackets indleate the literature references at the end of this paper, considerations:
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The percentage of zinc in the unknown is given by It is obvious that the merit of the method is de-
the equation pendent on more than the reproducibility of measure-

ment of Ml. It also depends on the rate of change
Z l0P lop _[Zn]_ in Al with a change in Q or the ability to discriminate
n=-W-X [Zn compound]' (1) between small changes in Q.

where P is the weight of the Zn compound measured; 3. Sensitivity in the General Case
II' is the weight of the sample; [Zn] is the equivalent
weight of zinc; and [Zn compound] is the equivalent In many methods, particularly when dealing with
weight of the zinc compound measured. polymeric materials, the measured quantity .11 and
Let Q equal the percentage of zinc, R the ratio of the the desired quantity Q are not linearly rela'ted. An
equivalent weights of zinc and the zinc compound example is the measurement of refractive index to
measured, and Al the weight of zinc compound per determine the percentage of bound styrene in GR-S
gram of sample. Then synthetic rubber. Additional difficulties arise when

it becomes impossible to define a single criterion Q
= 100MR. (2) for the characterization of the properties in which

one is interested. In these cases it is necessary to
From this relation it follows [8] that the standard consider a measurable quantity M that is in some
deviation for the determination of zinc is given by sense related to these properties. An example of
the equation this type is given by vulcanization tests on rubbers,

ar= 10OR n. (3) where stress-strain measurements are used as an in-
dex or measure of the degree of vulcanization.

Equation (3) shows that the precision of the zinc Whether or not a quantity Q can be defined, and
determination is improved when (1) the quantity whatever the relation may be between a character-
100R is small, and (2) the error of measurement of istic Q and the measured quantity Ml, the criterion
the zinc compound (am) is small. defined as sensitivity can effectively be used for

If the weight of zinc compound per gram of sample evaluating and comparing methods ot test.
is plotted against the percentage of zinc, a straight Figure 2 illustrates a case in which Q is susceptible
line is obtained, as shown in figure 1. The line passes of exact definition and the relation between Al and
through the origin and has a slope equal to the re- Q is curvilinear. If it is desired to differentiate
ciprocal of 100R. Let the slope be designated asK. between the two close values, Q, and Q2, by means
Equation (3) can now be written of the corresponding measurements M1 and Ml2, it

is again apparent that the success of the operation
am will depend on two circumstances: (1) the magnitude

O'=K-. (4) of the difference M 2-1 11, for a given difference
tQ -Q 1 ; i. e., the magnitude of the slope (A12-. 1V)/

(Q2-Q); and (2) the precision of measurement;
(i. e., a small value for uor) reduces to the require- i.e., the smallness of the standard deviation. Indeed,
menit that the quantity Ka, be large. The absolute if M is too large, the re ions of uncertainty of
value of the quantity Kam is defined as the sensi- 1 and M 2 may overlap, a the discrimination fail.
tivity of the measurement of l for the determina- As before, these two desiderata can be combined in
tion of Q and is denoted by V,. Thus a single criterion, the sensitivity, defined according

Sensitivity = = K. (5)

02

Z.

0.I

i
0  

0 to so I at0 I0 0C0 lq
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FIGIRE i. Sensitivity.for proportional relationship. Fic.ItRE 2. Sensitivity for curvilinear relationship.
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to eq (5) as the absolute value of the ratio of the does not involve the quantity 0, and the sensitivity
slope K=(.-12_-I11 /(Q2-Ql) to the standard devia- ratio ('an be used to compare tie' measurement of
tion of .11, al. The larger the sensitivity, the more tensile stress [9] and the measurement of strain [4].
useful will he the test method If for the characteri- The relationship between these two methods of
zation of Q. It should be noted, however, that in measurement for a GR-S synthetic rubber com-
the general case, K is no longer constant but varies pound, according to Roth and Stiehler [4]. is given by
with the value of Q. Thus, even in cases in which the equation:
the experimental error (measured by aM) remains SE=-C (8)
constant, the sensitivity may vary with the value
of Q. Only when the error is proportional to K is where S reprcsents tensile stress, E represents
the sensitivity constant, strain, and n and C are constants for any particular

If the properties under consideration cannot be type of vulcanizates.
expressed by means of a single criterion 9, it is not If the logarithmic derivative is taken, it follows
possible to determine the absolute sensitivity of a that
method of test. It is possible, however, to determine dS dE
the relative sensitivities of two or more methods used ---- n E" (9)
to characterize these properties. This important S
application of the sensitivity concept can best be
shown by first considering a case in which a single As n is of the order of 1.5, it might be expected that
criterion Q exists, and two alternative measuring measurements of tensile stress would detect varia-
methods .1! and N, both related to 9, are to be tions in the vulcanizates better than measurements
compared. For example, density and refractive- of strain. However, Roth and Stiehler [4] show that

index methods for determining the bound styrene in the error of measurement of strain is much smaller
GR-S may be compared without knowing the actual than that of the usual measurement of tensile stress;
percentage of bound styrene. Let 'M and ,N be hence, the sensitivity of strain measurements is
the sensitivities corresponding to the two methods. greater.
From eq (5) it follows that the ratio of the sensi- From eq (9) it follows that the slope of the strain
tivities is given by versus tensile-stress curve is

IK ., ' ! dE E

•(6) -S= n S'
and consequently,

The meaning of K' is found as follows: 4__ E,_n S. (10)
,_K.v aQ 01M"S 0S

K --_, /AQ-.M (7) This expression is found to exceed unity, as shown

in table I, which lists data pertinent for the calcu-
Thus K' is the slope of a curve of Ml plotted as a lation of the sensitivity ratio, for tensile-stress and

function of N. From eq (5) it follows that the strain values obtained in three different plants and
dimension of sensitivity is that. of 1/9, since am has for two cures [10]. It should be noted that the ratio
the dimension of .Mf, and K is of dimension M/Q. of the two sensitivities varies with the degree or
On the other hand, the ratio of the sensitivities of time of cure, since the factor E'nS decreases as
alternative test methods given in eq (6) is dimension- vulcanization progresses. The advantages of the
less. This fact, as well as eq (7), shows that the strain test are therefore greatest for tests on vul-
comparison of two methods, by means of the ratio canizates that are undercured. The data also show
of their sensitivities, does not necessitate a knowledge that the greater sensitivity of the strain test is due
of their relation to the theoretical Q. All that is to its better reproducibility.
required is a knowledge of their mutual relationship.

In the case of bound styrene, the relation between TABLE 1. Comparison of tensile stress and strain measure-
density and refractive index can be established from ments of GR-S synthetic rubber
a series of samples of different bound styrene con-
tents without a knowledge of bound styrene in any .stndad deviation I

sample. Of course, the bound styrene content could c, at 2620 F Plant (F/ '.6 N) t s r n- straioo
beT Cr at 2r I sat sgsvrtin

be determined by some absolute method, and the I rain t si i tres

absolute sensitivities of the rcractive index and R:tIOt

density methods for measuring this property could
be established. .A , 0.10 1.it 9.s 3.6

In the case of stress--strain measurements, on the 25 . .42 2.1 22.5 2.C .362 2.1 125 4 3.6

other hand, the characteristic-degree of vulcaniza- A 0706 14 .8 1.3
tion--cannot be represented by a single quantity Q 100 . . B .0 0si3 ,.8 13.
and consequently no absolute sensitivities for either it c 641 1. 37.1 2.0method can be calculated. Nevertheless, relation ' -

m The value 1.6 taken for a Is an upper limit for OR-S synthetic rubber.
(6), with K' given by (7), can be applied, since it Forvaiuesofasmaller than1.6, the ratios in the last columnUwi be lrr.
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relating them are not linear. An important ad- extent that the following calculation of the ratio of

vantage of the sensitivity concept is its nondepend- the two sensitivities is applicable:
once on the scale of measurement. The standard
deviation, being expressed in the same units as the
measurement, has a value that depends on the unit q/._. y .. . (13)
and scale in which the measurement is expressed. oy a,/ou dz (

The coefficient of variation, which is defined as the - ay
ratio of the standard deviation to the mean value, is dy

nondimensional, because both these quantities are It is evident from eq (13) that sensitivity is not
expressed in the same units. However, except for affected by any transformation of the measurement,

scales that are proportional to each other, the co- and s theefr nependent of the scal eni

efficient of variation is dependent on the scale in and is therefore indep ndent of the scale in which

which the measurement is expressed.
Consider, for example, the logarithmic transfor- 6. References

mation of a measurement y:

z=ln y. [1] R. G. Newton, Proc. Second Rubber Technol. Conf.,
p. 233, Institution of the Rubber Industry, London
(W. Heifer & Sons, Ltd., Cambridge, England, 1948).

The standard deviation of z is then approximated [21 M. C. Throdahl, J. Colloid Sci. 2, 187 (1947); Rubber

ythe expression Chem. and Technol. 21, 164 (1948).
[8] by [31 J. H. Dillon, Physics 7, 73 (1936); Rubber Chem. and

Technol. 9, 496 (1936).
d In y av [41 F. L. Roth and R. D. Stiehler, J. Research NBS 41,, 87
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Foreword

In 1959, Forman S. Acton wrote a book of 267 pages on the Analysis
of Straight-line Data. In his preface he admitted that there are ".... impor-
tant problems for which, unfortunately, no adequate answers have been
found." Ten years later we have found new problems added to the unsolved
old problems. Apparently the subject of relationship between variables,
even for the seemingly simple straight line case, is far from being ex-
hausted.

Paper (4.1) in this section is an example taken from John Mandel's
doctoral dissertation, and illustrates how the same set of data can be
scrutinized on the basis of eight different assumed models.

Chapter 5 of NBS Handbook 91 presents a general picture (4.2) of the
physical situations which can be described by a linear relationship between
two variables, and gives the uses and interpretations of the resulting equa-
tion fitted under the different models assumed. Its table 5.1 is a summary
of the cases that are usually encountered by experimenters involved in
physical measurements.

Mandel's other paper (4.3) on calibration curves points out the diffi-
culty resulting "from the interdependence of multiple conclusions drawn
from the same data, especially when there is a strong correlation between
the parameters involved." He has treated this subject in further detail in
Statistical Analysis of Experimental Data (Selected References B6).

There are few papers available that deal with polynomial or other types
of curve fitting. Hockersmith and Ku (4.4) demonstrate the use of a quad-
ratic curve in interpreting data on proving rings. For further reading,
Chapter 6 of Handbook 91 (Selected Reference C2) and Draper and Smith
(Selected Reference B8) are recommended.

With the availability of canned computer programs, "least squares"
has become a magic term. Eisenhart's paper (4.5) gives a historical account
of the evolution of the meaning of "least" from the days of Laplace and
Gauss, and is interesting and pertinent reading.

One word of warning! Be sure you use a computer program which has
been adequately tested for round-off errors when fitting a polynomial (or
multi-variable) equation to a set of data. Some popular programs using
naive matrix methods have been found to yield accuracies of only one sig-
nificant digit in the coefficients of a 5th degree equation fitted to 21 equally
spaced points, whereas more sophisticated routines would produce five sig-
nificant digits.
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A Statistical Study of

Physical Classroom Experiments

First Example: The Acceleration of Gravityf

John Mandel

1. Principle and Method of Measurement

A pendulum is constructed by suspending a metal sphere of about

3 cm. in diameter by means of a thread of negligible weight and

elongation. The length of the pendulum, from the point of sus-

pension of the thread to the center of gravity of the sphere, is

determined by means of a measuring tape. The pendulum is made to

swing with an amplitude not exceeding 10 percent of its length,

and the time for 50 oscillations is recorded three times in suc-

cession.

The measurements are carried out for 5 values of A (the length of

the pendulum), equal approximately to 175, 150, 125, 100 and 75 cm.

The students are instructed to plot T2 versus A, T being the period

of the oscillation, and determine E, the acceleration of gravity,

by using the relation

T= 2 z\f. (Ia)

j.
2

Thus, & is calculated from the slope, equal to _ , of the straight
9

line relating T2 to A .

2. The Data

Table 1 lists for each of 10 students, the five values of A with

the corresponding measured values for 50? . Each value of 50? is

actually the average of 3 replicate determinations, using the sase
value of 4 * Student no.6 made no measurements for A 150 Ca.
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Table I

Basic Data for the Determination of

Student Measurements (1)

I A 175.2 151.5 126.4 101.7 77.0

50 T 132.5 123.4 112.8 101.2 88.2

2 A 179.0 150.0 125.o 100.0 75.0

50 TI 133.7 122.3 111.3 99.8 85.8

3 j 170.0 149.3 124.8 100.4 76.4
50 TI 130.8 122.5 112.1 100.5 87.6

4 J, 165.1 149.8 125.0 1000. 75.0

50 T 129.0 122.8 112.2 100.0 86.8

5 .l 171.5 150.0 124.9 1000. 75.0
50 T 131.1 122.6 111.9 100.1 86.8

6 Al 175.8 - 125.0 99.7 75.0

50 TI 132.8 - 112.0 100.1 86.8

7 Al 172.0 150.0 125.0 100.0 75.0

50 TI 131.6 122.8 112.0 100.2 86.8

8 Al 175.3 149.9 125.0 100.0 75.0

50 T 132.1 122.2 111.8 100.0 86.5

9 Al 165.5 150.0 125.0 100.0 75.0

50 TI 128.9 122.7 112.0 100.2 86.9

10 A 1 175.8 150.7 125.8 100.8 74.6

50 TI 132.8 123.0 112.3 100.7 86.7

( 4 i expressed in, a.; 50 T i seeonds. Each value for 50 T

Is the average of triplicate determinationa; the staudard

deviation mong triplicate, is 0.080.
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3. Analysis of the Data: Part I

For each student,the vaslue c TZ was calculated for each of his

J -values. Using the method of least squares for linear regression,

which is described in most textbooks of statistics (see for

example L4910]), a straight line was fitted to the (T2,A) points,

as follows

T2 - a + 01. (1b)

The quantity a is the intercept of the line, 0 its slope. This

equation is slightly more general than Eq. (1a), which it contains

as a special case, namely when a = 0. The reasons for using this

procedure will be explained below.

The results are summarized in Table 2, which'lists the intercepts,

slopes, and residual standard deviations for all regression lines.

Also listed are, for reasons to be discussed later, the ordinates

of the fitted lines for A = 125 cm.

At this point an excellent opportunity arises for the students to

attempt to formulate questions that are pertinent in terms of the

physical theory (Equation (1)), underlying the experiment. The

instructor can then show how these questions are translated in

statistical terminology and explain the statistical methodology

used for their elucidation. We will illustrate this point by posing

the following questions :

(1) Are there systematic differences between the regression lines

for the different students?

(2) If such differences are found, are they due uniquely to dif-

ferences between the intercepts, or are the slopes also dif-

ferent ?
n2

(3) How do the slopes compare with the "theoretical" value, -

where £ is given its known value for the Netherlands,

g 98103 .a.., thus making the theoretical slope equal to
se1

e
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Table 2

Results for Regression of T2 on A

Student, Number of Intercet sl Standard Deviation Height

voints (sec 2) (8ec2/cm) of Residuals (sec
2 )

(sec 2 )

1 5 o.o45 3..9863 x10 0.0o67 5.0280

2 5 - 0.072 4.0345 0.0165 4.9711

3 5 - 0.006 4.0278 0.0050 5.0290

4 5 - 0.033 4.0500 0.0120 5.0294

5 5 0.009 4.OO24 0.0029 5.0124

6 4 0.011 4.0065 0.0024 5.0167

7 5 - 0.016 4.0333 0.0064 5.0256

8 5 0.024 3.9708 0.0099 4.9876

9 5 0.013 4.0065 0.0035 5.0207

10 5 0.022 3.9992 0.0057 5.0210

(1) Ordinate of fitted line for 8 = 125 ca.
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4.0231 x 10- 2 (in s!L) ?

cmn

(4) How do the results compare with the theoretical straight line

which, in addition to having a slope of 4.0231 x 10O sec2 /cm,

must also have a zero-intercept ?

The students can be shown at this point that the general statistical

theory for fitting linear models provides a powerful and elegant

tool for answering these questions (1). The basic idea underlying

this procedure is to "embed" the model that is to be tested into

a more general linear model, i.e. one with a larger number of es-

timated parameters. An elementary exposition may be found in [10].

Denoting the length by I and the square of the period, T*, by Z9

Equation (la) can be written

E(y) X (2)

where E(y) represents the "expected value" of y, i.e. the value of

the y freed of random experimental error.

If £ is given its theoretical value, g = 981.3, model (2) involves

no unknown parameters and becomes

E(y) = (4.0231 x 10-2 ) Z. (3)

This model can be embedded in the slightly more general model

E(y) = x, (4)

(1) It is assumed here that the students have a sufficient back-

ground in statistical theory to follow such an analysis. For

students with a lesser background, the instructor can proceed

at once with the control chart analysis (section 4).
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where 0 may differ from the theoretical value 4.0231 x 1 0-a .

Model (4) can in turn be embedded in one allowing for a non-zero

intercept

E(y) = a + Px. (5)

It is conceivable that either a, or P , or both, vary from student

to student, in which case we obtain the models

I E(y) = a + Px (6a)

E(y) = a +P, x., (6b)

(where the subscript i refers to the _ith student) or the more general

model

E(y) = a, + 01 X"  (7)

Equation (6 a) contains the interesting sub-model

E(y) = si + (4.0231 X 1 0 -2) x (8)

and Equation (6b) similarly includes the case

E(y)=O + Pix (9)

Now, while a physicist would probably start by assuming that

Equation (3) holds, and only abandon this hypothesis if it is

definitely contradicted by the data, the statistician would

generally choose the inverse path. In other words, the statistician

would start with the most general (and therefore safest) assumption

expressed by Equation (7), and then attempt to particularize it

gradually, i.e. reduce gradually the number of parameters to be

estimated, using the data as a criterion for the validity of each

step in the reduction process. The process is schematically re-
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Table 4

Basic Calculations

Student x y w P

1 631.8 25.411 85,896.14 138.776639 3452.5794

2 629.0 25.017 85,791.00 136.o16095 3415.9500

3 620.9 24.980 82,682.65 133.851690 3326.7410

4 614.9 24.738 80,948.05 131.132852 3258.0492

5 621.4 24.918 83,137.26 133.648110 3333.3366

6 475.5 19.094 62,095.73 100.087500 2492.9908

7 622.0 25.007 83,334.00 134.761129 3351.1440

8 625.2 24.946 84,450.10 134.355178 3368.4217

9 615.5 24.723 81,140.25 130.868821 3258.6380

10 627.7 25.213 85,167.57 137.320741) 3419.8318

Su 6083.9 244.047 814,642.75 1310.818755 32,677.6825

Student u w p

1 6o61.89 9.632855 241.6454

2 6662.80 10.846037 268.8114
3 5579.29 9.051610 224.7246

4 5327.65 8.739124 215.7700

5 5909.67 9.466765 236.5276
6 5570.67 8.942291 223.1916

7 5957.20 9.691119 240.2732

8 6275.09 9.894595 249.1739

9 5372.20 8.623475 215.2367

10 6366.11 10.181667 254.5918

Sum 59,082.57 95.069538 2369.9462
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presented in Table 3. The statistical analysis consists in testing

each of the successive models against one in which it can be em-

bedded, starting from the top and proceeding gradually downward.

The basic numerical material consists of the quantities

E x and E x2, Z y and Z y, xy,

which we denote respectively by the symbols

I = Zx, U = E Xz, Y = E y, Wu E ya, P Exy (10)

and of the derived quantities

ye .).=' .w - (11)
E (

where n is the number of experimental points in a regression line.

These quantities are tabulated in Table 4 for each of the ten students.

Table 3 also gives the degrees of freedom, sums of squares and mean

squares of the residuals for all of the models considered

Using the latter as a guide one readily finds the model into which

each model to be tested is to be embedded. Thus it is clear that

(B) and (C) are both tested against (A); (B') is tested against (B),

and (Ct ) against (C). The model (D) can be embedded in (A), (B),

or (C) which of these is chosen will depend on the outcome of the

tests for models (B) and (C). Model (G) can be embedded in (D), and

model (H) in (G).

The only model for which the computations are not directly

apparent Is (B). The appropriate formulas for this model are

given in Appendix A.
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In practice it is unlikely that many of these tests will have to

be made, since any finding of significance will generally make sub-

sequent reduction steps of academic interest only. Thus, in the

cage of our data, models (B) and (C) are both unacceptable and it

iL therefore unnecessary to continue the statistical testing process

to the more specialized models. In testing any hypothesis, such

as for example (C), one first calculates the reduction in the sum

of squares from (C) to'the more general model (A), divides this by

the corresponding reduction in the degrees of freedom and compares

this mean square, by means of the F test, to that corresponding to

the more general model (A). Thus, for testing (C) we have

70.4 70. 5.0

with 9 and 29 degrees of freedom.

The conclusion of the statistical analysis is 
"
hat the data are not

consistent with the hypothesis that all the students obtained the

theoretical relation between Ta and A , nor even with the hypothesis

that they all obtained the same (incorrect) relationship. It is

also seen that both the slopes and the intercepts vary from student

to student. The only acceptable model is (A), which associates

with each student an individual relationship between Ta and A *

It is indispensible, before accepting this hypothesis, to examine

the residuals individually, and to verify that they do not display

striking patterns of non-randomness. Table 5, which lists the

residuals, throws no serious suspicion on the validity of model (A).

After performing the analysis based on the general linear hypothesis,

it is well to point out that while this method is elegant and power-

ful, it fails to provide detailed information about the results of

each individual student. An excellent way of obtaining the latter

consists in carrying out a control chart type of analysis.
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Table 5

Residuals from Model (A) (1)

Student

Approx. J 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

175 -6 o 2 2 2 0 6 -5 2 2

150 7 3 -6 -2 -1 - -2 -3 -1 3

125 5 -16 5 7 1 -1 -8 12 -3- 9

100 -2 22 2 -17 -3 3 -1 5 -3 3

75 -2 -9 -3 10 3 -2 5 -9 3 2

(1) All residuals were multiplied by 103.
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4. Analysis of the Data; Part II

Table 2 is the starting point of the second part of the analysis.

It may be observed that the situation is quite analogous to that

encountered in the evaluation of interlaboratory test results [10,11)

The central idea in such an evaluation is the setting up of a model

containing parameters that may vary from laboratory to laboratory

(in the present case : from student to student), and to display the

variation of the parameters by means of control charts [ 1 ].

Table 2, when viewed as a representation of model (A), contains three

variable parameters : the intercept, the slope, and the standard

deviation about the regression line. However, the intercept and the

slope are highly correlated, in a statistical sense. This means

that the types of information provided by these two parameters

largely overlap. For this reason it is advisable to replace one

of these parameters, for example the intercept, by one that is in-

dependent of the other (the slope). In our case, the ordinate of

the regression line at 2 = 125 cm is, for all students except

student no.6, very close to the ordinate of the centroid of the

line, and therefore essentially independent of the slope. For these

reasons, the control charts shown in Figure 1 are those of the or-

dinate at 8 125 cm (which we shall call the "height" of the line),

the slope, and the standard deviation about the regression line.

The control lines, which are all "two-sigma lines", are based, for

all three charts, on the average of the standard deviations for T2:
2

a 0.0071 see . 
The central lines for the height and the slope

were taken each at their theoretical value (i.e. the values required

by Eq. (1), assuming g = 981.,3).

Control lines for standard deviations may be derived from the

chi-square distribution, using the relation nss/ca = where

a is the number of degrees of freedom and X. the chi-square

variate with n degrees of freedom. From this relation it follows

that 95 percent control lines may be calculated from the double

inequality

0Xa<s < OIX
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F19 Control Chart Anatysis for Determiniation of g 2
Centraid slope and std. dev. for regression tines of T on
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wh:are o may be approximated by the average value of the standard

deviations and Xa and Xb are respectively the 2.5 and the 97.5

percentiles of chi. These percentile-values may be found in the

Biometrika tables [ 3 ]. The number of degrees of freedom in our

case is 3, except for student 6. The calculations were made, using

n = 3. The standard errors for the height and the slope were com-

puted using the classical formulas (6/4- and a

in which an average value was taken for E (x-) 2 (omitting student

6 in the average).

The general picture emerging from these charts is one of considerable

skepticism about the work of the students in this test. The standard

deviation for one student is suspect. For the height, only four

students show values that are not significantly different from

theory, and for the slope only five students agree with theory to

within the residual error. For only two students do the values for

both parameters agree with theory.

The important question is of course to discover the physical causes

(shortcomings in the experiment) that led to this state of affairs.

The students should be encouraged to offer suggestions.

It is also interesting to compare the average standard deviation,

Z = 0.0071 sec, with that expected from the known experimental

errors in measuring . and T. The estimate 3 is that obtained from

a regression of T2 on J. The replication standard deviation for

50 T was found to be 0.080 sec, for an average (of 50 T) of about

112 sec. Thus the coefficient of variation (C.V.) is 0.080/112 =

= 7.1 x 10 - 4 . Therefore, the C.V. for T3 is 14.2xlO" . The

average of Ta being about 5 sec2, we therefore have an expected

a = 5 x 14.2 x 10 - 4 
= 71 x 10

- 4 
sect. Since averages of triplicates

ire used, the standard error of each plotted point (assuming

to be free of error) in1 x 1C 4 
. 0.0041 sec. Actually, 5

was not free of error, and its error is reflected in the scatter

about the. regression line. Assuming an uncertainly range of about

1.0 cm for J (the students reported + 0.2 to + 0.5 cm), the
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standard deviation would be of the order of 1 0= 0.2 cm. Since

the slope of T' versus J is about 0.04 sec/cm, tbis c.rresponds

to a standard deviation along the ordinate of 0.0k x 0.2 = 0.008.
Thus, the total standard deviation expected about the regression

line in about % (0.0041)2 + (0.0080)2-= 0.0090 seca, which is
- acomparable to the observed average a = 0.0071 sec Thus, the

observed scatter about the regression lines is consistent with the

estimated error, confirming once more the adequacy of model (A).

In conclusion, the analysis indicates the presence of unexplained

systematic errors for almost all students.

5. Critique of the Experimental DesiKn

This experiment presents an opportunity to raise the general

question of the relationship between design and analysis.

While the target values for J are specifically given in the

instruction manual used by the students, nothing is said about

the desired closeness of the actual values selected by the student

to those values.

Two rather different experimental situations can arise:

1) the values of J are fixed, and the student is instructed to

approach then as accurately an he can; or

2) i Is set only roughly near the target values, but measured

an accurately as possible.

In the first design, a regression analysis of Ta versus L, using

the ordinary equations (x-variable free of error), is justified,

as was shown by Berkson [2,10]. In the second design, both Ts and

are subject to error (though their errors are uncorrelated).

In that case, the regression calculations are somewhat more complex,

and much of the simplicity and elegance of the statistical analysis
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is lost, unless the error of _ is made to be negligible in

comparison with that of T'.

Suppose that, in accordance with the instruction manual, A is

determined from the slope of the regression of Ta on J, and that

A is either a controlled variable, in the Berksonian sense, or

is measured with negligible error. Then, in order to avoid the

complications of a weighted regression analysis, the variance of

Ta should be the same for all I . Let t be the time required for

_n complete oscillation of the pendulum. Then we have

t= n T, (12)

a= n oT . 13)

We require that

o = constant, (14)

hence a 2 = 2T a - constant. (15)

Introducing Eq.(13) in Eq.(14) we obtain

at
a = 2Ta T = 2T - =constant. (16)

We may assume that the standard deviation of the time-measurement,

at, is a constant. Then, Eq.(16) requires that n be taken propor-

tional to T. This is equivalent to requiring that t be proportional

to Ta, i.e. to A. This result may seem surprising, inasmuch as,

for a determination of g in accordance with Eq.(1), the relative

error J is already more disturbing for small J, and this is now

aggravated by making the relative error for the time measurement

also larger for small A. The answer to this apparent paradox is

of course that in the present procedure, g is not determined

directly from Eq.(1), but rather from the slope of a regression

line of T
s on A Th nstructor can use this opportunity to further
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stress the important relationship that always exists between the

design of an experiment and the manner in which the data will be

analyzed.

The preceding discussion shows that the number of oscillations for

which the total time was measured should have been different for the

different lengths of the pendulum: thet should have been taken

proportunally to /7, in order to make the unweighted regression

analysis strictly valid.

Finally, it should be noted that the usual precautions of ran-

domization, to avoid systematic errors, were not observed in the

experiment here described. Thus, the five values of I should not

have been taken consistently in the order 175, 150, 125, 100 and

75 cm. The student should be shown that to do so may introduce

fictitious changes in the slope and the intercept of the regression

line, due to possible trends in the measuring technique.

Reprinted from: A Statistical Study of

Physical Classroom Ziperiment ap Techni ch.

Hogesochool lindhovon, 17-33, 1965
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EXPERIMENTAL STATISTICS*

CHAPTER 5

CHARACTERIZING LINEAR RELATIONSHIPS

BETWEEN TWO VARIABLES

Mary G. Natrella

5-1 INTRODUCTION

In many situations it is desirable to know In this chapter, we deal only with linear rela-
something about the relationships between two tionships. Curvilinear relationships are dis-
characteristics of a material, product, or proc- cussed in Chapter 6 (see Paragraph 6-5). It is
ess. In some cases, it may be known from worth noting that many nonlinear relationships
theoretical considerations that two properties may be expressed in linear form by a suitable
are functionally related, and the problem is to transformation (change of variable). For exam-
find out more about the structure of this rela- pie, if the relationship is of the form Y = aX',
tionship. In other cases, there is interest in
investigating whether there exists a degree of then Jog Y - log a + 6 log X. Putting Y. =
association between two properties which could log Y, b = log a, b, = b, XT = log X, we have
be used to advantage. For example, in specify-
ing methods of test for a material, there may be the linear expression Yr = bo + bIXT in terms
two tests available, both of which reflect per- of the new (transformed) variables XT and Yr.
formance, but one of which is cheaper, simpler,
or quicker to run. If a high degree of associa- A number of common linearizing transforma-
tion exists between the two tests, we might wish tions are summarized in Table 5-4 and are dis-
to run regularly only the simpler test. cussed in Paragraph 5-4.4.

5-2 PLOTTING THE DATA

Where only two characteristics are involved, a structural relationship, the plotted data will
the natural first step in handling the experi- show whether a hypothetical linear relationship
mental results is to plot the points on graph is borne out; if not, we must consider whether
paper. Conventionally, the independent vari- there is any theoretical basis for fitting a curve
able X is plotted on the horizontal scale, and the of higher degree. When looking for an empiri-
dependent variable Y is plotted on the vertical cal association of two characteristics, a glance at
scale. the plot will reveal whether such association is

There is no substitute for a plot of the data to likely or whether there is only a patternless

give some idea of the general spread and shape scatter of points.

of the results. A pictorial indication of the In some cases, a plot will reveal unsuspected
probable form and sharpness of the relation- difficulties in the experimental setup which
ship, if any, is indispensable and sometimes may must be ironed out before fitting any kind of
save needless computing. When investigating relationship. An example of this occurred in

NBS Handbook 91, 1966. 204-5-1



ORDP 20-110 ANALYSIS OF MEASUREMENT DATA

measuring the time required for a drop of dye to ever, that the experimenter quite properly
travel between marked distances along a water decided to find a better means of recording
channel. The channel was marked with dis- travel times before fitting any line at all.
tance markers spaced at equal distances, and an
observer recorded the time at which the dye If no obvious difficulties are revealed by the

passed each marker. The device used for re- plot, and the relationship appears to be linear,

cording time consisted of two clocks hooked up then a line Y = bo + bX ordinarily should be

so that when one was stopped, the other started: fitted to the data, according to the procedures

Clock 1 recorded the times for Distance Mark- given in this Chapter. Fitting by eye usually is

ers 1, 3, 5, etc.; and Clock 2 recorded times for inadequate for the following reasons:

the even-numbered distance markers. When (a) No two people would fit exactly the same
the elapsed times were plotted, they looked lin~e, and, therefore, the procedure is not ob-
somewhat as shown in Figure 5-1. It is ob- jective;
vious that there was a systematic time differ-
ence between odd and even markers (presuma- (b) We always need some measure of how
bly a lag in the circuit connecting the two well the line does fit the data, and of the uncer-
clocks). One could easily have fitted a straight tainties inherent in the fitted line as a repre-
line to the odd-numbered distances and a dif- sentation of the true underlying relationship-
ferent line to the even-numbered distances, with and these can be obtained only when a formal,
approximately constant difference between the well-defined mathematical procedure of fitting
two lines. The effect was so consistent, how- is employed.

-

2 0

0 7

2 3 4 5 6 6 9
DISTANCE

Figure 5-1. Time required for a drop of dye to travel

between distance markers.
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LINEAR RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN TWO VARIABLES ORDP 20.110

5-3 TWO IMPORTANT SYSTEMS OF LINEAR RELATIONSHIPS

Before giving the detailed procedure for fit- of mass x, is placed upon the pan repeatedly and
ting a straight line, we discuss different physical the position of the pointer is read in each
situations which can be described by a linear instance, it usually is found that the readings Y,
relationship between two variables. The meth- are not identical, due to variations in the per-
ods of description and prediction may be differ- formance of the spring and to reading errors.
ent, depending upon the underlying system. Thus, corresponding to the mass x, there is a
In general, we recognize two different and im- of pointer
portant systems which we call Statistical and distribution of pointer readings Y1 ; correspond-
Functional. It is not possible to decide which is ing to mass z2 , a distribution of pointer readings
the appropriate system from looking at the Y 2; and so forth-as indicated in Figure 5-2.

data. The distinction must be made before It is customary to assume that these distribu-
fitting the line-indeed, before taking the tions are normal (or, at least symmetrical and
measurements. all of the same form) and that the mean of the

distribution of Yi's coincides with the true value
5-3.1 FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS Y, = 0 + 01 X,.

In the case of a Functional Relationship, If, instead of calibrating the spring balance in
there exists an exact mathematical formula (y as terms of a series of accurately known weights,
a function of x) relating the two variables, and we were to calibrate it in terms of another
the only reason that the observations do not fit spring balance by recording the corresponding
this equation exactly is because of disturbances pointer positions when a series of weights are
or errors of measurement in the observed values
of one or both variables. We discuss two cases placed first on the pan of one balance and then
of this type: on the pan of the other, the resulting readings

(X and Y) would be related by a linear struc-
FI-Errors of measurement affect only one tural relationship FII, as shown in Figure 5-3,

variable (Y). (See Fig. 5-2). inasmuch as both X and Y are affected by errors

FII-Both variables (X and Y) are subject to of measurement. In this case, corresponding
errors of measurement. (See Fig. 5-3). to the repeated weighings of a single weight w,

Common situations that may be described by (whose true mass need not be known), there is a

Functional Relationships include calibration joint distribution of the pointer readings
lines, comparisons of analytical procedures, and (X, and Y1 ) on the two balances, represented by
relationships in which time is the X variable, the little transparent mountain centered over

For instance, we may regard Figure 5-2 as the true point (xi, y,) in Figure 5-3; similarly at
portraying the calibration of a straight-faced points (X2, Y2) and (x3 , y3), corresponding to re-
spring balance in terms of a series of weights peated weighings of other weights w2 and U73 ,

whose masses are accurately known. By respectively. Finally, it should be noticed that
Hooke's Law, the extension of the spring, and this FII model is more general than the F1
hence the position y of the scale pointer, should
be determined exactly by the mass x upon the model in that it does not require linearity of
pan through a linear functional relationship* response of each instrument to the independent
y = 0

o + $1 x. In practice, however, if a weight variable w, but merely that the response curves

*.Vote on Notation for Functional Relationships: and Procedures and Examples for the FI case, however,
We have used z and y to denote the true or accurately we use X and Y because of the computational similarity

known values of the variables, and X and Y to denote to other cases discussed in this Chapter (i.e., the computa-
their values measured with error. In the FI Relation- tions for the Statistical Relationships).
ship, the independent variable is always without error, In the FII case, both variables are subject to error, and
and therefore in our discussion., of the FI case and in the clearly we use X and Y everywhere for the observed
paragraph headings we always use x. In the Worksheet, values.
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of the two instruments be linearly related, that of F1 and F11 relationships. Detailed prob-
is, that X = a + b • f(w) and Y = c + d - f(w), lems and procedures with numerical examples
where f(w) may be linear, quadratic, exponen- for F! relationships are given in Paragraphs
tial, logarithmic, or whatever. 5-4.1 and 5-4.2, and for F11 relationships in

Table 5-1 provides a concise characterization Paragraph 5-4.3.

Y

DISTRIBUTION

OF Y, Y2 Y 4e

Figure 5-2. Linear functional relationship of Type FI

(only Y affected by measurement errors).
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Y

\1 Y r= Bo+, ~x

X3 X

Figure 5-3. Linear functional relationship of Type FII
(both X and Y affected by measurement errors).

5-3.2 STATISTICAL RELATIONSHIPS but-and this is important !-the two lines are
In the case of a Statistical Relationship, there not the same, i.e., 0, F 1 and 0 ; - -.

is no exact mathematical relationship between 01
X and Y; there is only a statistical association
between the two variables as characteristics of
individual items from some particular popula- Strictly, we should write
tion. If this statistical association is of bi- mr.z = ao + 3, X,
variate normal type as shown in Figure 5-4, and
then the average value of the Y's associated with mx.v = 0, + 0" Y
a particular value of X, say f x, is found to de- to conform to our notation of using m to signify a
pend linearly on X, i.e., f x = Po + 01 X; simi- population mean. But this more exact notation tends

to conceal the parallelism of the curve-fitting processes
larly, the average value of the X's associated in the FI and S[ situations. Consequently, to preserve
with a particular value of Y, say gy, depends appearances here and in the sequel, we use Fx in place

of my.x and Xy in place of mx.-and it should be
linearly on Y (Fig. 5-4) i.e., X, = 0 ± ' Y; remembered that these signify population means.
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weight of one individual from his height, but we
might expect to be able to estimate the average
weight of all individuals of a given height.

A* to3 JThe height-weight example is given as one
o ax which is universally familiar. Such examples

also exist in the physical and engineering sci-
ences, particularly in cases involving the inter-
relation of two test methods. In many cases
there may be two tests that, strictly speaking,
measure two basically different properties of a
material, product, or process, but these proper-

S -- ties are statistically related to each other in
some complicated way and both are related to
some performance characteristic of particular
interest, one usually more directly than the
other. Their interrelationship may be ob-
scured by inherent variations among sample
units (due to varying density, for example).
We would be very interested in knowing
whether the relationship between the two is
sufficient to enable us to predict with reasonable
accuracy, from a value given by one test, the
average value to be expected for the other-
particularly if one test is considerably simpler
or cheaper than the other.

Figure 5-4. A normal bivariate frequency surface. The choice of which variable to call X and
which variable to call Y is arbitrary-actually
there are two regression lines. If a statisticalIf a random sample of items is drawn from the asoitnisfudornrlyhevibe

population, and the two characteristics X and Y whih is asier o r ari cle X.rNote

are measured on each item, then typically it is whth is he o case of liea r e

found that errors of measurement are negligible well that this is the only case of linear relation-

in comparison with the variation of each char- ship in which it may be appropriate to fit two

acteristic over the individual items. This different lines, one for predicting Y from X and
general case is designated SI. A special case a different one for predicting X from Y, and the
generlvcis esecint . Ar rescia ce only case in which the sample correlation co-
(involving preselection or restriction of the efficient r is meaningful as an estimate of the
range of one of the variables) is denoted by SII. degree of association of X and Y in the popula-

S1 Relationships. In this case, a random tion as measured by the population coefficient
sample of items is drawn from some definite olcorrelation p - V1. The six sets of con-
population (material, product, process, or tour ellipses shown in Figure 5-5 indicate the
people), and two characteristics are measured manner in which the location, shape, and orien-
on each item. tation of the normal bivariate distribution

A classic example of this type is the relation- varies with changes of the population means
ship between height and weight of men. Any (mx and my) and standard deviations (ax and ay)
observant person knows that weight tends to of X and Y and their coefficient of correlation in
vary with height, but also that individuals of the population (Pxy).
the same height may vary widely in weight. It If p = +1, all the points lie on a line and
is obvious that the errors made in measuring Y = 6o + OX and X = f, + fY coincide.
height or weight are very small compared to If p = +1, the slope is positive, and if p = -1,
this inherent variation between individuals, the slope is negative. If p = 0, then X and Y
We surely would not expect to predict the exact are said to be uncorrelated.
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Figure 5-5. Contour ellipses for normal bivariate distributions
having different values of the five parameters mx, m, ., ur, PxY.

Adapted with permlion from Staltsticol Inference by Helen M. Walker and Joseph [er. eopy-
right, 1953, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., NewYork. N. Y.

S11 Relationships. The general case described those whose heights were between 5'4" and
above (SI) is the most familiar example of a 5'8". We now are able to fit a line predicting
statistical relationship, but we also need to con- weight from height, but are unable to determine
sider a common case of Statistical Relationship the correct line for predicting height from
(SII) that must be treated a bit differently. In weight. A correlation coefficient computed
SII, one of the two variables, although a ran- from such data is not a measure of the true
dom variable in the population, is sampled only correlation among height and weight in the (un-
within a limited range (or at selected preas- restricted) population.
signed values). In the height-weight example, The restriction of the range of X, when it is
suppose that the group of men included only considered as the independent variable, does
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not spoil the estimates of Px when we fit the
line f x = bo + b1X. The restriction of the

range of the dependent variable (i.e., of Y in L
fitting the foregoing line, or of X in fitting the MY --

line fZy = b, + bY), however, gives a seriously
distorted estimate of the true relationship. xX

This is evident from Figure 5-6, in which the
contour ellipses of the top diagram serve to
represent the bivariate distribution of X and Y
in the unrestricted population, and the "true"
regression lines of f x on X and fXy on Y are
indicated. The central diagram portrays the -- '-.Y OxX (UNRESTRICTED)

situation when consideration is restricted to M, ... V-XON X (o.X-b)

items in the population for which a < X < b. -

It is clear that for any particular X in this in-|- X
terval, the distribution and hence the mean a Rx b

Px of the corresponding Y's is the same as in
the unrestricted case (top diagram). Conse-
quently, a line of the form f x = b, + b1X fitted _
to data involving either a random or selected set d - ...... L- VXON X (UNESTRICTED

of values of X between X = a and X = b, but _ _ - XON (USfIT

with no selection or restrictions on the corre- M ? (CCVd)

sponding Y's, will furnish an unbiased estimate
of the true regression line Yx = 0,I + #X in the rIx

population at large. In contrast, if considera-

tion is restricted to items for which c < Y < d, Figure 5-6. Diagram showing effect of restrictions
as indicated in the bottom diagram, then it is of X or Y on the regression of Y on X.
clear that the mean value, say Yx, of the
(restricted) Y's associated with any particular
value of X > mx will be less than the corre-
sponding mean value Px in the population as cient r as a measure of the true coefficient of
a whole. Likewise, if X < mx, then the mean correlation p in the populations, when either X
PY' of the corresponding (restricted) Y's will
be greater than Yx in the population as a whole.

Consequently, a line of the form lPx = b. + bX As an engineering example of SII, consider a
fitted to data involving selection or restriction study of watches to investigate whether there
of Y's will not furnish an unbiased estimate of was a relationship between the cost of a stop
the true regression line f x = 0 + #1X in the watch and its temperature coefficient. It was
population as a whole, and the distortion may suggested that a correlation coefficient be com-
be serious. In other words, introducing a re- puted. This was not possible because the
striction with regard to X does not bias infer- watches had not been selected at random from
ences with regard to Y, when Y is considered as the total watch production, but a deliberate
the dependent variable, but restricting Y will effort had been made to obtain a fixed number
distort the dependence of f x on X so that the of low-priced, medium-priced, and high-priced
relationship observed will not be representative stop watches.
of the true underlying relationship in the popu-
lation as a whole. Obviously, there is an In any given case, consider carefully whether
equivalent statement in which the roles of X one is measuring samples as they come (and
and Y are reversed. For further discussion and thereby accepting the values of both properties
illustration of this point, and of the correspond- that come with the sample) which is an SI Rela-
ing distortion of the sample correlation coeffi- tionship, or whether one selects samples which
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are known to have a limited range of values of X problems and procedures with numerical exam-
(which is an SII Relationship). ples are given for SI relationships in Paragraph

Table 5-1 gives a brief summary characteriza- 5-5.1 and for SLI relationships in Paragraph
tion of SI and SII Relationships. Detailed 5-5.2.

BASIC WORKSHEET FOR ALL TYPES OF LINEAR RELATIONSHIPS

X denotes Y denotes
zx ff __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Y ffi _ __ _ _ __ _ _

Number of points: n = _ _

Step (1) ZXY =

(2) (T;X) (2,Y)/n =

(3) S. = Step (1) - Step (2)

(4) ZX' = (7) ZY2 =

(5) (ZX)2/n - (8) (ZY)I/n ffi

(6) S, = Step (4) - Step (5) (9) Sw f Step (7) - Step (8)

(10) bi = Step (3) + Step (6) (14) (S.Y-2

.. S.. -________

(11) f - (15) (n - 2)s~ = Step (9) - Step (14)

(12) b,X - (16) y = Step (15) (n - 2)

(13) b, ff - b9 = Step (11) -Step (12) sy=

Equation of the line: Estimated variance of the slope:

~bo+ bjX I V = Step (16) - Step (6)

Estimated variance of intercept:

= s2 = SV 1 + X2

Note: The following are algebraically identical:

S,,. = Z(X - fc)2; S, = 2(Y - F)'; S, = Z(X - 1) (Y - F).

Ordinarily, in hand computation, it is preferable to compute as shown in the steps above. Carry
all decimal places obtainable-i.e., if data are recorded to two decimal places, carry four places in
Steps (1) through (9) in order to avoid losing significant figures in subtraction.
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5-4 PROBLEMS AND PROCEDURES FOR FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS

5-4.1 FI RELATIONSHIPS (General Case) Data Sample 5-4.1-Young's Modulus vs.

Temperature for Sapphire Rods r

There is an underlying mathematical (func- Observed values (Y) of Young's modulus (y)
tional) relationship between the two variables, for sapphire rods measured at different tempera-

of the form y = g0+ 01x. The variable x can tures (x) are given in the following table. There
is assumed to be a linear functional relationshipbe measured relatively accurately. Measure- bewnthtovails ady.(rte

ment Y f te vlueof coresondng o a between the two variables x and y. (For the
purpose of computation, the observed Y values

given x follow a normal distribution with mean were coded by subtracting 4000 from each. To

go + x and variance All., which is independent express the- line in terms of the original units,
of the value of x. Furthermore, we shall as- add 4000 to the computed intercept; the slope

sume that the deviations or errors of a series of will not be affected.) The observed data are

observed Y's, corresponding to the same or dif- plotted in Figure 5-7.

ferent x's, all are mutually independent. See
Paragraph 5-3.1 and Table 5-1. Coded Y

x Y = Young's
= Temperature = Young's Modulus

The general case is discussed here, and the 0C Modulus minus 4000
special case where it is known that go = 0 (i.e.,
a line known to pass through the origin) is dis- 30 4642 642

cussed in Paragraph 5-4.2. The procedure dis- 100 4612 612

cussed here also will be valid if in fact go = 0 200 4565 565
300 4513 513

even though this fact is not known beforehand. 400 4476 476
However, when it is known that 8o = 0, the pro. 500 4433 433
cedures of Paragraph 5-4.2 should be followed 600 4389 389
because they are simpler and somewhat more 700 4347 347

efficient. 800 4303 303
900 4251 251

1000 4201 201
It will b noted that SII, Paragraph 5-5.2, is 1100 4140 140

handled computationally in exactly the same 1200 4100 100
manner as FI, but both the underlying assump- 1300 4073 73

mneasFbt1400 4024 2
tions and the interpretation of the end results 1500 3999 -1

1500 3999 - 1
are different.
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Figure 5-7. Young's modulus of sapphire rods as a function
of temperature-an FI relationship.

5-4.1.1 What is the Best Line to be Used for particular application of the general method of
Estimating y From Given Values of x? least squares. From Data Sample 5-4.1, the

CAUTION: Extrapolation, i.e., use of the equation of the fitted line (in original units) is:
line for prediction outside the range of data
from which the line was computed, may Y = 4654.9846 - 0.44985482 x.
lead to highly erroneous conclusions.

The equation in original units is obtained by
Procedure adding 4000 to the computed intercept b0.

Since the Y's wei, coded by subtracting a con-
Using Worksheet (See Worksheet 5-4.1), stant, the computed slope b, was not affected.

compute the line Y = b + bix. This is an In Figure 5-8, the line is drawn and confidence
estimate of the true equation y = Oo + #iz. limits for the line (computed as described in
The method of fitting a line given here is a Paragraph 5-4.1.2.1) also are shown.
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WORKSHEET 5-4.1
EXAMPLE OF Fl RELATIONSHIP

YOUNG'S MODULUS AS FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE

I
X denotes Temperature, C Y denotes Young's Modulus - 4000

X= 12030 ZY = 5068

X = 751.875 1 = 316.75

Number of points: n = 16

(1) zXY = 2,300,860

(2) (ZX) (Z Y)/n = 3,810,502.5

(3) S. = -1,509,642.5

(4) ZX2 = 12,400,900 (7) M2Y - 2,285,614

(5) (ZX) 2/n = 9,045,056.25 (8) (ZY) 2 /n = 1,605,289.

(6) S. = 3,355,843.75 (9) S, = 680,325.

(10) b, = = -. 449,854,82 (14) 679,119.9614

S.. S.

(11) f = 316.75 (15) (n - 2)s , = 1,205.0386

(12) b, = -338.2346 (16) s, = 86.074 1857

(13) b0 = - l= 654.9846 s= 9.277617

b0 (in original units) = 4654.9846

Equation of the line: Estimated variance of the slope:

(in original units)

Y = bo + bX . - - .000 025 649 045

4654.9846 - .449,854,82 x Estimated variance of intercept:

8,=.005 064 1 2

4.458638 S2 - + = 19.879 452
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Figure 5-8. Young's modulus of sapphire rods as a function
of temperature-showing computed regression line

and confidence interval for the line.

Using the Regression Equation for Prediction. only with respect to a particular situation. The

The fitted regression equation may be used for difference is that here we are concerned with
two kinds of predictions: relationships between two variables and there-

(a) To estimate the true value of y associated fore must always talk about the value of y, or Y,
with a particular value of z, e.g., given x = z' to for fixed x.
estimate the value of y' = o + O1x'; or, The predicted y' or Y' value is obtained by

(b) To predict a single new observed value Y substituting the chosen value (x') of x in the
corresponding to a particular value of x, e.g., fitted equation. For a particular value of x,
given z = z' to predict the value of a single either type of prediction ((a) or (b)) gives the
measurement of y'. same numerical answer for y' or Y'. The un-

certainty associated with the prediction, how-
Which prediction should be made? In some ever, does depend on whether we are estimating
cases, it is sufficient to say that the true value of the true value of y', or predicting the value Y'
y (for given x) lies in a certain interval, and in of ,an individual measurement of y'. If the
other cases we may need to know how large (or experiment could be repeated many times, each
how small) an individual observed Y value is time obtaining n pairs of (x, Y) values, consider
likely to be associated with a particular value of the range of Y values which would be obtained
z. The question of what to predict is similar to for a given x. Surely the individual Y values in
the question of what to specify (e.g., whether to all the sets will spread over a larger range than
specify average tensile strength or to specify will the collection consisting of the average Y's
minimum tensile strength) and can be answered (one from each set).
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To estimate the true value of y associated 5-4.1.2 What are the Confidence Interval Esti-
with the value x', use the equation mates for: the Line as a Whole; aPoint on the Line; a Future Value of Y

y, = b0 + baz'. Corresponding to a Given Value of x?

The variance of y, as an estimate of the true Once we have fitted the line, we want to make
value y' = 00 + 0,z' is predictions from it, and we want to know how

I.n (X,s ) good our predictions are. Often, these pre-
Var y= dictions will be given in the form of an intervalSy, Intogether with a confidence coefficient associated

This variance is the variance of estimate of a with the interval-i.e., confidence interval esti-
point on the fitted line. mates. Several kinds of confidence interval

estimates may be made:
o relating (a) A confidence band for the line as a whole.

For example, using the equation redictng (b) A confidence interval for a point on the
Young's modulus to temperature, we predict a line-i.e., a confidence interval for y' (the true
value for yv at z = 1200: value of y and the mean value of Y) correspond-

y, = 4654.9846 - .44985482 (1200) ing to a single value of z = x'.
y, = 4115.16 If the fitted line is, say, a calibration line

Var y, = 86.074 .0625 + (12 ,8_- which will be used over and over again, we will
.3,355,843.75 want to make the interval estimate described

= 86.074 (.0625 + .0598) in (a). In other cases, the line as such may not
= 86.074 (.1223) be so important. The line may have been

Var y" = 10.53 fitted only to investigate or check the structure
of the relationship, and the interest of the

To predict a single observed value of Y corre- experimenter may be centered at one or two

sponding to a given value (x') of z, use the same values of the variables.
equation Another kind of interval estimate sometimes

Y' = bo + b'. is required:
(c) A single observed value (Y') of Y corre-

The variance of Y' as an estimate of a single sponding to a new value of x = x'.
new (additional, future) measurement of y' is These three kinds of interval state-

= 1 +1+ (X' f(g) ments have somewhat different interpretations.
ar = n 1 SJ The confidence interval for (b) is interpreted as

The equation for our example is follows:

Suppose that we repeated our experiment a
Y = 4654.9846 - .44985482 a. large number of times. Each time, we obtain n

pairs of values (xi, Y,), fit the line, and compute
To predict the value of a single determination of a confidence interval estimate for y' = 0o + x',
Young's modulus at z = 750, substitute in this the value of y corresponding to the particular
equation and obtain: value x = x'. Such interval estimates of y' are

expected to be correct (i.e., include the true
= 4654.9846 - .44985482 (750) value of y') a proportion (1 - a) of the time.
= 4317.59 If we were to make an interval estimate of y"

V 1 (X' - f) corresponding to another value of z = x", these
tar Y = [1 n +interval estimates also would be expected to

include y' the same proportion (1 - a) of the
= 86.074 11+ .0625 + ,3551843.75 - time. However, taken together, these intervals

do not constitute a joint confidence statement
= 86.074 (1.0625) about y' and y" which would be expected to
= 91.45 be correct exactly a proportion (1 - a) of the
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time; nor is the effective level of confidence -%/91t. This wider interval is the "price" we
(1 - a) 2 , because the two statements are not pay for making joint statements about y for any
independent but are correlated in a manner number of or for all of the x values, rather than
intimately dependent on the values z' and z" for the y for a single x.
which the predictions are to be made. Another caution is in order. We cannot use

The confidence band for the whole line (a) the same computed line in (b) and (c) to make a
implies the same sort of repetition of the experi- large number of predictions, and claim that
ment except that our confidence statements are 100 (1 - a) % of the predictions will be correct.
not now limited to one x at a time, but we can The estimated line may be very close to the true
talk about any number of x values simultane- line, in which case nearly all of the interval
ously-about the whole line. Our confidence predictions may be correct; or the line may be
statement applies to the line as a whole, and considerably different from the true line, in
therefore the confidence intervals for y corre- which case very few may be correct. In prac-
sponding to all the chosen x values will simulta- tice, provided our situation is in control, we
neously be correct a proportion (1 - a) of the should always revise our estimate of the line to
time. It will be noted that the intervals in (a) include additional information in the way of
are larger than the intervals in (b) by the ratio new points.

5-4.1.2.1 What is the (I - a) Confidence Band for the Line as a Whole?

Procedure Example

(1) Choose the desired confidence level, 1 - a (1) Let: 1 - a = .95
a = .05

(2) Obtain sy from Worksheet. (2) sy = 9.277617
from Worksheet 5-4.1

(3) Look up F-. for (2, n - 2) degrees of free- (3) F.,a (2, 14) = 3.74
dom in Table A-5.

(4) Choose a number of values of X (within the (4) Let: X = 30
range of the data) at which to compute X = 400
points for drawing the confidence band. X = 800

X = 1200
X = 1500,
for example.

(5) At each selected value of X, compute: (5) See Table 5-2 for a convenient computa-

Y, P + b, (X - X) tional arrangement and the example cal-

and culations.

Wi, -%-2 [ + (X J+

(6) A (1 - a) confidence band for the whole (6) See Table 5-2.
line is determined by
Y.A W1.
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Procedure Example

(7) To draw the line and its confidence band, (7) See Figure 5-8.
plot Y, at two of the extreme selected
values of X. Connect the two points by
a straight line. At each selected value of
X, also plot Y, + W and Y, - W1. Con-
nect the upper series of points, and the
lower series of points, by smooth curves.

If more points are needed for drawing the For example: W (but not Y.) has the same
curves for the band, note that, because of sym- value at X = 400 (i.e., X - 351.875) as at
metry, the calculation of W, at n values of X X = 1103.75 (i.e., I + 351.875).
actually gives W, at 2n values of X.

TABLE 5-2. COMPUTATIONAL ARRANGEMENT FOR PROCEDURE 5-4.1.2.1

I + (X- X)I
X (X -X) Y4 n S - s., sy, W, Y, + W Y, - W,

30 -721.875 4641.49 .21778 18.7452 4.3296 11.84 4653.33 4629.65
400 -351.875 4475.04 .09940 8.5558 2.9250 8.00 4483.04 4467.04
800 48.125 4295.10 .06319 5.4390 2.3322 6.38 4301.48 4288.72
1200 448.125 4115.16 .12234 10.5303 3.2450 8.88 4124.04 4106.28
1500 748.125 3980.20 .22928 19.7351 4.4424 12.15 3992.35 3968.05

- 751.875 82 = 86.0741857 Y. = + b, (X - 1)

coded I? = 316.751= .0625 sV, = s[1 + (--X)']

Y (original units) = 4316.75

bt = - .44985482 W, = 2.735 sy,

S' = 3,355,843.75

V2F = 2.735
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5-4.1.2.2 Give a (1 - a) Confidence Interval Estimate to, a Single Point on the Line (i.e., the Mean
Value of Y Corresponding to a Chosen Value of x = x')

Procedure Example

(1) Choose the desired confidence level, 1 - a (1) Let: 1 - a = .95
= .05

(2) Obtain sy from Worksheet. (2) sy = 9.277617
from Worksheet 5-4.1

(3) Look up t./l for n - 2 degrees of freedom (3) t., 76 (14) = 2.145
in Table A-4.

(4) Choose X', the value of X at which we (4) Let X' = 1200
want to make an interval estimate of the
mean value of Y.

(5) Compute: (5)

2[ (X'- 3F + W2 = 2.145 (3.2451)
= 6.96

and

Y= 1 + b, (X'-X) Y, = 4115.16

(6) A (1 - a) confidence interval estimate for (6) A 95% confidence interval estimate for the
the mean value of Y corresponding to mean value of Y corresponding to X = 1200
X = X' is given by is

Y, + W,. 4115.16 =- 6.96
= 4108.20 to 4122.12.

Note: An interval estimate of the intercept of the line (fl) is obtained by setting X' = 0 in the
above procedure.
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5-4.1.2.3 Give a (1 - a) Interval Estimate for a Single (Future) Value (Y') of Y Corre-
sponding to a Chosen Value (x') of x.

Procedure Example

(1) Choose the desired confidence level, 1 - a (1) Let: 1 - a = .95
a = .05

(2) Obtain sy from Worksheet. (2) sy = 9.277617
from Worksheet 5-4.1

(3) Look up t,-/12 for n - 2 degrees of freedom (3) t.976 (14) = 2.145
in Table A-4.

(4) Choose X', the value of X at which we (4) Let X' = 1200
want to make an interval estimate of a
single value of Y.

(5) Compute: (5)

1 (X' - )2"1 W3 = 2.145 (9.8288)
1 + S,..j = 21.08

and
Y, = F + b, (X' - fC) Y, = 4115.16

(6) A (1 - a) confidence interval estimate for (6) A 95% confidence interval estimate for
Y' (the single value of Y corresponding to a single value of Y corresponding to
X') is X' = 1200 is

Y, -- W 3 . 4115.16 + 21.08
= 4094.08 to 4136.24

5-4.1.3 What is the Confidence Interval Estimate for , the Slope of the True Line y = 'o + 01 x?

Procedure Example

(1) Choose the desired confid- .e level, 1 - a (1) Let: 1 - a = .95
a = .05

(2) Look up t-.,2 for r, - 2 degrees of freedom (2) t.976 (14) = 2.145
in Table A-4.

(3) Obtain sb, from Worksheet. (3) s6 = .005064
from Worksheet 5.4.1

(4) Compute (4)

W= ti--. 1 s3, W, = 2.145 (.005064)
= .010862

(5) A I - a) confidence interval estimate for (5) bi = - .449855
0, is W4 = .010862

b, W4. A 95% confidence interval for 01 is the in-
terval -. 449855 b .010862, i.e., the inter-
val from -. 460717 to -. 438993.
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5-4.1.4 If We Observe n' New Values of Y (with Average Y'), How Can We Use the Fitted Regression
Line to Obtain an Interval Estimate of the Value of x that Produced These Values of Y?

Example: Suppose that we obtain 10 new measurements of Young's modulus (with
average, Y' = 4500) and we wish to use the regression line to make an interval estimate
of the temperature (x) at which the measurements were made.

Procedure Example

(1) Choose the desired confidence level, 1 - a (1) Let: 1 - a = .95
a = .05

(2) Look up tl-./2 for n - 2 degrees of freedom (2) t., 7* (14) = 2.145
in Table A-4.

(3) Obtain b and s, from Worksheet. (3) From Worksheet 5-4.1,
b= - .449855

s', = .0000256490

(4) Compute (4)

C =V - (t../ 2)
2 8', C = .202370 - .000118

= .202252

(5) A (1 - a) confidence interval estimate for (5) A 95% confidence interval would be corn-
the X corresponding to f' is computed puted as follows:
from

-= ± + -'_- = 751.875 - .449855 (4500 - 4316.75)
C .202252

tl-./2SVc Y fl f)2 (1 1 2.145 (9.277617) x
(3+ .202252

/5(183.25)2 + (.1625) (.202252)

'3,355,843.75
= 751.875 - 407.590

+ 98.39452 V.0100066 + .0328660

= 344.285 =h 98.39452 V/.042872

= 344.285 :1: 98.39452 (.20706)

= 344.285 ± 20.374

The interval from X = 323.911 to X =

364.659 is a 95% confidence interval for the
value of temperature which produced the
10 measurements whose mean Young's
modulus was 4500.
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5-4.1.5 Using the Fitted Regression Line, How Can We Choose a Value (x') of x Which We May
Expect with Confidence (1 - a) Will Produce a Value of Y Not Less Than Some Specified
Value Q?

Example: What value (x') of temperature (x) can be expected to produce a value of
Young's modulus not less than 4300?

Procedure Example

(1) Choose the desired confidence level, 1 - a; (1) Let: 1 - a = .95
and choose Q a = .05

Q = 4300

(2) Look up tl_. for n - 2 degrees of freedom (2) t.,, (14) = 1.761
in Table A-4.

(3) Obtain b1 and 4, from Worksheet. (3) From Worksheet 5-4.1,
bi = -. 449855

4, = .0000256490

(4) Compute (4)

C = b- (t,) 2 , C = .202370 - .000080
= .202290

(5) Compute (5) The value of X' is cmputed as follows:

, X + bQ Y) X' =751.875

+ -. 449855 (4300 - 4316.75)

ti- sy Y)2+ (fl+ 1 c.229
C N / 1.761 (9.277617) X

.202290

where the sign before the last term is + if /(4300 - 4316.75)+ (17)

b, is positive or - if b, is negative. We V 3,355,843.75 +\16 C
have confidence (1 - a) that a value of
X = X' will correspond to (produce) a = 751.875 + 37.249
value of Y not less than Q. (See discussion
of "confidence" in straight-line prediction - 80.764662 V'.000084 + .214933
in Paragraph 5-4.1.2).

= 751.875 + 37.249

- 80.764662 V/.2_15017

= 751.875 + 37.249 - 37.450

= 751.674
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5-4.1.6 Is the Assumption of Linear Regression Justified?

This involves a test of the assumption that the mean Y values (]P,) for given x values do lie on a
straight line (we assume that for any given value of x, the corresponding individual Y values are
normally distributed with variance A4, which is independent of the value of x). A simple test is
available provided that we have more than one observation on Y at one or more values of x.
Assume that there are n pairs of values (xi, Y), and that among these pairs there occur only k
values of x (where k is less than n).

For example, see the data recorded in Table 5-3 which shows measurements of Young's modulus
(coded) of sapphire rods as a function of temperature.

Each z is recorded in Column 1, and the corresponding Y values (varying in number from 1 to 3
in the example) are recorded opposite the appropriate x. The remaining columns in the table
are convenient for the required computations.

TABLE 5-3. COMPUTATIONAL ARRANGEMENT FOR TEST OF LINEARITY

X Y
=Tem- = Young's ( Y)lper- Modulus my (ZY)2  

2y2 n, nX, nX XY n

ature Minus 3000

500 328 328 107584 107584 1 500 250000 164000 107584
550 296 296 87616 87616 1 550 302500 162800 87616
600 266 266 70756 70756 1 600 360000 159600 70756
603 260 244 504 254016 127136 2 1206 727218 303912 127008
650 240 232 213 685 469225 156793 3 1950 1267500 445250 156408.3
700 204 203 184 591 349281 116681 3 2100 1470000 413700 116427
750 174 175 154 503 253009 84617 3 2250 1687500 377250 84336.3
800 152 146 124 422 178084 59796 3 2400 1920000 337600 59361.3
850 117 94 211 44521 22525 2 1700 1445000 179350 22260.5
900 97 61 158 24964 13130 2 1800 1620000 142200 12482
950 38 38 1444 1444 1 950 902500 36100 1444

1000 30 5 35 1225 925 2 2000 2000000 35000 612.5

TOTAL 4037 849003 24 18006 13952218 2756762 846296
T, r, =n =7T, =T T = T, =T 6
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Procedure Example

(1) Choose a, the significance level of the test. (1) Let: a = .05

1 a = .95

(2) Compute: (2)

T - 4037
n 24

= 168.21

.c n the weighted average of X. 4 18006
n'2

= 750.25

(3) Compute (3)

(T=)2 = 679057.04

(T 1)2 n
S = T S, = 846296 - 679057.04

= 167238.96

(4) Compute (4)

Tr. T, T,
b - n b= 2756762 - 3028759.25

T, (T3) 2 13952218 - 13509001.5
n -271997.25

443216.5

= -0.6136894

(5) Compute (5)

S2 = b (To - T TI-) S2 = -0.6136894 (-271997.25)
= 166921.83

(6) Compute (6)

S3 = T2 (T 1 )2 S3 = 849003 - 679057.04
n = 169945.96

(7) Look up Fj, for (k - 2, n - k) degrees of (7) n = 24
freedom in Table A-5. k = 12

F.9, for (10, 12) degrees of freedom = 2.75

(8) Compute (8)

( - 317.13)(12

= (.11715) (1.2)

= 0.14

(9) If F > F_,,, decide that the "array means" (9) Since F is less than Fl., the hypothesis of
F , do not lie on a straight line. If F < F,_,, linearity is not disproved.
the hypothesis of linearity is not disproved.
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5-4.2 FI RELATIONSHIPS WHEN THE INTERCEPT a,, = (X, - X,_)a2. Under these circumstances,
IS KNOWN TO BE EQUAL TO ZERO (LINES the Y's will be normally distributed with means
THROUGH THE ORIGIN) Ox1 , ixt2 ,.. . ,P., respectively, as before; and

In Paragraph 5-4.1, we assumed: with variances Ay = xa 2, respectively; but will
(a) that there is an underlying linear func- not be independent owing to the overlap among

tional relationship between x and y of the form their respective errors.
y = df + ex, with intercept and slope 1 5-4.2.1 Line Through Origin, Variance of Ys

(b) that our data consist of observed values Independent of x. The slope of the(b, that. o f ata corespofonsdi tvalus best-fitting line of the form Y = bix is given byyi, Y2 ... , Y. of y, corresponding to accu-
rately-known values xi, x 2, ... , x. of x; and, ±Xi Yi

(c) that the Y's can be regarded as being b, = i-
independently and normally distributed with 5 Z,

means equal to their respective true values (i.e, i-1
mean of Yi = # + ,,x,, i = 1, 2, ... , n) and and the estimated variance of b, isconstant variance A,_ = .2 for all x.

Furthermore, we gave: a procedure (Para- s, X= 2

graph 5-4.1.2.2 with X' = 0) for determining
confidence limits for fo, and hence for testing where
the hypothesis that f0 = 0, in the absence of
prior knowledge of the value of 0; and a proce- (Y - b1 X,) 2

dure that is independent of the value of #0 s = -' 1
(Paragraph 5-4.1.3) for determining confidence
limits for p, and hence for testing the hypoth- Xi Y,
esis that fi = 0. Y; y/

We now consider the analysis of data corre-

sponding to an F1 structural relationship when n - 1
it is known that y = 0 when x = 0, so that the
line must pass through the origin, i.e., when it is Consequently, we may effect a simplification of
known that 6o = 0. To begin with, we assume our Basic Worksheet-see Worksheet 5-4.2.1.
as in (b) and (c) above, that our data consist of Using the values of b, and Sb, so obtained,
observed values Y1 , Y 2 , . .. , Y,, of a dependent confidence limits for f, the slope of the true line
variable y corresponding to accurately-known through the origin, y = P1x, can be obtained by
values x, x,,.. . , , of the independent variable following the procedure of Paragraph 5-4.1.3
x and that these Y's can be regarded as being using tl-/2 for n - 1 degrees of freedom. Con-
independently and normally distributed with fidence limits for the line as a whole then are
means 1 i, OzI2 , .... , Pa,, respectively, and obtained simply by plotting the lines y = 8 uX
variances A4., that may depend on x. We and V = oft, where pu and #L are the upper and
consider explicitly the cases of constant vari- lower confidence limits for 01 obtained in the
ance (4l., = 0

2
), variance proportional to manner just described. The limiting lines, in

z (Ay., = xal), and standard deviation propor- this instance, also furnish confidence limits for
tional to x (ay., = xa). Finally, we consider the value y' of y corresponding to a particular
briefly the case of cumulative data where point on the line, say for x = x', so that an
X1 < 2 < ... < x, and the error in Y, is of the additional procedure is unnecessary. Confi-
form e1 + e2 + ... + e,_, + ei, that is, is the dence limits for a single future observed Y corre-
sum of the errors of all preceding Y's plus a sponding to x = x' are given by
"private error" e, of its own. Following b A v'sjT + (X')2 

A

Mandel,"' we assume that the errors (e,) are
independently and normally distributed with where sl and 8b, are from our modified work-
zero means and with variances proportional to sheet and tl_/2 corresponds to n - 1 degrees of
the length of their generation intervals, i.e., freedom.
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WORKSHEET 5-4.2.1

WORKSHEET FOR Fl RELATIONSHIPS WHEN THE INTERCEPT IS KNOWN TO BE ZERO
AND THE VARIANCES OF THE Y's IS INDEPENDENT OF x

X denotes Y denotes

zx f _Y =_

Number of points: n --

Step (1) ZXY =

(2) ZX2 - (5) (ZXY)ZX2

(3) ZY' = (6) (n - 1) s = Step (3) - Step (5)

ZXY
(4) b1 - z-2 - Step(1) -- Step(2) (7) s = Step (6) - (n- 1)

Equation of the Line: Estimated variance of the slope:

bX -x = Step (7) + Step (2)

8bt =

5-4.2.2 Line Through Origin, Variance Propor- Using the values of b, and Sb, so obtained,
tional to x (4.., = xg2). The slope of confidence limits for #,, the slope of the true line

the best-fitting line of form Y = b,x is given by through the origin, y = #,z, can be obtained by
following the procedure of Paragraph 54.1.3

y. using t,, for n - 1 degrees of freedom. Con-

b= z fidence limits for the line as a whole then are
FL. Xi obtained simply by plotting the lines y = flu
s-1 and y = fllz where #l' and 6L are the upper and

the ratio of the averages, and the estimated lower confidence limits for 0 obtained in the
variance of b, is manner just described. The limiting lines, in

s2 this instance, also furnish confidence limits for
8?, = --, the value y' corresponding to a particular point

Exi on the line, say for x = x'. Confidence limits
for a single future observed Y corresponding to

where x = x', are given by

( - )2 (Y,2 - bi,' - t,-./ V X' 82 + (X')' s4,,
i_ xi / , where s&, is computed as shown above and t,,

corresponds to n - 1 degrees of freedom.
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5-4.2.3 Line Through Origin, Standard Devia- variable x. Thus, Y1 , Y 2, ... , may denote: the
tion Proportional to x (or. = xa). The total weight loss of a tire under road test,

slope of the best-fitting line of form Y = bix is measured at successive mileages x1 , x2 , ... ; or
given by the weight gain of some material due to water

b, Y , absorption at successive times x,, x 2 .... ; or theM t total deflection of a beam (or total compression

Iy\ of a spring) under continually increasing load,
the average of the ratios ( -, measured at loads xi, x 2 .... ; and so forth. In

such cases, even though the underlying func-
and the estimated variance of b, is tional relationship takes the form of a line

s2 through the origin, y = ox, none of the pro-
n cedures that we have presented thus far will be

where applicable, because of the cumulative effect of
r: y\- errors of technique on the successive Y's; the

.)2 , )]2 deviation of Y, from its true or expected value
(n - 1) s2 = ( \ y will include the deviation (Y,_, - y,) of

z Xi n Y,_ from its true or expected value, plus an
that is, individual "private deviation or error" e, of its

-R (R R,)' own. Hence, the total error of Y, will be the
- n sum (e+e 2 +. .. +e,-_ +e,) of the indi-

n (n - 1) vidual error contributions of Y 1, Y, ... , Y._,
for R, = y s and its own additional deviation.

Xi If the test or experiment starts at x0 = 0,
Using the values of b, and Sb, so obtained, and the x's form an uninterrupted sequence

confidence limits for #, the slope of the true line 0 < x, < x 2 < ... < x., and if we may regard
through the origin, y = $x, can be obtained by the individual error contributions ei, e2, . . . , as
following the procedure of Paragraph 5-4.1.3 independently and normally distributed with
using t_ 1 2 for it - 1 degrees of freedom. Con- zero means and variances proportional to the
fidence limits for the line as a whole are then lengths of the x-intervals over which they ac-
obtained simply by plotting the lines y = 0, x crue, i.e., if u!. = (x, - x,_1 ) ul, then the best
and y = 0,'x where t' and oil are the upper and estimate of the slope of the underlying linear
lower confidence limits for 0 obtained in the functional relation y = #1x is given by
manner just described. The limiting lines, in Y.
this instance, also furnish confidence limits for b= -
the value y' of y corresponding to a particular X.

point on the line, say for x = x'. Confidence and estimated variance of b,
limits for a single future observed Y correspond- S-, = I t (Y. - Y- 1)2 Y'
ing to x = x', are given by (n - 1) x. 4 xi - xi-_ x.

bix' :L tl_./2 x' %/i2 + s, in which x0 = 0 and Y0 = 0 by hypothesis.

where 5sb is computed as shown above and t 1. Uacorresponds to n - 1 degrees of freedom. Using the values of b, and S,,, SO obtained,
confidence limits for 1, the slope of the true line
through the origin, y = #,x, can be obtained by

5-4.2.4 Line Through Origin, Errors of rs following the procedure of Paragraph 54.1.3
Cumulative (Cumulative Dat). In using t_,/ 2 for n - 1 degrees of freedom. Con-

many engineering tests and laboratory experi- fidence limits for the line as a whole then are
ments the observed values Y1, Y2..... Y, ... , obtained simply by plotting the lines y = flux
of a dependent variable y represent the cumula- and y = flx, where pu and #,' are the upper and
tive magnitude of some effect at successive lower confidence limits for #1 obtained in the
values x 1 < X 2 < x3 < ... of the independent manner just described. These limit lines also
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provide confidence limits for a particular point Data Sample 5-4.3.1-Relation of Two
on the line, say the value y' corresponding to Calorimetric Methods
x = x'. For the fitting of lines of this sort to The following data are coded results of two
cumulative data under more general conditions, colorimetric methods for the determination of a
and for other related matters, see Mandel's chemical constituent. (The data have been
article. (1) coded for a special purpose which has nothing

to do with this illustration). The interest here,
5-4.3 FII RELATIONSHIPS of course, is in the relationship between results

Distinguishing Features. There is an under- given by the two methods, and it is presumed
lying mathematical (functional) relationship be- that there is a functional relationship with both
tween the two variables, of the form methods subject to errors of measurement.

Y = fo + fix.
Method I Method II

Both X and Y are subject to errors of measure- Sample X Y
ment. Read Paragraph 5-3.1 and Table 5-1.

The full treatment of this case depends on the 1 3720 5363
assumptions we are willing to make about error 2 4328 6195
distributions. For complete discussion of the 3 4655 6428
problem, see Acton. ( 4

1 4 4818 6662

5 5545 7562
5-4.3.1 A Simple Method of Fitting the Line In 6 7278 9184

the General Case. There is a quick 7 7880 10070
and simple method of fitting a line of the form 8 10085 12519
Y = bo + b1X which is generally applicable 9 11707 13980
when both X and Y are subject to errors of
measurement. This method is described in
Bartlett, ( 5) and is illustrated in this paragraph. (a) The fitted line must pass through the
Similar methods had been used previously by point (fi, F), where
other authors.

(a) For the location of the fitted straight line, fC = 6668.4
use as the pivot point the center of gravity of 1P = 8662.6
all n observed points (Xi, Y,), that is, the point
with the mean coordinates (fC, Y). In conse-
quence, the fitted line will be of the form (b) To determine the slope, divide the points
Y = bo + bX with bo = F - b1ff, just as in into 3 groups. Since there are 9 points, exactly
the least-squares method in Paragraph 5-4.1. 3 equal groups are obtained.

(b) For the slope, divide the n plotted points Y, = 12190
into three non-overlapping groups when con- F = 5995
sidered in the X direction. There should be an X, = 9891
equal number of points, k, in each of the two .f, = 4234

n F. -extreme groups, with k as close to -
as possible. b _ _-

Take, as the slope of the line, 12190 - 5995
9891 - 4234

b, = - Y, 6195
where 5657

wee 1.0951

F3 = average Y for 3rd group b, = F - b,9
F, = average Y for 1st group 6195
fC = average X for 3rd group = 8662.6 - (6668.4)
91 = average X for 1st group. = 1360.0
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The fitted line jointly, from which 100 (1 - a) % confidence

Y = 1360.0 + 1.0951 X limits for the line as a whole can be derived.
For strict validity, they require that the meas-

is shown in Figure 5-9. urement errors affecting the observed Xj be

Procedures are given in Bartlett (6" for deter- sufficiently small in comparison with the spacing
mining 100 (1 - a) % confidence limits for of their true values xi that the allocation of the
the true slope #I; and for determining a observational points (X,, Y,) to the three groups
100 (1 - a) % confidence ellipse for 0o and # is unaffected. These procedures are formally

14000

12000" (X 3 'y3 '

0

6000

6000

4000 6000 6000 10000 12000

METHOD I

Figure 5-9. Relationship between two methods of determining
a chemical constituent-an FII relationship.
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similar to those appropriate to the least-squares ments: First, the experimental program involves
method in FI situations, but involve more corn- a number of preassigned nominal or target
plex calculations. We do not consider them values (x1 , Xz, ...) of the independent variable
further here. x, to which the experimenter equates the inde-

pendent variable in his experiment as best he
5-4.3.2 An Impotant Exceptional Case. Until can, and then observes the corresponding yields

comparatively recently it was not realized that (YI, Y 2 , ... ) of the dependent variable y;
there is a broad class of controlled experimental Second, the experimenter, in his notebook,
situations in which both X and Y are subject to records the observed yields (Y 1 , Y 2 .... ) as corre-
errors of measurement, yet all of the techniques sponding to, and treats them as if they were
appropriate to the F1 case (x's accurately produced by, th ,_- nominal or target values
known, measurement errors affect the Y's only) (xI, x 2 .... ) of the independent variable-where-
are strictly applicable without change. as, strictly they correspond to, and were pro-

As an example, let us consider the case of an duced by, the actua.l input values (XI, X2, . ..),
analytical chemist who, in order to obtain an which ordinarily will differ somewhat from the
accurate determination of the concentration of nominal or target values (xl, x2, ... .) as a
a potassium sulphate solution, decides to pro- result of errors of technique. Furthermore, the
ceed as follows: From a burette he will draw effective values (XI, X 2 .... ) of the independent
off 5, 10, 15, and 20 ml samples of the solution. variable actually realized in the experiment are
Volume of solution is his independent variable not recorded at all-nor even measured!
x, and his target values are x, = 5, x 2 = 10, It is surprising but nevertheless true that an
X 3 = 15, and X4 = 20, respectively. The vol- underlying linear structural relationship of the
umes of solution that he actually draws off form y = flo + Oix can be estimated validly
X,, X,, X 3 , and X 4 will, of course, differ from from the results of such experiments, by fitting
the nominal or target values as a result of a line of the form Y = b0 + bax in accordance
errors of technique, and he will not attempt to with the procedures for F1 situations (x's known
measure their volumes accurately. These four accurately, Y's only subject to cror). This
samples of the potassium sulphate solution then fact was emphatically brought to the attention
will be treated with excess barium chloride, and of the scientific world by Joseph Berkson in a
the precipitated barium sulphate dried and paper (e) published in 1950, and for its validity
weighed. Let Y1 , Y 2 , Y3 , and Y4 denote the requires only the usual assumptions regarding
corresponding yields of barium sulphate. These the randomness and independence of the errors
yields actually will correspond, of course, to the of measurement and technique affecting both
actual inputs X 1 , X 2 , X 3, and X4 , respectively; of the variables (i.e., causing the deviations of
and will differ from the true yields associated the actual inputs X 1 , X.,.... from their target
with these inputs, say y1 (XI), y 2 (X 2 ), y 3 (X 3), values x,, x2, . . , and the deviations of the ob-
and y4(X4 ), respectively, as a result of errors of served outputs Y1 , Y2, ... , from their true
weighing and analytical technique. The sul- values of yI(X1 ), y 2(X 2) ... ). The conclusion
phate concentration of the original potassium also extends to the many-variable case con-
sulphate solution then will be determined by sidered in Chapter 6, provided that the relation-
evaluating the slope b1 of the best fitting ship is linear, i.e., that
straight line Y - bo + b~x, relating the observed
barium sulphate yields (Y1 , Y2, Y3, and Y4) to Y = 60 + OX + 02u + 03V + ...

the nominal or target volumes of solution If the underlying relationship is a polynomial
(41, X2, X3, and x4)-the intercept bo of the line in x (e.g., y = 10 + 6X + 1622 + pa), then
making appropriate allowance for the possibility GearyM has found that Berkson's conclusion
of bias of the analytical procedure resulting in a carries over to the extent that the usual least-
non-zero blank. squares estimates (given in Chapter 6) of the

Without going into the merits of the foregoing coefficients of the two highest powers of x (i.e.,
as an analytical procedure, let us note a number of 02 and (, here) retain their optimum proper-
of features that are common to controlled experi- ties of unbiasedness and minimum variance, but
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the confidence-intervw? nd tests-of-significance It should be noted that the use of these trans-
procedures require n odification. formations is certain to accomplish one thing

only-i.e., to yield a relationship in straight-line
5-4.4 SOME LINEARIZING form. The transformed data will not neces-

TRANSFORMATIONS sarily satisfy certain assumptions which are

If the form of a non-linear relationship be- theoretically necessary in order to apply the

tween two variables is known, it is sometimes procedures of Paragraph 5-4.1.1, for example,
the assumption that the variability of Y givenpossible to make a transformation of one or

both variables such that the relationship be- X is the same for all X. However, for practical

tween the transformed variables can be ex- purposes and within the range of the data con-

pressed as a straight line. For example, we sidered, the transformations often do help in

might know that the relationship is of the form this regard.

Y = abx. If we take logs of both sides of this
equation, we obtain Thus far, our discussion has centered on the

use of transformations to convert a known rela-
log Y =log a + X log b, tionship to linear form. The existence of such

which will be recognized to be a straight line linearizing transformations also makes it pos-
whose intercept on the log Y scale is equal to sible to determine the form of a relationship em-
log a, and whose slope is equal to log b. The pirically. The following possibilities, adapted
procedure for fitting the relationship is given in from Scarborough,(0°) are suggested in this
the following steps. regard:

(1) Make the transformation YT = log Y 1
(i.e., take logs of all the observed Y (1) Plot Y against y on ordinary graph

values), paper. If the points lie on a straight line, the
relationship is

(2) Use the procedure of Paragraph 5-4.1.1 b
to fit the line YT = b+bjX, substi- Y = a+
tuting YT everywhere for Y.

1
(3) Obtain the constants of the original (2) Plot - against X on ordinary graph

equation by substituting the calculated paper. If the points lie on a straight line, the
values of b0 and b1 in the following relationship is
equations: 1

b = log a a+ bX' or
b, = log b, 1

and taking the required antilogs. y a + bX

Some relationships between X and Y which (3) Plot X against Y on semilog paper (X on
can easily be transformed into straight-line the arithmetic scale, Y on the logarithmic scale).
form are shown in Table 5-4. This table gives If the points lie on a straight line, the variables
the appropriate change of variable for each rela- are related in the form
tionship, and gives the formulas to convert the Y - aebx , or
constants of the resulting straight line to the y = abX

constants of the relationship in its original form.
In addition to the ones given in Table 5-4, some (4) Plot Y against X on log-log paper. If
more-complicated relationships can be handled the points lie on a straight line, the variables are
by using special tricks which are not described related in the form
here, but can be found in Lipka,81 Rietz,(' ) and
Scarborough. (0) Y - aXb
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TABLE 5-4. SOME LINEARIZING TRANSFORMATIONS

Plot the Transformed Convert Straight Line
Variables Constants (b0 and b,)

If the Relationship Fit the Straight Line To Original Constants:
Is of the Form: YT = b0+ + b1 Xr _ -

YT= XT= bo= i =

b 1X Use the procedures of a b

Paragraph 54.1.1.
1

Y a + bX' or 1 In all formulas given1 X a b
I +there, substitute values
a + bX of Yr for Y and values

of Xr for X, as appro-
X X X priate. a b

a+bX Y

Y = abz  log Y X log a log b

Y = aex log Y X log a b log e

Y = aX6 log Y log X log a b

Y =a+bX", Y X. a b
where n is known

5-5 PROBLEMS AND PROCEDURES FOR STATISTICAL RELATIONSHIPS

5-5.1 SI RELATIONSHIPS ance of X given Y) which is constant for all

In this case, we are interested in an associa- values of Y.* Taken together, these two sets
tion between two variables. See Paragraph of assumptions imply that X and Y are jointly
5-3.2 and Table 5-1. distributed according to the bivariate normal

We usually make the assumption that for distribution. In practical situations, we usually

any fixed value of X, the corresponding values have only a sample from all the possible pairs
means of values X and Y, and therefore we cannotof = formO a n nor adiribnce with (read determine either of the true regression lines,lYx = 0 + %X and variance '

4
!*x (read as 1- r)r=/$0+t'Y xcl.I

"variance of Y given X") which is constant for x = s + 01X or = # + 0 Y, exactly. If

all values of X. * Similarly, we usually assume we have a random sample of n pairs of values

that for any fixed value of Y, the corresponding mat I ine, b . m e of fiti

values of X form a normal distribution with mate either line, or both. Our method of fitting

mean g = + flY and variance a4 .y (van- the line gives us best predictions in the sense
menthat, for a given X = X' our estimate of the

Strictly, we should write corresponding value of Y = Y' will:
(a) on the average equal fx, the mean value

'rz =Pe + Pi X of Y for X - X' (i.e., it will be on the true line
and l'x = o + OX); and

Mz-Y- pal + X '. (b) have a smaller variance than had we used

See Footnote in Paragraph 5-3.2. any other method for fitting the line.
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TREAD LIFE (HUNDREDS OF MILES )BY THE WEIGHT METHOD

Figure 5-10. Relationship between the weight method and the
center groove method of estimating tread life-

an SI ?lationship.
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Data Sample 5-5.1-Estimated Tread Wear of Tires

= Tread Life = Tread Life

The data used for illustration are from a (Hundreds of Miles) (Hundreds of Miles)

study of two methods of estimating tread wear Estimated By Estimated By

of commercial tires (Stiehler and others(1 ). Weight Method Center Groove Method

The data are shown here and plotted in Figure

5-10. The variable which is taken as the inde- 459 357

pendent variable X is the estimated tread 419 392
375 311

life in hundreds of miles by the weight-loss 334 281

method. The associated variable Y is the esti- 310 240
mated tread life by the groove-depth method 305 287
(center grooves). The plot seems to indicate a 309 259
relationship between X and Y, but the relation- 319 233
ship is statistical rather than functional or 304 231
exact. The scatter of the points stems pri- 273 ?37
marily from product variability and variation 204 209
of tread wear under normal operating condi- 245 161

tions, rather than from errors of measurement 209 199

of weight loss or groove depth. Descriptions 189 152

and predictions are applicable only "on the 137 115

average." 114 112

5-5.1.1 What is the Best Line To Be Used for Estimating Yx for Given Values of X?

Procedure

The procedure is identical to that of Paragraph 5-4.1.1. Using Basic Worksheet (see
Worksheet 5-5.1), compute the line

Y = bo + bX.

This is an estimate of the true regression line

Yx = 0o + aiX.

Using Data Sample 5-5.1, the equation of the fitted line is

Y = 13.506 + 0.790212 X.

In Figure 5-11, the line is drawn, and confidence limits for the line (see Paragraph 5-5.1.2)
are shown.
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WORKSHEET 5-5.1

EXAMPLE OF SI RELATIONSHIP

X denotes Tread Life Estimated Y denotes Tread Life Estimated

by Weight Method by Center Groove Method

-X = 4505 2 3776

X = 281.5625 __ Y 236

Number of points: n = 16

Step (1) 2XY = 1,170,731

(2) (2X) (2'Y)/n = 1,063,180

(3) S, = 107551

(4) 2:X2 = 1,404,543 (7) 2Y = 985740

(5) (ZX)2 /n = 1,268,439.0625 (8) (ZY)2/n = 891136

(6) S_, = 136103.9375 (9) S. = 94604

(10) b, = , = __ .790212 (14) (S.)2 - 84988.119

(11) 1 = 236 (15) (n - 2) s2 - 9615.881

(12) b1,9 = 222.494 (16) s, -- 686.849

(13) b, = 1 - bX = 13.506 s= 26.21

Equation of the line: Estimated variance of the slope:

Y b0 +bX S1, - = .005046504

= 13.506 + .790212 X

Estimated variance of intercept:
Sb = 0.0710387

= 21.048 S= SIn+S = 443.002
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400- YX -3.51q-0.790212 X

300-

il
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l I I I i
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TRWU LIFE (HUNOIDI OF MILES) BYr VIIGHT METHOO

Figure 5-11. Relationship between weight method and center
groove method--the line shown with its confidence
band is for estimating tread life by center groove

method from tread life by weight method.

Using the Regression Line for Prediction. The equation of the fitted line may be used to predict
f x, the average value of Y associated with a value of X. For example, using the fitted line,
Y 13.506 + 0.790212 X, the following are some predicted values for Yx.

X

200 172
250 211
300 251
350 290
400 330
450 369
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5-5.1.2 What are the Confidence Interval Estimates for: the Line as a Whole; a Point on the Line;
a Single Y Corresponding to a New Value of X?

Read the discussion of the interpretation of three types of confidence intervals in Paragraph
5-4.1.2, in order to decide which is the appropriate kind of confidence interval.

The solutions are identical to those given in Paragraph 5-4.1.2, and are illustrated for the tread
wear of commercial tires example (Data Sample 5-5.1).

5-5.1.2.1 What Is the (1 - a) Confidence Band for the Line as a Whole?

Procedure Example

(1) Choose the desired confidence level, 1 - a (1) Let: 1 - a = .95
a = .05

(2) Obtain sy from Worksheet. (2) sy = 26.21

(3) Look up F1_. for (2, n - 2) degrees of free- (3) n = 16
dom in Table A-5. F., (2, 14) = 3.74

(4) Choose a number of values of X (within the (4) Let: X = 200

range of the data) at which to compute X = 250

points for drawing the confidence band. X = 300
X = 350
X = 400,
for example.

(5) At each selected value of X, compute: (5) See Table 5-5 for a convenient computa-
tional arrangement, and the example cal-

Y, = f + b, (X - XC) culations.

and

W,= vj's i + (X )

(6) A (1 - a) confidence band for the whole (6) See Table 5-5.

line is determined by

Y, =E= W .

(7) To draw the line and its confidence band, (7) See Figure 5-11.
plot Y. at two of the extreme selected
values of X. Connect the two points by a
straight line. At each selected value of X,
plot also Y, + W , and Y, - W1 . Connect
the upper series of points, and the lower
series of points, by smooth curves.

If more points are needed for drawing the For example: W, (but not Y,) has the same
curves, note that, because of symmetry, the cal- value at X = 250 (i.e., X - 31.56) as at
culation of W, at n values of X actually gives X = 313.12 (i.e., X + 31.56).
W, at 2n values of X.
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TABLE 5-S. COMPUTATIONAL ARRANGEMENT FOR PROCEDURE 5-5.1.2.1

I + (X - X)

X (X - iX) Y. n S,. s, S_ , W, Y, + W1 Y, - Wi

200 -81.56 171.6 0.111375 76.50 8.746 23.9 195.5 147.7
250 -31.56 211.1 0.069818 47.95 6.925 18.9 230.0 192.2
300 +18.44 250.6 0.064998 44.64 6.681 18.3 268.9 232 3
350 68.44 290.1 0.096915 66.57 8.159 22.3 312.4 267.8
400 118.44 329.6 0.165569 113.72 10.66 29.2 358.8 300.4

X= 281.5625 sV = 686.849 Y, = f + b, (X- X)
= 236 1 = .0625 SV, = 82 1 (X 27

b, = 0.790212

S_ = 136103.9375 /2F =
= 2.735

W, = /2 sy,.

5-5.1.2.2 Give a (1 - a) Confidence Interval Estimate For a Single Point On the Line, i.e., the Mean

Value of Y Corresponding to X = X'.

Procedure Example
(1) Choose the desired confidence level, 1 - a (1) Let: 1 - a = .95

a = .05

(2) Obtain sy from Worksheet. (2) Sy = 26.21

(3) Look up t 1 ,1 for n - 2 degrees of freedom (3) n = 16
in Table A-4. t.97 for 14 d.f. = 2.145

(4) Choose X', the value of X at which we (4) Let X' = 250,
want to make an interval estimate of the for example.
mean value of Y.

(5) Compute: (5)

= t+ By1+ , f W2 = (2.145) (26.21) (.2642)
L S = 14.85

and
Y, = f + 6, (x, - fc) Y. = 211.1

(6) A (1 - a) confidence interval estimate for (6) A 95% confidence interval estimate for the
the mean value of Y corresponding to mean value of Y corresponding to X = 250
X = X' is given by is

Y, 4- W2 211.1 :1: 14.8,

the interval from 196.3 to 225.9
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5-5.1.2.3 Give a (1 - a) Confidence Interval Estimate For a Single (Future) Value of Y Corresponding
to a Chosen Value of X = X'.

Procedure Example
(1) Choose the desired confidence level, 1 - a (1) Let: 1 - a = .95

a = .05

(2) Obtain sy from Worksheet. (2) s- = 26.21

(3) Look up t,-, 2 for n - 2 degrees of freedom (3) n = 16
in Table A-4. t.975 for 14 d.f. = 2.145

(4) Choose X', the value of X at which we (4) Let X' = 250,
want to make an interval estimate of a for example.
single value of Y.

(5) Compute: (5)

W3 = tl-/2s& [I + 1±+ (X - ] W3 = (2.1 45) (26.21) (1.0343)
1 S- = 58.1

and

YI = f + b1 (X' - XC) Y, = 211.1

(6) A (1 - a) confidence interval estimate for (6) A 95' confidence interval estimate for a
Y' (the single value of Y corresponding to single value of Y corresponding to X' = 250
X') is is 211.1 = 58.1, the interval from 153.0 to

Y W. 269.2

5-5.1.3 Give a Confidence Interval Estimate For 01 , the Slope of the True Regression Line,
Yfx = 00 + O31X.

The solution is identical to that of Paragraph 5-4.1.3 and is illustrated here for Data Sample 5-5.1.

Procedure Example

(1) Choose the desired confidence level, 1 - a (1) Let: 1 - a = .95
a = .05

(2) Look up t, .,/2 for n - 2 degrees of freedom (2) n = 16
in Table A-4. t97 for 14 d.f. = 2.145

(3) Obtain Sb, from Worksheet. (3) Sb, = 0.0710387

(4) Compute (4)

W 4  t-1,/2 Sbi W 4 = (2.145) (.0710387)
= 0.152378

(5) A (1 - a) confidenct interval estimate for (5) bi = 0.790212
'1 is W 4 = 0.152378

b, 1 W4 . A 95 confidence interval estimate for 0,
is the interval 0.790212 E 0.152378, i.e.,
the interval from 0.637834 to 0.942590
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5-5.1.4 What Is the Best Line For Predicting X. b' = 281.5625 - (1.136855) (236)
From Given Values of Y? = 13.26

For this problem, we fit a line X = b, + b Y
(an estimate of the true line 9), = 0 + 0, Y).
To fit this line we need to interchange the roles The equation of the fitted line is:

of the X and Y variables in the computations X = 13.26 + 1.136855 Y ,
outlined in Worksheet 5-5.1 and proceed as in
Paragraph 5-5.1.1. and this line is shown in Figure 5-12, along wiLh

the line for predicting Y from X.
That is, the fitted line will be:

X b ± b, + In order to obtain confidence intervals, we

where need the following formulas:
bo= , " b

and - (S)2

S11b=j. s - n- 2

From Data Sample 5-5.1: s - si

107551
b 94604 (= s-)
= 1.136855 

+

z

.J

200-

W

LL~ 1306+I1365

TRErAD LIFE
r 

I HUNDREDS OF MILES) BY THE WEIGHT METHOD

Figure 5-12. Relationship between weight method and center
groove method-showing the two regression lines.
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5-5.1.5 What is the Degree of Relationship of the Two Variables X and Y as Measured by p, the
Correlation Coefficient?

Procedure Example
(1) Compute (1) Using Worksheet 5-5.1,

- S'vr 107551

r = r =\/f§6103.94 V/'9604

107551
(368.92) (307.58)

= 0.95

(2) A 95,(', confidence interval for p can be ob- (2) n = 16
tained from Table A-17, using the appro- r = 0.95
priate n and r. If the confidence interval From Table A-17, the 95% confidence in-
does not include p = 0, we may state that terval estimate of p is the interval from
the data give reason to believe that there is 0.85 to 0.98. Since this interval does not
a relationship (measured by p - 0) be- include p = 0, we may state that the data
tween the two variables; otherwise, we may ive reason to believe that there is a rela-
state that the data are consistent with the ion sp betw e e two th ods a est-
possibility that the two variables are un- tionship between t two methods of esti-
correlated (p = 0). mating tread wear of tires.

5-5.2 SII RELATIONSHIPS Data Sample 5-5.2--Estimated Tread Wear of Tires

In this case, we are interested in an associa- For our example, we use part of the data used
tion between two variables. This case differs in Data Sample 5-5.1 (the SI example). Sup-
from SI in that one variable has been measured pose that, due to some limitation, we were only
at only preselected values of the other variable, able to measure X values between X = 200 and
(See Paragraph 5-3.2 and Table 5-1.) X = 400, or that we had taken but had lost the

data for X < 200 and X > 400. From Figure
For any given value of X, the corresponding 5-10, we use only the 11 observations whose X

values of Y have a normal distribution with values are between these limits. The "se-
mean Yx = Oo + OX, and variance 4r.x which lected" data are recorded in the following table.
is independent of the value of X. We have n
pairs of values (XI, Y1), (X 2 , Y 2), .... (X., Y.), X Y
in which X is the independent variable. (The = Tread Life = Tread Life
X values are selected, and the Y values are (Hundreds of Miles) (Hundreds of Miles)
thereby determined.) We wish to describe the Estimated By Estimated By
line which will enable us to make the best esti- Weight Method Center Groove Method
mate of values of Y corresponding to given
values of X. 375 311

334 281
We have seen that for SI there are two lines, 310 240

one for predicting Y from X and one for pre- 305 287
dicting X from Y. When we use only selected 309 259
values of X, however, the only appropriate line 319 233
to fit is Y = bo + bX. 304 231

273 237
It should be noted that SI is handled com- 204 209

putationally in the same manner as F1, but both 24 161

the underlying assumptions and the interpreta- 209 199

tion of the end results are different. 209 _199
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5-5.2.1 What is the Best Line To Be Used for Using Data Sample 5-5.2, the fitted line is
Estimating Yx From Given Values
of X? Y = 48.965 + 0.661873 X.

Procedure

Using Basic Worksheet (see Worksheet The fitted line is shown in Figure 5-13, and the
5-5.2), compute the line Y = bo + bX. This confidence band for the line (see the procedure
is an estimate of the true line Yx = po + PX. of Paragraph 5-5.2.2.1) also is shown.

WORKSHEET 5-5.2

EXAMPLE OF SII RELATIONSHIP
X denotes Tread Life Estimated Y denotes Tread Life Estimated by

by Weight Method Center Groove Method

ZX = 3187 ZY= 2648

Xc = 289.727 F7 = 240.727

Number of points: n = 11

Step (1) ZXY = 785369

(2) (2X) (2Y)/n = 767197.818

(3) S. = 18171.182

(4) ZX2 = 950815 (7) 2Y2 f 655754

(5) (ZX)I/n = 923360.818 (8) (ZY)2/n = 637445.818

(6) S.,, 27454.182 (9) S. = 18308.182

(10) b1 = 0.661873 (14) = ffi 12027.015
S.. SXn

(11) F = 240.727 (15) (n-2)s = 6281.167

(12) b1f = 191.762 (16) sV = 697.9074

(13) b0 = I? - bX =f 48.965 sy= 26.418

Equation of the line: Estimated variance of the slope:

Y tiaebo + b=X 81, =_ Ali .0254208
fi 48.965 + 0.661873 X X

Estimated variance of intercept:s,= 0.159439

= _ 46.88 1=4 + J = 2197.313
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TREAD LIFE ( HUNDREDS OF MILES) BY THE WEIGHT METHOD

Figure 5-13. Relationship between weight method and center
groove method when the range of the weight method

has been restricted-an SII relationship.

5-5.2.2 What art the Confidence Interval Estimates for: the Line as a Whole; a Point on the Line;
a Single Y" Corresponding to a Now Value of X?

Read the discussion of the interpretation of these three types of confidence intervals in Paragraph
5-4.1.2 in order to decide which is the appropriate kind of confidence interval.
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5-5.2.2.1 What Is the (0 - a) Confidence Band For the Line as a Whole?

The solution is identical to that of Procedure 5-4.1.2.1 and is illustrated here for Data Sample
5-5.2.

Procedure Example

(1) Choose the desired confidence level, 1 - a (1) Let: 1 - a = .95
a = .05

(2) Obtain sy from Worksheet. (2) From Worksheet 5-5.2
sy = 26.418

(3) Look up Fj_ for (2, n - 2) degrees of free- (3) n = 11
dom in Table A-5. F., (2, 9) = 4.26

(4) Choose a number of values of X (within the (4) Let: X = 200
range of the data) at which tu compute X = 250
points for drawing the confidence band. X = 300

X = 350
X = 400,

for example.

(5) At each selected value of X, compute: (5) See Table 5-6 for a convenient computa-
tional arrangement and the example cal-

Y, = F + b, (X - 9) culations.

and

S+ (X - r'

(6) A (1 - a) confidence band for the whole (6) See Table 5-6.
line is determined by

Y, a W, .

(7) To draw the line and its confidence band, (7) See Figure 5-13.
plot Y, at two of the extreme selected
values of X. Connect the two points by a
straight line. At each selected value of X,
also plot Y. + W and Y. - W,. Con-
nect the upper series of points, and the
lower series of points, by smooth curves.

If more points are needed for drawing the curves For example: W, (but not Y,) has the same
for the band, note that, because of symmetry value at X = 250 (i.e., 1 - 39.73) as at
the calculation of W, at n values of X actually X = 329.5 (i.e., X + 39.73).
gives W, at 2n values of X.
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TABLE 5-6. COMPUTATIONAL ARRANGEMENT FOR PROCEDURE 5-5.2.2.1

1 (X - j) 2

X (X- ) y, n + S sy S w, W, Y,+W 1  Y-W 1

200 -89.73 181.3 0.384179 268.12 16.37 47.8 229.1 133.5
250 -39.73 214.4 0.148404 103.57 10.18 29.7 244.1 184.7
300 +10.27 247.5 0.094751 66.127 8.132 23.7 271.2 223.8
350 60.27 280.6 0.223219 155.79 12.48 36.4 317.0 244.2
400 110.27 313.7 0.533810 372.55 19.30 56.3 370.0 257.4

= 289.727 s , = 697.9074 Y, = f + b, (X - X)
Y = 240.727 1 - 0.0909091 4 1

n = + ,
bi = 0.661873

= 27454.182 VNF = -/8.52 = 2.919
Wi =/- sr.

5-5.2.2.2 Give a (I - a) Confidence Interval For a Single Point On the Line, i.e., the Mean Value
of Y Corresponding To a Chosen Value of X (X').

Procedure Example

(1) Choose the desired confidence level, 1 - a (1) Let: 1 - a = .95
a = .05

(2) Obtain sy from Basic Worksheet. (2) From Worksheet 5-5.2
sy = 26.418

(3) Look up t,-(2 for n - 2 degrees of freedom (3) n = 11
in Table A-4. t.7 for 9 dV. = 2.262

(4) Choose X', the value of X at which we want (4) Let X' = 300,
to make an interval estimate of the mean for example.
value of Y.

(5) Compute: (5)

W2 = t-./2 SY + (XI .J W, = (2.262) (26.418) (0.3078)
= 18.4

and

Y, = ) + b, (X' - fC) Y, = 247.5

(6) A (1 - a) confidence interval estimate for (6) A 95% confidence interval estimate for the
the mean value of Y corresponding to mean value of }Y at X = 300 is the interval
X = X' is given by 247.5 + 18.4, i.e., the interval from 229.1

to 265.9
= Y, W,.
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5-5.2.2.3 Give a (1 - a) Confidence Interval Estimate For a Single (Future) Value of Y Corresponding
To a Chosen Value of X = X'.

Procedure Example
(1) Choose the desired confidence level, 1 - a (1) Let: 1 - a = .95

a = .05

(2) Obtain sr from Worksheet. (2) From Worksheet 5-5.2
Sy = 26.418

(3) Look up 1-/ 2 for n - 2 degrees of freedom (3) t.,76 for 9 d.f. = 2.262
in Table A-4.

(4) Choose X', the value of X at which we want (4) Let X' = 300,
to make an interval estimate of a single for example.
value of Y.

(5) Compute: (5)

W 3 = 1 + ('x 1W3 = (2.262) (26.418) (1.0463)Wa t_., r +n s,. J
= 62.5

and

Y, = F + b, (X'-X) Y, = 247.5

(6) A (1 - a) confidence interval estimate for (6) A 95% confidence interval estimate for Y
Y' (the single value of Y corresponding to at X = 300 is the interval 247.5 E 62.5,
X') is given by i.e., the interval from 185.0 to 310.0

1f  bi (X' - X) 2. W.
= Y, = W3 .

5-5.2.3 What Is the Confidence Interval Estimate for #1, the Slope of the True Line, Yx = 80 + O1X?

Procedure Example
(1) Choose the desired confidence level, 1 - a (1) Let: 1 - a = .95

a = .05

(2) Look up t,-o,2 for n - 2 degrees of freedom (2) n = 11
in Table A-4. t., for 9 d.f. = 2.262

(3) Obtain 8b, from Worksheet. (3) From Worksheet 5-5.2
sb, = 0.159439

(4) Compute (4)

W4= t,_o/2 sb W4 = 2.262 (0.159439)
= 0.360651

(5) A (1 - a) confidence interval estimate for (5) b, = 0.661873
is is W, = 0.360651

b, ± W 4 . A 95rj confidence interval estimate for 01
is the interval 0.661873 + 0.360651, i.e.,
the interval from 0.301222 to 1.022524
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Study of Accuracy in Chemical Analysis Using
Linear Calibration Curves
JOHN MANDEL and FREDERIC J. LINNIG
National Bureau of Standards, Washington 25, D. C.

IbIn situations characterized by linear THE STUDY of an analytical pro- eraUy involves tests of significance of the
calibration curves such as the relation L cedure generally starts with deter- slope and the intercept of a fitted
between "found" and "added" in mining satisfactory operating condi- straight line. Such tests can readily be
studies of accuracy in chemical anal- tions. Once this has been done, the pre- carried out in accordance with classical
ysis, the usual method for deriving cision and accuracy of the method can be theory (1, 2, 12, 19).confidence intervals for the slope and effectively studied by analyzing a series Lark (8) has pointed out that theof prepared samples covering the range tests of significance on slope and inter-the intercept of the fitted straight line of concentrations over which the method cept can lead to erroneous conclusions,
may lead to erroneous conclusions, is applicable. This procedure, which in- because these tests, when carried out in-
The difficulty results from the inter- valves the statistica l theory of fitting dependently of each other, ignore the
dependence of multiple conclusions straight lines based on the method of strong correlation that exists between
drawn from the some data, especially least squares, has been described by the estimated slope and intercept of a
when there is a strong correlation Youden (18, 19) and applied by Linnig, straight line obtained by least squares
between the parameters involved. Mandel, and Peterson (9) and by Lark calculations. In Table I, the values
The method of joint confidence regions (8). Essentially, the slope of the fitted labeled "found" differ from those de-
eliminates these difficulties and has straight line can be compared to a value noted "added" merely by random

based on stoichiometric or other theoret- fluctuations. Thus, the "true" relationthe further advantage of allowing for ical considerations; the intercept, to between found and added is a straight
the evaluation of the uncertainty of "blank" determinations; and the line passing through the origin with a
the calibration line as a whole, as well "standard error of estimate," to a meas- slope equal to unity. This line is de-
as of any values or functions of values ure of precision obtained from replicate noted T in Figure I. The line E, on the
derived from it. determinations. Thus, the method gen- other hand, which is the least squares fit
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9f the equation y = b + mx to these 100
data, has, as the result of the random -

errors, an intercept different from zero
and a slope different from unity. It is 0
easily seen that if by the interplay of
chance effects, the fitted line has a slope
less than unity, it will tend to have a
positive intercept and vice versa. Thus, 60 C
if the error in the slope is negative, the E

error in the intercept will tend to be "
positive, and vice versa. The theory of T

least squares shows this to be generally 40
true for any set of linear data, for which /
the average of the x values (values "ad-
ded") is positive; in these cases, the er- *
rors of slope and intercept are always 20 /

negatively correlated, regardlss of the
precision of the data.

0 20 40 60 s0 00
"ADDED"

Table I. Illustrative Data Figure 1. Effect of experimental errors on fitted
"Added" 'Found" straight line

15 25.4 Data of Table I
30 26 8 T. Theoretical line
45 436 E. Filled line
60 62.9
75 82.5
90 84.0 From a chemical viewpoint the following 1016

questions are pertinent:
1.014

In this paper a rational lasis is pro- 1. n'oes this analytical procedure
reIun t a blank correction? 1.012

vided for judging the reliability of slope, 2 Is the value for the blank that was
intercept, and any value derived from determined experimentally (b = 7.40 110
the calibrattion line. The concepts are mg.) an acceptable correction for the
presented in terms if the data obtained removal of the constant type of error E
by the authors in the study of an analy- suggested by the data? .onstant-
tical method for which interesting chem- 3. Does the removal of the constant- o ,
ical interpretations were suggested for type error (by means of a blank correc- .006jrsome of the statisti,-al conclusions (9. tion) lead to an otherwise accurate

method? More specifically, is there, 004-
However, reference will also bae sitto in addition to a constant-type error,

data of Table I to illus also an error of a relative type-i.e., .002
tions where the high reproducibility of one that increases as the amount of
the analytical method just referred to material to be titrated increases? .0
would produce effects too small to be 4 6 b a 10
distinguished graphically. For greater These questions relate to the values of INTERCEPT-b
continuity of presentation, all mathe- the intercept and the slope of a plot of Figure 2. Joint confidence ellipse for
matical and computational matters are "found" vs. "added," similar to the one slope and intercept
retegated to a later section. shown in Figure 1 (9).

Now, if answers to these questions are Data of Table II
ACCURACY INl CHEMICAL ANALYSIS obtained by means of a statistical analy- A. Least squares estimate of slope

sis, these answers should be compatible 6. Least squares estimate of Intercept
Linnig, Mandel, and Peterson (9) ob- with the data, not only individually but

tained the data given in Table II for the collectively. For example, it has been
determination of fatty acid in rubber, suggested (9) that the existence of a rel- are obtained from the same set of data.

ative type of error (slope different from This is especially so because, as has been
unity) in titration data of the type given indicated, there exists a strong statis-
in Table II is related to the choice of an tical correlation between the errors in

Table . Determination of Fatty Acid indicator that does not change at the the slope and the intercept. Conse-
in Rubber equivalence point. Therefore, in order quently, the answers to both questions

Fatty Acid. Mg.__ to determine the adequacy of a par- must be jointly compatible with the
Titriti,m Added Found ticular indicator, one would test statis- data, and this requires the use of joint

1 20 1 28.0 tically the significance of the departure confidence regions.
2 20 u 24.5 of the slope from unity. On the other
3 50 0 58 5 hand, one may wish to judge the ade-
4 50 0 57.8
5 150 0 157.8 quacy of a blank titration as a correction JOINT RELIASNUTY OF SLOPE AND INTERCEPT
6 153 7 163 .2 for a constant error by testing the sig-
7 2,50 0 257.8 nificance of its difference from the ob- A joint confidence region for slope and
8 250 0 259 3 served intercept. Chemically, these intercept is shown in Figure 2. On the9 500 0 51i,4

10 5WXI 0 509.2 may be entirely unrelated questions; abscissa point 6 represents the value for
Solvent blank 0 0 7.40 but from the viewpoint of experimental the interce! t obtained by the method of

evidence, they are related in that they least squarer. Similarly, ,;i^ on the
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ordinate is the least squares estimate of is required is answered by determining that are compatible with this blank ex-
the slope. Point (. A) establishes, whether the ellipse contains points for tends approximately from 1.0013 to
therefore, the line of "best fit." How- which b = 0. As all such points are on 1.0117-i.e., it is no longer equal to the
ever, even this line of best fit is prob- a vertical line at b = 0, they are well total range enclosing the entire ellipse
ably in error, the magnitude of its dis- outside the ellipse, and it is at once (alprae enlsn th etr lie

apparent that b = 0 is unacceptable. (approximately 1.000 to 1.016).
crepancy from the true line depending Consequently, a blank is required to As the least-squares solution, m

on the experimental errors in the meas- correct for a constant-type error. 1.00765, is well within this restricted
uremeots to which the line was fitted. 2. Is the experimental blank an range, the procedure which consists of
Consequently, points other than (8, ih) adequate correction for the constant- first correcting the data by means of the
are admissible, and theory shows (le, type error? To answer this question, experimental blank and then dividing

p. 296) that these points lie in an ellipse draw a vertical line at b = 7.40 (the by 1.00765 is entirely acceptable. At
having the point of best fit as center, value of the experimental blank). the same time it is apparent that merely
The boundary of the ellipse is deter- This line intersects the ellipse and is, in
mined by the magnitude of the experi- fact, close to its center. Consequently, subtracting the experimental blank isthere is no reason to doubt the validity not satisfactory, because this amunts to
mental errors and by the degree of con- of this blank as a means of correcting accepting the joint hypothesis, b =

fidence, the "confidence coefficient," for the constant-type error. 7.40 and m = 1, which corresponds to a
with which one wishes to state that the 3. Is there a relative-type error? point outside the ellipse.
true point lies in the interior of the el- Answering this question is equivalent to If the acceptability of the blank had

lipse. The tilt of the ellipse with re- deciding whether the value, m - 1, been judged on the basis of a confidence
spect to the axes is a consequence of the is acceptable. Consider the horizontal interval obtained by the usual method-
negative correlation between the errors line, m = 1. The points on this line i.e., not based on the joint confidence
in slope and intercept. As a result of the falling inside the ellipse are extremely region-then this judgment would, in a

close to the boundary of the ellipse.tilt, the ellipse favors points with a Therefore, the hypothesis. m = 1, sens,, have exhausted the confidence co-
higher slope and lower intercept than the is of doubtful validity, and there exists efficiemt. If now a judgment concerning
best fit (upper left area) and points with a strong likelihood that, in addition the true value of the slope were also at-
a lower slope and higher intercept (lower to an error of the constant type, there tempted, then the joint judgment, con-

right area); while points corresponding is a relative type of error. It has been cerning both intercept and slope, would
to lower slopes and lower intercepts suggested in relation to these data (9) no longer be associated with the ini-
(lower left) ortohigherslopes and higher that the reason for finding results tially chosen confidence coefficient. In

intercepts (upper right) tend to fall out- higher than the stoichiometric values view of the strong correlation between
side the admissible region. may be the opacity of the solution, slope and intercept, any proposed value

for the intercept restricts the choice of
acceptable values for the slope and vice
versa. This fact is ignored in the usual

100 ,method of examining slope and inter-
cept separately.

o" -REUAIlLITY OF CALIBRATION LINE

// - The study of an analytical procedure
5o - by the method of linear regression leads

a to values for the slope and the intercept
- - of the calibration line, and by the

/ method described in the preceding see-
40 tion specific questions regarding these

/- // parameters can be satisfactorily an-
swered. This approach is particularly
useful when the values of the slope and

20 the intercept can be correlated with
chemical aspects of the problem such as
the need for, or adequacy of, a blank cor-
rection or the appropriateness of a par-

0 ticular indicator.0 0 0 40 60 so l00
"AODEO" From the viewoint of routine test-

ing, one may be interested in the call-
Figure 3. Confidence band for calibration line bration line as such without a critical

Data of Tablel . Straight fints least squares It. The two branches study of specific values for the slope and
of hyperbola define the confidence band. Broken lines are the the intercept. This question of prac-
asymptotes tical interest can be stated as follows:

How reliable is the calibration line over
its entire range of applicability? The

APPLICATION TO CHEMICAL EXAMPLE causing the change of color of the in- answer is obtained by the method illus-
dicator to be observed somewhat beyond trated in Figure 3, which is based on a

Figure 2 represents the 95% joint the equivalence point. 95% joint confidence region for the
confidence ellipse corresponding to the
data in Table II. The three questions The selection of any particular value slope and intercept of the data shown

that arose in connection with these data for the intercept, even though accept- in Figure 1. These data, being less pre-

can readily be answered by means of able, restricts the range of acceptable cise than those of Table 11, are more

this figure. slope values. Thus, as seen in Figure 2, suitable for graphical illustration of the
if it is decided to use a blank correction concepts here discussed. The two

1. The question as to whether a blank of 7.40 nmg., the range of slope values branches of the hyperbola define the
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limits within which the calibration line of slope and intercept. As will be shown others do not. For a value of k' to be
is known at any one of its points. The in the final section, a confidence interval acceptable, it must correspond to a para-
line is most accurately known in the can be derived for any arbitrary func- bola which contains acceptable combi-
middle region of the range in which it tion, linear or nonlinear, of slope and in- nations of b and m-i.e., points inside the
was studied, the uncertainty of its posi- tercept. Only the linear case appears to ellipse. Thus, the totality of acceptable
tion increasing with increasing depar- have been considered in its most general values of k' is that set of k' values for
ture from the middle. Computational form in the literature (3). An example which the corresponding parabolas inter-
details are relegated to the section on of the nonlinear case is found in the sect the ellipse-i.e., the values con-
formulas and coninutations. study of the viscosity of polymer solu- tained between k', and k'4 corresponding

However, it is important to note at tions. to the tangent parabolas. Thus, k'i is
this point that the hyperbola, in addi- The following equation is sometimes unacceptable, while k's is acceptable.
tion to providing an uncertainty band used to relate viscosity and concentra- While the problem of determining the
for the calibration line, also yields the tion for dilute solutions (11) limiting values k's and k'4 can be solved
answer to two further classes of prob- mathematically, it may be simpler in
lems. Just as the estimated straight ,,,/c = [q] + k'[nl].c many cases, including the one under
line can be used for the estimation of the discussion, to use graphical methods in-
"true" y corresponding to a given x as where c is concentration, 77., is specific volving trial and error on some values
well as for the estimation of the x cor- viscosity, and ['n] is intrinsic viscosity, of k'.
responding to a given y, so the hyper- The constant, k', which characterizes The function of interest in the present
bola can also be used to give the con- the solute-solvent system, can be esti- example is the ratio of the slope to the
fidence intervals corresponding to these mated as the ratio of the slope, k'1,1], of square of the intercept. Other functions
two situations. The first problem is the straight line to the square of its inter- may also be of interest. If this is the
solved by drawing a vertical line through cept, [qJ. The uncertainty of k' is, case, confidence intervals can be derived
the given x; the segment of this line therefore, influenced by that of both the for all such functions by the same gen-
situated between the two branches of estimated slope and the estimated inter- eral method. It can then be stated that
the hyperbola is the desired confidence cept. the confidence intervals thus obtained
interval for the "true" y corresponding from a single set of straight line data are
to the chosen value of x. The procedure all jointly valid with a probability at
for solving the second problem is en- least equal to the selected confidence
tirely %ralogous. the confidence in- coefficient.
terval beirg the segment bounded by
the two branches of the hyperbola on the FORMULAS AND COMPUTATIONS
horizontal line drawn through the given
y value. Incidentally, it is worth not- Equation of Joint Confidence
ing that the uncertainty intervals for x, Ellipse. This equation for slope and
given y, are asymmetrical with respect intercept can be written at once,
to the value of x situated on the calibra- provided the usual least squares
tion line. Of course, there is no im- calculations for slope and intercept
pelling reason for an uncertainty interval are carried out in a systematic way.
to be symmetrical, because the uncer- i Suppose that N pairs of corresponding
tainty may well be greater in one direc- values for x and y are given and that it is
tion than in the opposite one. This is required to fit a straight line
the case here, the calibrktion line being 

r

most precisely known in the center and y = b + mz
becoming gradually less well known at
increasing distances from the center. to these data. The usual assumptions
Therefore. the uncertainty intervals for are made -viz., that the x values are
z, given y. are shorter on the side toward known without error and that the errors
the center than on the other side. As in the y measurements are independent
may be expeted, in the case in which Cof each other and have a common vai-the slope of the line is not significantly INTERCEP7, ance. The usual least squares formulas
different from zero, the confidence ini- Figure 4. Confidence interval for non- are then applicable and require the
terval for x, given y, becomes infinitely linear function of slope and intercept computation of the following quantities:
long and, of course, meaningless. in viscosity study Given N pairs of x,y values, compute:

The procedure just described can be
repeated for any number of given x Parabolas represent the equation m - k'b for

various values of k'. The confidence interval (a) From the z values:and/or y values, using the same calibra- for k' conslsts of all values of k' contained
tion line with its associated hyperbola, between :' and 4' S - Zz and Q -Zz
without ever causing the joint reliability
of all the confidence intervals thus ob- (b) From the y values:
tained to drop below the chosen con-
fidence coefficient. The following method is proposed for Y - Zy and L - Zys

solving this problem. The relation
(c) From corresponding z and y

RELIABILITY OF QUANTTIES DERIVED FROM k' k'[,]s m values:

CAUBRATION LINE - 'P ZZY

The two classes of problems discussed can be written m = k'bl and represents, It is useful to represent the quantity,
in the preceding section constitute for any given value of k', a parabola in NQ - 8, which depends on the x values
special cases of a wider class of interval the b, m plane (Figure 4). Different only, by a separate symbol
estimation problems that can be solved values of k' result in different parabolas
by means of the joint confidence ellipse sonie of which intersect the ellipse, while A - NQ - SO (1)
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Then, the estimates of slope and inter- L -- quantity depending on the distance
cept, 'i and .are given by ----- I of this z from the average, x. Thiq

-NP-SY' (2 1o014 £quantity is
M -. 1 A__ K1 (XJ [i +

6 (3) .010 M

I A D Thus, the equation of the upper
The standard error of estimate, which ON C t. 4 o branch of the hyperbola is

is a measure of the experimental error of orI

the y measurements, is the square root 1.00
of the quantity d Y'

1.004 K I- [I + (z--!] (12a)

A -' IL - W (4) 'NO C

and the equation of the lower branch
The equation of the ellipse is Loo - -- I is

4 60INTERcIEPT-
N(b - b)- + 2S(b - 6) (A +- Y +) + -

Q(m - f)'. 2Ps, (5) Figure 5. Graphical construction of
joint confidence region K.4-[1 + /Ns'] (12b)

In this equation, F represents the Data of Table II
critical value of the "variance-ratio,"
with 2 and N - 2 degrees of freedom, cor- The derivation of these formulas is out-
responding to the desired "confidence I-2W lined in the final section.
coefficient." For example, if the desired d. - K 2W )

confidence is 95% and N is 10, the value the hyperbola. Thp equations for the
of F is obtained from the "variance two asymptotes are
ratio" table at a level of significance L, - d. L0
equal to 100 - 95 = 5%, for 2 and 8 de- + +-
grees of freedom. This value is 4.46. Construct a system of coordinate y 

+  
x + K (X -x)

In practice, it is not necessary actually axes (Figure 5) in which the abscissa rep.-
to draw the ellipse, because it can be resents the intercept and the ordinate and
closely approximated by three sets of the slope. The scales need not be equal
parallel tangents, as shown in the follow- for the two axes. They should be such + K)(
ing section. that a rectangle of sides 2L. (in the ver- Y + Az - K (z - x) (13)

In terms of the data of Table H, the tical direction) and 2Lb (in the hori-
formulas just given lead to the follow- zontal direction) covers most of the area
ing quantities: available for the graph. The center of The quantity, K = L., has

Nthe rectangle is the point, 10 (8,i). already been calculated for the con-
S 1943 After drawing the rectangle, locate the struction of the ellipse.Q - 676,924 points E and E' above and below C, at If a confidence interval is desired for yA - 2,991.267 distances + d. from C; and the points corresponding to any given value of x,
m 1.00765 D and D' to the right and left of C, atb-6.99 ditne -z~rrC rwhsoig say 2;, it may be determined by drawingS- 2.121 distances -d, from C. Draw the sloping a vertical line through x = zo. The de-P 4.46 lines ED and E'D' and extend them to sired interval is the portion of that line

their points of intersection with the rec- which falls between the two branches of
The equation of the ellipse is, there- tangle. The sloping lines, as well as the the hyperbola. Conversely, if a con-

fore four sides of the rectangle, are all tan- fidence interval is desired for x corre-gent to the eflipse. The hexagon, sponding to any given value of y, say yo,
10(b - 6.99)2 + 3886(b - 6.99) (m - RNTR'N'T', enclosed between these it is determined by drawing a horizontal

lines inside the rectangle is an excellent line through y - ye. The desired in-1.00765) + 676,924 (m - 1.00765)' approximation for the ellipse, as evi- terval is the portion of that line which
- 18.919 denced by Figure 5. falls between the two branche% of the

Formulas 6 through 11, when applied hyperbola. It has already been pointed

Practical Construction of Joint Con- to the data of Table II, give out that this procedure can be repeatedfidence Region. Referring to the for any number of x and y values, with
K - 18.919 the assurance that the probability thatsection, the following additional quau- L. - 7.953 X 10-1 all intervals will be jointly valid is never

tities are required. L - 2.0693 less than the chosen confidence coef-
d4 - 5.655 X 10-' ficient. In many cases, the scale of the

K
I - 2Fs' (6) ds - 1.47 graph will make it necessary to obtain

these intervals by computation rather
W These values were used in construct- than graphically.s (7) inK Figure 5. To judge the reliability of the calibra-

tion line over its entire range of ap-L. - Confidence Band for Calibration plicability, it is useful to note that, forL, -(8) Line. The hyperbola shown in Figure the case of equally spaced values of x,
3 is obtained by adding to and sub- the length of the uncertainty interval for

- (9) tracting from the fitted value, y, y at both extremes of the calibration line
K corresponding to any given x, a (extreme values for which measurements
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were nmade) is a)proximately twice its tervals thus obtained is therefore equal types of applications than those based
length at an x value near the center. to the confidence for each single one, on Student's t.

Application to the data of Table II since any one interval determines all 4. A further aspect of linear regres-
gives the following equation for the con- others. sion is that of evaluating the uncer-
fidence hyperbola On the other hand, in the case of two or tainty of some given function of the

more parameters, such as the slope and slope and the intercept, such as in the
y - 6.9J + 1.00765x- ± intercept of the line, y = b + mx, a con- viscosity problem described in an earlier

fidence statement for y corresponding to section. For functions that are linear
4.35 +-

.
-- ---- I4 (14) x0 does not mathematically imply a con- with respect to b and m, a general solu-10 29,91 -] (14 fidence statement corresponding to an- tion based on the joint confidence ellipse

other value x5 '. For example, if it is is given by Durand (8). For functions
To show how this equation yields in- stated that for x = 2, b + mx lies be- that are of the form, L,(b,m)/L(b,m),

formation about the precision of the tween 5 and 15-i.e., where both L, and Lz are linear, a solu-
calibration line tion is available using a theorem by

5 < b + 2m < 15 Fieller (5, 7), the basic principle of
v - 6.99 + 1.00 765 z which is concisely presented by Finney

(6). However, this solution is not based
let us calculate the uncertainty of a no statement can be inferred from these on the joint confidence ellipse and suf-
value x "read" from the line for a value inequalities for x = 3-i.e., for b + 3m. fers, therefore, from the restriction that
of y = 250 mg. Substituting this value Thus, if statements of uncertainty are only one conclusion can be drawn from
in the equation and squaring, we obtain made both for x = 2 and x = 3, their a given set of data, using a preselected

joint reliability will be less than that confidence coefficient.
(250 -- 6.99 -- 1.00765,)2 corresponding to each statement taken 5. The method presented in this

separately. If more values of x are con- paper and illustrated by the viscosity

1.8919 (x - 194.3)1 sidered, the joint reliability will further problem constitutes an entirely general
L 29,913 _ decrease. The joint confidence ellipse procedure. It contains as special cases

ensures that no matter how many indi- the treatment of linear functions by the
This quadratic equation in x has the vidual confidence intervals are derived method of Durand (8), as well as those
roots x, = 239.83 and X2 = 242.48. from it, the joint confidence of all these nonlinear functions that can be covered

This interval of uncertainty reflects intervals is never less than the selected by Fieller's theorem. Among the latter,
only errors in the calibration curve and confidence coefficient, say 0.95. there is the interval estimation of x,
does not include errors in the measure- 2. The usefulness of the joint con- given y which, under the generalized
ment of y. fidence ellipse for slope and intercept in procedure leads also to the "wider"

the study of linear relationships was rec- hyperbola of Working and Hotelling
ognized by Working and Hotelling (17) (17).

SOME THEOREnCAL CONSIDERATIONS as early as 1929. Some aspects of their The principle of the general method
paper appear to have been largely ig- is as follows: Given a set of data for aWhile the basic theory of joint con- nored in subsequent writings. These straight line and any arbitrary function

fidence regions has been known for a authors show that the totality of all of slope m and intercept b, say z - f
number of years, its practical usefulness straight lines whose slopes and intercepts (b,m), first determine the joint con-
seems to have been largely overlooked, correspond to points inside the ellipse- fidence ellipse as described. Next,
Textbooks on applied statistics either i.e., the admissible lines-are contained consider any value of z, say zs. For this
ignore the issue entirely or treat it very between the branches of a hyperbola, value, function zs = f(6,m) represents a
sketchily. The present discussion is an and they point out that this hyperbola is curve in the b,m plane. By varying zs,
attempt to fill this gap and to present wider than the one corresponding to the a family of such curves is obtained. A
a concise outline of the theoretical ideas sampling errors in y for any particular x. confidence interval for z is then obtained
and principles necessary to an under- They consider the wider hyperbola as by collecting all numerical values of z
standing of the techniques already dis- setting limits for the "sampling errors for which the corresponding curves in-
cussed in this paper. It is hoped that of the trend line as a whole" (17). How- tersect the ellipse.
this exposition will also throw some ever, the ellipse discussed by Working This procedure can be repeated for
light on the manner in which the various and Hotelling involves the population any arbitrary number of functions of b
principles are related to each other, standard deviation of the experimental and m, using the same ellipse. Provided

1. It is interesting to contrast prob- errors, a, and therefore, does not allow that the functions contain no random
lems involving two unknown param- for sampling errors in the estimation of errors other than those affecting esti-
eters, such as intercept and slope, with the standard error of estimate, s. Nei- mates b and m, the confidence intervals
problems involving a single parameter. ther do these authors consider the prob- obtained will all be jointly valid with a
In the latter case, there is essentially lem of determining the uncertainty of an probability not less than the selected
only one possible confidence statement; x value "read" from the calibration line confidence coefficient.
for example, if the parameter is the for a given y. 6. By the procedure that has just
slope, in, of a straight line, y m Mx, pass- 3. The latter problem is examined in been outlined, a single mathematical
ing through the origin, then the con- detail by Eisenhart (4). This author operation yields the solution to both the
fidence interval for y corresponding to summarizes the theory of confidence in- problem of determining a confidence
x = zo is the range of values extending tervals, based on Student's t, for the band for the regression line, as dealt
from xZmI to Z0m2. where m, and M are parameters of a straight line and the with by Working and Hotelling, and the
the confidence limits for m. If another uses of hyperbolic uncertainty bands for problem of determining confidence in-
value xo' had been considered, the cor- the interval estimation of x, given y, as tervals for y, given x, and for x, given
responding confidence interval would be well as for y, given x. It will be shown y.
proportional to the first, with a propor- that some of these problems can also be Identify z with the expression,
tionality factor, xo'/xo. Thus, all such treated by the method of joint con- (y - b)/m-i.e., x-for a fixed value of y
intervals are uniquely determined by fidence regions underlying Working and
values mi and M2 or by each other. The Hotelling's "wider" hyperbola, leading y - b
joint confidence for any number of in- to more satisfactory solutions for some m
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This equation represents a straight line Against the disadvantage of the of a number of observed means. The
in the b,m plane. The values of z for method based on the joint confidence general result derived by these authors
which this line intersects the ellipse will ellipse to yield somewhat longer con- consists essentially in replacing t
be contained between two values, say fidence intervals, one must weigh two with N - k degrees of freedom by
x, and z,, for which this line is tangent to important advantages. In the first /kFk, N- _k, where N is the total num-
the ellipse given by Equation 5. By place, as mentioned before, it is possible ber of measurements and k is the
means of elementary analytical geom- by this method to obtain confidence in- number of parameters. The case dis-
etry it can be shown that x, and x, are tervals for any function, linear or non- cussed in this paper involves two
the solutions of the following equation in linear, of b and m. Secondly, the con- parameters: the slope and the in-
X fidence intervals derived from the el- tercept. Making k = 2 in the general

lipse are all jointly valid, regardless of formula, we find v/'2PN-2 as the

(y - - x K-(A'x - 2Sx + Q) their number, with a joint confidence co- quantity to be substituted for Student's
efficient that is never less than the one t in the construction of confidence in-

(15) on which the ellipse is based. tervals. Since we have already found

8. While the general method de- this relationship in comparing the

The interval extending from x, to x, scribed above permits one to derive technique based on the joint confidence
is, of course, a confidence interval for x from a single set of data an unlimited ellipse with that based on Fieller's
for the fixed value of y considered. On number of jointly valid confidence in- theorem in a nonlinear case, it appears
the other hand, Equation 15 also repre- tervals for y, given x, ani for x, given y, that the relationship is more general
sents a hyperbola entirely analogous to it fails to solve a twofold problem dis- than is implied in Durand's statement.
the "wider" hyperbola obtained by cussed by others (1, 2, 4, 12, 15) in con-
Working and Hotelling, but allowing for nection with linear regression: that of
sampling errors in the estimate, s, of o. predicting in what range a "future" y, LITERATURE CITED

If z had been identified with the ex- to be measured at a given x, will lie;
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ASRACT UZ=TAflffY

A method of error analysis is presented Calibration may be generally thought of as

using data obtained from dead-weight calibration the process of comparing an unknown with a stand-

of various capacity proving rings. A breakdown ard and determining the value of the unknown from

of the errors into components by statistical the accepted value of the standard. The accuracy

methods and their combination into a final un- of the reported values are usually given in terms

certainty statement is discussed in detail, of bounds to inaccuracy, or limits of uncertainty.

Graphical representations are used in several
places to help in the exposition. In any calibration process there are three

possibilities available in dealing with the un-

Extension of the analysis and method of certainties. These are:

handling calibration data for multiple proving
ring setups is discussed in an effort to show 1. Report only the values obtained and make

that the same general method of analysis should no statement about their uncertainty.

be adequate. 2. Make some statement of the uncertainties

affecting the calibration process based

on personal judgement and general ex-
perience.

A proving ring is a compact and dependable 3. Through the use of error analysis form
force measurement device developed at the an objective estimate of the uncertain-

National Bureau of Standards by H. L. Whittemore ties affecting the reported values.

and S. N. Petrenko for the original purpose of
calibrating testing machines. A typical prov- The uncertainty of a measurement process may
ing ring is shown in Figure 1. It consists basi- be characterized by giving (1) the imprecision,

cally of the following components; an elastic and (2) limits to the overall systematic error.

steel ring with diametrically opposed integral Imprecision means the degree of mutual disagree-

loading bosses, a vibrating reed, and a micro- ment, characteristic of independent measurements
mater dial and screw assembly. The reed and mi- of a single quantity, yielded by repeated appli-
crometer screw assembly are mounted along the cations of the process under specified conditions.
diameter concentric with the bosses. When a load The accepted unit for the imprecision of a cali-

is applied to the ring a deflection is measured bration process is the standard deviation, a,

by turning the micrometer screw until positive which provides a measure of how close a particular

contact is made with the vibrating reed. This calibration result in hand is likely to agree with
deflection value is read in terms of the arbit- the results that might have been (or might be) ob-

rary scale inscribed in the face of the micro- tained by the same calibration process in this
meter dial. For details on the design, use, (or other) instance(s). The larger the value of

and calibration of proving rings, see Circular a, the more imprecise the method of measurement,

of the National Bureau of Standards C 454 [1]*. and the greater the disagreement to be anticipated

between strictly comparable calibrations.

In rcent years a significant increase in
the use of the proving ring as a secondary The systematic error of a calibration pro-
transfer standard, in the field of force meas- cess refers to the more or less consistent de-
urement, has precipitated the need for informa- viations of the values observed, from the stand-

tion dealing with accuracy of the calibration ard, or from the value intended to be measured.

process. The purpose of this paper is to dis- If the direction and the magnitude of systematic

cuss methods of extracting such information error were known with sufficient accuracy, a
from the calibration data and to present the correction could be applied to render the re-

results in a useable form. ported values free from bias. Usually only
limits of systematic error can be given, e.g.,
resulting from the uncertainty in the deter-

The numbers in brackets refer to similarly-ntmbered references at the and of this paper.
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mination of the mass of weights in a dead-weight tion values for each load, where
load calibrating machine. Limits of systematic D - average deflection value
error are generally based on knowledge and ex- L - loa ds
perience with similiar measurements, information L - load in pounds
available from special studies, and judgement. and a, b, c, are coefficients. The computer pro-
In calibration the sources of systematic errors gram performs the task of statistically analyzing
are usually studied carefully, and their effect the data, fitting the data by the method of least
on the final results minimized or eliminated if squares, and printing out a load versus deflection
possible. table as well as the various statistical quanti-

ties included in the report. The thirty deflec-
The total uncertainty of a calibration tion values obtained during the calibration of a

process places limits on its probable inaccuracy. 100,000-lb capacity proving ring are given in
It includes both the imprecision and the system- Table i. A sample of the load versus deflection
atic error. Accuracy requires precision but pre- table printed out as a result of the computer fit
cision does not necessarily imply accuracy. For of these data is found in Table 2.
example, a calibration process may be highly
precise and yet when applied to a standard yield The selection of a second degree equation in
values consistently greater, or consistently lea; terms of load was decided upon as a result of pre-
than the accepted value of the standard. liminary investigation, both theoretical and ex-

perimental, to determine the proper degree of the
The present method of reporting proving calibration curve to represent the characteristics

ring calibration employed by the NBS does not of the proving ring as evidenced by the raw data.
give explicitly a single expression of the over- At the same time it was necessary to keep in mind
all uncertainty involved, but instead, gives the many problems associated with applying an err-
estimates of the imprecision and systematic or analysis to such data.
error from which the total uncertainty can be
derived. This practice is in keeping with the Figure 2 shows the three deflection values
recommendations on "Expression on the Uncertain- at each of the ten load points for proving ring
ties of Final Results" in Chapter 23 of NBS A, with most of the linear trend removed from the
Handbook 91 [2]. The estimate of imprecision deflection values. The smooth curve represents
of the calibration process is given by the stand- the plot of the computed deflection values derived
ard errors of the tabulated load values, which from the second degree fit with the same linear
measure the combined performance of the calibra- trend removed. This figure shows how well the
tion process and the particular ring. Bounds second degree curve fitF the observed deflections.
for the systematic errors are given in percent
error of applied load for both dead-weight loads, Several interezting and useful comparisons
and loads measured by means of a multiple ring resulting from the error analysis and fitting
setup, techniques employed are as follows. From the

dispersion of the three deflection values at each
DEAD-WEIGHT CALIBRATION load point about their average, the standard de-

viation of a deflection value can be computed with
A dead-weight calibration of a proving ring two degrees of freedom. Since these standard de-

consists of ten nearly equally spaced loads ap- viations computed over the range of loads are
plied in either the 10,100-lb or the 111,000-lb comparable in magnitude, the ten values may be
capacity testing machines presently in use at pooled together. This pooled value of the stand-
the National Bureau of Standards. ard deviation, denoted as Sw, can be compared to

its long run average value over many previous
Three runs of ten loads are taken on each calibrations to determine if the calibration pro-

ring to make up a calibration. Before and after cess is under control, i.e., stable with respect
each load reading a no-load reading is taken and to precision.
recorded. The average of the two no-load read-
ings is subtracted from the load reading to A standard deviation s associated with the
yield a deflection value of the ring under that calibration of this particular ring can be com-
load. This yields a total of thirty deflection puted from the residuals of the ten average de-
values, three values for each load point from flection values about the second degree curve.
ten-percent of capacity to capacity load. These This value of the standard deviation, s, can be
thirty deflections are punched on computer data compared with the pooled standard deviation of
cards with their corresponding load values and an average deflection value, s.14i, obtained from
are fed into an electronic digital computer. A the ten sets of triplicate deflection values (i.
second degree equation of the form e., the pooled estimate of the standard deviation

D L.
2  of an individual deflection divided bysd3). If

D - a + bK + the two standard deviations a and swqA/ are of
is fitted to the averages of the three deflec-

I
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nearly the same magnitude then the ring is in In order to arrive at some measure of de-
good condition and the scatter of the points is pendability of the values given in the load table
due mainly to the inability of the calibration the corresponding confidence interval is needed.
process as a whole to repeat. Conversely, if To determine such an interval, the standard err-
the standard deviation s computed from the de- or of a deflection value for a given load is
viations of the ten average deflection values computed and some multiple of this value is used
from the curve is considerably larger than s, as limits of uncertainty on the imprecision.
the estimated standard deviation of an average
deflection value, then the condition of the ring To predict a deflection value D for a
is not good and reconditioning by the manufac- particular given load Li. the defleclign value
turer is indicated. An example of this can be can be expressed as D- i a + bLi + cLi. Thus
seen in figure 2. This ring is apparently not D is a linear combination of the coefficients
in good condition since the broken curve con- etimated, and its standard error si can be ex-
necting the averages of the three deflection e
values at each load point does not follow the pressed in terms of the standard deviation s

fitted curve closely. For rings in good condi- (estimated from the residuals of the fit, with

tion, the two curves are practically indistin- seven degrees of freedockand the load Li. and
the variance-covariance matrix [C I of theguishable on a graph to this scale. In the estimated coefficients a, b, and as follows:

future this type of reasoning may be used ass 2 i 2

basis for acceptance or rejection of a particular S1 - LtCijI L s
device. 

where the vector ]'. (I, Li. Li').

Previously a calibration graph was in- (For details of the method of polynomial fitting

cluded with the calibration certificate as shown used and the calculation of the standard error
infure 3.s the reader is referred to sections 6-3 and
in figure 3. This graph was a plot of the cali- 615 of Chapter 6 of 1BS Handbook 91 "Experimental
bration factor for the ring in pounds per divi- Statistics" [2].)
sion versus the deflection in divisions. The
straight line through the points was drawn for The dependence of : on the value of L in-
"best fit". Because the calibration factors were diates that Di values orresponding to Li lues
computed by dividing each deflection into its at the two ends of the range of L have larger
corresponding load, the points of the plot near prediction errors than do D values corresponding
the loer end of the load range, of the device,L in the center portion= For convenience,
show considerably more dispersion than the points the largest value of the standard error s com-

ntheriahgeuppvaluedofTtheestandard error poicts
near the upper end. Therefore the upper points puted from the above expression is used for all
were considered to be better indicators for the values of Li in a proving ring report, and for

drawing of the "best fit" line through the plot- ten equal increments of equally spaced loads Li.
ted points. In the case of the second degree te vale of e astanda d o Li
fit of deflection versus load by the method o, the value of the largest standard error , $I, is

approximately equal to 0.79s. This is converted
least squares, the individual points are treat into load in pounds by multiplying 0.79s by the
with equal weight, a more accurate fit of the maximum calibration factor, in pounds per divi-
calibration data is obtained, and no possibility sion, for the particular ring.
of personal bias is introduced.

The above can be illustrated as the by- Using the t statistic and the computed stand-
rodcth aof a mple iustried andsu e d ard error a confidence interval for the deflection

products of a simple test designed and suggested value on the curve for a single given load can be

calculated. In calibration work, however, we re-
several operators taking readings with a proving quire not merely the calculation of a confidence
ring under various known dead-weight loads, interval for the deflection value corresponding
These loads were then computed as if they were to a single load, but the calculation of a confi-
unknown using first the table of load values dence band for the whole calibration curve.
from the second degree fit and second the load dnebadfrtewlecirtonuv.
vausrvdfrom the secondbde e t ad secn e lod Therefore, a wider interval will be required for
values derived from the "best fit" curve. Com- the same level of confidence. The confidence
parison showed that over the range of the ring, band for a line as a whole is discussed on pages
the load values computed from the second degree 5-15 to 5-17 of reference ',2' and for entire
fit were closer to the actual known loads applied ccurves, in Chapter ;'8 Of j3], where it is shown
to the ring. Therefore, if the ring is to be that in the general case, the half width at L -
used over its entire calibrated range the second L of the confidence band for the curve as a
degree fit gives more accurate load values. The wAole ist
same data were also used to check the computed
limits of uncertainty for the particular ring 4k F .05 (k,v) x si
and in no case did the difference between the where k is the number of coefficients estimated,
actual and computed load value exceed these is the number of degrees of freedom in esti-
limits. P sample of the values determined dur- mating s4 , and F is an appropriate upper percent-
ing this experiment an be found in Table 3. age point of the distribution of the F statistic

(as an illustration we are using the upper 5%
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point). Thus for k - 3, v - 7, and ten equal in- Some of these problems cannot be solved without
crements of loads the half width of the 95% con- considerable changes in the procedure of cali-
fidence interval is r3 x 4.35 x 0.79s - 2.86s. bration. Since such changes are impractical, and
(Since the largest value of the computed stand- in the near future dead-weight calibration capa-
ard error is used, the confidence level is at city will be extended to 1,000,000 lb, one solu-
least 95..) Therefore the over-all limits of tion is to fit multiple ring calibrations by the
uncertainty for the calibration by this procedure same method as that for the dead-weight calibra-
could be expressed as 2.86 x a, (s is the stand- tions. The following discussion is based on the
ard deviation given in the report), plus the results of calibrations of rings fitted by this
systematic error, method.

It may appear that the above procedure for Examination of these results showed no evi-
determining the limits of uncertainty in the dence of bias in the sense that residuals of the
calibration of a proving ring by basing it on fit at the two adjoining increments of load, i.e.
the prediction of a deflection value for a given the last dead-weight and the first multiple ring
load is a reverse procedure. However, for the load, are not unusually large or consistently of
method of calibration described this seemingly opposite sign. For this to remain true it is
reverse procedure is the proper one. Figure 4 necessary that the calibrations of the rings used
is a schematic diagram of the deflection - load to determine the load in a multiple ring setup
curve obtained from a calibration with the cor- be unbiased. To insure that this condition is
responding confidence band sketched about it. maintained the rings owned by the Bureau are
For any given load, the true deflection value is usually reconditioned yearly and are calibrated
expected to be situated within the band. Con- frequently.
versely, if a deflection value d is given, a
horizontal line parallel to the load axis will For dead-weight calibration the errors of
intercept the curve at the corresponding load the applied loads were assumed to be negligible
value L; in addition this line will also inter- in fitting the data; for multiple ring calibra-
cept the band at two points L and L which give tion, errors are introduced in the determination
the corresponding lower and upper confidence of the loads applied. Thus a non-linear func-
limits for the load. This is true provided that tional relationship is to be estimated between
the deflection value is known without error. If deflection and load where the measurements of
the uncertainty of the deflection value can be both are subject to error. There is no simple
represented by Di and D , then the corresponding solution to this problem except that experience
confidence interval for the load will be wider, in this laboratory has shown that the least
as given by L' and L'. In other words, the ac- square fitting procedure still gives satisfactory
curacy with which the deflection readings are estimates provided the errors are small compared
obtained in using the ring must be taken into with the range covered. This requirement is
account by the user of the ring. satisfied since each increment of load is more

than 700 times the magnitude of the error in-
Each load value given in the table of load volved.

versus deflection is therefore the predicted
value of the load, given a deflection value, and Considering the above, and from a study of
is expected to be within the uncertainty limits numerous past calibrations, it was decided the
given for the calibration, deflection should be fitted as a function of

load since the former is believed to have larger
errors than the latter.

CALIBRATION OF RIMS USIN MULTIPLE RING SETUPS
Since the dead-weight calibration is pre-

The present practice for calibrating prov- sumably more precise than the multiple ring cali-
ing rings with nominal capacities in excess of bration, the question of weighting the observa-
110,000 lb is as follows: tions prior to least square fitting was consider-

ed. Results of the rings studied indicated that
1. to divide the nominal capacity into ten the standard deviation of an average deflection

aproximately equal increments, obtained from multiple ring calibrations was not

2. to calibrate the ring by dead weights significantly larger than that for the dead

for the increments of load less than weights. Thus the inflation of this deviation
due to the errors in the loads does not increase

110,000 lb, and the total imprecision by any appreciable amount.

3. to calibrate the ring by either a 3, 4, The use of weighting factors is therefore not of
or 5 proving ring setup for the re- practical importance.
maining increments of load.

Examination of the plot of residuals re-
For a calibration using this procedure sulting from fitting deflections to the loads,

there are a number of problems relating to the both in dead weights and in multiple ring setups,
analysis of data and interpretation of results, indicates that the deviations of the data points
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from the fitted curve contribute a large part of AICKNWLIDGX=
the total error. In view of this it appears
reasonable that the averages of the deflection Acknowledgment is made to Churchill Risen-
readings should be used for fitting, similar hart of the National Bureau of Standards for the
to the procedure used for dead-weight calibration, many helpful discussions asd suggestions.
Thus, the standard error includes the imprecision
components of the calibration error for both the
ring being calibrated and the rings being used REFERECE
to mea ure the applied load.

(1) B. L. Wilson, D. R. Tate, and G. Borkowski,
Bounds for systematic error of a multiple "Proving Rings for Calibrating Testing

ring setup can be estimated by summing (1) the Machines", NBS Circular C 454, U. S. Govern-
bystematic error due to the dead weights (2) the ment Printing Office, Washington 25, D. C.
systematic difference due to change with time in (2) H. G. Natrella, "Experimental Statistics,"
the calibrated values of the load measuring de- NBS Handbook 91, U. S. Government Printing
vices, and (3) other sources of error due to the Office, Washington 25, D. C.
inherent difficulties in using and reading the (3) H. G. Kendall and Alan Stuart, Advanced
devices simultaneously. For example, such an Theories of Statistics, Hafner Publishing
estimate can be given an percent error of applied Co., New York, 1961.
load for loads in excess of the dead weights.

COCELUSION

In the above we have presented a procedure
for the determination of limits of uncertainty
for the calibration of proving rings. The
method of analysis includes; the fitting of this
type of data to an appropriate curve by the meth-
od of least squares, the use of confidence in-
tervals and bands as limits of imprecision, and
the estimate of bounds for systematic error.

Since many types of devices and instruments
are calibrated similiarly at selected points a-
long their ranges, it is believed that the pro-
cedures outlined above may be useful, when
properly modified, in yielding a realistic eval-
uation of the uncertainties associated with their
calibration.

Figure I Proving Ring
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Table I A Calibration of Proving Ring A

Applied Deflection
load Run 1 Run 2 Run 3
lb div div div

10,000 68.32 68.35 68.30

20,000 136.78 136.68 136.80

30,000 204.98 205.02 204.98

40,000 273.85 273.85 '273.80

50,000 342.70 342.63 342.63

60,000 411.30 411.35 411.28

70,000 480.65 480.60 480.63

80,000 549.85 549.85 549.83

90,000 619.00 619.02 619.10

100,000 688.70 688.62 688.58

Table 2 - Computed Load Table in lb for 70 Degrees F for Proving Ring A

Deflection 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Div

60. - - - - - 9952. 10099.

70. 10245. 10392. 10538. 10685. 10831. 10978. 11124. 11270. 11417. 11564.

80. 11710. 11856. 12003. 12149. 12295. 12442. 12588. 12735. 12881. 13027.

90. 13174. 13320. 13467. 13613. 13759. 13906. 14052. 14199. 14345. 14491.

100. 14638. 14784. 14930. 15077. 15223. 15369. 15516. 15662. 15808. 15954.

640. 93007. 93151. 93295. 93439. 93582. 93727. 93871. 94014. 94158. 94302.

650. 94446. 94590. 94734. 94878. 95021. 95165. 95309. 95453. 95597, 95741.

660. 95885. 96029. 96173. 96316. 96460. 96604. 96748. 96892. 97035. 97179.

670. 97323. 97467. 97611. 97754. 97898. 98042. )8186. 98330. 98473. 98617.

680. 98761. 98905. 99048. 99192. 99336. 99480. 99623. 99767. 99911. 100054.
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Table 3 - Sample Results of Experiment Designed by W. J. Youden of NBS for
Proving Ring A

B
Computed load

A using second Column A Computed load Column A
Load applied degree fitting minus using "best minus Ring

to ring method Column B fit" method Column C reader
lb lb lb lb lb

10,070 10,077 - 7 10,090 -20 1

30,000 29,987 +13 29,994 + 6 1

40,050 40,059 - 9 40,064 -14 1

80,020 80,032 -12 80,036 -16 1

10,020 10,033 -13 10,046 -26 2

30,050 30,047 + 3 30,053 - 3 2

40,000 40,011 -11 40,016 -16 2

80,070 80,081 -11 80,082 -12 2

10,000 9,993 + 7 10,007 - 7 3

30,070 30,063 + 7 30,069 + 1 3

40,020 40,029 - 9 40,034 -14 3

80,050 80,061 -11 80,062 -12 3

10,050 10,058 - 8 10,068 -18 4

30,020 30,010 +10 30,013 + 7 4

40,070 40,087 -17 40,096 -26 4

80,000 80,025 -25 80,030 -30 4

NOTE: An edited version of this paper has been published in the ISA Journal,
Instrument Society of America, Vol. 12, No. 6, June, 1965.
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Reprinted from Journal of the Washington Academy of Sciences 54, 24-33 (19%4).

The Meaning of "Least"
In Least Squares*

Churchill Eisenhart
National Bureau of Standards

1. Introduction from three distinctly different points of
The present status of the Method of view: (1) Least Sum of Squared Residuals

Least Squares is this: Everyone uses it, (Legendre, 18(1r), (2) Maximum Prob.
but not in exactly the same way, nor for ability of Zero Error of Estimation (Gauss,
the same reasons. There is thus some sim- 1809), and (3) Least Mean Squared Error
ilarity to the present status of Probability, of Estimation (Gauss, 1821). These differ
with respect to which Bertrand Russell has not only in their aims and in their initial
remarked (1) : "While interpretation in assumptions, but also in the meanings that
this field is controversial, the mathematical they attach to the numbers that all three
calculus itself commands the same measure yield as a common answer to any given
of agreement as any other branch of problem. Unfortunately, the cistence of
mathematics." But the situation with re- thest three different formulations and con-
spect to the Method of Least Squares is sequent different interpretations of the end
not exactly parallel: In the case of the results of applying 'Least Squares' are
Metht~d of Least Squares there is corn- rarely mentioned in books on the practical
plete agreement on the procedure for application of the Method of Least Squares.
forming the 'normal equations' from the The only exception in English of which I
fundamental 'observational equations,' and am aware is Whittaker and Robipson's
everyone comes up with the very same The Calculus of Observations (2), first
numbers for the solutions of the normal published in 1924: chapter IX contains a
equations; but their reasons for employing discussion of Legendre's original formula-
the Method of Least Squares, their under- tion, in which no probability considerations
stiading of its objectives and the condi- are involved; a full treatment of Gauss's
tions under which these are achieved, and first "proof," in which what we now term
their interpretations of end results of its the 'normal distribution' plays a central
application, may be quite different. Fur- and indispensable role; and a brief sum-
thermore, in contrast to the situation in mary of Gauss's second development, which
Probability, individuals who utilize the he showed to be independent of the func-
'Method of Least Squares' as a tool in tional form of the law of error involved
their own line of work are usually not whenever the 'best values' implied by the
aware of the existence of alternative for- techniques of Least Sum of Squared Resid-
mulations of this technique. uals are linear functions of the basic ob-

This somewhat extraordinary situation servations. Gauss himself decidedly pre-
rv-,uttp from the fact that the Method of ferred his second formulation, the existence
Ira.', Squares was developed originally of which seems to be virtually unknown to

almost all American users of "LeastI aiarns frown a paper in preparation on
TI,, orkvounad and Evolution of the Method Squares," except students of advanced

I i %qu.t rr." mathematical statistics.
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H. Minimization of Residuals and n
Legendre's "Methode des l(fY-a) = 0, (1)

Moindres Quarres" I

The Method of Least Squares evolved that is, the value determined by the condi-
early in the 19th century in response to a tion of zero sum of residuals.
recognized need for a 'best' general pro- This principle seems to have originated
cedure for the combination of observations in western Europe sometime in the latter
in astronomy and geodetic surveying, half of the 16th century A.D. and appears

When two or more related quantities are to have evolved from the techniqie of tak-
measured individually, the resulting meas- ing measurements in pairs such that the
ured values usually fail to satisfy the con- two members of a pair are affected by
straints on their magnitudes implied by the systematic errors of (approximately) equal
given interrelations among the quantities magnitude but of opposite signs, in which
concerned. In such cases these 'raw' meas- case the arithmetic mean of a pair is (at
ured values are mutually contradictory and least, more nearly) free from the effects of
require 'adjustment' in order to be usable these errors.
for the purpose intended, 2. Roger Cotes (1682-1716), in his

Inasmuch as the actual errors of individ- Aestimatio errorum (4), suggested that,
ual observations are usually unknown and when several determinations of a single
forever unknowable, the early attempts to quantity were available that were subject
achieve a good adjustment seem to have to unequal uncertainties, then the 'best'
concentrated on minimizing the apparent value to take for the quantity in question
inconsistency of a set of observations as is the weighted arithmetic mean of the in-
evidenced by some simple function of their dividual determinations weighted "inverse-
residuals.* The practical requirements of ly proportional to the lengths of the Devia-
unique solutions and computational sim- tions over which one can spread [their]
plicity then led, in due course, to the tech- Errors."
nique of Least Sum of Squared Residuals. 3. Application of Cotes's suggestion to
This was the essence of Legendre's determining the slope 8 of a line through
"Mthode des Moindres Quarr~s," pro- the origin, y ---x, from observational
claimed in 1805 (3). No probability con-siderations were involved. points (Y1 , xi), (Y2, x2), • • ., (Y,, x.)

The successive stages of this evolution affected by errors in the y-direction only,
The Mueodestges of Leas thes wer o leads to taking the value B determined by

of the Method of Least Squares were: the equation
1. When several 'equally good' measure-

ments of a single quantity were available, n
the Principle of the Arithmetic Mean stated 1. (Y4 - BxJ) = 0 (2)

that the 'best' value to take was their arith- , 1

metic mean. The arithmetic mean a of a set 'best'of measurements Y,, Y2, . ... Y, is the solu- as the 'bs'value for /3, when the uncer-
tio•of themeqtion tainties of the respective Y, are essentially
tion of the equation constant over the range of value of x in-

volved. If the Y, are regarded as observed

If Y,, Y, ... , Y. are observed values of a values of the respective quantities /Pxi, for

magnitude a, then Yi-a=Ei, Y - a = Es, ... , which the corresponding adjusted values
Y.-a=E& are the errors of the respective ob- are Bx4, (i= 1, 2, . .. n), then (2)
servations. If, the value of a being unknown, one clearly expresses the condition of zero sum
adopts some particular value for it, say a, then of residuals; and, when written in the form
Y-a=R, Ys-a=R,, ... , Y.-a-=R. are the
residuals of the observations corresponding to
the adjusted value a. Y-B-x= O, (3)
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where Y and x are the arithmetic means of Condition II in conjunction with Condi-
the Y- and x-values respectively, shows tion I requires that the slope b shall satisfy
that "the Cotes line," y = Bx = (Y/x)x, the equation
passes through the two-dimensional center- -

of-gravity of the data, (x, Y). "2 I(y--y)-b(xi--x) = minimum. (4)
4. In 1748, Leonard Euler (1707-1783) i£ 1

and Tobias Mayer (1723-1762) independ- Consequently, determination of a "Bosco-
ently devised and applied (5, 6) an exten- vich line" reduces to determining its slope
sion of the condition of zero sum of resid- b from equation (3) and then evaluating a
uals to multi-parameter problems that is from the relation a y - bx.
today called the Method of Averages: this
consists of subdividing the observational Boscovich stated and applied his two
points into as many subsets as there are conditions for a line of best fit for the first
coefficients to be determined, the subdivi. time in his 1757 summary and reevaluation
sion being in terms of the values of (one (7) of the measurement of a meridian arc
of) the independent variable(s), and then near Rome by Christopher Maire and him-
applying the condition of zero sum of self, first published in 1755. In this first
residuals to the points of each subset, in pronouncement and application of his
the manner of equation (2) above. Pro- method he does not give any indication of
vided that one is thus able to form as how he solved equation (4) to obtain the
many distinct observational subsets as there 'best' value of the slope b. Three years
are unknown parameters to be determined, later (8), Boscovich restated his two con-
the Method of Averages will always come ditions and then gave a very useful algo-
up with a value for each parameter. But rithm for solving equation (4), together
there is usually some arbitrariness and with a geometric proof of its validity, fol-
room for subjective choice in the forma- lowed by a step-by-step illustration of its
tion of the subsets, with consequent varia- application. His algorithm and his proof,
tion in the answers obtained, in outline, may be found in my chapter in

5. As a means of overcoming such arbi- the Boscovich Memorial Volume edited by
trariness and subjectivity, Roger Joseph L. L. Whyte (9).
Boscovich (1711-1787) proposed that, giv- 6. Pierre Simon, Marquis de Laplace
en more than two pairs of observed values (1749-1827), in his first memoir on the
of variables x and y connected by a linear Figure of the Earth (10), proposed, as a
functional relationship of the form y = a test of the adequacy of a linear relation
+ fPx, then the values (a and b) that one y = a + bx to describe a given set of
should adopt for a and /8 in order to data, that the values of a and b be chosen
obtain the line (y = a + bx) that is most so as to minimize the absolute value of the
nearly in accord with all of the observa- largest deviation and then a subjective
tions should be those determined jointly by judgment made whether the resulting larg-
the two conditions:- est residual is, or is not, explainable in

terms of the recognized uncertainties ofI. The sums of the positive and negative the data involved. He also outlined a pro-
residuals (in the y-direction) shall be cedure for determining the required values
equal, of a and b. In his second memoir on the

1I. The sum of/the absolute values ofall Figure of the Earth (11), Laplace adopted
of the residuals shall be as small as Boscovich's two criteria for a line of best
possible. fit and gave an algebraic formulation and

Condition I implies that the best fitting derivation of Nuscovich's algorithm for
line y = a -4- bx shall pass through the solving equation (4) above. In Book III,
centroid (x, y) of the observational points. Chapter 5, of his Mianique Celeste (12),
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Laplace described again (pp. 417-424) the sort of equilibrium which, preventing the ex-
method that he had used in 1783 to de- tremes from exerting an undue inluence, is very

well fitted to reveal that state of the system
termine the line that minimizes the absolute which most nearly approaches the truth."
value of the maximum residual and then
gave (pp. 424-434) an alternative pro- Legendre then proceeded to deduce his
(edure for achieving the same end "when now well-known rules for forming the so-
the number of observations is consider- called 'normal equations.' He then shows
able." He also extended (pp. 438-442) his that the Principle of the Arithmetic Mean
1789 algebraic formulation of Boscovich's is a special case of his Principle of Least
technique to the case of observational Sum of Squared Residuals.
points of unequal weight. Unfortunately, throughout Legendre's

7. In 1795, at the age of eighteen, Carl exposition of his "Mithode des moindres
Friedrich Gauss (1777-1855), mathemat- quarris," and his illustrations of its appli-
ical peer of Archimedes (287-212 B.C.) cation, he used the term "errors" for what
and Sir Isaac Newton (1642-1727) and are more accurately termed residuals. This
unequaled in mathematical precocity, dis- has served to confuse the unwary and to
covered the algebraic and arithmetical ad- conceal the distinction between what he
vantages of the technique of Least Sum of merely asserted in 1805 and what Gauss
Squared Residuals for adjustment of ob- showed in 1821 to be a statistical property
servations in geodesy. of the procedure. The essence of what

"Originally Gauss did not attach great i Legendre said is this: If in the interest of
portance to the method of least squares; he felt achieving an objective adjustment one
it was so natural that it must have been used seeks to minimize the mutual inconsisten-
by many who were engaged in numerical calcu- cies of the observations as measured by
lations. Frequently he said that he would be will- some simple function of their residuals,
ing to bet that elder Tobias Mayer (1723-1762) then the practical requirements of general
had used it in his calculations. Later he dis-
covered by examining Mayer's papers that he applicability, unique arithmetical solutions,
would have lost the bet." (13. p.l13). and ease of computation lead to the adop-

tion of the technique of Least Sum of
This may serve to explain in part why Squared Residuals. No probability consid-
Gauss did not publish anything on the erations were involved. And his "discovery"
Method of Least Squares for over a decade, simply marked the culmination of the at-
although he employed the Method almost tempts by Euler, Mayer, Boscovich, La-
daily from 1801 onwards in a great variety place, and others to develop a practicable
of astronomical calculations. (14, p. 98). objective method of adjustment based

8. Adrien Marie Legendre (1752-1833) solely on consideration of residuals.
introduced the world to the technique of
Least Sum of Squared Residuals in his III. 'Laws of Error' and Gauss's First
book on "New Methods for Determining 'Proof' of the Method of Least
the Orbits of Comets" (3) published in Squares
1805. In an Appendix "On the Method of The error of a measurement Y is, by
Least Squares," occupying pages 72-80, he definition, the difference Y - , between
wrote: the measurement and the true value r of

"Of all the principles which can be proposed the quantity measured. The error of a
for [the combination of observations] I think particular measurement, y, is, therefore,
there it none more general, more exact, and a fixed number, y - -. The numerical
more easy of application, than that of which we magnitude and sign of this number are
have made use in the preceding researches, and ordinarily unknown and unknowable, be-
which consists of rendering the sum of the
squares of the errors as a minimum. By this cause T, the true value of the quantity
means there is established among the errors a concerned, is usually unknown and un-
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knowable. A mathematical theory of errors Simpson's first "hypothesis" was that
is not possible so long as individual the errors of measurements of a single
measurements are regarded as unique en- quantity by a particular measurement
tities, that is, as fixed numbers yt, Y2 ..... .. process be regarded as taking the values
A mathematical theory of errors is possible -v, -v l, ... , 2, 1, 0, 1, 2, ... , v-,
only when particular measurements yi, Y2, v, with equal probabilities, i.e., a discrete
... are regarded as instances characteristic uniform distribution. Next, he assumed
of the measurements Y1, Y 2, ... that might that the errors be regarded as taking on
have been, or might be, yielded by the the above values with probabilities pro.
same measurement process under the same portional to 1, 2, ... , v-, v, v± 1, v,
circumstances. This fundamental step was ... 2, 1, respectively, i.e., a discrete isos-
taken on March 4, 1755, by Thomas Simp- celes triangle distribution. Utilizing the
son (1710-1761), Professor of Mathematics generating function techniques that had
at the Woolwich Military Academy, in been employed by Abraham DeMoivre
"A Letter to the Right Honourable George (1667-1754) for the solution of problems
Earl of Macclesfield, President of the relating to tosses of dice and other games
Royal Society, on the advantage of taking of chance (16), Simpson derived, for each
,he mean of a number of observations, in of these distributions, the probability dis-
practical astronomy" (15). This remark- tribution of the sum of n independent
able letter began as follows: errors from such a distribution, and then

from these the corresponding distributions
of the arithmetic mean of n independent

"My lord, it is well known to your lordship, or he sum me up h indna no

that the method practiced by astronomers, in errors. He summed up his findings as fol-
order to diminish the errors arising from the lows:

imperfections of instruments, and of the organs
of sense, by taking the Mean of several observa- "Upon the whole of which it appears, that the
tions, has not been so generally received, but taking of the Mean of a number of observations,
that some persons, of considerable note, have greatly diminishes the chances for all the smaller
been of opinion, and even publicly maintained, errors, and cuts off almost all possibility of any
that one single observation, taken with due great ones: which last consideration, alone, seems
care, was as much to be relied on as the Mean sufficient to recommend the use of the method,
of a great number, not only to astronomers, but to all others con-

"As this appeared to be a matter of much cerned in making of experiments of any kind
importance, I had a strong inclination to try (to which the above reasoning is equally appli-
whether, by the application of mathematical cable). And the more observations or experiments
principles, it might not receive some new light; there are made, the less will the conclusion be
from whence the utility and advantage of the liable to err, provided they admit of being re-
method in practice might appear with a greater peated under the same circumstances."
degree of evidence. In the prosecution of this
design (the result of which I have now the In a second paper on "the advantage
honour to transmit to your Lordship) I have,
indeed, been obliged to make use of an hypoth- arising by taking the mean" (17), Simp-
esis, or to assume a series of numbers, to ex- son found the distribution of the mean of
press the respective chances for the different n independent errors from a continuous
errors to which any single observation is sub- isosceles triangle distribution, by proceed-
ject . .. ing to the limit as the spacing between the

"Should not the assumption, which I have error values in the fixed interval (--a,
made use of, appear to your Lordship so well
chosen as some others might be, it will, how. +a) tends to zero.
ever, be sufficient to answer the intended purpose: It should be noted that Simpson did not
and your Lordship will find, on calculation that, prove that "taking of the arithmetic
whatever series is assumed for the chances of
the happening of the different errors, the result mean was the best thing to do, but merely
will turn out greatly in favour of the method that it is advantageous. However, in ac-
now practised, by taking a mean value." complishing this goal he did something
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much more important: he took the bold y.), the maximum likelihood estimate of
step of regarding errors, not as individual -r corresponding to the law of error f(x).
unrelated happenings, but as properties of For n =3, evaluation of T requires the
the measurement process itself and the ob- solution of an equation of the fifth degree
server involved. He thus opened the way consistiag of twenty terms; and for n > 3,
to a mathematical theory of measurement the algebra and arithmetic become un-
based on the mathematical theory of manageable. However, for yi j y2 y3,
probability. Bernoulli showed that his "most likely

Simpson's idea of probability distribu- value" T is greater than, equal to, or less
tions of error was taken up quickly on the than the arithmetic mean of the three
Continent. Joseph Louis, Comte de La- values according as the middle value (Y2)
grange (1736-1813), an Italian by birth, is less than, equal to, or greater than the
a German by adoption, a Frenchman by midpoint 12(Y] + Y3) between the ex-
choice, and one of the greatest mathema. tremes, respectively. His T thus a%signs
ticians of all time, reproduced and elabo. greater weight to the more distant of the
rated on Simpson's results-without men- two extreme observations. The actual mag-
tion of Simpson-in a long memoir "on nitude of the difference T-x depends,
the utility of taking the mean" (18).. however, on the choice of a, the limit an

Without a similar passage to the limit he deduced error will never exceed in absolute value,
the (subsequently oft rediscovered) dis- but tends to zero rapidly as a--* 0o, lead.
tribution of the arithmetic mean of n in- ing Bernoulli to remark: "Those who are
dependent errors from a continuous uni- most shocked by our principles will have
form distribution, nothing further to contradict if only they

Daniel Bernoulli (1700-1782), nephew make the field of possible deviations as
of James Bernoulli (1654-1705) whose large as possible."
Ars Conjectandi (1713) is one of the In 1774, Laplace, in his first discussion
great landmarks in the history of prob- of the problem of the 'best mean' (20),
ability, published in 1778 a highly original proposed (1) a double-exponent-al law
paper on "The most probable choice be- of error,
tween several discrepant observations and m -mxi
the formation therefrom of the most likely f(x) =-e , - 0 <x + ± o;
induction" (19) that apparently existed in 2
manuscript as early as 1774 (20, p. 634). and (2) adoption as the 'best mean' that
Ir this paper Bernoulli proposed (1) a function T(Y 1, Y2 , Y3) of three observa-
semi-circular law of error, tions for which the average value of

2 IT - rI is a minimum. Today we would
f (x) - X/a 2-x 2,-a x + a, call his T the minimum mean absolute er-

7ra 2  ror estimator of r. For n - 3 and

where x = y -- r is the error of y as an Y1 ;P_ Y2 Ya, Laplace's 'best mean' T is
observed value of the true value 7, and greater than, equal to, or less than Y2, the
-t a are limits which an error will never middle value (i.e., the median), according
exceed; and (2) advocated maximization as Yz is less than, equal to, or greater than
of the product f(xl)f(x2 ) ... f(x) = 

1/2(Y, + ya), the midpoint between the
"n extremes, respectively. T is thus a 'cor-

(2 iI [a2 -(y-r)2]% with re- rected median', the correction being in the

ra2 /i__l direction of the more distant of the two
spect to r to obtain the "most likely extreme observations. Furthermore, T -) Y2
value" of T indicated by the observations as m -- m (i.e., very high precision); and
Y1, Y2, ... , 7,y. Today we would call this T -+ y, the mean of the three values, as
"most likely value", T=T(y,, Y2, ... , m-- O (i.e., very poor precision).
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Thus, while Simpson's and Lagrange's values of the essential parameters have
work had shown the arithmetic mean to be uniform a priori distributions, then the
increasingly 'good' as n-- oo, Bernoulli's most probable values of the unknown im-
and Laplace's work implied that the arith- plied by a given set of observational data
metic mean was 'best' only in the limiting are given identically by the application of
case of infinitely poor precision. the technique of Least Sum of Squared

As noted above, Gauss discovered the Residuals. He did not publish these re-
great algebraic and arithmetical advantages suits, however, until 1809, in Book I,
of the technique of Least Sum of Squared Section 3, of his Theory of the Motion of
Residuals in 1795. In 1797 he attempted to Heavenly Bodies Moving about the Sun in
justify this procedure via the calculus of Sections (21).
probabilities, concluding that determina- Gauss was well aware that this deriva-
tion of "most probable values" of unknown tion of his now famous law of error and
quantities is impossible unless the law of consequent justification of the technique
error is known explicitly. "When this is of Least Sum of Squared Residuals was
not the case, nothing remains but to as- merely an extension of the Principles of
sume such a function as an hypothesis. It the Arithmetic Mean and stood or fell with
seemed to him most natural to proceed this Principle. Thus, he remarked that the
first the other way around and to look for principle that "the most probable system
that function on which the whole theory of values of the unknown quantities [is
should be based if for the simplest case that for which] the sum of the squares of
there is to result the rule generally accepted the differences between the observed and
as good, namely, that the arithmetic mean computed values of the functions [oh-
of several values obtained for the same served] is a minimum .. .must, every-
unknown through observations of equal where be considered an axiom with the
reliability is to be considered as the most same propriety as the arithmetical mean of
probable value" (14, p. 98). By June several observed values of the same quan-
1798 (13, p. 113) he had completed his tity is adopted as the most probable value"
now famous 'proof' of the Method of (21, art. 179). But his analysis of the
Least Squares, in which he (a) adopted Method of Least Squares remains notable
as a postulate the Principle of the Arith- because he recognized that "the constant
metic Mean, (b) utilized the concept that h can be considered as a measure of the
repetition of a measurement process gen- precision [praecisionis] of the observa-
erates a probability distribution of errors, tions" and then went on to give (1) the
and (c) applied Bayes's method of inverse formula for the precision of a linear func-
probability-without reference to Thomas tion independent observations of equal or
Bayes (1702-1761). Starting from these unequal precisions, and (2) the rule for
premises he showed that if the arithmetic weighting results of unequal precision so
mean of n independent measurements of as to obtain the combined result of maxi-
a single magnitude is to be the most prob- mum attainable precision. These are ever-
able value of this magnitude a posteriori, lasting accomplishments of his first 'proof'.
then the errors X,= Yi--r of the in- Laplace greatly strengthened Gauss's
dividual measurements Yt must be distrib- first 'proof' almost immediately after its
uted in accordance with the law of error publication, by his discovery (22 pp. 383-

h _h2x
2  389) that, under certain very general con-

N =he 0 < ± 0 ditions (not considered in full generality
f / r by Laplace) the distributions of linear

functions, and hence of the arithmetic

(5) Then he showed that, if errors are means, of n independent errors can be ap-
normally distributed, and if the unknown proximated (when properly scaled) by
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Gauss's law of error (5), with the error servations is the "most advantageous" esti-
of the approximation tending to zero as mator of -.
n --* m. From this it follows directly that By adopting instead the principle of
the Method of Least Squares as developed Least Mean Squared Error of Estimation
by Gauss leads to 'most probable values' and the requirement that the resulting
(under "very general conditions") when "best mean" should yield the true values
the number of independent observations of the quantities concerned if it should
involved is large. The Method of Least happen that all of the observations were
Squares was, therefore, regarded as entirely free from error, Gauss showed in
firmly established, not merely on grounds 1821-23 (26, 27) that, when the resulting
of algebraic and arithmetical convenience, 'best values' are linear functions of the
but also via the calculus of probabilities-- observations, then they are identically the
at least when the number of independent same as those given by the technique of
observations is large! Least Sum of Squared Residuals (which

IV. Minimum Errors of Estimation provides the practical modus operandi for

and Gauss's Second 'Proof' obtaining them), and that in this important
case the Least Mean Squared Error prop-

As noted above, Laplace suggested in erty is completely independent of the law
1774 (20) that the 'best mean' to take in of error involved. This fact, which mathe-

practical astronomy is that function of matical statisticians today express by say-
the observations which has an equal prob- ing that the Method of Least Squares
ability of over- and under-estimating the yields minimum variance linear unbiased
true value, showed that this is equivalent estimators of the unknown magnitudes
to adopting the principle of Least Mean concerned under "very general conditions",
Absolute Error of Estimation, and gave an is considered by many mathematical
algorithm for finding this particular func- statisticians today to be the real theoretical
tion of three observations in a one-para- basis of the Method of Least Squares.
meter case. By this algorithm his 'best Henri Poincard (1854-1912) remarked in
mean' is given by the abscissa T(yi, Y2, Y3) 1893-94 (28, p. 168), "This approach
that divides the area under the curve justifies the [Method of Least Squaresl
f(Y1-r)f(Y2 -)f(Y3-K(, considered as jutMho ofLatquesf~yl-7)fyz--)f~y--r) coniderd asindependently of the law of errors ..

a function of r, into two equal halvesidpnetyothlaofros....is, thus, a refutation of Gauss's [earlier]
f(x) being the law of error involved. In reasoning [and] it is rather strange that
1778 (23), Laplace extended this agree, this refutation is due to Gauss himself".
ment to the case of n independent observa- And it is equally surprising that this best.
tions and termed this procedure "the most linear-unbiased-estimator property of Least
advantageous method" of estimation. This Squares seems to be unknown to many
approach was invented anew and fully users of the Method of Least Squares today.
explored by E. J. G. Pitman in 1939 (24).
Unfortunately, it usually leads to intract- V. Concluding Remarks
able equations for the "most advantageous"
estimates, except for very special choices The robust survival of the Method of

of the law of error. Thus, in 1811 (25), Least Squares as a valuable tool of ap.

Laplace found that, among all laws of plied science no doubt stems in part from
the algebraic and arithmetical advantages

-t (x 2 ) of Least Sum of Squared Residuals and in
part from the fact this procedure also

where O(x
2 ) is an arbitrary continuous yields estimates of Least Mean Squared

function of x2  (y-T) 2, the Gaussian Error in the important case when the end
law (5) is the only one for which the results are linear functions of the basic
arithmetic mean Y of n independent oh. observations. This one-to-one correspond-
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Foreword

Since there are available many excellent textbooks on statistical meth-
ods, we include in this section only those entries which are either (1)
addressed specifically to metrologists, or (2) topics not fully discussed in
other texts.

Two introductory treatments of statistical concepts and terminology
are provided. Some Basic Statistical Concepts and Preliminary Considera-
tions by Mary G. Natrella and Churchill Eisenhart (5.1) introduces the
fundamental ideas of populations, samples, and distributions that underlie all
statistical procedures. Then it discusses the interpretation of some important
types of procedures - estimation, confidence intervals, tolerance intervals,
and statistical tests of significance.

Statistical Concepts in Metrology by Harry H. Ku (5.2) deals with
basic statistical concepts as applied to the description and characterization
of a measurement process. A basic kit of tools for the manipulation of meas-
urement data is given, and their use for evaluation of precision is discussed.
The use of control chart techniques for monitoring stability is emphasized.

The excerpt, Randomization in Factorial and Other Experiments (5.4),
from E. B. Wilson's Introduction to Scientific Research contains two exam-
ples illustrating the importance of randomization in experiments. We have
included it to add emphasis to the point that the experimenter cannot take
for granted that his data conform to the conditions (expressed as assump-
tions) underlying proper use of statistical techniques.

The use of propagation of error formulas has had a long history; yet
the term does not appear often in the index of current statistical textbooks.
Ku's Notes (5.3) differentiates the two types of usage and outlines condi-
tions under which these formulas give good approximations.

Detection and rejection of outliers is a problem that forever plagues
the experimenter. Kruskal's remarks (5.5) gather together in one place
some nontechnical thoughts on this matter, whereas Proschan's paper (5.6)
lists several operational criteria. For further reading we suggest two
papers, one by F. J. Anscombe and one by C. Daniel, in Technometrics, vol.
2, no. 2, May, 1960.
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EXPERIMENTAL STATISTICS*

*

CHAPTER 1

SOME BASIC STATISTICAL CONCEPTS AND

PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS

ary G. Natrella and Churchill Eisenhart

1-1 INTRODUCTION

Statistics deals with the collection, anal- Inductive statistical methods are used when
ysis, interpretation, and presentation of we wish to generalize from a small body of
numerical data. Statistical methods may be data to a larger system of similar data. The
divided into two classes-descriptive and in- generalizations usually are in the form of
ductive. Descriptive statistical methods are
those which are used to summarize or de- estimates or predictions. In this handbook
scribe data. They are the kind we see used we are mainly concerned with inductive sta-
everyday in the newspapers and magazines. tistical methods.

1-2 POPULATIONS, SAMPLES, AND DISTRIBUTIONS

The concepts of a population and a sample (b) A production lot of fuzes.
are basic to inductive statistical methods. (c) The rounds of ammunition produced
Equally important is the concept of a distri- by a particular production process.
bution.

(d) Fridays the 13th.
Any finite or infinite collection of individ- (e) Repeated weighings of the powder

ual things-objects or events--constitutes a charge of a particular round of ammunition.
population. A population (also known as a
universe) is thought of not as just a heap of (f) Firings of rounds from a given pro-
things specified by enumerating them one duction lot.

after another, but rather as an aggregate In examples (a), (b), and (c), the "indi-
determined by some property that distin- viduals" comprising the population are ma-
guishes between things that do and things terial objects (corporals, fuzes, rounds); in
that do not belong. Thus, the term popula- (d) they are periods of time of a very re-
tion carries with it the connotation of com- stricted type; and in (e) and (f) they are
pleteness. In contrast, a sample defined as physical operations. Populations (a) and
a portion of a population, has the connota- (b) are clearly finite, and their constituents
tion of incompleteness, are determined by the official records of the

Marine Corps and the appropriate produc-
tion records, respectively. Populations (c),

(a) The corporals in the Marines on July (d), and (e) are conceptually infinite. Off-
1, 1956. hand, the population example (f) would

*NBS Handbook 91, 1966.
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ORDP 20-110 BASIC CONCEPTS

seem to be finite, because firing is a destruc- with these examples, note that, as a general
tive operation; but in order to allow for vari- principle, the distribution of a characteristic
ation in quality among "firings" performed or a group of characteristics in a population
in accordance with the same general proce- is not completely defined until the method or

dure it is sometimes useful, by analogy with methods of measurement or enumeration in-

repetitive weighings, to regard an actual volved are fully specified.

firing as a sample of size one from a con- The distribution of some particular prop-
ceptually infinite population of "possible" erty of the individuals in a population is a
firings, any one of which might have been collective property of the population; and
associated with the particular round con- so, also, are the average and other charac-
ceived. In this connection, note that in exam- teristics of the distribution. The methods of
pies (e) and (f) the populations involved inductive statistics enable us to learn about
are not completely defined until the weighing such population characteristics from a study
and firing procedures concerned have been of samples.
fully specified. An example will illustrate an important

Attention to some characteristic of the class of derived distributions. Suppose we
individuals of a population that is not the select 10 rounds of ammunition from a given
same for every individual leads immediately lot and measure their muzzle velocities when
to recognition of the distribution of this the rounds are fired in a given test weapon.
characteristic in the population. Thus, the Let X be the average muzzle velocity of the
heights of the corporals in the Marines on 10 rounds. If the lot is large, there will be
July 1, 1956, the burning times of a produc- many different sets of 10 rounds which could
tion lot of fuzes, and the outcomes of succes- have been obtained from the lot. For each
sive weighings of a powder charge ("ob- such sample of 10 rounds, there will corre-
served weights" of the charge) are examples spond an average muzzle velocity Xj. These
of distributions. The presence or absence of averages, from all possible samples of 10,
an attribute is a characteristic of .n indi- themselves form a distribution of sample
vidual in a population, such as "tatooed" or averages. This kind of distribution is called
"not tatooed" for the privates in the Marines. the sampling distribution of X for samples of
This kind of characteristic has a particularly size 10 from the population concerned. Sim-
simple type of distribution in the population. ilarly, we may determine the range R of

muzzle velocities (i.e., the difference betweenAttention to one, two, three, or more

characteristics for each individual leads to the largest and the smallest) for each of all

a univariate, bivariate, trivariate, or multi- possible samples of 10 rounds each. These
variate distribution in the population. The ranges Ri (i = 1, 2 .... ) collectively deter-varite istrbuton n th poulaton.The mine the sampling distribution of the range
examples of populations given previously of muzzle velocities in samples of size 10
were examples of univariate distributions.

Simultaneous consideration of the muzzle from the population concerned. The methods
of inductive statistics are based upon the

velocities and weights of powder charges of mathematica osts of sm pn tri

rounds of ammunition from a given produc-

tion process determines a bivariate dis- butions of sample statistics such as T and R.

tribution of these characteristics in the Let us summarize: A population in Sta-
population. Simultaneous recognition of the tistics corresponds to what in Logic is termed
frequencies of each of a variety of different the "universe of discourse"-it's what we
types of accidents on Friday the 13th leads are talking about. By the methods of in-
to a multivariate distribution. In connection ductive statistics we can learn, from a study
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of samples, only about population character- crasies. The population studied may be large
istics--only about collective properties of the or small, but there must be a population; and
populations represented by the individuals it should be well defined. The characteristic
in the samples--not about characteristics of interest must be a collective property of
of specific individuals with unique idiosyn- the population.

1-3 STATISTICAL INFERENCES AND SAMPLING

1-3.1 STATISTICAL INFERENCES inferences and the methods of inductive sta-
tistics. Suppose that four cards have been

If we were willing or able o emera drawn from a deck of cards and have been
entire population, our task would be merely found to be the Ace of Hearts, the Five of
that of describing that population, using Diamonds, the Three of Clubs, and the Jack
whatever numbers, figures, or charts we DaodteTreo lbadteJcwhatvernumbrsfiguesor cart we of Clubs. The specific methods discussed in
cared to use. Since it is ordinarily incon- th flowin pragraphs ie ustrated

venient or impossible to observe every item foi e aple.

in the population, we take a sample-a por-

tion of the population. Our task is now to First of all, from the example, we can
generalize from our observations on this clearly conclude at once that the deck con-
portion (which usually is small) to the popu- tained at least one Heart, at least one Dia-
lation. Such generalizations about charac- mond, and at least two Clubs. We also can
teristics of a population from a study of one conclude from the presence of the Five and
or more samples from the population are the Three that the deck is definitely not a
termed statistical inferences, pinochle deck. These are perhaps trivial in-

Statistical inferences take two forms: ferences, but their validity is above question
estimates of the magnitudes of population and does not depend in any way on the
characteristics, and tests of hypotheses re- modus operandi of drawing the four cards.
garding population characteristics. Both are
useful for determining which among two or In order to be able to make inferences of
more courses of action to follow in practice a more substantial character, we must know
when the "correct" course is determined by the nature of the sampling operation that

some particular but unknown characteristic yielded the sample of four cards actually ob-

of the population. tained. Suppose, for example, that the sam-
pling procedure was as follows: The cards

Statistical inferences all involve reaching were drawn in the order listed, each card
conclusions about population characteristics being selected at random from all the cards
(or at least acting as if one had reached such present in the deck when the card was drawn.
conclusions) from a study of samples which This defines a hypothetical population of
are known or assumed to be portions of the drawings. By using an appropriate tech-
population concerned. Statistical inferences nique of inductive statistics-essentially, a
are basically predictions of what would be "catalog" of all possible samples of four,
found to be the case if the parent populations showing for each sample the conclusion to
could be and were fully analyzed with respect be adopted whenever that sample occurs--
to the relevant characteristic or character- we can make statistical inferences about
istics. properties of this population of drawings.

A simple example will serve to bring out The statistical inferences made will be rig-
a number of essential features of statistical orous if, and only if, the inductive technique
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used is appropriate to the sampling proce- Hence, in the present case, inferences about
dure actually employed, the parameters of the population of draw-

ings may be interpreted as inferences about
Thus, by taking the observed proportion the composition of the deck. This empha-

of Clubs as an estimate of the proportion of sizes the importance of selecting and em-
Clubs in the abstract population of drawings, ploying a sampling procedure such that the
we may assert: the proportion of Clubs is relevant parameters of the population of
50%. Since random sampling of the type drawings bear a known relation to the cor-
assumed assures that the proportion of Clubs responding parameters of the real-life situ-
in the population of drawings is the same ation. Otherwise, statistical inferences with
as the proportion of Clubs in the deck, we respect to the population of drawings carried
may assert with equal validity: the propor- over to the real-life population will be lack-
tion of Clubs in the deck is 50%. If the deck ing in rigor, even though by luck they may
concerned actually was a standard bridge sometimes be correct.
deck, then in the present instance our esti-
mate is wrong in spite of being the best 1-3.2 RANDOM SAMPLING
single estimate available. In order to make valid nontrivial gener-

We know from experience that with sam- alizations from samples about characteristics

ples of four we cannot expect to "hit the nail of the populations from which they came,

on the head" every time. If instead of at- the samples must have been obtained by a

tempting to make a single-number estimate sampling scheme which insures two condi-

we had chosen to refer to a "catalog" of tions:

interval estimates (see, for example, Table (a) Relevant characteristics of the popu-
A-22*), we would have concluded that the lations sampled must bear a known relation
proportion of Clubs is between 14% and to the corresponding characteristics of the
86% inclusive, with an expectation of being population of all possible samples associated
correct 9 times out of 10. If the deck was with the sampling scheme.
in fact a standard bridge deck, then our (b) Generalizations may be drawn from
conclusion is correct in this instance, but its such samples in accordance with a given
validity depends on whether the sampling "book of rules" whose validity rests on the
procedure employed in drawing the four mathematical theory of probability.
cards corresponds to the sampling procedure
assumed in the preparation of the "catalog" If a sampling scheme is to meet these twoof anwersrequirements, it is necessary that the selec-
of answers. tion of the individuals to be included in a

It is important to notice, moreover, that sample involve some type of random selec-
strictly we have a right to make statistical tion, that is, each possible sample must have
inferences only with respect to the hypo- a fixed and determinate probability of selec-
thetical population of drawings defined by tion. (For a very readable expository dis-

the sampling operation concerned. In the cussion of the general principles of sampling,

present instance, as we shall see, the sam- with examples of some of the more common

pling operation was so chosen that the pa- procedures, see the article by Cochran, Mos-

rameters (i.e., the proportions of Hearts, teller, and Tukey(1". For fuller details see,

Clubs, and Diamonds) of the hypothetical for example, Cochran's bookl2 l.

population of drawings coincide with the The most widely useful type of random
corresponding parameters of the deck. selection is simple (or unrestricted) random

sampling. This type of sampling is defined
by the requirement that each individual in

* The A-Tables referenced in this handbook are the population has an equal chance of being
contained in Section 5, ORDP 20-114. the first member of the sample; after the
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first member is selected, each of the remain- Finally, it needs to be noticed that a par-
ing individuals in the population has an ticular sample often qualifies as "a sample"
equal chance of being the second member from any one of several populations. For ex-
of the sample; and so forth. For a sampling ample, a sample of n rounds from a single
scheme to qualify as simple random sam- carton is a sample from that carton, from
pling, it is not sufficient that "each individual the production lot of which the rounds in
in the population have an equal chance of that carton are a portion, and from the pro-
appearing in the sample," as is sometimes duction process concerned. By drawing these
said, but it is sufficient that "each possible rounds from the carton in accordance with
sample have an equal chance of being se- a simple random sampling scheme, we can
lected." Throughout this handbook, we shall insure that they are a (simple) random sam-
assume that all samples are random samples pie from the carton, not from the produc-
in the sense of having been obtained by sim- tion lot or the production process. Only
pie random sampling, if the production process is in a "state of

It cannot be overemphasized that the ran- statistical control" may our sample also beItosie cano be ovrmhaie thatl rando ran-l
domness of a sample is inherent in the sam- considered to be a simple random sample

pling scheme employed to obtain the sample from the production lot and the production

and not an intrinsic property of the sample process. In a similar fashion, a sample of

itself. Experience teaches that it is not safe repeated weighings can validly be consid-

to assume that a sample selected haphaz- ered to be a random sample from the con-

ardly, without any conscious plan, can be ceptually infinite population of repeated

regarded as if it had been obtained by simple weighings by the same procedure only if

random sampling. Nor does it seem to be the weighing procedure is in a state of sta-

possible to consciously draw a sample at tistical control (see Chapter 18, in Section 4,

random. As stated by Cochran, Mosteller, ORDP 20-113).

and Tukey(1 , It is therefore important in practice to
We insist on some semblance of mechanical (dice, know from which of several possible "par-

coins, random number tables, etc.) randomization ent" populations a sample was obtained by
before we treat a sample from an existent popula-
tion as if it were random. We realize that if some- simple random sampling. This population is
one just "grabs a handful," the individuals in the termed the sampled population, and may be
handful almost always resemble one another (on the quite different from the population of inter-
average) more than do the members of a simple est, termed the target population, to which
random sample. Even if the "grabs" are randomly we would like our conclusions to be applica-
spread around so that every individual has an equal
chance of entering the sample, there are difficulties, ble. In practice, they are rarely identical,
Since the individuals of grab samples resemble one though the difference is often small. A sam-
another more than do individuals of random sam- pie from the target population of rounds of
pies, it follows (by a simple mathematical argu- ammunition produced by a particular pro-
ment) that the means of grab samples resemble duction process will actually be a sample
one another less than the means of random samples
of the same size. From a grab sample, therefore, from one or more production lots (sampled
we tend to underestimate the variability in the population), and the difference between sam-
population, although we should have to overestimate pled and target populations will be smaller
it in order to obtain valid estimates of variability if the sampled population comprises a larger
of grab sample means by substituting such an esti- number of production lots., The further the
mate into the formula for the variability of means
of simple random samples. Thus, using simple ran- sampled population is removed from the

dom sample formulas for grab sample means intro- target population, the more the burden of
duces a double bias, both parts of which lead to an validity of conclusions is shifted from the
unwarranted appearance of higher stability, shoulders of the statistician to those of the

Instructions for formally drawing a sample subject matter expert, who must place
at random from a particular population are greater and greater (and perhaps unwar-
given in Paragraph 1-4. ranted) reliance on "other considerations."
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1-4 SELECTION OF A RANDOM SAMPLE

As has been brought out previously, the ing the numbers. Any direction may be
method of choosing a sample is an all-im- used, provided the rule is fixed in advance
portant factor in determining what use can and is independent of the numbers occurring.
be made of it. In order for the techniques Read two-digit numbers from the table, and
described in this handbook to be valid as select for the sample those individuals whose
bases for making statements from samples numbers occur until 10 individuals have been
about populations, we must have unrestricted selected. For example, in Table A-36, start
random samples from these populations. In with the second page of the Table (p. T-83),
practice, it is not always easy to obtain a column 20, line 6, and read down. The 10
random sample from a given population. items picked for the sample would thus be
Unconscious selections and biases tend to numbers 38, 44, 13, 73, 39, 41, 35, 07, 14,
enter. For this reason, it is advisable to use and 47.
a table of random numbers as an aid in se-
lecting the sample. Two tables of random The method described is applicable for
numbers which are recommended are by obtaining simple random samples from any

L. H. C. Tippett " and The Rand Corpora- sampled population consisting of a finite set

tion14
1. These tables contain detailed instruc- of individuals. In the case of an infinite

tions for their use. An excerpt from one of sampled population, these procedures do not

these tables(4
1 is given in Table A-36. This apply. Thus, we might think of the sampled

sample is included for illustration only; a population for the target population of

larger table should be used in any actual weighings as comprising all weighings which
problem. Repeated use of the same portion might conceptually have been made during
of a table of random numbers will not the time while weighing was done. We can-
satisfy the requirements of randomness. not by mechanical randomization draw a

random sample from this population, and so
An illustration of the method of use of msoie th wephaveorand s

tables of random numbers follows. Suppose

the population consists of 87 items, and we pie only by ssumption. This assumption

wish to select a random sample of 10. Assign will be warranted if previous data indicate

to each individual a separate two-digit num- that the weighing procedure is in a state of

ber between 00 and 86. In a table of ran- statistical control; unwarranted if the con-
dom numbers, pick an arbitrary starting trary is indicated; and a leap in the dark if
place and decide upon the direction of read- no previous data are available.

1-5 SOME PROPERTIES OF DISTRIBUTIONS

Although it is unusual to examine popula- gram. Suppose we have a large number of
tions in their entirety, the examination of a observed items and a numerical measure-
large sample or of many small samples from ment for each item, such as, for example, a
a population can give us much information Rockwell hardness reading for each of 5,000
about the general nature of the population's specimens. We first make a table showing
characteristics, the numerical measurement and the num-

One device for revealing the general na- ber of times (i.e., frequency) this measure-
ture of a population distribution is a histo- ment was recorded.
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Rockwell
Hardness
Number Frequency

55 1
56 17
57 135
58 503
59 1,110
60 1,470
61 1,120
62 490
63 125
64 26 ,..-
65 3 .. . . ....

ROCKWELL HARDNESS NUMBER

Data take,, by permission, from Sampling Inepetion by
Variables by A. H. Bowker and H. P. Goode, Copyright, 1952,

McGraw-Hill Book Company. In. Figure 1-1. Histogram representing the dis-

tribution of 5,000 Rockwell hardness
readings.

Reproduced by permission from Sampling Inspection by Vari-
ables by A. H. Bowker and H. P. Goode. Copyright, 1952,

McGraw-Hill Book Company. Inc.

From this frequency table we can make the
histogram as shown in Figure 1-1. The
height of the rectangle for any hardness
range is determined by the number of items
in that hardness range. The rectangle is
centered at the tabulated hardness value. If
we take the sum of all the rectangular areas
to be one square unit, then the area of an
individual rectangle is equal to the propor-
tion of items in the sample that have hard- '
ness values in the corresponding range. i
When the sample is large, as in the present 9 11
instance, the histogram may be taken to m
exemplify the general nature of the corre-
sponding distribution in the population.

If it were possible to measure hardness in " " .. so SS * UsoEo"

finer intervals, we would be able to draw a ROMWELL HARDNESS NUMBER

larger number of rectangles, smaller in
width than before. For a sufficiently large

, sample and a sufficiently fine "mesh," wewoule judstifiintle in theopsh he Figure 1-2. Normal curve fitted to the dis-
would be justified in blending the tops of the tribution of 5,000 Rockwell hardness
rectangles into a continuous curve, such as readings.
that shown in Figure 1-2, which we could
expect to more nearly represent the under- Reproduced by p emission from Sa epl ng. Inavcion. by Vari-

ables by A. H. 0Dke and H. P. Goode. Copyright. 1952.lying population distribution. McGraw-HIl Book Company. Inc.
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If we were to carry out this sort of scheme
on a large number of populations, we would A: i R 0,. - 4
find that many different curves would arise, : I. , R I

as illustrated in Figure 1-3. Possibly, the C. m - ,- C
majority of them would resemble the class
of symmetrical bell-shaped curves called B
"normal" or "Gaussian" distributions, an ex- A
ample of which is shown in the center of
Figure 1-3. A normal distribution is uni- -4 0 4
modal, i.e., has only a single highest point m
or mode, as also are the two asymmetrical Figure 1-4. Three different normal
curves in the lower left and upper right of distributions.
Figure 1-3.

A "normal" distribution is completely de-
termined by two parameters: m, the arith- m is also the mode and the value which di-
metic mean (or simply "the mean") of the vides the area under the curve in half, i.e.,
distribution, and o-, the standard deviation the median. It is useful to remember that
(often termed the "population mean" and o- is the distance from m to either of the two
"population standard deviation"). The vai- inflection points on the curve. (The inflec-
ance of the distribution is 0.2. Since a nor- tion point is the point at which the curve
mal curve is both unimodal and symmetrical, changes from concave upward to concave

downward.) This is a special property of
the normal distribution. More generally, the
mean of a distribution m is the "center of
gravity" of the distribution; o- is the "radius
of gyration" of the distribution about m, in
the language of mechanics; and a2 is the
second moment about m.

• ~ The parameter m is the location param-
REVERSE .... .... CR SKI .. Ceter of a normal distribution, while o- is a

SKEWESS SKEWNESS measure of its spread, scatter, or dispersion.
Thus, a change in m merely slides the curve
right or left without changing its profile,
while a change in a widens or narrows the

SYMWIRICAL CURVE curve without changing the location of its
center. Three different normal curves are
shown in Figure 1-4. (All normal curves in
this section are drawn so that the area un-
der the curve is equal to one, which is a
standard convention.)

SKEW CURVE Figure 1-5 shows the percentage of ele-ments of the population contained in various
intervals of a normal distribution. z is the

Figure 1-3. F d distance from the population mean in units of
of various shapesr the standard deviation and is computed using

the formula z = (X-m)/o-, where X repre-
Adepted with pemission fron ENien. of tkasticl Rms onivn sents any value in the population. Using z

by A. E. Trelor, Copyright, 1939.
John Wiey & Sons, In. to enter Table A-1, we find P, the proportion
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of elements in the population which have
values of z smaller than any given z. Thus,
as shown in Fig. 1-5, 34.13% of the popula-
tion will have values of z between 0 and 1
(or between 0 and -1) ; 13.59% of the popu-
lation, between 1 and 2 (or between -1 and A
-2); 2.14% between 2 and 3 (or between -2 B
and -3) ; and .14% beyond 3 (or beyond -3). 13.59%
Figure 1-5 shows these percentages of the \
population in various intervals of z. 2.14%

For example, suppose we know that the
chamber pressures of a lot of ammunition
may be represented by a normal distribu-
tion, with the average chamber pressure m =

50,000 psi and standard deviation a- = 5,000 X-rn
X - 50,000adweko (F.

psi. Then z - X 000 and we know (Fig.
1-5) that if we fired the lot of ammunition
in the prescribed manner we would expect
50% of the rounds to have a chamber pres-
sure above 50,000 psi, 15.9% to have pres-
sures above 55,000 psi, and 2.3% to have Figure 1-5. Percentage of the population in
pressures above 60,000 psi, etc. various intervals of a normal distribution.
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1-6 ESTIMATION OF m and a

In areas where a lot of experimental work Nearly every sample will contain differ-
has been done, it often happens that we know ent individuals, and thus the estimates X
m or a-, or both, fairly accurately. However, and s2 of m and a,2 will differ from sample
in the majority of cases it will be our task to sample. However, these estimates are
to estimate them by means of a sample. Sup- such that "on the average" they tend to be
pose we have n observations, X,, X2, . . , Xn equal to m and o-2, respectively, and in this
taken at random from a normal population. sense are unbiased. If, for example, we have
From a sample, what are the best estimates a large number of random samples of size
of m and o-? Actually, it is usual to corn- n, the average of their respective estimates
pute the best unbiased estimates of m and (r, of o-2 will tend to be near o-2. Furthermore,
and then take the square root of the estimate the amount of fluctuation of the respective
of a- 2 as the estimate of o-. These recom- s2's about a 2 (or of the X's about m, if we
mended estimates of m and o-2 are:* are estimating m) will be smaller in a cer-

tain well-defined sense than the fluctuation
would be for any estimates other than the

X = ~I Xrecommended ones. For these reasons,

and s2 are called the "best unbiased" esti-
mates of m and 0,

2, respectively.*

- (X, - X), As might be expected, the larger the sam-

- ple size n, the more faith we can put in the
estimates X and 82

. This is illustrated in
Figures 1-6 and 1-7. Figure 1-6 shows the~?and s2 are the sample mean and sample distribution of X (sample mean) for samples

estimate of rariance, respectively. (s is often of various sizes from the same normal dis-

called "the sample standard deviation," but tribution. The curve for n = 1 is the distri-

this is not strictly correct and we shall avoid bution for individuals in the population. All

the expression and simply refer to s.) For of the curves are centered at m, the popula-

computational purposes, the following for-

mula for s2 is more convenient:
* On the other hand, s is not an unbiased esti-

mator of a. Thus, in samples of size n from a nor-

x-(flX),- mal distribution, the situation is:

n (n-l) s is an unbiased
Sample size, n estimator of:

• The Greek symbol I is often used as shorthand 2 0.797 a
for "the sum of." For example, 3 0.886

4 0.921
4 5 0.940

X, = X, + X, + X, + X, 6 0.952
7 0.959
8 0.965

(X. + Y,) = (X,+ Y,) + (X,+ Y2) + (X,+YS) 9 0.969
10 0.973
20 0.987
30 0.991

E XY=XY,+X,Y, + XY, 40 0.994
60 0.996

120 0.998
E = C + C+ e 3C 0 1.000
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tion mean, but the scatter becomes less as n
gets larger. Figure 1-7 shows the distribu-
tion of s2 (sample variance) for samples of
various sizes from the same normal distri-
bution.

26
n =25

21

11 16

45

n=4 2

m 0 .
2  2

Figure 1-6. Sampling distribution of X for Figure 1-7. Sampling distribution of s2 for
random samples of size n from a normal sample size n from a normal population

population with mean m. with a - 1.

Reproduced by permission from The Methods of Statiotic ,
4th ed.. by L. H. C. Tippett, Copyright, 1952. John Wiley & Adopted with permission from Soene Theor of Sampling, by

Sons, Inc. W. Edwards Deming, Copyright, 1950. John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

1-7 CONFIDENCE INTERVALS

Inasmuch as estimates of m and o- vary ply the proportion of samples of size n for
from sample to sample, interval estimates which intervals computed by the prescribed
of m and cr may sometimes be preferred to method may be expected to bracket m (or
"single-value" estimates. Provided we have o). Such intervals are known as conjidence
a random sample from a normal population, intervals, and always are associated with a
we can make interval estimates of m or o- prescribed confidence coefficient. As we
with a chosen degree of confidence. The level would expect, larger samples tend to give
of confidence is not associated with a par- narrower confidence intervals for the same
ticular interval, but is associated with the level of confidence.
method of calculating the interval. The in- Suppose we are given the lot of ammuni-
terval obtained from a particular sample tion mentioned earlier (Par. 1-5) and wish
either brackets the true parameter value to make a confidence interval estimate of
(m or o,, whichever we are estimating) or the average chamber pressure of the rounds
does not. The confidence coefficient y is sim- in the lot. The true average is 50,000 psi,
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although this value is unknown to us. Let taken, and the resulting confidence intervals
us take a random sample of four rounds and computed from each. If we compute 50%
from this sample, using the given procedure, (90%) confidence intervals, then we expect
calculate the upper and lower limits for our 50% (90%) of the computed intervals to
confidence interval. Consider all the possi- cover the true value, 50,000 psi. See Fig-
ble samples of size 4 that could have been ure 1-8.

60,000 jII jl III;IIIlIIII lljj1 ill l 11 l ll1

60,000 
* * *li

I I II I
40,000 1

CASE A,50% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS

70,000

60,000

5011000 11j440,000,.

30,000 1- " I I , i , , l0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

CASE B, 90 % CONFIDENCE INTERVALS

Figure 1-8. Computed confidence intervals for 100 samples of size 4 drawn at random froma normal population tith m = 50,000 psi, a - 5,000 psi. Case A shows 50"- confidence
intervals; Case B shows 90% confidence intervals.

Adapted with permimion from ASTM Ma-sal on QualitL Control of Matriahs, Copyright, 1951. American Society for Teting
Materials.
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In Case A of Figure 1-8, 51 of the 100 statistics X and s, both of which vary from
intervals actually include the true mean. For sample to sample. If, on the other hand,
50% confidence interval estimates, we would the standard deviation of the population
expect in the long run that 50% of the inter- distribution o were known, and the con-
vals would include the true mean. Fifty-one fidence intervals were computed from the

out of 100 is a reasonable deviation from the successive X's and o- (procedure given in
Par. 2-1.5), then the resulting confidenceexpected 50%7. In Case B, 90 out of 100 of
intervals would all be the same width, andthe intervals contain the true mean. This is would vary in position only.

precisely the expected number for 90% inter-

vals. Finally, as the sample size increases, con-
fidence intervals tend not only to vary less

Note also (Fig. 1-8) that the successive in both position and width, but also to
confidence intervals vary both in position "pinch in" ever closer to the true value of
and width. This is because they were com- the population parameter concerned, as illus-
puted (see Par. 2-1.4) from the sample trated in Figure 1-9.

mn + 2a

f I

m - I 

m-2u nJ ' n1O

mn- 2a - n4 n= 100 n= 1010

0 20 4; 30 1000 20 4005

SAMPLE NUMBER

Figure 1-9. Computed 50%C confidence intervals for the population mean m from 100
samples of 4, 40 samples of 100, and 4 samples of 1000.

Adapted ritb permifion from Statieticl MetAl toem LAt ViewVnt of Quafitr Cmstrol by W. A. Shewbart (edited by W. Edwards
Deminls), Copyright, 193, Graduate School U.S. Dwpartment of Agriculture. Washington. D. C.
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1-8 STATISTICAL TOLERANCE LIMITS

Sometimes what is wanted is not an esti- approximately 99.7% of the chamber pres-
mate of the mean and variance of the popu- sures lie within these limits (see Fig. 1-5).
lation distribution but, instead, two outer If we do not know m and a-, then we may
values or limits which contain nearly all of endeavor to approximate the limits with
the population values. For example, if ex- statistical tolerance limits of the form
tremely low chamber pressures or extremely X - Ks and X + Ks, based on the sample
high chamber pressures might cause serious statistics X and s, with K chosen so that we
problems, we may wish to know approxi- may expect these limits to include at least P
mate limits to the range of chamber pres- percent of the chamber pressures in the lot,
sures in a lot of ammunition. More spe- at some prescribed level of confidence a.
cifically, we may wish to know within what
limits 99%, for example, of the chamber Three sets of such limits for P = 99.7%,
pressures lie. If we knew the mean m and corresponding to sample sizes n = 4, 100,
standard deviation o- of chamber pressures and 1,000, are shown by the bars in Figure
in the lot, and if we knew the distribution 1-10. It should be noted that for samples of
of chamber pressures to be normal (or very size 4, the bars are very variable both in
nearly normal), then we could take m - 3r location and width, but that for n = 100 and
and m + 3o- as our limits, and conclude that n = 1,000, they are of nearly constant width

7a

5a7

m +3ty -

-57

Sn n 100 n= 1000

0 20 40 i0 30 1000 20 40 0 5

SAMPLE NUMBER

Figure 1-10. Computed statistical tolerance limits for 99.7%C of the population from 100
samples of size 4, 40 samples of size 100, and 4 samples of size 1000.

Adapted with permission from Statiotial Method from the Viewpoi"t of Qualitv Control by W. A. Shewhart (edited by W. Edward.

Deming). Copyright, 1939, Graduate School. U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington. D. C.
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and position-and their end points approxi- should be noted. A confidence interval is an
mate very closely to ni - 3o- and m + 3o-. In interval within which we estimate a given
other words, statistical tolerance intervals population parameter to lie (e.g., the popula-
tend to a fixed size (which depends upon P) tion mean m with respect to some character-
as the sample size increases, whereas con- istic). Statistical tolerance limits for a given
fidence intervals shrink down towards zero population are limits within which we ex-
width with increasing sample size, as illus- pect a stated proportion of the population
trated in Figure 1-9. to lie with respect to some measurable char-

acteristic. Engineering tolerance limits are
The difference in the meanings of the specified outer limits of acceptability with

terms confidence intervals, statistical toler- respect to some characteristic usually pre-
ance limits, and engineering tolerance limits scribed by a design engineer.

1-9 USING STATISTICS TO MAKE DECISIONS

1-9.1 APPROACH TO A DECISION PROBLEM on the basis of the results obtained from

Consider the following more-or-less typical these ten shells alone, whether to keep on
practical situation: Ten rounds of a new making the standard shells or to convert

type of shell are fired into a target, and the our equipment to making the new shell, how

depth of penetration is measured for each can we make a valid choice?

round. The depths of penetration are 10.0, A very worthwhile step toward a solution
11.1, 10.5, 10.5, 11.2, 10.8, 9.8, 12.2, 11.0, in such situations is to compute, from the
and 9.9 cm. The average penetration depth data in hand, a confidence interval for the
of the comparable standard shell is 10.0 cm. unknown value of the population parameter
We wish to know whether the new type shells of interest. The procedure (given in Par.
penetrate farther on the average than the 2-1.4) applied to the foregoing depth-of-
standard type shells. penetration data for the new type of shell

If we compute the arithmetic mean of the yields the interval from 10.18 to 11.22 cm.
ten shells, we find it is 10.70 cm. Our first as a 95% confidence interval for the popu-
impulse might be to state that on the aver- lation mean depth of penetration of shells
age the new shell will penetrate 0.7 cm. of the new type. Inasmuch as thi interval
farther than the standard shell. This, in- lies entirely to the right of the mean for
deed, is our best single guess, but how sure the standard shell, 10.00 cm., we are jus-
can we be that this actually is close to the tified in concluding that the new shell is,
truth? One thing that might catch our notice on the average, better than the standard,
is the variability in the individual penetra- with only a 5% risk of being in error.
tion depths of the new shells. They range Nevertheless, taking other considerations
from 9.8 cm. to 12.2 cm. The standard devi- into account (e.g., cost of the new type, cost
ation as measured by s calculated from the of changing over, etc.), we may conclude
sample is 0.73 cm. Might not our sample of finally that the improvement-which may be
ten shells have contained some atypical ones as little as 0.18 cm., and probably not more
of the new type which have unusually high than 1.22 cm.-is not sufficient to warrant
penetrating power? Could it be that the new conversion to the new type. On the other
shell is, on the average, no better than the hand, the evidence that the new type is al-
standard one? If we were obliged to decide, most certainly better plus the prospect that
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the improvement may be as great as 1.22 cm. However, all statistical decision problems
may serve to recommend further develop- are not amenable to solution via confidence
mental activity in the direction "pioneered" intervals. For instance, the question at issue
by the new type. may be whether or not two particular char-

acteristics of shell performance are mutually
A somewhat different approach, which independent. In such a situation, any one

provides a direct answer to our question of a variety of tests of significance can be
"Could it be that the new shell is on the used to test the null hypothesis of "no de-
average no better than the standard?" but pendence." Some of these may have a rea-
not to the question of whether to convert to sonably good chance of rejecting the null
the new type, is to carry out a so-called test hypothesis, and thus "discovering" the ex-
of significance (or test of a statistical hy- istence of a dependence when a dependence
pothesis). In the case of the foregoing ex- really exists-even though the exact nature
ample, the formal procedure for the corre- of the dependence, if any, is not understood
sponding test of significance (Par. 3-2.2.1) and a definitive measure of the extent of
turns out to be equivalent (as explained in the dependence in the population is lacking.
ORDP 20-113, Chapter 21) to noting whether
or not the confidence interval computed does A precise test of significance will be possi-
or does not include the population mean for ble if: (a) the sampling distribution of some
the standard shell (10.0 cm.). If, as in the sample statistic is known (at least to a good
present instance, the population mean for approximation) for the case of "no depend-
the standard shell is noi included, this is ence"; and (b) the effect of dependence on
taken to be a negative answer to our ques- this statistic is known (e.g., tends to make
tion. In other words, this is taken to be it larger). For a confidence-interval ap-
conclusive evidence (at the 5% level of sig- proach to be possible, two conditions are
nificanee) against the null hypothesis that necessary: (a) there must be agreement on
"the new shell is on the average no better what constitutes the proper measure (pa-
than the standard." Rejection of the null rameter) of dependence of the two charac-
hypothesis in this case is equivalent to ac- teristics in the population; and, (b) there
cepting the indefinite alternative hypothesis must be a sample estimate of this depend-
that "the new shell is better on the average ence parameter whose sampling distribution
than the standard." If, on the other hand, is known, to a good approximation at least,
the population mean for the standard shell for all values of the parameter. Confidence
is included in the confidence interval, this intervals tend to provide a more complete
is taken as an affirmative answer to our answer to statistical decision problems when
question-not in the positive sense of defi- they are available, but tests of significance
nitely confirming the null hypothesis ("is are of wider applicability.
no better"), but in the more-or-less neutral
sense of the absence of conclusive evidence 1-9.2 CHOICE OF NULL AND ALTERNATIVE
to the contrary. HYPOTHESES

As the foregoing example illustrates, an A statistical test always involves a null
advantage of the confidence-interval ap- hypothesis, which is considered to be the
proach to a decision problem is that the con- hypothesis under test, as against a class of
fidence interval gives an indication of how alternative hypotheses. The null hypothesis
large the difference, if any, is likely to be, acts as a kind of "origin" or "base" (in the
and thus provides some of the additional sense of "base line"), from which the alter-
information usually needed to reach a final native hypotheses deviate in one way or an-
decision on the action to be taken next. For other to greater and lesser degrees. Thus,
many purposes, this is a real advantage of in the case of the classical problem of the
confidence intervals over tests of significance. tossing of a coin, the null or base hypothesis
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specifies that the probability of "heads" on the level of significance of the test. The risk
any single trial equals 1/2. If, in a par- of making an error of the second kind, /3,
ticular situation, the occurrence of "heads" varies, as one would expect, with the magni-
were an advantage, then we might be par- tude of the real difference, and is summa-
ticularly interested in the one-sided class of rized by the Operating Characteristic (OC)
alternative hypotheses that the probability Curve of the test. See, for example, Figure
of "heads" on any single trial equals P, 3-5. Also, the risk 83 of making an error of
where P is some (unknown) fraction ex- the second kind increases as the risk a of
ceeding 1/2. If neither "heads" nor 'tails" making an error of the first kind decreases.
were intrinsically advantageous, but a bias Compare Figure 3-5 with Figure 3-6. Only
in favor of either could be employed to ad- with "large" samples can we "have our cake
vantage, then we could probably be inter- and eat it too"-and then there is the cost
ested in the more general two-sided class of the test to worry about.
of alternative hypotheses specifying that the
probability of "heads" on any single toss 1-9.5 CHOICE OF THE SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL
equals P, where P is some fraction (less
than, or greater than, but) not equal to 1/2. The significance level of a statistical test

is essentially an expression of our reluctance
The important point is that the null hy- to give up or "reject" the null hypothesis.

pothesis serves as an origin or base. In the If we adopt a "stiff" significance level, 0.01
coin-tossing instance, it also happens to be or even 0.001, say, this implies that we are
a favored, or traditional, hypothesis. This very unwilling to reject the null hypothesis
is merely a characteristic of the example unjustly. A consequence of our ultracon-
selected. Indeed, the null hypothesis is often servatism in this respect will usually be that
the very antithesis of what we would really the probability of not rejecting the null hy-
like to be the case. pothesis when it is really false will be large

unless the actual deviation from the null
1-9.3 TWO KINDS OF ERRORS hypothesis is large. This is clearly an en-

tirely satisfactory state of affairs if we are
In basing decisions on the outcomes of quite satisfied with the status quo and are

statistical tests, we always run the risks of only interested in making a change if the
making either one or the other of two types change represents a very substantial im-
of error. If we reject the null hypothesis provement. For example, we may be quite
when it is true, e.g., announce a difference satisfied with the performance of the stand-
which really does not exist, then we make an ard type of shell in all respects, and not be
Error of the First Kind. If we fail to reject willing to consider changing to the new type
a null hypothesis when it is false, e.g., fail unless the mean depth of penetration of the
to find an improvement in the new shell over new type were at least, say, 20% better
the old when an improvement exists, then (12.0 cm.).
we make what is called an Error of the Sec-
ond Kind. Although we do not know in a On the other hand, the standard shell may
given instance whether we have made an be unsatisfactory in a number of respects
error of either kind, we can know the prob- and the question at issue may be whether
ability of making either type of error. the new type shows promise of being able

to replace it, either "as is" or with further
development. Here "rejection" of the null

1-9.4 SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL AND OPERATING hypothesis would not imply necessary aban-
CHARACTERISTIC IOC) CURVE OF donment of the standard type and shiftingA STATISTICAL TEST over to the new type, but merely that the

The risk of making an error of the first new type shows "promise" and warrants
kind, a, equals what is by tradition called further investigation. In such a situation,
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one could afford a somewhat higher risk of outcome anything whatsoever about the odds
rejecting the null hypothesis falsely, and for or against some particular set of condi-

would take a = 0.05 or 0.10 (or even 0.20, tions being the truth.

perhaps), in the interest of increasing the Indeed, it is astonishing how often errone-
chances of detecting a small but promising ous statements of the type "since r exceeds
improvement with a small-scale experiment, the 1% level of significance, the odds are 99
In such exploratory work, it is often more to 1 that there is a correlation between the
important to have a good chance of detecting variables" occur in research literature. How
a small but promising improvement than to ridiculous this type of reasoning can be is
protect oneself against crying "wolf, wolf" brought out by the following simple exam-
occasionally-because the "wolf, wolf" will ple-5 : The American Experience Mortality

be found out in due course, but a promising Table gives .01008 as the probability of an

approach to improvement could be lost for- individual aged 41 dying within the year.

ever. If we accept this table as being applicable to
living persons today (which is analogous to

In summary, the significance level a of accepting the published tables of the signif-

a statistical test should be chosen in the icance levels of tests which we apply to our

light of the attending circumstances, includ- data), and if a man's age really is 41, then

ing costs. We are sometimes limited in the the odds are 99 to 1 that he will live out the

choice of significance level by the availability year. On the other hand, if we accept the

of necessary tables for some statistical tests. table and happen to hear that some promi-

Two values of a, a = .05 and a = .01, have nent individual has just died, then we cannot

been most frequently used in research and (and would not) conclude that the odds are

development work; and are given in tabula- 99 to 1 that his age was different from 41.

tions of test statistics. We have adopted Suppose, on the other hand, that in some
these "standard" levels of significance for official capacity it is our practice to check
the purposes of this handbook, the accuracy of age statements of all persons

who say they are 41 and then die within the1-9.6 A WORD OF CAUTION
year. This practice (assuming the applica-

Many persons who regularly employ sta- bility of the American Experience Mortality
tistical tests in the interpretation of research Table) will lead us in the long run to suspect
and development data do not seem to realize unjustly the word of one person in 100 whose
that all probabilities associated with such age was 41, who told us so, and who then
tests are calculated on the supposition that was unfortunate enough to die within the
some definite set of conditions prevails. year. The level of significance of the test is

Thus, a, the level of significance (or proba- in fact 0.01008 (1 in 100). On the other
bility of an error of the first kind), is com- hand, this practice will also lead us to dis-
puted on the assumption that the null hy- cover mis-statements of age of all persons
pothesis is strictly true in all respects; and professing to be 41 who are really some other
fl, the risk of an error of the second kind, age and who happen to die within the year.
is computed on the assumption that a par- The probabilities of our discovering such

ticular specific alternative to the null hypoth- mis-statements will depend on the actual
esis is true and that the statistical test con- ages of the persons making them. We shall,
cerned is carried out at the a-level of signifi- however, let slip by as correct all statements
cance. Consequently, whatever may be the "age 41" corresponding to individuals who
actual outcome of a statistical test, it is are not 41 but who do not happen to die
mathematically impossible to infer from the within the year.
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The moral of this is that all statistical the great risks involved in drawing conclu-
tests can and should be viewed in terms of sions from exceedingly small samples be-
the consequences which may be expected to comes manifest to anyone who takes the
ensue from their repeated use in suitable time to study the OC curves for the statis-
circumstances.. When viewed in this light, tical tests in common use.
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STATISTICAL CONCEPTS

IN METROLOGY*

Harry H. Ku

STATISTICAL CONCEPTS OF
A MEASUREMENT PROCESS

Arithmetic Numbers and Measurement
Numbers

In metrological work, digital numbers are used for different purposes
and consequently these numbers have different interpretations. It is therefore
important to differentiate the two types of numbers which will be encountered.

*By Harry H. Ku, Statistical Engineering Laboratory, Institute for Basic Standards,
National Bureau of Standards.
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Arithmetic numbers are exact numbers. 3, 2, ., e, or 7r are all exact
numbers by definition, although in expressing some of these numbers in
digital form, approximation may have to be used. Thus, 7r may be written
as 3.14 or 3.1416, depending on our judgment of which is the proper ore to
use from the combined point of view of accuracy and convenience. BJy the
usual rules of rounding, the approximations do not differ from the exact
values by more than ±0.5 units of the last recorded digit. The accuracy of
the result can always be extended if necessary.

Measurement numbers, on the other hand, are not approximations to
exact numbers, but numbers obtained by operation under approximately
the same conditions. For example, three measurements on the diameter of
a steel shaft with a micrometer may yield the following results:

No. Diameter in cm General notation

1 0.396 x1
2 0.392 x2
3 0.401 X3

Sum 1.189

Average 0.3963 X - x,
n i

Range 0.009 R x ax - x,,,j,

There is no rounding off here. The last digit in the measured value
depends on the instrument used and our ability to read it. If we had used
a coarser instrument, we might have obtained 0.4, 0.4, and 0.4; if a finer
instrument, we might have been able to record to the fifth digit after the
decimal point. In all cases, however, the last digit given certainly does
not imply that the measured value differs from the diameter D by less than
±0.5 unit of the last digit.

Thus we see that measurement numbers differ by their very nature from
arithmetic numbers. In fact, the phrase "significant figures" has little meaning
in the manipulation of numbers resulting from measurements. Reflection on
the simple example above will help to convince one of this fact.

Comrputation and Reporting of Results. By experience, the metrologist
can usually select an instrument to give him results adequate for his needs,
as illustrated in the example above. Unfortunately, in the process of com-
putation, both arithmetic numbers and measurement numbers are present,
and frequently confusion reigns over the number of digits to be kept in
successive arithmetic operations.

No general rule can be given for all types of arithmetic operations. If the
instrument is well-chosen, severe rounding would result in loss of infor-
mation. One suggestion, therefore, is to treat all measurement numbers as
exact numbers in the operations and to round off the final result only.
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Another recommended procedure is to carry two or three extra figures
throughout the computation, and then to round off the final reported value
to an appropriate number of digits.

The "appropriate" number of digits to be retained in the final result
depends on the "uncertainties" attached to this reported value. The term
"uncertainty" will be treated later under "Precision and Accuracy"; our
only concern here is the number of digits in the expression for uncertainty.

A recommended rule is that the uncertainty should be stated to no more
than two significant figures, and the reported value itself should be stated
to the last place affected by the qualification given by the uncertainty state-
ment. An example is:

"The apparent mass correction for the nominal 10 g weight is
+0.0420 mg with an overall uncertainty of ±0.0087 mg using three
standard deviations as a limit to the effect of random errors of
measurement, the magnitude of systematic errors from known sources
being negligible."

The sentence form is preferred since then the burden is on the reporter
to specify exactly the meaning of the term uncertainty, and to spell out its
components. Abbreviated forms such as a ± b, where a is the reported
value and b a measure of uncertainty in some vague sense, should always
be avoided.

Properties of Measurement Numbers

The study of the properties of measurement numbers, or the Theory of
Errors, formally began with Thomas Simpson more than two hundred years
ago, and attained its full development in the hands of Laplace and Gauss.
In the next subsections some of the important properties of measurement
numbers will be discussed and summarized, thus providing a basis for the
statistical treatment and analysis of these numbers in the following major
section.

The Limiting Mean. As shown in the micrometer example above, the
results of repeated measurements of a single physical quantity under essentially
the same conditions yield a set of measurement numbers. Each member of
this set is an estimate of the quantity being measured, and has equal claims
on its value. By convention, the numerical values of these n measurements
are denoted by x, x, . . . , x., the arithmetic mean by ,c, and the range by
R, i.e., the difference between the largest value and the smallest value
obtained in the n measurements.

If the results of measurements are to make any sense for the purpose at
hand, we must require these numbers, though different, to behave as a
group in a certain predictable manner. Experience has shown that this is
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indeed the case under the conditions stated in italics above. In fact, let us
adopt as the postulate of measurement a statement due to N. Ernest
Dorsey (reference 2)*

"The mean of a family of measurements-of a number of measure-
ments for a given quantity carried out by the same apparatus, pro-
cedure, and observer-approaches a definite value as the number of
measurements is indefinitely increased. Otherwise, they could not
properly be called measurements of a given quantity. In the theory
of errors, this limiting mean is frequently called the 'true' value,
although it bears no necessary relation to the true quaesitum, to the
actual value of the quantity that the observer desires to measure.
This has often confused the unwary. Let us call it the limiting mean."

Thus, according to this postulate, there exists a limiting mean m to
which . approaches as the number of measurements increases indefinitely,
or, in symbols - m as n -. oo. Furthermore, if the true value is 'r, there
is usually a difference between m and T, or A = m - T, where A is defined
as the bias or systematic error of the measurements.

In practice, however, we will run into difficulties. The value of m cannot
be obtained since one cannot make an infinite number of measurements.
Even for a large number of measurements, the conditions will not remain
constant, since changes occur from hour to hour, and from day to day.
The value of T is unknown and usually unknowable, hence also the bias.
Nevertheless, this seemingly simple postulate does provide a sound foun-
dation to build on toward a mathematical model, from which estimates can
be made and inference drawn, as will be seen later on.

Range, Variance,andStandardDeviation. The range of n measurements,
on the other hand, does not enjoy this desirable property of the arithmetic
mean. With one more measurement, the range may increase but cannot
decrease. Since only the largest and the smallest numbers enter into its
calculation, obviously the additional information provided by the measure-
ments in between is lost. It will be desirable to look for another measure
of the dispersion (spread, or scattering) of our measurements which will
utilize each measurement made with equal weight, and which will approach
a definite number as the number of measurements is indefinitely increased.

A number of such measures can be constructed; the most frequently
used are the variance and the standard deviation. The choice of the variance
as the measure of dispersion is based upon its mathematical convenience
and maneuverability Variance is defined as the value approached by the
average of the sum of squares of the deviations of individual measurements
from the limiting mean as the number of measurements is indefinitely

*References are listed at the end of this chapter.
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increased, or in symbols:

I Z (x, _ M)2 _ a2  variance, as n oo
n

The positive square root of the variance, a, is called the standard deviation
(of a single measurement); the standard deviation is of the same dimension-
ality as the limiting mean.

There are other measures of dispersion, such as average deviation and
probable error. The relationships between these measure, and the standard
deviation can be found in reference I.

Population and the Frequency Curve. We shall call the limiting mean m
the location parameter and the standard deviation a the scale parameter of
the population of measurement numbers generated by a particular measure-
ment process. By population is meant the conceptually infinite number of
measurements that can be generated. The two numbers m and a, describe
this population of measurements to a large extent, and specify it completely
in one important special case.

Our model of a measurement process consists then of a defined popu-
lation of measurement numbers with a limiting mean m and a standard
deviation a. The result of a single measurement X* can take randomly any
of the values belonging to this population. The probability that a particular
measurement yields a value of X which is less than or equal to x' is the
proportion of the population that is less than or equal to x', in symbols

P{X < x'} = proportion of population less than or equal to x'

Similar statements can be made for the probability that X will be greater
than or equal to x", or for X between x' and x" as follows: P{X > x"},
or P[x' < X < x"}.

For a measurement process that yields numbers on a continuous scale,
the distribution of values of X for the population can be represented by
a smooth curve, for example, curve C in Fig. 2-1. C is called a frequency
curve. The area between C and the abscissa bounded by any two values
(x, and x2) is the proportion of the population that takes values between
the two values, or the probability that X will assume values between x,
and x. For example, the probability that X < x', can be represented by
the shaded area to the left of x'; the total area between the frequency curve
and the abscissa being one by definition.

Note that the shape of C is not determined by m and a alone. Any
curve C' enclosing an area of unity with the abscissa defines the distribution
of a particular population. Two examples, the uniform distribution and

*Convention is followed in using the capital X to represent the value that might be
produced by employing the measurement process to obtain a measurement (i.e., a random
variable), and the lower case x to represent a particular value of X observed.
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Fig. 2-1. A symmetrical distribution.
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Fig. 2-2. (A) The uniform distribution. (B) The log-normal
distribution.

the log-normal distribution are given in Figs. 2-2A and 2-2B. These and
other distributions are useful in describing certain populations.

Tho Normal DisWrbinion. For data generated by a measurement process,
the following properties are usually observed:

I. The results spread roughly symmetrically about a central value.
2. Small deviations from this central value are more frequently found

than large deviations.
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A measurement process having these two properties would generate a fre-
quency curve similar to that shown in rig. 2-1 which is symmetrical and
bunched together about m. The study of a particular theoretical represen-
tation of a frequency curve of this type leads to the celebrated bell-shaped
normal curve (Gauss error curve.). Measurements having such a normal
frequency curve are said to be normally distributed, or distributed in
.accordance with the normal law of error.

The normal curve can be represented exactly by the mathematical
expression

I e 2t(x-m), o, (2-0)

where y is the ordinate and x the abscissa and e -- 2.71828 is the base of
natural logarithms.

Some of the important features of the normal curve are:
I. It is symmetrical about m.
2. The area under the curve is one, as required.
3. If a is used as unit on the abscissa, then the area under the curve

between constant multiples of a can be computed from tabulated
values of the normal distribution. In particular, areas under the curve
for some useful intervals between m - ka and m + ka- are given in
Table 2-1. Thus about two-thirds of the area lies within one or of m,
more than 95 percent within 2r of m, and less than 0.3 percent beyond
3r from m.

TABLE 2-1

Area under normal curve between m - kg and m + ka
k 0.6745 1.00 1.96 2.00 2.58 3.00

Percent area under
curve (approx.): 50.0 68.3 95.0 95.5 99.0 99.7

4. From Eq. (2-0), it is evident that the frequency curve is completely
determined by the two parameters m and a.

The normal distribution has been studied intensively during the past
century. Consequently, if the measurements follow a normal distribution,
we can say a great deal about the measurement process. The question
remains: How do we know that this is so from the limited number of
repeated measurements on hand?

The answer is that we don't! However, in most instances the metrologist
may be willing

1. to assume that the measurement process generates numbers that fol-
low a normal distribution approximately, and act as if this were so,

2. to rely on the so-called Central Limit Theorem, one version of which
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is the following*: "If a population has a finite variance al and mean
m, then the distribution of the sample mean (of n independent
measurements) appioaches the normal distribution with variance
or2/n and mean m as the sample size n increases." This remarkable
and powerful theorem is indeed tailored for measurement processes.
First, every measurement process must by definition have a finite
mean and variance. Second, the sample mean . is the quantity of
interest which, according to the theorem, will be approximately
normally distributed for large sample sizes. Third, the measure of
dispersion, i.e., the standard deviation of the sample mean, is reduced
by a factor of I/N-n! This last statement is true in general for all
measurement processes in which the measurements are "independent"
and for all n. It is therefore not a consequence of the Central Limit
Theorem. The theorem guarantees, however, that the distribution of
sample means of independent measurements will be approximately
normal with the specified limiting mean and standard deviation
a/v' n for large n.

In fact, for a measurement process with a frequency curve that is sym-
metrical about the mean, and with small deviations from the mean as
compared to the magnitude of the quantity measured, the normal approxi-
mation to the distribution of . becomes very good even for n as small as
3 or 4. Figure 2-3 shows the uniform and normal distribution having the
same mean and standard deviation. The peaked curve is actually two curves,
representing the distribution of arithmetic means of four independent
measurements from the respective distributions. These curves are indis-
tinguishable to this scale.

A formal definition of the concept of "independence" is out of the scope
here. Intuitively, we may say that n normally distributed measurements are
independent if these measurements are not correlated or associated in any
way. Thus, a sequence of measurements showing a trend or pattern are not
independent measurements.

There are many ways by which dependence or correlation creeps into
a set of measurement data; several of the common causes are the following:

1. Measurements are correlated through a factor that has not been
considered, or has been considered to be of no appreciable effect
on the results.

2. A standard correction constant has been used for a factor, e.g.,
temperature, but the constant may overcorrect or undercorrect for
particular samples.

3. Measurements are correlated through time of the day, between days,
weeks, or seasons.

*From Chapter 7, Introduction to the Theory of Statistics, by A. M. Mood, McGraw-
Hill Book Company, New York, 1950.
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Fig. 2-3. Uniform and normal distribution of individual meas-
urements having the same mean and standard deviation, and the
corresponding distribution(s) of arithmetic means of four inde-
pendent measurements.

4. Measurements are correlated through rejection of valid data, when
the rejection is based on the size of the number in relation to others
of the group.

The traditional way of plotting the data in the sequence they are taken,
or in some rational grouping, is perhaps still the most effective way of
detecting trends or correlation.

Estimates of Population Characteristics. In the above section it is shown
that the limiting mean m and the variance a' completely specify a measure-
ment process that follows the normal distribution. In practice, m and a'
are not known and cannot be computed from a finite number of measure-
ments. This leads to the use of the sample mean k as an estimate of the
limiting mean m and s', the square of the computed standard deviation of
the sample, as an estimate of the variance. The standard deviation of the
average of n measurements, a/,' n, is sometimes referred to as the standard
error of the mean. and is estimated by s/N'-n.

We note that the making of n independent measurements is equivalent
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to drawing a sample of size n at random from the population of measure-
ments. Two concepts are of importance here:

1. The measurement process is established and under control, meaning
that the limiting mean and the standard deviation do possess definite
values which will not change over a reasonable period of time.

2. The measurements are randomly drawn from this population, implying
that the values are of equal weights, and there is no prejudice in the
method of selection. Suppose out of three measurements the one
which is far apart from the other two is rejected, then the result will
not be a random sample.

For a random sample we can say that 9 is an unbiased estimate of m,
and s' is an unbiased estimate of a2, i.e., the limiting mean of 9 is equal to
m and of s1 to a2, where

n

and

n- ln - 1 n

In addition, we define

s = / = computed standard deviation

Examples of numerical calculations of 9 and s2 and s are shown in
Tables 2-5 and 2-6.

Interpretation and Computation of
Confidence Interval and Limits

By making k sets of n measurements each, we can compute and arrange
k, .'s, and s's in a tabular form as follows:

Set Sample mean Sample standard deviation

I S,

2 . S.,

k9 k sk

In the array of 9's, no two will be likely to have exactly the same value.
From the Central Limit Theorem it can be deduced that the 9's will be
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approximately normally distributed with standard deviation r/./-n-.The
frequency curve of 9 will be centered about the limiting mean m and will
have the scale factor a//I- . In other words, 9 - m will be centered about
zero, and the quantity

z M

has the properties of a single observation from the "standardized" normal
distribution which has a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one.

From tabulated values of the standardized normal distribution it is known
that 95 percent of z values will be bounded between -1.96 and + 1.96.
Hence the statement

-1.96< T-  < +1.96

or its equivalent,

-- 1.96 <m<.?+ 1.96 r

will be correct 95 percent of the time in the long run. The interval
- 1.96(o//Vn) to . + 1.96(or/V/-h-) is called a confidence interval for m.

The probability that the confidence interval will cover the limiting mean,
0.95 in this case, is called the confidence level or confidence coefficient. The
values of the end points of a confidence interval are called confidence limits.
It is to be borne in mind that . will fluctuate from set to set, and the interval
calculated for a particular 9j, may or may not cover m.

In the above discussion we have selected a two-sided interval sym-
metrical about .. For such intervals the confidence coefficient is usually
denoted by I - a, where a/2 is the percent of the area under the frequency
curve of z that is cut off from each tail.

In most cases, a is not known and an estimate of o- is computed from
the same set of measurements we use to calculate 9. Nevertheless, let us
form a quantity similar to z, which is

t -n

and if we know the distribution of t, we could make the same type of state-
ment as before. In fact the distribution of t is known for the case of normally
distributed measurements.

The distribution of t was obtained mathematically by William S. Gosset
under the pen name of "Student," hence the distribution of I is called the
Student's distribution. In the expression for t, both x and s fluctuate from
set to set of measurements. Intuitively we will expect the value of t to be
larger than that of z for a statement with the same probability of being
correct. This is indeed the case. The values of t are listed in Table 2-2.
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TABLE 2-2. A BRIEF TABLE OF VALUES OF t*

Degrees of Confidence Level: I - a
freedom

Y 0.500 0.900 0.950 0.990

1 1.000 6.314 12.706 63.657
2 .816 2.920 4.303 9.925
3 .765 2.353 3.182 5.841
4 .741 2.132 2.776 4.604
5 .727 2.015 2.571 4.032
6 .718 1.943 2.447 3.707
7 .711 1.895 2.365 3.499

10 .700 1.812 2.228 3.169
15 .691 1.753 2.131 2.947
20 .687 1.725 2.086 2.845
30 .683 1.697 2.042 2.750
60 .679 1.671 2.000 2.660

.674 1.645 1.960 2.576

*Adapted from Biometrika Tables for Statisticians, Vol. 1, edited by E. S. Pearson
and H. 0. Hartley, The University Press, Cambridge, 1958.

To find a value for t, we need to know the "degrees of freedom" (v)
associated with the computed standard deviation s. Since X is calculated

from the same n numbers and has a fixed value, the nth value of x, is com-
pletely determined by _V and the other (n - l)x values. Hence the degrees

of freedom here are n - 1.
Having the table for the distribution of t, and using the same reasoning

as before, we can make the statement that

.9 -t s < M < X + t s

7W 77_
and our statement will be correct 100 (1 - a) percent of the time in the long
run. The value of t depends on the degrees of freedom v and the proba-
bility level. From the table, we get for a confidence level of 0.95, the follow-
ing lower and upper confidence limits:

V, .9 - t~lln)L. =- + sl.

1 - 12.706(s/,/_-) 9 + 12.706(s/l/-)

2 X - 4.303(s//--) X + 4.303(s/-Ih-)
3 . - 3.182(s/'-n-) . + 3.182(s/'-n-)

The value of t for v =oo is 1.96, the same as for the case of known Cr.
Notice that very little can be said about n with two measurements. However,
for n larger than 2, the interval predicted to contain m narrows down steadily,
due to both the smaller value of t and the divisor I-n-.
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It is probably worthwhile to emphasize again that each particular con-
fidence interval computed as a result of n measurements will either include
m or fail to include m. The probability statement refers to the fact that if
we make a long series of sets of n measurements, and if we compute a
confidence interval for m from each set by the prescribed method, we would
expect 95 percent of such intervals to include m.

14 1 T

13 -

12

9

7

6
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 500

Fig. 2-4. Computed 90% confidence intervals for 100 samples of
size 4 drawn at random from a normal population with m = 10,
a = 1.

Figure 2-4 shows the 90 percent confidence intervals (P = 0.90) computed
from 100 samples of n = 4 from a normal population with m - 10, and
a= 1. Three interesting features are to be noted:

I. The number of intervals that include rn actually turns out to be 90,
the expected number.

2. The surprising variation of the sizes of these intervals.
3. The closeness of the mid-points of these intervals to the line for the

mean does not seem to be related to the spread. In samples No. 2
and No. 3, the four values must have been very close together, but
both of these intervals failed to include the line for the mean.

From the widths of computed confidence intervals, one may get an
intuitive feeling whether the number of measurements n is reasonable and
sufficient for the purpose on hand. It is true that, even for small n, the
confidence intervals will cover the limiting mean with the specified proba-
bility, yet the limits may be so far apart as to be of no practical significance.
For detecting a specified magnitude of interest, e.g., the difference between
two means, the approximate number of measurements required can be
solved by equating the half-width of the confidence interval to this difference
and solving for n, using a when known, or using s by trial and error if a is
not known. Tables of sample sizes required for certain prescribed condi-
tions are given in reference 4.
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Precision and Accuracy

Index of Precision. Since a is a measure of the spread of the frequency
curve about the limiting mean, a, may be defined as an index of precision.
Thus a measurement process with a standard deviation a, is said to be
more precise than another with a standard deviation a, if a, is smaller than
a-2. (In fact, a is really a measure of imprecision since the imprecision is
directly proportional to a-.)

Consider the means of sets of n independent measurements as a new
derived measurement process. The standard deviation of the new process
is /'../-n- . It is therefore possible to derive from a less precise measurement
process a new process which has a standard deviation equal to that of a
more precise process. This is accomplished by making more measurements.

Suppose ni i m, but o-, = 2u,2 . Then for a derived process to have
a;1 = a,, we need

I al~ 2a2~

or we need to use the average of four measurements as a single measurement.
Thus for a required degree of precision, the number of measurements, ni
and n2, needed for measurement processes I and 11 is proportional to the
squares of their respective standard deviations (variances), or in symbols

2

If a is not known, and the best estimate we have of a is a computed
standard deviation s based on n measurements, then s could be used as an
estimate of the index of precision. The value of s, however, may vary con-
siderably from sample to sample in the case of a small number of measure-
ments as was shown in Fig. 2-4, where the lengths of the intervals are
constant multiples of s computed from the samples. The number n or the
degrees of freedom v must be considered along with s in indicating how
reliable an estimate s is of a. In what follows, whenever the terms standard
deviation about the limiting mean (a), or standard error of the mean (a,),
are used, the respective estimates s and s/V-'- may be substituted, by taking
into consideration the above reservation.

In metrology or calibration work, the precision of the reported value is
an integral part of the result. In fact, precision is the main criterion by which
the quality of the work is judged. Hence, the laboratory reporting the value
must be prepared to give evidence of the precision claimed. Obviously an
estimate of the standard deviation of the measurement process based only
on a small number of measurements cannot be considered as convincing
evidence. By the use of the control chart method for standard deviation
and by the calibration of one's own standard at frequent intervals, as
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subsequently described, the laboratory may eventually claim that the
standard deviation is in fact known and the measurement process is stable,
with readily available evidence to support these claims.

Interpretation of Precision. Since a measurement process generates
numbers as the results of repeated measurements of a single physical quantity
under essentially the same conditions, the method and procedure in obtaining
these numbers must be specified in detail. However, no amount of detail
would cover all the contingencies that may arise, or cover all the factors
that may affect the results of measurement. Thus a single operator in a
single day with a single instrument may generate a process with a precision
index measured by a. Many operators measuring the same quantity over
a period of time with a number of instruments will yield a precision index
measured by a'. Logically a' must be larger than u, and in practice it is
usually considerably larger. Consequently, modifiers of the words "precision"
are recommended by ASTM* to qualify in an unambiguous manner what
is meant. Examples are "single-operator-machine," "multi-laboratory,"
"single-operator-day," etc. The same publication warns against the use of
the terms "repeatability" and "reproducibility" if the interpretation of these
terms is not clear from the context.

The standard deviation a or the standard error a/V -can be considered
as a yardstick with which we can gage the difference between two results
obtained as measurements of the same physical quantity. If our interest is
to compare the results of one operator against another, the single-operator
precision is probably appropriate, and if the two results differ by an amount
considered to be large as measured by the standard errors, we may conclude
that the evidence is predominantly against the two results being truly equal.
In comparing the results of two laboratories, the single-operator precision
is obviously an inadequate measure to use, since the precision of each
laboratory must include factors such as multi-operator-day-instruments.

Hence the selection of an index of precision depends strongly on the
purposes for which the results are to be used or might be used. It is common
experience that three measurements made within the hour are closer together
than three measurements made on, say, three separate days. However,
an index of precision based on the former is generally not a justifiable
indicator of the quality of the reported value. For a thorough discussion
on the realistic evaluation of precision see Section 4 of reference 2.

Accuracy. The term "accuracy" usually denotes in some sense the close-
ness of the measured values to the true value, taking into consideration

*"Use of the Terms Precision and Accuracy as Applied to the Measurement of a
Property of a Material," ASTM Designation, E177-61T, 1961.
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both precision and bias. Bias, defined as the difference between the limiting
mean and the true value, is a constant, and does not behave in the same
way as the index of precision, the standard deviation. In many instances,
the possible sources of biases are known but their magnitudes and directions
are not known. The overall bias is of necessity reported in terms of estimated
bounds that reasonably include the combined effect of all the elemental
biases. Since there are no accepted ways to estimate bounds for elemental
biases, or to combine -them, these should be reported and discussed in
sufficient detail to enable others to use their own judgment on the matter.

It is recommended that an index of accuracy be expressed as a pair of
numbers, one the credible bounds for bias, and the other an index of pre-
cision, usually in the form of a multiple of the standard deviation (or
estimated standard deviation). The terms "uncertainty" and "limits of error"
are sometimes used to express the sum of these two components, and their
meanings are ambiguous unless the components are spelled out in detail.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

OF MEASUREMENT DATA

In the last section the basic concepts of a measurement process were
given in an expository manner. These concepts, necessary to the statistical
analysis to be presented in this section, are summarized and reviewed below.
By making a measurement we obtain a number intended to express quanti-
tatively a measure of "the property of a thing." Measurement numbers
differ from ordinary arithmetic numbers, and the usual "significant figu'e"
treatment is not appropriate. Repeated measurement of a single physical
quantity under essentially the same conditions generates a sequence of
numbers x,, X2 , xn. A measurement process is established if this con-
ceptually infinite sequence has a limiting mean m and a standard deviation a.

For many measurement processes encountered in metrology, the sequence
of numbers generated follows approximately the normal distribution,
specified completely by the two quantities m and a. Moreover, averages of
n independent measurement numbers tend to be normally distributed with
the limiting mean m and the standard deviation -, regardless of the
distribution of the original numbers. Normally distributed measurements
are independent if they are not correlated or associated in any way. A
sequence of measurements showing a trend or pattern are not independent
measurements. Since m and o- are usually not known, these quantities are
estimated by calculating . and s from n measurements, where
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n l

and
1= X ) I , (XT)

t n J

The distribution of the quantity t --- - m)/(s/./--n) (for x normally
distributed) is known. From the tabulated values of t (see Table 2-2), con-
fidence intervals can be constructed to bracket m for a given confidence
coefficient 1 - a (probability of being correct in the long run).

The confidence limits are the end points of confidence intervals defined by

S

where the value of t is determined by two parameters, namely, the degrees
of freedom v associated with s and the confidence coefficient I - a.

The width of a confidence interval gives an intuitive measure of the
uncertainty of the evidence given by the data. Too wide an interval may
merely indicate that more measurements need to be made for the objective
desired.

Algebra for the Manipulation of Limiting
Means and Variances

Basic Formulas. A number of basic formulas are extremely useful in
dealing with a quantity which is a combination of other measured quantities.

I. Let m. and mY be the respective limiting means of two measured
quantities X and Y, and a, b be constants, then

m =+Y = mI + my 1
m V= m ,- M y (2-1)

m+ y = ami + bmY
2. If, in addition, X and Y are independent, then it is also true that

mxv mm (2-2)

For paired values of X and Y, we can form the quantity Z, with

Z - (X - mIX Y- m) (2-3)

Then by formula (2-2) for independent variables,

m = M-'/,)m(rMW)P

= (m - m mY - m) = 0

Thus m, - 0 when X and Y are independent.
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3. The limiting mean of Z in (2-3) is defined as the covariance of X
and Y and is usually denoted by coy (X, Y), or a.. The covariance, similar
to the variance, is estimated by

s - (x, - )(y, -) (2-4)

Thus if X and Y are correlated in such a way that paired values are likely
to be both higher or lower than their respective means, then say tends to be
positive. If a high x value is likely to be paired with a low y value, and vice
versa, then s,, tends to be negative. If X and Y are not correlated, s, tends
to zero (for large n).

4. The correlation coefficient p is defined as:

p 01-Y (2-5)

and is estimated by

r s_ -- (x, - 9)(y, - (2-6)Sss _./ Y (X, _ g)2 Z: (y, - i)2

Both p and r lie between - I and + 1.
5. Let o- and e, be the respective variances of X and Y, and or. the

covariance of X and Y, then
U+2 2 - + Or 2'Z, = Oax ± ± 2 0-. (2-7)

= _', + =a - 2a

If X and Y are independent, a.,, = 0, then

---- a (2-8)

Since the variance of a constant is zero, we have

o .x +b (2-9)

aa+b2 = a2co + b2a, + 2abae, (9

In particular, if X and Y are independent and normally distributed, then
aX + b Y is normally distributed with limiting mean am. + bm , and
variance a2a'. + bla,.

For measurement situations in general, metrologists usually strive to
get measurements that are independent, or can be assumed to be inde-
pendent. The case when two quantities are dependent because both are
functions of other measured quantities will be treated under propagation of
error formulas (see Eq. 2-13).

6. Standard errors of the sample mean and the weighted means (of
independent measurements) are special cases of the above. Since

= (I/n) 1: x, and the x,'s are independent with variance a', it follows,
by (2-9), that
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++I -+ (2-10)

as previously stated.
If 9, is an average of k values, and 92 is an average of n values, then for

the over-all average, , it is logical to compute
7C= X1 + .. + Xk + Xk+1 + ""+ Xk..

k~n

and o'I = /(k + n). However, this is equivalent to a weighted mean of
-, and X2, where the weights are proportional to the number of measurements
in each average, i.e.,

W, = k, n2 =n
and

(W1 Ww,)g' + (WIW+ )g'

k j W2  + n 9= kn

n+k n+ k
Since

=' 
2/k _ n w2

the weighting factors w, and w, are therefore also inversely proportional
to the respective variances of the averages. This principle can be extended
to more than two variables in the following manner.

Let 91, 92, . . . , x, be a set of averages estimating the same quantity.
The over-all average may be computed to be

- : 1
I (W19 1 + W29 2 + + Wkk)

W, + W 2 + ++)

where
!1 1

w, =-, W2 =Wk .... wk

The variance of 7 is, by (2-9),

U2 1
= W +W 2  +Wk(2-11)

In practice, the estimated variances s, will have to be used in the above
formulas, and consequently the equations hold only as approximations.

Propagation of error formulas. The results of a measurement process
can usually be expressed by a number of averages .9, fi,. . . , and the standard
errors of these averages s, -s./1V1-n-, s, = s/,,WT, etc. These results, however,
may not be of direct interest; the quantity of interest is in the functional
relationship m, = f(m., m,). It is desired to estimate m, by 1, =: .P)and
to compute sq, as an estimate of oa-.
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If the errors of measurements of these quantities are small in comparison
with the values measured, the propagation of error formulas usually work
surprisingly well. The o,, o, and a' that are used in the following formulas
will often be replaced in practice by the computed values sl, A, and sl.,

The general formula for (, is given by

S[Lf] o2 + _f2 2 [f[f] 0  . (2-12)

where the partial derivatives in square brackets are to be evaluated at the
averages of x and y. If X and Y are independent, p = 0 and therefore the
last term equals zero. If X and Y are measured in pairs, s2  (Eq. 2-4) can be
used as an estimate of ,

If W is functionally related to U and V by

mw f(mu, mnv)

TABLE 2-3. PROPAGATION OF ERROR FORMULAS FOR
SOME SIMPLE FUNCTIONS

(X and Y are assumed to be independent.)

Function form Approximate formula for A

m, = Am. + Bm A 24 + B2S?

m (2( S.2 +4)2mw = T- -
+

1 s 2

mw--

m + m +

*rw= m~m1, ( ¢f)2( s + s4)

*rom=r 2  4X2s

In m .

M. km,~ )(a7SV + b2-)y 1)

+= e , 0 s )

W - 10- (=coefficient if, (not directly derived from

- of variation) 2(n - 1) the formulas)t)

*Distribution of , is highly skewed and normal approximation could be seriously

in error for small n.
tSee, for example, Statistical Theory with Engineering Applications, by A. Hald, John

Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1952, p. 301.
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and both U and V are functionally related to X and Y by

mu = g(m., m)

m, = h(m,, ml)

then U and V are functionally related. We will need the covariance
ary, = puogo-0 to calculate u-z. The covariance u, is given approximately by

OIV Log . h] 0- ag .h a,

OX aX X [IVY5y] (2-13)

The square brackets mean, as before, that the partial derivatives are to be
evaluated at X and 9. If X and Y are independent, the last term again
vanishes.

These formulas can be extended to three or more variables if necessary.
For convenience, a few special formulas for commonly encountered functions
are listed in Table 2-3 with X, Y assumed to be independent. These may be
derived from the above formulas as exercises.

In these formulas, if
(a) the partial derivatives when evaluated at the average, are small, and
(b) r, o are small compared to ., y,

then the approximations are good and ;i, tends to be distributed normally
(the ones marked by asterisks are highly skewed and normal approximation
could be seriously in error for small n).

Pooling Estimates of Variances. The problem often arises that there are
several estimates of a common variance 0-2 which we wish to combine into
a single estimate. For example, a gage block may be compared with the
master block n, times, resulting in an estimate of the variance s'. Another
gage block compared with the master block n, times, giving rise to s?, etc.
As long as the nominal thicknesses of these blocks are within a certain
range, the precision of calibration can be expected to remain the same.
To get a better evaluation of the precision of the calibration process, we
would wish to combine these estimates. The rule is to combine the computed
variances weighted by their respective degrees of freedom, or

2 v 1s1 + V2  + " . v ~s (2-14)P v1 + V2 + .. vk

The pooled estimate of the standard deviation, of course, is V7 = sp.
In the example, v, =n,--1, v 2 =n 2 -1 ... Vk= nk-1, thus the
expression reduces to

(n, - I +)s - (n2 - I)s2 + ± (nk - l)s (2-15)SP : n, + n2 + ... +nk-( k
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The degrees of freedom for the pooled estimate is the sum of the degrees
of freedom of individual estimates, or P, + vP2 - , = nj + n2 + ---
+ nk - k. With the increased number of degrees of freedom, s, is a more
dependable estimate of a than an individual s. Eventually, we may consider
the value of s, to be equal to that of a and claim that we know the precision
of the measuring process.

For the special case where k sets of duplicate measurements are available,
the above formula reduces to:

Sk d 
(2-16)

where d, = difference of duplicate readings. The pooled standard deviation
sD has k degrees of freedom.

For sets of normally distributed measurements where the number of
measurements in each set is small, say less than ten, an estimate of the
standard deviation can be obtained by multiplying the range of these meas-
urements by a constant. Table 2-4 lists these constants corresponding to the
number n of measurements in the set. For large n, considerable information
is lost and this procedure is not recommended.

TABLE 2-4. ESTIMATE OF o- FROM THE RANGE*

n Multiplying factor
2 0.886
3 0.591
4 0.486
5 0.430
6 0.395
7 0.370
8 0.351
9 0.337

10 0.325

*Adapted from Biometrika Tables for Statisticians, Vol. 1, edited by E. S. Pearson
and H. 0. Hartley, The University Press, Cambridge, 1958.

If there are k sets of n measurements each, the average range A can be
computed. The standard deviation can be estimated by multiplying the
average range by the factor for n.

Componen of Variance Betwen Groups. In pooling estimates of vari-
ances from a number of subgroups, we have increased confidence in the value
of the estimate obtained. Let us call this estimate the within-group standard1, deviation, ar. The within-group standard deviation o is a proper measure
of dispersions of values within the same group, but not necessarily the
proper one for dispersions of values belonging to different groups.
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If in making calibrations there is a difference between groups, say from
day to day, or from set to set, then the limiting means of the groups are
not equal. These limiting means may be thought of as individual measure-
ments; thus, it could be assumed that the average of these limiting means
will approach a limit which can be called the limiting mean for all the groups.
In estimating a'... the differences of individuals from the respective group
means are used. Obviously a-. does not include the differences between
groups. Let us use a'. to denote the variance corresponding to the differences
between groups, i.e., the measure of dispersion of the limiting means of the
respective groups about the limiting mean for all groups.

Thus for each individual measurement x, the variance of X has two
components, and

For the group mean X with n measurements in the group,

02 U2 eJ~

n

If k groups of n measurements are available giving averages Tc, Je, ..
tk, then an estimate of 0r2 is

with k -- I degrees of freedom, where T is the average of all nk measure-
ments.

The resolution of the total variance into components attributable to
identifiable causes or factors and the estimation of such components of
variances are topics treated under analysis of variance and experimental
design. For selected treatments and examples see references 5, 6, and 8.

Comparison of Means and Variances

Comparison of means is perhaps one of the most frequently used tech-
niques in metrology. The mean obtained from one measurement process
may be conpared with a standard value: two series of measurements on
the same quantity may be compared; or sets of measurements on more than
two quantities may be compared . determine homogeneity of the group
of means.

It is to be borne in mind in all of the comparisons discussed below,
that we are interested in comparing the limiting means. The sample means
and the Lomputed standard errors are used to calculate confidence limits
on the difference between two means. The "t" statistic derived from normal
distribution theory is used in this procedure since we are assuming either
the measurement process is normal, or the sample avciages are approxi-
mately normally distributed.
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Comparison of a Mean with a Standard Value. In calibration of
weights at the National Bureau of Standards, the weights to be calibrated are
intercompared with sets of standard weights having "accepted" corrections.
Accepted corrections are based on years of experience and considered to be
exact to the accuracy required. For instance, the accepted correction for the
NB'I0 gram weight is -0.4040 mg.

The NB'10 is treated as an unknown and calibrated with each set of
weights tested using an intercomparison scheme based on a 100-gm standard
weight. Hence the observed correction for NB'10 can be computed for each
particular calibration. Table 2-5 lists eleven observed corrections of N1B'10
during May 1963.

TABLE 2-5. COMPUTATION OF CONFIDENCE LIMITS FOR

OBSERVED CORRECTIONS, NB'10 gm*

Date i X, Observed Corrections to standard 10 gm wt in mg

5-1-63 1 -0.4008
5-1-63 2 -0.4053
5-1-63 3 -0.4022
5-2-63 4 -0.4075
5-2-63 5 -0.3994
5-3-63 6 -0.3986
5-6-63 7 -0.4015
5-6-63 8 -0.3992
5-6-63 9 -0.3973
5-7-63 10 -0.4071
5-7-63 11 -0.4012

xi = -4.4201 , x= 1.77623417

= -0.40183 mg (- x )2 
- 1.77611673

n

difference = 0.00011744

s2 
= 1 (0.00011744) = 0.000011744

s = 0.00343 = computed standard deviation of an observed correction about the mean.

s 0.00103 - computed standard deviation of the mean of eleven corrections.
n

= computed standard error of the mean.

For a two-sided 95 percent confidence interval for the mean of the above sample of
size II, a12 

= 0.025, v 10, and the corresponding value ot : is equal to 2.228 in the
table of t distribution. Therefore,

L, - . - ...- -0.40183 - 2.228 x 0.00103 = -0.40412
%'n

and

L, t - 0.40183 t-2.228 x 0.00103 =-0.39954

*Data supplied by Robert Raybold, Metrology Division, National Bureau of Standards.
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Calculated 95 percent confidence limits from the eleven observed cor-
rections are -0.4041 and -0.3995. These values include the accepted value
of -0.4040, and we conclude that the observed corrections agree with the
accepted value.

What if the computed confidence limits for the observed correction do
not cover the accepted value? Three explanations may be suggested:

1, The accepted value is correct. However, in choosing a =-0.05, we
know that 5 percent of the time in the long run we will make an
error in our statement. By chance alone, it is possible that this par-
ticular set of limits would not cover the accepted value.

2. The average of the observed corrections does not agree with the
accepted value because of certain systematic error, temporary or
seasonal, particular to one or several members of this set of data for
which no adjustment has been made.

3. The accepted value is incorrect, e.g., the mass of the standard has
changed.

In our example, we would be extremely reluctant to agree to the third
explanation since we have much more confidence in the accepted value than
the value based only on eleven calibrations. We are warned that something
may have gone wrong, but not unduly alarmed since such an event will
happen purely by chance about once every twenty times.

The control chart for mean with known value, to be discussed in a
following section, would be the proper tool to use to monitor the constancy
of the correction of the standard mass.

Comparison Among Two or More Means. The difference between two
quantities X and Y to be measured is the quantity

and is estimated by X - P, where ic and jP are averages of a number of
measurements of X and Y respectively.

Suppose we are interested in knowing whether the difference rn-_ could
be zero. This problem can be solved by a technique previously introduced,
i.e., the confidence limits can be computed for mx , and if the upper and
lower limits include zero, we could conclude that m_ may take the value
zero; otherwise, we conclude that the evidence is against m._, = 0.

Let us assume that measurements of X and Y are independent with
known variances . and a respectively.

By Eq. (2.10)

= t- for . of n measurements
n

o, = _ for p of k measurements
'k

then by (2.8),
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= +

Therefore, the quantity

z 0 ( (2-17)

is approximately normally distributed with mean zero and a standard
deviation of one under the assumption mn,-, = 0.

If a. and a, are not known, but the two can be assumed to be approxi-
mately equal, e.g., f and P are measured by the same process, then sX and

can be pooled by Eq. (2-15). or
(n - l)+ (k - l)s4

n+k-2

This pooled computed variance estimates

so that

U_=! + u~ n + k 2

Thus, the quantity

S 0 (2-18)

nk
is distributed as Student's "t", and a confidence interval can be set about
m,__ with v = n + k - 2 and p 1 I - a. If this interval does not include
zero, we may conclude that the evidence is strongly against the hypothesis
M, = M.

As an example, we continue with the calibration of weights with
NB'I0 gm. For II subsequent observed corrections during September and
October, the confidence interval (computed in the same manner as in the
preceding example) has been found to be

L, = -0.40782

L, = -0.40126
Also,

Y =-0.40454 and s =0.00147

It is desired to compare the means of observed corrections for the two sets
of data. Here

n =k = I1I

. = -0.40183, j - -0.40454

=0.000011669, s,= 0.00002381 3
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4' (0.000035482) = 0.000017741

n+k 11 + 11 2
nk 121 R1

Fn/ _ , 2 x 0.000017741 = 0.00180

For a/2 = 0.025, 1 - = 0.95, and v - 20, t = 2.086. Therefore,

-=.V)+ -n+k s. - 0.00271 + 2.086 x0.00180

= 0.00646
L, (2-- ) - t~f sp - -0.00104

Since L, < 0 < L. shows that the confidence interval includes zero, we
conclude that there is no evidence against the hypothesis that the two
observed average corrections are the same, or m. = m. Note, however,
that we would reach a conclusion of no difference wherever the magnitude
of 9 - Y (0.00271 mg) is less than the half-width of the confidence interval
(2.086 x 0.00180 = 0.00375 mg) calculated for the particular case. When
the true difference m-, is large, the above situation is not likely to happen;
but when the true difference is small, say about 0.003 mg, then it is highly
probable that a conclusion of no difference will still be reached. If a detection
of difference of this magnitude is of interest, more measurements will
be needed.

The following additional topics are treated in reference 4.
1. Sample sizes required under certain specified conditions-Tables A-8

and A-9.
2. a'. cannot be assumed to be equal to (4-Section 3-3.1.2.
3. Comparison of several means by Studentized range-Sections 3-4

and 15-4.

Comparison of variances or ranges. As we have seen, the precision of
a measurement process can be expressed in terms of the computed standard
deviation, 'he varian-e, or the range. To compare the precision of two
processes a and b, any of the three measures can be used, depending on
the preference and convenience of the user.

Let s'a be the estimate of ara with P. degrees of freedom, and sb be the
estimate of ar with vb degrees of freedom. The ratio F sl/ has a distri-
bution depending on va and v,. Tables of upper percentage points of F
are given in most statistical textbooks, e.g.. reference 4, Table A-5 and
Section 4-2.

In the comparison of means, we were interested in finding out if the
absolute difference between ma and mb could reasonably be zero; similarly,
here we may be interested in whether a' = o,., or aaa/, = I. In practice,
however, we are usually concerned with whether the imprecision of one
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process exceeds that of another process. We could, therefore, compute the
ratio of s to s,, and the question arises: If in fact or = ao, what is the
probability of getting a value of the ratio as large as the one observed?
For each pair of values of v and vb, the tables list the values of F which are
exceeded with probability a, the upper percentage point of the distribution
of F. If the computed value of F exceeds this tabulated value of F
then we conclude that the evidence is against the hypothesis aa = 0; if it
is less, we conclude that o, could be equal to a,.

For example, we could compute the ratio of s, to s' in the preceding
two examples.

Here the degrees of freedom v, = v. = 10, the tabulated value of F
which is exceeded 5 percent of the time for these degrees of freedom is
2.98, and

_2 0.000023813 =s = 2.041
T2 -4 0.000011669

Since 2.04 is less than 2.98, we conclude that there is no reason to believe
that the precision of the calibration process in September and October is
poorer than that of May.

For small degrees of freedom, the critical value of F is rather large,
e.g., for P. = v, = 3, and ct'= 0.05, the value of F is 9.28. It follows
that a small difference between U2 and e, is not likely to be detected with a
small number of measurements from each process. The table below gives
the approximate number of measurements required to have a four-out-
of-five chance of detecting whether ca is the indicated multiple of 0, (while
maintaining at 0.05 the probability of incorrectly concluding that cra > ro-,
when in fact 0a = crb).

Multiple No. of measurements
1.5 39
2.0 15

*2.5 9
3.0 7
3.5 6
4.0 5

Table A-I I in reference 4 gives the critical values of the ratios of ranges,
and Tables A-20 and A-21 give confidence limits on the standard deviation
of the process based on computed standard deviation.

Control Charts Technique for
Maintaining Stability and Precision

A laboratory which performs routine measurement or calibration opera-
tions yields, as its daily product, numbers-averages, standard deviations,
and ranges. The control chart techniques therefore could be applied to these
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numbers as products of a manufacturing process to furnish graphical
evidence on whether the measurement process is in statistical control or out
of statistical control. If it is out of control, these charts usually also indicate
where and when the trouble occurred.

Control Chart for Averages. The basic concept of a control chart is
in accord with what has been discussed thus far. A measurement process
with limiting mean m and standard deviation o, is assumed. The sequence
of numbers produced is divided into "rational" subgroups, e.g., by day,
by a set of calibrations, etc. The averages of these subgroups are computed.
These averages will have a mean m and a standard deviation o,//7- where
n is the number of measurements within each subgroup. These averages
are approximately normally distributed.

In the construction of the control chart for averages, m is plotted as the
center line, m + k(a/V7) and m - k(al../7/-) are plotted as control limits,
and the averages are plotted in an orderly sequence. If k is taken to be 3,
we know that the chance of a plotted point falling outside of the limits,
if the process is in control, is very small. Therefore, if a plotted point falls
outside these limits, a warning is sounded and investigative action to locate
the "assignable" cause that produced the departure, or corrective measures,
are called for.

The above reasoning would be applicable to actual cases only if we have
chosen the proper standard deviation a. If the standard deviation is estimated
by pooling the estimates computed from each subgroup and denoted by a,.
(within group), obviously differences, if any, between group averages have
not been taken into consideration. Where there are between-group differences
the variance of the individual 9 is not a4/n, but, as we have seen before,
o, + (a'w/n), where a, represents the variance due to differences between
groups. If a: is of any consequence as compared to e, many of the . values
would exceed the limits constructed by using a. alone.

Two alternatives are open to us: (1) remove the cause of the between-
group variation; or, (2) if such variation is a proper component of error,
take it into account as has been previously discussed.

As an illustration of the use of a control chart on averages, we use again
the NB'l0 gram data. One hundred observed corrections for NB'10 are
plotted in Fig. 2-5, including the two sets of data given under comparison
of means (points 18 through 28, and points 60 through 71). A three-sigma
limit of 8.6 /g was used based on the "accepted" value of standard deviation.

We note that all the averages are within the control limits, excepting
numbers 36, 47, 63, 85, and 87. Five in a hundred falling outside of the
three-sigma limits is more than predicted by the theory. No particular
reasons, however, could be found for these departures.

Since the accepted value of the standard deviation was obtained by
pooling a large number of computed standard deviations for within-sets of
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Fig. 2-5. Control chart on 9 for NB'10 gram.

calibrations, the graph indicates that a "between-set" component may be
present. A slight shift upwards is also noted between the first 30 points and
the remainder.

Control Chart for Standard Deviations. The computed standard
deviation, as previously stated, is a measure of imprecision. For a set of
calibrations, however, the number of measurements is usually small, and
consequently also the degrees of freedom. These computed standard devia-
tions with few degrees of freedom can vary considerably by chance alone,
even though the precision of the process remains unchanged. The control
chart on the computed standard deviations (or ranges) is therefore an indis-
pensable tool.

The distribution of s depends on the degrees of freedom associated with
it, and is not symmetrical about m. The frequency curve of s is limited on the
left side by zero, and has a long "tail" to the right. The limits, therefore,

are not symmetrical about m,. Furthermore, if the standard deviation of
the process is known to be a, m, is not equal to o, but is equal to c2o, where
c2 is a constant associated with the degrees of freedom in s.

The constants necessary for the construction of three-sigma control
limits for averages, computed standard deviations, and ranges, are given
in most textbooks on quality control. Section 18-3 of reference 4 gives

such a table. A more comprehensive treatment on control charts is given
in ASTM "Manual on Quality Control of Materials," Special Technical
Publication 15-C.

Unfortunately, the notation employed in quality control work differs
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Fig. 2-6. Control chart on s for the calibration of standard cells.

in some respect from what is now standard in statistics, and correction
factors have to be applied to some of these constants when the computed
standard deviation is calculated by the definition given in this chapter.
These corrections are explained in the footnote under the table.

As an example of the use of control charts on the precision of a cali-
bration process, we will use data from NBS calibration of standard cells.*
Standard cells in groups of four or six are usually compared with an NBS
standard cell on ten separate days. A typical data sheet for a group of
six cells, after all the necessary corrections, appears in Table 2-6. The stan-
dard deviation of a comparison is calculated from the ten comparisons for
each cell and the standard deviation for the average value of the ten com-
parisons is listed in the line marked SDA. These values were plotted as
points 6 through 11 in Fig. 2-6.

Let us assume that the precision of the calibration process remains the
same. We can therefore pool the standard deviations computed for each
cell (with nine degrees of freedom) over a number of cells and take this
value as the current value of the standard deviation of a comparison, a.
The corresponding current value of standard deviation of the average of
ten comparisons will be denoted by a' = or/N./-0. The control chart will be
made on s' = s/v.-/-.

*Illustrative data supplied by Miss Catherine Law, Electricity Division, National

Bureau of Standards.
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For example, the SDA's for 32 cells calibrated between June 29 and
August 8, 1962, are plotted as the first 32 points in Fig. 2-6. The pooled
standard deviation of the average is 0.114 with 288 degrees of freedom. The
between-group component is assumed to be negligible.

TABLE 2-6. CALIBRATION DATA FOR SIX STANDARD CELLS

Day Corrected Emf's and standard deviations, Microvolts

I 27.10 24.30 31.30 33.30 32.30 23.20
2 25.96 24.06 31.06 34.16 33.26 23.76
3 26.02 24.22 31.92 33.82 33.22 24.02
4 26.26 24.96 31.26 33.96 33.26 24.16
5 27.23 25.23 31.53 34.73 33.33 24.43
6 25.90 24.40 31.80 33.90 32.90 24.10
7 26.79 24.99 32.19 34.39 33.39 24.39
8 26.18 24.98 32.18 35.08 33.98 24.38
9 26.17 25.07 31.97 34.27 33.07 23.97

10 26.16 25.16 31.96 34.06 32.96 24.16

R 1.331 1.169 1.127 1.777 1.677 1.233
AVG 26.378 24.738 31.718 34.168 33.168 24.058
SD 0.482 0.439 0.402 0.495 0.425 0.366
SDA 0.153 0.139 0.127 0.157 0.134 0.116

Position Emf, volts Position Emf, volts

1 1.0182264 4 1.0182342
2 1.0182247 5 1.0182332
3 1.0182317 6 1.0182240

Since n = 10, we find our constants for three-sigma control limits on s'
in Section 18-3 of reference 4 and apply the corrections as follows:

Center line = cWu' = 1.111 x 0.9227 x 0.114 = 0.117
n

Lower limit = - Bar' = 1.111 x 0.262 x 0.114 = 0.033

Upper limit - - _B 2 ' - .1.111 x 1.584 x 0.114=0.201

The control chart (Fig. 2-6) was constructed using these values of center
line and control limits computed from the 32 calibrations. The standard
deviations of the averages of subsequent calibrations are then plotted.

Three points in Fig. 2-6 far exceed the upper control limit. All three cells,
which were from the same source, showed drifts during the period of
calibration. A fourth point barely exceeded the limit. It is to be noted that
the data here were selected to include these three points for purposes of
illustration only, and do not represent the normal sequence of calibrations.

The main function of the chart is to justify the precision statement on
the report of calibration, which is based on a value of a estimated with
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perhaps thousands of degrees of freedom and which is shown to be in control.
The report of calibration for these cells (a = 0.117 - 0.12) could read:

"Each value is the mean of ten observations made between
and . Based on a standard deviation of 0.12 microvolts for the
means, these values are correct to 0.36 microvolts relative to the
volt as maintained by the national reference group."

Linear Relationship and Fitting of
Constants by Least Squares

In using the arithmetic mean of n measurements as an estimate of the
limiting mean, we have, knowingly or unknowingly, fitted a constant to
the data by the method of least squares, i.e., we have selected a value th
for m such that

is a minimum. The solution is rh . The deviations d, = yj - rh = y,-
are called residuals.

Here we can express our measurements in the form of a mathematical
model

Y- m + e (2-19)

where Y stands for the observed values, m the limiting mean (a constant),
and c the random error (normal) of measurement with a limiting mean zero
and a standard deviation ax. By (2-1) and (2-9), it follows that

=I M + M. = M
and

2 _ r2

The method of least squares requires us to use that estimator rh for m such
that the sum of squares of the residuals is a minimum (among all possible
estimators). As a corollary, the method also states that the sum of squares
of residuals divided by the number of measurements n less the number of
estimated constants p will give us an estimate of a', i.e.,

s2 _ (yt _f)
2  , (y, - )2  (2-20)n -p n -I

It is seen that the above agrees with our definition of s2.
Suppose Y, the quantity measured, exhibits a linear functional relation-

ship with a variable which can be controlled accurately; then a model can
be written as

Y = a + bX +e (2-21)

where, as before, Y is the quantity measured, a (the intercept) and b (the
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slope) are two constants to be estimated, and e the random error with
limiting mean zero and variance a2 . We set X at x, and observe y. For
example, y, might be the change in length of a gage block steel observed for
n equally spaced temperatures x, within a certain range. The quantity of
interest is the coefficient of thermal expansion b.

For any estimates of a and b, say d and b, we can compute a value j.
for each xj, or

i + bx,

If we require the sum of squares of the residuals

Z; (Y, - AY)
i=1

to be a minimum, then it can be shown that
nZ(Xi - 9)(y' -)

b= L=I (2-22)
(X, _t)2

and
d M -(2-23)

The variance of Y can be estimated by
Y (Y, - y') (2-24)

n-2

with n - 2 degrees of freedom since two constants have been estimated
from the data.

The standard errors of b and d are respectively estimated by sb and sd,
where

S1 (x, -S ) (2-25)

s" = S ± + (-x-- X)1  (2-26)

With these estimates and the degrees of freedom associated with s' , con-
fidence limits can be computed for d and b for the confidence coefficient
selected if we assume that errors are normally distributed.

Thus, the lower and upper limits of a and b, respectively, are:

-ts, a + tsa

-ts, b + ts&

for the value of t corresponding to the degree of freedom and the selected
confidence coefficient.

The following problems relating to a linear relationship between two
variables are treated in reference 4, Section 5-4.
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1. Confidence intervals for a point on the fitted line.
2. Confidence band for the line as a whole.
3. Confidence interval for a single predicted value of Y for a given X.
Polynomial and multivariate relationships are treated in Chapter 6 of

the same reference.
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The "law of propagation of err.r" is a tool that physical scientists have conveniently and frequently
used in their work for many years. yet an adequate reference is difficult to, find. In this paper an expo-i-
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Introduction The "law of propagation of error" is a tool that
physical scientists have conveniently and frequently

In the December 1939, issue of the At'erican used in their work for many years. No claim is
Physics Teacher, Raymond T. Birge wrote an ex- made here that it is the only tool or even a suitable
pository paper on "The Propagation of Errors." tool for all occasions. "Data analysis" is an ever-
In the introductory paragraph of his paper, Birge expanding field and other methods, existing or new,
remarked: are probably available for the analysis and inter-

"The question of what c,,nstitutes the most reliable value to pretation for each particular set of data. Never-
be assigned as the uncertainty of an) given measured quantity is theless, under certain assumptions given in detail
one that has been discussed for man. decades and. presumably, itt the following setitions. the alprproximations resulting
will continue t. he discussed. It is a question that involves many
considerations and by its very nature has no unique answer. The from the use of these formulas are useful in giving
subject of the propagation of errors. on the contrary, is a purely an estimate of the uncertainty of a reported value.
mathematical matter, with very definite and easily ascertained The uncertainty computed from the use of these
conclusions. Although tfi general subject of the present article formulas, however, is prtbably somewhat less that
is by no min- new., many scientists still fail t,, avail themselves
of the enlightening conclusions that may often thus be reached, the actual in the sense that no function form is known
while others frequently use the theory incorrectly and thus arrive exactly and the number of variables considered usually
at quite misleading cnclusins." does not represent fully the contributors of errors

Birge's remark 27 years ago still sounds fitting today. that affect the final result.
For a number of years, the need for an expository
paper on this topic has been felt by the staff of the 1. Statistical Tolerancing Versus Imprecision
Statistical Engineering Laboratory at the National of a Derived Quantity
Bureau of Standards. Frequent inquiries have to
be answered, yet a diligent search in current litera- 1.1. Propagation of error formulas are frequently
ture and textbooks failed tt produce a suitable ref- used by engineers in the type of problem called "Sta-
erence that treats the subject matter adequately. tistical tolerancing." In such problems, we are
The present manuscript was written to fill this need. concerned with the behavior of the characteristic

In section I. we consider the twi distinct situations W of a system as related to the behavior of a charac.
under which the propagation of error formulas can teristic X of its component. For instance, an engi-
be used. The mathematical manipulations are the neer may have designed a circuit. A property W
same, yet the interpretations of the results are en- of the circuit may be related to the value X of the
tirely different. In section 2 the notations are de- resistance used. As the value of X is changed,
fined and the general formulas given. Frequently W changes and the relationship can be expressed
used special formulas are listed at the end of the by a mathematical function
section for convrtient reference. In section 3 the
accuracies tf the approximations are discussed, W=F(X)
together with suggestions om the use of the errors
propagated. Section 4 contains suggestions on the within a certain range of the values of X.
reporting of final results. Suppose our engineet decides on W/ wn to be the

desired property of the circuit, and specifies X=xo
. fti aw e ,nu..-.. M Mt.m.,n,. %jts. of 1.- s qurp. pe 75-79 ,rd. 8,1910, for this purpose. He realizes, however, that there
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will be variations among the large lot of resistors he ([dF]"s 2

ordered, no matter how tight his specifications are. ar ()d--J 1.2)
Let x denote the value of any one of the resistors
in the lot, then some of the time x will be below
x,,. while at other times x will be above x0 . In other ;=
words, x has a distribution of values somewhat clus-
tered about xo. As x varies with each resistor, so Often he assumes that is distributed at least approxi.
does w with each circuit manufactured. mately in accordance with the ipmal law iferr,-r and

If our engineer knows the mean and standard gives probability limits to the statistical uncertainty of
deviation (or variance) of x, based on data from the his estimate & based on the standard deviation calcu-
history of their manufacture, then he can calculate lated i". and this assumption.
the approximate mean and variance of w by the Cram.r [19461 has shown that under very general
propagation of error formulas: conditions, functions of sample moments are asymp-

totically normal, with mean and variance given by
mean (uWI = Flmean xi, and the respective propagation of error formulas.2 Sincemx is the first sample moment, the estimate k, will be[dFn]2 approximately normally distributed for large n. Hience

vaJ vour physicist is interested in the variance tor the
standard deviation) of the normal distribution which
the distribution of FCx-, approximates as n increases.

where the square brackets signify that the derivatives (Note that both estimators fi and 'ar 1fi,) are functions
within the brackets are to be evaluated at the mean of n.) For n large, the distribution of &j can be as-
of x. The approximations computed refer to the mean sumed to be approximately normal and probability
and variance of an individual unit in the collection of statements can be made about fc.
circuits that will be manufactured from the lot of 1.3 Hence, we have the two cases:
resistors. The distribution of values of w, however, (1) The problem of determining the mean and vari-
is still far from being determined since it depends ance (or standard deviation) of the actual distribu-
entirely on the functional form of the relation between tion of a given function Fix) of a particular random
W" and X. as mathematical variables, and the distri- variable x, ard
butiin of x itself, as a random variable. This type of (2) The pr)blem of estimating the mean and vari-
approach has been used frequently in preliminary ance (or standard deviation) of the normal distri-
examinations of the reliability of performance of a bution to which the distribution of Fi.,, tends asymp-
system, where X mnay be considered as a multidimen- totically.
sional variable. As examples of problems studied under the first

1.2 Let us consider now the second situation under case, we can cite Fieller [19321 on the ratio of two
which propagation (of error formulas are used. This normally distributed random variables, and Craig
situation is the ,ine considered in Birge's paper, and [19371 and Goodman 119621 on the product of two
is the one that will be discussed in the main part of or mo~re randbm variables. TnAke.. in tbree' Princet,,n
this paper. University reports, extended the classical formulas

A physicist may wish Io determine the "'true" value through the fourth order terms for the mean and
wtci of interest, f,r example, the atomic weight of silver, variance, and propagated the skewness and elon-
He makes n independent measurements on some re- gation of the distribution of Fx) as well. These
lated quantito x and calculates reports present perhaps the most exhaustive treat-

ment of statistical tolerancing to date.
(1I From now on we shall be concerned in this paper
x x+ with the second case only, i.e., the problem of esti-

mating the mean and variance, or standard deviation,
as an estimate of the true value xi and of the normal distribution to which the distribution of

Fli,) tends as n increases indefinitely, and hence
also the problem of using approximations to the

_1 , _ mean and variance computed from a finite number of
measurements. Since the mean and standard
deviation are the parameters that specify a particular
normal distribution, our problem is by its very nature
less complicated than that of statistical tolerancing

as an index of dispersion ,of his measured values. The where the actual distribution of the function may
physicist is mainly concerned in obtaining an e-timate have to be specified. We shall, however, utilize
f&' of w0 , and 4fthe standard deviation of k, as a measure formulas given in Tukey's reports to check on the
of precision of his result. He therefore computes by adequacy of some of the approximations.
the propagation of error formulas:

& tix, ' A bntf ... .. it-n .. n parzgraph 2 2
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2. Propagation of Error Formiulas In addit ion, we use ILAx I to deniiit e the bounr id fo r pos-
sile systemfat ic erro rs on thle me asu re men ts of X.

2.1. Definitions and Notations Tlhle bound iif these errors, uniknown in sign. is usualy
established uor co nject ured by the ex peri men ter anil

11) X. Y, Z in capitals stanid fi r the inat hernatical its value is ni t based( on the mecas uremnits iii hand.
variables to be iiieasured: x, y, z in lower cases stand
for the measured values of these variables: Xi, )'j, Zk 2.2. General Theorem and Remarks
with subscripts stand for the particular values of the
ithI measu re ment in x, I t( iet Ii on y, anid thle kt Ii in ilz, As men tiioned briefly iii pa ragraph 1iI.2, the pm ipaga-
respectively. t ii n if error fiormu las are special apjpi hat ii is 44if re-

2) Y! , Z ) is a co n t inuous fuinct io n if' t hi stiIts obtained in fte study i f pri pert ies ii li st ri Iiut iiis
variables X, Y, Z, with derivatives Ouf functions iif' sample monients. lDiiir 119351 I. Isu

i)w i)1T 119491. and iot hers havi in vest igatedr thle limniit ing
-ix, ioi Y, et c. distribution iif functions iif' sample means relating lip

r~~X hypothlesis testing. Curt iss 119)431 deiveil tlie limit-

3 All dlerivatives ap~pearing in square brces forn n aracs(f tesvrlfucin o
WW1r ~' variables in coniinec t ion withi transf Iiirat ii is used i

examnple I- .stand for the values if these (le- the analysis of variance. (:ranir. in chapters 27
1 X'L Y. and 28 rif Iris classical treatise. priived t wi theoirenms

rivatives evaluated at the nieans iif x arid y, if kniiwni, and alsii discussed the asyrmptoutic proiperties iif (listri-
iir at the sample averages of x and y, if the means are butiirns oif furnctiiins uif samiple momiiernts iii(idetail.
not kniiwn. Fo r coniiveieCnit refe're ncec we shiall pihirasi Iiis thleuoreriis

(4 In cirdertii emphasize the fact that the nmean M, and reniarks itt terms iif furnctioins iif santle averages.
variance (.2 arid other poipulation paranieters are usu- to serve as a basis of'justificatioir for the rse iif priifia-
ally niot knoiwni, wt- list here symbols for both the gaiui4feri ~rils
estiiniatiirs of piipulationr values and the populatiiin T'HEOREM ((:rantcr. pp. 306. 352-35,6)
value s. For a particular set iof values of X, the values 1j, in some nieighiborhood oftre piint X l, Y = NI,
ciimputed from these, estimatiirs are estimates, (or tire ]Uiiction F)A. N ) rs continuious aind hns continuous
cimprutedl values iif these e-stimatoirs. derivatives of tire, first and second ord/er iti respect /o

tire arguments X aInd Y. thre, randomr variable i = lix, _Y)
is asYmrjsoticalu< nrinail. h lii fean itre varianrce of1

------------------- _the limriting niormarl distributioni being giv-en bY:

Vtitr~ilit, "t tiariaiiiiir ( . o.~jning 1Imp;utationi mean i = F M~, %1,.) (2. 1)
praramerter-

- --- var isr = + ["1 !i02 + 2 [cF j [dL' I Ex-
i, .tb I nican firr rniiMini I iX n Y jn itX IL Y jn(21

-(r -V ' ,-e iariarwr, = s*%jj REMARK 1. ((;ram~r, p. 367)
i-iI cnt rat moini It folliiws from t is theioirem that any fu neti. n iof'

sample averages is, for large values of nr, approxi-
~ mately normally distributed abo~ut the value csf the

- n function determined by the mean values of the basic
I ~variables, with a variance of the f',ormn C/n, provided

.5 (r -Oicl- %)(iiY v~aitc)(Ol h te peso s(.)an 22 il i iev len -i1u-,e~riarni uiyta xrsiii 21 n 22 il iievle
for the mean and the variance of the limiting

Y- K X ,)~4 di st ribut io n.
I n-~.~ REMARK 2. (Cramir, tip. 367, 415, also Doob. Hsu)

In general, the riinstant C in the extpressicon of' the
r, - p,~ (correlaioni c-,effivienrt varianct. will have a positive value. However, in

S exceptioinal cases C niay be zero. which iniplies that
s r, (,Iandarit di-viatioin of thne varianc'e is uif a snialler order t han it '. Then

' abtiiu Mt' soime expression iuf the form

5, a " Itadrit dteviaioin nP{ - F(Mr, M,)), P > 1

,,rtanarderrr) may have a definite limiting distributioin, but this is
ii vraiiflh not necessarily nourmal.

1:.W, relive standtard REMARK 3. ((;ram(~r, pp. 366, 213-214)
&ti.iatin) I'lie fuinetiiin F) x. V) mia y Ibe asymnp ltortiically nmurnal

even though tie inean anrd variance iif' Fc. 'f) (liu not
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exist, or do not tend to the mean and variance of the mean ei=0
limiting normal form. Generally, if the distribution mean xi= M,
of a random variable w depends on a parameter n, var x= var E,
and if two quantities M and a can be found such that = mean I=r]

the distribution function of the variable _M tends \nid for condition 2. we assumeor

to (D(t) (normal distribution function with mean zero 4:: The errors in the measurements of xi ti = I. 2.
and standard deviation one) as n- - , we shall say that ..... n) are statistically independent: in particular
w is asymptotically normal (M, or). This does not these errors are not correlated or associated in an'
imply that the mean and the standard deviation of a y. i.e..
w tend to M and a', nor even that these moments
exist, but is simply equivalent to saying that for any mean (ei " e) 0. i j.

interval (a, b) not depending on n,

lima Prob. tM + ao < w < M + ba't =p(b)- (a). Thus for x _(xi + x + ... + x,,). the mean of r is l.

n Furthermore,

- E,+E2 +. .. +~

EXAMPLE: If x is from a continuous distribution with x-
positive mean and a finite variance ht with posilive n

probability that some x can take negative values, then
the function In x is not even defined for all values of x, y definition, the variance of x is
and therefore the mean of the function In x does not 2

exist: yet where the mean of _X has a positive value, mean (x - ;,12 mean (' +. ,,
(2.1) and (2.2) give the mean and variance of the lim- 11
iting normal distribution.

2.3. Propagation of Error Formulas I)I

Fortified with the general theorem stated in the I1 it;)2+ ma lejej/l
preceding paragraph, we shall proceed to derive tle( 1  me
traditional propagation of error formulas in an ele-
mentary manner, making some comments and as- [sing assumptions .4, and J, we obtain
sumptions that may be of interest. It will be helpful,
however, to explain first what is meant here by the I
term "random error" in a measurement process. var (x)--, .

2

a. Random Ewrons ,,r the variance of the average of n independent meas-
In a measurement situation, we consider random I

errors typically to be the sum total of all the small urements is - of the variance of an individual meas-
negligible independent errors over which we have no urement. n

control -interpolation in reading scales, slight fluctu-
ation in environmental conditions, imperfection and Here the average x is a linear function of the in-
nonconstancy of our senses, etc. Thus for a stable dividual x's. and the exact expressions of mean and
measurement process, we find that: variance of an average in terms of that of the individual

(l The measured values do follow a distribution, values are well known. ' For functions that are not
with small errors occurring more frequently than larger linear in the x's, we expand the function about the
ones, and with positive and negative errors about mean of x by the Taylor series, and assume that the
balancing one another, and function in the neighborhood of the mean can be ap-
(2) there is no obvious trend or pattern in the se- proximated by the lower order terms. For example,

quence of measurements. let
Let us denote the ith measurement of x to be

W =FX, Y,
-j M., + Ei X- M"r + Cd,

where M., is the mean of all measurements for the
measurement process, and E, the random error of
measurement x,. Then for condition I, we assume ith. 1h. .....u d. h In h.,.hh ,rmuIa. ,,,,ne'i

.,t: The distribution of errors is symmetrical and h nn prd."', ,, leq i....... Iklh.'l,-

bell-shaped, with mean zero and standard deviation I , , ,,, "
o7r,. or
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where each of e, and e, satisfies assumptions A, and and the variance offhx. ov is. approximately.
Az, then we can write

Sy= Mmean{ y,-F(M,. mli}"-ntean{-., [ 12

E~ru+a~:!} + 2~a [t a[f ] [ af ]~ (r 12.6)

E2x y)FM, v+2 Ee + _ E2+14
2!rX a'F rdr a. ". F o

+ terms of higher orders in E, and cu. (2.3) And for f'(i. y). the variance of tf is

Or. neglecting terms of higher order than c2 and c, X %arf+ F _+ 2- -a+
2 i 0 (2.7)

Fkx, y) - F(M, My) -a E + lay] LJ

1[aF ]  +[a2qF]y, the limiting form of which is (2.2).

E2 + X EY [ Finally, if r5', o,2, and oCu are not known, we snl)sti-
-' lute their estimators in formulas 12.5) and (2.7).

Since the means ("f E, and c, are 0. if we take the mean resulting in:

on both sides. I r~2L12

mean {F(x, y -F(Mr, My)} 2e'n(fr)' Fl" n]

_2 {[+2  2 ['x + (2.4) + [a2K j+[ 1 (2.8)
2 aX2J -r + LaXaJ y  aJ + , + - a.lva j  " t28

Thus the mean of a function of values always differs and
from the ,alue of a function of means by a quantity rep-
resented bv (2.4). approximately. If the function of F12 +2 -aF1-'. [aF [aFl1_s4.
means F(MX, M5 ) is the value of interest, then to vlrl- [a yJ n ][ J_ n' (2.9)
approximate F(M,, My) by the mean of F(x, y) would

introduce an error, or bias, the magnitude of which
depends on the functional form, the variances of and
the covariance between x and y. If, however, we If we assume further that the random errors in meas-
use the function of averages, f4., y), then urements of x and y are independent. then (r,., = t. and

the terms involving r,, in 12.5). (2.6). and (2.7) vanishes.
If this is the case. the terms involving si, in (2.8) and
(2.9) should also be dropped. "l'hi- reduced version

mean t = mean FII, j) - F1Mr, Mu) of the formula for independent x and Y.

n ax n n - +2 var(&k) + [n.(2.10)

and fthe bias is only l/n times that of the mean of the is of the form given in Birge's paper and in other text-
function oftindividual values. When n becomes large, blooks on statistical analysis of data I Nandel. 1964,
this bias tends to zero, and (2.1) results. pp. 72-761.

This bias can be calculated by (2.5) and compared to For W = F'. Y, Z). there will be three variance and
the standard deviation of t. In practice, if (r, and o-y three covariance terms in (2.5) and (2.7). Extension
are small, the bias is often of a magnitude that is to more than three variables presents no new problems.
negligible.

To propagate tile variance, we note that if E., aid E,

are small in the sense that the second and higher order b. Extenion to More Than One Function of the Variables
terms in (2.3) can be collectively neglected in compari-
son to terms involving E, and eu only, then Let

U = gX. V. Z),

FkX. 1,- ll!.-..,) [I, ' Eax. + V=. l=hi(X,. . Z).
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lhen in addition to the above formulas, we have When there are a number of systematic errors to be
propagated, one approach is to take IA: I as the square

l I ] t . I . A. oi] root of the sun of squares of terms on the right-hand
pr, "T f I . r side of (2.12), instead of adding together the absolute

Lvalues of all the terms. This procedure presupposes

that some of the systematic errors may be positive and[1 Il 1 [A3a' af} the others negative, and the two classes cancel each
' _ [ ' p,. -. other to a certain extent.

The treatment of inaccuracy due to systematic errors
a rl aof assignable origin but of unknown magnitudes is

Mt1~ -t TpY r1l discussed in detail in section 4.2 of Eisenhart 119631.
z ' Since there is no generally accepted standard method

for combining several systematic errors. Eisenhart
{[!at A ] du at.. advised and we quote

"ax + a_ ( 1) P.rozoJ" "'Therefore. anyone who uses one of these methods for the ",om-
bination of errors' should indicate explicitly which of these (or an
alternative method) he has used."

Expression (2.11) may be convenient to use to get Information on the source and magnitude of each con-
o-ac) where W= FlU. V), and U and V are known func- tributing elemental systematic error is, of course, also
tions of X. Y. and Z. essential.

c. Some Frequently Used Formulas

3. Practical Accuracies at the Various StagesFor convenlience. a few special formulats for (*om-ofApoiaon

monly encountered functions are listed in table I with of Approximations
x. Y assumed to be independent. These may be
derived from the above formulas. 3.1. From the preceding sections we observe that

there are three stages of approximations:
(1) In the Taylor series expansion (2.3), terms higher

than the first partial derivatives are considered to be
2.4. Systematic Errors negligible.

(2) wc is approximately normally distributed for large
By a systematic error we mean a fixed deviation that n. Is the normal distribution still a good approxima-

i. inherent in each and every measurement of x in a tion for small n?
particular sequence of measurements. If the magni- (3) If T,2 and Or' are known.we obtain ar. 2 from (2.7).
tude and direction of the systematic error are known, a and we can use this value to construct a confidence
correction can he made such that Mr=x, or the mean interval 31, about i, with the desired level of confidence
of' the sequence of measurements is equal to the value (approximate) based on normal theory. If a,2 and oL'
sought after. If the sign of the systematic error is not are not known, and s2, and s, are calculated from a small
known and the magnitude of the error can be only number of measurements, what can we say about
estimated to be within some reasonable bound I Ax 1. u' using var(tc) calculated from (2.9)?
perhaps Il experience or judgment, then M, is within To get some numerical feeling for the closeness of
the limits %o - Ax and xo + Ax. these approximations, we shall simplify matters by

For a functitn of two variables 9'= F(X. Y) then, a making the following assumptions which do not seem
bound I AlI for the systematic error in W' is given by: to be too restrictive in measurement situations:

B,: x and y are normally and independently distrib-
rued, with the ratio ./' not less than 10.4

Awl- [f]5-Ax + ["]A) . (2.12) B,: The functional forms used are the well-behaved
I lones that do not possess derivatives assuming

assuming, as before, that Ax and Ayare small such that unreasonably large values when evaluated at the
second and higher order terms in Ax and Ay are collec- averages of the individual variables.
tively negligible in the Taylor series expansion. Since Thus for linear functions, such as
ordinarily we do not know the signs of Ax and Ay, we
have no choice but to add the absolute values of the WAX+BY.
two terms together, even though the signs of the values
of the partial derivatives evaluated are known. (If the the second and higher derivatives vanish, and (2.6) issigns of either Ax or Ay is known, this information, of The adequacy of these approximations is studied in
course, should not be ignored.) If these derivatives paragraphs 3.2 and 3.3 below. In paragraph 3.4 sug-
are evaluated at the point i and .Y, then the random
components of error of X and y are required to be small -. S- Ng.,,l. Itt31.. ia?. Its, -- p. 2 ,,, 3.
so that these derivatives take approximately the same *to, n ,o,,qnos -oe.nT, c,-. sh symbols . . ,,,. a,,. be.. use d b i. hd esubsequent nssrions. the eorrespnsdina synmbos rt h uerqe ,ouWd he used bs sruieiht
values as when evaluated at x, and y,,. subtiu-iun
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TABI.E I. Propagation of error formulas./or some simple functions

Approx. formula for var (il) Term to be added if x and i

Function form of jZ (x dnd v are assumed to be are correlated, and a
statistically independent) reliable estimate of a.--.

s;-. can be assumel

A + By AZs;
2 

+ BS;T 2ABs

V 0 V+ (_j)2( 2 )

I if

Y*

x - (~)
4

Osy2 -s- 72S-/) -, i~s~
X+ I*

+ +)

-s2s

V 4

In x i2

o (o + V z ()w)(2ob -
b

,in("~5' I+ o)K sin2 
- sin (xos

sin 2 ' 2 s2

Isy and s- in radiansi

coefficient ll.2 (not directly derived

X00 - of variation 2 from the'formulas)t
in per'entl 

2

aumn-d Ih. tet. ,ale if finiw it - . r, v. S 0 1- rali- with w as de-ominaor. j 0I \ 1 and In t.
* eigihtedl nmen a ap~cial .e o-f fV - h,. with ,, and ir, considered knows.
It-tributtn .4 ;, to highly skewed anti w,.rmal aptertximati.n -tuld Iw serittunly in errr fior nmall

S- See. fr example. Sisfitieal Theor5  with Enmineering Appliti.n. p. p3OI.I 
t
i . Hld Jh.in 9 1ie. & S,,n. New YNrk. N.Y.. 19i521.
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ge liott" are made ttt the use of the standard deviation Here the variance of w as given by (2.6) underestimates
eilhulated for i- when the standard deviations of x and the true variance by the factor given in the brackets,

are not known. Readers may wish to go directly to and the approximation could be seriously in error.
paragraph 3.5 for a summary of the conclusions. (Note, however, the "exact" formula is correct only

3.2. For x. i independently distributed and arbi- if x is exactly normally distributed. If x is only ap-
trary Fx. ). the first correction terms to (2.6) are proximately normally distributed, then both for-

mulas are approximations.)
/.ljy I l[a"F1 For specific functions, formulas (3.1) and 13.21 given

__'. + [ y J O.. (3.1) in Tukey's report can be used to check on the ade-quacy of the approximation. We quote Tukev's con-

where -y is a measure of skewness of the distribution.,5  clusion in this respect:
Therefore these terms equal zero for x. y symmetri- -'The most important conclusion is that the classival rotpagation

fo rmula is much tetter than seems t) be usually realized. Examtlehs
(ally distributed, a condition satisfied by assump- indicate that it is quite likely to suffice for most work."
tion B,.

The next order of correction terms involve o-4 , t 3.3 Next we look into the adequacy of the normal
and Q an approximation. For this purpose we will define then cr.o and are usually negligible compared to terms first four central moments of the distribution of w' asin 12.6). These terms are flo sfollows:

I~~~ IrO [3 l rO r3Fl mean (w -M..) =
t -y P. + m ean :W-M o2 U

mean (w - Mu.)a = y, 3

mean (W - MA 4 = t"0"4. 13.3)
+4[lzJ (lf-l)±4 + (J If v is normally distributed, y=O, and 1'=3. Fol-

lowing Tukey, we shall define
+ F -"l iFl 1~ rF 12 _____]r,1[ i i
+ F t[ 9 - 1 + 1" 12 +[ a3F IF uao r2  skewness = yo,", andLXJLaXIY2J X a XY] [X2a dYIYJ I X q.elongation = ro4 - 3 .4:

(3.2)
then both skewness and elongation are equal to zero

For functions involving powers of x and y less than when w is normally distributed.
three, some of the partial derivatives also vanish. If x and y are normally distributed as assumed under
For example, if W=XY, the only nonzero term of Bi, then in general w=F(x, y) is not normally dis-
this order is trio-, or tributed unless the function form is linear. By a

procedure similar to that used in the last section, the
Var (w)= M4o'2 + M-o'y+ oi. e. coefficients of skewness ,) and excess 1,2 of w can be

calculated where:
The contribution of rcry is less than 1 in 200 if M/-
is larger than ten. [skewness W]

2

For functional forms such as quotients, roots, and ,, [=nvar w]3
logarithms, the accuracy is usually adequate since
powers of the means of the variables appear in the elongation w
denominators of the partial derivatives. 632 [var w + 3.

For the exponential function W=e
x , the variance

of w as given by (2.6) is If /,1 is close to zero and 032 is close to 3, the normal
Var (w)"-eMOr2,  approximation may be considered as adequate.

The terms up to order o"4 in the propagation of

whereas the exact formula" for the variance of w, skewness for w=F(x, y), with x, y independent, are

when x is normally distributed, is r Fl3
skewness w - [- Lay

Var(w)=eg'e( '- 1)w X

e 2M oFr 2ae'+
( 2! 3! 2 Y ( )o

For d ,i-+ ... )} +.. I - 131 [ IF I 1
S", fo esuale ThetLanorral Distribution, p. S. by J. Aitehion .nd J. A. C. B-ow, +6 L aX] [] Xayj r'J (3.4)
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For x, y normally distributed, only terms of order Of course one can always compute the half-widths
o remain. If we take w=xy again as an example, of the respective 100 (I -a) percent confidence inter-
then vals for M,. and for My by the use of the Student's t

statistic, and use (2.12) to get the half-width of the
skewness w 6M1 Mtor2or2 interval for I/. i.e.. set

36M2,Mr4-4
fll= - [M +M.,tru~r .. 3 x-t, ,,,,,L/nand. Ay=t, )t,/"

(I :). " I ~ (I - )

Neglecting 42or2 in the brackets in the denominator,
and taking ,V/o-= 10, ,, is computed to be 0.045.
Hence. for t,=X ., where i and .y are averages of four, and .,se (2.12) to get Aw. Then the interval w± Ali
the coefficient of skewness is reduced by a factor of is a confidence interval for M,. for a confidence co-
four or equals 0.011 approximately, efficient of at least (1 -a). This procedure. however,

Similarly, terms up to order or" for the elongation may be criticized on the ground of gross inefficiency
of u'=f(x, y). with x, y independent, are in using the data.

e a . (oF]4 -' 4 +[W e m ay write (2.9) aselongation u'- (rx .(- 3)°r-4-+ 3)or-,14 vr{ l,~ ts

ax MY] ~vfr (kl) =Ais' + h
(3.5)

which is zero for x, Y normal. where - and [X. = I are two constants.
n aXT.T

Hence ngion= + 3= 3. and no correction 2
e (Variance nFor given degrees of freedom for s . n I. and s.

for elongation is necessary here. k - I. and given ratios of AS + -. values of a "C"
If we look up a table 7 of percentage points of dis- statistic have been tabulated" fory confidence coef-

tribution of the standardized variate a,- M-- -with given ficients of 0.99, 0.98, 0.95. and 0.90. The interval

3, and )%_. we note that the changes of values are rather it, ± v X-is + ,ks! (3.6)
sensitive to Pf and much less so to /32. Thus the co-
efficient of elongation is usually not as much a source is a confidence interval with confidence coefficient
of worry in the normal approximation as is the coeffi- I -,.
cient of skewness. These tables, however, do not contain values for

Formulas (3.4) and (3.5) and the table of percentage "v' for n and A less than 10. 10, 8. and 6 for the re-
points allow us to check how good the normal approxi- spective confidence coefficients, and hence cannot
mation is for a given number of measurements in the be used for smaller samples. In addition, they are
variables x and v. Table 2 gives some examples of useful only for two independent variables x and I.
results of such calculations. Alternatively Welch [1947] has proposed the use

3.4 The third approximation concerns the use of the of "effective degrees of freedom" for the estimated
sample variance S2 as an estimate of the population variance of t0 of the form
variance o2. If we know the precision of the proc-
esses for the measurements of x and y, i.e., we know vir (&) =X5isf.
o., and o-,, o,. can be computed from (2.7) and a con-
fidence interval about w can be constructed with the de- The effective degree of freedom f is computed from
sired confidence coefficient I -a by using the table of
the normal probability integral. If (r., and -,, are not (YkS

2
)
2

known, then even if O. can be computed from (2.9). f= is_,.fs (3.7)
the constants to be used for constructing a confidence
interval with confidence coefficient I - a will be dif-
ferent from those for known o,. wherefi is the degrees of freedom for" s,;.

To offer some guideline to the solution of this prob- In general f will be fractional. The t value with f
lem, we again assume measurements on x and y to degrees of freedom can be found or interpolated from
be independently and normally distributed. If the the t table and the confidence interval computed as
number of measurements is large (a rule of thumb
could be n >30). then (2.7) can be used assuming t2--t, .

O., O, and -. , are known.

lSe .Tbl II .ionetrk. Table. 1- Stisl n %,4, I . i .1- , r-- 1t,.l v.lue.

.,- 1 Table 42. Ifi--,'lrnk Table- h11 Slati ,. ian, . .I. edited b IE. S. P,-r-. and 'h, l. . pnwbknr. W. H. Tfiketi. ft. L .nd G. S. I.-. Hi- irik. 43.

H 0. Hanle,. The t nr-1 Pr.e'. 1958 A.,,. pp 79-84. 9 f0 is compuled from ot, measurements. Ie dere f freed- i. n,- I L
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"|'MBuE 2. V)epafrures ,/rn nzorl alplroximmilons

x. y ili.d.p.niiriitltlt d ribut.d. -ith 0 0. I 1 . and I thi =I ).

Percentage point ot-

1a 'Skewness from 13. I6 , computed_ .-

Lower 2.5'% 1 lper 2.5r;

-It' I0{ 0 1- .96 Iq t

,~ ~ V, V;, j1 n:- I--

?I 1 0.045 - .84 2.06
P 0 IW Il - 1.91 4 2.01
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The approximate confidence intervals computed by distributed. For particular functions, the approxi-
the use of effective degrees of freedom were found to mate values of the coefficients of skewness and elon-
check the exact confidence intervals given by (3.6) gation may be calculated and Pearson's table can be
very well over the range of the latter, used to check the adequacy of the approximation.

3.5 In summary, the following may be concluded (3) For the case where the standard deviations of
for practical purposes: the individual variables are unknown, and are esti-

0l1 Terms of order higher than o2 in the propagation mated from the data, confidence intervals for the
of error formulas for variance, (2.6) and (2.7), can be estimate ib can be constructed either by the use of
neglected if (a) the standard deviations are small in tabulated values of the "v" statistic or by the use of
comparison to their respective means, and (b) the effective degrees of freedom. These confidence
second and higher order partial derivatives evaluated intervals can be considered as a form of "precision
at the means do not give rise to abnormally large num- limits" in the sense that if one makes the same sets
hers. This is usually true in the field of physical of measurements a large number of times under the
science. since errors of measurements are usually same conditions, and constructs the confidence in-
of the order of I part in 1000, or parts per million: tervals each time by the same procedure, then a large
furthermore, the functional forms used are usually proportion of the intervals so constructed, 100 (1 -a)
the well-behaved ones. percent, will bracket the mean of all these sets of

(2) The normal approximation will be adequate for measurements. When only one set of measurements
large n. or if. in addition to (a) and (b) above, (c) the will be made. the probability is 1 -a that this interval
individual variables can be assumed to be normally will bracket the mean.
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4. Reporting of Results A footnote explaining the role of "e" is often very
helpful. Several examples are givei below:

4.1. Suppose a set of measurement data is avail- "In the expression of the form Me, M is the average and e is the1 able, and, by using the appropriate propagation of standard error of M based on n measurement- (or based on v degrees

error formulas, the following are obtained for the 'f freedom)."
"The indicated uncertainty limits for M are overall limits of error

quantity of interest, w0: based on 95 percent (.,nfidm'e limits tor tinm'an - ai ll
(1) The estimate of w0, w:, based on n values of x,y, an'e, for effects of kimn sources of possibl, ss-,-i,"aii err,,r .

etc.: "The uncertainty given represents 3-sigma limits based on the

(2) the estimated standard error of tZ, &., and asso- current accepted value of the standard deviation, known sources of
ciated degress offreedom f, systematic errors being negligible."

(3) limits to the systematic error in w, Aw. Chapter 23 of Natrella [1963] "Expressions of the
The estimated standard error of s gives a measure Uncertainties of Final Results" gives a thorough dis-

of precision of the experimental results, or a measure cussion on this topic, and is an excellent reference
of scatter of the values of w from the average value of for all physical scientists who have occasion to report
M,. for repeated performance of the particular experi- numerical results of their experiments.
ment. But this measure of precision does not indicate
at all how close this average value is to the value w0
intended to be measured. The estimation of limits to
the systematic error is an essential part of an experi-
ment and need not be discussed here [Youden, 1961]. S. References
One may remark generally that systematic errors
usually do not pose a serious problem when the Birge. Raymond T.. The propagation of errors. The American

"imprecision" is large, since these systematic errors Physics Teacher 7, No. 6 (Dec. 1939).
Craig, C. C., On frequency function of XY, Annals of Math. Stat. 7,are, so to speak, "swallowed up" by the random errors. 1-15 (1937).

The systematic errors, however, play an important Cramer, Harald, Mathematical Methods of Statistics (Princeton
role when the precision is excellent and is of about the University Press, 1946).
same order of magnitude as the systematic error. In Curtiss, J. H., On transformations used in the analysis of variance.

Annals of Math. Stat. 14, 107-122 (1943).
that case, it is essential that the systematic error, or 1),,ob. J. t... 'the limiting distribution of certain statistics, Annals
errors, be reported separately from the imprecision of Math. Stat. 6, 160-170 (1935).
part of the reported value, as measured by the standard Eisenhart, Churchill, Realistic evaluation of the precision and ac-
error, or the confidence intervals, computed. curacy of instrument calibration systems. J. Res. NBS 67C (Engr.

and Instr.) No. 2, 161-187 (1963).
In scientific literature, it is not uncommon to come Fieller, E. C., The distribution of the index in a normal bivariate

across expressions of results in the form of M-e, population, Biometrika 24, 428-440 (1932).
where "M" is an average of some kind and "e" repre- Goodman, L. A., The variance of the product of K random variables,
sents the uncertainty of "M" in some vague sense. J. Am. Stat. Assoc. 57, 54-60 (1962).

ftsu. 1'. .. The limiting distribution of functions of sample means

This type of reporting proves to be most frustrating and application to testing hypotheses. pp. 359-402. Berkeley
from the reader's point of view. From the context Symtposiuni on Matlematical Statistics and Probability. tniv. .I
alone the reader cannot possibly infer whether "e" California Press (I949).
represents probable error, 3-sigma limits, systematic Mandel, John, The Statistical Analysis of Experimental Data

SJohn Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, N.Y.. 1964).
error. ,,r So-, comnzbination of randor and systematic Nalrella. Mar (Gibbns. Experimental Staistic . Handbook 91.
errors. As a consequence, the iuality of the results, National Bureau of Standards. 1963.
and the validity of inference drawn from these results, Tnkey. Jli Wh.. 'he propagation of errors. fluctuations anti I4der-

are It) a large extent left to the judgment and guesswork ances. I npublished Technical Reports No. It). I1. anid 12. Prince-
the writer owes to himself, and ton I niversity.

(of the reader. Hence, Welch, B. L., The generalization of 'Student's' problem when
to his reader, to specify clearly the meaning of "e" several different population variances are involved. Biometrika
as he uses it. In particular, the number of measure- 34, 28-35 (1947).
ments from which the measure of random error was Youden. W. J.. Systematic errors in physical constants. Physics

computed and the manner in which the systematic Today 14 (Sept. 1961).

error was estimated are both essential elements of the
reported value and need to be included. (Paper 70C4-237)
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RANDOMIZATION IN FACTORIAL AND

OTHER EXPERIMENTS

E. Bright Wilson, Jr.

4.10. Randomization in Factorial and Other Experiments

The principle of randomization has important applications to factorial ii
design. Besides the variables forming the factors which are consciously
varied from observation to observation, there are always other variables
which vary either in an unknown way or with unknown effects. The
less the influence of these variables, the more precise the experiment, but
in no experiment can their effects be completely eliminated. Wherever
possible these other variables should be randomized.

For example, in repetitions of measurements with complex physical
apparatus, it is seldom possible to carry out experiments all at the same
time. Time therefore is another vaiiable which is not held constant
during the various comparisons, and it is well known that many disturb-
ing variables such as temperature, line voltage, state of chemical decom-
position, quantity of living matter, etc., can change with time. In other
cases sets of experiments can be carried out at the same time but then not
in the same place, or with the same equipment, or on the same patients.
The effects of any of these variables may be confused with those of the
factors under test.

To reduce this danger, the temporal order of the experiments, the

apparatus, the patients, or the position, etc., used with each combination
of factors should be chosen by a truly random process such as the applica-
tion of a table of random numbers. (See Sec. 10.3.)

Two Examples. In an important set of chemical analyses, it was
standard practice to follow each analysis by a duplicate run. The agree-
ment between the pairs was good, and so the results were accepted with
confidence. However, their importance was sufficient so that samples
were sent for analysis to an independent laboratory, with the result that
wide discrepancies were found between the analyses from the two places.
Investigation showed that a zinc reductor, through which all the samples
were passed in turn, gradually lost its effectiveness because of the presence

of certain other elements in the samples. The effect from one analysis to
the next was small, so that the pairs checked well, but by the end of a
day the absolute values were much in error. If the temporal order in
which the analyses were made had been randomized, many of the pairs
would have been widely separated in time and the agreement between
pairs would not have been regarded as adequate.

This point is so important that another example may not be super-
fluous. In an industrial laboratory, experiments were performed to
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THE DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS

determine the effect of the length of time of pressing in the mold on the
strength of a plastic part. Hot plastic was introduced in the mold,
pressed for 10 seconds, and removed. Another batch was then intro-
duced into the same mold, pressed for 20 seconds, and so on, the timeLI increasing with each batch. Afterward the strength of each piece was
measured and plotted against the duration of the pressure. Figure 4.1

Ii I I I

Duration of Pressure

FIG. 4.1. Results of an experiment supposed to demonstrate that the strength of a

molded plastic part depended on duration of pressure. See Fig. 4.2.

0
6th 05th 0

0 4th~3rd
o

V2nd
0

Ist

I I I 1 I

Duration of Pressure

FiG. 4.2. Repeat of experiment shown in Fig. 4.1 except that order in which experi-
ments were carried out was randomized. Order is shown. Results depended on
order, not on duration.

shows the resulting curve, which was taken to indicate a strong depend-
ence of strength on duration. However, the research supervisor criticized
the experiment because the order of the experiments had not been ran-
domized, and so it was repeated. The results are shown in Fig. 4.2,
which also notes the order in which the measurements were taken.
Obviously, it was the order and not the duration which was the controlling
variable; the first conclusion was quite erroneous. The origin of the
trouble was easily traced after its presence was made known; the mold
got warmer and warmer as successive batches of hot plastic were pressed
in it.
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Other Variables. Time is not the only variable which should be ran-
domized. In agricultural experiments the exact position of each test
variety in a plot is randomly selected. If different materials or specimens
are used, they should be randomly selected. For example, in testing
explosives steel plates were used in the gauges. These were rolled from
one ingot to promote uniformity, but the whole batch of plates was
shuffled thoroughly before use to randomize out any bias due to variations
in strength.

Randomization converts effects of randomized variables into unbiased
error. The importance of randomization in connection with the mathe-
matical methods of estimating error and the significance of differences
will be discussed in Sec. 8.6.

If there is strong reason to believe that a certain variable will influence
the results of an experiment and if it can be controlled, it should be
included in the design as one of the factors; but if it is only suspected that
it might have some influence or if it cannot be controlled, then random-
ization is the safe course. Sometimes both techniques are combined;
crop varieties may be planted in parts of plots, the parts being randomly
selected, but the separate plots, being farther apart and therefore prob-
ably more divergent in fertility, are considered as different values of the
factor position. Similarly groups of observations taken near to one
another in time may be randomized as to order, but repetitions of the
groups (with separately randomized orders) which are more widely
spaced in time may be regarded as testing the effect of the factor time.

When any element of an experiment has been randomized, it is impor-
tant to keep good records of the original situation. Thus it was impor-
tant to know the order in which the plastic-molding experiments of Fig.
4.2 were carried out because afterward they could be reordered to show
that a trend existed. This is often the case in more complicated factorial
experiments, as will be discussed in Sec. 4.12.

Balanced Designs. From time to time objections have been raised
against the use of randomization. It has been argued that it is better to
use consciously planned patterns devised to minimize errors due to the
extra variables. For example, in a simple case of an experiment in which
a variety A is compared with /j with several replications, in a linear
physical layout or in a time nequence or with a similar linear variation of
some other variable, a possible randomized arrangement would be

A B B A A A B A B B A B

But it could happen that the random choice produced the pattern

AAAAAABBBBBB

If it was suspected that a trend existed along the line (as a fertility
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gradient in a field, or a trend with time), this pattern would be a poor one,
yet it could have resulted from the random draw.

For this reason some authorities have recommended systematic
arrangements, such as

ABBAABBAABBA

in which such a gradient would tend to be balanced out. However, there
are very strong arguments against these "balanced" arrangements. For
example, although a gradient is taken care of by the above pattern, a
periodicity with a period coinciding with that apparent in the pattern
could cause serious bias. Such periods are easily introduced in certain
types of experiment.

In many cases both schools can be satisfied. Instead of randomizing
without restriction, certain restrictions may be introduced. Thus it may
be fixed that every adjacent pair contains one A and one B but the order
in each pair is chosen randomly. This really amounts to introducing the
gross position along the sequence as an additional factor and randomizing
only within each "position." Perhaps the best rule in many cases is to
select by lot one from among all the possible patterns which as far as
available foresight is concerned are equally good. These should of course
not be biased; i.e., for every pattern included there should also be included
any which result from a permutation of treatments throughout, e.g.,
exchanging A and B above. In applying the mathematical theorems of
Sec. 8.11 to these cases, certain rules need to be observed which may
limit the freedom with which patterns are discarded.

From Wilson, E. B., An Introduction to

Scientific Research, Section 4.10, pp.
54-57 (McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York,

1952).
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Some Remarks on Wild Observations*

WILLIAM H. KRUSKAL**

The University of Chicago

Editor's Note: At the 1959 meetings of the American Statistical Association held
in Washington D. C., Messrs. F. J. Anscombe and C. Daniel presented papers on the
detection and rejection of 'outliers', that is, observations thought to be maverick or
unusual. These papers and their discussion will appear in the next issue of Techno-
metrics. The following comments of Dr. Kruskal are another indication of the present
interest of statisticians in this important problem.

The purpose of these remarks is to set down some non-technical thoughts
on apparently wild or outlying observations. These thoughts are by no means
novel, but do not seem to have been gathered in one convenient place.

1. Whatever use is or is not made of apparently wild observations in a statisti-
cal analysis, it is very important to say something about such observations
in any but the most summary report. At least a statement of how many observa-
tions were excluded from the formal analysis, and why, should be given. It is
much better to state their values and to do alternative analyses using all or

some of them.
2. However, it is a dangerous oversimplification to discuss apparently wild

observations in terms of inclusion in, or exclusion from, a more or less conven-

tional formal analysis. An apparently wild (or otherwise anomalous) observation

is a signal that says: "Here is something from which we may learn a lesson,

perhaps of a kind not anticipated beforehand, and perhaps more important

than the main object of the study." Examples of such serendipity have been
frequently discussed-one of the most popular is Fleming's recognition of the

virtue of penicillium.
3. Suppose that an apparently wild observation is really known to have come

from an anomalous (and perhaps infrequent) causal pattern. Should we include
or exclude it in our formal statistics? Should we perhaps change the structure

of our formal statistics?
Much depends on what we are after and the nature of our material. For

example, suppose that the observations are five determinations of the percent
of chemical A in a mixture, and that one of the observations is badly out of

* This work was sponsored by the Army, Navy and Air Force through the Joint Services

Advisory Committee for Research Groups in Applied Mathematics and Statistics by Contract
No. N6ori-02035. Reproduction in whole or in part is permitted for any purpose of the United
States Government.

** With generous suggestions from L. J. Savage, H. V. Roberts, K. A. Brownlee, and
F. Mosteller.
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line. A check of equipment shows that the out of line observation stemmed

from an equipment miscalibration that was present only for the one observation.
If the magnitude of the miscalibration is known, we can probably correct

for it; but suppose it is not known? If the goal of the experiment is only that
of estimating the per cent of A in the mixture, it would be very natural simply
to omit the wild observation. If the goal of the experiment is mainly, or even
partly, that of investigating the method of measuring the per cent of A (say in
anticipation of setting up a routine procedure to be based on one measurement
per batch), then it may be very important to keep the wild observation in.
Clearly, in this latter instance, the wild observation tells us something about
the frequency and magnitude of serious errors in the method. The kind of
lesson mentioned in 2 above often refers to methods of sampling, measurement,
and data reduction, instead of to the underlying physical phenomenon.

The mode of formal analysis, with a known anomalous observation kept in,
should often be different from a traditional means-and-standard deviations
analysis, and it might well be divided into several parts. In the above very simple
example, we might come out with at least two summaries: (1) the mean of the
four good observations, perhaps with a =i= attached, as an estimate of the per
cent of A in the particular batch of mixture at hand, and "(2) a statement that
serious calibration shifts are not unlikely and should be investigated further.
In other situations, nonparametric methods might be useful. In still others,
analyses that suppose the observations com from a mixture of two populations
may be appropriate.

The sort of distinction mentioned above has arisen in connection with military
equipment. Suppose that 50 bombs are dropped at a target, that a few go wildly
astray, that the fins of these wild bombs are observed to have come loose in
flight, and that their wildness is unquestionably the result of loose fins. If we
are concerned with the accuracy of the whole bombing system, we certainly
should nut forget these wild bombs. But if our interest is in the accuracy of the
bombsight, the wild bombs are irrelevant.

4. It may be useful to classify different degrees of knowledge about an ap-
parently wild observation in the following way:

a. We may know, even before an observation, that it is likely to be wild,
or at any rate that it will be the consequence of a variant causal pattern. For
example, we may see the bomb's fins tear loose before it has fallen very far from
the plane. Or we may know that a delicate measuring instrument has been jarred
during its use.

b. We may be able to know, after an observation is observed to be apparently
outlying, that it was the result of a variant causal pattern. For example, we
may check a laboratory notebook and see that some procedure was poorly
carried out, or we may ask the bombardier whether he remembers a particular
bomb's wobbling badly in flight. The great danger here, of course, is that it is
easy after the fact to bias one's memory or approach, knowing that the observa-
tion seemed wild. In complex measurement situations we may often find some-
thing a bit out of line for almost any observation.

c. There may be no evidence of a variant causal pattern aside from the observa-
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tions themselves. This is perhaps the most difficult case, and the one that has
given rise to various rules of thumb for rejecting observations.

Like most empirical classifications, this one is not perfectly sharp. Some
cases, for example, may lie between b and c. Nevertheless, I feel that it is a
useful trichotomy.

5. In case c above, I know of no satisfactory approaches. The classical approach
is to create a test statistic, chosen so as to be sensitive to the kind of wildness
envisaged, to generate its distribution under some sort of hypothesis of non-
wildness, and then to 'reject' (or treat differently) an observation if the test
statistic for it comes out improbably large under the hypothesis of nonwildness.
A more detailed approach that has sometimes been used is to suppose that
wildness is a consequence of some definite kind of statistical structure-usually
a mixture of normal distributions-and to try to find a mode of analysis well
articulated with this structure.

My own practice in this sort of situation is to carry out an analysis both with
and without the suspect observations. If the broad conclusic,ns of the two analyses
are quite different, I should view any conclusions from the experiment with
very great caution.

6. The following references form a selected brief list that can, I hope, lead
the interested reader to most of the relevant literature.
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Rejection of Outlying Observations

FRANK PROSCHAN*
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This paper makes available to the physicist two of the moder" statistical tests for possible
rejection of outlying observations. These two methods have 'Ken selected because they apply
in a majority of the actually occurring situations and because they are so easy to use.

A PERENNIAL problem vexing the experi- sets of five observations each. Suppose, too,
menter is that of rejection of suspected that he could guarantee that none of these ob-

data. For one hundred years attempts at the servations had any mistakes. Call a typical set
solution of this problem have been advanced, x1, X2 , X3, x4, x5, where the,x's are arranged in
most of them to be themselves rejected as suspect. order of size, so that xi<_x 2 <x3ax 4<x. Now a
Fortunately, modern statistical theory has logical measure of the distance between the
proposed useful, reliable methods for objectively smallest value and the other four values is
rejecting deviant values. However, the solution X2 -XI

is far from complete at present. rs= 2 -,
This paper makes available to the physicist x6 -x 1

two of the modern statistical tests for possible
rejection of outlying observations. These two i.e., the ratio of the interval between the sus-
methods have been selected because they apply pected and adjacent value to the total range.
in a majority of the actually occurring situations Now Perry records with what frequency,
and because they ire so easy to use. among his millions of sets of five values each,

different values of rio occur. He finds that a value
THE PROBLEM of rio larger than 0.780 occurs one time in one

Here is a common problem facing experi- hundred. He then reasons this way:

menters. The typical scientist, X. Perry Menter, "I have found that among sets of five observa-

makes a number (say five) of repeated measure- tions each (containing no mistakes) a value of

ments of some unknown quantity. The smallest r1 0 larger than 0.780 is quite unlikely (occurs only

value (or the largest) is so far removed from the once in one hundred). If now, in my future ex-

other four that he suspects that it may be in periments I get a set of five observations for

error. However, Perry has no specific knowledge which ri0 is larger than 0.780, 1 will conclude

that a mistake actually did occur. Let us assume that my largest observation is in error."

that he has no previous data from which to CONFIDENCE IN THE TEST
estimate the precision of measurement. How can
he decide from the values themselves whether the This seems reasonable. But what confidence

suspected value is in error or not? can Perry have in such a procedure? How often

The answer seems clear. He should consider will he consider as mistaken a perfectly good
the suspected value as in error when it seems observation? How often will he consider ac-

too far from the other four values. But how can ceptable an incorrect observation?

he judge when it is "too far from the other four Clearly, from the way in which he derived the

values"? test, he will classify a perfectly good smallest
observation as mistaken once among one hundred

A LOGICAL APPROACH sets of five each, on the average. But there is no

Here is a simple, logical, objective criterion, general answer to the question of how often he
Suppose Perry could somehow make millions of will let pass a mistaken observation. This de-

* Now at Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., Hicksville, pends on how "mistaken" the mistaken observa-
New York. tion is. If a very large error were made, his
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test would tend to reject the observation almost iso

certainly. If a very small error were made, his
test would tend to reject the observation with a
small probability. ,s-

Figure 1 gives some idea of the performance of
ro in detecting mistaken observations. It is
based on a sampling experiment in which samples s
of five from a normal population with mean us
and standard deviation a were contaminated
with values drawn from a normal population
with mean (p+X) and standard deviation a. 25 -

The ordinate shows the percent discovery of
contaminators (the proportion of the time the
contaminating population provides an extreme
value and the test discovers this value) while , 2 3 4 8 s 7 S a

the abscissa shows X, the magnitude of the FIG. 1. Performance of r test. The ordinate shows the
percent discovery of contaminators, while the abscissa

3hift (error) of the contaminator in standard shows A, the magnitude of the shift (error) of the con-
deviations. taminator in standard deviations. From W. J. Dixon,

Ann. Math. Stat. 21, No. 4, 493 (1950).
We said above that once in every 100 sets of

values (on the average) Perry would consider as sensitive test; Thus for sample size n = 8, 9, or 10,
mistaken a perfectly good observation. If he were
to reject this observation and then compute ril =X

the mean and standard deviation of the re- x,, -xI
maining values, these would be biased estimates. is superior to rio. Similarly for n = 11, 12, or 13,
In addition, when a good observation is rejected,
any further statistical tests of significance will X3-XI

become less reliable. This is the price that he X, 1 -XI
must pay for improving the data in the cases
where a mistaken observation is removed. is superior. Finally for n = 14, 15, ... , 30,

xa -XI
MATHEMATICAL DERIVATION r22 =

X.- 2 -XI

Of course, 0.780, the value of rl0 that is ex- is best.
ceeded by chance 1 percent of the time (called USE OF TABLE I
the 1 percent level of significance of r1o), is notdetemind b acualy mkingmilion ofset 0f Let us now define r as the appropriate statisticdeterm ined by actually m aking m illions of se ts of a m n o, r i r l nd 22 c o d ng t thfiveobsrvatonseac. Raherit ay b cacu ong r 0,, r,,, r2 , and rii according to the
five observations each. Rather it may be calcu- sample size. Table I gives critical values of r forlated mathematically' with even greater accuracy significance levels a = 5 percent and a= 1 percent,
than if millions of sets of five observations had for sample sizes from n = 3 to 30.
been used. The basic assumption is that the Thus for example for n = 8 and a = 5 percent,
repeated measurements would follow the normal the table gives a critical value for r (in this case
distribution. ri) of 0.554. This means that in 100 sets of 8

observations each, free of mistakes, five values of
LARGER SAMPLE SIZES rn will be larger than 0.554, on the average.

For sample sizes larger than seven, ,slight What if Perry suspects the acceptability of the
modifications in the r10 statistic result in a more largest observation in a set? In this case, he

simply considers the observations as numbered
Dixon, Ann. Math. Stat. 22, No. 1, 68-70 (1951). in the reverse order and proceeds as before.
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TABLE 1. Testing for extreme observation (no past data).* tions. This time, however, the r test would be

Critical values performed at the I percent level of significance.
statistic Sample size a -5 percent a-I percent If the outlier were significantly deviant at the

3 0.941 0.988 1 percent level, it would be rejected. It should
X2-X 4 0.765 0.889 be noted that among many sets tested in thisr- 5 0.642 0.780

6 0.560 0.698 way, the proportion of sets in which a perfectly
7 0.507 0.637 good largest value will thus be rejected will be

8 0.554 0.683 less than 1 percent. This is because the observa-
ri-- 9 0.512 0.635 tion has a "second chance" before it is finally

X,-l--i 10 0.477 0.597 rejected.

11 0.576 0.679s- 12 0.546 0.642 SUMMARY

X.-I-XI 13 0.521 0.615

X,-xt 14 0.546 0.641 A set of n observations is made. No previous
r5  -- 15 0.525 0.616 data are available from which to estimate the

16 0.507 0.595 variability of a measurement. What is a rational
17 0.490 0.577 procedure for testing whether the largest (or
18 0.475 0.561 smallest) of the set is too deviant to be explained
19 0.462 0.547
20 0.450 0.535 by the ordinary errors of measurement?

21 0.0 0.524 Rank the n observations in order of si.' from
22 0.430 0.514 smallest to largest, if the smallest observation is
23 0.421 0.505 suspected,
24 0.413 0.497
25 0.406 0.489 .X2:_X • • • :x.;

26 0.399 0.486
27 0.393 0.475 reverse the numbering system if the largest is
28 0.387 0.469 suspected.
29 0.381 0.463
30 0.376 0.457 Next compute

. By permission from W. J. Dixon and F. 1. Massey. Ixroda ioa X2 -X

So Stawistic.l Auaysis (McGraw-Hill Book Company. Inc.. New York.
951). o.319. rlo- if n-3 to 7

Why are two significance levels given? The t,
reason is that no one significance level is ap- rll - if n=8 to 10
propriate to all problems. For example, consider X"-3 -Xi
these two cases: X8-Xl

(a) Additional observations are not possible. r i if n=11 to 13

(b) Additional observations are possible. x%_1 -X 3

Xs -XJ

In case (a) for many problems it might be r22- -  if n*14 to 30.
appropriate to compute r and test it at the 1 X,_2 -Xi

percent level of significance. If the particular Table I may be used to determine how likely
observed value of r is larger than the tabulated it is to get as large a value of r as actually ob-
value for a- I percent, it might then be a good taimed, simply by chance. A procedure that might
idea to exclude that observation.ideato xclde hat bsevaton.be appropriate for many problems is as follows.

In case (b), for many situations a reasonable
procedure might be to test r at the 5 percent (a) No additional obserwations possible. In this
level. If the sample value of r is significant at the case, compared the computed 7 with the value
S percent level, one or more additional observa- in Table I at the 1 percent level. If the com-
tions would be taken. If the observation orig- puted value of r is larger than the tabulated
inally suspected remained outlying, it would be value, exclude the deviant observation. Other-
tested again, using the combined set of observa- wise, do not.
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(b) Additional observations possible. In this points of r for n = 7. Hence N. G. Neer makes an
case, compare the computed r with the value additional determination and gets a new value
of r at the 5 percent level. If the computed value of 971.
of r is larger than the value, take one or more Since 909 remains outlying in the enlarged set
additional observations. Otherwise accept the of eight, he computes r for this set of eight. Now
suspected value without taking additional r(rij) is 0.611. Since it is smaller than the 1 per-
observations. cent level of r for n = 8, N. G. Neer accepts 909

If, in the enlarged set (containing all the and uses all eight values.
original and the additional observations), the
previously suspected value remains outlying, ESTIMATE OF MEASUREMENT VARIABILITY
compute r for the enlarged set. This time corn- AVAILABLE

pare it with the value at the 1 percent level. In a great many laboratory situations, past
If the computed value exceeds the table value, data are available for estimating the uncertainty
exclude the outlier; otherwise do not. of a measurement. It is clear that where such

information is available, it should be used in
deciding whether an outlier is mistaken or not.

1. In a preliminary experiment, Silas N. Tist This will make the decision more reliable than
makes 5 determinations of the velocity of light if only the one set containing the suspected value
in vacuum by a new method, obtaining 299 792, is used.
299 780, 299 795, 299 786, 299 820, (km/sec). Si
N. Tist suspects the last value, 299 820, as being The u Test
mistaken since it is so much larger than the other
values. Before going on with additional experi- The test ratio used now is

mentation, Si wishes to decide whether 299 820 X, -X
is mistaken or not. What shall he do? u=- (If x. is the suspected value)

Since no previous data are available from sd

which to compute the precision of measurement or
by this new method, the r test is appropriate.
The first step is to arrange the five values in 2-xj
order of size: 299 780, 299 786, 299 792, 299 795, u=- (If xz is the suspected value),

299 820. Then sd

299 820 -299 795 25 where

r7=ro= =- 0.625. 2 = mean of the set of observations,
299 820 -299 780 40 Sd = standard deviation of an individual measure-

Since this is less than 0.780, the 0.01 point of ment, based on d degrees of freedom.
r for n = 5, Si N. Tist concludes that 299 820 is
not mistaken. Calculating Sd

2. Using the Atwood machine, Norris G. Neer To determine sd from a single set of measure-
makes determinations of g, the acceleration of ments we would first calculate the sum of the
gravity, in his college course in experimental squares of the deviations of the observations
physics. N. G. Neer's values are: 986, 964, 989, from their mean. Then we would divide by one
1000, 987, 909, 999 (cm/sec'). He suspects 909 less than the number of observations. This
as being inconsistent with the other values, would give us an unbiased estimate of the
Shall he accept it, or shall he experiment further? variance sd'. Thus,

He computes

x-x 964-909 55 , (/
r - rtt I. - - = - =-=0.604. E (xi-) ( .

x7 -x1  1000-909 91

This value lies between the 0.01 and the 0.05 On the other hand, suppose a number of sets of
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observations were available: estimating the uncertainty of measurement, is

1 x 1 ",X1, X! t (n 1-. )+ (n2- 1)+ .+ (n;- 1).

2 X21, X22 , X2X : 2 An example: An example will make the whole
... ............... procedure clear: Alec Tronick has just made

three determinations of the frequency deviation
sensitivity in megacycles/volt for a certain

Now we could calculate s, 2 from reflex klystron, obtaining the values: 1.13, 1.12,

/31 ,, 1.02, with mean, 2 = 1.09.
sd'=( (x 1 -2)+ (x2i-f 2)'+ .  He wishes to test whether "1.02" is unusually

'-1 deviant. He has past data (Table II) to estimate
+* (xe. the precision of this type of measurement.

Although he could calculate sd2 from Eq. (1),
-+(n-1)), (1) it is generally more convenient (especially with

a computing machine available) to use the
where d, the number of degrees of fr.:edom for following Eq. (2).

(ilik.)2]
1;x~i Xki

nt i-1 n2 i-i n' 1
(nl-1)+(n2-)+...(nk--) (2)

It can easily be shown that Eq. (2) is algebraically equivalent to Eq. (1). Thus, substituting values
into Eq. (2) yields
sd= C-1.1+1.072+1.102- (1.11+1.07+1.10)2/3+. -•.+ 1.062+ 1.012+ 1.082

- (1.06+1.01+1.08)2/3]/[(3-1)+-.. + (3-1)] =0.0271/1 6=0.001694.

Hence s,=0.041. The observed value of u, 1.71, is less than the
Substituting for u gives value of u at the 5 percent level, 1.90. Hence

he concludes that the suspected value 1.02 is not
.- x1  1.09-1.02 significantly outlying. In other words the devia-

u=-=-= 1.71.
sd 0.041 tion of 1.02 from the mean of the set of three

measurements is easily explainable in terms of
He now uses Table Ill which gives the 5 the precision of the measurement process.

percent and 1 percent levels of u for various Hence, 1.02 is accepted into the fold of good
values of n and d. Here n is the size of the sample measurements.
which contains the suspected value, while d is When past data are available, the u ratio may
the number of degrees of freedom on which Sd be computed and Table II used just as the
is based. In the present case n= 3 and d = 16. r ratio and Table I were used fo the case where

TABLE ii. Data available previously, no past data were available. The procedure out-
lined above for the two cases (a) and (b) may be

set 1 2 3 followed just as before (using u and Table III
1 1.11 1.07 1.10 instead of r and Table 1).
2 1.17 1.15 1.19
3 1.20 1.23 1.16
4 1.11 1.15 1.25 CAUTIONS AND COMMENTS
5 1.06 1.10 2.00
6 1.03 1.10 1.04 (a) Obviously, if the experimenter knows by
7 1.07 1.01 1.06
8 1.06 1.01 1.08 direct observation that a mistake has occurred

he should reject the observation. The tests of this
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TABLE III. Upper percent points of the studentized extreme deviate.
u- (x.-)Sd or (2-X,)/s

am percent a 1 percent
3 4 5 6 7 a 9 3 4 5 6 7 9

10 2.02 2.29 2.49 2.63 2.75 2.85 2.93 2.76 3.05 3.25 3.39 3.50 .P9 3.67
11 1.99 2.26 2.44 2.38 2.70 2.79 2.87 2.71 3.00 3.19 3.33 3.44 353 3.61
12 1.97 2.22 2.40 2.54 2.65 2.75 2.83 2.67 2.95 3.14 3.28 3.39 3#8 3.55
13 1.95 2.20 2.38 2.51 2,62 2.71 2.79 2.63 2.91 3.10 3.24 3.34 3.13 3.51
14 1.93 2.18 2.35 2.48 2.59 2.68 2.76 2.60 2.87 3.06 3.20 3.30 3.3 3.47

15 1.92 2.16 2.33 2.46 2.56 2.65 2.73 2.57 2.84 3.02 3.16 3.27 3.3$ 3.43
16 1.9C 2.14 2.31 2.44 2.54 2.63 2.70 2.55 2.81 3.00 3.13 3.24 3.32 3.39
17 1.89 2.13 2.30 2.42 2.52 2.61 2.68 2.52 2.79 2.97 3.10 3.21 3.29 3.36
18 1.88 2.12 2.28 2.41 2.51 2.59 2.66 2.50 2.77 2.95 3.08 3.18 3.27 3.34
19 1.87 2.11 2.27 2.39 2.49 2.58 2.65 2.49 2.75 2.92 3.06 3.16 3.24 3.31

20 1.87 2.10 2.26 2.38 2.48 2.56 2.63 2.47 2.73 2.91 3.04 3.14 3.22 3.29
24 1.84 2.07 2.23 2.35 2.44 2.52 2.59 2.43 2.68 2.85 2.97 3.07 3.15 3.22
30 1.82 2.04 2.20 2.31 2.40 2.48 2.55 2.38 2.62 2.79 2.91 3.01 3.08 3.15
40 1.80 2.02 2.17 2.28 2.37 2.44 2.51 2.34 2.57 2.73 2.85 2.94 3.02 3.08

60 1.78 1.99 2.14 2.25 2.33 2.41 2.47 2.30 2.52 2.68 2.79 2.88 2.95 3.01
120 1.76 1.97 2.11 2.21 2.30 2.37 2.43 2.25 2.48 2.62 2.73 2.82 2.89 2.95

1.74 1.94 2.08 2.18 2.27 2.33 2.39 2.22 2.43 2.57 2.68 2.76 2.83 2.88

From K. R. Nair. Biometrika 3., 143 (1949).

paper are used only if he does not know that a level of significance at the time the experiment
mistake has occurred. is being planned and before any data are collected.

(b) If the experimenter uses this technique for (e) Suppose the type of measurement is such
a certain routine type of measurement, he should that the suspected value will practically always
apply it,' implicitly or explicitly, every time he be the smallest in the set, or practically always
makes that type of measurement. After several the largest. Then as stated above, 1 percent of
explicit applications of this technique, he will the time a perfectly good observation will be
probably be able to perform the r (or u) test rejected in case no additional observations are
in all but the most doubtful cases without possible. Suppose, however, the type of measure-
actually explicitly doing the arithmetic, since ment is such that the suspected value may be
he will have the critical value of r (or u) in mind. either the largest or. the smallest. In this case
He should not, however, reject outliers by the about 2 percent of the time a perfectly good ob-
r test in some cases and accept others just as servation will be rejected. The appropriate

badly deviating, simply because he did not tabular point should be selected with this in

apply the test in these latter cases. mind.

(c) Both the r and u tests are based on the (f) Other tests2 for rejection of suspected

assumption that repeated measurements of the values are available. However, the r and u tests

same unknown follow the normal frequency dis- have been selected because of their ease of

tribulion. If, in actual practice, the distribution application.

of repeated measurements is markedly different BIBLIOGRAPHY

from the normal curve, then the use of these 1. F. E. Grubbs, Ann. Math. Stat. 21, No. 1 (1950).
2. K. R. Nair, Biometrika 3S, 118-144 (1948).

tests will lead to different risks than originally 3. K. R. Nair, Biometrika 39, 189-191 (1952). (Contains
intended, additional upper probability points supplementing those

of Table 11.)
(d) The use of the 0.01 and 0.05 points is 4. E. S. Pearson and C. C. Sekar, Biometrika 28 (1936).

arbitrary. The individual experimenter should 5. P. R. Rider, "Criteria for reection of observations,"
Washington University Studies, New Series, Science and

use whatever levels of significance are most ap- Technol -No 8 October, 1933.
propriate. It is accepted practice to choose the I Dixon, Ann. Math. Stat. 21, No. 4 (1950).
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Foreword

One of the most delightful papers to read in this volume is D. B. De
Lury's Computation with Approximate Numbers. This paper (6.7) explains
once and for all the difference between computation operations with arith-
metic numbers and computation operations with numbers resulting from
measurements. No one engaged in the field of measurement can afford not
to read it.

Edwin L. Crow's Optimum Allocation of Calibration 'Errors (6.4) con-
siders the way errors accumulate in a hierarchy of calibrations, and pro-
poses optimum allocation of errors within such a system, from the point of
view of minimizing the total cost of achieving a given accuracy. Optimum
error ratios were computed for several examples under extremely simpli-
fied assumptions. Much work needs to be done in this direction before the
results can be fruitfully used.

R. B. Murphy is the author of ASTM E177-61T, Use of the Terms
Precision and Accuracy as Applied to Measurement of a Property of a
Material, and is currently working on a revised version to be issued as a
standard. His paper (6.1), giving some background philosophy on the
meaning of the terms precision and accuracy, was presented in the ASTM
Symposium on Quality of Observations in 1961.

Two other papers, one by W. J. Youden and one by Milton Terry, are
reprints from the same Symposium. Youden's paper (6.2) emphasizes, as
he always does, the use of experimental design to throw light on the
sources of errors. Terry (6.3) presents an example of the use of control
charts on residuals. For further reading on the important subject of
residual analysis, one may begin with Chapter 3, The Examination of
Residuals, in Applied Regression Analysis by Draper and Smith (Selected
References B8).

The relationship between confidence intervals and tests of significance,
and the interpretation of confidence intervals and tolerance intervals, have
always been sources of difficulty to some. Two papers, one by Mary G.
Natrella, (6.6) and one by Frank Proschan, (6.5) are included here for the
clarification of these concepts.
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Quality of Observations*

YOUR test program is now complete and your file bulges with num-
bers. Two questions arise: How big are the numbers? How good are they? The
following four papers address themselves to the second question. Here you
will find definitions of those much-debated terms, "precision" and "accuracy,"
together with methods for determining them. Here you will also find suggestions
on how to plan your experiments so as to improve the quality of your observations.

On the Meaning of Precision and Accuracy
By R. B. MURPHY

FOR SOME YEARS, the particular meanings the word "ac- particular men, particular equipment,
terms precision and accuracy have been curacy" should come to have. and particular material to be tested.
used in connection with problems of Of course, there is the question of
measurement. About ten years ago The Measurement Process whether a process is loyal to the method
ASTM Committee E-11 on Quality Before we discuss the development that it attempts to follow, or whether
Control of Materials set itself the task of the E-I1 definitions, I should like two different processes should be con-
of setting down some definitions for to adopt some terms for purposes of sidered realizations of the same method.
these two ideas. Their work on this discussion. First and foremost, I It is handy here to import some of the
subject is not completely finished even should like to draw a distinction between language of statistical quality control
now. The words "accuracy" and "pre- a measurement or test method and a to further characterize a measurement
cision" have appeared in many places measurement process. A test method process. A measurement process may
in ASTM standards and practices over consists of a prescription or written be regarded as a product of a system of
the years. Other committees besides procedure by which one can go about causes, some of which may or may not
E-l1 have attempted to set down stand- the business of making measurements have been specified in the test method.
ard definitions, on the properties of some physical The important thing at this point is

Debates and arguments about these material. This prescription may be to recognize the broad scope of meaning
terms seem to go on and on, so that the very specific indeed, but essentially embraced by the notion of a system of
job of setting down definitions is a it is a much more inanimate object causes. A system of causes encone-
tough one. It is always a problem in than a measurement process. A meas- passes: (a) the material, (b) operator,
defining ideas to balance rigor and urement process includes: (a) measure- (c) instrument, (d) laboratory, and
exactness against practicality and sim- ment method, (b) system of causes, (c) (e) day.
plieity; and in the pru,,nt case matters repetition, and (d) capability of control. Following through with this line of
have been made worse by a rather pro- A measurement process we could call thought borrowed from quality control,
longed disagreement over which of two a realization of a method in terms of we shall add a requirement that an

0 The following four papers and discussion
were presented at the Thirty-fifth Session of
the Sixty-third Annual Meeting of the
Society, held in Atlantic City. N. J.. July 1.
1g60. The symposium was jointly spon- R.B. MURPHY is a native of Masachusetts who has spent most of his life
sored by the Adrministrative Committee on
Researeh and ('ommittee E- I on Quality in the New York metropolitan area. He holds graduate and undergraduate
Control of Materials. A. T. McPherson, degrees in mathematics from Princeton University with time out for service
associate director, National Bureau of
Standards, was symposium chairman, in the U. S. Marine Corps in World War U. After teaching mathematics

and statistics at Carnegie Institute of Technology, he took up his present
NOTE-DISCIrStLUON OF THIS PAPER work at Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., New York, N.Y. on statistical
I8 INVITED, either for publication or for
the attention of the author or authors. Ad- problems arising in quality assurance.
drew all communications to ASTM Head-
quarters. 1916 Race St., Philadelphia 3. Pa.

Materials Research & Standards

April 1961
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effort to follow a test method ought excoriate it as philosophically unsound, average of the shots. The position
not to be known as a measurement We could also call the reference level of the average shot is assumed, of course,
process unless it is capable of statistical a "target value." In a way this is a to he the centroid of the bullet holes
control. Capability of control means bad term because it implies that it is in the target: few shots might actually
that either the measurements are the something we want to find through the hit or nearly hit the bull's-eye.
product of an identiilable statistical measurement process rather than some- The second school of thought on
universe or an orderly array of such thing we ought to find because, like accuracy would insist that if the man is
universes or, if not, the physical causes Mt. Everest, it is there. Unfortunately unlikely to e very close to the bull's-
preventing such identification may our desires can influence our notion eye he should be term-,-! an inaccurate
themselves be identified and, if desired, of what is true, and we can even un- shot. That is, the second school holds
isolated and suppressed. Incapability consciously bring the latter into agree- to the belief that accuracy should imply
of control implies that the results of ment with the former; my use of the that any given shot is very likely to be
measurement are not to be trusted term "target value" is not meant to in the bull's-eye or very near to it.
as indications of the physical property imply that I think it legitimate to Both schools of thought have meaningful
at hand-in short, we are not in any equate what we would like to see with and verifiable versions of the compara-
verifiable sense measuring anything. what is there. tives "more accurate" and "less ac-
Of course, it is profoundly difficult curate," although if one follows the
to say how capability of control shall second' school of thought, such a com-
be ascertained. I parison is not always possible.

There is, however, a relatively simple IWe may regard the rifle-range rules,

procedure or body of related procedures the specifications of the rifle, ammuni-
for substantiating-oar even defining- tion and target, and manual for marks-a state of statistical control. If, in [ mnaaalgutoaes method; the

nmen as analogous to a testmeh;te
fact, we have statistical control-and marksman and his rifle firing away
not merely the capability of it-and at a specific target, on a specific range,
if for some reason such control, however Precision is indicated by a multiple ofasp. perhaps on a specific day, correspond
we gage it, appears to be lost, we would X'p-XI' is called bias. to a measurement process. Likewise,
be ready, willing, and able to take some Fig. I.--Precision and bias. it is easy to translat, the difference
special action beyond that normally in viewpoints with regard to accuracy
entailed in the test method alone. just noted from the field of marksman-
Such action would have the aim, of . hand, "target salue" hp to the field of measurement and
course, of restoring our confidence is a suggestive term (hopefully, not
in the capability of the measurement overly so) for purposes of present dis- testing.intecpblt fth esrmn v Before going further, we had best
process to be statistically controlled cussion. It is, in fact, interesting to Bfr on fte e ha t
and, indeed, to restore such control, compare the measurement situation put down some elementary notions that
if possible. with that of a marksman aiming at problem of precision and accuracy in

Why, one may ask, is there any a target. We would call him a precise measurement The first of these is
need to impose the requirement of marksman if, in firing a sequence of the long-run average of the measure-
capability of statistical control? It rounds, he were able to place all his ment process, designated by 9', (Fig. 1).
is very simple. Without this limitation shots in a rather small circle on the tar- It is assumed in this case that our mess-
on the notion of measurement process, get. Any other rifleman unable to group urement process produces aseriesofnum-
one is unable to go on to give meaning his shots in such a smnall circle would bers and that therefore the quantity
to those statistical measures which naturally be regarded as less precise, denoted by 9'p is a sing!e real number.
are basic to any discussion of precision Most people would accept this char- The reference level will be denoted by
and accuracy. acterization whether either rifleman Pa. The difference between these

In any particular case, failure to hits the bull's-eye or not. two quantities is almost universally
have statistical control casts doubt Surely all would agree that if our referred to as "bias." Some have used
on the sufficiency of our knowledge man hits or nearly hits the bull's-eye the term "systematic error" synony-
of the system of causes. It is then a on all occasions, he should be called mously, but others prefer to regard sys-
question of determining which causes an accurate marksman. Unhappily, he tematic error as the cause of bias.
responaibl for lack of statistical con- may be a very precise marksman, but Another notion of primary importance
trol should be acknowledged and in- if his rifle is out of adjustment, perhaps is the standard deviation of the mess-
eluded in our concept of the measure- the small circle of shots is centered at urements produced by the measurement
ment process at hand and which should a point some distance from the bull's process. For this we have the symbol,
be eliminated so far as possible in their eye. In that case we might regard G'p, and we regard this as a long-run
effect on the measurement process. him as an inaccurate marksman. Per- characteristic of the process just as
Such elimination may entail a new pre- haps we should say that he is a poten- we do X'p. In words, the definition
scription for the test method itself. tially accurate marksman firing with of the standard deviation is the square

a faulty rifle, but speaking categorically, root of the mean squared deviation of
Reference Level or Target Value we should have to say that the results tile measurements from X'P.

One element of the system of causes were inaccurate.
which may be changed deliberately, Components of Precision and Definition of Accuracy
although perhaps with unpredictable Accuracy Now let us return to our debate
consequences, is what we may call about the definition of accuracy. It
the reference level of the quality of the On--selioul of thought on the subject is impossible to say that one of these
material tested. A change of material of accuracy insists that if a marksman viewpoints is wrong and the other is
would ordinarily imply a change in the hits the bull's-eye "on the average," right from a sheerly logical point of
reference level. This single cause in then he is accurate even though the man view. I can put forth an argument
the system of causes has a unique may have a wavering aim so that his relative to the conservation of linguistic
position of importance in any measure- shots scatter. The point is that ac- resources. It seems to me that the
ment process. Some people prefer curacy in this sense is determined terms "bias" and "systematic error"
the term "true value," although others solely by the behavior of the long-run are adequate to cover the situation with
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Quality of Observations notion of error of measurement. In- tivitv is small while the standard devia-
eidentally, in some instances the term tion is presumably a function of other
precision has been used with regard to factors as well which do not permit

which they are concerned. If, never- over-all error of measurement. At its magnitude to be arbitrarily reduced.
theless, we add the term "accuracy" least one ASTM ipaper has explicitly Figure 2 exhibits some interesting
to apply again in this restricted sense, taken this same view of precision, distinctions that can be drawn. The
we an left wordless- at the moment Seldom is bias or systematic error left-hand pair of histograms in Fig. 2
at least --when it comes to the idea of singled out in this body of literature, have about equal spread. but the upper
over-all error. From the point of view Thus there is overwhelming evidence one is more coarsely grained, so to
of the need for a term it is hard to defend that we need a term at least for the speak. Thus the sensitivity of a )rocess
the view that accuracy should concern concept of over-all error. producing the lower histogram would
itself solely with bias. be greater than that of a process pro-

It is also important t, determine Equal Precision Unequol Precision ducing the upper one. Since the stand-
whether one or the other of these defini- Unequal Resolution Equal Resolution ard deviations are about equal, it
tions of accuracy has practical ad- follows that the resolution associated
vantages over the other. I feel that with the lower histogram is greater
there are certain circumstances in which A than that a.-sociated with the upper.
one ma5 be preferred and certain cir- On the other hand, if we spread the
cumstances in which the other may be upper histogram out and squeeze the
preferred. I doubt that one ould lower one together, as it were, without
show that there are substantially more much change in the column widths,
situations in which one of these is we should get something like the right-
appreciably more suitable than the i lh hand pair of histograms. The ratio
other. x of standard deviations would havebeen changed but not the ratio of

We are then left with the problem: Fig. 2.-Resolution and precision (thus- sensitivities. If we spread and squeeze
If we are to have a single recognized teated by frequency histograms).
definition of accuracy, on what basis just the right amount, we can obtain
other than that of need will we choose On this basis I think there is con- equal resolutions although the sensi-
between these two, assmdng that these siderable justification for the choice tivities and standard deviations differ.
are the only two possibilities we wish of Committee E-I1 that accuracy should This serves simply to emphasize thatto Conmitter Eseem connotecerror sol I i a bsolute property andto consider? It would seem that the connote the idea of the error of in- sensitivity is an
only basis for decision is a consideration dividual measurements when that error resolution a relative one in terms of the
of how the term accuracy is now used. is compounded of bias or systematic units of measurement. It may be
It must be conceded that the school error and random or nonsystematic useful to consider this kind of statistical
that believes that accuracy should error, resolution in mea.surement problems
connote the agreement between a long- Statistical Resolution more than it has been thus far.
run average of measurement process It may be perfectly possible that one
and the reference level is one of long At this point I should like to inject process has higher resolution (namer-
standing among some experimenters, one more note of confusion. It seems ieally smaller) than another and yet is
It can be argued, too, that it is easy to me that one of the features of test less precise. The number 2 represents
'.o use accuracy in this way, because methods which occasionally obtrudes a "worst possible" resolution, so, to
it is then possible to measure accuracy itself in the arguments about definitions speak: it is that of a process in which
in terms of bias or systematic error, of precision and accuracy is the question we are able to observe either one or
On the othe'r side, a paper by Churchill of sensitivity and, as I shall call it, another of two values with equal prob-
Eisenhart of the National Bureau of statistical resolution of measurement, ability. In general, we would expect
Standards' has had considerable 'n- Sensitivity sounds as though it ought the resolution of a process to be numer-
fluence. The Bell Telephone Labora- to contribute to precision as we have ically smaller than 2. For practical
tories have used accuracy in his sense described it. We could describe sensi- purposes perhaps we should prefer
for some years. tivity as being measured by the mini- resolutions on the order of -1 or less.

We can also look at what practices mum difference between the measure-
are being followed with respect to the ments of two different materials which Measures of Precision and Accuracy
use of the word "accuracy" in different we can possibly distinguish by the Another purpose of the E-I I practice
ASTM standards. There are a negli- test method under consideration-the is to give a common set of terms for
gible number of cases in which accuracy smaller the difference, the higher the describing the measures or indexes
is explicitly described in ASTM stand- sensitivity. Logically, if not conven- of precision or accuracy stated in par-
ards as a property of the long-run tionally, we might say that sensitivity ticular standards. This is not an easy
average. Usually there is no clear should be the reciprocal of this quantity, job either. First of all, different fields
statement of which concept of ac- but we shall follow the more conven- have particularly favorite ways ofcuracy is intended. In most of the tional idea that sensitivity is directly expressing precision. Most of these
standards in which accuracy is men- measured by this minimum measurable measures are multiples of the standard
tioned or discussed, precision is not difference, deviation; it is not always clear which
mentioned or discussed, and vice versa. At any rate, it is obvious that if our multiple is meant. It is possible, of
While the meaning and usefulness of the sensitivity is not very good, our pre- course, that a single simple multiple
exact quantities given may be open eision is also not very good. However, might not do.
to question in some cases, the obvious the two are different, and we might Some consider it unfortunate that
intent of these statements with regard define another quantity, to be called precision should be stated as a multiple
to accuracy is that of an all-inclusive statistical resolution, which may be of standard deviation, since precision

expressed as the ratio of sensitivity should increase as standard deviation
to standard deviation. If we can detect decreases. Indeed, it would be more

S(. Eisnhart, "The eliability of Meas arbitrarily small differences in the exact to say that standard deviationured Values-lPart I. Fundamental (on.'tpita, Ph.14orammir'ic E ticcring, June. property measured, the resolution is is a measure of imprecision. However,-4 1952, pp. 542-554. numerically small, because the seosi- sensitivity, as we have previously
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indicated, suffers from this logical TABLE I.-INDEXES OF PRECISION. TABLE If.-INDEXES OF ACCURACY

inversion without hurt. Perhaps we Reference Refer-

can best avoid this by saying that T"rm Abbrevi- Nots- Term ence Notation* -ation tion Abbre-
standard deviation is an index of pre- viation

cision. The habit of saying "The One-Sigma Limits, iS =E,
Two-Sigma Limits.. 2S +

2
e'e Precision

precision is. is deeply, rooted, Three-Sigma Limits. 3S "4
3
5' andBias ... kr',, X-

and there would he understandable Difference Two- Limits of k

impatience with the notion that stand- Sigma Limits ...... 12S -2v'
2

a'p Error LE X'p - -', f 3 ,',
ard deviation should be numericallv Difference Three- - Root

Sigma Limits... D38 =13%/
2

.'p Alean
inverted before being quoted in a state- i Limits . 3 3 - Square
ment of precision. There are other distinctions to be Error ... ((Xp - X' 5 )I + o")'"

Some obvious ch, -es of multiples of made, however, which should be as clear

standard deviatio, for indexes of pre- as possible in any statement of ac- succeed in being altogether explicit,

cision are given in Table I. The stand- curacy. Frequently precision is stated but efforts to do so in this regard may

ard deviation itself, of course, may be as a percentage, such as the coefficient, very well help in the attainment of valid

used as an index. Sometimes the of variation. Any of the above indexes statements of precision.

precision is stated as =E2 standard of precision can be converted to a What has been said of precision can

deviations with the implication that percentage, but it is not altogether be said also of accuracy with regard

approximately 95 per cent of all the clear that there is only one figure of to the terms and clarity of reference.

measurements of the measurement proc- which these may be stated as percent- The particular measures used are some-

ess will fall within two standard de- ages. Obviously the long-run average what more difficult to deal with. This

viations of the long-run average for of the process is an outstanding candi- is because we have used the definition

that process, whether that long-run date to use as a means of expressing of accuracy which involves the com-

average agrees with the reference level percentage figures. However, this may bination of random and systematic

or not. In some cases people have not be convenient in all cases. In error. Perhaps the most satisfactory

used the multiple 1.96 rather than 2 some areas it is not unusual to use a way of expressing accuracy is to express

in the hope that they will have obtained single fixed quantity of which rrecision precision in some way and then also

limits which more truly represent actual is stated as a percentage. to state the bias in a comparable manner.

bounds within which 95 per cent of the Furthermore, the precision of a Both these figures could be represented

universe will lie. Usually such refine- process may alter with the reference as quantities which may vary as the

ments are specious on two grounds: level regardless of the way in which we system of causes is altered in some

first, because the accuracy with which indicate the precision, whether as a respects. This and other possible

the standard deviation will be known standard deviation or a standard devia- means are set down in Table Ii. The

is not consistent with distinguishing tion expressed as a percentage of some root mean square of error has nothing

between n:utlipliers of 2.00 and 1.96; other number. If that is so, the use of in particular to recommend it except

second, too great d reliance on the figure a single number on a standard then statistical history. It cannot be used

of 95 per cent is unjustifiable, anyway, raises a question. Does this mean that in any simple straightforward way,

since some measurement processes will the precision is constant over the range nor is it much help in efforts to visualize

yield a universe of observations of of reference levels in which we could the situation with regard to experi-

which perhaps only 90 per cent may possibly be interested or does this mental error. It has been dropped

lie within the 2-standard-deviation single fiFure of precision mean some- from the practice.

limits. It is reasonable to suppose thing else? Certainly it is not un- Thus, we hope this practice may pro-

in most cases, however, that such common to consider this to be a maxi- vide a way of interpreting consistently

limits will include 90 to 95 per cent of mum figure of precision over all possible and exactly such statements as "the

the statistical universe of observations, levels of interest. If so, it would be precision of the method is ±:2 per cent

Because of the uncertainty associated well to append the word "max" after (relative per cent S.D.) max." Refer-

with this multiple, it might usually the stated precision of the process. enee to this practice would, we h,,pe,

be better avoided in favor of other Again it is often desirable to qualify facilitate such consistent interpretation.

alternatives, the statements of precision by some
Precision is often stated as ±3 reference to the system of causes for Verification of Precision and Accuracy

times the standard deviation, with the which the statement of precision is There is one very obvious problem,

idea that for all practical purposes a valid. For instance, is this the kind among others, which is not discussed

measurement process, assumed to be of precision we should expect if we have at all in the recommended practice

under control, should be expected to one highly trained scientist operating to be issued by ASTM Committee E-11.

yield measurements only within a one carefully adjusted instrument in a That is the problem of verification

3-standard-deviation band about the laboratory? Is it what we should of the precision or accuracy of a mess-

long-run process average, expect over a short period of time or urement process. Anyone will &c-

In some fields a preference has been over a long period of time? Is it what knowledge that assessing the precision

shown for expressing precision not so we should expect of industry-wide or accuracy is a prerequisite to stating

much as a difference between an oh- comparisons of the same material? it. It is not so easy to see just how

servation and the long-run average And so on. Such qualifying terms as one goes about doing this. Other

value of the measurement process "single operator," "interlaboratory," speakers at this symposium will discuss

but rather as a difference between "single-day" are helpful to the in- this subject. However, it is pointed

any two observations from the same terpretation of statements of precision, out in the Recommended Practice
process. This has led to limits analo- Perhaps even more important, thinking that any such process of assessment
gnus to those previously mentioned and about these things is likely to be a big is in itself a measurement process

calculated from them by multiplying by help in getting one to state the pre- distinct from one that exists for the

V2. There is again a problem of giving cision that he is really interested in purpose of testing materials and evaluat-

such things names, in the first place. Sometimes we cannot ing them on a routine basis.
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Quality of Observations

How to Evaluate Accuracy
BY W. J. YOUDEN

THE term accuracy con- This paper presents a logical breakdown of the error in a measurement
veys to most the idea of a value that into (a) the systematic error inherent in the procedure, (b) the local system-
is very close to the truth. The "truth" atic error of the laboratory using the procedure and, (c) the random error
has to be defined rather carefully. (precision). This breakdown should facilitate efforts to attain better
Absolutely pure sodium chloride un- accuracy. Several methods are given for identifying sources of error in
doubtedly has a composition which measurements.

conceptually, at least, corresponds to evitable differences in reagents and in tory average and the true valuc is not re-
a certain weight per cent content of the calibration of instruments; also garded as a singie itenm but rather as a
chlorine and a residual weight per cent differences between localities in humid- composite of two items, namely. the
of sodium. The presently accepted ity, temperature, etc., and finally some systematic error of the method modified
can be used to calculate the weight possible differences in the interpretation by a systematic error of t, laboratory
compoesitoTh calculated esuiht of the instructions for making meas- as measured from the grand average.
composition, This calculated result, urements. Every round robin results ' The second consequence is that the
admittedly, is rot the absolute truth, in a collection of laboratory averages systematic error of the laboratory,
but it has to serve in that role. A that differ among themselves by more relative to the consensus of all labora-
chemist, trying out an analytical pro- than can reasonably be accounted for tories, can be obtained even when the
cedure, will take this calculated com- by the within-laboratory precision. true value of the property is not known.
position as the truth. Some point of view needs to be adopted Even when thie true value is known, it

Systematic Errors toward the collection of systematic (toes not se ,n fair to charge a test lmbo-
errors that are available when a value ratory with the systematip error that

Good agreement among repeat l acceptably clos to the true value is is an inherent property of the procedure
urement in no way implies that available for comparison, as shown by the consensus of all laL -
the averageofthemeasurementisclose One convenient viewpoint, when- oratories. A test laboratory should
to the "truth" when the truth is some
conceptual value of the property under ever enough laboratories are involved, be held responsible only for departures

measurement. Experience shows that is to designate the average oft all the from the performance that the proce-
averages of increasing numbers of laboratory averages as a grand average, dure is capable of giving. The con-a mea e charlicteristic of the procedure. The scensus of the laboratories seems a reason-
repeat measurements, made under uni- difference between this grand average able appraisal of the procedure.
formly maintained conditions, do con and the true value can be considered There is another interesting conse-
verge upon a particular value that an estimate of the systematic error of quence of the concept of the procedure
reflects the true value but also depends the procedure. The scatter exhibited average. Figure 1 shows the averages
in part upon the procedure, equipment, by the individual laboratory averages for a chemical analysis for each of nine
and environment used to make the suggests that calibration err irs. and all laboratories marked on a scale of values.
measurement. other departuras from the norm, intro- Also marked is the procedure average

In the ideal situation the limiting duce positive or negative departures (grand average of all laboratories) and
mean that the averages of repeat mens- from the normal systematic error of the the assumed true value computed from
urements converge to would be the procedure. There are two important the atomic weights. The procedure
same as the true value. The differencebetween the conceptual true value and consequences of this point of view. average is about 0.2 per cent above the
bteaveragen the euauem e an First, the difference between a labora- theoretical composition, and this may
the average of the measurements is an
estimate of tie systematic error as- True Procedure
sociated with the particular procedure Volue Average
.nd the circumstances proriding the
measurements. If there is evidence Procedure

of a systematic error when the proce- Systematic Errur
dure is used in seveal aboratories, then o 0

this systematic error may be taken as ,_______I
a property-undesirable---of the par- 68.8 6%O 69.2
'.culb. procedure. Per Cent C

.ome care is necessary at this point.
Again, experience shows that if a meas- Fig. l.-Averages for nine laboratories.

urement procedure is used at different
tms and places, that is, in different W. j. YOUDEN's academic degrees are in chemical engineering and
abomtories, the r.easurements con- chemistry. He began to use statistical procedures in 1925 when he was
,. rg to different average values. appointed chemist at the Boyce Thompson Institute for Plant Research, Inc.
l..w svrragr values are often main- He held this post for 24 years except fo- the war period when he served as

* .,,uI f.,r o Jsiderable periods for the operations analyst with the Air Force. Since 1948 he has been a statistical
4. -,,* l sto)ries and reflect in- consultant in the Applied Mathematics Division of the National Bureau of

Standards, Washington, D.C.. Mr. Youden is the author of more than 100
I, ,N -1;' TI11. PAPER papers, has written a book (Statistical AMthodsfo ior Chemists), contributed• .1 1 1,.r 41rlstl.1. :r r

', ,, , Ir. - statistical chapters to several other booas, and for six years wrote a
... t I.. .H. column "Statistical Design" for InJustrial and Engineering Chemistry.
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be taken as an estimate of the system- the sponsoring laboratory, a chance cedur, with the systematic error.
atic error of the procedure. The nine combination of instruments environ- Some writers have suggested that, from
laboratories are scattered over a range ments, etc. approximately canceled out this point of view, .4 is the more ac-
of about 0.4 per cent. The lowest the inherent systematic error of the pro- curate procedure.
laboratory average is virtually coinci- cedure. Confusion will reig., until This advantage of the more precise
dent with the true value; the high- the evidence is reviewed in the proper procedure does not always apply.
eat laboratory average is 0.4 per cent light. The procedure reported in Fig. Consider a manufacturer shipping many
above the true value. Heretofore, 1 does have a systematic error as shown lots of his product. If the manufac-
the lowest laboratory (in this instance) by the fact that eight of the nine labora- turer is paid on the amount of active
would expect congratulations and the tory averages have positive deviations ingredient in his product, he will lose
highest laboratory would be suspect. from the true value, money in the long run using procedure
Quite the contrary interpretation can A. His average will be 10 units lower
be made. There is no basis to con- Precision and Accuracy than it would have been if procedure B,
sider either laboratory as doing better There is much evidence that the had been used. True, the results will
work than the other. Both labors- systematic errors of laboratories, even fluctuate more with procedure B, but

when measured from the consensus, the losses and the gains will, in the long

5y5/E550hc &, often tend to be as large or larger than run, cancel out. This manufacturer
.f Atos 10 Is the standard deviation computed for no doubt would regard procedure B as

td Do, / 0o vts the random deviations associated with the preferred procedure.
the precision. Even rather small system-

S atic errors are fairly easy to demon- The Evaluation of Accuracy, ,,y$, strate, because the random error of an
Std O-e. '00 U^15 average is inversely proportional to There is no solution to the problem

./n,, where is the number of measure- of devising a single number to represent

-60 -40 _20 T, 20 40 60 ments in the average. Consequently, the accuracy of a procedure. All
Within 25 Of u, s Unt a relatively few measurements stabil- through the preceding discussion ac-

ize reasonably well a laboratory curacy has been associated with the
Fig. 2-Which one is the more accurate? average. In passing, it should be re- test procedure rather than with the

tories have averages that depart by marked that a much larger number of numerical measurement that results
about equal amounts from the proce- measurements are necessary to obtain from using the procedure. The per-
dure average. Unless the low labora- a good estimate of the precision. formance of the test procedure has to
tory can describe some departure from Fortunately, the precision appears to be established, and, barring evidence
the prescribed procedure to account for be much the same for most laboratories to the contrary, the measurements ob-
its result, no credit should be given for using a procedure so that a pooled tained by the procedure are considered
the accidental coincidence with the true estimate of the precision is usually to be subject to a particular systematic
value. Incidentally, if a departure employed, error and to have a particular precision.
from the procedure is admitted, this
useful information should have been 0 00 0
made available to the committee when I I
the instructions were being prepared. 0 0 0 0
Departures from the procedure average
cannot be ignored. Indeed, unles Both Sets Hove Some Vorinoce
and until a procedure has been ad-
equately described, so that nearly all
the laboratories show acceptable agree-
ment for their averages, the question 0 0 0 00 0 00 0 0

of agreement with a true value is hardly I I i I I
meaningful. If laboratories disagree,
the procedure needs more careful speci- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0

fication. If the procedure average diff- Both Sets Hove Some Vorionce

era by an unacceptable amount from Fig. 3 -Variance does not tell the whole story.
the true value, the procedure itself re-
quires modification or rejection. One question is often raised. Is a By various devices the systematic

It is worth noting that the usual procedure with a small systematic error may be allowed for. In routine
evolution of a procedure does not sug- error to be preferred to one with prac- work a reference specimen often permits
gest the' viewpoint discussed above. tically no systematic error if the latter the introduction of a correction that
Generally a particular laboratory works has much poorer precision? Suppose simultaneously adjusts for both the
out a procedure and, because it gets a precise procedure, A, with a standard procedure systematic error and the
highly satisfactory results, urges a trial deviation of 10 units has a systematic local systematic error.
by other laboratories. If this proce- error of 10 units. Still, 93.3 per cent A more troublesome matter concerns
dure happened to have been first tried of individual results will be within the desire to attach to a reported result
by the laboratory that got the highest 25 units of the true value. Another some statement of confidence limits
result in Fig. I, perhaps nothing more procedure, B, without systematic error, for the result. The question is some-
would have been heard of the procedure, but with a standard deviation of 20 times put in the form: What confidence
If the lowest laboratory in Fig. I was units, will have only 78.9 per cent of limits apply to a result reported by a
the first to try, then this laboratory be- the individual results within 25 units new laboratory not included in the
comes an enthusiastic sponsor of the of the true value. The error curves original group participating in the study
procedure. One cannot escape the are shown in Fig. 2, and clearly more of the procedure? There is a pitfall
evidence that the laboratories are spread of the area of curve A lies within 25 here that will catch some who have
out and that any one of them might units of time true value. So, on a single uncritically accepted certain statistical
have been the originator of the pro- result, there is a better chance of an techniques. One may glibly say that
cedure. There is a possibility that, for error less than 25 units using the pro- there is a certain within-laboratory
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Quality of Observations There are three major devices com- atic error, constant over the range of

monly used to test a measurement sample weights, the points will be fitted

error and, in addition, a between-lab- procedure: by a line that intercepts the y-axis at a
oratories error that need only to be 1. Measurement of known ma- point corresponding to the systematic
combined. The upper half of Fig. 3 terials. error. If the systematic error i prt -
shows two hypothetical sets of labora- 2. Comparison with other meas- will still go through the origin and the
tory averages. Both sets have five urement procedures. wlst ill go te renandt
laboratories, and both have the same 3. Comparison with modifications systematic error will not be revealed.
between-laboratory variance. Never- of the given procedure. Test procedures for many mainvrials
theless the two sets correspond to lead to results which are not invariant
substantially different situations. In More often than is realized a true under, for example, changes in specimen
the set below the axis the laboratories value is known. All target shooting dimensions. Extremely careful speci-
fall into a reasonable pattern that is a class of known values. The center fication of the test opecimens is then
might, conceivably, arise if the labora- of the bulls'-eye, or the assigned target necessary. The results are considered
tory systematic errors were normay coordinates in a bombing mission, is a to be closely correlated with important
distributed. The set above the axis known value. The objective is to hit properties of the material in bulk. Thus
shows one cxtreme laboratory with the center of the target. The result a cube of cement 2 in. on each edge may
the others comrtctly grouped and con- of each aiming is a measurement usually be submitted to a compression test.
veying a picture of a far more satis- repcrt.d directly as the "aiming error." The results of such tests are used to
factory procedure. More laboratories Reflection shows that, given a collection determine whether the product meets
emphasize this contrast (Fig. 3, lower of impact points, it will be more in- certain specifications. Compression
half), formative to locate, first, the centroid tests on cubes 3 in. on each edge could

In predicting what may happen if of the impact points. The displace- also be used, but, presumably, the re-
a new laboratory is included, statisti- ment of this centroid from the assigned lation of breaking load to cube dimen-
cal formulas lead to the same result for coordinates of the target corresponds sions is not a simple one.
both sets. Few experienced laboratory to a systematic error, and the scatter Refined measurements of certain
workers wili feel comfortable at this of points about the centroid reveals physical constants usually have system-
equivalence. More likely these workers the precision. Quite different steps atic errors considerably in excess of the
would be inclined to get the extreme will be needed to correct for the dis- precision error attached to the average.
laboratory in the upper set to locate placed centroid and to reduce the Here an extremely carefully constructed
its trouble or else drop it from the scatter about the centroid. set of equipment tends to give a series
group. Indeed, is it fair to judge Often, in analytical chemistry, sam- of readings showing superb agreement.
the procedure with this laboratory ples of known composition can be Later, another worker, with an entirely
included? The matter of confidence prepared. Spectrographic procedures different ensemble but based on the
limits rests upon the presumption of are sometimes tested on materials same principle, obtains an average
a statistical distribution. Blind ap- analyzed by the more tedious and ac- unquestionably displaced from the re-
plication of statistical formulas without curate "wet" methods of analysis. suits of preceding workers. Standard
thoughtful examination of the results The "true" values thus established practice calls for the most painstaking
may lead to absurd predictions. are often quite adequate for testing elimination of sources of systematic

The successful application of statis- the spectrographic procedure. The errors often by introducing various
tical methods rests upon a thorough standard materials prepared by the corrections. Suppose, in the equip-
understanding of the way the data National Bureau of Standards are also ment, a tube of 1 mm in diameter is
were obtained. For example, a dozen used to provide materials with known needed. An estimate will undoubtedly
repeat measurmvents made in close "true" values, be made of the uncertainty introduced
succession provide an estimate of the Experimenters have long felt more in the final result by the estimated
random variation to be encountered at ease when two or more quite differ- uncertainty in the tube diameter.
under such relatively unchanging con- ent procedures show agnement. Agree- Surely the use of a second similar tube,
ditions. If the dozen measurements ment does not prove the absence of a or even one somewhat bigger or smaller,
are made one-by-one on randomly systematic error, but it does constitute will provide an opportunity to estimate
selected (lays over a period of weeks, evidence against the presence of a the effect of uncertainty in the tube
the variation is usually larger. This systematic error. Analytical chemistry diameter.
additional component of variance can offers many opportunities to try, on the Experimenters immediately object
be memed with the within-day com- same material, two or more analytical that such dualization of each part of
ponent. But if there is an awareness procedures that differ in the chemical the apparatus would vastly increase
of a systematic error that applies to reactions and reagents involved, the program. That is true. It is also
a/l the measurements, any well informed Another method, not used as often true that a later investigator usually
estimate of, say, the maximum size of as it might be, makes use of a propor- changes nearly everything. He gets a
this systematic error, must not be tional relation when this exists. Con- somewhat different result and there is
combined with the random component. sider a stock of material submitted no way to locate the reason. If the
Probability statements cannot be made to analysis. If several samples each first man had tried two diameters of
about such combinations of random anti weighing 2 g are analyzed, good agree- tube, and the second worker tried some
systematic errors. ment does not rule out the presence other alternatives, then eventually there

of a systematic error in all the results, would accumulate the ne-essary in-
Detection of Systematic Errors But if samples of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and formation to pin down the source or
The differences so often found be- 2.5 are tested, the weights of precipitate, sources of discrepancies.

tween the averages reported by several or the volumes of reagent used should Detection of Errors by Designed
laboratories testify to the presence of be strictly proportional to the sample
systematic errors for at least some of the weights. A straight line through the Expeies
laboratories. Within one laboratory, origin should fit th:' points if the Testing laboratories that run many
other means are required to reveal any observed results are plotted against tests of the same kind often overlook
systematic error in the procedure. sample weights. If there is a system- opportunities to check up on their
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TABLE I. -SCIEDULE FOR PLACEMENT OF BARS. 28 materials is shown in Table 11.
Comparison Bar Position Difference, Comparison Bar Position Difference. Each pair of duplicate specimens pro-

Number East West East-West Number East West East-West vides a difference. These differences
1..... A B di 6 ..... A C d should be entered in Table III by

2 ..... B C d. 7 ..... C E d, placing in each cell the difference
3 ..... c D do 8 ..... E B d. obtained by subtracting one duplicate
4 .... D E do 9..'... B D db
5 ..... E A d, 10 ..... D A do, from the other in the order indicated.

Total. . d Total. d For example, material a tested in the
first run gives the difference between

equipment without in any way interfer- TABLE IL.-SCHEDULE TO TEST positi 8 one and five. Thus, in the
ing with their regular program of work. EQUIVALENCE OF MACHINE HEADS. first column the differences are obtainedingwit thir eguar rogam f wrk by subtracting from the result obtained
Two examples will be given, one a pre- Run Read Number

Number on head 1 the appropriate results ob-
cision procedure and the other a more tained on the other heads. The first-
approximate measurement. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8ap r m t e sr m n .I .. a b c d a b c d row entries list the sam e values w ith

Meter bars are sometimes compared 11 e g g e h I I h opposite sign.
by placing them end-to-end in a long III... i j k I j i I k The totals at the foot of the columnschme.Eer fotismd o IV ... m nm n op o p

chamber. Every effort is made to s r t t q r when divided by 8 rank the eight heads
maintain a uniform temperature the VI... u u v v w w x x with reference to zero. As an arith-
length of the chamber, otherwise spuri- VIi... y A B a z B A Y metical check, the sum of the eight
ous differences in the lengths of the bars column totals must be zero. A statisti-
may be introduced. Careful measure-
ments are made to check on the uni- TABLE II.-ARRANGEMENT OF DUPLICATE DIFFERENCES TO EVALUATE

foruity of the temperature. The bars THE HEADS.
are interompared in sets, every bar be- Head Head NumberNumber 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
ing matched with every other bar. A
set of five bars makes possible ten pair- I ........... ... 2-1 3-1 4-1 5-1 6-1 7-1 8-1

2............1-2 ... 3-2 4-2 5-2 6-2 7-2 8-2ings and consequently ten comparisons. 3 ........... .- 3 2-3 .. 4-3 5-3 6-3 7-3 8-3
Each comparison leads to a difference 4 ........... 1-4 2-4 3-4 . 5-4 6-4 7-4 8-4
in lengths between the two bars in the 5 ........... 1-5 2-5 3-5 4-5 . 6-5 7-5 8-5

6 ........... 1-6 2-6 3-6 4-6 5_6 7-6 8-6
chamber. Let one end of the chamber 7 ........... 1-7 2-7 3-7 4-7 5-7 6-7 ... 8-7
be designated the east end and the other ......... 28 3-8 4-8 5-8 6-8 7-8 ...total'- .... 1 2 Zs X, Z, X, X7 Z,
end the west end. If the various pairs
of meter bars are placed in the chamber
without any plan, an opportunity for an warm end and introduce a small bias cian's help will be useful in a complete
easy test of the equipment will be lost. in every observed difference. The sum analysis of these data. The experimen-

One device long used to compensate of the five differences provides a very tal design presented here is intended to
for poition effects is to reverse the sensitive measure because the total fit into the regular testing procedure
positions of the objects and repeat the length of all five bars is involved. The with a minimum of interference. A
measurement. An alternative device second set of five comparisons provides simple direct way to compare the heads,
achieves the same effect without actu- a check on the first result, in a special test, is to use eight speci-
ally reversing the positions for each Two advantages accrue from such a mens of the same material in a single
pair. The objects may be- scheduled planned assignment of bars. First, run. About four such runs will be
for the positions so that, over the total a temperature gradient may be de- required to obtain as much information
of all the pairings used, each object tected or, it the sum of the differences regarding head differences as is here
will occupy each position the same num- is satisfactorily small, the evidence .of obtained with 28 pairs of duplicates.
ber of times. The schedule shown in position equality has been provided
Table I has been used for this purpose, at no cost. Second, if there is a position Summary
The letters, A, B, C, D, and E are used effect the correction of the observed The number of test procedures grows
to identify the bars and the d's with differences using the estimate of the daily. The variety of equipment defies
subscripts denote the observed differ- systematic error, Zd/5, is a simple enumeration. Always the question of
ences, the difference always being the matter. the sources of variation arises when
length of the bar in the east end of the Consider a piece of equipment with test results show poor agreement. The
chamber minus the length of the bar in eight test positions. Perhaps duplicate written instructions for conducting tests
the west end. specimens are usually run. In any contain phrases such as "shake vigor-

Examination of the schedule (Table event duplicate specimens of each test ously," or "clean thoroughly." Opera-
I) shows that the placement of the bars material will be needed for the 28 tors will vary in the way they follow such
the chamber is such that, for the first materials tested in the program in instructions. Often no effort has been
five comparisons, all five bars have been mind. With duplicate specimens and made to ascertain how vulnerable a test
in the east end and the same five bars eight test heads, four materials can be procedure is to moderate variations in
also in the west end. When the five compared in any run. Comparisons the actual manual operations involved.
differences are summed this amounts to among materials, within a run, rely Usually, if some major source of ex-
subtracting the total length of the five on the equivalence of the various test perimental variation can be located,
bars from the total length of the same positions. The choice of the two posi- steps may be taken to improve the
five bars. The sum of these five differ- tions assigned to the duplicate speci- situation. Fortunately, for every in-
ences should, therefore, be zero, within mens can be used to throw light on teresting test situation some equally
the limits of the measurement error, the equivalence of the eight heads, interesting experimental design can be
Suppose, however, that one end of Number the heads I to 8, the runs by devised to throw light on the sources of
the chamber is persistently slightly Roman numerals, and the 28 materials experimental source. As these sources
warmer than the other end. This will by a, b,..., z, A, B. The schedule for are identified and corrected the accuracy
increase the length of the bars in the the assignment of duplicates of these of test results will likewise improve.
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On the Analysis of Planned Experiments
By MILTON E. TERRY

O ver the past decade, scientists and 15
engineers have increased the scope of
their experimentation and the volume
of test data to such an extent that
additional analytic and reduction tech- ,o_
niques have been required. With auto-
matic data recorders of analog and
digital types becoming almost common-
place, and with continuing enlargement
of the body of scientific knowledge,
it has become increasingly difficult
for an experimenter to extract a satis-
factory amount of information from
his experiments. o

The experimenter is finding himself T5
more and more in the situation of the (b
manufacturing or process engineer with
far more data than he can ingest, digest, >
or understand. 10o

It is not surprising, then, that several
statisticians have returned to the
pattern concepts of Shewhart and the
other engineers interested in control A M F V/
of processes. Tukey and Anscombe, l  5 V
and others have proposed several
distinct and ingenious graphical tech-
niques appropriate to various aspects
of data analysis. Presented here A / 20 30 40 50 6o
are the technique and concepts I
proposed and described.' This choice Experimental Observations (in Order)
is personal and not dictated by scien- Fig. I.-Experimental observations.
tific demand.

Over the past 30 years, two the- process data where the number of central value and a dispersion estimate
oretical approaches to the statistical measurements is large. The approach are plotted on charts together with their
treatment of research and development proposed by Sir Ronald A. Fisher is appropriate control limits. It is then
problems have evolved. It is the to select a group of variables and a set standard practice to scrutinize all
purpose of this paper to show how both of values of each variable, and then the charts for evidence of nonran-
can be used together in the analysis take measurements at selected com- domness and lack of control. When
of data. binations of these values. Then an the data finally pass all the tests of

W. A. Shewhart' and others have estimate is made of the effect of chang- interest, estimation is justified. Of
considered the problem of analyzing ing each variable among its selected course, all datum points and statistics

values, this effect being averaged over not satisfying a test criterion must be
the selected values of each of the other examined carefully by the research

NOTE-DISCUSSION OF THIS PAPER variables. Randomization is used to team for assignable causes. When theIS INVITED, either for publication or for average out the effects of the variables process yielding the data is not in
the attention of the author or authors. Ad-
dresm all communications to ASTM Head- not understudy. control, estimation and prediction are
quarters, 1916 Race St., Philadelphia 3. Pa. The Shewhart method of analyzing hazardous.

data uses graphical methods wherein Shewhart has pointed out that one
'F. J. Anseombe and J. W. Tukey, "The the data are first plotted in the pertinent may find sets of data which satisfyCriticism of Transformation," unpublishedmnusript. ci s . recorded order in rational subgroups, all simple statistical tests but display re-
I M. E. Terry, "On the Analysis of and the applicable control limits found current patterns which cast doubt on anyPlanned Experiments,' Tranadton, Am. fo
loe. Quaity Control. pp. 55-i (19M). from an average "within-subgroup" hypothesis of randomness and inde-

T W. A. Shewhart, private rommunication. estimate of dispersion. A subgroup pendence. One of the most common
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Quality of Observations 6
(0)

patterns he has found occurs in the
field of multiple readings, forming 4
trend lines of varying length and mag-
nitude of slope, with sharp breaks
between segments. When the variation
of these lengths and slope magnitudes 2 _ _ _ _ _

is small, certain inferences can be made.
When the variation is large, it is not
clear what inferences should be made
or with what confidence. 0-

The analysis of a statistically de-
signed experiment using the classical
form of the analysis of variance depends
on three basic assumptions of (1) addi- -2
tivity of treatment effect, (2) inde-
pendence, and (3) homoseedasticity.
Under these assumptions it is possible _
to incorporate into almost all research -4
projects a schedule of measurements - 6
on specified elements of the experiment £o b
involving the selected variables in such
a way that the effects of each selected 4
variable averaged over the combinations
of selected values of the remaining
variables can be measured. In addi-
tion, the reality of effect from a selected 2.___
variable can be tested sia/ tically.
In fact, the testing of apparent reality
of effect and estimation of residual
variation have been the main functions
of the analysis of variance, and until 0 :
recently were considered a satisfactory
ending to the reduction of experimental
data. Hence, some engineering and -2 "_ _ __

industrial research personnel have cast
aside the statistical design of experi-
ments, since they could neither satisfy
all of the assumptions nor accept the -41 1 1
classical form of the analysis of variance 0 10 20 30 40 50 60
as satisfactory at the end of most ex- Experimental Observations (in Order)
periments where several or all of the
following questions must be answered: Fig. 2.-Residuals in order of manufacture.

1. Are there any assignable causes
of variation present other than those
introduced into the experiment de-
liberately?

2. How important are the effects of 2
each of the selected variables?

3. Was the experiment well con- M
ducted?

4. Were there any unusual outcomes

5. How large a fluctuation can beexpected in the process for manufactur- a -
ing a product of which the experimental
units were originally presumed repre-
sentative?
6. What specifications can be written? 0 10 20 30 40 50 60
7. Which of the selected variables Experimental Observations (In Order)

have effects demonstrated by this
experiment not to be zero? Fig. 3.-Adjusted residuals.

The control chart technique gives
answers to these questions, but not multiple eomparisons, and the analysis Consider the following hypothetical
all have the same efficiency. The of residuals) now offers reasonable simple experiment. We wish to study
analysis of variance originally seemed answers to the remaining questions. the effect of reducing corrosion by
to be designed to answer question 7 Under the assumptions of a statis- evaporating a metal p mils in thickness
only, but with the aid of recent de- tieally designed experiment we can on an electrical element. Ten elements
velopments (components of variance, always state a mathematical model, at each of six thicknesses (pi, . p,)
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are considered necessary. Only one superposed respectively on the y'ij to no longer identical with the tabular
element at a time can be coated, so the yield two sets of data yi of known values. But when the control limits
60 units will be processed in a random behavior (see Figs. I (a) and (b)). are used as action limits, satisfactory
order. They are to be subjected to Standard analyses were run. The esti- results should ensue.
a controlled corrosion attack and then mates of relative mean effect were not Anscombe and Tukey have proposed
measured. Let 4 be the true relative very biased, but the estimates of the plotting the set of residuals, z,,, against
effect of thickness pi in reducing corro- residual variation were so bad that no its associated predicted value, YIo,

s6 conclusions about equality of effects when the experiment contains at least
i2o 1 t = 0). Let is be the true could be drawn. Then the zi, were a double classification. Here "non-

average corrosion effect over the ex- calculated for each simulation and additivity is shown by a curved re-
perimental range and yi, the measure- plotted against order (see Figs. 2 (a) gression. Nonconstancy of variance
ment of the jth element with the thick- and (b)). When the data of Fig. 2 is shown by a wedge shape."
nesa coating pi. Then our mathe- were corrected for the fitted trend line, In general, plotting residuals both
matical model is the new estimates of the known pa- against their predicted values, and

rameters were excellent. The use of against serial order, s, enables the ex-
yl - + t +ei; i - 1 .6; Fig. 3 gives an excellent estimate of the perimenter to examine that portionj - 1: 10 shift in level, and again correctly ad- of his measurements which is not at-

where eq is the residual effect and is justed the estimates from Fig. 2 tributable to the suspect variables.
assumed to be a random independent When the set of residuals, zil, con- He will have visual evidence as to the
normal variate. stitute a time sequence, they can be vexations from many sorts of non-

We can estimate p by the over-all plotted as such. In many engineering additivity of effect, nonconstancy of
mean My,1f,/60; and t, by X, experiments, only one fabricating or variance, linear trends, cycles, and wild

i measuring device is available, and hence shots which may be embedded in his
-- J, where .9, = Sy,/lO. Then one or more time sequences are imposed experiment. Hence, the analyst-ex-

on the experiment. In general the perimenter can take the necessary
we define Yt= + if, (i = 1. 6) statistical design will average out the action to ensure that the final
to be the predicted value, and zu = time effect in the estimates t' by ran- accepted readings in the proper
io - Yi, to be the residual of the meas- domizing the order of fabrication or units satisfy the assumptions on which

urement ij. It follows that at measurement of the experimental units, valid predictions and estimates will be
a', = S%,,/54. In a real sense, the set of residuals made. This form of analysis, used

We stimulated this experiment by plotted against time, together with in conjunction with the analysis of
assigning constants to the u and t, control limits, ± k,., are a control variance, enables the user of a sta-
and values to the e,, from a table of chart. Hence we are tempted to use tistically designed experiment to focus
random order. In two simulations the usual chart techniques. Since there the same type of scrutiny on his data
with respect to the ordered y'ij, a linear may be constraints imposed by the that the control engineer can give to
trend and an abrupt shift in level were model, the significance levels may be process data.
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Optimum Allocation

of Calibration Errors

EDWIN L. CROW
National Bureau, of Standards, Boulder, Colorado

Now the Bureau maintains hundreds of nationalAnswers are given to two questions, with emphsis n standards and calibrates the standards of the states,
the second. (a) How do the eors accumulate from echl s, military departments, manufacturers, utilities, uni-
to ecelon in a hierarchy of calibrations? (h) If a certain a. versities, private testing companies, and others. The
curacy is required at the final echelon of a hierarchy, what Bureau is unable to calibrate all secondary standards
is the best way to achieve that accuracy, or, wecifically, and instruments, and the above types of organizationswhat is the optimum .llocat.on of errors ames do Uscls.vg.? in turn calibrate further standards. For example,
The criterion for optimization is taken to be dl a counties and cities may have their balances, weights,
of the total cost of achieving a given accuracy. and other measures certified by their state offices,

and they in turn certify the balances within their
Introductmn jurisdictions.

In electrical energy the Bureau uses a standard
Since the art of measurement began there have watthour meter accurate to about 0.03 percent to

been standards, more or less informal, by means of calibrate the master standards of public utility com-
which further measuring sticks, weights, and capacity missions and power companies. The latter in turn
measures have been produced for use in construction make measurements to about 0.1 percent of custom-
and commerce.* With each reproduction of the meas- ers' meters. As a result in part of variability in time,
ures variations were inevitably introduced, and these customers' meters operate within about one percent
often consisted of intentional as well as accidental accuracy.

4

errors. The ancient Egyptians, Greeks, and Romans In recent years the demanding requirements of
had respected standards of measure, but these fell missiles, spacecraft, and other vehicles have led to
out of use during the Dark Ages, and the later at- the establishment of extensive hierarchies of stand-
tempts to establish widely used standards were long ards laboratories by the military departments. As
doomed to failure, indicated in Fig. 1, the National Bureau of Standards

In 1830 the United States Senate noted that varia- is at the apex of these hierarchies. The figure indi-
tions in the standards in use at various customhouses cates just a few examples of the standards labors-
were causing loss of revenue and directed the Sec- tories that enter in various levels, or echelons, of
retary of the Treasury to make comparisons of these the hierarchy. For most basic standards the Bureau
standards. The Treasury in fact took steps to supply is itself just one of the many national laboratories
uniform weights and measures to all customhouses, deriving their units from the International Bureau of

and the Secretary reported in 1832 that standards
were being fabricated at the United States Arsenal in
Washington "with all the exactness that the present
advanced state of science and the arts will afford." NRS N OR LAS
Thus the Office of Weights and Measures came to TO I LAB
be established in the late 1830's within the Treasury FRANKFORD SUWEPS
Department. In 1901, when its budget was still less ARSENAL EPSL MR52than $10,000, the Office became a part of the new WASHINGTON (125)
National Bureau of Standards. In 1903 the Bureau
was transferred to its present position in the Depart- NA-
ment of Commerce. CRANE M3 -2 TO 23

LOCAL SL TENDER SL m.- 14
Dr. Crow Is Consultant in Statistics. Environmental Science LA ER
Services Administration. Boulder. Colorado. rr

FLEET UNIT
Adapted from a paper delivered to the 18th Midwest Quality TEST sControl Conference on October 12, 1963, In Tulsa. Oklahoma. TETEOUIPMENT
*The Introductory historical remarks are derived from the fasci-nating histortes of standards written by John Perry-" and Figure 1--hematic Riepesentatitl of Hierarhies ml lftarRalph W. Smith (

'. Staldards Laberatorles Using National Belw gf Staldards
ASQC LCS Code 767:60;:70:4& calibratin Services.
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Weights and Measures. In each echelon of the hier- Table I-Relative Total Maxime Error. Et/En
archy and with each transfer of information, some E... Ej
.rror is unavoidably introduced. 11 i0 4 2

Two questions arise:
2 i.10 1.25 150 2.00

(a) How do the errors accumulate from echelon 3 1.1 1.31 1.75 3.00
to echelon in a hierarchy of calibrations? i.i1 133 2.00

(b) If a certain accuracy (or, alternatively, pre-
cision; see Eisenhart

1 2
' for a basic discus-

sion including definitions) is required at the maximum error E.. Some values are given in Table
final echelon of a hierarchy, what is the I. We see that the total error is never more than
best way to achieve that accuracy, or, more twice the error added in the nth echelon, however
specifically, what is the optimum allocation many echelons there are, as long as the error ratio
of errors among the echelons? is at least two. However, if the error ratio approaches

The first question was discussed recently by Woods one, the total error mounts up rapidly.

and Zehnal'
; , but the present article will summarize The above extreme case of perfect positive cor-

some complementary results, as well as mathematical relation would probably rarely be met in practice.
and numerical answers to the second question. The Even though the error ej passed on to a laboratory

basic material is drawn from a 1960 paper"), in in echelon (j + 1) has the effect of a systematic
which more details may be found. It has often been error within the calibrations performed by that lab-
stated that each echelon should be 10 times as ac- oratory until its next checkup with echelon j, or

curate as the next one, but the answer to the second even over the course of many checkups, it is unlikely

question will show that usually nowhere near that that the error ej +I added by that laboratory in a
accuracy is required, particular case is appreciably correlated with ej. In

If we are to answer a question of the "best way" or particular, if we restrict consideration of errors to

"optimum" quantitatively, we must adopt some cri- uncorrelated deviations about mean values (i.e., to

terion for judgment. Here we have quite naturally random errors), the variance of the total error, o2t,, is

adopted the criterion that, for a specified final ac- given in terms of the variance oj-, in the several

curacy (total esror), the cost should be minimized, echelons by the equation
It is a pleasant fact that the answer would be the -2tt = o12 + •2 • + o

2

same if the criterion were that, for a specified cost,
the final accuracy should be maximized. Even if systematic as well as random errors are

included, McNish and Cameron,
3 1 pointed out that

this square-type combination of errors is more real-
How Do Errors Accumulate in a Hierarchy? istic for a chain of calibrations than the simple sum.

For simplicity we shall, however, give results for
Before we answer the first question we must de- the square-type of combination in terms of the fa-

fine "error" a little more precisely. Also, in order miliar notation Y. (See also Youden 0 1
).)

to answer this and the next question without un- If we assume that the error ratio aj+i/aj between
necessary complication we shall make the simplifying successive echelons is a constant, then the standard
assumption that the characteristic errors, however deviation otot is easily evaluated, and some relative
they are defined, and the characteristic costs of all values are given in Table If. Here we see that ott is
calibrations in the same echelon of the hierarchy are little more than the standard deviation in the last
the same. echelon, O,, however large the hierarchy is, unless

Let us suppose that in a particular type of calibra- aj , I/oj falls below two.
tion there are n echelons, numbered from I to n
starting with the top laboratory. A laboratory in the
jth echelon of a hierarchy adds an error, say ej, to Cost Considerations
the error passed on to it from laboratories higher in
the hierarchy; ej is an individual error, varying from As indicated earlier, the optimum error ratio will
day to day and calibration to calibration, perhaps be determined by minimizing the total cost of the

positive, perhaps negative, and not known in an indi- entire hierarchy. For example, if the National Bu-
vidual case. However, if there are n echelons, we reau of Standards were to require considerable basic
can say that the total error of a measurement in the research at great cost to improve its working stand-
nth echelon (relative to the international standard), ards, then to decrease the total error Etot or otot it
say e,,,, is given by the equation would tend to be more economical to use more

expensive instruments, methods, and personnel in

etot = el + e2 - .. . + en the lower echelons. On the other hand, if the number
of laboratories in lower echelons were very large, it

Let us define Ej as the "maximum" numerical value would tend to be more economical to improve the
of el, or, if we need to be more precise, the value single set of working standards at the Bureau, or
that is exceeded by ej numerically just 0.3 percent the relatively few standards near the top echelon.
of the time in the long run. Likewise let E,,,t be the The costs to be considered are of two types: the
maximum value of e,,,,. Consider the extreme case in cost of research and devclopment that needs to be
which the errors ej and ej +I in successive echelonsare perfectly positively correlated, so that Table II-Relative Total Standard Deviation, atot/an

E,,,t E E - . . . + En a,./i

10 42 1

If we assume that the error ratio Ej . /Ej between 2 1 oOS 1.03 1.12 1.41
successive echelons is a constant, then E,,, can be 3 1.05 1.03 1.1S 1.73

easily evaluated in terms of this ratio and the final - I 005 1.03 1.15
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Table III-s-xpenots a. for Four Calibration Systems

Installation Operation

Resistance 05 04
-0 Voltage 05 0.2

R AND 0 COST: Co(E)bo E -
0 Current 09 0.3Power .l0 _ _ 0 3

COST

., i-s at; i.e., that research and development cost.
if present at all, rises more rapidly with accuracy
than the costs of installation and operation.

In Fig. 3 are plotted the estimated costs of installing
six attenuator calibration systems with different
maximum errors E. These data were generously sup-

COST OF INSTALLATION AND plied to me by David H. Russell of the National
PERATION FOR ONE LAB: Bureau of Standards. The best-fitting curve of the

CI (E} = b, E type in Fig. 2, fitted as the (least-squares) regression
line of log C, on log E, is also shown; the exponent a,,
the slope, is about 0.9. From data kindly supplied

I to me by Frank D. Weaver and David Ramaley of the
II __Bureau, I was also able to determine approximate

0 exponents a, as shown in Table III.
ERROR E

Fiere 2-Illustrative Costs of Research and DOvelopoflt, Co(E), aid T Optimization Problem
.1 lost3atien aid Operation, Cl(E), Drawn for ao = 2 and as = 1.

The essentials of the optimization problem can be

done only once, or even not at all if the system has best demonstrated on a simple example using the
already been developed, and costs of installation and approximate costs of installing attenuator systems.
operation for each laboratory. The latter costs need Suppose there are only two echelons, with one lab-
to be multiplied by the number of laboratories in oratory in the first and eight in the second. Suppose
each echelon. We assume that both types of costs also that the required maximum total error is 0.3
are directly proportional to some power of the ac- dB or about three percent, that each maximum error
curacy required; that is, inversely proportional to is taken as three times the standard deviation o, and
some power of the maximum or average error. Figure that errors combine by squares. Then the error equa-
2 shows functions of this type, with the research and tion is
development cost cut off at a certain error value to 12-+ 022 = -32,, = 1(%)2
indicate that systems are already available for errors
larger than that value. The. exponents a0 and a, are (the coefficients three canceling). The cost of in-
important; here the curves are drawn for ao = 2 and stalling one system is, from Fig. 3, approximately
a, = 1, and in the general solution it is assumed that 

4 11/Ej, where Ej is in dB, or

C1 (aj) = 1400/oj dollars (aj in %),
CO The total cost equation therefore is

COST IN

DOLLARS Ctot(ry, (2) = 1400 + 8 1400
CA(M i2 ±_ 8 2

T-I- i - One can easily calculate this cost for various values
500 * . - ...... of 0, and 02 whose squares add to one as required.

10,0C ---.--~rt. - , LAORATO)EIN SECOND ECH)ELON
TOTAL ERROR PERMITTED' 3o' ,°03dll3%
COST PER ECHELON -4200(3 ,)-' 1400/0' DOLLARS, ej IN %

5,000

10,000

0.001 Q005 0.O 0.05 0.1 0.5 O O 2 4 5 6 7 8 91 0

E, ERROR IN db 1/0

Figure 3-stimated and Fitted Costs of Installatie of Attenuator Figure 4-Theoretical Cost of Installing a TwoeEckolon Hoarchy of
Caleruiea Sytep . Attenuatr Callratlo Systems.
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In Fig. 4 the cost is graphed as a function of the Table IV gives some values of these optimum ratios
error ratio o2/o 1 (where ott is kept equal to one for a wide range of values of m. and three values of
percent always). We see that it is a minimum for a. For the defense hierarchies _,hown in Fig. 1 the
02/01 = 2. This is confirmed by the general theory, mj's vary from 2 to 23. Only for "he laboratories in
which states that the optimum error ratio is the the echelon reporting to the National Bureau of
(a, + 2)th root of M2, where m2 is the number of Standards does mj rise to as high as 125, and that
laboratories in the second echelon, so that in this figure is for a very common quantity like resistance
case we have the cube root of eight. The optimum when all the industrial laboratories as well as the
errors themselves are easily found to be a, = I/ V5 military laboratories are included.

= 0.45%, 62 = 2/V = 0.89%. However, we see that The solution to the corresponding problem with

the minimum of the curve is fairly flat; in fact the errors being combined by squares is given by the

minimum cost of $15,650 for all nine laboratories optimum error ratio

would be exceeded only by five percent if the error Ojii/Oj = (mJ+& 1r/1 .
+

2  (j = 1, 2,..., n - 1),
ratio were as small as 1.3 or as large as 3.2.

If we had assumed that the errors combined where 0 < a i a, and a = a, in the particular case

linearly rather than by squares, then the optimum that research and development are unnecessary.

error ratio would have been the (a, + )th root of Table V gives some values of these optimum ratios,

M, that is, the square root of eight, or 2.8 in this case. all of which are smaller than the corresponding
Thus, the practical difference between the two as- values in Table IV. Since errors are more likely

sumptions on error combinations is not large in to combine as squares than linearly, Table V should
this case. be considered as more appropriate than Table IV.

On the other hand, we see that the value of the From our cost estimates on electronic quantities, the
exponent a, could be important. If a1 were very small column a = 0.3 seems to apply approximately to

relative to one, then the optimum error ratio would operating costs and the column a = 0.8 to installation
be close to M2 , or eight, if errors combine linearly, costs. Thus for the mj values occurring in the military
However, since it is more likely that squares of er- calibration hierarchies, the optimum error ratios
rors add, the optimum error ratio even for very range from about 1.3 to 4.
small a1 is more likely to be near the square root
of M2 , or 2.8 here. Concluding Remarks

To consider the general optimization problem, let
n be the number of echelons and mj the number of We have considered the errors occurring in a

laboratories in the jth echelon servised by each hierarchy of calibrations from two points of view,

laboratory in the (j - 1)th echelon. For the case of how the errors probably accumulate and how they
linear combinations of errors the problem can be should accumulate, or be allocated, from the point
stated as follows: of view of minimizing the total cost. We have seen

Given a prescribed value of Ett, determine El, that from either point of view the errors add up
rather slowly and that the optimum ratio of errors

S. ., so as to minimize the total cost, from one echelon to the next should be relatively
C(El, E2 .... ,.) small in most cases, perhaps about 1.3 to 5. When

the size and a cost exponent of a particular calibra-

- (Co(Ej) +-m 2 ... mjC 1 (Ej)] tion hierarchy are known, the optimum error ratio
J-1 can be calculated from the formulas given. These

results are valid only to the extent that the assump-
- [boEj- + -m 2 ... mbEj-a], tions, the cost functions of Fig. 2 in particular, are

J- realistic.

subject to

E, + -E + .... + E. = Et,., Acknowledgments
In addition to the invaluable aid of David H.

where a,, -- a, > 0 and be may be 0 for Ej sufficiently Russell, Frank D. Weaver, and David Ramaley noted
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CONFIDENCE AND TOLERANCE INTERVALS FOR
THE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION*

FRANK PROSCHAN

National Bureau of StandardSt

Confidence and tolerance intervals for the normal distribu-
tion are presented for the various cases of known and un-
known mean and standard deviation. Practical illustration
and interpretation of these intervals are given. Tables are
presented permitting a comparison among the intervals. Fi-
nally the relationship between the two types of intervals i4
described.

1. Introduction. Discussions of the theory of errors will sometimes
state that the mean plus or minus the probable error will include 50%

of future observations (assumed normally distributed). This, of course,
is true only if the mean and the probable error of the population itself
are used. Unfortunately, in most practical problems one or both of
these may not be known. Experimenters who use the sample mean plus
or minus the sample probable error with the expectation that this
interval will contain 50% of future observations may be seriously delud-
ing themselves.

However it is possible to construct intervals of the type 2±ks
Gt=sample mean, s =sample standard deviation) which will, on the

average, include 50% of the population. From this one is led to a more

general consideration of such intervals, and to the uses to which they
can be put.

All populations discussed in this paper are normal unless otherwise

specified. Let ;, a refer to the population mean and standard deviation
respectively.

Any one of four possible situations may exist: (a) A, a both known;

(b) M unknown, a known; (c) u known, a unknown; (d) A, a both un-
known.

Let m reprcsent either I or t; let s. d. represent either o or s. Then two
important types of assertions may be made about intervals of the form

m. ± k s.d. (1)

A. Confidence interval. The probability is -y that the interval (1)

contains the population mean (or, alternatively, the second sample

mean).

a Presented at the annual meeting of the American Statietical A.morit mn, H, ton, December 1951.
f Now at Syracuse Electric Products. Inc., HirkAeyile, N. Y.
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B. Tolerance interval. In a large series of repeated samples the pro-
portion of the population contained in (1) is

(BI) a, on the average
(B2) P or more, -y of the time.
In this paper, a comparison is made among the values of k appro-

priate to the respective cases obtained from various combinations of
A and B with (a), (b), (c), and (d). Practical illustrations and inter-
pretations are given of these cases.

In addition, details are given of a proof of a result by Wilks (1941)
for the case B1. These details are given because they are suggestive of
a general method applicable in such problems. Also, tables are presented
of values of k for a certain class of confidence and tolerance intervals.

Finally, the relationship between confidence intervals and tolerance
intervals is discussed. f

2. Definition of symbols. For convenience, the definitions of symbols
are brought together in this section.

u =population mean
o-population standard deviation

= mean of a sample of n observations,
n

i= sample standard deviation

m = ; or 2

s.d. = a or s

p=proportion of the population contained in m ±k s.d. where k
=constant

Given a normal distribution with A = 0, a- =1. Then
Lo =normal curve deviate which is exceeded in absolute value

with probability a
t .. -- Student-t value for n-1 degrees of freedom which is ex-

ceeded in absolute value with probability a.
x2 ... 1 = Chi-square value with n- 1 degrees of freedom which is ex-

ceeded with probability a.
3. Confidence intervals. A chemist makes n determinations of the iron

content, p, of a solution. What interval shall he select so that he can
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assert with 50% confidence that p lies within that interval? The dis-
tribution of observations is normal with mean p.

3.1 For the population mean, standard deviation known. First consider
the case where the chemist knows o. (The determination is of a routine
type, for which a great many sets of previous observations are avail-
able, from which a is calculated.) In this case

.6745
V'n

will contain the "true" value (population mean) 50% of the time.
This may be seen from the following diagram:

C D
Sc D

A - B

AL

Lay off AB:,u± (.6745//Vn)a, and CD: 2± (.6745/Vn_)o. Notice that
when 2 lies in AB, p must of necessity lie in CD; and when 2 does not
lie in A B, A must lie outside of CD. But since t is normally distributed
with mean u, standard deviation (a/Vn) the probability is .50 that 2
will lie in AB. Hence the probability is .50 that CD contains p.

Values of k =.6745//n for n = 2(1) 30, 40, 60, 120, oo are presented
in Table 1.

To generalize, when the confidence coefficient is y, the confidence
interval for A is

v +

3.2 For the population mean, standard deviation unknown. Consider
the case where the only information about a is in the present sample.
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Then the interval

will contain 14, 50% of the time. The proof is similar to that of Section
3.1. Values of k2=t.ao.,-x/v/n for nffi2(1) 30, 40, 60, 120, o are pre-
sented in Table 1. Comparison of k, anid k2 shows k2>kc, but as n--, ,
k2--*kl.

In general, when the confidence coefficient is y, the confidence
interval is

l-,/, n-It-,.-

3.3 "Confidence interval" for second sample mean. Suppose the
chemist who made the iron determinations wishes to set up a confidence
interval, not for p, but for the mean, 12, of a second sample of n2 ob-
servations. Such an interval might be called more appropriately a
prediction interval, since the term "confidence interval" generally
refers to population parameters.

Let us call the mean of the first sample !I, and its size ni. Since the
statistic

t=
81 + 1

is distributed as the Student-t ratio, it follows that the interval

/ I . + Is (2)
ni n2

will constitute a 50% prediction interval for 12 [1].
What does this mean? It simply means that if pairs of samples of

size n, and n2 respectively, with means i and 2i (i = 1, 2, ... )
respectively are drawn repeatedly, then for 50% of these pairs 2i

will lie in

21i ± t.60, 1-, + sli.

It does not mean that if one first sample of size n, with mean x, is drawn,
to be followed by the drawing of a great many "second" samples of
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TABLE 1

FACTORS FOR 50% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS

For p2

uknown (K) or K U U
unknown (U)

Form of interval 2± kiv 2 ± k2s 1 ± k3s

n kI k ks

2 .477 .707 1.000
3 .389 .471 .666
4 .337 .382 .541
5 .302 .331 .469
6 .275 .297 .420
7 .255 .271 .384
8 .238 .251 .356
9 .225 .235 .333
10 .213 .222 .314
11 .203 .211 .299
12 .195 .201 .285
13 .187 .193 .273
14 .180 .185 .262
15 .174 .179 .253
16 .169 .173 .244
17 .164 .167 .237
18 .159 .162 .230
19 .155 .158 .223
20 .151 .154 .218
21 .147 .150 .212
22 .144 .146 .207
23 .141 .143 .202
24 .138 .140 .198
25 .135 .137 .194
26 .132 .134 .190
27 .130 .132 .186
28 .127 .129 .183
29 .125 .127 .179
30 .123 .125 .176
40 .107 .108 .152
60 .087 .088 .124

* 120 .062 .062 .087
0 0 0

For discussion
see Section 3.1 3.2 3.2
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size n2 with means 22 (i= 1, 2 • •) then for 50% of the "second"
samples 22 iWill lie in (2).

When n2 = nj = n the coefficient of si in (2) becomes

k 3 = t.6oft- /'-

Values of ka for n=2 (1) 30, 40, 60, 120, oo are given in Table 1 for
purposes of comparison. Note that k3 = I/2k 2 simply.

In general, if the "confidence" coefficient is to be y for 22, then the
interval to be used is

21 + t-y, n-/ +-- si.

4. Tolerance intervals. In Section 3 an interval of type (1) was formed
to contain the population mean (with a certain confidence). Suppose
now, we are interested in setting up an interval of type (1) which will
contain a certain proportion p of the population. Such an interval is
known as a tolerance interval.

If either IA or a is unknown, then the interval (1), containing 2 or s,
is random. Hence the proportion p contained in (1) will be a random
variable.

4.1 Average value of p. In Section 4.1 we determine k so that on the
average the proportion p is equal to a, a constant. In Section 4.2 we
determine k so that in a large series of samples from normal universes
a certain proportion y of the intervals (1) will include a proportion p
or more of the universe.

4.1.1 Population mean and standard deviation known. In this case

=:ka (3)

may be used as a tolerance interval. The proportion p contained in
(3) is constant, and the appropriate value for specified p may be ob-
tained from a table of normal areas. Thus for p = .50, k4=.6745
(listed in Table 2 for purposes of comparison).

4.1.2 Population mean and standard deviation unknown. Unfortu-
nately, in most practical problems u and a are not known. Hence t and
s must be used. How shall we determine k so that the average p con-
tained in 2±ksi (i = 1, 2, • • • ) will be a?

Wilks [81 gave a solution without presenting the details of the proof.
(For an independent derivation see Appendix.) The solution states that
the tolerance limits which will include, on the average, a proportion
a of the normal universe are
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//n + 1 8 4

Values of k.of=it., _ 1/n for n = 2 (1) 30, 40, 60, 120, - and for
a =.50, .75, .90, .95, .99, .999 are given in Table 3. This table should
be of use both to the experime-ter and to the quality controller; it
supplements the values of k given in [3]. In addition, for purposes of
comparison, Table 2 gives values of k6,.. 0 for n = 2 (1) 30, 40, 60, 120,
G3o.

An example of the use of Table 3 is given:
Example: A quality control engineer measures the voltages of a

random sample of 30 batteries from his production line. From the
sample mean voltage 2 = 7.52 and the sample standard deviation of
voltages s .90, he wishes to estimate tolerance limits that will, on the
average, contain 95% of the population of batteries. Assuming the dis-
tribution of battery voltages to be normal, what shall these tolerance
limits be?

The tolerance limits will be of the form x ± I,.96s. Entering Table 3
with n=30, he finds k..,5=2.079. Hence the tolerance limits are:

7.52 + 2.079(.90) = 7.52 ± 1.87 = 5.65 to 9.39.

Notice that k6..9s 5=2.079 is larger than the value 1.96 that would be
used if ;s and a- were known.

One sided tolerance limits. Suppose now the problem is to find the
value of k' such that, on the average, the proportion of the normal
population less than x+k.s is a specified value a. By the same proce-
dure as in the proof for the two sided case (Appendix) it may be shown
that

Va' k5,2a-i. (5)

A similar result holds if the proportion of the normal population
greater than $ - kcs is to be a specified value a, on the average.

Example: A pilot run of 40 electron tubes is made. For each tube the
plate current in milliamperes, x, under normal operating voltages, is
measured; for the sample X = 12.25, s = .68. From past experience with
similar tubes, it is known that x is normally distributed. What pro-
cedure shall be followed to determine the value of L such that 99% of
the population of tubes will, on the average, have a plate voltage less
than L?

We may write
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L = + k.w's.

Then according to (5)
k.,, -- k6.2(.g)- -- k,,.,..

Table 3 furnishes k,.,ff=2.455. Hence

L = 12.25 + 2.455(.68) = 13.92.

4.1.3 Population mean unknown, standard deviation known. In this
case an interval of the form

.t ± ko (6)

must be used. Using the same method as in the proof given in the
Appendix, the following result may be derived:

If the expected value E(p) of the proportion p of the normal universe
contained in (6) is to be a, then

For purposes of comparison, ke is given in Table 2 for a =.50 and for
n=2(1) 30, 40, 60, 120, co.

4.1.4 Population mean known, standard deviation unknown. In this
case the interval

u ± k78 (7)

must be used. Again using the same method as in the proof of the
Appendix, the appropriate value for k7 to include, on the average, a
is given by

k7=

For purposes of comparison, values of k7 are given in Table 2, for a = .50
and n=2 (1) 30, 40, 60, 120, co.

4.2 Confidence statement about tolerance interval. A number of papers
have been written on the problem of confidence statements for toler-
ance intervals [2], [31, [6], [7], [8], (9]. The problem may be illustrated
as follows:

4.2.1 Population mean and standard deviation unknown. Suppose
the battery engineer mentioned in Section 4.1.2 asked the following
question: What value of k shall I take so that I can be 95% confident
that : ± ks will include at least 80%/ of my population of batteries?

Bowker [3, pp. 102-107] gives extensive tables of k such that "in
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TABLE 2

FACTORS FOR TOLERANCE INTERVALS

that will include, on
the average, 50% of
the population. N/ / V

or
that will include at
least 50% of the
population 50% of
the time. V V

pknown (K) or K U U K K U
unknown (U)

u known (K) or K U K U U K
unknown (U)

Form of interval p ±k4a ks ±ku u ± k7s ± ± ka ko,

n k 4  k6.. 0  k, k7 ka k
2 .674 1.225 .826 1.000 1.000 754
3 .674 .942 .779 .816 .810 .727
4 .674 .855 .754 .765 .759 .714
5 .674 .812 .739 .741 .736 .706
6 .674 .785 .729 .727 .723 .700
7 .674 .768 .721 .718 .714 .697
8 .674 .754 .715 .711 .708 .694
9 .674 .744 .711 .706 .704 .692
10 .674 .737 .707 .703 .701 .690
11 .674 .731 .704 .700 .698 .688
12 .674 .725 .702 .697 .698 .687
13 .674 .721 .700 .695 .694 .686
14 .674 .718 .698 .694 .692 .686
15 .674 .715 .697 .692 .691 .685
16 .674 .712 .695 .691 .690 .684
17 .674 .710 .694 .690 .689 .684
18 .674 .708 .693 .689 .688 .683
19 .674 .706 .692 .688 .687 .683
20 .674 .705 .691 .688 .687 .682
21 .674 .703 .690 .687 .686 .682
22 .674 .701 .690 .686 .685 .681
23 .674 .701 .689 .686 .685 .681
24 .674 .699 .688 .685 .684 .681
25 .674 .699 .688 .685 .684 .681
26 .674 .697 .687 .684 .684 .680
27 .674 .697 .687 .689 .683 .680
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TABLE 2 (cont.)

n k, 4,..&o ks k, ks k,
28 .674 .696 .686 .684 .683 .680
29 .674 .695 .686 .683 .683 .680
30 .674 .694 .686 .683 .682 .680
40 .674 .689 .683 .681 .680 .678
60 .674 .685 .680 .679 .678 .677
120 .674 .680 .677 .677 .676 .676

O .674 .674 .674 .674 .674 .674

For discussion
see Section 4.1.1 4.1.2 4.1.3 4.1.4 4.2.2 4.2.3

a large series of samples for normal universes a certain proportion -1
of the intervals 2±ks will include P or more of the universe; Y is called
the "confidence coefficient" since it is a measure of the confidence with
which we may assert that a given tolerance range includes at least P
of the universe." In these tables -y =.75, .90, .95, .99, .999.

4.2.2 Population mean known, standard deviation unknown. Consider
the case where p is known and 8 unknown. Then an interval of the form

j, ± kss (8)

can be set up to include at least a proportion P of the population with
confidence -y as follows:

Let us take specific values of P=.80 and y= .95 for illustrative
purposes. We note first that p is monotonic increasing with s (and
with s'). Hence when s' takes on a value exceeded 95% of the time
(call it s.9e2), p will take on a value exceeded 95% of the time. But

8.1 .91,n-1 2
8.956 2 0

"2 .

n -1

Then the appropriate value of ke is

ka = L.2o/ Vx.95,._- 21/(n - 1).

Values of ks for p=-y =.50 for n =2 (1) 30, 40, 60, 120, o. are given
in Table 2, for purposes of comparison.

For general P, y

k8 = L-pl/V 2).-lx/(n- 1).

4.2.3 Population mean unknown, standard deviation known. In this
case, an interval of the type
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+±kgo (9)

must be used. Let us solve for k9 when P = .80, -y = .95 to illustrate the
reasoning.

We first note that 95% of the 's lie in the interval p ± (L.og/Vrn)a
that is, 95% of the 2 ± kgu intervals have their centers inside the
interval ± (L.oa/V'n)a-. Now we find k9 such that the normal curve
area between p+(L.oi/v'n)a-kga and +(L.o6/Vn)a+-kgo, is .80. Then
95% of the 2 ± kga intervals will contain p Z4.80 (namely those intervals
for which i lies in I ± (L. o5/vn)o).

It follows that the interval (9) will contain a proportion .80 or more
of the population, .95 of the time.

Values of k, for P=,y=.50 are given in Table 2 for n=2 (1) 30, 40,
60, 120, 0o. For general P, y, k9 is the value such that the normal curve
area between A+(Li,/Vn1)a-kga and p±(L_,1%//n)a+kgo is P.

5. Relationship between confidence intervals and tolerance intervals.
There is a very interesting relationship between confidence intervals
and tolerance intervals that may be illustrated by the following ex-
ample:

Suppose, as in Section 3.3, we wanted to find a prediction (or "confi-
dence") interval for the mean of a second sample. But now let n2 = 1.
In other words, we will now be finding a confidence interval for a single
future observation. According to the result in Section 3.3. our answer is

21 ± ti .,nj-1 + 1 = t ± t-an,-I A/ + 1 8 (10)V n1  1 1/ ni

where a is the confidence coefficient.
What does this mean? One way of looking at it is that if repeatedly

a sample of size n1 is first drawn and then a second sample of one item
is drawn, then a proportion a of the time the single item will lie in the
interval (10). But a little thought shows that this is exactly equivalent
to stating that in repeated samples of size ni, the average proportion,
p, of the population contained in (10) is a. In other words, confidence
limits with confidence coefficient a for a second sample of size one
are identical with tolerance limits that will include a proportion a on
the average. This is confirmed by the fact that (10) is the same as (4)
(except for the subscript 1).

The above is an illustration of a theorem by Paulson [5]:
"If confidence limits U1(x1, . . . , x,) and U 2(x, . . ., x.) on a prob-

ability level = ao are determined for g, a function of a future sample of
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TABLE 3

FACTORS, k. FOR TOLERANCE INTERVALS SUCH THAT
t±k,. s WILL INCLUDE A PROPORTION a OF

THE POPULATION, ON THE AVERAGE

Sample size, n ks.., k6,. 7  ." k5 ..4 k6., k,.99,

2 1.225 2.957 7.733 15.562 38.973 77.964 779.699
3 .942 1.852 3.372 4.969 8.042 11.460 36.486
4 .855 1.591 2.631 3.558 5.077 6.530 14.469

5 .812 1.473 2.335 3.041 4.105 5.043 9.432
6 .785 1.405 2.176 2.777 3.635 4.355 7.409
7 .768 1.361 2.077 2.616 3.360 3.963 6.370
8 .754 1.330 2.010 2.508 3.180 3.711 5.733
9 .744 1.307 1.961 2.431 3.053 3.536 5.314

10 .737 1.290 1.922 2.372 2.959 3.409 5.014

11 .731 1.276 1.893 2.327 2.887 3.310 4.791
12 .725 1.264 1.869 2.291 2.829 3.233 4.618
13 .721 1.255 1.849 2.261 2.782 3.170 4.481
14 .718 1.246 1.833 2.236 2.743 3.118 4.369

15 .715 1.239 1.819 2.215 2.710 3.075 4.276
16 .712 1.234 1.807 2.197 2.682 3.038 4.198

17 .710 1.228 1.797 2.181 2.658 3.006 4.131
18 .708 1.224 1.788 2.168 2.637 2.977 4.074
19 .706 1.220 1.779 2.156 2.618 2.953 4.024
20 .705 1.216 1.772 2.145 2.602 2.932 3.979
21 .703 1.213 1.766 2.135 2.587 2.912 3.941
22 .701 1.210 1.760 2.127 2.575 2.895 3.905
23 .701 1.207 1.754 2.119 2.562 2.880 3.874
24 .699 1.205 1.749 2.112 2.552 2.865 3.845
25 .699 1.202 1.745 2.105 2.541 2.852 3.819

26 .697 1.200 1.741 2.099 2.532 2.840 3.796
27 .697 1.108 1.737 2.094 2.524 2.830 3.775

28 .696 1.17 1.733 2.088 2.517 2.820 3.755
29 .695 1.19o 1.730 2.083 2.509 2.810 3.737
30 .694 1.193 1.727 2.079 2.503 2.802 3.719
40 .689 1.182 1.706 2.047 2.455 2.741 3.602
60 .685 1.171 1.686 2.017 2.411 2.684 3.492
120 .680 1.161 1.665 1.988 2.368 2.628 3.388

.674 1.150 1.645 1.960 2.326 2.576 3.291

qee Section 4.1.2 for a discumion of this case.
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k observatioas, with distribution 'I(g), and p=fuuk(g)dg, then E(p)
= a."

In the illustration of this section, g corresponds to the value of the

single future observation and k= 1. Similarly we can check the results

of Sections 4.1.3 and 4.1.4 by the use of Paulson's theorem.

APPENDIX

Mathematical proof of Wilks' result. The details of the derivation

(independently obtained by I. R. Savage of the Statistical Engineering

Laboratory, National Bureau of Standards) of the result of Section

4.1.2 are given, since the method is a suggestive one.
The problem is to determine k so that the average p contained in

2 ± ks (i= 1, 2, .. .) will be a. By an appropriate linear transforma-
tion, the problem may be reduced to that of finding

E(p) = c, f" fo f +k e-itdis-2e- Et2+(-1)"21dYds

where C, is a constant free of k. In the following, Ci =constant free of k.

The conditions for differentiating under the integral hold. Hence
we have

E C if f [se- i(+k)% + se- (jk)']s.-2e-i [t'+ (n -)°d~ ds

= C1  f e-i ((""f' j+(ks./.+1-) )2+(n-l+k' cnn+1]Sn-ld~d8+ C, A M

± C, f Oe .e-' u i-,+1))'+(n-+k2 (nfn+)' s7-1)d8ds,

eduds

+ f T O /n+ d- C, e- d snte-_(n-1+k2 (n./n+1)) #2duds,

±0 c e ,/n + 1
aE C 2 8"-te- iC-+ k(n/n + ))ds.

ak f

Let

y3 n - 1 8 6 .
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Then

-= C 2 f 22-lyn/21-e-/ (n - 1 + k, _ dy5k 0n +

= 1

n- 1 + k2 n )

Hence

Sk dA
E(p) = C3

n- 1l+t-k2--,
n +

Now let

t k n
+

so that

dt
E(p) = C. t2) /2

c 6 f dt/(1 + t')/(n -

But the integrand is the well known Student-t density function. Now
when k= oo, E(p)= 1. Hence C 5 must be identical with the constant
of the Student-t distribution. Therefore the result of Section 4.1.2
follows:

k= li . /n 1
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THE RELATION BETWEEN CONFIDENCE INTERVALS
AND TESTS OF SIGNIFICANCE

- A Teaching Aid -

by Mary G. Natrella, National Bureau of Standards

1. Introduction. however, the associated O.C. curve is often ignored by

The advertising sheet for a recent revision of a classi. and may be unknown to the experimenter. We feel that

cal text book on statistical methods states "The author has the experimenter himself finds the confidence interval

diverted emphasis from tests of significance to point and more natural and more appealing, but generally has little

interval estimates." This author is not alone. Many notion of how the two concepts are related.

statistical consultants, analyzing an experiment for the 2. An Example.
purpose of testing a statistical hypothesis, e.g., in com-
paring means of normal populations, find that they prefer Let us review both procedures with reference to a
to present results in terms of the appropriate confidence numerical example.
interval. For a certain type of shell, specifications state that the

It must be noted of course that not every statistical amount of powder should average 0.735 lb. In order to
test can be put in the form of a confidence interval, determine whether the average for the present stock meets
Kendall, [5], for example, speaks of two broad classes the specification, twenty shells are taken at random and
of statistical tests, "those which give a direct test of a the weight of powder is determined. The sample average
given value of a parent parameter, and those which do (X) is 0.710 lb. The estimated standard deviation (s)
not." Berkson [2] also distinguishes these two classes is 0.0504 lb. The question is whether or not the average
of tests in discussing tests of normality and says "I aug- of present stock differs from the specification value. In
gest tentatively that the two classes I have in mind can order to do a two-sided test of significance at the (1-0i)
be differentiated as (1) those which in principle can be probability level, we compute a critical value, to be called
alternatively stated in terms of an estimate and its con- for example, C. Let C==
fidence interval and (2) those which cannot be so stated."
It is this first class of tests which will be discussed in where t* is the positive number exceeded by 100 a %
this paper. Tests such as tests of normality, tests of 0)
goodness-of-fit, and tests of randomness fall into the of the t-distrihution with n-1 degrees of freedom.
second class. In the example above with at=.05, t*=2.09, C=

When the results of a statistical test can alternatively 0.0236 lb. The test of significance says that if IX-0.7351
be stated in terms of a confidence interval for a param- > C, we decide that the average for present stock differs
eter, is there any reason to prefer the confidence interval from the specified average. Since 10.710 - 0.7351 >
statement? An early indication of dissatisfaction with the 0.0236, we decide that there is a difference.
logic of tests of significance as experimental evidence is We can also compute from the data a 95% confidence
given in another paper by Berkson [3]. He stresses the interval for the average of present stock. This confidence
point that experimenters are not typically engaged in interval is X---C=t 0.710-±-0.0236 or 0.686 to 0.734
disproving things, but are looking for evidence for lb. The confidence interval can be used for a test of
affirmative conclusions, and that after rejecting the null significance; since it does not include the standard value
hypothesis, they will then look for a reasonable hypothesis 0.735, we conclude that the average for the present stock
to accept. The relation between confidence intervals and does difler from the standard.
tests of significance is mentioned only briefly by most Comparisons of two materials (both means unknown
textbooks, and ordinarily no insight is given as to which and equal variances) may be made similarly. In com-
conclusion might be more appropriate. (A notable excep. puting a test of significance we compare the observed
tion is Wallis and Roberts [7].) difference IXY -TXa with a C' (a computed critical

In the present note, we draw attention to how these quantity similar to C above). If 1X-A - 3'sl is larger than
two approaches are related and how they differ. One C' we declare that the means differ significantly at the
reason for preferring to present a confidence interval chosen level. We also note that the interval (X'A- )
statement (where possible) is that the confidence inter- -C' is a confidence interval for the difference between
val, by its width, tells more about the reliance that can the true means (fA - pR). If then this interval does
be placed on the results of the experiment than does a not include zero, we conclude from the experiment that
YES-NO test of significance. Of course, a test of signifi- the two materials differ in mean value.
cance, when accompanied by its appropriate Operating
Characteristic curve, provides much the same kind of 3. Do the Two Approaches Differ?
information as does a confidence interval. In practice, Here then are two ways to get the same answer to the
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original question. We may present the result of a test of and the appropriate dispersion parameter (e.g., known
significance, or we may present a confidence interval. a). When the width itself is a random variable (e.g., is
Are there any differences between the two? The signifi- a fixed multiple of s, the estimate of a from the sample),
cance test is a "go no-go" decision. We compute a critical one can occasionally be misled by unusually short or
value C, and we compare it with an observed difference, long intervals. But the average width of the entire family
If the difference exceeds C, we announce a "difference"; of intervals associated with a given confidence-interval
if it does not, we announce no "difference." If we had no procedure is a definite function of the appropriate dis-
OC curve for the test, our decision would be a yes-no persion parameter, so that on the average the random
proposition with no shadowland of indifference. The test widths do give similar information. See [1] for a graph-
may say NO, but only the OC curve can qualify this by ical illustration of confidence intervals computed from
saying that this particular experiment had only a ghost 100 random samples of n-=4 (actually random normal
of a chance of saying YES to this particular question. deviates) .2 Figure 14 in reference [6] shows a similar

For example, see Fig. 2. If the true value d- It 1- P' illustration of 100 intervals for n=-4, and in addition
a shows 40 intervals for n= 100, and 4 intervals for n=

is equal to 0.5, a sample of 10 is not likely to detect a 1000. The fluctuation in size and position is of course
difference, but a sample of 100 is almost certain to. very much reduced in the latter cases.

Using a rejection criterion alone is not the proper way The significance test gives the same answer, and a
to think of a significance test. One should always think study of the OC curve of the test indicates how firm is
of the associated OC curve as part and parcel of the the answer. If the test is dependent on the value of a,
test. Unfortunately this has not always been the case, the OC curve has to be given in terms of the unknown a,
and the significance test without its OC curve has dis- In such a situation, one has to make use of an upper
torted the thinking in some experimental problems. As bound for a in order to interpret the OC curve, and
a matter of fact many experimenters who use significance again one may be misled by a poor choice of this upper
tests are using them as though there were no such thing bound. On the other hand the width of the confidence
as an OC curve. For this reason, it may be preferable interval is part and parcel of the information provided
for the experimenter to approach the problem of testing by that method. No a priori estimates need be made of
hypotheses by using confidence intervals. o as would be necessary to interpret the OC curve.

Furthermore, a great advantage of confidence intervals
4. Why Prefer the Confidence Interval? is that the width of the interval is in the same units as

A confidence interval procedure contains information the parameter itself. The experimenter finds this infor-
similar to the appropriate OC curve, and at the same mation easy to grasp, and to compare with previous
time is intuitively more appealing than the c6mbination information he may have had.
of a test of significance and its OC curve. If the stand-
ard value is contained in the confidence interval, one can 5. What does the Confidence Interval Show?
announce "no difference." The width of the confidence The most striking illustration of information provided
interval gives a good idea of how firm is the Yes or No by confidence intervals is shown in the charts of confi-
answer.1  dence limits for a binomial parameter. In this case the

Suppose that the standard value for some property is limits depend only on n and the parameter itself, and

kr-own to be 0.735, and that a 100(1-a) % confidence one cannot be misled in an individual sample. Figure 1

interval for the same property of a possibly different shows the "central" 95% confidence limits for propor-

material is determined to be 0.600 to 0.800. It is true tions. These "central" limits are the well-known Clopper-

that the standard value is in the interval, and that we Pearson limits, such that each tail probability is not

would say that there is no difference. All that we really greater than .025. The central limits correspond to an

know about the new product, however, is that its mean equal-tail significance test at the (l-a) probability level,

probably is between 0.6 and 0.8. If a much more and to each of the two "central" limits there corresponds

extensive experiment gave a 100(1 - a) % confidence a single-tail significance test at the (1 - a/2) probability

interval for the new mean of 0.60 - 0.70, our previous level. In constructing a system of confidence limits there

decision of no difference would be reversed, is no unique method of subdividing between the two

On the other hand, if the computed confidence inter- tails. Limits which are not "central" may have other

val, for the same confidence coefficient, had been .710- optimum properties-e.g., the recently-developed system

.750, our answer would still have been "no difference", of E. L. Crow [4"1 gives limits which are shorter than

but we would have said "No" m ore loudly and firm ly. Supposen that! a nwitso

The confidence interval not only gives a Yes or No Suppose that a new item is being tested for comparison

answer, but also, by its width, gives an indication of with a standard. In a sample of 10 we observed two

whether the answer should be whispered or shouted. 'This picture is an excellent teaching aid in itself. Despite the

This is certainly true when the width of the interval, fluctuation in size and position of the individual intervals, a pro-
portion of the intervals remarkably close to the specified propor-

for a given confidence coefficient, is a function only of n tion do include the known population average. If a were known
rather than estimated from the individual sample, the intervals

'There is a caution in this regard as explained a little further on. would fluctuate only ia position, of course.
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1.0 ard, and the narrower width of the confidence interval
(0.13-0.29) gives us some confidence in doing so.

0.8 6. What does the Operating Characteristic Curve
Show?

The foregoing has shown that it is possible to get some
n. 10 notion of the discriminatory power of the test from the

0 size of confidence intervals. Is it also possible in reverse,
! I to deduce from the OC curve what kind of confidence
Zo .interval we would get for the new mean? Although we

0.4 cannot deduce the exact width of the confidence interval,
we can infer the order of magnitude. Suppose that we

n-IOn-ioo have measured 100 items, have performed a two-sided

0.2 _ t-test (does the average ltl differ from p.?), and have
n.,1 obtained a significant result. Look at the curve for n=

100 in Figure 2, which plots the probability of accepting

Ho (the null hypothesis) against d= 1- -,. From
o0 02 0 3 04 0.5 the curve we see that, when d is larger than 0.4, the

OSSERVED PROPORTION probability of accepting the null hypothesis is practically
Fi g. 1 95% Confidence Limits for zero. Since our significance test did reject the null hypoth.

Population Proportion esis, we may reasonably assume that our d= I-[
- , o '

is larger than 0.4, and thus perhaps infer a bound for
defectives and therefore estimate the proportion defective the true value of l - lo 1, in other words, some "con.
for the new item as 0.20. The central 95% confidence fidence interval" for Ill.
interval corresponding to an observed proportion of 0.20 On the other hand, suppose that only 10 items were
(n=10) is 0.02-0.56. Assume that the known pro- tested and a significant result was obtained. If we look
portion defective for the standard (Po) is 0.10. Our at the curve for n= 10 in Fig. 2, we see that the value
experiment with 10 gives a confidence interval which of d which is practically certain to be picked up on a
includes P0 , and therefore we announce "no difference" significance test is now d 1.5 or larger. A significant
between the new item and the standard in this regard. result from an experiment which tested only 10 items
Intuitively, however, we feel that the interval 0.02 - 0.56 thus, as expected, corresponds to a wider confidence inter-
is so wide that our experiment was not very indicative. val for Vt, than that inferred from the test of 100 items.
Suppose then we test 100 new items and observe 20 A rough comparison of the relative widths may be made.
defectives. The observed proportion defective is again M)re quantitative comparisons could be made, but the
0.20. The confidence interval now is 0.13 -0.29, and purpose here is to show a broad general relationship.
does not include P0 =0.10. This time we are forced to
announce that the new item "is different" from the stand- 7. Relation to the Problem of Determining Sample

Size.
to f I The problem of finding the required sample size to

detect differences between means can also be approached
in two ways. We can specify tolerable risks of making

oh either kind of "wrong" decision (errors of the first and

n.1o second kind)-thereby fixing two points on the OC
o6 curve of the required test. Matching these two points

with computed curves for various n enables one to pick
othe proper sample size for the experiment.

0. 04 Alternatively, we can specify the magnitude of differ-
C.' ence between means which is of importance. We then

compute the sample size required to give a confidence
02 n- 100 interval of fixed length equal to the specified difference.

o

8. Conclusion.

0 1 3 Presentation of results in terms of confidence intervals

. is often more meaningful than is the presentation of the
usual tests of significance (if the test result is not con-

Fig. 2 Operating Characteristics of the sidered in connection with its OC curve). Things are
Two-Sided t Test (oto 0.05)
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rarely black or white, and decisions are rarely made on 121 Joseph Berkson, "Comments on Dr. Madow's 'Note on Tests
one-shot tests, but usually in conjunction with other of Departure front Normality' with Some Remarks ConcerningTe.ts of Significance". J. Amer. Statist. Assoc. 36, No. 216. ppinformation. Confidence intervals give a feeling of the 5.39.541 11941).
uncertainty of experinental evidence, and (very impor. 131 Joeph IBerkson. "Tests of Significance Considered as Evi-
tantl give it in the same units, metric or otherwise, as dner,". J. Amer. Statst. Assoc. 37. No. 219, pp 325-335 (1942).the original observations. 141 Edwin L. C:row. "Confidence Intervals for a Proportion,

Hiometrika, 47 lip 423.-i35 1 1956).
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Computations with approximate
numbers' The Mathematics Teacher I November, 1958

D. B. DELURY, Ontario Research Foundation, Ontario, Canada.
Contrary to present practices in the schools,

there are no simple answers and no general rules
for computing with approximate numbers.

THERE Is ROOM, I think, for the view that tions with such numbers and more par-
it is improper to speak at all of "approxi- ticularly about the proprieties concerning
mate numbers." Admittedly this is jargon, the presentation of the results of these
an abbreviated phrase that we use to computations, it is, I believe, important
spare us the effort of saying over and over to distinguish sharply between the two
exactly what we mean, namely, "a num- ways in which questions of approximation
ber whose value approximates the value of can arise:
this or that magnitude." There is no deny- 1. through arithmetical operations only;
ing the usefulness of jargon. As long as it 2. through measurement.
is used within the circle of experts or spe-
cialists for whom it is intended, there is For the present, I shall speak of 1.
probably little danger of confusion. On the Since calculations for the most part are
other hand, there is no doubt that it can conducted with digital numbers, we are
cause serious misunderstandings when it compelled to use approximations to irra-
is used outside these circles. We have all tional numbers and usually we find it con-
seen the weird interpretations put on such venient to use decimal approximations to
words as infinity, curved space, the fourth rational numbers also. Here there ought to
dimension. It seems to me that "approxi- be general agreement on the procedures
mate number" is especially exposed to to be followed in truncating numbers, not
misinterpretation, because we have taken because there is only one way or because
the word "approximate" from the place there is necessarily one best way, but
where it belongs, as a description of the simply because, if only one rule is used, it
process that produced the number, and need not be stated over and over.
attached it to the number itself. If, for example, I wish to use a modest

I incline to the view that those of us approximation to e, I look up its value in
who are concerned with giving accurate a book and find e=2.718281 .. . Now I
instruction should avoid this kind of jar- could truncate it simply by chopping it off
gon or, at least, delay its introduction at the desired place, e.g., e=2.71. Then,
until the need for it and the precise mean- I am required to take the view that e lies
ing to be attached to it have become amply somewhere in the range 2.7 1-2.72. Let us
clear, make no mistake here; these nombers are

When we come to speak about computa- exact and should be so treated. They
simply mark the boundaries of a range

An address delivered at the 1958 Annual Easter within which e certainly lies. If I want to
Meeting of the Mathematics and Physics Section of make calculations with the value of e so
the Ontario Education Association. It is being re-
printed with the permission of the Canadian School. specified and to know within what range
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the true answer certainly lies, I must make Hence e2 lies in th- range
the calculation with each end of the range, 7.3 4100-7.398400.
thus obtaining the range within which the
true answer must certainly lie. These cal- This is, of course, just another way of
culations should be exact, to the extent using the notion of range. The result is,
that they can be, unless we wish to add and must be, the same whichever way we
arithmetical mistakes to the uncertainty choose to write our numbers. In particu-
caused by the truncation. Thus el lies lar, the zeros that came out in this calcula-
in the range (2.71)1-(2.72)2=7.3441 -  tion may be retained or dropped, at our
7.3984. pleasure. We may remark, too, that even

The notion of a range within which a though one of these calculations uses more
number must certainly lie is the founda- digits than the other, their accuracies are
tion on which every accurate procedure the same. Numbers written in the form
for computation must be based. Indeed, -±- are sometimes called approxima-
some writers use the term "range number" tion-error numbers.
to give the idea a name. Range numbers This second calculation is somewhat
need not arise only through the kind of more tedious than the first, because the
truncation I used in the little illustration, numbers we had to use require more non-
I suppose there are all sorts of ways in zero digits. This stems from the way in
which we could come by the information which we performed the truncation. It
that "this magnitude certainly lies within gave us nice end points, 2.71 and 2.72, but
the range so and so." If we were prepared a nasty mid-point, 2.715. If we had in-
to use range numbers always and perform tended to use the second form of computa-
the dual calculations they require, there tion, we would have done better to use a
would be no need here to go any further, form of truncation which requires as few
beyond developing some simple rules to digits as possible for the chosen accuracy,
assist in performing quickly the funda- for the mid-point. We would, presumably,
mental arithmetical operations with range have said "e lies in the range 2.715-2.725,"
numbers. The fact is, however, that rarely which has, it is true, nasty end-points but
are we willing to do the work that is re- a nice mid-point, 2.72. We would then
quired to make a calculation with range write e as the approximation-error num-
numbers. We prefer to sacrifice both ae- ber 2.72-±-.005. The largest possible inac-
curacy and clarity in order to be able to curacy is the same as in the first trunca-
calculate with single numbers. In the ex- tion.
ample we have been using, we could ac- It appears then, that if we propose to do
complish this by replacing the range num- our arithmetic with range numbers, we
her by the value at the middle of the range, would use the first way of performing the
2.715, thereby rendering the maximum in- truncation, and if we want to use the ap-
accuracy as small as possible. Then proximation-error form we would use the
"I =(2.715)2=7.371225. One might com- second.
plain that this answer is wrong. I would Now in fact, we do not, as a rule, want
prefer to say that it is not complete. To to do our arithmetic in either of these
make it complete, we would have to write ways. We want to calculate with the mid-

points and forget about the inaccuracy.
e=2.715+.005, This point of view has dictated the uni-

versal practice of truncating in the second
whence way, rather than the first. This process we

e2=(2. 715)± ±2(.005) (2.715)+(005) call "rounding-off" and the resulting num-
ber we call a "significant number." A sig-

-7.371225±.02715+.000025. nifieant number, then, is one whose maxi-
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mu11 inaccuracy is + in the last recorded ureients about which I shall speak later.

digit. Significant numbers have the prop- If wye stay for the moment within the field
erty that, for a given range of inaccuracy, of arithmetic, which is the only place
they require fewer digits to specify ex- where the notion of significant number
actly the mid-point than one would get by has any meaning, there is no need what-
any other way of performing the trunca- ever for any confusion.
tion. Let us agree that any number that has

Since the convention about rounding off been reached solely through the opera-
is, for all practical purposes, universal, it tions of arithmetic, if it cannot conven-
is generally understood that a truncated iently be stated exactly, ought to be written
number is a significant number, and hence as a significant number if possible; if not,
it is not necessary to specify the range of there should be an explicit statement of
inaccuracy, since it is known to be ± I in its accuracy.
the last recorded digit. This has some ad- Presumably, before we embark on such
vantages. We know, for example, that the a calculation, we know how many digits
numbers listed in our tabulations of values we wish to have in the result. The only
of functions are significant numbers. On question, then, that needs answering is
the other hand, the notion of significant "How shall we carry out the calculation
numbers probably played no part in the in order to get the result we want?" It ap-
computations that produced them. Sig- pears that we have been asking our ques-
nificant numbers are not good numbers to tion the wrong way round. We have asked
calculate with, because the result of any "How should we calculate with approxi-
computation with a significant number is mate numbers?" when it would have been
not a significant number. For example, better to ask "How should we proceed to
S 2.72 is a significant number, i.e., e cer- obtain an approximate number with the

tainly lies in the range 2.72 +.005. Hence, desired degree of accuracy?"
we can calculate that el certainly lies Having asked our question thus, it
within the range (2.715)2-(2.725)2 must be admitted that there is no simple
=7.371225-7.425625. There is no signifi- answer and there are no general rules. We
(ant number equivalent to this range num- can, however, easily trace through the
her. The best we can do is 7.4, which effects of arithmetical inaccuracy, caused
yields a range 7.35-7.45. Now it is true by truncation of numbers, in a single ap-
that this range certainly contains c2 , but plication of each of the fundamental op-
it is far wider than it has to be in order to erations of arithmetic, and these effects
have this property. can, and have been, formulated as ruies.

This kind of mistake snowballs rapidly Perhaps I should stop here for a mo-
in extended calculations. For this reason, ment to gather up the substance of what
people who take their computations seri- I have been saying.
ously do not use significant numbers, nor I. I have been talking only about arith-
do they necessarily state the results as metic.
significant numbers. Hence, today we 2. Exact computations with approximate
never know whether the numbers we See numbers are quite feasible, if somewhat
are significant numbers or not, except in distasteful, using range numbers. Obvi-
books of tables. There is no way of telling, ously such calculations caun lead to
from the look of a number, whether it is numbers with many digits. There is
a significant number or not. Things are, to nothing improper in this. Indeed, the
put it mildly, somewhat confused. There number of digits has nothing to do with
is really no need for this situation, eitlbr. the question of accuracy. However,
Largely it springs from the attempt t, e these numerous digits can be a nuisance
significant numbers in dealing with meas- and we might well adopt the position
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that, in view of the range, perhaps The product or quotient of two numbers,
within which the answer lies, it each containing n significant figures (at least two

large, whof which are not zero) is a significant number of
is not important that we know exactly at least (n -2) figures. If the leading digits of
the boundaries of this range. We would, these numbers are both equal to or greater than

2, then the product or quotient has at least n -Itherefore, round off our numbers at significant figures. 2

some chosen number of decimal places.
The choice would be determined by the This, I suggest, is not a step in the di-

use to which our answer is to be put, rection of simplicity.

not by any considerations of inherent The selection of a suitable type of approxi-
mate number depends on the purpose of theaccuracy. computation. Operations with significant num-

3. A significant number is, by definition, bers are easier and simpler than the correspond-
one that cannot differ from the one to ing operations with range or approximation-

which it approximates, by more than error numbers. They are quite satisfactory when

additions, subtractions or a single multiplication2ntels eodddgt infcn or division are involved. They are also satisfac-
numbers are formed by the process of tory when we are not concerned with the loss of

truncation called rounding-off. Signifi- significant figures in each operation. In most .'

computational work we cannot afford this
cant numbers are, or if you prefer, luxury.$
easily lead to, range numbers, but We can take it, then, that whenever we
range numbers can rarely be written assignfican numbers. Thrarelye w eni can avoid the use of range or approxima-
thgniiant number. wihet fromtioh tion-error numbers, we will do so, but wethat num bers w hich result from arith- p e e o o u e sg ii a t n m e s

metical operations only be written as prefer not to use significant numbers.
significant numbers is useful and should What, then, do we do? One more quota-tion fromt the same book:
be maintained quite generally. It may
be remarked, though, that these cir- For the basic linear problems the method of

the next paragraph is to be preferred.
cumstances do not arise as often as An alternative method is the use of incorn-

might be supposed. Most of our calcu- plete numbers. An incomplete number is an ap-
lations are made with numbers that proximation-error number in which the error

term is omitted. These numbers look very much
we get from measurements and to these like significant numbers, but, unlike significant

the notion of significant number does numbers, the results may be recorded to any
not apply. desired number of places. This method makes

for ease with a machine, since all numbers to he
4. Significant numbers are not well suited placed on the machine may be rounded off to the

to numerical calculations and are not so same number of places. It must be remembered
used by people who take their arith- that any recorded number is not necessarily a

significant number in the technical sense, that is,
metic seriously, we do not know what the bound for the error

may be.'

In connection with this last item, the This is surely a curious statement, with
following quotations are pertinent: its invention of the term incomplete num-

The loss in the number of significant figures her. It means simply this, that every num-
in products and quotients, for example, is due ber that enters into the calculation is
not so much to accumulation of errors as to the treated as if it were exact, to a chosen
simplicity that has been gained at the expenseof precision. number of decimal places. The number of

decimal places is chosen to be adequate,

By simplicity, here, must be meant ease .)r usually much more than adequate, to
of computation. Actually, the use of sig- yield results of the required accuracy.

nificant numbers in computation makes This is the way computers usually do

for considerable complexity. Here, for their arithmetic.

example, is the theorem for products and I Dwyer, Linear Computation (1951), p. 15.
3 Ibid., p. 33.

quotients of significant numbers. I pW., p. ..
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Let us pass on now to the second way to be far greater than that implied by the
in which we come to deal with numbers coarseness of the scale with which the final
that are approximations to others-those reading is made. Often it is so great that
which arise from measurement. Let us this final contribution to the error may be
restrict ourselves to physical measure- ignored. On the other hand, repeated de-
ments-the so-called measurements of terminations, made with even a coarse
psychology and such fields pose somewhat scale, can lead to an estimate which is far
special problems. more precise than the coarsen|ess of the

To start the discussion on this topic, I scale would lead one to expect. What I
offer you a quotation from N. R. Camp- am saying, then, is simply this: no num-
bell: "Probably more nonsense is talked ber, significant, range, or any other, can,
about measurement than about any other by itself, say an5 dh ng about the precision
part of physics." or accuracy of the measuring process used

I acquired this quotation second-hand to obtain it.
and I cannot say that he had in mind the Now, this has been known for a long
kind of thing I must talk about today. If time. Over 100 years ago, Gauss and
he didn't, [ shall make the same state- Laplace worked over this ground and pro-
ment in this context. duced the theory of errors, based on the

In the first place, measurement does notion of the frequency distribution,
not produce numbers. The result of a which is simply an idealization of the cx-
measurement should properly be stated in perience of people who make measure-
the form of a range, within which some ments on how errors of measurement be-
point, line, or whatever is observed to lie. have. They did the job pretty well, too,
Presumably this process could be carried and this theory has come down to us vir-
out in such a way that this range could tually unchanged, except that a compara-
be expressed as a number, plus or minus tively new discipline, the design of experi-
I in the last recorded digit. This is not ments, has given it considerably greater
always done, by any means, but let us say depth and scope.
that it is. Then, it seems to be an easy step In any event, the theory of errors pro-
to say that these recorded numbers, oh- vides us with the only usable tool we have
tained from measurement, are significant for dealing with errors of measurement.
numbers, that is, the numerical value of This tells us, among other things, that the
the magnitude, which our process of meas- treatment of errors cannot be undertaken
urement is supposed to estimate, certainly as an exercise in arithnetic. The basic re-
lies within the range defined by ± 4 in the quirement is that the program of measure-
last recorded digit. ment be so arranged as to permit the

It is a pity that this is not true. If it estimation of a standard deviation, in
were, the world of science would be much terms of which the precision of the meas-
simpler than it is. The fact is, of course, as uring process can be stated. The state-
we all know, measurements don't behave ment that the length of something or
this way at all. We all know, for example, other is 11.3 inches, to the nearest tenth-
that the real error of any measurement is inch, is either trivial or not true. The
not composed wholly of the error com- statement that the length of something or
mitted in making a final scale reading. Not other is 11.3 inches, with a standard de-
uncommonly, two attempts at measuring viation of .2 inch, is a meaningful state-
the same thing produce two ranges which ment. It implies, among other things, that
do not overlap at all and we cannot, the "true" length is almost certainly
surely, be certain that the true value lies somewhere between 10.7 and 11.9 inches,
in both of them. leaving aside the possibility of bias or

This implies that the real error is likely systematic error, which is irrelevant to our
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topic. Note, however, that this is not a under the mantle of the theory of errors
range number, because we cannot know without doing the work that it demands.
that the true value is certainly in this With respect to practices of the kind re-
range. To say the same things in another vealed in this quotation, a remark made
way, there is no place, in connection with by Bertrand Russell in his Introduction to
errors of measurement, for any talk about Mathematical Philosophy seems to me to
possible errors, meaning the maximum be wholly pertinent.
error that could possibly be encountered. The method of postulating what we want has

The notion of possible error, or, I would many advantages: they are the same as the ad-
prefer to say, possible inaccuracy, has vantages of theft over honest toil.8

meaning only in arithmetic. Presumably this is not the place for an
I do not know how the notion has crept exhortation about the importance of the

in that the theory of errors can be replaced theory of errors. My whole concern here
by an exercise in arithmetic, coupled to a is to bring out one fact, that errors of
convention about the form in which the measurement have nothing whatever in
answer should be written, but I favor common with so-called approximate num-
the view that the physicist is the culprit, bers. They are conceptually wholly dif-
not because I know of anything in the ferent. One is concerned entirely with a
literature that points a finger at him, but question in arithmetic, specifically, with
rather because physicists have generally the magnitude of the mistakes (rather
been loath to carry out their programs of than errors) that can enter into an arith-
observations in such a way that their real metical calculation through truncation of
errors can be estimated and the theory of numbers. The other has to do with the
errors brought properly into play. In these physical processes of making measure-
circumstances, then, they have tried to ments and is based on empirical evidence
assign what they call a "limit of error," about the way measurements behave. In
that is to say, a maximum possible error, the one, it is wholly proper to speak of the
Let me quote from a book recently pub- largest possible mistake introduced into an
lished, written by a physicist, on the arithmetical calculation by truncation of
Theory of Error: numbers; in the other, it is quite improper

Many observers estimate the limit of error, to speak of a maximum possible error in a
the maximum amount by which the quantity measurement. It is important, if we want
may be supposed to be in error. Other observers
believe such a procedure too conservative, since to think accurately about these matters,
large errors are relatively improbable compared that we keep these two things sharply
with small ones. Therefore, instead of using the separated.
full estimated value of the limit of error, these
observers reduce it, perhaps by one-third. Since Where, then, does all this leave i.s?
these are matters of opinion, no firm rules can be Specifically, what does this mean for us,
given and each experimenter must use his own who are concerned with providing instruc-
judgment.' tion that is accurate and comprehensible

This says to us, it seems, "Pick the error at the level at which we must give it?
you like best." I would not undertake to give any

Now, the theory of errors is not a matter comprehensive answer to this question.
of opinion and there is no doubt at all Indeed, I believe that for me or anyone
about how an experimenter should carry else to do so, without having tried and ex-
out his work in order to make proper use perimented a bit to build tip some experi-
of it. This kind of humbug is an attempt to ence on what can be done successfully and
gain an air of respectability by sneaking what can't, would be sheer folly. On the

5 Yardley Beers, Introduction to the Theory of Error s Bertrand Russell, Introduction to Mathematical
(Cambridge, Mass.: Addison-Wesley Publishing Coin- Philosophy (London: George Allen and Unwin, Ltd.,
pany, Inc., 1953). 1919).
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other hand, there are certain principles ask for the area, in square metres, correct
which must be rigorously observed in any to so many places of decimals.
attempts in this direction. These have, One might object that the question so
for most part, already emerged, but I shall stated is artificial. If, by this, is meant
list them again and offer some opinions oil that if one had to measure these quanti-
the implications of these principles, ties, he could not ask such a question, I

1. Errors of measurement should be agree. On the other hand, it is a real
sharply distinguished from mistakes in mathematical question and I remind you
arithmetic of the sort that lead us to speak that I am talking about a course in mathe-
of significant numbers. I believe that this matics. Furthermore, the question is no
separation should be so stoutly maintained less artificial, from the point of view of
that no discussion of measurement would measurement, if itr is asserted that the
be permitted in mathematical subjects. sides are measured to the nearest centi-
In these, and especially in trigonometry, metre and the angle to the nearest minute,
we have a good opportunity to see the way or if the same notion is conveyed by adopt-
in which arithmetical calculations are ing the convention of significant numbers
properly carried out, with due attention and writing 9.0 instead of 9, and so on. It
paid to orderly procedures, mistakes in- is, I repeat, no less remote from reality
troduced by truncation, and checks and, in addition, it carries the implication
against blunders. After all, there is only that we can cope with errors of measure-
one reason why anybody performs an ment in this manner, which is monstrous.
arithmetical calculation. It is to get the If we allow ourselves to go this far, we
right answer. As far as the question of ap- might as well go all the way and write our
proximate numbers is concerned, there is lengths as 9.0 and 12, because now they
room here, I should think, for studying have the same number of significantfigures.
how truncation mistakes are propagated At this point, we are as far from the real-
through simple (alculations. I would make ities of measurement as we can get.
no room at all for horrible examples in If we want to ask such a question in the
which numbers with grossly different ac- only proper way it can be asked, when the
curacies have to be combined. If the dimensions of the triangle are measured,
arithmetic is handled competently, this it would have to read somewhat as fol-
should not be allowed to happen. The em- lows: The sides of a triangle are 9 and
phasis should be on how one should carry 12.3 metres, with a standard error of .12
out his calculation to arrive at a result of metres; the included angle is 27°39 ' , with
the required accuracy. It is, in my opin- a standard error of 5'. Calculate the area
ion, quite proper to put a problem in the of the triangle and its standard error.
following form: Two sides of a triangle are This is no mean problem!
9 metres and 12.3 metres long. The angle 2. The basic notion in any discussion of
between them is 27°39 ' . Calculate ap- mistakes in arithmetic, caused by trunca-
proximately the area of the triangle and tion, is the range number. It is so simple a
give a range within which the area of the concept that any child can see all that is
triangle must lie. involved and it seems to me the natural

The numbers given in this question are, place to begin. The significant number
by implication, exact. then emerges as a special kind of range

It is true that there are many answers number and its merits and weaknesses are
to this question, all of them correct. This immediately obvious. The dogma of the
is as it should be. If we want to single out significant number has been with us for a
a particular one of these, we can require long time and I fear it will plague us for
the answer to so many significant figures some time to come, so we can hardly avoid
or, what comes to the same thing, we can discussing it in our teaching. However, let
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us teach it as it is, not with a halo of false work can be planned to give some indica-
implications surrounding it, and we should tion of the way measurements behave.
make it clear that we do not encounter Measurements must be repeated ard, in-
genuine significant numbers very often. deed, if one is concerned to know the

All in all, it seems to me that what needs whole of his error, whole experiments must
doing and a general outline of how to do be repeated.
it are fairly clear, as far as purely arith- I do not suggest that it is desirable or
metical questions are concerned. It may feasible to introduce any discussion of the
be granted that the going gets rough whe'i theory of errors at the high school level.
we come to elaborate calculations, such as It is a topic that apparently demands con-
the solution of large systems of equations, siderable maturity. Even in universities,
but such questions should not arise at an no serious attempts are made to provide
elementary level, the rudiments of the theory of errors to

3. Things are less clear when we turn all the people who need them. However,
to errors of measurement, but it seems nat- it should be quite feasible to discuss the
ural to me to suppose that the place to notion of bias (the systematic error of the
talk about measurements is where meas- physicist) and that of true errors, which
urements are made, at least where they tend to compensate. In connection with
are made seriously, to learn something these, it is vitally important to give a care-
about a physical or chemical system. I do ful and thoughtful discussion of the notion
not regard as acceptable here the sort of of average, what it can accomplish and
exercise that has gained favor in some what it can't, when one has the right to
places, for example, sending a number of use an average and when he hasn't. I
pupils with yardsticks to measure the believe that, today, the average is among
length of a room, taking their measure- the most overworked and most abused of
ments, which may read 24', 23'9', 23'7J', all our concepts.
and so on, then using these numbers to 4. Above all, we must scotch the notion
show how to reduce them all to the level of that the precision of an average or of a
the worst, average them, and come out single measurement can be judged from
with an estimate of the length of the the way in which it is written. Apparently
room. I can see nothing but harm in such the opinion is current that some impro-
exercises. Not only do they invoke the priety attaches to running an average out
confusion of approximate numbers with to "more places than are warranted," in-
errors of measurement, but they cast a deed, that there is some suggestion of
false light on the process of measurement deception in that more precision is claimed
itself. In all honesty, anyone who treats than can be justified. Now, we may grant
numbers so obtained as anything but gar- that running averages of measurements
bage makes a mockery of the whole idea out to many places of decimals is silly,
of measurement. The making of measure- but the real impropriety lies not in this,
ments is too serious a business to be but in failing to provide a standard errpr
treated so casually. It is, among other to go with this average.
things, a complex physiological and psy- Perhaps an example will gather up some
chological process and is without meaning of the notions I have been putting for-
until stability and control have been dem- ward. The example comes unchanged
onstrated. from the A.S.T.M. Manual on Presenta-

Really, I see nothing to be gained by tion of Data. (Incidentally, in this manual,
talking about errors of measurement, ex- which is wholly concerned with the pres-
cept to people who make measurements, entation and interpretation of measure-
that is, in courses in physics, chemistry, ments, there is no mention of significant
and perhaps biology. Maybe laboratory numbers or significant digits.)
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The ten numbers presented in the table treated as exact. To do anything else
are the measured breaking-strengths, in would bring us out with no meaningful
pounds, of 10 samples of copper wire, numbers whatever.
taken to estimate the mean breaking- -t. The standard deviation is given to
strength of wire from one production lot. two places more than the data. This also

is recommended A.S.T.M. practice.
BREAKING- Let us look at these A.S.T.M. recom-

SprCiMENS STR.JGTH=X X niendations as they apply to this particu-

1 578 334,084 lar example. A small statistical calcula-
2 572 327,184 tion indicates that there is near-certainty

570 that the ir.terval 575.2 + 8.94 straddles the
4 568
5 572 true mean. In view of the Ntidth of this
6 570 interval, it is likely that these decimals
7 570

572 serve no useful purpose and 575 ± 9 would
9 596 meet all the needs we have. Thus it ap-

10 584 341,056 pears that the A.S.T.M. rule has given us

5,752=2:X 3,309,232 ZX more places than we have any use for.
This has happened because most of the

Average=2X/10=575.2=X error has come from sources other than
mX-'/10=330,923.2 the final scale reading. On the other hand,

(.)2 =330,855.04 if most of our error had been so caused, asSubtraet 68.16

Extract square root 8.26= standard deviation, it might be if we were measuring the value
of some physical constant, these decimals

RE.URKS might be well worth having. We see, then,

I. The numbers X may represent read- I think, the meaning of these rules. They
ings rounded off to the nearest unit, i.e., are simple conventions which have been
± 1 in the last digit, but on the other hand adopted to keep people from doing out-
they may not and without knowing the de- rageously silly things. They have not been
tails of the measuring process it would be derived from any fundamental considera-
improper to assume that they do. (The tions. Furthermore, there could be cir-
fact that they all are even makes one cumstances, I think, in which I would
wonder!) In any event, this is irrelevant. choose riot to follow them.
We will do the same things with these These considerations have a bearing on
numbers, no matter how the readings the advice we should give to students who
were made. make measurements in the laboratory and

2. The object in making these measure- then make calculations with them. I as-
ments is to estimate the mean breaking- sume that the laboratory work will not be
strength of this lot of wire. The average carried out in such a way that the theory
of the observations is calculated as an of errors can be applied and that the the-
estimator of this number. It is here calcu- ory of errors will not have been taught
lated to one place more than those given anyway. In these circumstances, the error
in the data. This is in accord with in the measurements and in the final calcu-
A.S.T.M. recommended practice. There is lated estiniates cannot be known. Two
positively no implication that the true questions require answers. How shall they
mean lies between 575.15 and 575.25. A carry out their arithmetic and how shall
range within which it is likly to lie is cal- they present the results of their calcula-
culable from the standard deviation. tions?

3. In the calculation of the standqird de- The answers are easily given. In their
viation (and indeed in the calculation of arithmetic, all numbers are to be treated
the mean also) the observed numbers are as exact, with the proviso that if the num-
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ber of decimal places becomes unduly tion. As far as deception is concerned, the
large, some of them may be eliminated by shoe is entirely on the other foot. The con-
rounding off in the course of the calcula- tention that the result of a calculation,
tion. The final answer should be rounded with numbers obtained from measure-
off to a reasonable number of decimals. ment, is to be interpreted as a significant

I am sure we would, all of us, like to number is practically certain to deceive.
have something more definite than this, Let us look back at the example and, for
but the fact is that there are no grounds purposes of illustration, treat the num-
for definiteness. And, after all, what dif- bers as significant numbers. Then we cer-
ference does it make if one person runs his tainly have the right to express the aver-
calculation out to, say, two more decimal age of them as a significant number, to the
places than another? As long as they have same number of digits, i.e., 575. Then,
not stopped too soon, the basis for a pref- since 575 is a significant number, the
erence between them is largely aesthetic. "true" value certainly lies in the range
Of course, before we can adopt this indul- 574.5-575.5. This statement is simply not
gent view, we must get rid of the notion, to true.
which we never had any right, that we are To sum up, then, let us keep the signifi-
dealing with significant numbers. It is this cant number where it belongs, as a con-
notion that has led to the view that too venient convention for writing answers in
many decimals in the answer imply decep- pure arithmetic. It has no other use.

Reprinted from The Mathematics Teacher
Volume LI, No. 7, November, 1958
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NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS
Statistical Engineering Laboratory October 1967
Washington, D. C. 20234

SELECTED REFERENCES

David Hogben

The list of books in this section is provided for persons active in
measurement science who are concerned with the analysis and statistical
treatment of measurement data. The object is to provide the scientist
unfamiliar with statistical concepts a short list of boors that he may
turn to for help in understanding techniques which will be of use to him.
The list has been kept short intentionally, and many good books have been
excluded. No attempt has been made to include books intended for
research wcrxers in other fields and no attempt has been made to include
advanced texts primarily of interest to statisticians. Comments, usually
in the form of quotes from the author's preface, are given to guide the
reader in making his own selection.

A. General (and easy reading)

1. WILSON, E. B., An Introduction to Scientific Research, McGraw-Hill,

1952 (375 pp.) Paperback, $2.75.

This boor is unique. It embraces the fundamental prin-
ciples and methods of scientific research without the loss
of important details. Data collection and analysis are
treated in chapters 7 thru 9.

2. YOUDEN, W. J., Experimentation and Measurement, National Science

Teachers Association, Washington, D. C. (127 pp.) Paperback, $0.50.

Primarily written for young scientists, but the concepts
introduced and techniques demonstrated are clearly applicable
in general.
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3. MORONEY, M. J., Facts from Figures Pelican Books, 1951 (472 pp.)

Paperback.

An amusing, common sense approach to basic statistics,
written for the non-mathematician. "The book ranges from
purely descriptive statistics, through probability theory,
the game of Crown and Anchor, the design of sampling schemes,

production quality control, correlation and ranking methods,

to the analysis of variance and covariance."

4. WILKS, S. S., Elementary Statistical Analysis, Princeton University

Press, 1951. (284 pp.)

A nice blend of elementary methods and theory. "An effort
has been made throughout the book to emphasize the role played
in statistical analysis by a sample of measurements and a

population from which the sample is supposed to have arisen ...
Considerable attention is given to the application of sampling
principles to the simpler problems of statistical inference
such as determining confidence limits of population means and

difference of means, making elementary significance tests,

testing for randomness, etc."

B. Statistical Methods

1. DAVIES, OWEN L., Statistical Methods in Research and Production,

Hafner Publishing Co., New York, Third edition, 1957 (396 pp.)

"The object of this handbook is to bring together under one
cover those methods of statistical analysis which are most lixely

to be of use in the Chemical Industry." Many useful topics are

treated in detail and with woried exajaples.

2. YXJDEN, W. J., Statistical Methods for Chemists, John Wiley and Sons,

1951 (126 pp.)

This book provides a refreshingly elementary approach to many
of the most basic problems in applied statistics. It is written

for the experimenter in his language.
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3. BROWNLEE, K. A., Statistical Theory and Methodology in Science and

Engineering, Second Edition, John Wiley and Sons, New York, 1965

(590 pp.).

A middle ground between theory and applications.

4. DIXON, W. J., and MASSEY, F. J., Introduction to Statistical Analysis,

McGraw-Hill Co., 1957, Second Edition (488 pp.).

An elementary but useful book.

5. HALD, A., Statistical Theory with Engineering Applications, John Wiley

and Sons, Inc., 1952 (783 pp.).

"It is the aim of this book to provide a fairly elementary
mathematical treatment of statistical methods of importance to
the engineer in his daily work."

6. MANDEL, JOHN, Statistical Analysis of Experimental Data, John Wiley and

Sons, Inc., 1964. $12.00 (410 pp.)

"The aim of this book is to offer to experimental scientists
an appreciation of the statistical approach to data analysis."
Most of the examples are "based on genuine data obtained in the
study of real laboratory problems." Chapter 6, "The Precision
and Accuracy of Measurements," is concerned with measures of
experimental error. Some other topics particularly well
presented are weighted averages, and the importance of a careful
examination of residuals. Chapter 13, "The Systematic Evalua-
tion of Measuring Processes," and the final chapter, "The Com-
parison of Methods of Measurement," are particularly interesting.

7. ACTON, FORMAN S., Analysis of Straight-Line Data, John Wiley and Sons,

1959 (267 pp.). Dover has a paperback edition.

This book is of limited scope, but it treats some problems
which occur frequently with measurement data in considerable

depth.
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8. DRAPER, N. H. and SMITH, H., Applied Regression Analysis, John Wiley

and Sors, 1966 (407 pp.).

"This book provides a steindard, basic course in multiple
linear regression, but it also includes material that either has
not previously appeared in a textbook or, if it has appeared, is
not generally available. For example, Chapter 3 discusses the
examination of residuals; Chapter 6 examines the methods employed
as selection procedures in various types of regression programs;

Chapter 8 discusses the planning of large regression studies;
and Chapter 10 provides a basic introduction to the theory of
nonlinear estimation."

C. Manuals and Handbooks

1. ASTM Manual on quality Control of Materials, ASTM Comm. E-11. Special

technical publication 15-C, 1951 (127 pp.).

Part I - Presentation of data
Part II - Presenting + limits of uncertainty of an observed

average
Part III - Control chart method of analysis and presentation

of data

(ASTM Address: American Society for Testing Materials,
1916 Race Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19103)

2. NATRELIA, M. G., Experimental Statistics, NBS HandbooK 91, U. S.

Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D. C., 1963 (504 pp.) $4.25.

"The Handbook is intended for the user with an engineering
oackground who, although he has an occasional need for statistical
techniques, does not have the time or inclination to become an
expert on statistical theory and methodology."

"Step-by-step instructions are given for attaining a stated
goal, and the conditions under which a particular procedure is
strictly valid are stated explicitly. An attempt is made to
indicate the extent to which results obtained by a given procedure
are valid to a good approximation when these conditions are not
fully met. Alternative procedures are given for handling cases
where the more standard procedures cannot be trusted to yield
reliable results."
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3. DUNCAN, A. J., Quality Control and Industrial Statistics, Third Edition,

Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood, Ill., 1965 (992 pp.).

This book presents "... the basic principles and procedures
of statistical quality control. It is ... a discourse on the
assumptions and principles of theory that underlie modern quality
control practice."

Part I - Fundamentals
Part II - Lot Acceptance Sampling Plans
Part III - Rectifying Inspection
Part IV - Control Charts
Part V - Some Statistics Useful in Industrial Research

4. OWEN, D. B., Handbook of Statistical Tables, Addison-Wesley, 1962.

(580 pp.)

A comprehensive and reliable collection of tables by an
excellent table maker.

D. Design of Experiments

1. COX, D. R., Planning of Experiments, John Wiley and Sons, 1958 (308 pp.).

"This book is an account of the ideas underlying modern work
on the statistical aspects of experimental design. I have tried,
so far as is possible, to avoid statistical and mathematical
technicalities, and to concentrate on a treatment that will be
intuitively acceptable to the experimental worker, for whom the
book is primarily intended."

2. YOUDEN, W. J., Statistical Design, American Chemical Society, Wash.,

D. C. (72 pp.).

Reprinted from Industrial and Engineering Chemistry,, a
collection of bimonthly articles (71) from 1954 to 1959.

3. HICKS, C. R., Fundamental Concepts in the Design of Experiments, Holt,

Rinehart and Winston, 1964 (293 pp.).

A well written elementary book which presents "... a logical
seq.ienc -)f designs that fit into a consistent outline; for every

type of experiment, the distinction among the experiment, the
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design, and the analysis are emphasized."

4. DAVIES, OWEN L., Editor, The Design and Analysis of Industrial

Experimrnts, Hafner Publishing Co., New York, 1954 (636 pp.).

"This handbook ..... is a sequel to Statistical Methods
in Research and Production. It deals with ... the arrangement
of the individual items composing a complex experiment designed
for a given purpose, and the statistical analysis of the results.
... This book has been written principally for the research
worker in the chemical industry with a limited knowledge of
mathematical statistics, but it is hoped that it will appeal to
other readers. '"

E. Textbooks on Probability and Statistics

1. ANDERSON, R. L., and BANCROFT, T. A., Statistical Theory in Research,

McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, 1952 (399 pp.).

"Many research workers have expressed a need for a convenient
reference book on statistical theory pointed to research problems,
which could be used in conjunction with their booxs on general
statistical methods, experimental design, and survey sampling.
The authors have tried to write a book which would serve this
purpose as well as that of a textbook in statistical theory."

2. MOOD, A. M. and GRAYBILL, F. A., Introduction to the Theory of

Statistics, McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1963 (443 pp.).

A standard advanced undergraduate/first-year graduate level
text on the theory (rather than mathematics) of statistics having
a one year of calculus prerequisite.

"While this text is primarily concerned with the theory of
statistics, full cognizance has been ta.&en of those students
who fear that a moment may be wasted in mathematical frivolity.
All new subjects are supplied with a little scenery from
practical affairs, and, more important, a serious effort has been
made in the problems to illustrate the variety of ways In which
the theory may be applied."

I
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7. Abstracts of Recent
Publications

Papers Pace

7.1. Measurement philosophy of the pilot program for mass
calibration (Abstract). Pontius, P. E ...................... 411

7.2. Designs for surveillance of the volt maintained by a small
group of saturated standard cells (Abstract).
Eicke, W. G., and Cameron, J. M ......................... 415

7.3. Analytical Mass Spectrometry Section: Instrumentation
and procedures for isotopic analysis (Abstract).
Shields, W illiam R., Editor .............................. 418

7.4. Statistical techniques for collaborative tests (Abstract).
Y ouden, W . J .......................................... 421
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The Measurement Philosophy for the Pilot Program

for Mass Calibration

Paul E. Pontius

The Pilot Program for mass measurement is the result of a consid-
eration in which the values produced are thought of as the products of
a mass measurement process. The collective performance of elements of
the mass measurement process results in establishing the process
precision which, under certain conditions, can be described quantita-
tively by pertinent performance parameters. The uncertainty attached
to the product of the process, the measured value, is computed from
these parameters and reflects the total performance of the process
rather than the immediate measurement which might have produced the
value. Interpretations of uncertainty and surveillance tests are
discussed. The Pilot Program in mass measurement, whereby suitable
process performance parameters can be established for precise mass
measurement processes in other facilities, is discussed.

Key words: Mass measurement process, process performance parameters,
and uncertainty.

I. Introduction

In order to utilize the capabilities of a particular mass measurement process, it is
necessary to have at least one mass standard of known value to establish the measurement
unit and, equally important, to know quantitatively how well the process performs. The
process produces mass values for a wide variety of objects and, in most instances, the
objects and values pass on to others to serve many purposes. The uncertainty associated
with values produced by the process establishes the suitability of these values for the
intended usage, the amount of measurement effort necessary to meet the requirements with
confidence, and the basis for agreement when the same measurement must be made with two
different measurement processes. If the uncertainty is to be realistic, it must be
formulated from process performance parameters which are established by all the data
generated by the process to date. In addition, it must adequately reflect both the random
variabilities and systematic errors associated with the process.

The activities of the Mass and Volume Section and the Statistical Engineering Labora-
tory have been directed, for the past several years, toward an objective evaluation of the
mass measurement process and toward the establishment of suitable parameters of performance
which can be used to compute realistic estimates of process uncertainty to be associated
with the mass values produced. The success of these efforts provide the basis for the
formulation of a different method for disseminating the mass measurement unit and for
maintaining the standards of mass which are directly involved in measurement processes

throughout the country. The resulting program, currently designated the Mass Measurement
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Pilot Program incorporates, in each participating facility, the calibration procedures
currently in use at the National Bureau of Standards which provide both a means to recog-
nize and to utilize the maximum capabilities of the mass measurement processes.

The Mass Measurement Pilot Program, at the present stage of development, requires the
participating facility to either have, or have access to, a pair of kilogram mass standards
and suitable sensitivity weights which have been recently calibrated by NBS. The calibra-
tion of duplicates, subdivisions, and multiples of the kilogram are accomplished by using
the equipment of the facility to make the observations in accordance with the prescribed
procedures. The raw data is transmitted to NBS via teletype or other convenient means of
communication. The data will be processed using an appropriate computer program. The
monitoring function incorporated in the analysis will test the values obtained for the
performance parameters against the appropriate parameters which represent the performance
of the facility which produced the data. The mass values and appropriate uncertainties
for the weights being calibrated are returned to the facility via teletype in a format

suitable for inclusion in a report of calibration. The analysis sheets, which include,
in addition to the statistical eavluation, a listing of supplementary information such as
the equipment used, the operator, the weighing designs used and also a copy of all of the
raw data listed essentially in the order it was taken, are forwarded by mail for evaluation
and use as substantiating documentation. At the present time, the program is in limited
operation at three facilities over a restricted range of nominal mass values. The success
of the operation, to date, has been most gratifying.

The Drograms for data analysis, incorporated in the Pilot Program, strive to provide a
service aLched to the unique requirements of the total mass measurement process and to
extract from the resulting data all possible information concerning the process performance.
The procedures are designed to calibrate most ordered sets of mass standards, with few if
any, extra observations over those required by other calibration procedures, and in additicn,
one obtains the statistical information necessary to assess the performance of the particular

process that was used. The analysis of the data provides parameters relative to both short
and long term process variability and it is possible to compute in advance, and verify the
appropriateness of the uncertainty to be associated with each mass value determined.
Facilities that can demonstrate a continuous "in control" operation through the use of the
Pilot Program are, in essence, extensions of the NBS facilities and, as su:h, require only
minimal calibration support.
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Designs for Surveillance of the V3ot
Maintained by a Small Group of Saturated Standard Cells

W. G. Eicke

Electricity Division
Electrochemistry Section

and

J. M. Cameron
Applied Mathematics Division

Statistical Engineering Laboratory

ABSTRACT*

When a local standard such as that for electromotive force is

maintained by a groip of standards, procedures must be established to

provide evidence that the group has maintained its original valse. One

also needs methods for the transfer of the value to test items that pru-

vilo -ff-cient sse of measurement effort while monitoring the measurement

process ani providing information for updating the values of process

oarameters. SolItions to the more general problem of transferring the U

valie from laboratory to laboratory and of maintaining agreement among

-aboratories depend on the existence of control within the laboratories.

This technical note describes a procedure for maintaining surveillance

-ver a small group of sat rated standard cells. The measurement process

is tr~efly discsssed and the .inciple of left-right balance as a means

r eliminating certain systematic errors is developed. Specific designs

and their analysis for intercomparing 3, 4, 5 and 6 cells in a single

temperature cont, environment are given. Procedures for setting up

centrol charts on the tppropriate parameters are given, and a technique

is escribed for detecting certain types of systematic errors.

Key words: Control charts, experiment design, saturated standard cells,

standard cells calibration, statistics, voltage standard.
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ANALYTICAL MASS SPECTROMETRY SECTION:

INSTRUMENTATION AND PROCEDURES FOR ISOTOPIC ANALYSIS

Edited by William R. Shields

ABSTRACT

This report describes the general instrumentation of the Analytical
Mass Spectrometry Section and the specific analytical techniques which
have been devised for the measurement of isotopic ratios of Ag, Br, Cl,
Cr, Cs, Cu, Mg, Pu, and U. Interim procedures for B, Li, Rb, and Sr
are also given.

In the appendix some general statistical principles used in the
design and analysis are briefly discussed; an example is given in detail
illustrating the various steps involved leading from original data to
the reported uncertainties for the isotopic ratio of bromine.

Key words: Mass spectrometry, instrumentation, procedures,
isotopic analysis.
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STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES FOR

COLLABORATIVE TESTS

FOREWORD
This manual presents statistical techniques that may be used in collaborative

testing of analytical methods. It is an introductory guide issued for use by the
AOAC's Associate Referees, whose statistical backgrounds cover a wide range.
Every effort has been made to keel) the presentation simple and flexible, and to
hold the statistics to a minimum. Special attention is focused on planning the
collaborative test and presenting and interpreting the analytical results.

Obviously the laboratory proposing a new method should study the method
carefully before a collaborative trial is undertaken. Section VI D of this hand-
book gives an efficient program for a within-laboratory examination of a method.

An important innovation is that materials be chosen in pairs (Section V). The
two members of a pair should be similar in nature and amount present. Such a
pair becomes a "unit block" in the collaborative tests. The concept of the unit
block leads to an easy statistical analysis and graphical examination of the data.
The data from several unit blocks are readily presented in summary form.

The concept of the unit block allows a way to utilize the services of smaller
laboratories not having the resources to participate in some of the more compre-
hensive collaborative studies by having them participate on only the unit blocks
of materials in the range of interest to them. It is not necessary that each unit
block have the same number of collaborators. As a guiding rule, as many collab-
orators as possible should be obtained-up to 30 collaborators per unit block.
At the minimum level it is suggested as a guide (not as a standard that the
number of collaborators be maintained at not less than six, if possible. We must
recognize that situations sometimes exist which severely limit the number of
collaborators that can be obtained. This rule is certainly not intended to cut off
such investigations because an arbitrary minimum number of collaborators can-
not be found. I firmly believe that any data properly taken are better than
no data.

To properly interpret the analytical results of a collaborative test, the scientist
must give careful consideration to the various sources of error in the data ob-
tained. Any analytical result is a complex of three factors: (1) the random
error; (2) the inherent systematic error in the procedure; and (3) the modifica-
tion in this systematic error that is a consequence of any particular laboratory's
environment, equipment, and any personal way of using the procedure.

One modern trend is the increasing use of reference materials and the adjust-
ment of instruments to make them deliver the known values for the reference
materials. Properly used, the reference materials delete the second and third
factors mentioned in the preceding paragraph. There is a disadvantage, however.
because the process of adjusting the instrument also involves a random error. The
standardization of a volumetric reagent is a similar situation. There is still the
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random titration error in determining the titer. But this random error, which now
becomes a part of the titer value, acts as a constant, or systematic error, when
the reagent is used on a series of unknowns: Any error in the value of the titer is
directly carried over into every result. Consequently at least three or four titra-
tions should be made when standardizing a reagent. The average of these repeats
allows a certain degree of cancelling out of the random errors. The random error
in the average of four is just half that of a single titration. This reduces the
random error in the titer value to the point at which, now acting as a systematic
error, it is smaller than the random error of a single titration on an unknown.
This averaging device is not possible in the adjustment of instruments.

Most introductory statistical texts are necessarily limited to the consideration
of very simple experimental situations. After all, the statistical student has to
begin his learning with simple techniques. The real world of measurement is
usually an intricate place and requires careful examination by the scientist to
enumerate the various sources of error in his measurement. Since a statistician
without much experience may easily overlook the hidden complexities in an un-
familiar field of measurement, the scientist must not shirk the responsibility for
the interpretation of his data. This is the best reason for writing this manual.
which represents the initial action in filling a recognized need for statistical guide-
lines in analytical method studies. Comments and suggestions from the users are
invited. Further developments along these lines are intended, and revisions, addi-
tions, and deletions will be made as experience dictates.

Published by the Association of Official Analytical
Chemists, Inc., Washington, D.C., 1967.
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Linear relationships, functional 1-206 Measurement process, properties of 1-26
Linear relationships, statistical 1-208 Measurement process, repeated applications
Linearizing .ransformations 1-233 of the same 1-22
Liquid-in-glass-thermometers, calibration pro- Measurement process, standard deviation

cedure for 1-42 of 1-22, 1-35
Location parameter 1-284 Measurement process, statistical concepts of 1-296

Measurement process, systematic error of 1-22
Measuroment process, variance of 1-35

M Measurement, quality factors involved in 1-23
Measurement, quantitative aspects of 1-23

Mass calibration as an example of realistic Measurements, common causes of correlation
repetition 1-42 among 1-303

Mass measurement process, an illustrated re- Measurements, correlated 1-303
view 1-2 Measurements, family of 1-28

Mass measurement process (abstract) 1-411A Measurements, mathematical formulation of 1-28
Mass measurement process, realistic uncer- Measurements, scheduling of 1-24

tainties and the 1-2 Median ---- 1-284
Mass spectrometry (abstract) 1-418A Method of averages 1-267
Mass, true value of 1-31 Method of least squares 1-39
Mean 1-284 Method of least squares, contribution by
Mean, comparison with a standard value 1-319 Simpson to - 1-27
Mean deviation 1-75 Method of measurement 1-21
Mean, population 1-373 Method of measurement, imprecise instruc-
Mean, sample 1-373 tions of 1-25
Mean square error 1-39 Method of measurement, precise instructions
Means, comparison between two 1-320 of 1-25
Means, comparison of 1-318 Method of measurement, realization of 1-21
Measurement agreement comparisons 1-146 Method of measurement, specification of 1-25
Measurement as a production process 1-21, 1-25 Methods of test, comparison of 1-179
Measurement, concept of a repetition of 1-41 Metrology, statistical concepts in 1-296
Measurement, definition of 1-23 Michelson's experiment, temperature correc-
Measurement error, difference of arithmetical tion for 1-24

mistake from 1-398 Mode 1-284
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Volume and Page Precision, concept of 1-32

Nonlinear relationships: transformation to Precision, definition of 1-29
linear 1-204 Precision, evaluation of 1-41

Normal bivariate distributions, contour el- Precision, index of 1-36, 1-309, 1-359
lipses for 1-210 Precision, interpretation of 1-310

Normal bivariate surface 1-209 Precision, modifiers of the word 1-310
Normal curve, area under 1-302 Precision of laboratories, assumption of equal 1-141
Normal distribution, standardized 1-306 Precision of process in mass measurement, ex-
Normal law of error 1-302 ample of 1-16
Normal (Gaussian) distributions 1-284 Precision, realistic evaluation of 1-21, 1-41
Numbers, approximate 1-392 Precision. se!ection of an index of 1-310
Numbers arising from measurements 1-395 Precision statement, qualified by reference to
Numbers, arithmetic 1-296 the system of causes 1-360
Numbers, digital 1-296 Precision, subjective estimate of 1-23
Numbers, measurement 1-296 Precision, valid estimate of 1-147
Numbers, range 1-393 Preferred procedure 1-31
Numbers, significant 1-393 Probability distribution 1-26

Probability table for circular normal distribu-
0 tion 1-136

Observation equations 1-9 Probable error 1-49, 1-75

Observations, adjustment of 1-23 Process parameters in mass measurements 1-19

Observations, correction of 1-23 Process p.rformance in parameters (abstract) 1-411A

Observations, quality of 1-357 Process performance uncertainty (abstract) 1-411A

Operating aracteristics curve Propagation of error formulas 1-314, 1-331

(OC cur-- 1-293, 1-388 Propagation of error formulas, conditions for

Outliers, a! ative analysis using 1-346 the validity of 1-340

Outliers, deg'ees of knowledge about 1-347 Propagation of error formulas, derivation of 1-334

Outliers, rejection depends on purpose of ex- Propagation of error formulas, frequently

periment 1-346 used 1-337

Outliers. treL:aeiit of, in collaborative tests Propagation of error formulas, practical ac-

(abstract) 1-421 curacies of 1-336

Overall variance, unbiased estimate of 1-38 Propagation of error: more than one function
of variables 1-334

P Propagation of error: used for different pur-
poses 1-331

Paired observations, experimental design for 1-86 proving ring calibration: check on departure
Parameter, location 1-300 from curve 1-259
Parameter, scale 1-300 Proving ring calibration: check on stability
Parameters, estimates of 1-333 of precision 1-258
Parameters, estimators of 1-33:3 proving ring calibration: confidence interval
Parameters, population 1-333 of load values 1-259
Physical measurements, statistical characteris- Pro-ing ring calibration, uncertainty associ-

tics of 1-120 ated with 1-257
Pilot program for mass calibration (abstract) 1-411 A
Plot, experimental 1-85 Q
Plotting the data 1-204
Population 1-26, 1-300 Quaesitum 1-51
Population characteristics 1-304 Quality control 1-21
Population, concept of 1-277 R
Population sampled 1-281
Population, target 1-281 Random error (discussed as simple/complex
Position effect on multiple position equipment 1-94 statistical control) 1-34
Postulate of measurement 1-28, 1-299 Random errors, propagation of 1-334

Precision and accuracy, components of 1-358 Random sample, selection of 1-282
Precision and accuracy, meaning of 1-357 Random sampling 1-280
Precision and accuracy of instrument calibra- Random sampling of likely circumstances 1-22, 1-42

tion systems 1-21 Random variables, independent identically dis-
Precision and accuracy requirement deter- tributed 1 27

mined by the purpose 1-69 Randomization 181, 1-82
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Randomization, examples of 1-342 Runs above and below 1-27
Randomization in experiments 1-342 Runs up and down 1-27
Randomization thought as insurance 1-84 R-chart 1-37
Randomization versus balanced designs 1-344
Randomness in mass measurements, example

of 1-14
Range 1-297, 1-299 Sample, concept of 1-277
Range of circumstances, random sampliag of 1-42 Sample estimation of variance 1-286
Ranking scores, table of 5 percent two-tail Sample mean - 1-286, 1-305

limits for 1-149, 1-157, 1-166 Sample size determination 1-390
Ranking scores, table of ratio of calculated Sample standard deviation 1-305

to expected sums of squares 1-168 Sample stat'stics 1-278
Ranking scores, variance of 1-168 Sampling distribution 1-278
Ratios of comparisons, adjusted values of 1-114 Sampling distribution of averages - 1-287
Reading, effects of previous memory of 1-104 Sampling distribution of s-squared 1-287
Reading error, estimate of standard deviation Sampling, simple random 1-280

of 1-88 Saturated standard cells (abstract) 1-415A
Reference level 1-358 Selected references 1-402
Regression equation used for prediction 1-217 Sensitivity 1-359
Regression line used for prediction 1-238 Sensitivity as a measure of merit of test
Regression, linear ---- 1-189 methods ..... 1-179
Regression lines, systematic differences be- Sensitivity independent of scale of measure-

tween 1-189 ment 1-182
Rejection of outliers, remarks on 1-346, 1-353 Sensitivity ratio, test of significance for 1-182
Rejection of outlying observations, statistical Sensitivity weight 1-12

tests for 1-349 Significance level 1-293
Rejection of results in round robin tests, cri- Significance, statistical (interpretation of) 1-294

terion for 1-166 Significance, test of 1-293
Rejection rule: Dixon's r-test 1-350 Significant figures 1-297, 1-398
Rejection rule when estimate of measurement Single measurement, errors of 1-22

variability available 1-352 Single measurement, limits to the error of 1-22
Relative standard deviation = coefficient of Slope, computed by minimizing sum of squares

variation 1-333 of perpendicular deviations 1-116
Repeatability 1-310 Slope, standard error of 1-329
Repeated readings, vulnerable to memory, ex- Small sampie, theory of . 1-27

ample of 1-68 Standard cells calibration (abstract) 1-415A
Repetitions, allowable variations in 1-42 Standard deviation computed from deviations
Repetitions, realistic, examples of 1-42 of data from curve . 1-75
Replication 1-82, i-84 Standard deviation, definition of 1-299
Replication, concealed 1-115 Standard deviation estimated from range 1-317
Reported value, standard error of 1-69 Standard deviation in mass measurements,
Reporting of results 1-297 example of ---- 1-17
Reproducibility 1-310 Standard deviation of a measurement proc-
Residuals adjusted for trend 1-366 ess 1-21, 1-35
Residuals, condition of zero sum of 1-266 Standard deviation of a single observation 1-75
Residuals, least sum of absolute values of 1-267 Standard deviation of the mean 1-37
Residuals, least sum of squared 1-268 Standard deviation, population 1-373
Residuals plotted against predicted values 1-367 Standard deviation, sample 1-373
Residuals plotted against time 1-367 Standard deviation, sample estimate of ---- 1-35
Resolution, statistical 1-359 Standard deviation, unbiased estimate of 1-38
Rounding 1-297 Standard deviation, within-group . 1-317
Rounding off of numbers 1-393 Standard deviation, within occasions 1-38
Round-robin tests: analysis by linear model 1-170 Standard deviations, sampling distributions of
Round-robin tests, checking the adequacy of computed ... 1-287

instructions of 1-165 Standard error calculated by use of propaga-
Round-robin tests, problems in interpretation tion of error formula 1-76

of data of 1-165 Standard error, computed .... 1-71
Round-robin tests, purposes of 1-165 Standard error, computed by propagation of
Ruggedness test, Youden's 1-160 error formulas -. 1-385
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Standard error of a predicted point 1-76 Systematic error inherent in the prnr,.dure 1-361
Standard error of a predicted value of Y 1-76 Systematic error of a measurement process 1-43
Standard error of a reported value 1-73 Systematic error of the laboratory using the
Standard error of coefficients of fitted curve 1-75 procedure 1-361
Standard error of mean, estimate of 1-304 Systematic error, overall 1-43
Standard error of the mean 1-37 Systematic error, reasonable bounds to the 1-43
Standard error of reported value versus stand- Systematic error reliably established 1-76

ard deviation of a single determination 1-71 Systematic error, subjective bounds to 1-23
Standard error of weighted mean 1-75, 1-313 Systematic errors, a guide to the expression
Standards, calibration of 1-21 of 1-76
Standards, reference 1-42 Systematic errors arising from unsuspected
Statistical control 1-21 sources 1-53
Statistical control, causes responsible for the Systematic errors, credible bounds to com-

lack of 1-358 bined effect of . ... 1-43
Statistical control charts (see control charts) 1-23 Systematic errors, detection of increments of 1-59
Statistical control charts for averages . 1-27 Systematic errors in physical constants 1-56
Statistical control charts for standard devia- Systematic errors, propagation of 1-336

tions 1-27 Systematical error contributed by an assign-
Statistical control, complex 1-28 able cause -- 1-21, 1-43
Statistical control, complex or multistage 1-38 Systematical error, credible bounds to 1-21
Statistical control, simple 1-28, 1-34 Systematical error, overall 1-21
Statistical control, state of 1-29 Systematical errors between laboratories,
Statistical control, state of, required for a graphical presentation of .. 1-142

measurement process - 1-22
Statistical control, within occasions 1-37 T
Statistical design of experiments 1-25
Statistical designs, for calculation of average Table: 5 percent two-tail limits for ranking

drift . 1-104 scores 1-149, 1-157, 1-166
Statistical evaluation of uncertainties in iso- Table: guide to terms used in the expressions

topic analysis (abstract) 1-418A of uncertainties 1-75
Statistical inference: estimates of population Table: ratio of calculated to expected sum of

characteristics 1-279 squares .....- 1-168
Statistical inference- tests of hypotheses 1-279 Table: propagation of error formulas -- 1-315
Statistical method, descriptive 1-277 Table: values of t 1-307
Statistical method, inductive 1-277 Target value .... 1-31, 1-358
Statistical method, rushing in to apply 1-27 Temperature corrections .. . 1-23
Statistical process control, concepts and tech- Temperature corrections for Michelson's ex-

niques of 1-21, 1-26 periment . 1-24
Statistical relationships, S-I, S-II 1-208 Test for linearity .... . 1-225
Statistical techniques in collaborative studies Test for trend based on successive differences 1-103

(abstract) 1-421A Test method, distinction between measurement
Statistical tolerancing 1-331 process and a .. 1-357
Statistics, used to make decisions 1-291 Test of a statistical hypothesis ._ 1-292
Strong law of large numbers 1-28, 1-35 Test of significance 1-292
Student's distribution . 1-306 Test procedure, error of a _. 1-162
Surveillance of the volt (abstract) 1-415A Test procedure, evaluating the quality of 1-163
Surveillance tests for mass calibration (ab- Theory of errors 1-49, 1-298, 1-396

stract) 1-411A Thermometer, calibration of ... . 1-86
System of causes 1-357 Thermometer, schedule of readings of .... 1-24
Systematic error 1-50, 1-299, 1-358 Tolerance interval, mean and standard devia-
Systematic error, combination of elemental 1-76 tion known -. 1-378
Systematic error, composite character of 1-58 Tolerance interval, mean known, standard de-
Systematic error, definition of 1-30 viation unknown . 1-380, 1-382
Systematic error, detection of 1-65, 1-363 Tolerance interval, mean unknown, standard
Systematic error, elemental 1-43 deviation known -... 1-380, 1-382
Systematic error estimated from experience Tolerance intervals for the normal distribu-

or by judgment 1-76 tions .. . 1-373
Systematic error, evaluation of credible Tolerance limits, engineering 1-290

bounds to . 1-41 Tolerance limits, one sided - 1-379
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Tolerance limits, statistical 1-290 Variable, indepcndent 1-204
Transformation t linear relationship 1-177 Variables not under control, randomization of 1-342
Transformation, logarithmic 1-176 Variance 1-35, 1-284
Transformation, scale 1-177 Variance as measure of dispersion 1-36
Treatment combination 1-85 Variance, between groups 1-318
Treatment, experimental 1-85 Variance, between occasions 1-318
Trend lines -1-366 Variance, components of 1-317
Triad comparison scheme 1-64 Variance, definition of 1-299
True value 1-29 Variance, estimate of 1-304
True value, concept of 1-30 Variance of an average when measurements
True value linked to the purposes for which are correlated 1-334

the quantity is needed 1-31 Variance, overall 1-38
Two group arrangement, mathematical model Variance, sample estimate of 1-35

for 1-87 Variance, unbiased estimate of 1-38
Two-way classification data for interlaboratory Variance, within occasions 1-38

tests 1-176 Variances, algebra for 1-312
t-test for the comparison of means 1-318 Variances, comparison of by F-test 1-322

Variances, pooling estimates of 1-316

U Variations, allowable 1-41
Variations made deliberately on test condi-

Uncertainties 1-298 tions 1-159
Uncertainties, a guide to terms used in expres- Voltage standard (abstract) 1-415A

sions of 1-73
Uncertainties and the mass measurement proc- W

ess, realistic 1-2
Uncertainties in calibration 1-63 Weighing design, five variables in six sets 1-61
Uncertainties of final results, expression of 1-69 Weighing design, seven variables with eight
Uncertainties of fundamental constant 1-45 sets - 1-61
Uncertainty, a guide to the expression of 1-73 Weighing design, three variables 1-61
Uncertainty, data to support 1-63 Weighing design, three variables at two
Uncertainty, indicated by limits of likely in- levels each 1-60

accuracy 1-69 Weighing designs, eleven factors with twelve
Uncertainty, magnitude of 1-63 combinations 1-162
Uncertainty quoted from literature 1-77 Weighing designs in physical measurements 1-60
Uncertainty, realistic idea of 1-62 Weighing designs, seven factors with eight
Uncertainty, statement of 1-63 combinations 1-160
Uncertainty statement on certificate, interpre- Weighted mean 1-314

tation of 1-67 Within-laboratory variability, two types of 1-171
Uncertainty statement, recommended rule 1-298
Universe 1-26 y
Universe, statistical 1-358

Yield, experimental 1-85
V Youden chart (abstract) 1-421A

Youden plot 1-133, 1-144, 1-145
Values, adjusted for station effect 1-99 Youden plot, assumption of equal within-lab
Values, corrected for drift 1-107 precision for 1-141
Variability, components in, in interlaboratory Youden ruggedness test 1-154, 1-160

tests 1-173 Youden ruggedness test (abstract) 1-421A
Variable, dependent 1-204 Youden two sample chart (abstract) 1-421A
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Official SI Unit Names and Symbols
Efor a complete statement of NBS practice, see
158 Tech. News Bull. Vol 62. No. 6. June 1968.]

Name Symbol Name Symbol

m eter ................................................... m new ton .............................................. N
kilogram .............................................. kg joule .................................................... J
second .................................................. s w att ..................................................... W
ampere ......................... A c3ulomb ............................................. C
kelvin' .................................................. K volt ......... ............ ............................ V
candela ................................................ cd ohm .................................................... 0
radian ............................................... rad farad .................................................. F
steradian ............................................ sr weber ................................................... W b
hertz .................................................... H z henry .. ............... .... . .................. H
lum en .................................................... Im tesla ................................................... T
lux ....................................................... Ix

Additional Names end Symbols approved for NBS use

curie2  ............... ... . .... ..... ............... .  C1 m ho ...................................................... m ho
degree CelsiusD ....... ............ .. .............  °C m ole ..................................................... m ol
gram ................................................... siem ens4  

.........
........ .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . .

. S

'The same name and symbol are used for thermodynamic temperature interval. (Adopted by the 18th General
Conference on Weights & Measures, 1967.)

'Accepted by the General Conference on Weights & Measures for use with the S1.
'For explreins "Celsius temperature": may aho be used for a temperature interval.

Adopted by IEC and I80.

Table for Converting U.S. Customary Units to Those of the
International System (SI)5

To relate various units customarily used in the United States to those of the Interna-
tional 'System, the National Bureau of Standards uses the conversion factors listed in the
"ASTM Metric Practice Guide", NES Hand-ook 102. These are based on international agree-
ments effective July 1, 1959, between the national standards laboratories of Australia, Canada,
N-w Zealand, South Africa, the United Kino,,dom, and the United States.

To convert from:
(1) inches to meters, multiply by 0.0254 exactly.
(2) feet to meters, multiply by 0.3048 exactly.
(3) feet (U.S. survey) to meters, multiply by 1200/3987 exactly.
(4) yards to meters, multiply by 0.9144 exactly.
(5) miles (U.S. statute) to meters, multiply by 1609.344 exactly.
(6) miles (international nautical) to meters, multiply by 1852 exactly.
(7) grains (1/7000 Ibm avoirdupois) to grams multiply by 0.064 798 91 exactly.
(8) troy or apothecary ounces mass to grams, multiply by 81.103 48...
(9) pounds-force (lbf avoirdupois) to newtons, multiply by 4.448 222...

(10) pounds-mass (Ibm avoirdupois) to kilograms, multiply by 0.453 592...
(11) fluid ounces (U.S.) to cubic centimiters, multiply by 29.57...
(12) gallons (U.S. liquid) to cubic meters, multiply by 0.003 785...
(13) torr (mm Hg at 0 * C) to newtons per square m2ter, multiply by 133.322 exactly.
(14) millibars to newtons per square meter, multiply by 100 exactly.
(15) psi to newtons per square meter, multiply by 6894.757...
(16) poise to newton-seconds per square meter, multiply by 0.1 exactly.
(17) stokes to square meters per second, multiply by 0.0001 exactly.
(18) degrees Fahrenheit to kelvins, use the relation ix = (ty+459.67) /1.8.
(19) degrees Fahrenheit to degrees Celsius, use the relation tc= (tr-32)/1.8.
(20) curies to disintegrations per second, multiply by 3.7 X 1010 exactly.
(21) roentgens to coulombs per kilogram, multiply by 2.679 760X 10-' exactly.
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